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PREFAGE

The harmonious coexistence of hydraulic structures with the natural environment is the focus of

this second symposium on ecohydraulics organized under IAHR'S sponsorship' The ltrst

symposium was hlld in Trondheim, Norway in August 1994. Approximately equal numbers of

h,vdraulicists and biologists sharing an interest in the rational and ecological use- of the aquatic

environmenr artended ECOHYDRAULICS 2000. Hydraulic works may bring about disastrous

consequences for frsh communities by destroying or modiSing important habitats. The matn

objective of the Symposium ECOHYDRAULICS 2000 was to make available new scientific

kntwledge, state of the art analysis tools and advantageous technical solutions to prevent or limit

these negative impacts. We hope that this goal was achieved. As chairman of the event, I take this

opportunity to acknowledge a[ persons, sometime in shadow, who participated to the success of

ECOHYDRAULICS 2OOO.

PRÉFACE

La coexistence harmonieuse des ouvrages hydrauliques et du milieu naturel est le thème

principal d'un deuxième Symposium spécialisé organisé sous les auspices de I'AIRH sur ce sujet,

le primier ayant été tenu à Trondheim, Norvège en août 1994. Cette seconde rencontre

internationale a mis en présence un nombre sensiblement égal d'hydrauliciens et de biologistes

désirant concilier des ibjectifs d'utilisation rationnelle et écologique du milieu aquatique. I'es

interventions hydrauliques peuvent avoir des conséquences désastreuses sur les communautés

piscicoles par la destruction des habitats qui les suppoftent. Le but du Symposium était d'offrir
'des 

connaissances, des outils d'analyse et des solutions techniques avantageuses pour éviter ou

limiter ces impacts négatifs. Nous sommes très heureux d'avoir eu le privilège de participer à la

réalisation de cette noble cause. À titre de président du Symposium, je tiens à féliciter et à

remercier toutes les personnes qui ont participé, parfois dans l'ombre, à l'organisation

d' É,j)HYDRAU LIQU E 2000.

--'l/[lncl,rç| ktb,L-
Michel læclerc
Chairman I Président
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Direct and remote effects of civil works

Effets directs et à distance des ouvrages de génie
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Supersaturation belorv the spillways of dams can provoke Gas Bubble Disease (GBD) in fish and other riverine

animals. This rvas the case of yacyrerâ Dam, a low head (21 m), 1,600 km2 hydroelectric project located on the

paranâ River, at the intemational border of Argentina and Paraguay. The dam has two gated overflorv spillways'

Spillage of rvater over the dam entrains air and causes supersaturation in the stilling basins placed below each

spillway. A massive fish mortality caused by GBD was observed in 1994, in a 100-km reach belorv Yacyreta

Dam. After the evelt, modifications in the operation of spillway gates reduced the levels of supersaturation Other

improvements are presently being implemented, such as modifications in the structure of spillrvay gates to reduce

supersaturation levels, as well as increases in discharge passing through turbines. An intensive monitoring of dis-

solved gases and frsh sanitary conditions was carried out by an agreement between the public power utility of

yacyretâ Dam (EBy) and the Institure of lchthyology of the National University of the Northeast (UNNE)' The

first results of this survey are reported here. Gas supersaturation was measured daily atdifferent sampling points

in the river using a Common Sensing electronic saturometer. Fish health condition was examined in individuals

caught by gillnets in trvo sampling points within the river; one of them placed close to the main spillway and the

other located 70 k1t dorvnriver, every 20-30 days, from March 1995 to March 1995. Each fish was examincd for

emphysema (bubbles) rvithin the skin, eyes and fins, and sonre of them were dissected to permit internal examin-

atio' ald histological sanrpling of various tissues. Close to the spillway, in the main river channel' total gas super-

saturation values oscillated ip a range conrprised between 125,4 and 153 .3 oÂ. ln this sanrpling point, l3oÂ to 58Y'

of the fish caught g,ere found with enrphysenra rvithin the fins or other GBD signs. This high incidence of the

GBD would have been artificially enhanced by the netting, because fish were caught at low depths (0'5-3'0 m)'

out of tlre hydrostatlc coutpelsation zone. Histopathological analyses confimled the presence of lesions caused by
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GBD in gills and liver in about 35% of the fish sampled. In the sampling point located 70 km downstream, supcr-

saturation values varied in a range comprised betrveen 107-130%, rvhich rvas closer to the normal river condi-

tions. Percentage of fish aflected varied between 0 and 9%, but no histopathological lesions were found in gills or

liver. These results indicate that the dam is still generating dangerous levels ofsupersaturation, and fish inhabiting

the shallowest areas of the river (<3 m) can develop the GBD. Modifications being in execution will likely reduce

the present levels of supersaturation.

KEY-WORDS: gas bubble diseasd fish/ gas supersaturation/ total dissolved gases/ dams/ large rivers/ Argentina.

INTRODUCTION

A major characteristic of the South American drainage systems is the presence of large rivers rvith extcnsive

floodplains having a diversified fish fauna. The Paranâ River belongs to the Del Plata Basin, the second largest

drainage basin of the subcontinent after the Amazon Basin. Since 1960, considerable development of civil rvorks

in Del Plata Basin has transformed large reaches of the headrvater zone in a succession of reservoirs, particularly

in Brazil. In addition, two huge dams were constructed in the middle sections of the Paranâ River during the 80's.

named ltaipti at the frontier of Brazil and Paraguay, and Yacyrerâ in the border of Argentina and Paraguay. Thesc

dams together can supply a large proportion of the power requirements of these countries.

In 1994, a massive fish nrortality below Yacyretâ Dam was observed. This mortality was due to an acute gas

bubble disease (GBD) produced by gas supersaturation in the stilling basins placed belorv the spilhvays

(Domitrovicetal., 1994).Thishappened afterthelevel ofthereservoirrvasraisedseveral meterstobegintheen-

ergy production of the first installed turbine. A massive fish kill was also observed belorv Itaipû Dam several
years before, under sinrilar circunrtauces (G. Gavilân, pers. obs.).

After the event, modifications in the operation reginre of spillway gates reduced the levels of gas supersaturation

downriver YacyretÉ Darn. Other inrprovenrents are presently being implemented, such as the modification of spil-

lway design by adding structures to avoid spilled water to plunge deeply into the stilling basin. Besides, larger

amount of water passing through an increasing number of installed turbines is also supposed to reduce the dis-

charge in the spillways.

An intensive monitoring of total dissolved gases and fishes sanitary conditions were carried out by an agreement
between the public power utility of Yacyretâ Danr (EBY) and the Institute of lchthyology of the National Univer-
sity of the Northeast (I.JNNE). The objectives of this study were, (i) to survey the impact of the fluctuating super-
saturation levels on fish health and, (ii) to create a baseline reference to evaluate the success ofthe structural and
operational modifrcations that are presently being implemented in the danr to reduce supersaturation levels. The
first results ofthis study are reported here.

STUDY SITE

Yacyretâ Dam and Reservoir are located a few kilorneters upstream Ituzaingô Town, in Corrientes Province,
Argentina (Fig. I ). The reservoir has a surface of approximately 1,600 knr2 and a volume of 21,000 hm3 . The
dam has a length of 63.7 knr, with trvo gated overflorv spillways, one of tlrem placed on the Aiâ Cuâ channel (Afrâ
Cuâ Spillrvay, 16 gates), and tlre remaining on the main channel (Principal Spillrvay, 18 gates). Spillways have

Écohydraulique 2000 - Québec, juin 1996
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mobile valves to control flow and air ducts to reduce cavitation effects. However, both features produce a sub-

stantial increase in the amount of air incorporated to the water that plunge 20 m depth in the stilling basins placed

below each spillwaY.

The power hoose is located next to the Principal Spillway. All the 20 Kaplan turbines programmed will be operat-

ive by 1998. At the beginning of the survey, there were only three turbines running, while five other units were

working at the end of the study period. Each turbine can discharge a maximum of 850 m3 s-r' summing together

3200 MW (160 MW for each turbine) of total capacity. Total dissolved gases of the turbinated waters have simi-

lar levels to those measured in the reservoir (<1057o, G. Gavilâur, pers. obs.). The dam operates on a near-run-

of-the-river regime, with minor fluctuations due to the operation of turbines and spillways' There is also trvo frsh

scales equipped with elevators, located on each side ofthe powerhouse. Elevators operate continuously transport-

ing migratory fishes from the river to the reservoir.

Fig. l: Geographic location of the study area. A: Impact Station, B: Control Station.

The Paran.â River at Yacyrefâ Dam has a mean discharge of 12,000 m3 s'l , and drains an area of about 840, 000

km2. Along several kilometers below the reservoir, the river flows mainly through basalt bedrock and sandstone,

changing downriver to moving sands bedloads, with isolated basaltic and sandstone outcrops. On the bedrock,

there is massive growth of epiphytic algae and macrophytes, especially diatoms and the reophylic Podostemaceae-

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Field Studies

Fish were sampled at two locations, one of them placed about 2 km below the Principal Spillway on the left mar-

gin of the river, and it is nanred hereafter Impact Station. The other sampling station was placed 70 km downriver,

PARAGUAY

Ana  Cua
Sp i l lway

r i n c i p a l
S  p i l l w a y

P o  w e r h o u s e
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at Itâ Ibaté Town (Control Station) (Fig. l). Maximum river depths at medium water levels are about 5 m in

Yacyretâ and 8 m in lta lbaté. A banery of nine gillnets was placed on each site every 20-30 days on 16 different

occasions from March 1995 to March 1996. Each gillnet was placed perpendicularly to the coasÇ in contact with

the bonom, arrd had the following mesh size (stretched from knots to knots) in cm: 4, 5,6,7,8, 12 14, 16 and 20.

Fish caught were collected every 6-8 hours during a 48 hours period. Fish were identified taxonomically to the

specific level, weighted G), measured (standard length in cm), and examined for the presence of macroscopic gas

bubble disease (GBD) signs, such as emphysema in skin and fins, exophthalrnia and haemorrhages. Liver and gill

samples of the species of economicat importance were preserved in l0% formalin to be later processed in the lab-

oratory for histopathological analyses. A total of 9250 individuals was examined externally and 300 of them were

dissected for microscopic examination.

At each santpling point, the totat dissolved gases were measured using a Common Sensing electronic saturometer.

Measures were taken every one to three days at the lmpact Station and on each sampling date at the Control Sta-

tion. Additionally, otlrer routine environmental variables were collected on each sampling date, such as water and

air temperature, pH, conductivity, transparency (Secchi disk), and dissolved oxygen. Also, current speed and

nuxinrum depth were nreasured at the site of each gillnet location.

Laboratory Anal],ses

Tissues fixed in l0% formalin were imbedded in paraffrn, sectioned at 7 Fm layers, mounted on microscope slides

and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Samples of a similar nunrber of both healthy and affected fish were

exantined, and tlre following signs rvere associated to the GBD: presence of gas emboli and microemboli in vessels

and capillaries, enrpty capillaries, emphysema in tissues, edema, congestion, and telangiectasia in capillaries.

Other lesions caused by parasites, injuries, or microbes were also registered.

Data Analvses

The information was stored in a database and the total percentage of fish having macroscopic GBD signs was

computed for every site date and sampling point. For each species, the percentage atrected wittt GBD was also

computed for each sanrpling point. The relationship between the percentage of atl fish with GBD and some envi-

ronmental variables (total dissotved gases (o/oTDG), water temperature (eC), and mean depth at gillnet location)

was examined using standard ruultiple regression procedures (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1989). Data were previously

transformed to log (x+l) (7oTDG and temperature) or to sqr (x) (depù) to achieve a distribution of residuals close

to nonrrality, linearity and homoscedasticity. Durbin-Watson statistic was atso applied to reveal the presence of

serial correlation.

RESULTS

River Discharge And Total Dissolved Gases (o/oTDG)

The o/oTDG in the left margin of the river was highly associated with the discharge of the Principal Spillway (Fig.

2), as evidenced b1, a significant positive correlation between both variables (r p*= 0.769, p<0.001, n=186).

The amount of turbinated water increased gradually with time, as new turbine units were being included in the

powerhouse, but o/oTDG did not show a clear tendency to decrease with time (Fig. 2).

Ecohydraulique 2000 - Québec, iuin 1996
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As a matter of fact, 7"TDG were almost all the time over 1307o at the Impact Station, reaching values as high as

153% during high water periods (Fig. 2). Values at the Control Station were much lower and varied betrveen 107

and 126'Â. At Paso de la Patria, a locality placed 250 km dorvnriver Yacyretâ Dam, supersaturation values tïere

of 108% during a high water period (February 1996).

18

124

e€
;E

Fig. 2: Variations in discharge (Q) of the Principal Spillway and turbines, and total dissolved gases

(%TDG) along the study Period.

Total Dissolved Gases And Gas Bubble Disease (GBD)

Macros copi c Examina ti on

About 73 different fish species were collected during the study period at each sampling site, and 5l of them.pres-

ented macroscopic signs of GBD at the Impact Station, rvhile only 19 were affected at the Control Station . The

small to medium size species were the most frequently affected (Table l). In this sense, a significant negative cor-

relation between mean size of the species and the percentage of affected fish was observed (t ,*,= -0.44, P<

0.001, N= 50). On average, 35% of the sampled individuals had macroscopic lesions caused by GBD in the Im-

pact Station and only 3% in the Control Station. In spite of this high occurrence of the disease, there was not

massive fish kills, although groups of dead fish lvere occasionally found at the higher ToTDG levels.

There was a significant relationship between the 7"TDG and the percentage of fish with macroscopic lesions

caused by GBD, as shown in Table 2. Most of the variability in the percentage of fish affected was explained by
o/;lDG, but water temperature, and in minor extent, mean depth at gillnets location also showed significant ef-

fects. They explained together almost all the observed variability in 7"GBD. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows that when

ToTDG surpassed l20Yo,the percentage of fish rvith GBD increased rapidly in both sampling sites.
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Table l. List of the most important species affected by GBD at each sampling station and percentage of

individuals presenting macroscopic signs. Average size corresponds to standard length. Species of economi-

cal interest are indicated with asterisks (*).

SPECIES
Control Station Impact Stat ion

Average size Ind. with GBD Average size Ind. with GBD
(mm) f/o\ (mm) P/ol

Acestrorh y n ch u s po n ta n eiro

Astyanax (P.) bimacu latus

Auch enîpteru s n u ch alîs

Erycon orbygnianus *

Cochlîodon cochlîodon
Cynopotomus orgentcus
Cynopotamus zettii
Cyphocharax platonus

Galeocharax humeralis

Hemiodus orthonops

H emisor u bi m platyrh yn ch os*
Hoplias mulabaricus
Hypostomus alatus
Hypostomu s Iu teomacu latu s
Leporînusfrîderici *

Leporinus ohtusîdens *

Lycengraulîs olitlus'
Mylossoma orbignyanum
Oxydoros'kneri *

Pochyurus bonoriensis
Pîoroctus mesopolomicus *

Pimelotlu s (1.) labrosu s

Pimelodus albicans *

Pimalodus clorias'
Plogîoscion ternetzii *

Prochilodus lineatus *

Prochilotlus scrofa "
Psectrogaster cu rv iven tris
Pterygoplich thys a n isîtsi
Rhaphiodon vulpinus
Roeboïdes bonariensis
Roeboieles prognathus

Salminus maxillosus *

Schiaodon fasciatus
Schîzodon nosutus
Serrasalmus nattcreri
Sarrasal mu s spiloptcu ra
Sorubim lima *

Triporth eu s Jtaran cn sis

170
I 1 2 . 5

178.33

370
2 t 4 . t 7
241.67

150
205. l4
199.17

3.03
1 . 8

2 .21
U

2.7
4 .38
3.23
l . t l
3 .75
1.94

0
0
0
0

2.22
l . t 8

4

0
0
0
0

2.02
0

1.68
0
0

t.26
0
0

1.89
5.88

37.14
0
0
0
0
0
0

l 0

107
178.36

385
21E.33
I E t .08
t78 .  l3
133.  l5
t4 l .84
205.t4
367.5

160
325

242.94
2t5.9
298.2

197.3 t
492.54

60
290

150.95
t20

238.03
0

427.5
373.91
163.6

400
378.89
t24.33
t78.2s
314.06
256.74
t98.42

2:60
228.75
343.52
181.92

0
57.89

53
40

4 6 . 1 5
43.02
56.07
61.54
46.25
46.67
6.67

50
t4.29
t9.77
35.04
24.75

0
t0.74
I 1.02
27.27
10.8  t
20.58
16.67
3 t .87

t2.5
t2.9

40.83
69.78
4.35

l 8
40

66.67
t2.59

50
16.44
l .  1 6

8
J J . J J

76.47
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280
128

168

417.5

42;
250

239.23_
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Mi croscopi c Exa mi na ti on

Histopathological analyses carried out in species of economical importance (Table l) revealed that 35% of thenr

presented microscopic lesions caused by GBD in the Impact Station and only 296 n the Control Station. All of

them corresponded to individuals having also macroscopic lesions. On the other hand, those in healthy condition

did not present microscopic lesions caused by GBD. In gills, these lesions were generally characterised b1' entptl

capillaries, edema, congestion, small-sized gas emboli, capillary and vessel dilatation, anemia, and telangiectasia

in the secondary lamellae. In liver, only gas emboli were observed but in few occasions. Note that the species of

economical importance have generally the lower percentage of external GBD lesions, except the detritus-feeder

Prochilodus scrofa.

Table 2. Multiple regression analysis of some environmental variables and percentage of fish affected by

GBD. sr2 (incremental) represents the absolute contribution ofeach independent variable to the total ex-

plained variance of the dependent variable, as expressed in the adjusted R2. Durbin-Watson Statistics evi-

dence a low serial correlation (0.162), and redundancy is also low for all independent varialles (<0.123).

Variables %GBD TDG Temp. DePth
(dep.var.) 0ryI9494a!)

sr2

TDG

Temp.

Depth

Means

Standard
Deviation

0.91

0.15 0.34
-0.28 -0.31

32.39 t34.61

22.42 I  l .5 l

70.75 1.05
-19 -0.4

- - l .43 -0.58

Intercept= -117.44*+

2.33

0.39 Rt0.994

0 .77* *

0 .  l 4 * *

0 .03* *-0.37

23.89

3.87

Adjusted
RtO.993

*=P<0.05; r*=pqQ.QQl. \=/p

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study suggest that Yacyretâ Dam generates supersaturated levels of total dissolved

gases that can potentially affect the health condition of the fish inhabiting areas close to the margins of the river

in a reach of several kilometers below the dam. It is not possible to extrapolate these results for fish living in

deepest areas due to the difficulty of sampling. Nevertheless, at depths greater that 3 m, the majority of the fishes

should be out of danger of GBD most of the time due to the hydrostatic compensation. In contrast, in the Control

Station placed 70 km dou'nriver, macroscopic signs of the disease had a lorv frequency of occurrence and ap.
peared in a smaller number of species.
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120 130 140

TOTAL DISSOLVED GASES (o/')

Fig. 3. Relationships between total dissolved gases (%TDG) and the percentage of fish presenting external

signs of gas bubble disease (GBD) in the two sampling sites.

There rras a strong relationship betseen the percentage of frsh affected s'ith extemal emphl'serna and the levels
' of total dissolved gases and water temperature. Given the high statistical significance of this enrpirical model, it

could be eventualll useful for the estimation of o/oTDG using the percentage of fish caught having GBD. The

model must be previously validated for other independent situations. An exponential increase in the percentage of

fish rvith eliternal emphysema was observed once the levels of supersaturation surpassed 120% (FiS.3). Accord-

ing to Bouck ( 1980). experiments canied out s'ith steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus myHss) revealed that after nvo

to three dals of e\posure to supersaturated rvater, fish that survived develop chronic signs, such as large em-

ph1,sem4 r'ascular malfunction, and less frequentll', exophthalmia. Large emphysema usuâlly takes longer time to

form than does gas emboli. This observation, along u'ith the rareness of massive fish mortalities suggest that af-

fected fish rvere exposed to chronic levels ofsupersaturation.

A nunrber of questions can be raised conceming the sarnpling technique emploved, since gillnet retention could
produce erroneous results. First, fish caught in the gillnets are obviously unable to compensate hydrostaticalll' b1'

nroving to lorver depths, and being in supersaturated $'ater they'could rapidly develop the disease. In the present

study, mean gillnet depth varied benveen 0.5 and 3 m in most cases. Hou'ever, as mentioned above (Bouck , op.

cit.), massire development of emphysema as observed in the present study takes usually longer than 8 hours
(marimum time of exposure of frsh caught in gillnets) to occur. Unpublished field bioassays b1'one of the author
(H. Domitrovic) shorv that external emphvsema can appear rvithin 16 hours of exposition tô o/;lDG higher than

I I5%, and u'ithout h1'drosutic compensation. The supposed error caused b1,the nets should also produce a simi-
lar percentage of small and large'frsh affected. s'hich u.as not the case as mentioned above. Therefore. the results
can not be unequivocally attributed to the netting effects. Furthermore, the revision of Weitkamp and Katz (19S0),
mentions that bubbles in fins indicate chronic disease in nrany observed cases. Emphysenra appqrrs more fre-
quently in caudal fins, rvhich u'as also the case observed in the present research. A second sampling artefact ma1'
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be due to the fact that after death, emphysema and gas microemboli tend to disappear as a result of the reduction
in the intake of hlperbaric gases (Bouck, 1980). Since most fish were already dead when retired of the gillnets the
actual number and magnitude of macroscopic and microscopic lesions may be higher than those observed.

Levels of supersaturation measured could have indirect effects on the structure of the fish communities belorv
Yacyretâ Dam. Particularly vulnerable could be the herbivorous/detritivorous fish guild, rvhich are the most com-
mon group in the study area. According to the Secchi disk lectures (70-100 cm), and by emplol,ing an approxi-
mate calculation of the depth of the photic zone (2.5 times the Secchi disk) aquatic plants should grouth on
substrates placed between surface water and | .7 5 to 2.5 meter depth. They are clearly out of the hydrostatic com-
pensation zone that is over 3-5 m in the Impact Station. Therefore, fish would be forced to feed lo*'er quality
foods at deepest areas or being exposed to dangerous levels of supersaturation, and develop chronic or acute
lesions caused by GBD near surface waters. Even supposing that they were able to detect the formation of gas
emboli in blood and avoid supersaturated rvater, they had to move up and dorvn continuously to feed, thus adding
an additional stress factor, and an increased energy expenditure. Similarly, small sized fish that inhabit shallorv
areas rvould be also more affected than large fish (Table l) by their preferential occupation of this habitat. In the
short and mean tem1, this impact should be reflected at the individual level in low condition factors. fecunditv. and
grou'th, in comparison rvith fish inhabiting zones not exposed to supersaturated waters. Horvever, the extensive
migratory moventeuts of many species rvithin the river, and the heterogeneity of habitat conditions nuke these
cotrrparisons very difficult. The comparative approach would be then more appropriate in the long term and rvith
species of nrore restricted movenlents.

Safe levels of supersaturation are diffrcult to establish with the present observational data due to the conrplexity of
the envirorunent and the large number of species affected. It is clear from this study that if a significant reduction
in the number of fish rvith macroscopic GBD signs has to be achieved in coastal areas, maximum supersaturation
levels should be al*'ays inferior to l20oÂ. In this sense, the application of spillway structures as rvell as an in-
creasing turbinated rvater will likell,reduce the present values to nrore normal conditions, except during floods.

In a next stage of the study , a series of programrned field and laboratory bioassays will likely altow to better de-
temrine the safe levels of supersaturation necessary for the survival of the most important riverine species. It
would be also useful to understand the mechanisms that produce the observed macroscopic and microscopic
lesions of GBD in the field.
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ABSTRACT

Macrophytes have been studied around two hydroelectric dams of the Massif Armoricain belonging to
Electricité de France : Rophémel dam, located on the River Rance (Department of Côtes d'Armor), and
Rabodanges dam, located on the River Ome (Department of Ome). Our aim was to assess the effects of
hydroelectric functioning on river macrophyte communities. We studied mainly the first system, rvith 7
stations representative of different hydrological units, and to compare the results to those observed on the
second one, only in the peaking flow stretches.

Two methods of macrophyte study were involved : floristic surveys on 50 m long stretches (28 for Rophémel
dam, obtained in 7 sites with 2 stations, and 2 periods), and cover estimation (1026 quadrats, 3 periods). We
considered genus ofalgae, species ofbryophyta, hydrophy,tes and helophr.tes Both methods gave convergent
results.

Rophémel dams modified greatly macrophyte communities, specially the ratio between macro-algac.
bryophytes, hydrophytes and helophytes. rffe observed a large extent ofhelophytes, Phalaris arundinacea and
Oenanthe crocata and deposits in the main channel, which creates braided arms. There rvas an important
development of algae (Cladophora sp., Vaucheria sp., Spirogl,re sp., Melosira sp.) in all the disturbed parts,
with a large cover and a great variety of taxa, while the rhodophyta Hildembrandia sp. disappeared. Thc
presence of some species such as Stigeoclonium sp. assesses a degradation of rvater quality which is showed
by ammonium contents. An eutrophication indicated for example by Myriophyllum spicatum, Elodea
canadensis, Potamogeton crispus and P. perfolians was also noted. Seasonal changes were observed,
affecting differently species of macrophytes, with a greater development of algae in summer and autumn and a
decrease of Ranunculus penicillatus cover, with a delayed cycle just dowsntream from the dam. A progressive
recovery of normal structures occurred about 3 km downstream from the dam.

In comparison, the peaking flow stretches dowstream from Rabodanges dam had a sparse vegetation, with
much Hildembrandia sp., fewer green macro-algae. No deposits were observed. Ranunculus Jluitans,
Myriophyllum spicatum and Potamogeton pectinatus were the dominant hydrophytes.

These comparative results were discussed in a functional vielr,. Chemical effects exist as a general context, but
hydraulic effects seemed the striking ones to explain macrophyte composition, vegetation structure and its
seasonal changes.

KEY-WORDS:River /Macrophytes/ Impoudment/Regulatedf lorv/Algae/Hydrophl tes/Helophl , tes/
Disturbance / Armorican Massif.
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INTRODUCTION

The river macrophl4es have been used for the assessment ofrvater qualitf in rivers. but the different nrethods
of the authors to collect data create comparison diffrculties (Wiegleb. 1984). Moreover ferv studies invesrrgate
particular parts of thc rivers, as the dou.nstream stretches of thc dams, rvhile manv do*'nstream effects are
described (Baxter, 1977) There is little knorvledge in Francc about cffects of h1'droelectric dams on
nracrophltes, except some specific studies on biomass (Petit;ean, 198 I and Khalanski et a\.,1990). Concernrng
impoundment, aquatic macrophytes are regarded as being a management problem from an engineering point of
view, and many studies on macrophytes concern problems of rveed control in, or belou' dams (Hennques.
1987). Regulatory u,orks change completely aquatic environnements (Jongman, 1992) and comparison g'ith
floristic inventory beforc the regulation of river level and flou' is the best rvay to assess their effects (Nilsson.
1978). When there are no previous data, the comparison of upstream-do\\.nstream sites remains the only
possibility (Haury et al, 1996). Dorvnstream effects of hydropower impoundment on flora were investigated
b1'Rorslett er al. (1989) and De Jalon and Sanchez (1994). Irvine and Jou,et (1987) shorved that the hydraulic
particularity of each site led them to adapt their methods of investigation. The non-natural habitats created by
flow disturbance provide prime areas for opportunist species, rvhich present particular respons€s (Rorslett,
1988). Some specific effects on river macroph)'tes can be assessed: this is the purpose ofthis paper.

Two hydroelectric impoundments were studied on tu,o rivers. We focused on the general distribution of
macrophl'tes around one of the two dams and compared the responses to the peaking flow conditions betu'een
the both. We set out to understand horv the impoudment modifies the distribution of river macroph\tes. and to
assess the relative part ofseasonal pattern versus effects ofpeaking florv management.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREAS

General Features

The two dams of Rophémel and Rabodanges belong respectivell' to the River Rance and to the River Ome.
- The River Rance is located in Northem Brinany, in Western France. It joins to the English Channel betrvecn
Dinard and St-Malo. Main underlain b1'siliceous rocks (e.g. granites). the fuver Rance crosses the calcareous
"mer des Faluns" dormstream from the hydroelectric dam of Rophémel. Locally, upstream from the dam,
calcareous boulders were found in a zone described as homogeneous crystalline. The hydroelectric dam lvas
built in 1938 We studied one representative site (S0) upstream from the dam. Different hydraulic conditions
and distances downstream from the dam led us to choose six other sites (Sl to 56, see figure l), rvhose
particularities are summarised in Table l.
- The River Orne (fig. l), which flows in Basse-Normandie, is cut by the hydroelectric dam of Rabodanges
just after leaving the calcareous Parisian Basin. The dam is located on granite at the entry of the Massif
Armoricain. Two sites downstream from Rabodanges, O I and O2, with peaking flow disturbance, were
compared to the ones ofRophémel. This svstem was already described by Haury et al (1996\.

Flow Regulation

Rophémel is a reservoir of 5 million m3, with an area of 80 ha and a maximum depth of 23 m.. The maxrmum
monthly flow observed is 120 m3.s-1. The monthly flow pattem for 1995 is shown in frgure 2. Maxima were
obtained in January, and minima in August, for an average annual flow of 3.5 m3 s-1. The four turbines of
the dam can discharge a maximal volume of 27 m3 s- I . Its minimal regulated regime is 0.9 m3 s- I .
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The comparative study of the effects of peaking flow nranagement at Rophémel and Rabodanges allorvs a
better understanding of the response of river macrophytes to regime florv disturbance. The two sites on thc
River Ome, OI and o2, are submined to similar hydraulic conditions, 0,8 p3.5-l (versus 0,9 at Rophémel at
thc regulated flow), and to a similar peaking flow regime. The main differencç is the bigger frequency of
disturbance at Rabodanges. While dail1, pou'ering is recorded in Normandl,. there rvere onl1 2 dates for
August at Rophémel.

Table I  :  Character is t ics of  the s i tes around Rophémel

sites s0t\,t s0v sltvt s l v s2tvt s2v 53I\,I s3v s4 ùt s4v i sstrl s5v s6lr.I S6\ '

DEPTH (cm) 26.4 36,0 28,4 32.3 38 .6 29,0 4' t .0 2 2 6 .0 6 , 1 2 9,8 3 3 .  l 1 7 . 5
WIDTH (cm) U J 83 183 I 500 I  006 968 107 '1

361 154 8 7 6 I  1 3 I  580 l 4 4 l

I - I ( : I {T IN( : 5 t ( 3 .5 4 .5 4 .5 5 4 . 5 5
CONDUCTIVITY 1 4 5 . 4 4 5 . 3 l l 3 l l 5 t t 3t7 306 .5 :306 .5 i3 3 8 338 3 3 1 3 3 1 4 t2 4t2

NOJ (me/l) t ?  < 27 .5 9 9 l 3 l 3 2 l 2 l 18 .5 |  8 . 5 2 0 20
PO4 (me/l) 0 .  l 9 0 .  t 9 0 . 1  I 0 . 1 I 0.09 0.09 0.065: 0.06 0 .08 0.085 0 .  l 9 0 .  l 9 0.05 0.05
NH4 (ms/l) 0.02 0.02 0.88 0 . 8 8 0.2 n 1 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0.00 0.00 0 t 0
70 Silt 0 . 0 l 0 .0 0-0 5 .0 0_0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 2  0 .0 2 .5 0.0 0 .0 0 . 0  1 3 , 3
7o Sand 1 . 5 6 .5 0,0 0,0 0.0 0 .0 0,0 10 ,0 ) 1 t s 2 . 5  |  2 , 1
7o Gravel o . / 17 .5 ) .u 5 .0 ? 5 8.8 2 . 5  i  4 . 5 7 . 5 7 .3 t  0.0 t2.5 1 0 . 8 7 . 1
7o Stones 19 .0 I E-2 1 7 . 5 7 .5 I  5 .0 '1.0 32 .5  |  27 7 .5 2  1 . 0 35 .0 2'7.5 3 { .  I 36_4

7c Boulders 22.2 t - 5 22.5 32 .5 22.5 32.5 1 2 . 5  r  l 7 10 .0 l 8 . l 2 .5 '1.5 2,0 t e

7o Blocks o.7 0 .5 z > 2 .5 5-0 1 , 8 2.5 r  0,9 5 ,0 0.0 0 ,0 0.0 0 ,7  |  0 . 0

Nb of  aquat ic snecies t t 28 42 34 5 t 2 7 l 0 34 40 30 3 l 3 l J J

Nb o f  aouat ic  d t

sunra-aouat ic snecies 7 l 8 t r00 6 9 63 90 8 l 8 8 8 6 72 6 8 83

METHODOLOGY

Macrophlte Field Studies

Two methods were applied : floristic relevés and quadrat sampling (figure 3). The r,vhole period of vegetation
study began in April for the spring period and finished at the end of October for the auturnn period.
Macrophytes studied were species of spermaphyta (taxonomy from Tutin et al., 1966 to 1980), species of
bryophyta (taxonomy from Augier, 1966) and genus of algae (taxonomy from Bourrelly, 1966, 1970, 198 l)
Aquatic and supra-aquatic comparûnents were considered (Holmes and Whitton, 1977).

Floristic relevés were performed on two 50 meter sections for each site (S0 to 56) around the dam. The coding
is no of the site, upstream (M) or downstream (V) parts, month (J: June; S : September). Species cover was
estimated by the same surveyor. Sampling periods rvere June and September The data set had 28 individuals.

In order to test changes of flora in relation to season and flow disturbance, the survey of permanent places
(quadrats) is necessary (Henry et al, 1996). The two extremities of the cross-sections (transects) defined the
lines of study (Wolffet a/. , 1989). Thus, for the 6 sites, sampling sets along the transects were established :
each 50 cm, one meter for the line, determines the unit of study, the quadrat (Wright et al., l98l). On each 0.5
m2 unit, the cover of each species was estimated by the same observer. We used an adapted Braun-Blanquet
cover scale to avoid under-representing small species (Everitt and Burkholder, l99l) : seven clasFes form the
scale:0 as absent ,  + as (  l%,  I  as 2-10%,2 as l l -25o/o,3 as26-500/o,4 as 5 l - '75%o and 5 as 76-1000/0

Between 50 to 90 quadrats on 2 or 3 transect-lines per site at 3 periods (May, August and October) were
sampled, which led to 1026 quadrats.
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Mesological Data

Phvsical data rvere obtained together rvith floristic reievés (depth, current velocitl'. bed substratum, tighting
conditions), and rvith quadrat analysis (measure of depth at each point. frequencv of bed substratum size,
measure of current velocitv rvith an electro-magnetic "Flo'Mate" on one transect per site per period). Water
samples were collected in June and September; we analr,'zed 15 parameters. but onll'NH3, NO3, PO4. and
conductivity tvere used here(table l).

Data Analysis

We used multivariate analyses to assess the general structurc of macrophyte distribution : Principal
Component Analysis (P.C.A.) follorved by Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (H C.A.) rvith the SPAD-N softrvare
(Centre Intemational de Statistique et d'lnformatique Appliquees, 1992). To prevent from the non linear scale
used for the vegetation cover in the quadrats method, when the scale of analysis is the site, results needed to be
converted into cover percentages before the statistical analysis :87,5o/o for the 75-100o/o cover, class 5, for
example, (Banat-Segrétain and Amoros, I995).

RESULTS

Mesological And Macrophwic Variations Around The Dam

Chemical efects and river bed modifcations

The main chemical effect is an increase of ammonium in S I . A great variability in conductivity appears in S0
due to flow variations and servage from the nearby torvn of Caulnes; such variability does not occur
don'nstream from the dam.

Riverbed modifrcations are obvious (table l). S I is large and not very deep. tn 52, 53 and 55 and even in 56,
deposition of coarse particles (stones and gravel) occurs near the banks rvithin clumps of Phalaris
arundinacea and' Oenanthe crocata : these deposits spread over more than 70 % of the channel section. In 54,
located in the former channel called "Old Rance", the florv is low, and deposits are mainly silt. Such a
difference in shape of substrate particles corresponds with the observations of Henry et al. (1994).

Former channel of Rophémel (54)

Presence of meadorv species in the former channel (S4) was observed, with an increase in August according to
the decrease of the flow regime. These species were Agrostis stolonifera, Poa trivialis, Symphyum oficinale,
which are tolerant to short-time aquatic conditions. One transect located on a riffle was out of water during
August and October; most of its macrophyte cover was due to Apium nodiflorum. Particular aquatic species
occurred as well, mainly eutrophic and slow-flowing macrophytes such as Potamogeton panormitanus,
Spirodela polyrhiza, Callitriche obnsangula. As the floristic data rvere very different from those of the other
sites, they were not used in multidimensional analyses.

General Response Of The Vegetation downstream from the dam

The Principal Component Analysis involving six stations (S0 to 56 except 54) and periods (24 individuals),
and all aquatic and supra-aquatic macrophytes (l0l taxa) assesses main structures. The variabilitv is fourth-
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dinrensional (45,5 o/oof inertia). First axis, $'c have an opposition betrvcen species grou'ing in the imn.rediatc

area of the dan(Callifrtche sp.. I.cmna minor, Nuphar lutea. mosscs as l;onttnalis antipvretica. Ctrtclidotus

fonrinalol'des, Fissidens pusillus. Plat1th",-pnidium nrsci.fitrnte) and most of thc furthcr dosnstream specics

clraracterising slovr-florving pafts (Potantogeton alpinus. P. per-foliatus. P. crtspus. Elodea canadensis.

Myriophl,llunt alterniflorum. Cladophora sp.) . this axis assesses thc dorurstream dccrcasing cffcct of thc

dam. The significance of thc second axis is clearer, shorving an opposition betrveen species grouing nrainlr'

upstreirm (Porella pinnata, Hildembrandia sp., Lemanea sp., Apiunt tnundatum, Callitriche PlatycarOn\ ̂nO

downstream (Ranunculus penicillatus, Myosotis scorpioides\ from thc dam The third axis cannot bc

expfained simply. The fourth one distinguishes stagnant species such as Nuphar lutea and Potamogeton

natans from bank species such as Pellia epiphl,llaandPhalaris anmdrnacea; it opposites Sl to 52. Sl has

concreted banks. The distribution of individuals in the FlxF2 plane of P.C A. and rvithin the 8 classes (figurc

4) obtained by a H.C.A. confrrms the zoning dou'nstream from the dam, the opposition bet\veen stations

located upstream from, and just below the dam. Most downstream stations demonstrate macroph)'te recoven/,

rvith a position of 56 close to S0. Data obtained rvith quadrats shorved similar effccts and precise seasonalitl''.

hirpacts Of Peaking Florv Management

Longitudinal zonation

The frequency of main algae (figure 5) shorved different patterns in both percentage of cover and species

composition. Upstream (S0), the filamentous diatom Melosira sp. was very frequent; in SI, its cover

increased, and then decreased downstream from the dam. An inverse panern appeared tvith Cladophora sp..

The third pattern showed by clumps of Cyanophyta and Stigeoclottiunr sp. corresponded to a locational

increase below the dam and decreasing covers downstrean. Hildembrandia disappeared betrveen S0 and Sl'

and recovered in 55. The figure shows that a possible recuperation could occur, rvith a decrease ofcover of

algae in 55 rvhere cover by algae is similar to that of the usptream S0.

The frequency of main bryophytes and hydrophytes (figure 6) also shorved differences. Upstream from the

dam, there rvas a typical community of Armorican rivers, u'ith a co-dominance of Callitriche and Ranunculus

species (Haury, 1985). In Sl, the community is dominated (in May and August) by Ranunculns stands and

Callitriche species such as C. obtusangula, Leptodict.vunt ripariunt, and is enriched rvith pond species such as

Mqhar lutea and Potamogeton natans. Dorvnstream from Sl, an eutrophic and calcareous conrmunlt)'

appeared, with Myriophyllum spicatum, Potamogeton alpinus, P. crispus, P. perfoliatus. Myriophyllum

alterniflorum grew in the same sites than M. spicatum in 55 and 56. Fontinalis antipyretica appeared to be

opportunist in 32, u'here it benefited from the lorv cover by other macrophvtes and a pebble substratum bed.

Seasonality and effects of peaking flow

Seasonatity ofcover percentages are presented îor Ranunculus penicillanrs and Stigeoclonium sp. (figures 7

and 8). A seasonal pattern ofundisturbed populations of R. penicillarils appeared in S0, 52 to 56. But in Sl,

there was a delay between May and August before reaching its maximum cover.

Peaking Flow Bounded Sections OfRabodanges.

When riverbed substrata are compared at the sites under peaking flow pressure, O I, 02, to 52, 53, 55 and 56,

stones and boulders are the more comrnon classes of granulometry fior the two systems. In term of riverbed

occupation, o/o of emergence could reachT0oÂ on the river Rance, versus -i% in Ol and l4%o in O2. lt has a
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direct impact on flow velociS', recorded in regulated flow rvith a mean of 0,12 rn.s-l in this 2 sites against
0,45 at Rophémel.
The vegetation described at Rabodanges using the same quadrat method by the same observer as at Rophémel.
showed the significance of the cover of algae , 37oÂ of Cladophora, 23oÂ of Hildembrandia, 8%o of Melosira
and 60/o of Oscillatoria. Main hydrophltes were Ranunculus .fluitans and Myriop\ilunr spicatum covering
respectively 2%;o and l%o, and Potamogeton pectinatus. Phalaris arundinacea at the bottom of the river banL"
covered ll%o in Ol and 6% n o2. Bryophyta were represented by 5 main taxa, Fontinalis anfipyretica.

Cinclidotus fontinaloides, Thamnium alopecurum, Brachythecium riwlare and Fissidens viridulus, covering
3% altogether at Ol.

DISCUSSION

Methodolos,v

The use of complementary methods permitted us both to obtain comprehensive lists of macrophr4es, rvith

floristic surveys, and to assess seasonal and spatial changes, mainly rvith quadrats. For example, recuperation

was shown by P.C.A. both in 56 and in 55 during autumn, but only suggested by analysis of algae cover

within quadrats

Effects Of Water Ouality

Many macrophytes growing in S I indicate a degradation of water quality with fair ammonium contents (more

than 0,10 mgn N-NH4). Clumps of Cyanophyta and Sngeoclonium sp. indicate pollution (Hawkes. 1964 in

Whitton, 1970). The great development of Cladophora sp. is considered by Haslam (1987), Whitton (1970),

Dodds and Gudder (1992) as an indication of eutrophication. In 52, 53, 55 and 56, such eutrophication is
assessed by most of the algae and hydrophytes, while Myriophyllum alterniJlorum indicates a recovery.
Importance of phytobenthos in regulated rivers suggers Biggs (1987) to used it as indicator of water qualit"v.

Effects Of Low Discharge

Siltation and colonisation by less hydrophilous species when discharge decreases have been previously

described by Henzsey et al. (1991\. Henry er al. (1994) observeci also a replacement of aquatic species by
terrestrial plants following a dry period. Thus, the use of the former channel when powering keeps it
functional, and permits the permanency of a particular and interesting eutrophic vegetation.

Effects Of Peaking Flow Management

Modif cati on of river-b ed sub s tratum

The flora invasion of the riverbed, especially in August when peaking flow was rare, promoted sediment
retention in the " Old Rance "(S4). This phenomenon was described in the former channel of the River Rhône
by Bornette and Large (1995). This site 54 has finer bed particles than the sites under the direct peaking flow
pressure : such disturbed zones (Sl, 52, 53, 55 and 56) have more stones and boulders and present a
decreasing percentage of coarse particles.
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Macrophyte vegetation
This gradual evolution ofbed substratum according to the regime ofdisturbance and its consequences on the
ecological response of flora have been already described b1, Henry et al. (1994). Three main effects were
observed at Rophémel in these disturbed sites :
I - A great increase of epilithic algae, for bed rocks permit the highest algae development (Biggs, 1987).
Dense floating mats of filamentaneous green algae as Spirogvra sp., Stigeoclonium sp. and Cladophora sp.
invading the downstream perturbed sites between boulders were also reported by Holmes and Whitton (1981).
These mats could partly disappear after peaking flow. Interactions between the effect of ambient
environmental conditions and various flow were studied b1' Peterson and Stevenson (1992) on algal
communities. The importance of filamentous diatom Melostra sp. in S0 was probably in relation with fair
contents of nitrates-Nitrogen in an intensive agricultural landscape, and downstream from the town of Caulnes.
Its cover in S I could be explained by a large river bed, a lorv current velocity without powering and much
substratum offered by water-crownfeet; downstream, its decrease seems due to greater velocity.
2 - A great magnitude ofbare substratum resulted from the regular disturbance on relative important silt, sand
and gravel areas. This was in relation with the dominance of opportunist epilithic species such as Cladophora
sp.. obvious in the fast-flowing parts. The changes of cover and of the species composition of macrophytes
could be due to such a disturbance (Henry et al., 1994).
3 - Changes in relative importance of algae, hydrophytes and helophl'tes in the different sections were obvious
too. Provided a great percentage offlamentous green algae indicated a disequilibrium (Flaslam, 1987), at least
in Armorican rivers where hydrophytes are usually dominant macrophytes, such changes in macrophye
vegetation are troublesome. We were surprised to find these developments of algae, with a large taxonomical
richness (in regards to other sites studied in South-Eastern France - A. CAZALJBON, Univ. Marseille, pers.
comm.). The relative importance of helophytes within the main channel indicates a discordance between a
large bed and the erosive flow using it. When powering is frequent, helophytes cannot settle, while when it is
scarce, colonization occurs, the macrophyte stands retain materials and stabilize deposits.

Comparison Of The Peaking Flow Effects Of Both Dams

In spite of comparable flow, three major differences appeared : I - the abundance of Hildembrandia riwlaris
at Rabodanges (23% ofcover), 2 - a greater diversity ofthe bryophyta downstream for Rabodanges dam, 3 -

the lack of emerged deposits in the channel of the River Orne.
These differences seem to be due to differing management between both dams : an almost daily frequency of
peaking flow at Rabodanges, even in summer, does not allorv the propagation ofhelophyæ such as Phalaris
arundinacea, which is responsible at Rophémel for the braided stretches within 52, 35 and 56. These daily
peaking flows also have an impact on competition between algae : the partial destruction of the epilitic
filamenteous green algae, permits the installation of Hildembrandia rivularis (Peterson and Stevenson, 1990
and 1992; Holmes and Whitton, l98l). The richness of the bryophyte flora in Rabodanges could be favoured
by colder water and a weaker competition with algae, while downstream from Rophémel, tryarmer waters
become unsuitable for bryophytes which cannot bear regulated flow for many days.

Macroph],te Communities And Species Biology
Model of Ranunculus penicillatus

Undisturbed pattern of Ranuncalus development is similar to Haury's results (1985). The effects_of peaking
flow which delays the maximum extent could be due to an hydraulic cutting of the water-crownfoot in spring.
It prevents its flowering, and increases its growth, as HAM et al. (1982) showed for R. penicillans var.
calcareus . Such an effect could explain the fair exterfi of Ranuncalzs downstream the dams (Petitjean, I 98 I ).
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C ompetiti on b e tw e en speci es

The opportunist Cladophora sp. (Dodds and Grubber, 1992) presents an opposite pattern and sçems to concur
Melosira sp. : as it grows on stones and boulders, such an apparent concurrence could also be a change in
favourable substratum. A concurrence and a succession betrrreen Stigeoclonium sp. and Cladophora sp.
downstream pollution were described by Whitton (1970). Hildembrandia disappearance between S0 and Sl
could be due to the dominant cover of other algae too (Holmes and Whitton, l98l).

CONCLUSION

Macrophyte vegetation changes between upstream and dorvnstream reaches. The dams affect greatly the
communities, but the effects of disturbance must be related to its frequency, to its intensity and to the distance
from the dams. However, general trends appear. Opportunist species are favoured by disturbance, which
explains the great importance of algae such as Cladophora sp.. Thus macro-algae app€r as a particularlv
reactive compartment within macrophyte vegetation. The equilibrium between macro-algae, bryoph1ta.
hydrophyes and helophytes seems to be a good bioindicator of the dam effects. Such disturbance due to
peaking flow management should be studied with much more frequent observations, to assess recolonisation
pattems. in the framework of the patch dynamic concept (Barrat-Segrétain and Amoros, 1995). Thus,
improvement on methology should be necessary both to precise the mechanisms of recolonisation and to
measure doqnstream recovery : hydroelectric impoudment gives field laboratory for such studies.
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ABSTRACT

The valleys of the Alps are marked by increased anthropogenic impacts since the Neolithic epoch.
Forest removals on hillslopes and alluvial terraces, in conjunction with climatic changes, induced by the
I-ittle Ice Age (15th-19th centuries), have caused an instability of the river beds triggered by frequent
floodings and transits of great water-, energy- and matter-fluxes. Furthermore, the need for farmed soils
and woods have increased the instability and contributed to the establishment of braided channel
floodplains occupied since the l6th century by gravel deposits, sofwood forests and meadows. It has
been shown how engineering-works have transformed the landscape during the last 200 years. Diking,
channelization, warping, inigation and drainage have modified the dispersion pattems of the fluxes and,
new disturbances such as dredging, gravel mining, damming, filling, water pumping... have added their
effects. Using archive documents and field data recorded for 20 years in the Rhône river hydrosystems,
it is shown that the present landscape exhibits characteristics acquired from both old and recent land
uses, The evolution trends are highlighted and allow to draw some lessons concerning dynamics and
management of the systems. Finally, the concept of alluvial ecocomplexe is defined and it is underlined
that it might be a useful tool in order to propose management planning with respect to the maJor
functions of a stream-corridor: production (energy, crops, gravel...), conservation (biodiversrty),
circulation (transit of human, water, species...) and urbanization.

KEY woRDS: Landscape Ecology / floodplains / deforestation / warer-flows / sediments / disturbance /
land-use history / Alps Range / France
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INTRODUCTION

Unlike North American catchments and floodplains, which were severely influenced by human
disturbances only since the European settlement two centuries ago, (Foster, 1992), Alpine stream
corridors have been marked by increased anthropogenic changes since the late Neolithic Period
(Bravard, 1987; Moore and Evans, l99l). Evolutionary patterns of hydrology and vegetation are
presented at three different time spans: (i) the millenium (since 5000 BP, when established the early
Farming Communities), (ii) the century (since the end of the lSth century when civil engineering-works
were developed) and (iii) the decade (after the development of the hydroelectric projects).

THE MAIN STEPS IN THE COLONIZATION IN TIIE EUROPEAN VALLEYS

The early periods: from the Late Neolithic Epoch to the Roman Period

For the last 40 years, Archeologists, Geographers and Biologists are interested by the early farming
developments (Smith, 1995). The early farmers got settled by 5500/5000 BC on the most fertile loess
and alluvial deposits, when Europe had a warmer (+2'C) climate than today. According to Archeologists
(Bogucki, l99l), the farming developed along large rivers because of a favourable environment:
presence of fertile soils that were easy to plough, water in the vicinity and the existence of gaps. It must
be noted that in a heavily forested landscape, stream channels form what some have called "lines of
weakness" These are belts between the dense vegetation of the bottomland communities (willows,
alders) and the pristine climax hardwood forests (oaks, elms and limes) of the adjacent watershed. These
zones are attractive for the early agriculturalists in that they are the places in which the process of
clearance can be initiated more easily, from gaps created by beavers for example. Agriculturalists could
spread over European lowlands from the Danubian region. They arrived with their crops (cereals) and
herds (cattle, sheep, horse and goat) so, the forest clearing was carried out to create croplands and more
importantly pasturelands. In order to establish large fodder meadows on alluvial terraces and
floodplains, English lowlands (e.g. Thames, Trent and Severn rivers), were mainly cleared during the
Iron Age and the Roman periods (Knight. and Howard, 1995; Peterken and Hughes, 1995). In the
French Alps Range (Figure l), the early agriculturalists probably came from the Mediterranean belt by
4500 BP (Bocquet, 1983). Then, five or six centuries later, arrived a second wave of colonization
composed of two distinct populations (i) a culture (probably Danubian) coming from Switzerland where
which established itself on the lake shores and (ii) a Meditenanean culture, coming from Provence and
Languedoc regions which spread through the valleys on the warm and sunny slopes.

The Medieval Epoch

In continental Europe, farming and forest clearance progressively extended along the secondary valleys
as the human population increased. The last farmed stream corridors were deforested during the
Medieval Epoch by Cistercian and Benedictan monks. Many internal valleys where occupied from only
a varying period between 600 and 1250 (Peterken and Hughes 1995). According ro
Palaeoenvironmentalists (Falinski, 1986) two levels must be distinguished in the Alps Range valleys (i) a
lower zone (corresponding to the piedmont) exhibiting evidences of clearance before the l0th century
and (ii) a upper zone (corresponding to the upper stretch of large rivers and to the tributaries) first
poorly marked by cultivation, then highly deforested between the l0th and lTth centuries.
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The last land clearings

In France and Piemont-Sardinia kingdoms, during the lTth century, some laws were enacted by
governments in order to protect Alpine forests. Unfortunately, the deforestation started again from the
end of the l8th century. The increased population in the countryside explained great needs for pasrures,
arable soils and wood (construction and fuel). The last alluvial primary hardwood forests, belongrng to
states, parishes and rich landowners (clergy, nobility) disappeared during the French Revolution period.
Thus, for example, in the Isère river valley, three forests (covering more than 3000 ha) spreading over
alluvial terraces and floodplain along the "France-Savoie" boundary, were cut down and replaced by
croplands (Pautou and Girel, 1994)

Figure l: The Rhône river watershed

CLIMATTC CHANGES, IIYDROLOCY AND FOREST REMOVAL

In England, the Neolithic clearances and farmings (tillage) caused the establishment of valley mires
(Fig'2)' clay sedimentations and water table raisings were recorded in the bottomland. They triggered
the initiation of peat-forming processes in the large wetlands which were established over the alluvial
deposits (Moore and Evans' l99l). The presence of charcoal added to the high rate of alder and mire
plants pollens in the clayed sediment are evidences showing the clearance by fire and the shift from a
hardwood forest (oak, elm and lime) to a wet tall-grass prairie (sedges, rushes) and softwood
communities (alders, poplars' willows). In the Alps Range, along the upper Rhône river, the Neolithic
deforestations of the hillslopes and terraces have probably caused a filling of the alluviaFfloor and a
rising of the water level in the Lac du Bourget. The presence of a deep peat layer (5 to g metres
covering coarse alluvial deposits) in the Lavours and Chautagne marshes (Fig.l) as well as the discovery

. Chautagnê mar3h i.
LâC dU
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of several Neolithic housings lying under 5 metres of water near the lake shores are explained by this
hydrological change (Bravard, 1987)
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Figure 2: Scheme to show relationship between humain impact on a landscape and waterlogging of
valleys leading to wetlands formation (modified after Moore and Evans l99l)

The succession of warm/drv and cold./wet periods

Dendroclimatological studies (Bradley and Jones, 1992; Lamb, 1995) have allowed to highlight the
possible succession of warm and cold periods. In Europe, for example, the Warm Medieval Period
(1000-1300) characterized by warm and dry summers, soft winters, low rainfalls came before the Little
Ice Age (1570-1850) which was by contrast, characterized by soft summers, cold winters, high rainfalls
and deep snow covers. The latter was marked by an annual temperature loC lower than today and a high
frequency of westerly surface winds which tended to give rainfall. It has been shown by the presence of
charcoal and ash layers in sediments that warm periods were marked by frequent fires These probably
occured during summer storms (lightnings) and were favoured by the presence of large stocks of fuel
(dead trees, dry scrub). After the 1988 fires, in the Yellowstone Park (USA), it has been shown (Meyer er
al., 1992) that the climatic fluctuations could have indirectly affected the water-flow, the matter-flow
and, hence, the geomorphological response of the streams in mountain environments. After intense fires,
the sediment transPort was enhanced. Ashes and charcoal were swept first by stormy rainfalls, carried
down to the alluvial fans and rapidly buried by sediments (abundant analogous deposits were found in
older alluvial fan sequences, showing the frequency of past fire-related sedimentation events in
Yellowstone mountains). Therefore, alluvial fans aggraded during periods of frequent fire; downsrream,
the sediment transport was reduced and the rivers were characterized by narrow active floodplains,
incising the alluvium. Factors which inhibit local redeposition (such as transport predominantly in
suspension) or constrain the channel laterally (such as wooded vegetation and cohesive sediment)
favoured the meandering processes. Vegetation was constituted mainly of mature communities growing
on old terraces (oak, elm, lime forests) and narrow belts of softwood (willows, alders, poplan) along the
banks. During the cold/wet following period, high rainfall and high snowmelt probably caused erosion
through fan channel incision and fan toe undercutting. Downstream, the floodplains became widened
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by strong aggradations and frequent floodings. The new environmental conditions favoured the
metamorphosis of the channel patterns, so that braided and anastomosed models replaced the
meandering system. Woody terraces were destroyed and hence, coarse deposits with pioneer
Buckthorn/Tamarisk communities (Hippophae rhamnoides, Myricaria germanica, Salix eleagnos
bushes), White Willow thickets and Grey Alder woodlands took the place (Pautou and Girel, 1994;
Pautou, et al., 1996). In the Northern Alps region, three periods of aggradation have been identrfied in
the Isère valley (i) the Iron Age,(ii) the post-Roman period and (iii) the Little Ice Age (Salvador, l99l);
each one is known as cold and wet. Along Rhine river tributaries old housing dated from the l4th
century were discovered buried under 5 metres of alluvial material (Gauckler, 1868). It is currently
thought (thanks to documentary evidences) that, before the Little Ice Age, Alpine valleys such as the
river Drac and the river Isère near Grenoble corresponded to anastomosed and meandering channels
occupied by hardwood forests, orchards, fodder meadows and various crops (Salvador, l99l).

Consequences of Little Ice Age climatic and anthropogenic factors

The climatic change of the Little Ice Age has been proved by documentary evidences concernlng
rainfall, snow cover' flooding or plant and animal biogeographical areas. For example, it has been
shown that the Rhone river was marked by frequent and severe floodings during spring (linked to
snowmelt) and autumn (high rainfalls); furthermore it was frequently spoken of streams such as Rhône,
Isère'.. carrying ice blocks in winter (Pichard, 1995). Research in vegetation history have shown that rhe
European forest area had strongly decreased before 1650, stayed steady to the end of the lgth cenrury
then decreased rapidly between 1800 and 1825 and finally, more slowly by the second half of the lgth
century when reafforestation operations began (Peterken,1977). Various data supplied by
"experimental research watersheds" (Freedman 1995) have highlighted that vegetation acred at rhree
levels (i) at the microclimatic level (the trees intercept rainfalls, control snowmelt rates and wind
movements), (ii) at the soil level (vegetation anchors the deposits, favours porosity, controls the
biological activity and the organic matter) and (iii) at the physiological level (vegetation eliminates warer
through evapotranspiration processes). In the Alps Range, deforestation was produced by strong needs
for farming areas and various resources: wood (fuel), barks (tanin for leather industry), twigs and litter
(manure); furthermore, the permanent presence of cattle, sheep and goat prevented the saplings
regrowth. On the alpine grasslands, sheep folds were so numerous that they caused overgrazing and
trampling. Because of these major perturbations erosion and water run-off were highly increased.
At the end of the l8th century, the upper Rhône river and tributaries floodplains were characrerized by
braided and anastomoded channels. The islands constituted mainly of coarse material were occupied by
pastures and thickets of softwood communities.

Vegetation in Alpine stream corridors at the beginning of lgth century

Along upper catchments, floodplains were subjected to catastrophic and frequent overfloodings
triggered by great coarse material and water flow inputs. The raising processes of the valley floor have
replaced the entrenchment Processes and, as a result, the instability of the geomorphological landforms
significantly increased. According to the slope value, a shift from a meandering model to an
anastomosed or to a braided model occured and occupied the whole floodplain. Therefore, a large
array of plant communities, from aquatic to terrestrial, was probably represented. These communities
could be known by reference to upper Rhône river sections described before the construction of
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hydroelectric dams and reservoirs (Pautou, et al. 1979). They were organized in a 3rd dimensions space
corresponding to three variables: (i) a vertical dimension (water table levels), (ii) a longitudinal
dimension (water supply regimes) and (iii) a transversal dimension (sedimentation and organic matter
gradients). The Figure 3 (Pautou, et al., 1996) illustrates the biodiversity of wooded communities; in the
same way, it could be possible to place pioneer BuckthornÆamarix bushes (Hippophae rhamnoides,
Myricaria germanica, ...) and herbaceous communities (Phalaris arundinacea, Typha minima, ...)
characterizing rejuvenated habitats (new channels and islands). Nevertheless, it seems necessary to
underline that during the l8th and l9th centuries, anthropogenic factors prevented the natural
succession. Farmers tried to cultivate the silty deposits and used islands as pastureland. In addition to,
they regularly cleared the woodlands (fuel and fodder production) and mowed sedges in the river mires
(to get greater volume of manure), so that the most developed communities were mainly the 5 to 7 years
old grey alder woodlands.

TOWARD THE CONTROL OF THE FLUXES: THE lgTH CENTURY ENGINEERING-WORKS

At the beginning of the l9th century, alluvial landscapes of many alpine stream corridors were as
follow: (i) The active channels and the poorly wooded river islands sprawled over the whole valley;
arable soils and grasslands were threatened by floodings which often buried the crops under the
alluvium; (ii) on the margins, the backswamps and the former channels were flooded by over bank flows
and water table risings; so they constituted numerous sources of malaria (Pautou, Girel er a/., 1995) In
order to struggle against poverty and migration, eradicate malaria, and develop farming and modern
roads, governments of Alpine countries decided to control the flow in the valleys areas.
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Figure 3: position of the major alluvial woody communities in braided / anastomosed hydrosystems.
(After PAUTOU et al. 1996\
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Direct and remote effects of civil works - A3l

The control of water and energy fluxes: diking/channelization

The aims of the procedure were bank protection and flooding limitation. The technics consisted in
making an artificial bed, deep and large enough to convey highflows downstream (Figure 4). Diking
operations deleted the connectivities, so that the former braided channels were isolated from the
channelized river in which are focused the fluxes. Hence, the braided floodplain became significantly
reduced to the narrow band located between the levees. In the case of high and unsinkable levees,
vegetation could only grow upon the alternating bars (see Fig. 5) where new dynamics processes
occured. During high flow periods, gravel bars were destroyed at the upstream end by erosion processes
and constructed at the downstream end by aggradation processes.Thus, there was a permanent
rejuvenation of the habitats; vegetation was characterized by pioneer communities (Phalaris
arundinacea, Calamagrostis littorea on sandy deposits) and young softwood brushes (Alnus tncana,
Salix triandra, Salix alba, Populus nigra on highest levels). In the case of the so-called "golene
system" (Fig. 4), the floodplain was less reduced. Sedimentation basins located between the dikes
allowed the trapping of alluvial material during highflow periods. The raised deposits were colonized by
reedmaces, reeds, sedges (Typha minima, T. Iatifulia, Phragmites australis, Carex gracilis, C.
elata)...which could increase the rate of trapped sediments. Once the ground was raised enough, willows
and poplars were planted. The aim of the operation was to constitute artificial banks supporting rvet
meadows or arable soils. After diking development, on the protected areas, vegetation was no longer
influenced by floods, so the main part of the water table was supplied by rainfalls. Consequently, Alpine
river species linked to fresh and oxygenated water, such as Sa/ix eleagnos, Salix triandra, Salix
daphnoides, Alnus incana, Myricaria germanica, Hippophae rhamnoides... were replaced by
backswamp species such as Alnus glutinosa, Frangula alnus, Salix cinerea, Viburnum opulus orBetttla
verrucosa

v { ir.{:'.::j g .j:lrif iitF :1:.i\'r..i .g------) b)

.j'jj."r,*

- highflows deposits
unsinkable dikes
sinkable spurs and dikes

c)

a) the "L" and -T" system (Durance river, France)
b) tne Foccaci's system (Fier river, France)
9l the double-diked system (Po river, ltaty)
d) the Sedimentation-basin system (lnn river, Austria)

Figure 4: Four methods used in the Alps to channelized braided rivers
(after Girel 1994a: 1994b)

The control of matter-fluxes: warping

One of the goals of the channelization was the reclamation of large areas for cultivation. Braided and
anastomosed models are usually linked to the establishment of coarse material deposits and numerous
channels which are not really fertile or easily farmed. For this reason it became necessary to use varrous

-----t
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technics, wellknown one millenium ago in the Bolivian Andes (Zimmerer, 1995), widely developed in
Tuscany since the l6th century(Alexander, 1984) and currently used in the European floodplains since
the beginning of the l9th century (Girel, 1994a; Girel. 1994b). The so-called "warping" technics
consisted in using the river silty water flows to fill and to raise the coarse alluvial deposits. The area to
reclaim was divided into warping basins by gravel levees. Decantation processes were favoured by a slow
movement of the silty water which flowed from upstream to downstream through the basins (Fig.5).
After several years, channels were filled and coarse alluvial deposits were covered by a layer of fine
material (fine sand, silt and clay). It is important to underline that new soil parameters occured after
warping operations. These were depended on (i) the duration of the operation (a long-lasting warping
produced a deep layer), (ii) the used warping method (simultaneous feeding or successive discharges,
see Fig.5, produced different types of soil) and (iii) the location of the basin (the grain srze was
depending on the place of the basin in the warping system: heavy material such as fine sand were
deposited first). It has been shown (Girel, 1994a) that the new environmental conditions (grain size
gradients, depth of the fine deposit) plaid a major role for the constitution of the alluvial landscape.
Many basins were cultivated; some were plowed but many other were colonized by spontaneous
vegetation and were changed into wetlands.

terrace or hillslopes

artificial levees

Figure 5: The new channelized river and the warping systems (19th century)
- on the left bank : a "simultaneous feeding" system

- on the right bank : a "successive discharges" system

The control of the nutrient flow: irrigation

During the l9th century, irrigation systems using urban waste water were currently developed in the
European floodplains. These technics were wellknown since the lTth century in South England, Sweden
(Emanuelsson and Môller, 1990) and Lombardy (Soresi, l9l4). Irrigation canals provided a fertilizing
flow to crops and meadows while drainage networks collected purified water downstream (Fig.6). In
irrigated cultivated - meadows (ray grass, clovers) the nutrient flux allowed to get 3 to 5 yields per year,
even during the cold season. Irrigation processes which were used to treat sewage for several decades
(Ronna 1890) likely have induced change in alluvial soils (filling of the superficial layer by organic
matter) and in the plant composition. High nitrate and phosphate contents favoured some grasses such
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as Lolium perenne or Dactylis glomerata, and clovers at the expense of oligotrophic species such as
Ononis rePens, Polygala vulgare, Succisa pratensis, Onobrycltis sativa, Fritillaria meleagris,... It has
been shown (Broyer and Prudhomme, 1995) that fertilization has caused a high decrease in biodiversitv
of flooded meadows (7 species were present in a fertilized meadow,40 in a grazed natural meadow. 70
to 95 in a mown natural meadow).

The control of the water table depth: drainage

This operation aiming to lower the ground water table was realized by two different periods along
European valleys. The first one was developed since the second half of the lgth century. It is the so-
called "underdraining" which consisted in putting tile-drains (0.60 to 0.80 m deep) in the ground
(Phillips, 1989)' Its role was the elimination of surplus water (seeping from hillslopes and dikes) and the
improving of waterlogged soils resulting from warping. Drainage allowed to increase productivity of
meadows and crops. Its impact on plant communities was a decrease of the biodiversity: wet pasrures
beeing replaced by fertilized mown meadows.

/ 

,**, '"nnetwork

CHAMBERY
CTTY

Prairic du Bougct
(idigatcd æâdovs) drainage network

rl

Lac du
Bourget

\

læysse river

Figure 6: Irrigation / Fertilization of the "Prairie du Bourget" downstream from Chambery
(1780 - 1900)

The second drainage period was recent (1970 to 1980). It was performed in order to drop significantly
the water tables. Canals and ditches networks were dug in wetlands; the goal of the operation was ro
increase the arable soil area. Many warping basins occupied before by wet bushes and meadows were
cleared and changed into maize crops. This drastic drainage influenced the adjacent marshlands.
Signifrcant water table lowering and eutrophication processes were recorded; they were characterized by
the development of nitratophilous species (such as Urtica dioi'ca, Solidago canadensis, Clematis vitalba,
Galeopsis tetrahit) and by a decrease in the biodiversity. It has been shown that drainage operations
had decreased highly the biodiversity of marshes since the lgth century: 123 species (to 526) have
disappeared in English valley mires (Mountford, 1994) and ll5 (to 417) have disappearedin the upper
Rhône valley mires (Giugni, 1985)

I
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EVOLUTION TRENDS IN TIIE ALPS RANGE VALLEYS

The disturbances induced by hydroelectric power development. dredging and gravel mining

Since the 1950's, the Rhône river and its main tributaries are impounded by damming along their upper

course. The impacts downstream from hydroelectric reservoirs are linked to change caused to the water

and sediment transfers. The discharge regimes of the streams are changed; the flow is regulated during

the year by the storage in the reservoirs. Nevertheless, flooding periods may be marked by highflows in

the channelized river;'furthermore highflows may also be produced at any moment when great volumes

are released by the dams. The sediment load decreased because of reafforestation of the drainage basins

and because of trapping in reservoirs. Nowadays, the river load downstream from reservoirs is

constituted mainly of fine sediments; this induces geomorphological change such as fine deposits on the

bars. Since the 1970s, dredging and gravel mining have removed a great volume of alluvial material;

this volume was greater than the volume which could be brought by the river. Consequently, there was

creation of pits which were filled by a regressive erosion of the bed floors.

Imoacts on vesetation

Dams and reservoirs which trap sediment and store water, in conjunction with watershed reafforestation
and gravel extractions, are indirectly or directly rsponsible for erosion processes of the bed floors.
Hence, entrenchment processes (incision) are initiated and cause various pefturbations on the
environmental conditions. Bridges and embankments are threatened by undermining. The processes of
destruction/construction which allowed the plant dynamics on the bars are no longer produced; the
destruction of willows/grey alder bushes occurs rarely, so that, the succession does not stop at the
shrubby stages but carries on to the woodland stages. For l0 years, it is noted the establishment in by-
passed channels and river islands of trees which can be uprooted by undermining processes during
flooding periods. Fine material deposits and "tidal zones" produced daily by dam releases contitute
new habitats. It has been recorded the spreading of tall-grass communities (Typha minima,
Calamagrostis littorea, Agrostis stolonifera, Phalaris arundinacea...) on the Isère river bars. The
entrenchment processes in conjunction with pumping operations (for irrigation and drinking water)
have induced a lowering of the adjacent water tables (e.g. more than 1.50 m along the Drac river near
Grenoble). The channelized stream plays the role of a draining canal. Subsequently, wetland areas are
replaced by mesic thickets; therefore, farmed areas and fragmentation increase. Alluvial hardwood
forests (Oak and Elm) are invaded by a mesic vegetation coming from the hillslopes. Trees such as
Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), maples (Acer pseudoplatanus, A. platanoides, A. campeslre), Locust
(Robinia pseudacacia), Walnut (Juglans regia)... become established. In wet woodlands, Ash (Fraxinus
excelsior) take the place of alders (Alnus glutinosa, A. incana). On permeable and dry deposits, Black
Poplar open woodlands are colonized by characteristics of xeric communities such as Quercus
pubescens, Acer tnonspessulanum, Pistacia terebinthus and by alien species such as Buddleja japonica..
The Alpine component of the Flora (Salix eleagnos, Hippophae rhamnoides, Satrx daphnoides, Alnus
incana...) is slowly replaced by a Supramediterranean component, hence, the river Rhône corridor and
its main tributaries valleys seem to have now many similarities with the Atlantico-European valleys such
as the river Garonne for eîample.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Presently, the landscape mosaic of the Northem Alps stream corridors results from cumulated impacts
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induced by anthropogenic perturbations, both old and recent. It constitutes an ecocomplexe (Pautou er
al., 1996), in other words a set of ecosystems (=suf5ystems) which are interdependant in the way of
hierarchized conduits (main channels, secondary channels, tributaries, canals, ditches...). Water, energy,
nutrients, sediments, organic matter, and diaspores flow in these conduits which are also connected to
reservoirs (lakes, ponds, water-tables, humus layers...). A floodplain and its adjacent areas constirure an
ecocomplexe that the structure, the functioning and the dynamics depend on large gradients of
hydrology and energy. The specificity and the biodiversity of the ecocomplexe are hight because of a
great diversity of hydrological situations linked to the spatio-temporal patterns. In the landscape, the
ecocomplexe can be highlighted and delineated by spontaneous vegetation, crops and other land-uses.
Consequently, it can be easily mapped. The ecocomplexe allows to propose predictive scenarios (Pautou
and Girel, 1992) concerning the responses of the various compartments in case of catastrophic events
such as a 50 or a 100-year flooding. It is easy to take into account of new land-uses (such as
waterproofed and filled areas created by industrial activity and urbanization), reclaimed wetlands (which
can no longer store floods), or barriers (such as highways which can diverte the flows to particular sites)
in the development schedules. The catastrophic impacts of floodings which affected many French
watersheds for the last years are not only explained by rainfalls. The concentration of flows on reduced
areas during a short t ime could be explained by a bad management of the drainage basin. The
ecocomplexe may be a useful tool allowing to propose simulation patterns taking into account of
hydrological parameters.
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ABSTRACT

P*it Saut dam was built in an equatorial zone 65 lcn from the mouth of the Sinnamary river. It created a 3550 hml
reservoir that floods 310 km'? of primary fores! maximum depth is 35 m. Impounding took l8 months, from
January 1994 to July 1995. The time required on average to renew the reservoir water is of the order of 5 months.
Air ternperatures remain constant year-round in the area (28-30') and the differences between the seasons mainly
conc€m rainfall: rainy season from January to July, dry season from Juty to December. ln the very first months
after impounding, oligomictic conditions developed with a well-oxygenated epilimnion I to 3 m thick a1d a totally
anoxic hypolimnion. This pronounced stratification was compounded by a longitudinal gradient rn the epilimnion
that creates a transition zone between river and reservoir. On the other hand, no pronounced transversat gradient
has developed. From a biological standpoint no shore zone has been daected.Detritivorous Bosminidae cladocerans
colonised the reservoir before the phytoplankton developed. The lake ecosystem matured with a succession of ever-
larger dominant zooplanhon grcups: Bosminidae, followed by Daphnidae, Cyclopidae copepoda, and Diaptomidae.
The last nvo families accompanied the development of the phltoplankton. Despiæ great diversity, rotifera never
represented more than a tiny portion of the zooplankton biomass. On the other hand, a single species of reputedly
benthic ostracoda (Physiocypria afinisl dominated the zooplankton on several occasions. Chaoboridae diptera
progressively developed in the mass of water. It was only toward the end of impounding, and in the epilimnioq that
the zoobenthos (dipær4 tricopter4 oligochaaa) colonised the plant supports provided by the submergod forest. The
abundance offood provided by the development ofthe zooplankton and then the zoobenthos encouraged a multitude
of fish fry, concentrated near the surface. Oxygen in the mass of waûer comes almost exclusively from
photosynthesis. Because of this, a series of rainy spells caused brief reductions in the epilimnion's thickness by
mixing the different layers. Those fleeting but difficult conditions resulted in a high death raæ for the zooplankton,
which developed anew each time in the space of a few weeks, with the same succession of species. presently, lhere
is a slow trend towards improved living conditions in the mass of waær, manifested by a thickening of the
oxygenated surface layer at the same time as the reduced element content (especially methane) stabilises in the
bottom of tle reservoir.

KEY-WORDS: Hydroelectric dam / Impounding / Reservoir / Regulated.
Zooplancton / Biodiversity / Distribution / Food resource

nver / Tropical zone I lnvertebratn I
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I. THE SINNAMARY RIVER BEFORE IMPOUNDING

The Sinnamary river is 250 lon long and springs up in the centre of French Guiana at an altitude of 125 m (figure

l). Its catchment area stretches over 7000 km2 of crystalline formations overgrown by uninhabited primary forcst.

Hydrotogy in the area is marked by mean annual flow of 260 m3/s, with a high water period from April to June in

the great rainy season (flow ^, 400 m3/s) and a low water period from September to November (75 m%) in the g;reat

dry season. ln general slopes are gentle; a longitudinal profile ofthe area shows sections with rapids (catled "sauts")

and sections ofvery gentle slopes (the "entre sauts") in succession until the Petit Saut site where the dam was built,

35 km as the crow flies from Sinnamary village, close to the river mouth.

The water's physical and chemical characteristics (Richard and Horeau, 1996) change little along its course. The

water is warm (26oC), slightly acid (pH 6{.3), with a low mineral content (24 pS/cm), welloxygenated (7 to 8

mg/l), turbid (13 NTU), lacking in transparency (secrhi 0.50 m), poor in suspended maner (5 to 25 mgfi),

essentially composed of organic matter (500-800 Fg CÂ) and poor in nutrient salts (nitrates 15-30 p mol N/1,

orthophosphates 0.2-6 p mol P/l).

Aquatic invertebrates that were monitored for the three years precæding impounding seem fairly limited in numbers

and it is difficult to assess how diverse they are. ln fact, this gpe offauna has still not been thoroughly researched

in South America and there are still thorny taxonomic problems, despite the invaluable work of several specialists.

However, there seems to be a wealth of different species in the groups that have been most thoroughly investigated,

i.e. the rotifera, cladocerans, ephemerals and odonates, ofwhich 98,43, 36 and 76 species or taxona respec4ively

have been identified to date.

They are divided in strictly delimited zones in relation with the strong differentiation between the 2 major t)?es of

biotope: the rapids and stretches between them ("sauts" and "entre sauts') are populated by insect larva, wfrile the

temporarily submerged forest and slow-flowing creeks are also rich in microcrustaceans and insect larva. At the

bottom ofthe "entre sauts" live decapod crustaceans and in their sand live harpacticoid copepoda. The mass of

water itself carries small invertebrat€s of which many come from other aquatic environments (creeks, submerged

forest, marshes, etc.) and from both the land and the gallery forest. The densrty of the aquatic invertebrates

population depends on flow variations and on the activity ofpredatory fish. The highest figures are recorded in the

dry seasoq except for cladoceran crustaceans.

- The fish caught in the rapids mostly eat aquatic invertebraûes, while ærrestrial invertebrates that fall into the

tvater are a major food supply for the fish caught in the "entre sauts" and the creeks (Horeau et al., 1996).

- The upstrearn part of the reservoir comprises zones of submerged forest with a wealth of microcrustaceans

(rotifera, cladocerans, copepoda) and zones of stagnant wal€r that are likely to contribute to the reservoir

populatons through drifting.

II. RESERVOIRIMPOUNDING

l. The Petit Saut Hydroelectric Scherne

The Petit Saut dam stands 35 m high and 740 m long. A 20 m high cofferdam built 150 m upstream from the waær

intakes prevents water from the reservoir bottom flowing directly to the turbines.

Écohydraulique 2000 - Québec, juin 1996
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Poor hydrological conditions resulted in 3 stages in impounding:

- from January to July 1994 water level rose constantly by a few centimetres a day, up to El.3l m;

- from July to December 1994 tlrc reservoir remained stable at El.3l m;

- from December 1994 to June 1995 impounding was resumed until F.S.L. at E1.35 m was reached.

During that l8-month perio4 riparian outflow of 100 m% was released through the bottom outlets.

At F.S.L., reservoir storage capacrty is 3 billion cubic metres and its surface area 310 lcn2 for an average depth of
l0 m. At the dam, maximum depth is 35 m. The time the water is raained in the reservoir has been evaluated at 6
months. The reservoir's shape is extremely complicated.

2. Water Ouality

Monitoring of water qualtty has shown that the various processes are determined by the decomposition of organic
matter from the uncleared forest. Thermal stratification occurred rapidly. A few occurrences of partial
destratification can be attributed to rainfall or major water releases at the dam. Only the top layer (between I and
4 m) was oxygenated.

Anoxic conditions in the hypolimnion mean that the organic matter continues to mineralise by anaerobic means,
producing carbon dioxide, msthane and sulphur hydrogen. As depth increases, pH decreases, conductivity increases
and so does the ammonium concentration.

3. Invertebrates

Monitoring of invertebrates proved especially interesting in 3 fields: biodiversity, functioning of the lake ecosystem,
and the food available for fish.

3.1 Biodiversity

Reservoir impounding diminished the diversity that had previously been observed in the Sinnamary and its
associated hydrological system. However, there is still greater diversity than in reservoirs in temperate regions.

The reservoi/s populations are original for the discovery of species ne\ / to scientists (e.g. the copepoda
Notodiaptomus nsp), for original populations within a species (e.g. the rotifera Filinia terminalis), and for species
tttat hâd already been identified elsewhere but that hitherto had not been known to exist in the area (many species of
rotifera, cladocerans and copepoda).

3.2 Functioning ofthe Lakc Ecosystem

3.2. I During impounding

Monitoring of invertebrates has shown that ttre running water biocenosis disappeared upon impounding but the
lake-type biomass developed very rapidly, injust a few weeks, with abundant and varied zooplankton. A succession
of small, largely detritivorous species was observed before the phytoplankton bloom; then came larger species after
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Many fish stomaclrs have been examine4 of many species. It can therefore be established that, 2 years after

impounding, most of the Sinnamary's fish species have survived and bred in the reservoil th:nks to the abundant
food supply offered by the invertebrates th"t have developed there and tbat form a dense and rraried populatibe

, 
' 

Autrc! InvcnébrÉ rqurtiqw!

| )rfrècr (larycs rqurtiqE)

--(

Figure 4 - Comparison of foeding habits of l€porinus fiderici in the ditrcrcnt bicopcs

UI. TIIE SINNAMARY RIVER DOWNSTREAM FROM THE RESERVOIR

3.1 Water Ouality

Flow in the river consists of reservoir water discharged tluough the bottom outlas ad th tuôineq and overspill.

Imnrcdiaæly downstream from the bottom outlets, the water is well oxygmated with a low mcthane conteirt. The
strong turbulence at this lwel does encourage reoryganation and deAassing.

,/l'
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Immediately downstream from the turbines, the lack of any such turbulence precludes any transfers of gases
between the air and the water. Discharge from the turbines is compleæly lacking in oxygeir and higily charged with
rnethane and organic rnatær. Therefore, to create the same situation as at the bottom outlets, a scale model snrdy
was done to design a weir with optimal characæristics to generate as much eddy, and thcrefore reoxygenation and
de-gassing, as possible.

In any case, it should be noted that as a general rule, not enough oxyg€n comes into the water downstream (from the
aEnosphere or from tributaries) to compensaæ for oxygen consumption by residual reducing elements such as
malrane. A closed curve is observed that reaches its low point about 40 lrn downstream from the dam, in the Poinæ
Combi area.

3.2 Invertebrates

In the mass of water in the river, downstream populations essentially consist of zooplankton organisms
(cladocerans, copepoda) driftlng from the reservoir. In relation with the various taxona or with hydrological
conditions, the lake zooplankton continues to be found at a more or less great distance and may even still be
abundant (much more so than before the reservoir was unpounded) all the way to the estuary.

The fauna in the sand, dominated by small cyclopoida before reservoir impounding, has evolved considerabty, in
two stages (figure 5):

' multiplication of harpacticoid copepoda with the increase in organic particles settling on the bottom, before
the sand became anoxic;

- multiplication of the oligochaeta when the sand became oxygen-poor.

No anadromous migrations of decapod crustac€ans has b€en observed.

B (n=32000)
( ) l ' I i {hô t \

A (n=100)
N.uplii
i l *

Sq.l&.
alt

Figut€ 5 - Cortparism of populatios in tb€ sad observed donnstream from the works at Kerenroch. A = before
reservoir impounding, B = since impounding, n = total number of individuals in tbe sample
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the phytoplanlton had developed: small rotifera + bosmirudae clador;erans = cyclopoid copepoda = daphnid"e

cladocærans = calanoid copepoda + chaoboridae larva = ostracoda.

3.2.2 Afterimpounding

A) Zooplankton

At present the situation at the middle station (GENIPA) represents the most advance{ stable stât€ in the reservoir.

There we find a calanoid domination that indicates good functioning of the lake ecosysæm' in the well-oxygenated

top layers (epilimnion) where th' zooplankton is confined (figure 2). As we move away from tlnt middle station,

study of zooplankton development in time and space faithfully and rapidly reflects the changes in how the

ecosystem functions consistently with the changes in the waær's physical and chemical qualities. Accordingly, the

level of structuring or maturity in the lake ecosystem decreases as we move:
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I Cyctopoides D Nauplii de Cyclopoides Ë Calanoides I Nauplii dc Calanoidcs

Figure 2 - Fluctuations rn copepode numbers at Roche Ge,nipa I, during impoundùry
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- upstrsrm, where either cyclopoida or cladocerans dominate in the zone of transition betwcen the rivcr and the

reservoir:

- downstreaq where cladocerans and ostracoda dominaæ near the dam in rcaction to discbarges through the

bottom outlets, over the surÈce, or through the turbines;

- sideways, where cladocerans dominaæ in the submerged forest.

It should be noted that there are no heleoplankton species yet that would characterise a shore zone.

The systern's maturity can also be seriously disnrôed by heal'y rainfall that mixes the mass of waær Ûo a certain

exten! lowering the dissolved oxyg€Nl content and suning up organic "debris". ln these brief incidents the

zooplurkton is partly wiped out but soon reforms from its most resistant stages, following the same succession of

species as during impounding.

B) Zoobenthos

Benthic invertebrates have not been able to develop below the anoxic hypolimnion, at the bottom of the reservoir

where aerobic tife is not possible. At a stower pace than the zooplankton (the species in question are bigger), they

have-flourished in the epilimnion thanks to the multitude of supports available in the submerged trees. At present

they represent a very large biomass dominated by diptera (figure 3).

Hétéroptères
lVo Pléco_ptères

l9o
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Diptères

60?o
l %

Figure 3 - Percentages of the rarious insect larva gathercd on the man-made substraa placed in the reservoir

3.2.3 New Foods for Fish

Takeir togetber, the zooplanlton and the macroinvertebrates in the submerged forest rçresent an increase in

pot€Nfial food resources. But will tbe 6sh like this ncw prey?

As concerns the macroinvertebrat€s, it has b€€n observed that the stomacbs of fuh in the reservoir contain both the

larr,"a and the imagos of the limnophilors aquatic insects that have rece,ntly appeard and tb€ larya and imagos of

tree insects rhat have been progressively drowned by the rising watÊni. Those ptey do not rcprescnt a fundamental

change in the eating babits of many fish in the Sinnarnary, already identi6ed as insectivores and omnivores.

As concerns the zooplankton, obserr"ations indicaæ that many species of fish bave had to clrango ttrir di€t and have

become at least partially zooplankton-eaters in the reservoir, for instance Leporinus friderici (Egare 41.
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CONCLUSION

The physico-chemical characæristics of the Petit Saut reservoir result first and foremost from the decomposition of
the submerged primary forest; they are also influencÆd by weather conditions (rain, win{ cloud or sunshine) and
finally by operation of the hydroelectric scheme. The reservoir fills up during the rainy season to the maximum
water level at El. 37 m and then is partially emptied during the dry season to supply power to Guiana. That means
reservoir water level varies by at most 4 metres over an annual cycle. In the stratified lake zone, rainfall, rvhich is
colder than the surface water, helps to mix some of the water in the epilimnion wrth that of the hlpolimnion.
Finally, overcast weather reduces photosynthesis, leading to a decrease in dissolved oxygen contents in the daytime,
and also in the density ofthe phyloplanktorl a food staple for many taxona.

In the first weeks of impounding only the top two metres of the reservoir's surface layer were oxygenated. Sinc€
then the thickness ofthe oxygenated layer has increased, to 4 m today.

Development of a vertical gradient, whether physical (thermocline) or chemical (oxycline), influences the vertical
distribution of the zooplankton. The depth to which light penetrates defines a layer of high production
(photosynthesis), where herbivores and camivores concentrate. The greatest abundance of zooplankton therefore
often occurs above or at the level of the thermocline. With the exception of a few chaoboridae, there is no
zooplankton in the anoxic hypolimnion.

As for the horizontal distribution of the zooplankton, fwo zones c:rn be identifies: an axial zone where the
Daphnidae and the calanoida are well represented, and a submerged forest zone where, like the reservoir
headwaters, Bosminidae are better represented. However, at Petit Saut, unlike the situation in natural lakes and
nrany reservoirs, we have not identified any shore zone, either in terms of water quality or in terms of zooplankton.

To sum up, the most important points that draw our attention are:

- the rapidity of lake-type biological production, since zooplankton wns v€ry dense in the reservoir as for the
initial months of impounding;

- the diversity of the zooplankton as of impounding;

' the high density of the zooplankton, in relation to the quantities of organic debris and development of the
phytoplankton: at the beginning of impounding we witnessed colonisation by detritivorous cladocerans,
followed by the development of plankton-eating species,

- good utilisation ofthis new lake-type food resource by fish.

However, thanks to the reoxygenating weir placed just downstream of the turbines, the characteristics of the river
water between the dam and the river mouth are good enough to support aquatic life.

The types of water-borne aquatic invertebrates living in the river downstream from the dan\ especially the
microcrustaceans, are directly related to those in the reservoir. In the sediment of the Sinnamary, it has been
observed since impounding that the cyclopoida are being replaced by Harpacticoida. Monitoring of the environment,
for at least three years after impounding, will provide details on the present trends.
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ABSTRACT

Lake Vôrts.;arv is a shallow and turbid eutrophic lake in Central Estonia with an area of 270 krnr. mean
depth of 2 8 m and maximum depth of 6 m In spite of shallowness the amplitude of rvarer level
fluctuations is large: the annual mean 1.38 m, annual maximum 2.20 m and the absolute range 292 m
Besides seasonal fluctuations, the annual mean water level of dry and rainy years differs by more than one
meter Long-term water level measurements (starting from 1885, daily measurements from 192 l) show a
sinusoidal alternation of low and high water states within 3O-year periods. Due to the shallowness of the
lake low-level periods are accompanied by several negative phenomena like fish kills, intensive
resuspension of bottom sediments and cyanophyte blooms.

Since I 964 phyto-, zoo- and bacterioplankton, hydrochemical variables and water transparency have been
monrtored at monthly intervals. This period coincided with the rising phase of the mean water level ( I 5 m
during 1964-1993) that allowed to follow the effect of the water level on plankton and hydrochemistry In
spite of the increased Secchi depth for the growing season from 0.6 to 0 9 m, bottom irradiance dropped
7-fold and water column irradiance by l/3 during these years. As vernal excystation and germinatiôn of
resting stages of several planktonic organisms is triggered by light, changes in light intensities at the
bottom were probably among factors which changed the plankton species composition. Deterioration of
mean water column irradiance increased dark losses of lightJimited phytoplankton and reduced its
biomass Bacterioplankton for which detritus and phytoplankton exudates serve as the main substrate.
decreased in number more than twofold. The increased mean depth of the lake reduced significantly the
rate of resuspension Although nutrient concentrations increased during the period studied, the rising
water level had a positive effect on the ecological state of the lake. A decrease in phytoplankton and
bacterioplankton biomass and in detritus amount, resembling the effect of a reduction of the trophic
status, was related to the strengthening of the light limitation effect on phytoplankton and a decline in
sediment resuspension.

Hydiaulic calculations have shown that an outflow regulator would generally maintain the natural warer
level regime. but at a higher mean level and reduced amplitude. During low water periods the level would
be elevated by approximately one meter, the annual mean amplitude would decrease from 140 to I l0 cm
but the annual maximum amplitude by more than I m.

KEY-WORDS. Water level / Shallow lake / Light limitation / Secchi depth / Phytoplankton biomass /
Bacterioplankton (total count) / Long{erm investigations / Sediment resuspension / Level regulation
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INTRODUCTION

The word clfirqrhic generally refers to nutrient-rich conditions and, in a narrow sense, eutrophication can be

understood as an increase in the nutritional level of waterbodies. This increase is usually sensitively reflected in

biota by increased production and standing stock and by reduced biological diversity. In a broader sense' the

,on""pi of eutrophication implies both its initial causes as well as responses of the
ecosvstem and, as a fact, often focuses upon the latter

Figure l: L. Vôrtsjârv and connected rivers

DESCRIPTION OF TIIE LAKE \ryITH AN EMPIIASIS ON IIYDROLOGY

Lake Vôrtsjârv (Fig. l) is a shallow lake in Central Estonia at 58"05'- 58o25'N, and 25"55'- 26"10'E Its

"i"u 
it iZo f.*', riean depth 2.8 m and maximum depth 6 m. Eighteen rivers and streams collect their
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Quantitative responses ofthe biota to increased nutnent

loading are adequate in a nutrient-limited environment

but can differ in a wide range in the case of other

limitations. Optical properties of water as well as the

mixing depth and resuspension rate of sediments, all

determined by the water level, come to the forefront in

the case of shallow (mean 2 8 m) and turbid L

Vôrtsjtirv where light limitation plays a major role in

controlling phytoplankton growth (Nôges' 1995;

Nôges cl a/., submitted). Despite the rather stable

nutiient content the biological indices of the trophic

state fluctuate strongly depending on water richness

The influence of changes in the water level on

different trophic levels is either direct or mediated by

cascading effects in the food chain The shallowness

ofthe lake and the fluctuating level restricts the use

of the lake for recreation during lowJevel periods'

The shoreline recedes in places up to a kilometer in

the second half of summer, leaving large littoral

areas dry. This area cannot be used as a beach due to

the high humidity content of sediments Stony reefs

become dangerous for boating.

The height of the water level has been recorded daily

since 1921, the discharge, since 196l in the mouth

of the R. Suur Emajôgi, the outflow of the lake The

foundation of the Vôrtsjârv Limnological Station at

the beginning of the 1960s has enabled all-year-

round investigations of the lake. L.Vôrtsjârv is one

of the few lakes in the world supplied with a

continuous monthly data series covering a period of

30 years. At present, continuous monthly records

of physical and biological parameters are available

sinte 1964. those of chemical parameters' since 1968'
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water from the 3104 km,2 mostly intensively cultivated, drainage basin. The lake is highly eutrophic.
characteiized by mean concentrations of total N 2 mg l-r and total P 53 pg l-t. The water is alkaline (pH
7.5-8.5) with a great buffering capacity and a high seston content. During the ice free period.
transparency does not exceed I m. The only outflow of L. Vôrtsjàrv is the River Suur Emajôgi which has
a small slope. only 0 038%0. Its bankfull discharge depends on the level of the main tributary, the River
Pede. due to opposite flow occurring in the R. Suur Emajôgi in the reach between the mouth of the R
Pede and L. Vôrtsjarv almost every spring. This bifurcation influences the outflow regime and the
lowering of the flood level in the lake (Jârvet, 1995).

The lake depression is of preglacial origin. About 213 of the lake bottom is covered with mud lying on
marl having a total thickness of up to 7.6 m (Veber 1973). Sediment accumulation is intensive and the
lake becomes ever more shallow from year to year (Kaljumâe and Koskor, 1980) Short-term increases in
the water level, observed in the middle of the last century and at the beginning of this century (Sievers.
1854: Mùhlen, l9l9), intensified shore erosion and transport of eroded material towards the outflow.
and promoted further clogging of the outflow (Orviku, I973).

Increase in the water budget of L. Vôrtsjârv is mostly accounted for by inflow (73-83 oÂ) and decrease
by outflow (80-91 oÂ) (Iaani, 1990) The renewal of water takes 240 to 384 days, occurring. on an
average, once a year. The balance between net inflow and outflow clearly controls the water level Due to
rather flat shores and the small water depth, changes in the water level are expressed in the mobile
shoreline and in large relative differences in volume. The long-term mean level of L. Vôrtsjarv. computed
over a 73-year period (1922-1993) is^33.66 meters according-to the Baltic Level System At the mean
level the area of the lake is 270 km2. the volume 0.754 km3. The absolute lone-term ranse of level
fluctuations at the Rannu-Jôesuu station is292 cm, which corresponds to the 84-km2 differénce in the
lake area and to the 0.799 km: difference in its volume. The shores are flat, except in the east At the
highest natural water level (35.28 m) in November 1926, 57 km2 of the shore area was flooded The
linear approximation fitted well for the relation between the water level (L) and the mean depth of the
lake (2.,) in the recorded range:

( l )  2,"= 0.74lxL -  22.29 (R2 = 0 976)

The absolute range of the mean depth of the lake extended from l.7l m (09.11.1964) to 3 71 m
( 2 6  l  r . 1 9 2 3 )

Intensive and prolonged high water in spring, low water in summer and winter, and a noticeable rise in
the water level in autumn are the characteristic seasonal features of the lake (Fig 2) The annual
amplitude of fluctuation in the water level has been 1.38 m on an average, ranging from 0 76 to 2.20 m in
different years (Jaani 1990). In 78Yo of years the highest water level has occurred in spring. andin22o/o
of years in late autumn.

A long-term sinusoidal fluctuation of the water levelwith a period of about 30 years is best revealed by
using a 7-year moving average (Fig. 3). Water levels for the period 1885-1921 have been calculated by
Jaani (1990) on the basis of data on the R. Suur Emajôgi. A rather smooth continuous decrease (1928-
1940) or increase (19a0-1957; 1965-1990) within the period resembles a long-term trend and can be
distinguished from it only in the context of a longer time series. Apparent periodicity is probably
associared with large-scale fluctuations in solar activity (Jaani 1973) and atmospheric processes, since it
appears in the same way in large geographic regions. Similar periodicities with a spectral density
maximum oî 28-32 years have been found in the water level dynamics of the lakes of Saimaa, Ilmen and
Onega (Masanova and Filatova, 1985), as well as for different hydrological elements of Lake Ladoga (20-
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Figure 2: Seasonal dynamics of the water level in L. Vlfsjân
(After Jaani, 1990 supplemented by data on 1995)
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Figure 3: Long-term changes in thc water level in L. Vôrtsjârv
(Afrer Jaani, 1990 supplemented by latest data)
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Direct and remote effects of civil works - A5l

30 years) (Malinina et ql , 1985) and Lake Mùggelsee (Behrendt and Stellmacher, 1987) The last
increase in the water level can be firmly attributed to the 25 Yo increase in the annual amount of
precipitation in Central Estonia (from 526 to 652 mm) between 1964-1993 (Kivi& Russak, 1990)

The period 1964-1993, overlapping with the biological time series, can be divided into two parts each
characterized by a significantly different water level. A more detailed analysis has been presented in
Nôges and Jârvet ( 1995). The years 1964-1977 were dry with a mean water level of 33.14 m and a mean
lake depth of 2 38 m. The period 1978-1993 can be referred to as rainy years. The fifth and eighth highest
warer levels during the whole 72-year measuring period correspond to the years 1978 and l98l Due to
the long dry period the average water level during the whole period 1964-1993 appeared to be l0 cm
lower compared with the long-term average. Still, the constructed linear trend line for this period revealed
an increase in the mean water level by 1.5 m and the corresponding increase in the mean depth of the lake
b y l l m

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The data set used in the present paper consists of water transparency measurements, hydrochemical and
plankton analyses made in 1964-1993 at the Vôrtsjârv Limnological Station. Daily water leveldata for the
years 1922-1993 were obtained from the hydrological station on the outflow The other measurements
and analyses pertain to the surface layer of the main monitoring station Routine sampling was performed
once a month, in some periods more frequently, 2-6 times per month.Underwater light measurements
with an 4-n PhAR collector (Williams and Jenkinson, 1980) were made in 1989 Bottom irradiance (Is)
was calculated accordine to Lambert-Beer's law

(2) In = Ioexp(-kz)

where irradiance in rhe surface layer (Io) was taken equal to 100 %, the attenuation coefftcient (k) was
replaced by its relation to Secchi depth (Eq. 4), and the mean depth of the lake was denoted by z
Average irradiance in the mixed water column was calculated according to Riley ( 1957):

(3) I,i* = Ioil-exp(-kz)llkz

assuming that in L. Vôrtsjarv the mixing depth increases simultaneously with the mean depth of the.lake z

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Water level effects on lake biota

Phyloltlcu*nnt

The phytoplankton of L. Vôrtsjarv is abundant and rich in species. Owing to shallow water and continuous
wind-induced miing the number of benthic and periphyic forms is large. In a few cases phytoplankton
biomass reached 100 g m"' in the early 1970s. At the end ofthe 1970s, biomass decreased, and several changes
took place in the speiies composition. it became generally poorer, while a new species Linnrolhrix redekci
(Van Goor) Meffert appeared among dominants Nowadays the algal community is represented by an
association of filamentous algae, the species of the genus Aulacoscira in spring, Planholyngbya lintnetrca
(Lemm ) Kom et Cronb and Linnothrix redckei in summer and autumn, accompanied by a low variable
biomass of small algae, mostly ctrlorophytes and chrysophyes ln spite of a slight increase in winter nitrate
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levels and suûlmer phosphate levels during recent decades, phytoplankton biomass has seldom exceeded i0
g m-t The annual avlragé cilorophylla conientration is 26 5 r"g r": integral primary production 0 67 g C m-l
d-'_12ai g C m-t y-t) The mean values of destruction and sedimentation rates in l99l were 047 and242 gC
m'' d-', respectively

Several circumstances support the hypothesis of the prevalence of light limitation in phyoplankton growth in
L Vôrtsjarv (Nôges, cl a/.. submitted). In natural waterbodies light limitation is an universal phenomenon.
as light-limited phytoplankton is always found below a certain depth or in the dark season of the year
(Sakshaug. 1980). In shallow polymictic lakes where the mixing depth is determined by the physical depth
of the lake. light climate is strongly affected by seasonal and long-term changes in the water level This is
a dualeffect since not only the mean depth (z) but also the opticalproperties of water are affected by the
water level Secchi depth is the only optical parameter belonging to the set of routine monthly
measurements in Lake Vôrtsjârv. During the last thirty years water transparency has shown an increasing
trend which is especially clearly expressed in autumn (September - November) at the time of the annual
maximum of phytoplankton biomass and detritus content. Autumn Secchi depth increased from 0 6 m in
the 1970s to 0 9 m in the 1990s. According to light measurements in L Vôrtsjiirv in 1989 the relation
between the attenuation coeffrcient (k) and Secchi depth (S) can be described by the reciprocal function

( 4 )  k = 1 4 8 + 0 0 5 / S  ( t s t a n d a r d e r r o r )

In productive shallow waterbodies, phytoplankton and detritus gain a leading position among optically'
active substances determining the under-water light field. In these conditions, the key position of
phytoplankton becomes obvious as most of the particulate matter originates directly or indirectly from
primary production like phytoplankton itseli detritus (mainly dead phytoplankton), bacteria (consumers
of phytoplankton) or zooplankton (consumers of phytoplankton and bacteria) By vertical mixing
phytoplankton is transported through a light gradient and adapted to an average light intensity in the
mixed layer which Riley (1957) has defined as "effective light climate". This average level is controlled by
surface irradiance. vertical light attenuation and mixing depth (Eq. 3) For L. Vôrtsjârv surface irradiance
was taken equal to 100 %since its changes in a 3O-year period could be neglected The attenuation
coeffrcient (k) was replaced by its relation to Secchi depth, and the mixing depth was determined by the
mean depth of the lake. In spite of improved water transparency, the calculated water column irradiance
dropped from the average 28%oto l9oÂi.e. by about l/3 during the period 1964-1993. In these years.
phytoplankton biomass maxima were inversely correlated with the water level and remained at a rather
low level during the rainy period (Fig. a). A similar process has been observed in Lake Beloe
(Rumyantsev ct ql , 1985) where a 1.5 m increase in the water level affected much stronger the
underwater light field than an increase in trophic parameters like mineral phosphorus and nitrates did.

An increase in the water level had a much stronger effect on bottom irradiance than on water column
irradiance Relative bottom irradiance decreased from about 2.8o/oin the middle of the 1960s to 0 4 - 0.5
% in the 1990s. The l%o surface PhAR criterion, commonly used to assess the lower boundary of the
euphotic zone (Tilzer, 1987), was overstepped while large bottom areas fell outside the euphotic zone
Although most of the water column remained within the euphotic zone, deterioration of light conditions
resulted in a decrease of primary production which was reflected in reduced phytoplankton biomass and
pH values. During the ice-free period, relative bottom irradiance was the lowest in May (due to the high
water level coinciding with large algal biomass) and increased gradually towards the end of the year As
vernal excystation and germination of resting stages of several planktonic organisms is triggered by light,
changes in light intensities at the bottom were probably among factors which changed the plankton
species composition. The invasion of Lintrutthrix redekci, a blue-green alga, whose development starts in
early spring in the shade of diatoms, is obviously connected with light conditions as well. Nicklisch el a/.
(1981) demonstrated a specifrc light adaptation of this species, which allows its mass development.
compared with other blue-greens, in more turbid and cool water.
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Berclcrioltlcnrktort

Bacterial counts in L. Vôrtsjârv have ranged from 1.2 to 14.0' 106 cells ml'r with a mean value of 4 2 '

106 Their maxima occurred in the first half of the 1970s just as those of.phytoplankton biomass. and a
similar relation could be observed between the total number of free-living bacteria and monthly mean
water levels (Fig. a). Ttree mechanisms may be responsible for a simultaneous decrease in phwo- and
bacterioplankton abundance: l) limitation of bacterioplankton growth by algal substrate under conditions of
decreasing primary production; 2) limitation of bacterial numbers by the smaller amount of resuspended
sediments in the case of a rising water level; 3) increase in zooplankton grazing pressure on bacteria under
conditions of the growing proportion of filamentous blue-green algae in phyoplankton. The first two
mechanisms can be joined under a common denominator "dilution effect". On the basis of available data it is
hard to determine the role of each of these mechanisms, though the leading role of the water level is obvious
Fondén ( 1969) found a similar negative correlation between bacterial density and the depth of the
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Figure 4: The scâtter plot of plankton abundance venrr.s water level in L. Vôttsjâr.
Monthly mean values for the period 1964-1994

water column in the large Swedish lakes of Miilaren and Hjiilmareq and associated it with the vertical dilution
effect of the deeper water column. During summer, bacterioplankton was influenced by both filter-feeding
zooplankton and the amount of available organic caôon. There exists a close link beoveen pelagic and benthic
processes in large shallow lakes. On windy days resuspended POC exceeded 15-20 times carbon fixation by
phyoplankton in Loosdrecht Lakes (Gons cl a/., 1986). Wainwright (1987) and Ritzrau and Cnaf (1992) have
shown that resuspension not only passively increased bacterial abundance but also stimulated bacterial growth
Intensive resuspension occurs when water depth is less than half of the wavelength. Due to the short
wavelength (3-5 m), characteristic of Lake Vôrtsjiirv (Jaani, 1973), the percentage of the lake area affected by
resuspension ought to be strongly dependent on the mean depth of the lake. Malve el ul. (1994)
demonstrated on the example of the large shallow Lake Pyhajarvi that 1.7-fold increase in wind speed was
necessary to deepen the resuspension front by one meter

Zooplonktur

The zooplanliton of L Vôrtsjârv is dominated by small cladocerans, mainly Chydonts qthaericrr.s (Mùller), and
rotifers which are specialized in feeding in patches between filaments. Recent studies made in the dry year of
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1995 revealed an important role of protozoa in the lake, among which ciliates formed a mean biomass of 0 68 g
p-'(Zingel. unpublished) which is almost equalto the biomass of crustacean and rotifer zooplankton (0.80 g m-') (Pôllunae, unpublished). The high detritus content of water, resulting from continuous mixing and wave
action, has been considered the main factor determining the small biomass and mean body size of filtering
zooplanliters. as it clogs their filtering apparatus (Haberman, 1984). Revival of the ecoqystem through the
increasing water level at the beginning of the 1980s was reflected in a decrease of rotifer biomass (Haberman,
1983) However, no significant trends were observed in the biomass of crustaceans and rotifers in a 30-
year time series, though it established several changes in the species composition.

Zuùentho.s

Among the bottom fauna of L Vôrtsjàrv Chironomidac dominate in allzones of the lake. In 1973-1978 big
larvae of (-hrnnrntts pltmxt,;rrs L. formed on the average 60.5 yo of macrozoobenthos biomass (Kangur,
1982) During the rising phase of the water level in 1973-1993, a general tendency towards increasing the
abundance and biomass of ('hironontidae and Oligochacta, as well as decreasing the abundance of Molhsca
was noticeable In 1973-1993 the annual mean abundance of bottom animals fluctuated from 520 to 1600 ind
m-:. and biomass from I .6 to 26.4 g m'2 lKangu r cr erl., in press). As annual difFerences in zoobenthos amount
are strongly influenced by changes in Chirononnrlrrc whose abundance depends on meteorological conditions
during the reproduction period and on fish pressure (Kangur, 1982), no significant correlations occurred
between zoobenthos and the water level. As a rule, the littoral area has been the richest in species diversity. as
well as in abundance and biomass. Merely Chirorutnuts lthmto.stt.ç achieved its highest biomass in the muddy
profundal area (Kangur ct ul., in press). In dry years the shoreline recedes in places up to a kilometer in the
second half of summer. leaving large littoral areas, where the benthic fauna cannot survive, dry A more
stable water regime would gain these areas of high bottom fauna production available for feeding the
basically benthivorous fish communitv.

Ac1t tcrt ic ntocrr 4thltt c s

Wind-exposed northern and eastern coasts of the lake are bordered with a mostly continuous belt of
Phrqgmttc.\ utrstr,alis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud., followed by submerged Potamogeton perfolianrs L at a
depth of about 2 m. Only in places exposed to the strongest wave action, the reed-beds become narrow or
fragmentary, often separated from the shore by a shallow open water area. The western coast is richer in
vegetation The wide zone of Phragmites australis and Schoenoplectus lacustri.s (L.) Palla), starting right
on the shore, has dense vegetation. The zone of floating-leaved plants (Mtphar htteunt (L.) Smith) is
distinct in places. while the zone of submerged vegetation is everywhere well formed. The southern
corner of the lake is fully overgrown with macrophytes. All types of aquatic macrophytes are abundantty
represented, and become often merged. This description by Mâemets (1973) rendered briefly here, is still
valid, though the area and density of macrophyte stands has increased. Depending on fluctuations in the
water level the abundance and distribution boundaries of different species vary greatly. Besides
eutrophication. also lasting lowlevel periods in dry years contribute to the broadening ofreed-bed areas.
The formation of macrophyte stands along the shoreline northward of the mouth of the R. Tânassilma has
been associated with the extremely low water level in 1939-1940 which enabled emergent macrophyes
(Phragnrrtcs cntstralis, Schoenoltlectus laatstris) and submerged vegetation to fix and extend to the
previousiy sandy areas (Pihu, 1959) More intensive shore abrasion occurring at higher water level would
prevent rapid overgrowing of shallow areas, especially in the southernmost part ofthe lake.

Fishc.s

The most abundant fish in Lake Vôrtsjiirv is bream (Ahrcmis brqma (L )), its mean biomass in. l98l-1990 was
47 9 kg ha-r, production 31..1 kg hat y't Pike-percir (Sîizosledion irtciàper"o (L.)and pike (Esox lucitrs L.)
with biomasses I1.5 kg ha'' and 7 8 kg hat, respectively, occupy the leading position among predators. The
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production of pike is 5.6 kg hu't y't The abundance of the eel (Angdtlu anguillu (L.)) population depends on
the introduction of glass eels. About 35 million glass eels have been regularly introduced into the lake dunng
1956- 1993 (Nôges el r/., in press).

In the I 950s and I 960s L Vôrtsjarv was regarded as a ruff (lcc rina cenntq (L.)) lake because the bulk of fish
caught here consisted of ruff, young perch (PcrcaflutiatilisL.) and roach (Rutihu nililus (L )) In the 1970s
commercial trawling was stopped, glass eels were regularly introduced into the lake and the protection of
commercial fishes was improved. These measures resulted in a rapid growth of stocks and catches of
commercial fishes (mainly pike-perch and eel) and in a sharp decline in the abundance of less valuable small fish
(Pihu. in press)

Several winter fish kills (in 1939, 1948, 1967, 1969, 1978, 1987) have been documented during this
century (Kirsipuu et ul., 1987). Most of them (1939, 1948, 1967,1969) coincided with low-level periods
and. hence, with a higher primary production in the preceding summer and oxygen depletion during
winter The winter of 1995/1996 has been another example of the disastrous consequences of the lou'
waler level After the highly productive summer of 1995 the lake was frozen at an extremely low level
The winter has been cold and the lake has been covered by thick ice (-0.6 m) and snow (-0 3 m) There
have been no thaws from mid-December till the beginning of March. The lowest oxygen concenrrations
during the studied 30 years (2.3 mg l-t just below the ice, 0.4 mg l-r in the bottom layer) were registered
on I st March

The flocCing of lakeside meadows starts at the water level of 34.47 m (Pihu, 1959) In dry springs the
flood plain remains dry, and the spawning area of pike is restricted. Strong winds coinciding with lou'
water in May endanger the spawn of pike-perch, which can be buried under sediments (A Kangur, oral
communication)

Prospects in water level regulation

Lake Vônsjârv with its large drainage area, bad outflow conditions and flat shores is a complicated object
for level regulation. The requirements of frshery, water economy, agriculture, recreation and water
transport must be taken into account while designing the regulation scheme. The following goals can be
set
- to reduce both the annual and long-term water level fluctuations;
- to prevent low level and to keep the level as high and as stable as possible;
- to raise the flood level so as to form water-meadows, i e. the water level must exceed 34.4 m,
- to prevent the regulated maximum level from exceeding natural maxima in order to avoid flooding of
buildings and roads;
- to guarantee the sanitary minimum flow in the River Suur Emajôgi.

Outflow calculations (Kaljumâe and Koskor, 1980) showed that a constraint level regulation of
L Vôrtsjârv is impossible as it would requires far better outflow conditions. Nineteen regulation scenarios
were tested in which the minimum levels varied from 33 0 to 33 7 m, the maximum levels from 34 0 to
i4 8 m. and the difference between minimum and maximum levels from 0.6 to 1.8 m. By blocking the
oulflow it would be possible to prevent dropping of the water level below the set minimum value,
however the level might be higher than desired in years of large runofffrom the drainage area Lowering
the set minimum level is not recommended, as it would result in a decrease of maximum levels by 30 - 50
cm in dry years, but only by 5 cm in rainy years. The regulated maximum level can be lower than the set
maximum in dry years and exceed the latter in rainy years. All requirements would be satisfied in the best
way when using the following regulation scheme. filling of the lake proceeds in April-May when the
regulator is closed Lowering of the water level starts in the second half of May at the maximum flow rate
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determined by the outflow conditions, until it reaches the set minimum (usually in September) The water
level would increase slightly in November-December. In years when the lake cannot be regulated due to
the high level in the R Pede, or due to excessive inflow, the regulator would be opened and the natural
regrme established lt would be reasonable to keep the minimum level at 33.7 m which is the long-term
average and to which the level can be lowered in most cases (750lo of years) The regulated maximum
water level is to be 34 8 m in which case forced maxima would reach 35.6 m.

As a result of regulation measures water level dynamics does not change much. It will generally follou'
the natural pattern but will proceed at a higher level and will have a smaller amplitude. The level rvill be
about I m higher during low-water periods. Extraordinary high levels do not exceed much natural
maxima. as the natural level equals at lYo probability 3 5.50 m and the regulated level 3 5 6 m The annual
m e a n a m p l i t u d e o f l e v e l  f l u c t u a t i o n s w i l l d e c r e a s e b y 0 S m ( f r o m l 4 t o l l m ) , t h e a n n u a l  m a x i m u m
amplitude by more than I m. The sanitary minimum flow in the R. Suur Emajôgiwillbe guaranteed, while
fishery requirements can be satisfied partially: meadows will not be flooded only in exceedingly dry vears

Arguing against this water level regulation plan Raukas and Tavast (1990) have pointed out
intensification of shore abrasion in the eastern and northern shores and the expansion of continuouslv
flooded areas

CONCLUSIONS

Lasting iow-water periods in L Vôrtsjârv are accompanied by a number of adverse biological phenomena
consisting generally in destabilizing of the ecosystem. An increase in phytoplankton and bacterioplankton
biomass deteriorates the transparency and gas regime of the lake. LowJevel periods accelerate the
overgrowing of shallow areas with macrophytes and deteriorates the spawning conditions for pike by
restriction of spawning places and for pike-perch by the spawn being buried under sediments By means
of the regulation of the water regime, by raising the minimum and maintaining the optimum level,
conditions in the lake can be improved. Greatest success would be achieved by reducing sediment
resuspension and by strengthening light limitation on phytoplankton, which would control primary
production and the amount of particulate matter in the water.
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ABSTRACT

The Azov Sea is a shallow inland sea on the North-Eastern side of the Black Sea, bordered by Russia
and the Ukraine. The main tributaries of the Azov Sea are the rivers Don and Kuban, which together
provide 80% of the fresh water inflow. A small outlet provides exchange with the Black Sea, which
results in a salinity gradient across the Azov Sea of 0 to l8 promilles. The Azov Sea is used for
shipping and tourism, while valuable wetlands are situated on the eastern and westem sides. However,
the sea's most striking feature is its high productivity. In the early 1930's the ecosystem was able to
sustain fish catches of up to 300,000 tons per year, including economically valuable species like
sturgeon. Due to changes in its drainage basin, the ecosystem ofthe sea has suffered severe impacts on
its functioning. The habitat suitability of key species of the area was evaluated using water qualiry-
model results and an inventory of species distribution and species habitat requirements data. For a
number of management scenarios based on water-use in the are4 changes in habitat suitability could be
quantified. Habitat suitability was recalculated into potential carrying capacity for each species. From
the results is was concluded that changed salinity gradients within the sea and low oxygen concentration
are a major cause of changed habitat suitability of species. Other causes, such as loss of spawning
habitats for migratory fish in bordering rivers were not taken into account.

KEY-\ryORDS:

Habitat Evaluation Procedure/ Integrated System Analysis/ Azov Sea/ Ecology/ FIEP/ water
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

The ecosystem of the Sea of Azov is impacted by anthropogenic activities in its drainage basin.

Impacts such as use of fresh water for inigation, industrial and agricultural chemical pollution. use of

fertilizers and fisheries have led to major changes in the species composition within the Sea. The

changed characteristics of this ecosystem are illustrated by frequent occurrence of benthic anoxia.

the almost total decline (2% of reported catch in 1930's) of fisheries and the blooming of neu'

species. In 1994-1995, an evaluation of habitat suitability for key species within the Azov Sea rvas

conducted on top of an integrated study of relations between water resources, water quality and water

management based on the standard Delft Hydraulics Framework for Analysis. The objective of the

ecological evaluation was to gain an understanding of the present ecological status of the Sea ol'

Asov, its natural functions and the relationships between physico-chemical characteristics and the

impact upon the life-cycles of key-species within the study area. However, it is emphasized that this

study aimed to, at most, illustrate the potential of the methodology by identifying and quantifying
' major impacts and provide quantitative links to effects within the ecosystem of the Sea. This paper

therefore, serves to illuminate the methodology rather than to provide a calibrated and validated

habitat evaluation for the study area (Delft Hydraulics, 1996). Finally, an important objective was to

provide an integrated management tool to local experts in order to enhance the region's expertise for

execution of integrated water management studies. This tool is called the Asov Sea Decision Support

System.

Integrated System Management

The management of ecosystems deals with a variety of user functions and environmental aspects. In

the past, water resources and water quality used to be carried out separately. More and more,

however, the approach to both water resources and water quality management are integrated to

enable the assessment of impacts of managerial actions on the quality of (surface) water, sediment

and biota in rivers, estuaries and coastal zones. This integrated approach of water management

increases the complexity of the decision making, as can be seen from figure I that shows the Delft

Hydraulics framework for analysis.

Complex water management decision

problems can be made more manageable by

including all the available knowledge in a

Decision Support System (DSS). A Decision

Support System should be considered as a

learning device that allows for

experimentation, interpretation and

communication so as to find creative

solutions and new ideas. It implies an

implementation of a computer program that:

Figure I Delft Hydraulics Framework for

Analysis
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assists people in their decision process; serves as a learning device that allows for experimen-
tation, interpretation and communication so as to find creative solutions;
supports rather than replaces judgement ofthese people;

improves the quality of the decision making process, rather than the. quality of the final
decision.

The Azov Sea Decision Support System

Development of the Azov Sea DSS was started as an illustration of the power of integrated management.
The system is limited to the Azov Sea itself. The rivers Don and Kuban and more than 20 small rivers in
its drainage basin, and coastal emission sites ofpolluted substances were treated as point sources on the
boundary of the system. This set-up limits the type of strategies and measures that can be analysed, but
decreases the complexity of the oss. A modular approach for the Dss was chosen, which facilitates later
improvement or replacement of parts of the system. The basis for the Azov Sea DSS is formed by:

a

a

a

a

a simulation ofthe system hydrodynamics; a database on pollution loads, organized by a Waste Load
Management tool;

a simulation of physical, chemical and basic biological processes;

an ecological evaluation tool;

a map-based presentation and evaluation tool;
a user friendly shell which integrates the different modules (a suite of so called Case Definition,
Case Management and Case Analysis tools).

HABITAT SUITABILITY EVALUATION

The evaluation of habitat suitability within the scope of this study is based on standard Habitat
Evaluation Procedure (HEP) as described by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (1980). In this study
ecotopes (comparable with cover types in HEP), are not pre-defined in the study area. Instead,
species habitats are identified and located in the study area (therefore including all ecotopes that
provide support to the species). On the basis of distribution of habitats, identification of species'
habitat requirements and determination of suitability defining factors such as the hydrodynamics,
morphology and quality of the water system, a Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) is derived. Habitat
requirements are derived from field observations and life history studies. The HSI is expressed as an
index rating between 0.0 and 1.0, expressing the suitability of each environmental factor in the
habitat. The overall habitat suitability is determined by combining separate indices per environmental
factor.

The potential carrying capacity (PCC) of the habitat for a species is derived from the overall HSI in
combination with the habitat area (A), expressed in habitat units (HU) and a given actual carrying
capacity (CC) of the species (Duel et al., 1995).

pHSI = Function { field value, habitat requirements}
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HSI: minimum (pHSI1, pHSI2, pHSI , pHSI")

H U = H S I * A

PCC = (HU" /HUJ ,i CC

HSI = habitat suitability index

pHSII = partial HSI for environmental factor I

HU = habitat units (ha)

HU"= 1lu6;ru, units of a case

HU"= habitat units of the actual situation

A = habitat area (ha)

PCC = potential carrying capacity (numbers or mass)

CC = carrying capacity of the actual situation

THE AZOV SEA PROBLEM

The Azov Sea is an integral part of the Black Sea water system. The Black Sea is semi-enclosed, the

only exchange with the Mediterranean and the worlds oceans being the Bosporus. The catchment basin

of the Black Sea (figure 2) covers an area of 2.2 million km2, includes territories of more than 17

nations and is inhabited by approximately 162 million people. Economic developments in its drainage

basin have affected the quantity and quality of the freshwater flow into the sea. Economic

developments include the development of agriculture and industry in the drainage basin and on its sea

shores, the exploration and transport ofoil and increases in fishery efforts on the sea itself. Because of

the enclosed nature, these developments have resulted in a severe stress of Black Sea ecosystems

including the Azov Sea system.

Water balance and water quality of the Sea of Azov

Figure 2 Black Sea and Asov Sea drainage basins

estimated residence time is between l0 - 20 vears.
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The Azov Sea is a shallow inland sea on

the north-east comer of the Black Sea.

Its size is approximately 300 x 150 km,

with a surface area of 35,000 km2 and an

average depth of no more than 9 meters.

The total arpa the drainage basin is

approximately 570,000 km2. The

average natural flow of fresh water into

the Azov Sea is 43 km3 per year, with

large yearly fluctuations between 30 - 50

km3.

The exchange with the Black Sea is

mainly wind driven and ca1 only take

place through the Kerch Strait. The
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The quality of the Azov Sea water system is very much dependent upon the quantity and quality of the
fresh water runoff from its drainage basin. The main influencing river is the Don, with an average
natural flow of 28 km3 lOSoZo of total in flow) per year. The Kuban conhibutes approximately 12 km3
(27%'). Thc remaining inflow comes from more than 20 small rivers. Both the seasonal variations and
the yearly variations of fresh water runoffare very high, causing frequent shortages of fresh waûer in the
region. On the other hand, flooding of the lower reaches of the river Don and its estuary is caused by 

'

high runoffin spring, due to melting snow and rain (figure 3).

Figure 3: Historic and present llow regime of the river Don

In the 1920's and after 1945, agriculture, indusûry and urban settlements were developed at a large scale
in the region. The need for a steady water supply for irrigation, drinking wateq industrial use and
navigation called for the construction of reservoirs. At present there are 130 reservoirs in the basin,
containing up to a maximum of 35 km3 of fresh water.

It is estimated that 50% of the annual runoffin the Azov Sea Basin is used for economic activities. The

nonretrievable use has resulted in a reduction of the freshwater flow into the sea of more than 20% and
has caused a steady increase in salinity from an average of 1096o in the 1930's to almost l4%o in the

1970's. The remaining flow is highly regulated, decreasing the frequency and severity of spring

flooding. The quality of the remaining flow has been affected by emission of insuffrciently treated or

untreated waste water from industrial, domestic and agricultural sources. Concentrations of heavy

metals, pesticides and oil products have been steadily rising until the economic decline of the 1990's.

Present status of habitat quality

The ecology of the Azov Sea is characterised by the very high spatial and temporal variability in
physical, chemical and morphological conditions. The system in the sea itself is linked to bordering

estuarine and riverine ecosystems. The coastal zone has extensive wetland ecosystems which form the

transitional interface connecting the terrestrial drainage basin and the Sea ofAsov itself.

The Sea of Asov coastal wetlands include habitats such as reed dominated marshes, forested riverine

flood plains, inland lakes and lagoons, limans (a coastal lagoon with a salinity gradient), deltas, coastal

lagoons and bays, and associated mud and sand flats, as well as artificial wetlands such as fish ponds,

l90l-  195 I

regime in period
construction of the

'symlyansk 
reservoir

1952-1985)
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rice paddies and salt ponds (Wilson, 1994). Main wetlands are situared in the mouth o[thc river !)on

and Kuban totaling approximately 200,000 ha of wetlands, salt lakes and foredelta. The human intpact

on the water resources of the drainage basin has affected the habitats of species in the ecosystent. ljor

many migrating fish species access to important sparvning areas has been cut off bv the construction ol'

dams (e.g. Sturgeon species). Other spawning areas have decreased due to the decrease of frequcntll'

flooded land. The species diversity of primary producers and higher trophic levels has decreascd and

the ecosystem seems more vulnerable to disturbances like the introduction of tlre ctenoplrorc

Mnemiopsis leidyi from the Black Sea. The habitat conditions for this jelly'fish have apparerrtlv

become more favorable and have resulted in periods of total dominance, in rvhich it outcompetes all

other planktivorous species for food sources.

APPLICATION OF THE HABITAT EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The careful selection of key-species is important, based on the assumption that the selected spccics

represent the status ofthe ecosystem as a whole. Species selection was based upon data availabil it l

of its habitat requirements and sensitivity to pollution, its geographical distribution and its

commercial value. From the groups phyoplankton, zooplankton, zoobenthos and fish. a number ol'

species were selected for further assessment. Life histories, habitat requirements and field dala on

actual distribution were collected for each species. The species represent typical marine/brackislr and

typical fresh water types. For phytoplankton, zooplankton and zoobenthos the characteristics of

habitats are not further defined ("all-functions"). In principle, the whole sea area is available as

potential habitat for these species. The selected benthos species constitute a large percentage of tolai

biomass of zoobenthos in the sea of Azov. For fish species, important habitats in relation to its life-

cycle (spawning, feeding and wintering habitats) were identified as much as possible.

The habitat quality of the following species is studied:

Phytoplankton
a

a

Zooplankton
a

a

a

Zoobenthos
a

Sceletonema costatum

Microcyslis pulverea

Oithona nana

C alanipeda aq ua-dulc is

Mnemiopsis leidyi

Balanus improvisus

Cerastoderma lamarci

Mytilaster lineatus

Nereis succinea

a

a

a
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Fish species

a

a

Fluvial anadromous species: Bream (Abramis brama), Roach (l?atilus r.), Pike-

perch (Stizostedion l.)

Migratory species: Sturgeon, lcrpenser stellatus, A. guldenstadti

Marine species: Turbot (Scophtalmus m.), Anchovy (Engraulis e.), Kilka

(Clupeonella sp.), Gobius sp.

Input of hydrodynamics and water quality model data

Results of the assessment are based upon the output of hydrodynamic and water qualiÇ models for

three modelled cases. The following cases are studied:

l. Actual situation l99l ("actual"), see figure 3

2. Best case with nafural river flow ("pristine"), see ftgure 3

3. Worst case with 20% further reduction of river inflow ("20%rrf')

On the basis of the description of species requirements, the crucial spawning and larval feeding

period (approx. the second week of April to end of August for most key species) was used to

subselect data from the model dataset. The following model-parameters are used in the ecological

assessment:
. Salinity
. Daily Averaged Oxygen concentration
o Night time Minimum Oxygen concentration
o Dissolved Copperr
. Dissolved Zincr
r Total Oilsl 1l=model underestimates pollutant concentrations due to lacking loads)

The geographic figure shows a result of the actual situation for salinity at decade 13. The time series

show clear salinity gradients in the Azov Sea for 5 gridcells going from the strait connecting the

Azov Sea to the Black Sea (cell 484) to the mouth of the river Don (cell 123). Similar results are

available for other environmental factors (figure 4).

Figure 4: Salinity distribution derived from the model application

Figure 5: Distribution of Clupeonella habitats in the Azov Sea

10
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Habitat mapping, habitat requirements and sensitivity to pollution

In order to perform a habitat suitability evaluation, habitats were mapped for each species. In figure 5
the distribution of the fish species Clupeonella is shown. In figure 6, habitat requirements for
environmental factors available from the model are listed.

Figure 6: Spau'ning habitat requirements and sensitivities oI Clupeonella lor available
environmental factors (Copper, Zinc and Totat Oils in ug/l, Oxygen in mg/!, Salinity in 0/00)

Data on sensitivity to pollution were derived from Mance (1987) for copp€r and zinc, using lowest
chronic LC50's found for marine fish larvae. An arbitrary factor of 0.10 was used to establish a lower
limit. Total Oils, Oxygen and salinity data were provided by local experts.

Calculation of HSI's

For each combination of a species and its habitats a HSI was calculated. The HSI is the aggregation
of indices for individual parameters over all gridcells within a theme. Figure 7 shows the partial
HSI's per gridcell within a habitat for each environmental factor. Depending on the habitat
requirements of species, changes in the environment will improve or deteriorate the suiability of the
habitat. Figure 8 shows the impact of changing oxygen concentrations on habitat suitability.
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Figure 8: Impact of night time oxygen concentrations on habitat suitability for Clupeonetla
Figure ll: Resulting HSI's for each species habitat

RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT

Given a set of environmental conditions, described within a case, some species will benefit, and
others will be negatively impacted. From the three cases studied, "20%on?' will tend to increase
salinity by reduced river flow (when compared to actual). The case "Pristine" will result in a reduced
salinity for large parts ofthe study area by increased river flow. This reasoning clearly indicates that
impacts to typical fresh or marine species may be expected if salinity is the most limiting parameter.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the distribution of the habitats for each theme is fixed to the
present known distribution. Results of three cases are shown in Figure 9. Figure l0 shows that
oxygen concentrations have improved considerably in the pristine case. Habitat suitability is now
limited only by salinity. See figure I I for results of all species habitats.

Figure 7: Partial per gridcell within Clupeonella sparvning habitat each environ-

mental factor (decade 17, April lst = l). For legend see figure 8.
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Figure 9: HSI's calculated for each case for spawning habitat of Clupeonella

From the results shown

in figure 7 it can be seen

that salinity and oxygen

concentration are the

factors most strongly

affecting tlre habitat

suitability for

Clupeonella.

Considerine micro-

pollutants, oil pollution resulted in somewhat reduced habitat suitabilities. Copper and zinc did not

affect the habitat suitability of any species (not shown). However, concentrations of all pollutants are

underestimated by the water quality model possibly at least by a factor 2 due to an at present

incomplete set of waste loads data. From the results shown in figure l0 it is concluded that

significant impact of management scenarios might be expected on the habitat suitability for a number

of species. Within the limitations and assumptions of the approach, this results in increased or

decreased carrying capacity expressed as biomass or catch (Table l). Going from the actual situation

to a less saline pristine situation, catch of fresh water species such as StizostedionlPike-perch

increases. The migratory species Acipenserlsturgeon clearly profits. On the other hand, for the

marine species ClupeonellatKilka the pristine case improves habitat suitability due to improved

oxygen conditions and for ScophtalmuslTurbot, this case leads to a strong decrease of catch due to

freshening of the system. ln contrast, marine species profit if the river flow is further reduced (case

"20o/on?"1. Catch ofTurbot is even increased to over 600% ofthe actual situation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present selection of environmental factors within this study is based on the limited availability of

parameters from the hydrodynamic and water quality modelling. In reality, other parameters will

influence the suitability of habitats to species. For instance, it is well known that temperature ranges

are of relevance to spawning of species.
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Table l: Calculated Habitat Units and Potential Carrying Capacity for Species Habitats

habitrt rrcr rcturl 20Vorri pristinc rcturl 20o/ortf piistitrc

Specics Hebitet (hr) HU (ha) HU (he) HU (he) cc Pcc Pcc

Acartiâ(AzovSea)-ALL_FUNCTIONS 3592589 3422863 3329199 3325055 B 300000 zgl:.gt 2gt4ZB
Oithona nana-ALL FI.JNCTIONS 3692589 1254282 2880005 50202 B 1000 2296 40
Mnemiopsisfeidyi-ALL_FUNCTIONS 3692589 3367277 3438672 3233750 B 3000000 3063613 2881042

Heterocope caspia-ALL_FUNCTIONS

Balan us larvae-ALL_FUNCTIONS

Cerastoderma I.-ALI _FUNCTIONS
Nereis succinea-ALL_FUNCTIONS

Mytilæter lineatus-All FLJNCTIONS

Engraul is encrasicolus-FEEDING

Abramis brama-WINTERING

Abramis brama-FEEDING

Gobius niger-WINTERING

Gobius niger-FEEDING

Gobius niger-BREED/SPAWN

Clupeonella sp.-WINTERING

Clupeonella sp.-FEEDING

Clupeonella sp.-BREED/SPAWN

Mugil so-iuy-FEEDING

Stizostedion I ucioperca-WINTERING

Rutilus rutilus-WINTERING

Rutilus rutilus-FEEDING

Acipenser guldenstadrii-WINTERING

Acipenser guldenstadtii-FEEDING

Acipenser stel latus-WINTERING

Acipenser stellatus-FEEDING

Scopthalmus m.-FEEDING

Scopthal mus m.-B REED/SPAWN

3692589 600077 340519 1540913 B 1000 s67 t56s

3692589 343497t 3487379 3328204 it 1000 l0l5 969

929704 758790 74249t 7402M B 4500000 4403336 4389777

3692589 3163190 3135574 3067258 B 500000 495635 484836

438281 2t7470 383817 2t370 B 3500000 6177224 343938

3443844 t77824 l 12306 642188 C 15000 9473 s4t7l

89397 475985 39042t 447002 C t500 1230 1409

893997 475985 39042t 447002 C ls00 1230 1409

120823 90297 10274t 7s487 C 250 UA 209

929704 598201 695578 48264t C 250 29t 202

21674 14640 17065 I 1604 C 250 29t lg8
303959 244U7 186780 30226s C 2000 ts27 2471

3692589 27t2223 2225592 3t404t4 C 2000 1641 2316

67t498 228566 266529 2t0008 C 2000 2332 1838

802303 47268 t92781 4926 C 435 t774 4s

1442969 nn722 972334 r40t478 C 1000 875 t26l

488277 333317 347t43 27644t C 200 208 166

488277 333317 347t43 27644t C 200 208 166

44726t 2t6t39 165414 275264 C 750 514 955

3692589 1908385 1555376 229s569 C 750 6ll w2
306900 146036 l l l2l5 187395 C 300 2A 385

3692589 1908385 1555376 229ss69 C 300 245 36r
3256068 351803 2478t06 15871 C 300 2rr3 14

262380 32427 t99224 32427 C 300 1843 300

Bafanus improvisus-ALL_FLJNCTIONS 1057360 768259 943801 293640 B 1000000 1228492 3822t4

Engraufis encrasicolus-BREED/SPAWN 3443844 177824 I 12306 642188 C 15000 9413 54t71

Stizostedion lucioperca-BREED/SPAWN 21420 13741 I I 157 19951 C 1000 Ef2 ltr.sZ

P.n ,
B - biomass (ton), C - Catch (ton/yr), underlined PCC's give lowest value per spccies ov€r its known habitats

Furthermore, additional contaminants such as pesticides and PAH's will induce extra stress to
species. For the latter substances, no data were available to justiry their modelling. For studied
pollutants loading data are incomplete, resulting in an underestimation of ambient concentrations. At
present calculated low levels, impact of oil is already seen, therefore worse pollution effects on
habitat suitability may be expected. When looking to distribution data, it is now assumed that no
changes in distribution occur in the future under different hydrodynamic regimes as identified in the
cases that were studied. In effect, this will probably not be the case. For some migratory species
(such as AcipenserlSturgeon) a part of its habitat is not included in the study area. Improvement of
habitat suitability within the study area does not necessarily imply improvement of habitats outside
ofthe study area.
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The calculated PCC could be affected by food limitations and other species interactions that are

excluded in this approach. Improved PCC for the pristine case shows increases of a factor 6 for some

species. However, reportedly increases of a factor 50 should be possible for some species. This

indicates that ( I ) some limiting factors are not included and (2) habitat area is probably not a constant

factor. These aspects need to be studied in more detail in future.
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ABSTRACT

Floodplain - ecosystem functioning is directly linked to hydrology, hydraulics and geomorphology and
therefore to flood dynamics, the driving force for floodplain - ecosystems. If it is well established that flood
dynamics are controlled by climatic and/or morphodynamic changes, human activity also has to be considered
in Western Europe drainage basins.

This study focuses on the causes of flood dynamic changes that alter floodplain - ecosystem functioning. It has
been conducted on an upstream reach of the Garonne River (South-West France), where training works are
moderate. Changes of flood dynamics which correspond to a decrease in flood-peak discharge and regularly
flooded areas might be linked to climatic changes, but are certainly linked to Man's impact on the channel and
the upstream drainage basin.

Two main human impacts have accelerated channel incision: gravel extraction and dam construction after 1960.
The channel volume increased up to 30 to 40 Vo causing a recent increase of the mean bankfull discharge.

Bankfull discharge is usually associated with floods with a recurrence interval (T) of 1.58 years. In the studied
river reach, discharges for a 1.58 yr flood were calculated for three time periods of 30 years between 1827 and
1993. For the last 30 years a value of I 200 m' s-'was found. It represents the lowest value among the 1.58
flood discharges calculated among the three time series.

The lag between cross-section increase and flood-discharge decrease for a given return period iridicates a
perturbation of the dynamic equilibrium of the Garonne River and outlines Man's impact on the fluvial system.

One of the effects of channel capacity increase is demonstrated by flood peak propagation times. Flood peak
propagation in the reach under study can be considered according to two phases. Below bankfull stage, flood
peak propagation attains I I km h'' whereas during overbank flooding the flood peak propagation may slow
down to 5 km h-'. Thus, if high frequency floods don't produce overbank flooding, flood peak propagation
times are generally higher.

Contemporary flood dynamic changes are determined and examined. Since these hydrological and closely
related geomorphological changes are altering the floodplain - system, they have to be known for a further
understanding of the ecological functioning of these river ecotones.

KEY-WORDS: Garonne River, human impacts, channel incision, channel adjustment, bankfull discharge, runoff
fluctuations, overbank flow, flood dynamics, floodplain, flood peak propagation, roughness coefficient
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INTRODUCTION

Most river systems in Westem Europe have endured direct or indirect human impacts (Petts, 1984). The
interrelationship between flow regime, sediment load transport and channel response has been recognized for
quite a long time (Fargue, 1868; Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Schumm, 1969). Especially the importance of
single flood events of high magnitude and low frequency, as well as bankfull discharge or dominanr discharge,
forchannel and flood plain changes is well known (Tricart, 1960; Wolman and Miller, 1960; Beven and Carling,
1989; Gurnell and Petts, 1995).

Case studies show the different adjustments of fluvial systems to changes of the river channel control variables
(e.g. Babinski,1992: Sear, 1995; Ibanez, Prat and Canicio, 1996). The hydrological regime, stream channel and
flood plain morphology is a function of the characteristics of the whole drainage basin including geology,
geomorphology, vegetation, land use and sediment sources and availability (e.g.Gregory and Walling, 1973;
Lyons and Beschta, 1983). There was always a strong interference of human activities, the natural conditions of
the environment and the related channel adjustments (Darby and Thorne, 1992; Thoms and Wallier, 1992;
Ligon et al., 1995). For example, land use changes due to agricultural practices can increase erosion of fine
particles and, consequently, increase the particulate matter transport in the draining river (Schlosser and Karr,
l98l; Loughran et a1.,1986; Quine and Walling, 1993).

The geomorphological implications of channel and floodplain changes affect not only the physical, but also the
biotic functionning of the aquatic-terrestrial transition zone or ecotone. Therefore, a holistic approach of the
geomorphological and ecological processes of the whole system are necessary.

The historical changes of the Garonne River, the urban, industrial and agricultural developments are outlined by
Décamps et al. (1989). This paper focuses on more recent hydrological, geomorphological and related
ecological effects due to Man's activity.

TIIE TJPPER GARONNE RIVER

Figure 1: The Garonne River and the study area.
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The Upper Garonne River, SW France covers a drainage basin of about 32 350 km: upstream the confluence
with the Tarn River (Fig. l). The total length of the river from the spanish Pyrenees to the Gironde estuary
north of Bordeaux is 478 km, 247 km drain the upper basin. Steep gravel bed mountain rivers with gradients
higher than 0.003 drain forested watersheds. The Upper Garonne River is either a rather straight or a low
meandering river where no distinguished braided zones can be recognized. The river dams on the stream
channel of the Upper Garonne River were mainly constructed to produce hydro-electricity.

Flow Regime

The mean abundance at Toulouse is 194 m3s-t (19.4 l-rs-'kmt;. More than 30 7a of all floods which attained at
least two meters at Toulouse and those with highest peak discharges occured during the two spring months of
May and June (Fig. 2), when precipitations are high.
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Guonæ RivcrarToulousc (Poneù in % from l9lGl993 (n=84).

. Floods > 2.00n at Toulouse from I827.1993 (n=278).

Figure 2: The general llow regime of the Garonne River at Toulouse

Comparing the lowest discharge ever measured (17.1m3s'') and the highest discharge estimated from the
catastrophic flood of June 1875 (8 000 mts'';, the excessive character of the regime becomes evident. The
hydrographs from 1977 and 1989 at Verdun (Fig. 3), situated in between Toulouse and the Tarn tributary
(Fig. l), show the high flow variability of the Garonne River. Sudden increases of discharges by factors of up to
seven are observed.

tHh

Figure 3: Daily discharges at Verdun during a high water level year and a low water level year.

RUNOFF FLUCTUATIONS

During the l9th century more natural catastrophes such as avalanches and flood events generated in the
Pyrenees (Métailié, l99l; Steiger, 1990; l99l). However, their main causes are still subject of controversy.
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Changes in the precipitation regime as well as the deforested and overexploited Pyrenees landscapes at this
period are accused. Most probably though, a combination of these two factos is responsible for this phenomen.

During the 20th century, a rather humid period from l9l0 till 1940 can be distinguished in rcference to the
interannual mean of 194 m3s'r, followed by a dry period during the 1940s till the end of the 1960s (Fig. a).
From 1970 until 1982 higher annual discharges have been observed. During the 1980s the trend to a dry
period was as distinguished as during the 1940s. The general cyclic trend of higher and lower annual discharges
has to be considered as natural (Probst, 1989).

Irrigation of water indigent cultures such as corn augmented significantly after the 1960s, and therefore does
not significantly affect low flow nor annual discharges prior to this period. After this period, low discharges
during the 1980s were accentuated by an increased water consummation. However, these low discharges are also
related to low precipitations and therefore to a decrease of water storage in aquifers and a decrease of"snow and
ice storage in the high Pyrennes mountains (Lambert et a\.,1989).

Pumping in the river and aquifer, as well as the functioning of hydropower plants, may influence daily
discharges, especially at low water flow during the summer and irrigation season. Recent estimations for the
Garonne River upstream Toulouse suggest that only 5.5Vo of the total annual discharge are prelevated by
drinking water, industries, irrigation and water transferts to canals (Agence de I'Eau, 1994). However, the
percentage increases drastically during low water periods. 30 to 50 Vo of the discharge might be removed. Thus,
even monthly abundance may be perceptibly changed.

l9

1 s
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Figure 4: Moving averages (5 years) for annual discharges at Toulouse between 1910 and 1993. Water
intake due to irrigation practices was low before the 1960s and increased since.

BED LOAD DEACREASE AND CHANNEL INCISION

At least since the end of the last century, the channel bed of the Upper Garonne River was never completely
covered by a coherent layer of gravels and cobbles. Harlé, Serret and Denizot observed respectively in 1895,
1900 and again in 1953, a few years before the beginning of industrial extraction of gravels in the river bed,
that the calcareous molasse, the bedrock, appeared in the river channel.

These observations confirm the fact, that no braiding of the Upper Garonne River has been documented.
Braiding of a river is correlated to steep gradients and also to high bedload charges (Leopold and lVolman,
1957). The small part of the Garonne's catchment in the Pyrenees mountains (<15 %), relative low relief
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energies and little glacial activity are certainly responsible for low bed load supply. The first locally introduced
artificial bed load retention artifices in altitudes from about I 500 m to 2 600 m have been constructed in 1870
and in the 1920s and 30s on natural tarns, deep lakes formed in abandoned cirques. To our knowledge no
studies have been published to estimate the alteration of the bedload transport of the upper Garonne River by
these first constnrctions on the river network in the Pyrennes Mountains. The major hydroelectric power plants
on the river in between the Srenees and Toulouse have only been constructed after 1960. This cascade of dams
stops the bedload supply to the downstream reaches.

Intensive industrial gravel extractions in the main channel downstream Toulouse started in the middle of the
1960s. Thus, on one hand bed load was extracted artificially and on the other hand bed load transfer from the
upstream sections was interrupted by the construction of dams. Today, the only bed load sources consist on
bank failures. However, even though that the Garonne River has never been canalized in this section, at least
30 Va of the river banks, especially concave banks, were stabilized after the high magnitude flood of February
1952 between Toulouse and the Tarn River (S.M.E.P.A.G.. 1989).

A net increase in channel depth during the last 20 to 30 years wits observed. A channel incision of 1.50 m in
only 22 years, from 1959 to 1980 (66mmy-') and 0.78 m from 1970 to 1984 (55 mmy'') were esrimared by
Beaudelin ( 1989)). Furthermore, field observations after a series of floods in the first half of the 1990s revealed
a tendancy to bank erosion. Local bank failure and therefore channel width increase up to several meters has
been observed after the last high magnitude floods in 1991, 1992 and 1993. Channel capacity could increase
by 30 to 40 Vo.

BANKFULL DISCHARGE

Bankfull discharge, which can be associated to the dominant discharge concept, plays an decisive role in fluvial
morphology. It is considered as an important parameter controling channel and flood plain morphology (e.g.
rùy'olman and Miller, 1960). Dury 0973) and other authors found a mean return period of 1.58 yrs for this
specific discharge. Despite some controversials about this value (e.g. Williams, 1978) it is still used as an
indicative value. Furthermore, it is well accepted now, that the river bed is a product of a range of discharges
rather than only of one single discharge (Biedenharn and Thorne, 1994).

1904-1993

time period3

Figure 5: Discharge with a return period of l.5E years calculated for different time periods at Toulouse.

To better understand the evolution of the theoretically discharge with a return period of 1.58 yrs, it has been
calculated for several time periods (Fig. 5). The discharge associated to a retum period of 1.58 yrs decreases
from the beginning of the century till today. The lowest value of I 200 mrs'r was obtained for the period from
1964 to 1993. This means, that the calculated bankfull discharge decreased by about 3O7o from I 500 mrs-rat
the beginning of the century to I 200 m's' nowadays.
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CHANNEL ADJUSTMENTS

According to the conceptual model of channel adjustments to runoff and bedload changes, it would be
expected that a decrease of a representative discharge (Q-) and a similar decrease in bed load (Q.n) induces a
decrease in channel width, in the width-depth ratio and in meander wavelength (e.g. Knighton, 1984).
Contrarily, sinuosity should increase, but changes to depth and slope would remain constant.

Q_', Q".= w', di, 1w/d ), 1,, S., s1

(Knighton, 1984)
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Observed channel adjustments on the Garonne River to discharge and bed load decrease don't correspond to the
adjustments proposed by the general model. This situation translates Man's impact on the fluvial system. The
main causes are dam construction hampering bed load transfer downstream and gravel extraction in the river
channel. The river adjusts its stream power by stream bed erosion. Stabilization of concave banks stopped
natural meandering, but lateral erosion occurs on oversteepened and fragilized banks, which have not been
protected.

If channel incision is higher than the channel width increase, the width-depth ratio actually increases. Otherwise
it might stay stable. Meander wavelength and sinuosity don't change due to the stabilization of the concave
banks. Channel gradient probably increases, but no topographic survey could be undertaken.

OVERBANK FLO\ry

The increase of the cross-sectional area, due to channel incision and channel widening during the last three
decennaries has modified the frequency of flood plain inundation downstream Toulouse (Steiger and Gazelle,
1994). Especially low frequency floods are concerned and not as much high magnitude floods. For a same
discharge of I 250 m3s'r the gauging height at Verdun decreased by 84 cm between 196l and 1992. Hence,
today higher discharges are needed to cause overbank flow. Consequently, the lowest flood plain level is
inundated less frequently.
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Figure 6: Relationship of-the inun{ated-flood-lrlain area and the maximum dischar-ge-of different floods with
varies recurrence intervals (T) of the Garonne River between Toulouse and the Tarn aflluent.
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In Fig.6 the relationship of peak discharge and the inundated flood plain area has been established for several
floods of different magnitudes. The entire river reach between the Toulouse and the Tarn tributary of 70.6 km
channel length has been divided into an upstream reach (23.0 km) and downstream reach (47.6 km). Several
differences between the increase of the inundated surface and the increase of .the maximum flood discharge are
observed. The first floodplain levels of the upstream reach are more constrained than on the downstream reach.
Therefore, a net increase of the inundated floodplain area occurs between I 900 m3s-' and 2 600 mts'' on the
downstream reach, while a comparable increase occurs only between 2 600 mrs'r and 3 500 mrs'r on the
upstream reach.

The graph for the entire river reach shows a threshold value at I 900 m3sr, which corresponds to the mean
annual flood with a recunence interval of 2 to 3 years. From this discharge on, inundated floodplain surface
increases almost linearly with an increasing discharge. A linear regression model was established (2). Thus, the
inundated floodplain surface (ISF) corresponding to discharges higher than I 900 m3s'r can be estimared for
the Garonne River between Toulouse and the Tarn River.

ISF(km'?) = -38.721+0.028 Q (m3s-')
r 2 = 0 . 9 9 9 ;  P = 0 . 0 0 0 6

Overbank Flooding Index

In order to compare inundated floodplain areas of different river reaches, an Overbank Flooding Index (OFI)
was calculated for seven sub-reaches,

OFI: inundated floodplain area / channel length

L ' l L = L

It exlss a statistically significant correlation between the Overbank Flooding Index for the annual most
probable flood and the channel gradient (Fig.7). An increase in channel gradient induces a decrease in
inundated floodplain area. Water velocity increases and flood water is evacuated more quickly.

(2 )

y= 148,97- 135,66r
12 =O,'142
p =0,m06

0,0006 0,0008

slopc gndi.na

Figure 7: Relationship between the Overbank Flooding Index (OFI) and the river bed slope gradient.

However, no significant correlation between the Overbank Flooding Index for the mean annual or less
frequently floods and the channel gradient exists. Therefore, channel gradient has an influence on floodplain
inundation during low magnitude floods, but not during high magnitude floods. The sinuosity coefficient does
not have a significant influence on the inundated floodplain surface. No statistically significant correlations
between the Overbank Flooding Index and the sinuosity coefficient were found.
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Flood Wave Propagation

For a long time men were intrigued by the spontaneous, rapid and often catastrophic floods of the Garonne

River at Toulouse (Senet, 1900; Pardé, 1935; Gazelle, 1984; Lambert, 1982). The dams built on the Garonne

River during the 1960s for hydroelectricity production (Fig. l) do not significantly influence flood peak

propagation. The size of the reservoirs was not calculated for this purpose. Besides, their retention capacity is

highly reduced due to an important upfilling by sediments.

Downstream Toulouse, where significant overbank flooding may occur, the influence of the floodplain on flood
peak propagation (FPP) was examined. The gauging stations are situated at Toulouse and Verdun (Fig. l).

T
Fpp = =_ (km h.r)

. Ltp
FPP = flood peak propagation (km h'r)
L = distance between two gauging stations (km)
Ltp = flood peak propagation time between two gauging stations (h)

Flood peaks of high frequency floods without important overbank flooding (800 - l200m3s'r) progress with
celerities of 8 to l0kmh'' between Toulouse and Verdun (Tab.l). Flood peak celerities are two times slower for
flood events with peak discharges of I 800 to27O0 m's', covering large parts of the adjacent alluvial plain.
The threshold discharge is about I 200 m3s'r, corresponding to the bankfull stage.

Table I Flood peak celerity times for flood events below and above bankfull discharge
between Toulouse andVerdun (50.7 km channel length).

Month Year max. flood gauge height Flood peak celerity

atVerdun Toulouse-Verdun
( m ) (km hr)

3.54

3.95

5.24

5 .51

5.88

5.91

8.5

l0. l

Mai

Juin

September

October

1991

t992

1993

r992

5 .1

5 .1

5 .1

5.5

In general flood peak propagation celerity depends as well on water velocity, which is affected by vegetation, as
on the presence of floodplains. The presence of the flood plain changes the cross-sectional area between floods
without and with overbank flooding. During overbank flooding the cross-sectional area increases and thus, flow

o
velocity may decrease (, =;). Flow velocities may also decrease due to a higher roughness coefficient on the

floodplain.

However, flood peak celerity of the flood of December 1993 is twice as fast as the other above bankfull stage
floods with maximum flood peak heights of more than 5.00 m at Verdun. Assuming that the cross-sectional
area between the floods of December 1993, Mai t99l and June 1992 did not change significantly, other
parameters affecting flood peak celerity have to be examined.
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The spatial distribution of precipitation on the drainage basin might have favoured higher flood peak celerities
during the flood of December 1993. But even though precipitations were slightly higher in the Pyrenees
comparing the flood of December 1993 to those of Mai l99l and June 1992, differences were not high enough
to explain the observed phenomen.

Change of the roughness coefficient of the floodplain may have played a role. Vegetation is largely developing
in May and June, while winter intemrpts the vegetative period in December. Manning's roughness coefficient
(n) may change on floodplains with medium to dense brush in summer from 0.160 to 0.045 in winter (Gregory
andWalling, 1973). Usingthesevalues,mean flow velocity on a floodplain with a flow depth of 1.00m and a
width of 100 m, estimated with Manning's equation could therefore increase from 0.2 m s-r to 0.7 m s''
according to the season.

,  =  ! r ' ' ' r ' ' '  ( -  r - ' )
n

v = mean velocity
r = hydraulic mean radius
s = slope of river bed
n Mannning'sroughnesscoefficient

The differences between the inundating flood of December 1993 with high flood peak progression times and
the other inundating floods, can also be explained by the time sequence of floods. Time sequence is another
important factor in controlling the varying rates of recovery from flood-produced changes. Beven (1981)
points out that the effectiveness of floods of a given magnitude will vary significantly depending on preceding
events, or 'event ordering'. That is, effectiveness or efficiency of an event will be more efficient if it follows a
preceding event quickly (Kochel, 1988). Geomorphic effectiveness is defined as the modification of landforms
(Wolman and Gerson, 1978). In the case of accelerated flood wave propagation during a high magnitude flood
we might call effectiveness higher progression times and therefore changes of the hydraulics and morphological
Processes. The flood of December 1993 has been preceded by a high magnitude flood (T=8 years) in
September 1993. This preceding event has modified the roughness coefficient by weighing down the vegetation
which could not recover before the December flood event. Thus, in relation with the seasonal effect, the event
ordering also influenced directly the flood peak propagation time of the largely inundating flood of December
r993.

CONCLUSION

The Upper Garonne River supports less river training works compared to the downstream section and other
european rivers. Main human interferences on the river channel are experienced only after the middle of this
century. Therefore, the phenomena observed today on the Garonne River lag behind others rivers, such as north
alpine rivers. However, these anthropogenic interferences on the Upper Garonne River alter directly fluvial
dynamics which control ecological processes on the aquatic-terrestrial interaction zone or ecotone.

The flow regime is subject to natural cyclic trends, but water discharges may significantly be altered especially
during low water periods. None of the major constructions on the Upper Garonne River hamper significantly
flood peak propagation. But channel adjustment to bed load decrease and river training works by channel
incision and widening has an influence notably on the flood peak propagation time of high fequency floods.

The most probable annual flood (T=l-1,5 yrs) covers less than 5Vo of the whole floodplain surface. The mean
annual flood (T=2-3 yrs) does not even subrnerge lO Vo of the total floodplain. These surfaces have a tendancy
to decrease, affecting floodplain system functioning. Especially the most dynamic and fragile riparian zone
boarding immediately the river is mostly disturbed. Agricultural impacts and the decrease of overbank flooding
reduced the riparian vegetation and only incoherent patches of riparian zones sustain. A significant riparian
forest decline during the last l0 to 15 years was observed (James, 1996).
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The anthropogenic impacts such as bank stabilization and gravel extraction favoured the recent channelization

of the upplr-Garonne. In the river system vertical accretion processes are now the dominating floodplain

constructi;n processes. A gradual decrease of accumulation rates might be expected, altering nutrient cycling

on the floodplain.

This snrdy shows some of the closely linked geomorphological and ecological interactions of modern human

impacts on a fluvial system. Even though river training works on the Upper Garonne River have to be

considered as moderate compared to other European Rivers, irreversible changes are taken place.
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ABSTRACT

In the course of the 'Meuse Salmon 2000' programme aiming at the restoration of the Atlantic salmon
Salmo salar and sea trout Salmo trutta in the River Meuse Basin, most large dams are progressively
equipped with fishways to restore the free circulation of spawners between the North Sea and the first major
spawning streams, the River Ourthe and its tributaries. Spawners entering the River Ourthe would still be
confronted to so-called minor obstacles, aiming at water regulation for tourism purposes but of which the
actual impact on fish migration has never been investigated. In order to test for the actual free-circulation of
salmonid spawners in the upper River Ourthe and to locate potential spawning grounds, a probe fish (489
mm FL male sea trout) was tagged with an intraperitoneally implanted radio-transmitter. From the lSth of
ovember 1995 onwards, the trout was tracked in a part of the river (44 km upstream of the confluence)
which was thought to be devoid of any major obstacle to fish migration. Three days after its release, the
trout had migrated over 6 km up to a small weir (1.8 m high). During four consecutive days, the trout was
consistently located downstream of the weir but no successful climbing was observed, reflecting the poor
efficiency of the central fishpass under dry weather conditions during summer and autumn. The trcut then
settled in a deep run habitat, 150 m downstream of the weir and no upstream excunion was recorded until
the first major rise of water level, four weeks later, even when the weir was opened for water regulation
purposes. V/hen the water level was maximum (24th of December), the trout moved upstream of the weir
and migrated over 28 km during the next 72 houn up to a spot identified as a potential spawning redd
from habitat features, and where it was consistently located till the 3lst of December. These results, though
most pçliminary, clearly indicate that even minor obstacles may cause a substantial lag in trout migration
of which the impact on spawning success remains to be determined. Since similar minor man-made
obstacles are most frequent in the salmonid spawning streams of the Belgian Ardennes, it is thus uncertain
that migratory trout having successfully climbed the major obstacles since the North Sea would find their
way to the spawning redds. As a corollary, it is suggested that more detailed case sfudies should be
undertaken, ideally via the use of telemetered probe-fish, in order to provide management policies that
would represent a suitable compromise between users of water resources with apparently conflicting
interests (water regulation, tourism, nature conservancy).

KEY-WORDS: Hydraulic Works / Dam influence I Salmo truttaL. / Migration / Radio-tracking / Belgium.
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INTRODUCTION

The Atlantic salmon Salmo salar and the sea trout Solmo trutta trutta of the river Meuse Basin. which once
rcprcsented an important natural rcsource in Belgium, The Netherlands and France, have totally disappeared
from this river basin since the 1930's. This extinction was mainly due to rvater pollution and the building of
weirs and dams for navigation, hydropower generation and river rcgulation purposes. Significant efforts
have been made to improve the water quality and the restocking of juveniles gave encouraging results.
However huge wein and dams still compromise the successful recolonisation of the river basin by adults. In
the course of the 'Meuse Salmon 2000' programme aiming at the restoration of these species in the River
Meuse Basin (Philippart, 1985; Philippart et al.,1990: Philippart et a1..,1994, Philippart er a/., 1996), most
large dams are progressively equipped with fishways to restore the free circulation of spawners between the
North Sea and the first major spawning streams, the River Ourthe and its tributaries (figure l). Spawners
entering the River Ourthe would still be confronted to so-called minor obstacles, aiming at water regulation
for tourism purposes but of which the actual impact on fish migration has never been investigated. The aim
of this preliminary study rvas to describe the behaviour of trout facing these so-called minor obstacles in
order to test for their real impact on migration pattems.

METHODS

Study Arca

A capture site ("gmsses battcs" dam)

B release site (Bomal dam)

C Barraux dam

D spawning rcdds (Fronville)

F Hotton dam

l0 lsn

Figure 1: Map of the study area, the River Ourthe sub-basin

The study was conducted in the Belgian Ardennes, in the main tributary of the River Meuse, the River
Ourttrc and one of its sub-tributaries, the Aisne stream (ngure 1). The study site was located in between the
villages of Bomal and Hotton even thought to be devoid of any major obstacle to fish circulation. Water
temperature and level fluctuations were measured daily (0.1"C and I cm reading accuracy, respectively).
Water flow data were communicated by the SETY (Ministry of Equipment and Transport, Walloon Region).
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Fish taseins

on the l7ù of November 1995, a wild sea trout (male, 489 mm FL) was captured by electrofishing (EpMC
generator, 2.5 KVA, DC) just downstream of the "Grosses Battes" dam on the River Ourthe. The fish was
then transferred 45 km upstream, equipped with a 40 MHz activity radio transrhitter (BE-512 nrodel; ATS,
Inc.) then released 200 m downstream of a small dan in the Aisne strcam (figure l).

The implantation procedure of the transmitter went as followed. The trout was anaesthetised with
a 0-25m1 l-l solution of 2-phenoxy-ethanol. Once it had reached the tolerance stage (* 5 min), ir was

placed upside down into a support made of wet paper, that wæ adjusted to its shape (R.S. McKinley, Univ.
waterloo, Canada, pers. comm.), always making sure its gills were kept under the anaesthetic solution . A
midventral incision was made between the pelvic girdle and the papilla, with its length minimised (t3 cm in
average) to enable the passage of the alcohol sterilised transmitter with a slight extemal pressure. The
incision was closed by two separate stitches,9-10 mm apart, using sterile catgut (2.0 Dec) on curring
needles. The trout recovered its posture and swimming around 3 min after surgery and was transferred to
the study area .

The trout could be detected at a maximun distance of 500 m (depending on local environmcnt). It was
located every day since the 2lstof November 1995 with a Fieldmaster radio receiver and a loop anrerua
(ATS) and its position was determined by triangulation. It was located to an accuracy of 2m2 by refcrcncc
to labelled marks on the banks of the river (at the time the trout was downstream of the Barvaux danr).
I-ocations were carried out as frequently as every 2 to l0 min during the tracking.

RESI.JLTS AND DISCUSSION

Once the trout was released, no obvious deviance from normal behaviour was observed as long as ir was
located (* 2 hours). The next day, the trout had lefr the tributary and started migratory upsrream rhe river
Ourthe. On the 2lst of November 1995, the trout was found just 400 m downstream of a small mobite dam
(Bawaux dam, see figure l). This small dam (1.3 m high), constituted of two separate parts which can be
elevated or lowered via hydraulic arms, is equipped with a central fish pass consisting of 7 successive I m3
pools (plare l).

During the next thrce days, the trcut was located below the dam and on two occasions, it was observed
trying to clear it' but in vain. Precise locations were undertaken in order to understand the behaviour of the
trout as it faced the obstacle and to detect whether the trout would use the fish pass or not to clear it. It was
obvious that the fish pass did not attract the fish which was mairùy located near the left weir or near a sewer
on the left hand bank (figure 2). In addition, if the trout would have found the entrance to the frsh pass, ir
would further had to leap into it as the first pool was about 20 cm abovc the river level due to extremely low
autumnal rains. Similar observations were made on each tracking day until the 24th of November 1995.
From the 25th to the 28th of November, the trout was located about l@ m downstream of the dam and no
more attempts to clear the dam werc observed. On the next day, the trout moved another 100 m downstream
into a deep run habitat (suitable habitat for adult trout). During the following weeks, it was consisrenrly
located in this habitat. only leaving it for short excursions (t 30 m) which were regarded as feeding
behaviour. The situation remained unchanged until the 22nô of December despite the mebile dam had
been lowered 9 days earlier for water regulation purposes. As a matter of fact, the trout did not move until
the water level shned increasing on the 23d of December 1995 when we located it 60 m downstreanr of the
dam and just below the dam on the nexr day (figure 3).
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TH,:îî'Iî,î"", or rhe sea trour

Figure 2: Locations ofthe radio tracked sea trout betow Barvaux Dam on the 23d
of November 1995 (Julian day 326) in between 13:07 and 15:06 h. The
influence areas of spillways, sewer and fish pass are represented by
ellipses and numbers 1,2 and 3, respectively.

On Christmas day, it cleared'ttre Oam and was located 2.5 km upstream. The mean water flow increased
fiom 5.3 m3s-1 on the 20ft of December to 65.8 m3s-l on the 24th of December then {ecreased to 61.8
m3s-l on the 25th of December. From the moment the dam was cleared, the length of upstream daily
joumeys increased substantially: 2.5, 12.5 and 13 km on the 25,26 arfl 27ù of December respectively. On
the next day, the trout was located on the edge of a potential spawning redd (in Fronville, see figures I and
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3) where it remained until the 3lst of Dccenrber 1995. No spawning activity was dctccted ar rhc time of the
day (13:00-17:40 h) when rhe rrour was locared.

distance (km) A
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A. Daily movements of the radio tracked trout related to its
release site, from the l8th of November 1995 (iulian day 321)
to the ls t  o f  January 1996 ( iu l ian day l ) .  Point  (321,0)
corresponds to the release site (Bomal dam). B. Variations of
water level (cm) and temperature ("C) in the River Ourthe
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Further tracking (January-late March) indicatcd that thc trout resumed its upstream nrigration fronr the
moment water temperature was above 3"C. lt travelled to a second dam (l m high) in Hotton (figure 3)
which it did not clear, probably due to low water levels. It then moved 2 knr downstrcam and settled in this
arca until the third decade of March 1996. when it started a downstream migration down to Barvaux. Most
movements were favoured by high water levels but their lengths were substantially less at low temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary study using a probe fish (Salnn u'una L.) clearly shows how a small dam, thought to be
insignificant towards the free movements of fish, can disrupt and/or enable the upstream spawning
migration of anadromous Salmonids. These first results also show that this is not a local problem (limited to
the Barvaux dam) as a similar problem was observed at the Hotton dam during the study. Therefore, the
locations of the trout near the dam made by a precise telemetry tracking technique. enabled us to
understand that the interruption of the migration would be due to a mismatch in the conception of the fish
pass, at least in its functioning under low water levels. Since Salmonid spawners enter tributaries or resume
their spawning migration in early autumn, it would be crucial that these mobile weirs be lowercd as early as
the end of October (if the meteorological conditions would permit it) to enable the free access to spawning
redds. The creation of all these snrall dams in the study area is a result of increasing tourisnr activity, with
dams mairùy aiming to maintain minimum levels for water sports during spring and sumnrer. when the
water levels are usually low. The natural richness of the region developed its attraction for tourisnr activity
but the increasing success of tourisnr nowadays imperils nature conservancy. essentially because all users
and managers of water resources are not conscious of their own impact on these resources. In order to
provide comprehensive information to resources users, detailed investigations should be undertaken to
analyse interactions which werè thought to be insignificant at first sight but could prove nrore serious in the
long run, as suggested by this telenretry study on the impact of small dams on migration pattems of trout.
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ABSTRACT

European eel is an amphihaline sea pawning fish. It colonizes continental waters, its growth area,

by anadromous migration ftom ttp esûraries and progressive sedentarisaton. Characteristics of

the migrating population change in rclation with the distance to the estuary because migrating

eels are in a growth phase. Potential obstacles to the migration of fish in general, and the

colonization of eels in particular, are more and more numerous in French riven. To assess the

effects of those obstacles, it was essential to describe the pnrcess of the colonization on a river

which would not be affected by obstacles.

The Loire river, in its low part, is characterized by the lack of obstacles !o the anadromous

migration. The hydroelectic dam of " Maison Rouge" is locued on the Vienne river, one of its

main tributary ; it represents the fint obstacle to migration at 200 km fiom the estuary. A trap

was set immediately downstream the dam. Ttre monitoring of catches was realized in 1994 and

1995 ftom April to November. The collected data allowed to describe the migration process of

eels during the season. This paper presents seasonal tendencies of the migration and

characteristics of migrating eels.

The migraton season wæ long, fom April to October. The migration intensity varied during ûre

sqNon and eels' sizes ranged between 80 and 540 mm. Several cohorts were observed in the

migrating population. Ore year old migrating eels were observed, but they were scarce.

The heterogeneity of eel size distribution characterizes two behavion in the migration: a diffrrsive

migration which would correspond to a progressive colonization of tie water basiq and a focused

mignton of eels directly towards the upper zones of the water basin. Obstacles to the migration

could have quantitative but also qualitative effects on eel populations in a water basin.

Keywords : eel / upstneam migration / fresh water
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INTRODUCTION

Eel is an amphihaline sea sparflner fish. It colonizes continental waters, iB growttr area, by

anadromous migration from estuaries. Ttp first phase of this migfation has often been studied,

either in esûraries and tidal areas, or in river areas locæed immediaæly upstream esfiraries (table

l). Those studies mainly described the process and the effect of abiotic factors during eady

phases of the migration Depending on sampling strat€gies, results referred to the wtnle

population of eels or ûo part of iL

Table I : Various study sites for eel migration

Author Distarrce from the Numberof obstacles in
estuarv tlpdoumsûeam Dart

Moriarty, 1986 15l<rn
Legautt, 1994 17 kn
\ryhite et KniChrs, 1994 0 à 36,2 0à5
Naismith et Knistrts, 1988 0 5 k m à 1 5 k m 0 à  l
Dahl.l983 35 km

However, because eels can colonize the entire catchment area, it seemed essential o describe ûre
anadromous migration on a bigger spatial scale. This study was conducted in the river Vienne,
which joins the l-oire basin 200 km upstream the estuary without any obstacle to fish migration
It provided comparative elements to assess tlp influence of the facton of degradaton of
migrating ways on eel disfibution in continental waters.

METHODOLOGY

Study sire

The dam of Maison Rouge is located on the Vienne river, a major tributary of the loire river.
Both rivers .;ltlin upstream the city of Saumur, at 195 km from the Atlantic ocean, and l42kn
upstream the city of Nantes which corrcsponds to the upper limit of tide. The dam is ttp fint
obstacle to fish migration It is locæed 60 krn upstrcam the junction of both rivers, 255 km frrom
the ocean (fig.I) and 202 kn upstream Nantes. The catchment area upsream the dam coven 19
600 km2.
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Figure I : The lower river Loire and rocation of Maison Rouge dam
The dam is composed of a weir crest and a power plant. The hydro production is supported by 3
Francis turbines ; the maximal water flow is 105 m3/sec. This obstacle to fish migration is
equipped with 3 fish ways, among which only one is functional. The latter is composed of 2
successive pass with baffles separated by a pool. It is equipped with a trap in the upstream part
and a lift-net in the medium pool.

Trap system

The trap was located on the left side of the river, above the rurbine floor, beside the fish way. It
was composed of 2 crawling ramps separated with a resting pool. At the top of the system, lhe
trapping and irrigation syst€m open into the stocking rank. The ramp substrate is of the "mixed
type" defined by lægault (192) in the Dordogne river.

Figure 2: The trapping system
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Technical characteristics of the trap allow it to be functional when river flow is comprised

between 16 m3/sec and 284 m3/sec. However, the stocking tank is not accessible when the flow

is over 199 m3/sec.

Water was pumped up fiom the river and sûocked in a water lower. A hose-pipe was installed by

E.D.F. (French hydro company) to constantly supply the trap system with water.

Experimental design

All eels going through the trap were caught and stocked in a tank. Qualitative and quantitative

data of migrating populations were collected each time the trap was hold up, then eels were

released upstream the dam.

In 1994 and 1995, eels were collected between April and November. The number of trap holding

by week was determined according to the migrarrory intensity (table 2).
-periods of low or medium migratory intensity : 2 to 3 collections a week
-periods of high migratory intensity : 5 to 6 collections a week.

Table 2 : Duration between 2 trap holding in 1994 and 1995.

Duration of yields
r994

Number of samples
1995

Numberof samples
Year

0day *

I day 3864
2 days 4434
3 days 25l 3
4 days
5 days
Total

Collecæd data

The trap was visiæd in the moming. The whole batch of eels caught was weigtred, then individual

biometrics data were collecæd on the whole sample, or on a subsample when more than 200 eels

were caught.

Abiotic data werc collecæd during the study but will not be presented in this paper. They w-ill be

used when the whole study be compleæd.

Ê,cohydraulique 2000 - Québec, juin 1996
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RESI.JLTS

The smdy has been planned on 3 years, fom 1994 to 1996. only results of the two first years of
monitoring of the trap (1994 anf 1995) are presented here.

Weekly captures

Weekly catches were calculated ftom one or several trap sampling. When the trap was visited
after several days of collecting, ttæ ngan deily catch was calculaæd as the ratio of total catches
to the number of days of carching. This ratio was then allocated to each day of the catching
period and weekly catches were determirpd using standard weeks as defined by læwis and Taylor
(figure 3).

t{dnÈr€ d dEùll6 cdué6

4000

Figure 3. \ileekly catches in 1994 and 1995.
The period of monitoring extended on 26 weeks n lgg4, and 3l weeks in 1995. Total catches
reached l0 921 eels in 1994 and 5 7?I eels in 1995. Weekly catches varied from 0 to more than 3
500 eels a week. Catches were low until week 23 and most eels were caught between weeks 24
and 34 (table 3 and figure 3). After week 34, catches decreased to l,2%o of total catches in 1994.
mdO.3Vo in 1995.

Table 3. Seasonal tendencv ofcatches.
7o annual yields

1994 1995
Before June I I week N" 24

93,7

Period

Between I l/06 and
l )
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However, seasonal tendency differed sligbtly between both yean. In 1994, two periods of high

catches were separated by a period of low catches. In 1995, only one peak of catches was

obsewed.

Eels lengnh.

The size distribution of eels caught in 1994 and 1995 was deærmined from length me:surements

(figure a).

The size range of eels was wide, ftom 80 to 540 mm. A fint mode was observed in the small

sizes, between 80 and 160 mm; it was sharp in 1994, smoother in 1995. A second mode was

observed benpeen 170 and 540 mm.
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trigure 4. Size distribution ofeels caught in 1994 and 1995.
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DISCUSSION

RecruiEnent index

The trap system acted as a new fish way on the dam. The sampling strategy we used permitted to

catch eels going upstream. As they crawled through the system, we supposed that those eels were

in an anadromous migration prccess.

The other available frsh ways seemed inefficient for eels. Crawling zones exist on the weir crest,

but they have vertical parts which are not usable by eels longer than 100 mm. Moreover, they

carnot be used by small eels when they are covered by an homogen€ous water layer or when they

are dry Gegault, 1988). One of the fish way on the dam is not suitâble for eels : to p:lss

upstream, eels have to jump a step of 40 cm. On the other fish way, current speed is too high.

Sampling realized in the resting pool did not permit to catch more than 7 eels in 1994 (Andrieu,

Bessy, Delbreihl, 1994). The trap corresponded to the preferred way to get over ttre dam. Thus,

our results are representative of eels colonizing the upstream water basin.

The amount of catches we realized was low compared to the catchment area upstrqtm the dam.

The recruitrnent index was 0.56 eels/km2 in 1994 and 0.29 eels/km2 in 1995. Those indexes are

lower than the one measured in the Arguenon river (561 eelsÂmz: Legault, 1994) with the same

catching system. They are also lower than recruitrnent indexes calculated in the Shannon river

(Moriarfy, 1986) or in the Gudena river in Denmark (Dahl, 1983). The indexes we calculated are

also low compared to annual catclrcs of glassæels in the Loire estuary (several tenth of metric

tons). Our data would then indicate a very low recruiûnent in the water basin of the Vienne river

and more generally in upstream zones of the lnire bæin. Becauæ the area we shrdied was fiee of

obstacle to migration, we think that this low recruiûnent could indicate the sedentarization of part

of the population migrating fiom the estuary; it could also result of mortality. However, we do

not have any :rssessment of the number of migrating eels reaching the dam, neither the initial

assessment of the number of eels going through the estuary. It is then impossible to assess the

sedentarization rate of eels downsteam the dam.

Migration intensity during the season.

Our data give a fint insight into the seasonal dynamic of eel anadromous migration. They

indicate a long season of migration ftom April to October with variations of intensity during the

season. Indeed, more than 90Vo of the annual migntion was concentrated in less than l0 weeks

although the migration season extends over 22 weeks. The ænderrcy of the migration intensity

indicates one main period for migration. The date of this period differed slightly for both yean

and occuned between the end of June and the middle of August. In the Vienne river, migration
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ended later than in the Thames river (Naismith and Knights, 1988) where the migration was

achieved mid-July. The achievement of the monitoring study will allow to assess the effect of

abiotic factors on anadromous migration and to characterize inter-annual variæions of the peak

of the migration. However, our results yet permit to deftne priority periods of efficiency for fish

pass when working on the restoration of migrating ways.

Misratins eels

The age inærpretation of eels we caught was not realized during this s$dy. However, we used

lenglh to age keys calculaæd on eels of the river Vilaine (Mounaix, 1992) and eels of the river

Rhine (Meunier, 1994).

Table 4 : Leneth to age relationships for eels.

Continentalage | 2 3 4 5 +
( year)
Mounaix, 1992 140 235 296 306 335 451
Meunier.1994 168 195 281 307 346

The polymodal decomposition of eel size disnibution was realized using length to age relatiorship

described in the Vilaine river. They have been conected to integrate the shortest growth period

(table 5). Normsep software was used to characterize cohorts, !o calculate their mean size and to

determine their proportion to total catches (table 6).

Table5:Parametersofpo|ymoda|decomposition(Normsepme!tp!)-
troncatur€Doint 160 250 290 110 340 510
lower limit of the mean. ll0 170 240 280 320 340
upper limit of the mean 130 230 27O 305 335 440

Table 6 : Resultsof the polymodal decomposition. -
t994 1995

Ase læneths Number Fæquerrcy l-eneths Numbel Frequency
454240+ 122.2 3.9 118.9 0.8

l+ 217.3 631 s.8 215.0 r2l L I
2+ 258.2 2342 2r.6 259.5 1337 23.3
3+ 298.6 1208 I  l . l 282.2 r735 30.2

333.04+ 2730 25.1 324.9 ll83 20.6
5+et+ 340 3537 32.s l 3 l 8 23.O

Calculaæd lengths to age were lower than the ones obsewed in the Vilaine water basin at the end

of ttre growth perid. Ninety perc€nt of our catches were realized between Jurrc and August. Our

data would then correspond to a shorter period of growth than the study in the river Vilaine: this

would explain the difference in length to age. However, our results remain comparable with those
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obsenred in the river Vilaine and in tlre river Rhine. Age composition of catches in the Vienrp

river differed from tlnse calculated in the rivers Sevem and Avon (White and Knights, 1994) and

in the river Gudena (Datù, 1983). However, those authors used a different method to assess the

age; also growth parameters could be affecæd by the northem location of those rivers.

The age composition indicates the heterogeneity of migrating populations of eels. More than 5

age groups were observed, fom eels in their first year of continental life o eels living in

fteshwaler for several yean. The Or group was the scarcest, ftom 0,8 a 4% of arnual catches.

Pmportions of older age groups varied with the year. In l9%, the 5+ group was prominent and

4+ group was abundant. In 1995, their proportion diminished as grcups 2 and 3 increased in

number. This could be related to the opening of the trap in 1994. Big eels gathercd at ttrc bottom

ofthe dam could have gone through the first year the trap and so their proportion have decreased

in 195. This would conclude on the efficiency of the trap as a fish way. The continuity of the

study in 1996 will allow to check this efficiency, as well as to determine mean ages of eels

aniving on a river site when no obstacle affect the migration.

Our obsenrrations illustrate the specificity of anadromous migraton of eels. To the opposite of

other fish migration, eel migration is a several year process, and migrating eels are in a growth

phase. The variety of age groups indicate the heærogeneiry of migration speed. As some eels

cross the 200 km distance in a few months, other ones reach the dam after several years. Then,

migration speed would vary from more than 200 to 50 kn per season. The heterogeneity of

migration speed was also observed on the river Sevem and the river Avon where it varied from a

few meters to more than 2 km a day (White and Knights, 1994). Two different migration

behaviors can be described On one hand, a slow diffrrsion migration which would lead to the

colonization of the entire water basin ; on the other hand, an focused migration where eels rapidly

rcach upstream zones. However, the ability of eels to get thrcugh obstacles varies with fish size

ç1ægault, 1988). Only small eels can get through vertical obstacles. So, the capacity of eels to get

through obstacles will vary accoding to their size and to their pnogrcssion speed. Obstacles to

migration could then affect not only the number of migrating eels, but also their progression

speed and the migrating behavior of cohorts.
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ABSTRACT

The habitat monitoring program along the northeastem coast of James Bay was implemented more than l0
years ago in order to îaiiaite the proJected impacts described in the La Grande-2A and La Grande I hydro
project'environmental impact assessment. The modified hydrograph of the La Grande River, resultifg from
ihe-commissionning of'the two generating stations, was.expected to-çause the impacts. Before the
monitoring progam ôould be drawnJit was essential to study.in some detail the various compon^ents of these
coastal .àiysié-s. This characterization led to the selection of a single component lnq of a- sampling
technique adequate for an efficient monitoring after the progressive commissionning of the hydroelectric
system.

Coastal eelgtass beds are the only environmental component retained for long-term monitoring. These beds
constitute aî important habitat foi a variety of organisms, most of which are mobile ald_may be influenced
by factors other ihan the changes created by the hydroelectric projects., Since_ eelgrass beds are. fixed and are
rub-itt"d to salinity changeJ in the zone of influence of the projects, they were the only component
selected.

The dry leaf biomass and the shoot density in eelgrass beds were monitored.at six permanent-sal?pling
stationi; their annual variations were assessed, and increasing or decreasing trelds-were highlighted. Climate
conditions and water level have a direct influence on the annual production of eelgrass. In the longer term,
the isostatic land-rise has a dominant influence on the distribution of eel-grass beds; its impact is modulated
by the physical characteristics ofthe sampling stations. Aerial photographs (scale l:10 000) taken in 1986
uira tSbS'help compare the distribution-of èelgrass before and after the commissionning of the power
s la t l  ons .

With the results obtained thus far, it is now conceivable to develop a predictive model of the evolution of
eelsrass beds which takes into consideration the isostatic land-rise rate, eelgrass densities and biomass and
phy:sical parameters such as water level, foreshore slope and climate.

KEy-WORDS: Monitoring / Coastal habitats / Discharges / Eelgrass beds / Salinity / Impacts /
Hydroelectricity / Isostatic land-rise / Biomass / Shoot density
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INTRODUCTION

The eastern James Bay coast harbours large marine eelgrass beds (Zostera marina L.) which are ecologically
important to migratory birds. Prior to the regulation of the La Grande River., little was known on the
distribution and ecology of these habitats. In fact, only a preliminary mapping of eelgrass beds along eastern
James Bay had been conducted by the Canadian Wildlife Service in 1974-1975 (Curtis, 1975).

The operation of the La Grande phase I complex, the overequipment at the La Grande 2A station and the
commissionning of the La Grande I station have an influence on the La Grande River hydrograph and. as a
consequence, on the winter freshwater plume along eastern James Bay. As mentionned in the impact
assessment report of the La Grande 2A and La Grande I hydro projects (SEBJ and HQ, 1985; 1986; 1987).
lower salinities in coastal waters could have negative impacts on the distribution and abundance of marine
eelgrass, a strict halophyte species.

For this reason, the James Bay Energy Corporation (SEBJ) initiated in 1982 a research program on the
eelgrass beds, which later became the basis for the on-going eelgrass monitoring program (Lalumière er ai..
1994; Lalumière and Lemieux, 1995).

This paper reviews the monitoring program over the years and highlights the major trends observed to this
day.

E}.IVIRONMENTAL MONITORING: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The design of the research program responds to the basic objectives of the environmental monitoring
which are:

- to follow the actual evolution ofeelgrass beds in relation with predicted changes;
- to detect rapidly the unpredicted impacts that may occur;
- and to improve the impact prediction methods and the design of future environmental monitoring

programs.

During the last decade, the La Grande fuver hydrograph was the object of rather important modifications
(Figurè l). The main feature of the new hydrograph is a gradual increase of winter discharges, as a result of
incieased power production in winter. The main Consequence of these new flow characteristics is mostly felt
on the extènt of ihe La Grande Rivcr winter plume (SEBJ and HQ, 1985; 1986). Research has shown that,
under ice cover, the freshwater plume extends much further than in open water (Messier et al., 1989; CSSA,
1987). Several factors may influence the mixing of freshwater and saltwater: the extent of the ice cover,
tide cycles, river discharges, ocean floor topography, certain exceptional meteorological events, and coastal
currents (Messier and Anctil, 1996). The result is a grcat variability of winter salinities in coastal habitats.
In summer, the La Grande River discharges are similar to natural discharges and the extent of the plume is
limited by the intense mixing caused by ocean swell and tidal currents (SEBJ, 1990).

Figure 2 illustrates the projected modifications of the 57oo surface isohaline contour along the James Bay
east coast. In order to understand the modifications caused by an extended winter plume, SEBJ initiated a
coastal salinity monitoring program (CSSA Consultants ltd, 1987; 1989; 1993; 1995).

In theory, all coastal habitats and resources located inside the zones of plume changes could be more or less
influenced by a decrease of winter salinity below 57oo (SEBJ and HQ, 1986). The selection of a component
to be monitored had to take into account the sheer size of the study area, the logistics constraints
associated with research in remote areas, and the restrained circulation along the coast during the goose
hunting season.

Two criterias led to the selection: the component had to be linked directly to the projected impacts
described in the impact assessment study, and the natural variability of the biological component had to be
considered. We had to be able to separate the mid and long term changes caused by natural variations from
the changes induced by the hydroelectric project.
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Figure 1. Mean montbly alsOarges of the La Grande River (1960'195).

Marine eelgrass beds answered the requirements best and were sclected for the environmental monitoring
program. T-hey constitute essential habitats for migrating waterfowl (Reed er al., 1996); they also host.a
largi variety ôf aquatic organisms. While scveral organisms are highly mobile and thus are influenced in
othir areas by faciors othei than those related to the hydroclectric projects, eelgrass beds are fixed and are
directly affecied by salinity changes induccd by the project. It must be noted that marine eelgrass is a strict
euryhaline halophyte species which cm"ot tolerate fteshwater in permanence'

ln a first phase, the eelgrass beds were the object of a bioecologicalcharacterizalio1t (Lalumière, 1988)1o
assess thèir ecological value and to better understand the eventual impacts of changes caused by the
operation of generating stations.

Eelgrass monitoring addresses two scparate aspects: eelgrass production at pcrmanent sampling stations, and
eelgrass distribution along the northeast coast-of James Bay. Indeeù large-scale changes could occur along
the-coast without being dletected at permanent sampling stations.

METHODS

Perrnanent stations

Six permanent stations (Figure 2) werc established according to projected clang9s o! the La Grande River
winter plume. Stations Àttikuan i and Anikuan II, located north of the La Graqde River, and Station Dead
Duck, iouth of the river, are outside of the zone of influence of the new winter plume and are used as
reference stations. The stitions at Kakassituq, Bay of Many Islands and Tees Bay are all within the zone of
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Fieure 2. predicted 5%o surface isohaline contour after the La Grande Complex commissionning and
" tocation of eelgrass permanent sampling stations'

The three most commonly used parameters to measure- eelgrass production are the shoot <iensity and dry
6i;il;;, *d the rhizomË uio1nuir lttrayerct ài. ,-isgq; fr.entuÈ and Mclntire, 1986; Jacobs, 1979;.and
tiil"v,'riiô1. Srràoi Jàriity ùa Uio:mati ar. 

"uJy 
io *"uiur", but rhizome biomass is not; indeed it is hard

io t"iâiui" .learty dead rhi'zomes from live onei, which may introduc: 
" iflll#]11io1ii1s"from vear to

vear. Since sexual reDroduction inrensifi"r 
"r 

u-iiiitià1én"irÉ,n 
"ntal 

stress (Philipps, 1980; Philipps.et al'

isTjI âîi"*;;;; it-i[;Eiitrty àliJpt"arition shoots may reflect changes in environmental conditions'

Therefore, the parameters selected to monitor eelgrass prodlction,at six permanent stations are: shoot

âi-rJiry âiia d.y'biôtnutt, and the proportions of vegétative- and reproductive shoots.

Sampling methodology has evolved berween 1982 and 1989. From 1982 to 1986, techniques used in similar
studies were followea iôi"itw"a,-f-S5i; Mcnoy, 1970): e9^lgrass.was collected with aGrontved s-ampler
lpi"-tÉa fià* tt" ,utfu"" along rransects patatiéfto shdr-e LOl5.and 1.5 m deep). Handling the samoler was

an uneasy task and sorting the samples pro.rèà-."tt"i-àiriicutt; îq".i.gtliui'samplingiy diveri rapidly
demonstrated gr"ut.r'-âifi.ilt ;d ériauiiitv d.alumière,' l9's6). This teclinique has been used
systematically since 1988.
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Also, instead of sampling eelgrass along transects parallel to shore at 0.5 and 1.0 m depth, sampling has
been conducted since 1988 along five equidistant transects perpendicular to shore and at three distinct
depths (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 m and 2.0 m at Attikuan I). Each sampling point is located by surveying equipment
from fixed landmarks. The statistic validity of the sampling design was verified by Scherrer (1990).

Finally, to account for the influence of climate on the growth of eelgrass, a weather station is in operation
since 1992 near the mouth of the La Grande River, recording water temperature, wind speed and direction,
and solar radiation.

Eelerass distribution

There are various tools available to map the distribution of eelgrass beds. A classical approach is to use
aerial photographs combined with ground-truthing (Jacob 1979; Nenhuis, 1983; Orth and Moore, 1983;
Orth ei al., 1986). Satell i te imaging (Landsat, Spot), airborne sensing (e.g. MEIS), and echosounding
(Spratt, 1989) are more and more often used to map vegetation cover on a small scale (Ackleson and
Klèmas, 1987); but these techniques have rarely been used to map eelgrass distribution. They also require
ground-truthing.

Eelgrass distribution monitoring is based on mapping from aerial photo-interpretalion of about 2000 colour
photographs, scale l: l0 000, taken in 1986 and covering approximately 150 km ofcoastline. Eelgrass bed
boundaries were determined and the beds were grouped under two classes of shoot density: high density (>
50% cover) and low density (< 50% cover). Helicopter surveys were combined with validation dives to fix
the limits more accurately.

The resulting map, scale l:125 000, shows that eelgrass distribution is not continuous along the coast. Beds
are not found at the mouth of tributaries where substrate is unstable and salinity is low (Skinner, 1974).

In 1996, a new eelgrass distribution map will be produced from a new set of aerial photographs, scale l:10
000, taken in 1995. Comparison between the 1987 and 1996 maps will reveal the evolution of eelgrass
distribution along the whole northeast coast of James Bay over the last decade.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Monitorinq at six permanent stations

Eelgrass production (shoot density and dry biomass p.. -2; is not the same at all stations, nor at all depths
(Tables L and 2). Monitoring at the six permanent stations indicate that the annual variability observed in
dry biomass production may be high at a given station (Table l). In addition, the annual variations recorded
do not necessarily follow the same pattern from one station to the other, nor even at the three depths at a
grven stallon

Shoot density also shows a high annual variation at a given station and between stations (Table 2). The
variation decreases with depth which reflects a greater environmental stability in deeper waters. At a depth
of 0.5 m, shoots are usually more abundant but shorter.

In the early years of monitoring, it was difficult to outline any increasing or decreasing trends in eelgrass
production and even more difficult to pinpoint the environmental causes .of these high. variation. In
âddition. there were no obvious differencel bètween reference stations and stations located within the reach
of the winter plume.

In parallel to the eelgrass monitoring program, SEBJ was also monitorilg tlt-e_ry Gragde- River winter plume
(CSSA Consultantsltd., 1987; l9S9l 1993; 1995; Messier and Ancti l, 1996) on both sides of the river
mouth. So far, the results of this program cannot be linked to any biological data.

However, field observations strongly suggested the occurrence of good a9d b_aÇ eelgrass. production years.
Obviously, the climate conditions ând ihe annual fluctuation of water le_vel in .coastal bays, during the
growth séason, seem to have a determining influence on eelgrass growth. Result interpretation should also
iake into consideration the relatively fast isostatic land-rise (= lcm/year) observed along the coast
(Tushingham 1992).
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Table l. Voriations in mean dry leaf biomass (gDlVrn-21 at the six sampling stations. o
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TABLE 2. Variations in mean shoot density (shoot m'2) at the six sampling stations.
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Considering the weather data available, results show that there is a linear relationship between the number
of degrees-?ays of growth and the shoot density. At the Kakassituq station, the number of degrees-days.of
g.o*i"h 

"ccouâts 
rci qSN of annual variations in s^hoot density.at.a 1.5 m.depth.. In:hallower waters, this

ielationship is also statistically significant, but Rz decreases. indicating. that other factors are also acting
strongly (possibly water level, 

-foreshore 
dynamics, ice action or isostatic land-rise).

After l0 years of monitoring, a simple linear regression highlighted increasing-o-r decreasing trends in the
mean dry-biomass producedâ each àf the six stitions (Figure 3). At depths of 0.5.m and. l'0 m, decreasing
trends aie recorde'd at all stations with the exception oT Kakassituq but not all trends are statistically
significant. At depths of 1.5 m and to 2.0 m at Attiicuan I, increasing trends are observed at all stations with
thé exception ofÎees Bay. In general, production has decreased in shallower waters and has increased at
deeper focations. Reproductivé shoot àensity at all depths has remained quite stable throughout the
monltortng program.

Data analysis from the tide gauge at churchill, Manitoba (MDES, 1992), along Hudsg-lt Bay, -rev_eals high
water levél variations during thàgrowth season, and between various growth seaso_ns (Figure 4). From one
year to the next, water defth duiing the growth season varies and probably influences gr€atly eelgrass
production, particularly leaf length.

The results of the monitoring program strongly suggest that the annual variations of eelgrass production are
likely induced, in large parfby tÈ'e combine?-actiô; of climate conditions and water level variations.during
the lrowth seâson. Iiosiatic lând-rise would account for longer term increasing or decreasing trends.. The
foreihore slope at sampling stations would modulate the response of-eelgrass.production.to isostatic land-
rise. The geritler the slope-, the more intense the effect. For example-, the slope. at.station Attikuan I is
gentler thaî at station Kaicaisituq and eelgrass production has decreased more markedly in shallow water at
that station.

Assuming that isostatic land-rise has a slow but continuous influence, it-is likely that eel$as will gradually
disappeaifrom shallow waters and that eelgrass beds will slowly move offshore.

A small scale map monitoring becomes an interesting tool to follow this effect.

Small scale mapping

Small scale mapping done in 1986-1987 was compared with simila-r mappin-g by Curtis (1976). A difference
in methodology'between the two studies limits titre comparison; but it still reveals that the concentration
zones of eelgrâss beds have pratically remained the same over that period. Some changes in boundaries and
extents of eélgrass beds are- evideni; but, it remains difficult to assess the actual causes (natural, man'
induced, methodological bias).

However, a comparison of aerial colour photographs, scale l:10 000 taken in 1995 and 1986, using the
same methodologly, reveals marked changês in tle ïistribution of e_elgr_ass in so-m-e c-oaslrl bays_with gentle
slopes. These bedi are located either insiile or outside of the zone of influence of the La Grande River plume
and reflect a process affecting the whole coastline.

Lessons drawn from the monitoring program:

After l0 years of eelgrass monitoring, the main conclusions are :

l. Since there were no references to orient the monitoring of eelgrass, it was necessary to design and
develop a methodology appropriate for both types of surveys (permanent stations, and overall snrdy
area), in parallel to the actual monitoring;

2. Permanent stations were selected on the basis of projected changes of the river plume. Looking back, a
different selection could have been made. For eiample, with the commissionning of additional power
stations. the Dead Duck station has become included inside the La Grande River freshwater plume.

3. We must remain cautious when interpreting annual data, especially for a short time series. Certain
influence factors, such as isostatic hnà-riselhave only a mid-to lon!-term impact and several years of
data are needed to detect any trends;

Ecohydraulique 2000 - Québec, juin 1996
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Figure 4. Mean n'âter level during the growth season (June-July-August) at Churchill, Manitoba (f9E5'f995)
(Churchill tide gauge data from MDES,I992).

) .

A large-scale monitoring of eelgrass beds (permanent stations) combined with a small scale monitoring
(mapping) has produced useful complementary data;

Decrease in winter salinity has little, if any, negative impacts on eelgrass for the following reasons:

during the growth season, coastal water salinities .ue comparable to natural conditions;
eelgriss hai always survived in Tees Bay, a station locatéd immediately to the south of the mouth of the
La Grande River, certainly influenced by the river plume;
at deeper locations, eelgrass produciion is still comparable, if not better, to the early years of
monltorlng,

Isostatic land-rise has a dominant influence on the growth of eelgrass in shallow water and its effects
would largely mask the potential impacts of lower salinities.

Only a long term follow-up will confrrm these hypotheses and will verify to which extent a decrease of
winter salinity will be felt only in the long term by eelgrass.

Finally, the results for shoot biomass and density suggest the possibility of developing a predictive model
for thé evolution of eelgrass beds taking into aCcounithe landrise rate, the climate, the sea level and the
foreshore slope.
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ABSTRACT

The present study deals with the morphosedimentological evolution of lake shores in Pointe-Taillon conservation

park, which is located in the Northwestern part of ttri Lac Saint-Jean, some 250 km North of Québec City' The

present study is a part of a study on shore erosion requested in 1991-to the consortium formed by Le Groupe LMB

Experts-conseils 1992 tnc. ano I-e Groupe-conseit LaSate Inc. (192) by the Ministère de I'Environnement et de la

Faune du Québec. This study was requested in order to help the Minisuy to ensure an optimal management of the

park. As the shores witnin oe timis or the Park are àctive, tlre Ministry wanted to know if the existing

inftastructures and the ones planned could integrate in the long term together with the local natural heritage'

Following a review of litterature, an analysis and interpretaton were carried out on the bæis of aerial photographies

takenftom lg5gto lgg1. A division of the 16 t<miong shoreline into 7 homogenerus zones was undertaken

considering morphosedimentology and wind exposition features'

Poinæ-Taillon is a deltâ constmcted by the Péribonka River into the Laflamme Sea, which was replaced by the Lac

Saint-Jean afier the last gi".i.lion periâO 1tO 000 years B'P.). Lac Saint-Jean became a reservoir after a generating

station called Isle Malijne was Uùtt up in 1927 at its ouUet by Alcan' On the Péribonka River' three generating

stations of a total capacity of 1 117MW were constructed between 1952 and 1960' The high water levels conûibuted

to erosion, so that g57o oittr" tot t length of the Pointe-Taillon lake shoreline is active- Shrubs and tees stratas were

removedby waves activity andrecentcycling ûack and a peat bogs are close to the edge ofthe terrace' The photos

from 1g5g up to 1gg5 show little erosion along the shoreline. But from 1985 to 1991, the totâl volume of sand

eroded ftom the ,nor", *^ iù x tO3m3, wniin means an average annual shore retreat of 0'55m' It could be

related to the exceptional mid-november 1989 storm, when the water level was at l0l'5 m, neady the maximum

level of operation during summer and fall, which coincides with the foot of the shores'The prevailing westerly

winds produced high *Jrgy waves that undermined the bottom of cliffs. Since then, slope equilibrium has not been

reached and erosion is stiîi going on. These winds have become also the main transforming factor of the beach

during the ftee ice period., si-nce tlre sed.iment load input ftom the Péribonka River has decreased'

Soft remedial mg:6gres using faggots, shrubs and herbaceous plants are proposed. Betwen littoral and preJittoral

zones, setting booms attached with cables to concrete blocks could break high energy waves' These measures would

contribute to shore stabilisation and vegetation and habitat protection. In order to slow down shore drift' the

construction of a groin is also suggested. A monitoring ptogiutn should be implemented in view of following

evolution of shoreline and to evaluatuate the efnciency of remedial mesures set up'

KEY-WORDS: Morphosedimentology, photointerpretation, evoluton, shore, beach, littorat, erosion, linoral drift'

waves. remedial measures, habitats, vegetâtion, monitoring'
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CONTEXT

The present study deals with the morphosedimentological evolution of lake shores in Pointe-Taillon Conservation

Park, which is located in the Northwestem part of the Lac St-Jean, some 250 km North of Québec City (Figure l)
(Denis, 1992). This lake occupies a huge depression of more than 1,000 km3. Its outlet is the Saguenay River which

flows into the St-Lawrence estuary, some 180 km to the South-East of the Lac Saint-Jean. The present study is a
part of a study on shore erosion requested in l99l-1992 to the Consortium formed by Le Groupe LMB Experts-

Conseils 1992 Inc. and Le Groupe-Conseil LaSalle Inc.(1992) by the former Ministère du Loisir, de la Chasse et de

la Pêche du Québec1. This study was requested in order to help the Ministry to ensure an optimal management of

the Park. As the shores within the limits of the park are active, the Ministry wanted to know if the existing

infrastructures and the ones planned could integrate in the long term together with the local narural heritage.

METHODS

Following a review of litterature relevant to the region and to the object of study, an analysis and interpretation were

canied out on the basis of aerial photographies taken from 1959 to 199 1 , the scale of which varied from l : 1 3 000 to
I :40 000. A preliminary division of the l6 km long littoral zone was undertaken taking into account morphology
and wind exposition features. Distances were subsequently calculated three times, in order to obtain a mean value,
from points located at the edge ofthe littoral terrace (upper part of the shoreline-Figure 2) to fixed points such as
crossroads found on aerial photographs. This work was carried out with the assistance of a Hilger & Watts lens
(x 5) including a micrometric scale (0.lmm). Errors were reduced by using reference maps. By comparing
distances measured on aerial photos of different years, taking into account their scales, evolution of the shores was
evaluated. On aerial photos, accumulation features were also observed both in the littoral and pre-littoral zones.

At the date at which the aerial photos were taken, the warer levels of Lac Saint-Jean, were also obtained from Alcan
and were considered throughout the study. Wind directions, speeds and frequency were those recorded by
Environment Canada at the Roberval meteorological station (Figure l).

Field observations were carried out betweÆn August 3l and September I, 1991. The height of the shores was
measured with a scale and the slope with a clinometer. A Brunton compass was used to get measurements of the
orientation of the shoreline and of the direction of some of the layers of sediments. Geological and morphological
features were also recorded. All these observations contributed to increase the accuracy ofshoreline divisions and
descriptions (Figure 2).

POST.GLACIAL HISTORY

Pointe-Taillon is a dettaib accumulation which was built up at the contact point between the Péribonka river and the
Laflamme Sea (Laverdière et Mailloux, 1959) ar the end of the last glaciation. After that period, the Lac Saint-Jean
gradually replaced this brackish water body. The Laflamme Sea was an extension of the Atlantic Ocean which
invaded that inland topographical depression, some l0 000 years B.P. (Lasalle et Tremblay, 1978). The Laflamme
Sea incursion occurded after the ice remaining in the depression and the gacial tongue that scoured the Saguenay
Fjord had melted away. The marine transgression into these lowlands occurred before the isostatic rebound forced it
to regress and to be replaced by fresh waters.

While the earth crust was recovering from ice pressure, the Péribonka River fed by fluvioglacial waters was
building up a delta of luniform sliLape whose front was eroded and transponed by littoral drift. Many deltai'c terraces
were built up at differents levels from l98m to l05m (Tremblay, 1985). With the lowering of the base level, the

I Now called Ministère de I'Environnement et de la Faune du Québec.

Éhohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Qaébec
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Figure 2: Main components of the littoral zone and remedial works

Péribonka River has eroded is previous deposits and embanked. The coarser particles have accumulated in the
littoral zone as frontal and top layers prograding over the basal layers of finer materials that extended in the pre-
littoral zone which was deeper and less turbulent.

Pointe-Taillon was formed by the combined action of the Péribonka River and the Laflamme Sea, at the end of the
marine transgresion, that is between 7 000 years and 5 000 years B.P. (Lasalle et Tremblay, 1978). On the surface
ofthe delta, channels and troughs between sand bars and levees were formed. Before vegetation developed, these
accumulation landforms were transformed under wind action into sand dunes. Some of the oxbow lakes gradually
became peat bogs.

As to the present watershed of the Péribonka river, it covers an area of 27 000 km2. Its waters run into the Lac
Saint-Jean, in combination with four other major rivers. The mean annual discharge at its mouth is 589 m3ls. Lac
St-Jean became a reservoir after a generating station, called Isle Maligne, was built up in 1927 at its outlet, by Alcan.
Water level goes down to97.73m in April and then it rises up to l0l.84m in June and remains at l0l,54m from
July to December (Figure 3). Half of Lac Saint-Jean is about l0m deep, especially at the outlet of the main rivers,
and the central part of it is 40m deep. The deepest zone is more than 65m. As far as the hydroelectric development
of the Péribonka River is concemed, three generating stations of a total capacity of I I l7 MVf were built up across
this river, between 1952 and 1960.

FIELD OBSERVATIONS

More than 95Vo of the total length of the Pointe-Taillon lake shoreline is active. All of it is composed of fine to
coarse-size sands (0.075mm- 5.0mm) except in the last zone to the NW (No.7) which is made up of gravel and
pebbles (Figure l). The sand layers are often cross-bedded or truncated. Their mean height ranges from 0,75m to
3Om and their slopes from 250 to nearly 900. In some places, erosional scars were observed, such as undercutting
at the foot of the banks, abrasion scarps. Elsewhere, there was a small debris talus whose stope was about 350 and
whose height was about one third of the total height of the bank. Above, a nearly vertical wall could be seen. The

Ê*ohydrouliEre 2&N, juin 1996, Québec
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only zone where the shoreline is not all active is zone No.l : about two thirds of it is active. A poorly developed
berm is present in the upper part of the beach. In that zone, bushes and trees are still in place in the one third
uneroded portion of it. Elsewhere, the bush strata has been eroded and the trees, mainly Poplars and Jack Pines have
fallen or are falling down.

During field observations, the water level was at l00m above mean sea level, so the beach was extending from 65m
at the Southeastem limit of the Park to 300m at the Northwestern part of it, with a mean slope of 50 to 80. The beach
is composed with fine sands overlying silt and clay sediments.

Rock-fill protective berms with a geotextile underneath, were constructed during the spring of l99l in the most
active zones which are zones Nos. 2,3 and 4. The total length of these remedial works is 1,87 km. They are I to 2m
high and l0 to l5m wide. As to the anorthosite angular blocks used, their mean diameter is I m. The decision to
build up such structures was linked to the shores retreat following the development of a cycling track the year before
along the edge of the deltaib terrace. Sometimes, this track follows the boundaries of large bogs where special
devices allow for birdwatching and plant observation.

The first three homogeneous zones from a morphosedimentological point of view, extended from the eastern limit
of the Park to a point where the shore changes from an East-West to a Southeast-Northwest direction. Zones No.4
to No.7 extend in this last direction. Accordingly, the first group of zones face directly winds blowing from the
South while the last group face winds from the West.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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RECENT EVOLUTION OF THE LITTORAL ZONE

The littoral zone comprises both the shore and the beach (Figure 2). First, I will focus on shore erosion and then on

beach evolution.

Bank erosion

By comparing aerial photographies of different dates and measuring distances from the edge of the deltaic terace to

RieO points as previously mentioned, the evolution of shores in every homogeneous zone has been followed from

1959 to 1991, that is over a period of 32 years.

The photos from 1959 up to 1985 show little erosion along the shoreline. Of course, it was different from one zon-e

to the other and more or less important, from time to time. During this 26 years period, the shoreline was almost

stable, except in zone No.2 where the average annual retreat was about O.4m. Zone No.l was the only zone that

seemed to have advanced.

Table I shows results of erosion that occurred between 198 | - l 991 . Aerial photos taken on June l8 and 19' I 98 I

and the ones taken on August 25 and September 3, l99l are of the same scale (l:15 000), so errors from width

measurements are reduced. The total volume of sediments eroded from the shores during that period was

200x 103 m3, which means an erosion of l3tn3 of sediments per one meter of length for the total shoreline studied

and an average annual shore retreat of 0.55m. Zone No. 5 was the most eroded, with 48Vo of the total volume of

eroded sediments. Zone No.2 follows with257o, while zones No.3 and No.4 attain resPectively ll4o of that

volume. In these last three zones, rock-fill protection berms were constructed in 1991.

Table 1: Volume of eroded sedinrents (f9tf 'f99f )

Homogeneous Length
zone (m)

2 2,849 x 11.25 x
3 2,690 x 2.85 x
4 2,043 x 8.35 x
5 5,179 x 6.00 x
6 1,018 x 5.95 x
7 970 x 3.70 x

Height = Volume Volume /
(m) (mr) length

f .50 = 48,076 16'9
8.6

10.4
r8.0
5.9
3.7

3.00 = 22,999 .
1.25 = 21,323
3.00 = 93,222
1.00  =  ,6 ,057, '
1.00 = ,, ,3,589.,i

Total: 195,746 mt

x rrVidth* x
(m)

t Measured on aerial photographies.

This important erosion occurred between 1985 and 1991, since conditions observed on air photos from 1959 and
1985 were not that deteriorated. It could be related, in all probability, to the exceptional mid-november 1989 storm,
when the water level was at l0l.5m, nearly the maximum level of operation during summer, which coincides with
the foot of the shore (Figures 2 and 3) according to the agreement signed between the Ministère de I'Environnement
et de la Faune du Québec and Alcan in 1986. The prevailing winds with a fetch of 25 to 30km produced high energy
waves that undermined the bottom of cliffs. Since then, slope equilibrium has not been reached and erosion is still
going on. Gravity processes act at the foot of parts of the cliffs overhanging scars and landslides can occur'
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Beach evolution and littoral drift.

According to Tremblay, 1985, with the help of oblique photos taken in 1927 (one year after impoundment),
sedimentation forms were observed in the channel between the island and the Northwesternmost part of Pointe-
Tail lon.

But since then and since the Péribonka River was hamessed, sediment load input has decreased. Waves raised by
prevaifing winds from Westerly directions (60Vo of the time during summer) that can blow at a mean speed of
20 km/h have become the main transforming factor of the beach during the period free of ice. They induce littoral
drift by shore currents. On different aerial photos series, one can observe forms vanishing, such as small islands
and shoals in the channel mentioned above. Towards the Southeast, series of sand bars and troughs, parallel to the
shore, are easily seen on vertical photos. These subaquatic forms end one kilometer after the shoreline changes to a
West-East direction. From that point to the Eastern entrance to the Park, they are replaced by oblique short bars
inclined rowards the Southeast. In the pre-littoral zone, sand-bars and troughs can also be seen on aerial photograhs.

They are parallel to the shoreline. The shore drift will not last, since the Péribonka river load input has stopped. On
the other hand, during summer, when water level is low and the weather is dry, fine sediments of the beach can also
be transported by the wind. Such conditions occurred in 1968 and in l99l when the water level was very low al
100.28m and 100.0m, respectively.

REMEDIAL MEASURES

During the spring of 1991, rock-fill protective berms were built up in three of the four most active zones of Pointe-
Taillon Park. It was urgent to protect the shores themselves, as well as the recent bicycle track and the peat bogs
locatedjust beyond the shoreline. In other sensitive places around Lac Saint-Jean, Alcan has been using these hard
techniques for several years. Elsewhere, gravel with sand on top of it was spread over levelled slopes or groins were
constructed to provoke sedimentation ( Marsan, A. & Ass., 1983).

At Pointe-Taillon, in order to protect other parts of the shore, namely in the most eroded zone No. 5, faggots
togerher with shrubs and herbaceous plants hxed in between can be used in the slope, while logs can be put at the
foot of the talus, parallel to the shoreline (Figure 2). Such techniques and others we could call soft measures are
quite common measures proposed both by the Ministère de I'Environnement et de la Faune du Québec and by
Environment Canada. They were also recommended by Le Groupe-Conseil LaSalle inc. and by Le Groupe LMB
Expens-Conseils 1992 Inc.(1992). Wood debris already on place or fallen from the deltai'c top surface could be
used for such a purpose. In addition to these techniques, we suggest to install booms with cables attached to
concrete blocks, at the boundary of littoral and pre-littoral zones (Figure 2). Such booms could be found in the
neighbourhood, since lumber and pulp and paper companies were using them to gather logs. By setting up these
booms on a line parallel to the shoreline, erosion activity of high energy waves could be stopped along the most
sensitive shores. Low energy waves left behind the booms will not undermine the foot of these shores. Thus,
riparian vegetation will be able to develop and contribute itself to shore stabilisation.

While setting up booms, an adequate distance must be left between each of them, so that boats can access lake.
Cables that link booms and concrete blocks must be adjusted to fluctuate with water levels. If ice conditions bring
too much problem, booms could be removed just before the formation of the ice cover.

Another measure could also be considered. It deals with shore drift. If Park managers want to slow down the sand
transportation from the beaches, they could construct a groin of wooden pilings, transverse to the shoreline, a( the
Eastern boundary of the Park. This work would help to have beaches broadened upstream and narrowed
dowstream. Recreational uses of the beach will take advantage of this measure. However, there is a need of studies
to be done on a scale-model in order to know if erosion problems among others can come out dowstream .
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A monitoring program should be implemented in order to follow the evolution of the l ittoral zone (shoreline and

beaches) and to evaluate the efficiency of remedial works set up. On many reservoirs operated by utilities and pulp

and paper companies, such remedial measures could be initiated in order to protect sensitive shores together with

vegetation communities and habitats.
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ABSTRACtT

Two processes determining water availability ûo riparian vegetation along the Sabie River in Kruger National Park
are addressed, including, bank seepage in extensive alluvial deposits, and surface flooding in bedrock dominated
morphologies. A bank seepage model relating water availability for transpiration to river flow conditions is
presented, together with validation and verification provided by analytical and numericd solutions, and field data,
respectively. An illustrative application shows that reservoir releases rray be specified to optimise the spatial
distribution ofbank storage. Surface flooding provides recharge of local subsurface storage in bedrock dominated
areas of the River. An aerial survey of riparian tree mortalitiæ shows a strong correlation with bedrock influence,
indicating the importance of local bedrock topography in determining water availability to riparian vegetation in
these areas. This is confirmed by the distribution of drought stress levels amongst a tree species across the macro-
channel in a bedrock dominated channel q?e. Construction of the Injaka Dam on a tributary of the Sabie River
in the upper catchment will provide the means to regulate winter base-flows and associated water availability to
riparian vegetation in alluvial areas, but may impact severely on the vegetation in bedrock influenced areas by
reducing surface fl ooding.

KEY-WORDS: Knrger National Park / Sabie River / Fluvial Geomorphology / Riparian Vegetation / Bank Seepage
/ Reservoir.Releases / Surface Flooding / Distributary Channels / Drought Conditions / Riparian Tree Stress
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INTRODUCTION

The Kruger National Park (KNP) in the Mpumalanga Province, South Africa, (Fig. l) is one of the world's
fourteen âajor nature cornervation areas, covering an afea of 19 485 kmz @aynter and Nussey, f 9!6) and provides

refuge o anabundant diversity of wild animal and plant life. Seven major rivers flow through the Park (from west
jg À0 and are critical for the existence of unique biota within the riparian zones of the rivers. As a result of
increasing human population pressure for land and wæer resourees in the upstream catchments west of the Park,
the flow iegimes of a number of rivers have been modified from perennial to seasonal and even ephemeral systems
such as the-Letaba River (Venter and Deacon, 1994), while other rivers such as the Sabie are experiencing reduced
flows giving rise to increased stress levels amongst the natural riverine biota. There is consequently an urgent need

to emectivety manage the water supplies to the rivers for the maintenance of the riparian ecosystems. In particular,

the provision of adequaæ water supplies to meet the consumptive (transpiration) and non-consumptive @abitat)
AemanOs of the riparian vegetation needs to be addressed, since tbe vegetation contributÊs to the habitat of
invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds and mantmals. The riparian vegetation also influences fluvial
geomorphology by reducing energy gradients and enhancing sedimentation Slicken, 1994). this paper focuses
ôn the ivailabiiity of \ilater ûo the iiparian vegetation along the impacted but relatively pristine Sabie River in the
KNP.
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Figure 1: Location of the Iaiaka Dam, gauging station X3H006 and study sites along the Sabie Rivcr in
the Kruger National Park, South Africa
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The natural flow regime of Sabie River has been nodified by well developed afforestation and increasing
abstractions for irrigation, resulting in continued deplelion of winter base-flows. This is confrmed by the lowest
average daily discharge rates recorded in the Sabie River at a station in the upper catchment (station X3H0O6 in
Fig. l) during 19912 (0.774 m7s) and 1983 (0.839 m3/s). A reduction in the expected annual rainfall and increase
in variability over the period 1910/ll ûo 1985/86 have also been reported (Mason, 1995). Further modifications
to the flow regirne will result from the construction of the Injaka dam on the Marite River, a tributary of the Sabie
River (Fig. l). The Injaka Dam has a design gross storage capacity of 123 x 10 n3/a (16% of the mean annual
runoffof the Sabie River catchment in South Africa) and construction commenced in 1995. The primary objective
is to supply domestic water to a large rural population, whilst providing higher assurance suppliæ for agriculture
@epartment of Water Affain and Forestry, 1994). The dam will result in substantial flow reduction during the
summer, but provides the means to regulate flows during winter thereby avoiding the impending flow degradation
of the Sabie River to a seasonal system.

The Sabie River is incised into a macro*hannel that has contained all recorded flows within its banks. The
interaction of the underlying bedrock, sediment, channel hydraulics and riparian vegelation has resulted in a river
system displaying five principal channel qpes, including, multi-thread bedrock and mixed anastomosing; mixed
pool-rapid; braided and single'thread (van Niekerk ct al., 1995). Two distinct processes distribute water to rhe
woody riparian vegetation along the Sabie River depending on the degree of bedrock and alluvial influence,
including, (l) bank seepage in predominantly alluvial channel types; and (2) surface flooding in predominantly
bedrock influenced channel types.

Bank seepage from active channels in laterally extensive fluvial deposis provides redrarge ofsubsurface storage.
Laterally extensive macro-channel deposis typically occur in single-thread, braided, and isolated alluvial sections
of the predominantly bedrock influenced pool-rapid and anastomosing channel gpes. In these hydraulically
connected surface-subsurface systems, the consumptive water use by vegetation (potential transpiration) is limited
only by plant physiology and climatic conditions, since groundwater is freely available provided adequate base-flow
is æsured.

In the predominantly bedrock influenced channel types, irregular bedrock lopography obstructs seepage from
surface water. These channel morphologies are typically characterised by irregular cross-sectional geometries and
ur intricate network of active and seasonal distributaries. Surface flooding is considered an essential process in
thæe areas of the Sabie River, supplying flow to seasonal channels thereby recharging local subsurface storage and
riverine vegetation. The construction of the Injaka Dam may impact severely on the riparian vegetation and related
ecosystems in bedrock domindsd areas by significantly reducing or eliminating high-flows that periodically
inundate cutoff distributaries.

These two processes providing recharge of subsurface water, required o meet transpirative demands, are addressed
here. A model relating the temporal and spatial availability of subsurfacæ water ûo surface flow has been developed
for use in extensive alluvial deposits. Code validation and freld verification of the model are presented. An
application considers the response of phreatic surface levels to reservoir releases of varying magnitude and
duration, illustrating that release policies may be optimised using ecological criteria. Sigrn of drought stress and
in several cases fatalities amongst a number of riparian tree species following a recent drought are used to show
the importance of surface flooding in morphological channel types with substantial bedrock influence.

MODELLING STJRFACF-STJBSI'RFACE SBPAGE IN ALLTIVIAL DMOSITS

Numerical Model of Bank Storase Dynamics

The temporal distribution of water in river banls, or bank storage dynamics, may be modelled by numerical
solution of the governing partial differential equations describing flow in the sanrrated and unsaturated zones,
subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. The input data required include the temporal disEibution of river
stage; cross-sectional surface and bedrock topography; alluvial-hydraulic characteristics; climatic conditions (eg.
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evaporative demand and rainfall). Incorporating vegetâtion water use in the model requires additiond data,
including actual tf,anspiration (function of potential 6enspirative demand and soil-water poæntial) and the spatid
distributon of roots. Deterministic modelling of burk slorage is therefore relatively data intensive, particulady
when consumptive water use by riparian vegetation is included.

llw DitncnsiorulVenical Smtrued Flow Mùel

The equation describing two{imensional transient flow through a vertical cross-section of unit width is given by

(1) **.#r - *r*,#r = t,# ,0.

Q)

where .r is the horizontal direction, z is the vertical direction, Il is the piezom*ric potential, I( utd IÇ are the
horizontal and verticd sanratd hydraulic conductivities respectively, S, is the specific storativity, 4" is the sink
per unit volume (eg. transpirational extraction), and r is time. Saorated flow dynamics is frequently modelled by
including a phreatic surface boundary condition that assumes an instantaneous response ofthe unsaturated profile.
The phreatic surface boundary condition for two{imensional vertical flow may be expressed as

*n.#, - frtx,ffi = o,.fttff * e.

where S, is the specific yield. Backwarddifference time approximations may be used to express equation (l) in
finite'difference form for each node covering the domain of interest. A standard direct solution procedure (LU
decomposition with partial pivoting) is used to solve the simultaneous set of finitedifference equations. The
assumption of a constant specific yield (equation (2)) is appropriate for long-term hydrogeological investigations
and for free{raining materials, but may be inadequate for time{ependant absorption and drainage conditions.
Contemporary studies are directed at coupling sahrrated and uruaturated flow models (Zuaûy, 1993), ûo
adequately describe unsatrrrated flow dynamics.

One-Dinursional Unsaurateil FIow Mùel

The onedimensional (Rictrard's) equation describing vertical flow in the unsanrated zone is given by

#=-#r&4u'x#-t)t-q.#(3)

where ry' is the soil su6ion, 0 is the volumetric water content, and K.g) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
Representing the unsahuated zone by a number of vertical models (neglecting horizontal flow) allows a integrated
sa$rated-unsaturated flow modd to be developed by coupling equations (1) ad (3) across the phreatic surface.

Me Voliduionand Mdel Yertfication

Bank storage response to a sinusoidal stage hydrograph (Fig. 2, inset) is modelled using the sahrrated (equations
(l) and (2) and coupled saturated-unsa$rated (equations (l) and (3)) flow models. A homogeneous and isotropic
burk zone is used; the flow system is confined laterally by an impervious boundary (Fig. 2, ins*); and the phreatic
surface is initally horizontal. The response is also modelled using the onedimensional analyttcal model of Cooper
and Rorabaugh (1963) and numerical model of Hornberger et al. (L970\ (Fig. 2). The model of Cooper and
Rorabaugh Qinearisation results from the approximæion of constant saturated thickness) underestimæes bank
soepage, with the numerical models producing higher estimates and Sowing close agreement. The adequacy of
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æsuming a coNtant specific yield (equation (2)) is confirmed by comparison with the coupled saturated-ulBatureted

model.

1 0

Time (days)

Ftgure 2: Bank soepage response to a sinusoidal lluctuation of river stage

A sardy site (site I in Fig. l) on the Sabie River was instnrmented to collect daa for parameterisation and

applicaiion of the bank rtot"g" dynamics model @irkhexrd et al., 1995). The site was selected based on the

pià"o." of considerable alluvium @ig. 3, inser) and suitable biological characteristics. I-ocd hydraulic conditions

at the site produce significant longinrdinal seepage, and resulted in the exænsion of the model ûo quasi three

dimensions. tte predicted groundwater response to a sequenc€ of stage hydrographs rsing the cdibrated model

are ploued againsimeasuralata in Fig. 3. The rapidity of the groundwater response is acceptôly replicated by

the model, w:ith peak asenuation and lag increasing with distance from the active channel. The model is also used

to synthesize the groundwater responseto nine distinct hydrographs recorded over the period Decembet 1992 tn

lanuary 1995. Thi measured and modelled peak levels are ploted in Fig. 3 (inset) and show excellent correlation,

yielding a regression coefftcient R2 = 0.996'

Spaial Distribuion Of Maximn Phreatic Levels Resulting From ksertoir Releases Of Varying Dwuion-

The nro{ime$ional saturated flow model is applied to illustrate the implications of different release hydrographs

on the spatial availability of water in a river Uant. fne release volume, channel geometry and alluvialùydraulic

Oata usà in the analysis-are given in Tabte 1. Manning's resistance equation is used to establish the uniform rating

curve. A fixed volume of ùæer is released from storage at different constant rates of rise in river stage. The

model is used to predict the maximum phreatic surface level at different distances from the channel resulting from

the releases of varying pealc stage and duration (Fig. 4). The analysis shows that at a given distance from the

channel, a maximum tàvà is oUtaineO which is associated with a specific release hydrograph. The^ locus of maxima

,l1,'y ,p.tirtty, with lower magnitude (higher duration) events resulting in higher levels frrrther from the channel.

fnJ r,ixUra are less distinct ùitn increased distance, however, due to the effects of flow aÉenuation (as observed

in Fig. 3), and marginal benefiS are achieved by varying the rate of rise for r ) l0 m'
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264.5
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Flgure 3: Measured end modelled groundwater nesponse rt siSe I on the Sabie River

Table 1: Release volume, channel and alluvial claracteristics

Release Votume (m) 100 000

g
J
o
< 264.0
(Û.F
C
@
o
È
@
e
!: 263.5
!t
C
f
o
o

Channel bed width (m)
Channel side slope
Ilflanning's resistance coefficimt
Basèflow river stage (m)
Iatcral extent of deposit (m)
Hydraulic conductivity (m/day)
Specific yield

I
l : 1
0.03
I
100
l0
0.3

Sùorage releases may therefore be defined to satisfy specific ecological requirenents. For example, assuming a
riparian plant species located 5 m from the river bank requires periodic inundation of the root zone up to a lwel
of at least 1.45 m. This may be achieved for the allocatd release volume Cfable l) by providing rates of rise in
stage level in the range 3 to 40 r/day (Fig. 4, inset). Valuæ outside of this range will fail o sæis$ the ecological
requirement. Spatial optimisation of bank storage for different clannel geom€tries has shown that maximisation
is a consequence ofnon-linear rating relationships (ie. discharge rat€ increases exponentially with st4ge) thæ are
generally characteristic of nanral river systems. Hydrographs released from upstream storage are modified with
distance travelled (unsteady flow and temporal [ank gtolage effects), resulting in different burk storage responses
downstream. For the illustrative éxample, the went at the upper limit of the range (40 m/day) must be specified
as the release to ensure that attenuæion does not reduce the rate of rise in stage below thæ needed to satisS the
downstream ecological requirements.

Alluvlum

B.d,ock

- . - Measuted
- Modelled
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Rate of Rise in River Stage (m/day)

Flgure 4: Spatial distribution of maximum phreatic surfsce levels rcsulting from different releases

SURFACE FTOODTNG, DROUGTTT CONDTTTONS AND RESULTANT STRESS AMONGST RTPARHN
TREE SPECIES

In predominantly bedrock influenced morphologies, recharge of local subsurface storage and associated water
availability to riparian vegelation depends on the activation of seasonal distributaries by surface flooding. A severe
drought from 1990 to 1992 provided an opportunity to observe the effects of drought stress and the importance
of surface flooding in bedrock influencod morphologies. The distribution of stress levels and mortalities amongst
riparian tree species were recorded along the length of the Sabie River in the KNP.

Distribution of Riparian Tree Mortalities

An aerial survey of dead riparian trees covering the extent of the Sabie River in the KNP was undertaken in March
1993. The number of individual mortalities and species were noted, together with their location along the River.
The number of dead individuals were weighted according to the density of trees, and the relative proportion of each
species, in each of the channel types. The results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 5, and show a clear
correlation of higher mean species mortality with increased bedrock influence. The above average mortality for
cerain species is attributed to the effect of low replicate numbers on the weighting procedure. An exception are
the higher occurences of Ficræ sycornrw and ùmbrennt eryttvopltyllwn in bedrock and mixed anastomosing
channel types, which may possibly be relatod to higher consumptive water requirements. Spatial distributions of
tree mortalities in bedrock dominated morphologies were observed to be patchy during the aerial survey. Tbis
patchiness was attributed to the influence of local bedrock opography, preventing subsurface seepage from active
distributariæ. To test this hypothesis, the distribution of stress levels across various channel q?es \yere surveyed
in the field. The results from a bedrock anastomosing morphological channel type are presented.
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Bedrock/Mixed -
A;;.iiliil;; Pool'Rapid Braided Sinsle Thread

Geomorphological Channel Type

Flgure 5: Distribution of weighted mortalitice of the riparian tree spocies Brconodia salicirra, Syqgfurn
guùuensc, Nttxia oppositifolb, Crottùrutum eryihmphyUun, Ilcus syoomorzc rrnd TYûchilb emetiu

according to geomorphological drannel type

Distribution of Tree Stress Across a Bedrock Anastomosins Channel T)?e

The condition of riparian tree stems, bark and leaves within a 20 m wide belt transect across the macro-channel
were recorded as visual indictors ofdrought stress. The proportional occrurence ofdead tree sterns was found to
provide a suitable measure of stress conditions. Figure 6 shows the disribution of stem conditions fot Breondia
saliciru superimposod on a cross-sectional profile through the bedrock anasûomosing channel type (site 2 in Fig.
l). The 125 m section of the 300 m wide 63s1s-c[ennsl contains one seasonal and two active distributaries. High
stress levels observed in B. saliciru are associated with individuals located along the seasonal channel and also,
to a lesser degree, on the north bank of active distributary | . 27 % aû L2% of the trees (6 individuals within an
area of 20 m x 20 m) colonising the north and south benks of the seasond drannel, respectiyely, showed between
75% aû' 100% sæm mortality. The stage levels in the active channels corresponding to a discharge rate of 6 d/s
are indicated, with flow activæed in tbe seasonal distributary æ this discharge rate @roadhurst et a1.,1996). The
spatial distributionoftree stress in B. salicina illustrates the importance ofsurface flooding for recharging local
subsurface storage along cutoff channels. Consequently, flow conditions over the drought period, relative to
historical flows, are examined.

River Flow Conditions

Since surface flooding activates flow in the seasonal distributaries, where riparian vegetation stress lerrels are notod
to be highest, the maximum average daily discharge recorded over the summer periods is relevant. The discharges
at the gauging station (station X3H006 in Fig. 1) located in the upper catchment, with the longest available record,
are examined (Fig. 7). The flow reductions resulting from abstractions along the intervening stretch of river are
neglected. The lowest recorded maximum average daily discharge occurred during the l99li9fl season (6.4 m3/s),
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Flgure 6: Distribution of proportional stern condition for the spocies Breonadia salicina acrtxs r bedrock
rnsstomosing ctnnnel type

with the second lowest (8.2 m3/s) recorded during the 1982/83 season. The 1981/83 period also experienced the
lowest successive tno and three seasonal flows in terms of peak discharge, as may be inferred ftom Fig. 7. It is
possible that the maximum flow during l99Ll92 dropped below a critical level, but this is unlikely since the
differences between the flows during the 1982/83 a d l99ll92 seasors are not markedly different; the lower
sunmer flows during the eady 1980's were more persistent and no tree mortalities were observed during this
period. Although surface flooding has been shown to be an essential process for recharging subsurface storage
in bedrock influenced morphologies (Fig. 6), andysis of the flow record does not provide an adequate explanation
for the widespread tree mortalities obserrred n 1992. The relative local climate at Skukuza over the drought period
is therefore also exemined for a possible reason.

Climatic Conditions at Skukuza

The annual rainfall and Symons pan evaporation recorded at Skukuza are presented relative to mean annual values
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The lowest rainfall and highest evaporative demand were recorded over the
L99ll92 season, with marginally higher rainfall and lower evaporative demand during 1982183. l99ll92 may also
be shown to be the season ending the successive two and three most severe dry periods on record.

Based on these data, the widespread riparian tree rnortalities are atrributed to the below average rainfall and above
average evaporative demand whictr intensified over three seasons, coupled with the low summer-flows experienced
n 1991192. The accumulated effect and timing of these severe environmental conditions are likely to have depl*ed
the energy reseryes of tree species to critical levels, whence stress and mortalities were noted.
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Figure 9: Pan evaporation recorded at Skukuzr relative to the mean annual from 1960/61 ta 1992193

CONCLUSIONS

The two process determining water availability to riparian vegetation are dependant on the degree of bedrock
influence and associated connectivity between surface and subsurface water. These processes include, (l) bank
seepage in extensive alluvial deposits, which may be modelled deterministically; and (2) flow activation in cutoff
seasonal distributaries by surface flooding. Applicaton of a bank storage dynamics model shows that reservoir
releases may be managed to maximise phreatic surface levels in the bank, but benefits are reduced with increased
distance from the river. Riparian tree mortalities following a recent drought are strongly correlated with the degree
of bedrock influence. Stress conditions noted in a particular species across a bedrock dominated morphological
channel type show stress levels to coincide with a cutoff seasonal disfibutary. This illusEates the importance of
periodic surface flooding which will be severely reduced by construction of the Injaka Dam. The widespread
riparian tree mortalities observed along the Sabie River n 1992 are attributed ûo the timing and combination of
low summer-flows and extreme climatic conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The impact of freshwater discharge on stratification-destratification processes and the psositon of the salt
wedge was examined in the Miramichi Estuary (New Brunswick, Canada). Variations in the longitudinal
and vertical salinity gradients in the upper reaches ofthe esruary were described for 2 dates with relatively
low freshwater discharge and 2 dates with relatively high freshwater discharge during the summer of 1992.
The vertical salinity gradient in the upper reaches of the estuary, quantified using the Stratification
Parameter, was similar to other salt wedge estuaries. The power required to mix the discharge was at least
two orders of magnitude higher in the upper reaches of the estuary than in an estuary with similar shape
and depth. An analysis of the isohaline curyes showed that the tip of the salt wedge was consistently
located further upstream than was suggested previously. The analysis also showed that the magnitude of
freshwater discharge alone does not determine stratification, even when the assessment is limited to the
upper reaches of the estuary.

The extensive intrusion of the salt wedge into the upper estuary indicates a larger nursery and rearing
habitat for brackish water biota than was previously realized. Furthermore, the stability of vertical
stnrcfure should result in a relatively constant and predictable environment for finfish and invertebrates.
Expsosure ofjuvenile finfish to sediments containing high levels of metals and organic pollutants may be
determined by vertical stratification.

KEY-WORDS: estuaries/ freshwater discharge /stratification /ecology /mixing power .
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T.INTRODUCTION

Many abiotic factors interact in estuaries and affect estuarine ecology. Among them, the presence of a
salt wedge and stratification-destratification processes have important effects on pelagic and benthic biota
(Schroeder et al., 1990). Longitudinal salinity gradients and the location ofthe salt wedge influence the
distribution of zooplankton (Bousfield, 1955) and both larval @l'sayed 1967; Laprise and Dodson 1989;
Locke and Courtenay, I 995) and adult (Hanson and Courtenay, I 995) fish. Transport in surface or bottom
currents, selected by vertical migrations between strata, is important to both invertebrate (Bousfield, 1955)
and fishes (Laprise and Dodson, 1989).

The Miramichi Estuary (New Brunswick) is one of the largest estuaries in eastern Canada. It supports a
number of important commercial fisheries as well as the biggest Atlantic salmon (Salmo sa/cr) population
in North America. Located in the southwest portion of the Gulf of St Lawrence, the drainage area of the
Miramichi Estuary covers 14 000 km2. The river portion of the estuary is typically less than I km wide
and stretches approximately 50 km from the head oftide near Red Bank, to Sheldrake Island (Figure l).
The Inner Bay encompasses an area of 300 km2, with depths typically varying between 2 and 5 m. A
dredged channel, over 7 m deep, extends from outside the Barrier Islands to the town ofNewcastle.

A number of studies have been carried out on the Miramichi Estuary over the past 50 years. Bousfield
(1955) provided the first important report on the physical oceanography of the estuary. More recently,
research effort has intensified and has led to a detailed analysis ofthe seasonal variations in the physical
oceanography (Lafleur et al., 1995) as well as a general description ofthe stratification in the estuary (St-
Hilaire et al., 1995). Much of this work relied on moored instruments and was concentrated in the lower
part of the narow portion of the estuary, between Newcastle and Cheval Point (Figure l). Both of these
studies showed that freshwater discharge geatly affects the stratification of the Miramichi. Lafleur et al.
(1995) concluded that with increased freshwater runoff a thicker halocline develops and longitudinal
salinity gradients between Chatham and the Inner Bay strengthen at the bottom but weaken at the surface.
St-Hilaire et al. (1995) compared mixing po$,ers of the wind, tides and the resistance to mixing related
to freshwater discharge. For weak freshwater flows, the stratifying effects are always greater than the
mixing power of winds and tidal currents. The study concluded that the estuary remains stratified during
the ice-free season.The spring-neap migration of the salt wedge was estimated to be 8 km and the seasonal
migration appeared to be 18 km (Lafleur et al., 1995). The question of the upstream limit of that migration
could not be completely answered because of the lack of data in the upper part of the estuary.

Although these previous studies provide a good overview ofthe physical oceanographic conditions ofthe
estuary, there is little information available on the extent of the upstream migration of the salt wedge and
the influence of discharge on the stratification in the upper reaches of the estuaq/, upstream of Newcastle.
Moreover, previous studies used different definitions of the salt wedge. Vilks and Krauel (1982) defined
the salt wedge by water of salinity greater than 120/*. Lafleur et al. (1995) defined the limit of the salt
wedge as the upstream limit of the salt-water intrusion at the bottom of a stratified estuary. Our definition
is more quantitative and based on potential ecological applications and thus differs from that of Vilks and
Krauel (1982). The limit of the salt wedge is the upstream location where bottom water has a measurable
salinity (i.e greater than 0 + 0.02 Practical Salinity Units, as measured by ConductivityrTemperature and
Depth sensors).

The objective ofthis paper is to describe the variations in the longitudinal and vertical salinity gradients
in the upper reaches ofthe estuary, and the influence offreshwater discharge. The characterization ofthe
salinity gradients in the ripper estuary was done through two t)?es of analysis: (l) a descriptive study of
isohaline curves and (2) a comparison of the power required to mix the discharge on days with similar
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freshwater flows. Shroeder et al. (1990) used the same technique on a similar estuary, Mobile Bay
(Alabama), which is also river-dominated. We were thus able to compare the two estuaries.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Salinity data were obtained from a series of CTD (Conductivity,Temperarure, Depth) casts taken on 4
dates (25 May, l0 June, 15 July and 25 August) in 1992, between Red Bank (km 0) and Newcastle (km
22). The instrument used to perform the CTD casts was a SEABIRD SBE-19 equipped with a
conductivify cell, a thermistor and a hydrostatic pressure sensor. Table I gives the precision of the
sensors. The SEABIRD was also equipped with a pump to ensure constant flushing of the conductivity
cell. At each station, the CTD was held just below the surface for 45 seconds to allow the pump to be
activated and to enable constant flushing of the conductivity cell. The CTD was then lowered at a
constant speed of approximately 0.5 m s-r from the surface to the bottom. Measurements were recorded
every 0.5 seconds. The data stored in the CTD was downloaded later to a computer. Salinity was
calculated from conductivity, temperature and pressure data using the Practical Salinity Scale (Fofonoff
and Millard, 1983), which is virtually identical to the Parts Per Thousand (PPT) scale.

Table 1. Sensor Precision (SEABIRD CTD)

Sensors Precision

Pressure (Depth)
Conductivity
Temperature

0.25o/o of full range (25 cm)
0.01 mS cm-l
0.01 'c

Isohaline curyes were constructed from CTD salinity data using a Contour Graph routine with a Distance
Weighed Square (DWLS) smoothing function (Systat, Version 5.0). Freshwater discharge data were
obtained from Environment Canada for station 0lBO00l (Southwest Miramichi at Blackville), located
upstream of the sampling area. This station has the largest gauged drainage area on the Miramichi drainage
basin ( 5 050 km). The annual mean at the station is 146 m3 s'r (Inland Waters Directorate, Environment
Canada, l99l). The discharge values at the hydrometric station were used to estimate the discharge for
the entire estuary, based on the ungauged:gauged area ratio (2.772:l).

2.1 Estimation of power required to mix Égdischarge.

Many simplified mixing models exist for estuaries. The main mixing factors are the wind and tidal
currents. These factors are sufficient to mix the water column if their combined power is greater than
the energy flux caused by freshwater flow, in the form of buoyancy variations. The method used here to
estimate the power required to mix the freshwater flow is that of Shroeder et al. (1990) which is simpler
than the method used by St-Hilaire et al. (1995) and allows for direct comparison between two estuaries:
Mobile Bay (Alabama, U.S.), studied by Shroeder et al. (1990), and the Miramichi. Mobile Bay is also
strongly influenced by discharge. It has a similar shape to the Miramichi and is relatively shallow (3 to
4 m). Equation I was applied to the discharge data for the sampling dates.

(l) W, = p'D (g/p*) (QpJn)

Écolrydraultrye 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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where: W. = Power required to mix a river discharge Q (W m')
p' = Surface-ro-bottom density deficit (10 kg -u)
D = Typical water depth in the study area (3 m)
g = Ggravitational acceleration
A = Area of the estuary (300 km)
p* = 1020 kg m-3 typical densiry

W, values were calculated for sampling days with equation I and estimated values of discharge. The
surface to bottom density deficit (p') was estimated from our salinity data and temperature data from
Figure 8 of Lafleur et al. (1995).

The stratification (So) parameter was also calculated from CTD casts. So is simply a ratio of the bottom
to surface salinity difference to the depth-averaged salinity ( Equation 2, from Kjerfve and Greer, 1978).
It is often used in conjunction with other oceanogaphic parameters to quantify the stratification of
estuaries (Hughes and Rattray, 1980).

(2 )  So  =  Âs /so

where: Âs = Bbottom to surface salinity difference
so = Depth-averaged salinity

3. RESULTS

llDischarge and Power Required to Mix Discharge

Analysis focused on 4 dates during the summer of 1992 for which CTD data were available. The dates
selected allow comparisons between two events with discharges near historic summer means (Table 2):
10 June (Q = l4Z m3 s-r) and 25 August (Q = 160 m' s-') . The other two survey dates (25 May, Q =
318 mr s-' and 15 July, Q = 304 m3 s-'; had discharge higher than summer means but similar to the 1992
summer mean (Table 2). The main hydrological event is the spring flood associated with snowmelt
(Figure 2). This is reflected in Table 2 by the higher monthly mean discharge for the month of May
which in 1992 was lower than the historical mean. Sampling began during the falling limb of the main
spring flood (25 May or day 145, Figure 2). During the sampling period, there were 3 important
hydrological events with discharge exceeding 200 m3 s-r at the hydrometric station. The maximum
estimated discharge during the sampling period was 923 m3 s-r on 6 August while the minimum was
89 m3 s'r on 24 June. Generally, the months of July and August had higher than usual discharge (Table
2).

Table 2. Monthly mean discharge: 1992 and historical means (From Inland Waters Directorate,
Environment Canada, l99l)

Months
Historical(1918-1990) monthly Calculated
mean estimated for the estuary Monthly mean for 1992

( . ' s - ' )  (m ' s - ' )

May
June
July
August

887.0
307.7
t66.3
155.2

676.4
169.6
342.3
320.2
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Figure 2. Daily discharge for the Miramichi Eshrary, estimated from Hydrometric station 01BO00f

The highest W, value was 49.8 x 104 W m'2, obtained on 25 May for a discharge of 318 m3 s-r while

the lowest value was 2.3 x l}a W m'2, obtained on l0 June for a discharge of L42 m3 s'r lTable 31.
The W, value for 15 July, which had a similar discharge to l0 June, was only 2.3 x l}a W mi

Table 3. Power requlred to mix the freshwater discharge in the upper rcaches of the estuary

Dates Surface-bottom
density deficit
p'(kg mi)

Discharge

(m's- t )

Power
w,
(104 w m.2)

DISCIIARGE. MIRAMICHI
1992

to tto le

9 ^pl D.Yt of tlF )qr 20.lul
250

t Scrt

t11
/\ lu|lruf '\
I l  \  I

^ ln \ l\
Iri\J\/ \J

25 May
l0 June
15 July
25 August

4
0.4
J

3

3 1 8
r42
304
r66

49.8
2.3

35.7
19.5

Allsohaline Curves

Figures 3 to 6 show isohaline curves from 4 CTD surveys. Dense horizontal isohalines represent strong
vertical stratification. On 25 May (Figure 3, Q = 318 m3 s-r;, the entire water column upstream of km

17 had a salinity less than 2 PSU. The water column between km l0 and km 20 showed little vertical

stratification (less than 0.4 PSU m't). Vertical stratification started to increase at km 20. At km 25, the

salinity at the surface was 5 PSU and reached 14 PSU at a depth of 3 m. Figure 4 (10 June, Q = 136

m3 s'r; shows a similar position of the salt wedge, in spite of the fact that the discharge had decreased
significantly from May 25. On 15 July (Figure 5, Q = 304 rn"''), the 2 PSU isohaline was pushed back
dorrynstream ofkm 20. A strong vertical gradient of I PSU m'r occurred at km 25. Figure 6 (August
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Figure 3. Isohaline curves from CTD data, Miramichi Estuary,25 May (Q = 3lg m's-';. The

darker line represents the bottom. Distances on the x axis are taken from Red Bank and

increase in the downstream direction.

Figure 4. Isohaline curves from CTD data, Miramichi Estuary, l0 June ( Q = 150 m's';. The
darker line represents the bottom. Distances on the x axis are taken from Red Bank and
increase in the downstream direction.
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Ftgure 5. Isohaline curves from CTD data, Miramichi Estuary, 15 July (Q = 304 m's-". The
darker line represents the bottom. Distances on the x axis are taken from Red Bank and
increase in the downstream direction.

Figure 6. Isohalinc curyes from CTD data, Miramichi Estuary, 25 August (Q = 160 m' s-').
The darker line represents the bottom. Distances on the x axis are taken from Red Bank and
increase in the downstream direction.
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25, Q = 166 m3 s-') shows the 2 PSU isohaline extending from km 3 to km 7. Salinity of 15 PSU was
measured at km 25 near the bottom. Table 4 gives the position at which the 2, 5, 10, l5 PSU isohalines
are near the bottom on the 4 sampling dates:

Table 4. Position ( river km) of isohalines on 4 dates and stratification p"o..t.r (S) at km 18.

Date 2 PSU 5 PSU IO PSU 15 PSU So a t  km l8

25 May
l0 June
15 July
25 Aug

t 2
l l
l 6
J

l 6
l 7
l 8
4

t 7
t7 .5
2 l
)

,:

24

1 .01
r .29
t .7
0.66

Table 4 also provides values of So, the stratification parameter, at km 18, a station included in all 4
surveys. The stratification parameter (S) varied between 0.66 and 1.7. The highest value of So was
obtained on 15 July when the discharge was estimated to be 304 m' s-', on the rising limb of the second
major summer discharge event (Figure 2). The lowest value of So (0.66) was obtained on 25 August (Q
= 166 m3 s'';. For a similar flow on l0 June, So was nearly twice that value which means that the
stratification was much sreater.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Stratification

Data from the 1992 survey confirmed that the upper Miramichi is of the salt wedge type, as stated in
previous research (Vilks and Krauel, 1983; Willis, l99l). Se values from Table 4 are similar to other salt
wedge estuaries such as the Mississippi River with stratification parameter values between 1.2 and 1.9
(Kjerfue and Greer, 1978). The Columbia River, which is also characterized by a strong vertical salinity
gradient has So values between 0.3 and 3 (Hughes and Rattray, 1980). In spite of varying discharge, the
stratification parameter remained higher than that of partially mixed or well mixed coastal plain estuaries
such as the Mersey River (U.K.) and the Santee River (U.S.A.; Kjerfve and Greer, 1978).

Power required to mix the discharge was at least two orders of magnitude higher in the upper portion of
the Miramichi Estuary than in an estuary with similar shape and depths (Mobile Bay, Alabama) where
Shroeder et al. (1990) calculated a W. of 2 x 105 W m-2 for a river discharge of 500 m3 s-'. For a
discharge of 318 m3 s-r, the power required to mix the discharge in the upper Miramichi Estuary was 49.8
104 rW m'. St-Hilaire et al. (1995) used a fwo-layered model to calculate the resistance to mixing for
the Miramichi Estuary and found values between 26 and 50 xl0a W m-2 for the same period in 1991.
The values in l99l and 1992 were of the same order of magnitude, although mean discharge was greater
in 1992.

Lafleur et al. (1995) stated that the salt wedge migrated further upstreâm than Newcastle (km 22) without
quantirying this migration. Our data suggest that the tip of the salt wedge, when defined as water with
measurable salt content, was consistently located at least 4 km upstream of Newcastle and as far as l7 km
upstream of Newcastle befween 25 May and 25 August (Figure 6). In fact, salinity of 2 PSU was detected
near the bottom at Red Bank on August 13-14 1992 (A. Locke, unpub. data).

Ecohydra,ulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Hydrological conditions on the Miramichi showed important flucfuations in 1992. Three major
hydrological events occurred between 23 June and 15 August. The first two surveys (25 May and l0
June) were conducted immediately after the spring flood. The 25 August survey was conducted after the
largest flood of the summer period. It appears that freshwater discharge was insufficient to push back the
salt wedge downstream. This may be explained by the short duration of that hydrological event. However,
the energy budget is not complete without tidal and wind inputs. Moreover, the time lag betrveen the
discharge measurements between the hydrometric station and the upper reaches of the estuary is unknown
but could be significant

The average discharges for the months of July and August were more than twice the historical means.
The baseflow conditions for the 1992 summer were therefore far from low, which implies that the salt
wedge could migrate much further upstream in severe low flow conditions.

Both stratiflication and position of the salt wedge can differ significantly for events with similar discharge.
Figures 4 and 6 are a good example. The stratification parameter is signiflrcantly smaller on Augrst 25
than on l0 June, when isohalines were denser vertically. The location of the 2 PSU isohaline is 7 km
further upstream on 25 August than on l0 June. The energy required to mix the discharge (W,) was
more than 8 times greater on 25 August. Factors such as tidal currents may explain such differences.
Data from Lafleur et al. (1995) show that the tidal mixing power calculated at Chatham (km 25) was
greater on August 25 than on l0 June. Again, this is an indication that a complete energy budget may
be needed to fully understand the processes at work.

Comparison of similar hydrological events enabled us to examine the possible variation in the stratification
of the estuary. The magnitude of freshwater discharge alone did not determine stratification, even when
that assessment is limited to the upper section of the estuary. Duration of hydrological events, as well as
tides and winds must also be included in an initial assessment of the oceanographic conditions.

{L Ecological implications

Longirudinal stratification in salinity has important implications for the distribution of fauna within the
Miramichi Estuary. Spawning and nursery areas of a number of recreationally and commercially important
fish species are defined by salinity. In early June 1992 for example, striped bass (Morone saxatilis)
spawned immediately upstream of the edge of the salt wedge (river km I I - I 3) and resulting larvae were
also most abundant near the edge of the salt wedge (Robichaud et al., 1996). Larvae of other anadromous
fish species that spawn in tidal fresh water were also most abundant near the edge of the salt wedge,
including the commercially important rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax), gaspereau (Alosa pseudoharengus
and A. aestivalis), and Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus tomcod). Distributions of larval fish may be related
to the distributions of their zooplankton prey. Bousfield (1955) and Locke and Courtenay (1995)

documented pronounced changes in species composition along the salinity gradient of the Miramichi
Estuary. An important prey item found in the guts of larval tomcod, smelt and gasPereau, the calanoid
copepod Eurytemora aff;nis, was most common in waters of surface salinities of l-15 PSU (Locke and
Courtenay, 1995).

Vertical stratification also has major implications for the distribution of estuarine fauna. Vertical migration
befween water strata moving in different directions or at different speeds serves as a mechanism of
tongitudinal transport for zooplankton organisms in the Miramichi. Species-specific differences in
migration patterns of immature barnacles alter their ultimate destination in the estuary and serve to
spatialty separate congenéric adult populations @ousfield, 1955). Vertical stratification also affects the
distribution ofphytoplankton and the nutrients on which they depend. A salt wedge and its associated
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counter current may act as a nutrient trap and prevent downstream flushing ofphyoplankton and nutrients
(Correll, 1978). Furthernore, over the short terrn, a stratified water column may enhance productivity by
keeping phytoplankton in the photic zone.

Vertical stratification may also be important in determining the degree to which fauna are exposed to toxic
contaminants. The upper Miramichi Estuary between McKay's Cove and Sheldrake Island serves as a
nursery area for smelt, gaspereau and tomcod (Locke and Courtenay, 1995). Over the last 50 years, this
area has received effluents from two pulp and paper mills, municipalities totalling approximately 50,000
people, commercial and recreational shipping, a wood preservation plant and an oil-burning electrical
power station (Courtenay et al., 1995). Macltuight (1990) and Courtenay et al. (1995) document high
levels of certain metals and organic contaminants in the sediments of this part of the river, an area where
long-term trapping of sediments may occur (Kranck and Milligan, 1989). Vertical stratification of the
water column may limit remobilization of sediment-trapped contaminants, whereas the break-down of
stratification, or vertical migration of organisms into contaminated strata, may expose the sensitive early
life stages of fish and invertebrates to toxic substances. Effects of pollutants on ichthyoplankton of
Miramichi Estuary and their prey are unknown, but developmental abnormalities have been recorded in
Atlantic fishes elsewhere (e.g., Longwell et al. 1992), and contaminants are present in adult benthic fish
and invertebrates in the Miramichi system (MREAC, 1992).

The tendency of the upper Miramichi Estuary to remain stratified despite variations in freshwater discharge
implies that flood events have a minor impact on conditions in this nursery habitat for larval fishes.
Longirudinal transport in surface and bottom currents should remain relatively unaffected. Salt water
intrusion as far upriver as Red Bank ensures that there is a large amount of habitat for brackish water
species. In years of lower freshwater discharge, brackish water habitat would presumably extend even
further upriver.
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ABSTRACT

In 1993-1995 there werc made investigatigations aimËd at developing control of ecological
situation in the basin oftheKislogubskaya Tydal Power Station (Kislaya Bay, Barerts Sca).
The quantityinflucncc of abioticfactorsontho biota was assessed using the monitor species
Littorina littorea, as an_cxanplc. Tbc following can be recognizod as thc major ecotogical fàctors
limiting dcvclopmant of the hydrobionts in the water area studied: rvater temp-erature and
transpare'ncc, conccntration of biogencs and orygen. rango and rhytbm of tidal oscilations.
Principles of thc formation of thc natural-and.technical E''rst€rtr on thé basis of the Tidal powcr
Station CIPS) are proposed.
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INTROI}UCTION

The world cormunity considcns invcstigarions of rca coastal zon6 as one of thc priority problems for the

near futrue. It is irnpoasible to solve many problens of coastal zoncs without scascàing for quantity

interrclations betwçn biotic and abiotic charzctcristics of environmcnt. Atlowznce for and prcdiction of

nutual influelrces and clrangcs in biota and abiotic factors will allow to Ëininizê the poesible negativê

côrrËêgu€noes for the coastat zone, Solution of this problem is of vlst prectical importenoe (Zrir'Beck I' A'.

Shilin M. 8.. 19931 Fedo,rov M. P.. Shltln M. S., tvashintsov D. .d, t999, and it is ultimately urned at

cstimating the coneequancee of antlrropogenic impact on tùe ecosystsurs of thc sca çoost zonca. It sbould bc

p-"ir,tJ 
"ît 

th"r thr 
-"oa6u*t 

o,f ttrit i-p"rt hae extraordinarily widened by the ecrd of the 2oth century
-*A 

in"t tO* various kinds of hydrauliè cônstmd,ion. eca farming (ÉrÉricolh|rê)' loeds due tô watcr

tranæort, mining and transportation of mincrat dqlosits etc. A6 f9t th" mcttrode of quentity sÉæunt and

meartgiog antbropogeni" pi*sutq they ale only bcing dwclopcd.- Bcsidce, wbilO wOr*hg on largo and

rdativety horoog€nêous çater Uoaie, a rpeearrcha ts bound to collegt a huge nass of facte to stlPltort

ststistical regularities. The cost of tlre apairnentel work of this kind as well as the ensuing laboratory

wcrk qrr the colles.ted msterial provee tô be rxtremely hiSh. The lïnancing problems signifrcantly hinder

devdopment of this sphere of ecology.

Because of this, we consida as promising the idea of searching for quentity rÊfTiorcltpâ based on much

more limited matefial whiclr could bc obtained on snall isolated wBter areas wtrere the values of abiotic

paraln€teÊ r*ould vary within a llmlted ares. Fu[Itllng the æquir€,Esnts ate seni'eacloced s€a areas such as

bords, gulfs. lagoons of atolls,caldera of extinct volcanoes erc. Thougb sucùr rvater bodies æuld have some

.p*Ui.fot*-, in gencrat they migbt bc considered as naturat oodda of coastal water ccoeystems. Carrying

out studics in sinrilar nodd $,at r arcas witb prcnormccd cnvironacntal gradiartc allorw tô tËcêivê thê

hydrobionts' rrsponoe to ex6ernily diffcnant conUinatlons of mcdia variablcs- This is the way to prognostic

noO nng of rdations beûryeen the biotic and abiotio componens of ecosysteæs.

Wc chooee the Kislaya Bay as a model water body experieosing anthropogenic inpect fron opcration of the

TPS and crib farms tocsted there (Fig. 1,2).

I'ESCTIPTION OT' THT STT'IIY ARE.A

The floatable @nsrrucrion mahods was used in tbe Kislaya Bey in 1965-196t for crecing thc TPS. Thc

lloatable hull of thc Station powcrhousc mcasuring 36xl8xl5 m at 5.000 t dirylacement was q€rfed in a

dock at Kola-Bay, near Mumansk" Tbe bull packod with equipment and cet dloat was thcn tuggct to thc

constnrciion sitc and sunk with nratcr and eand ballast on thc prcnioudy prçarca rurdætratcr foundation in

the Kislala Bsy. Thêt "Ruseian modcl" of TPS prove effrcient for the rcalization of thc tidal powcr' but

ocologictlly notsafe'

The Kislaya Bay, which is about 3.5 km long and less thatr 2 sq h in alce sËPasal€d by the dan of tbe TPS

from tbe Ura Bay of the Bqcnts Sea, is underr a æmplex. impact of a number of entlrrcpogcnic fastons. The

quantity estimation of the biota's reaction to thêsê fectors altocrcd to detrnaine the following limiting

lârtors:
I weekened qatcr exdrange $6w€en the Bay and the Sea, wttich results in fre$ening of the TPS basin by

the brooks artering it, and degradation of the cea species i
I tæùnogmic trangformstion of lerrd oecitlatione (clranges in range, disnrption of rhythn);
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I prediçosition to asphyf,iation phenomena due to the excess biogenes coming from aquaculture ferrns
(sea cage farms for hr.rmpbacù salnon Oncorùlnotras gorbuscha, trout Salmo Eutla atld cod Gadus
morhus), combined with no verticel mixing at thÊ bottoE in sunmer.

CALEITDER OF E)(PEDITION AND METHODS USED

The investigations from t993 till 1995 included studies of hydrological arrd hydrochoical conditions of
hydrobionts' habittt in the ooastat zone o[ the Polar reas: execution of in situ observgtions for ecoeconomic
grounds for o'rgwrizati on of fsms to brced trout, humpback salmon and rnusset, including exploitation of
the current hydraulic $ructurês (the compl0x of the TPS Kislaya Bay). sd€ction of monltoring Epeci€ô and
develorpnent of monitoring techniques for tbe areas under studf looking into industrial comercially
valuablep,opulatiorrsof hydrobionts inthccoartal 61dçcntral partroftheBare,nts Sea-

ln the cource of the frrst rtage of the work ovtr thc ehellow parts of the Bancots Sca coastal zone (ICslaya
Bay. Ura Bay. Motovskiy Bay) thqc havs besr made 5l of observations (Fig. 2) for stalions in the Kislaya
Boy of dAsminetion of sea-wet€r t€slr€raturÊ and salinity, hydrochemicel eloants content (diluted
orygen,phoqlhatcs,atkalinity),aod associatêd stflrdaf,l tneteorological observations. Simultaneously with tïe
bydrometeorological observatios in the tide pqiods therc bavo been made 5 hydrobiological suneys with
bcnthos eanpling on the grotrnds including 9 statioûrs (Fig.2., Crrourds l, 2, 4,5) and lE stations (Çrround
3). From all thc grounds sarnplcc wcnc takcn on tbrcc dilferent horizons (uppa, lower and rniddle littoral)
(Fig . +). Bcsides, 3OO sampling franes 33cm x 33s in srzc wtro invcstigated. In the bcad, o,iddle and
estusrine psrts of Kislaya Bay there wÉre ûade tlrrec diving stations with benthos sanpling at tùc dcptbe of
up to l0 m (FiS. 2).

The dependeoce of the biota characteristics (quantity l,land biomass B) on tùe primary Qimiting) fadoro was
studiêd employing Multiple Regrcsion Analysis (MRA) (Pæstko Yu. À, 1982). When constnrcting the
rcgrcssion equations wc uscd the quantity of morritoring epecies for eacb ststion N, qrecelams/sq n, its
biomsss B. zlmz, daily duration of the ebb period t, hrs/day, snd m€atr weighted salinity S, %. The
cetculation of edf organizing models of tbe monitoring specics distribution was carriedout by the MCAA
(Mdhod of Group Argumcnt Aocount) (Pogrcbov V. 8., 1990) with reducing the oodlicients of the full
descrigtioar to zero. Unlike the classical rctræsive analysis which acanratcly dcscribcs the relation between
variablc ût the studied interval, the MGAA is mainly dir€cted to finding tùe most ganeral and cable
rdationships. Tbe lsftcr detsûlnæ its higù cognidve ud pfoSnostic possibibilitiæ.

As a sulporting function we used a equare polynomial with the argument covariation of the form

( l )  A -  A o * A t S + A r S 2  + A r t + A . 5 t ,

*'hcrc A ia tùc index of the qræies abundanæ, quantity or bionass; S is satinity, 7o; t is dtrration of the ôb
pqiod, hrs pcr day.

The rqfæeiwr oodrcients were esimated by the mettrod of least squares-
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RESI'LTS

Thc analysis of the results obtaind testifr€o to prcsaroe in the basin of the Kislaya Bey of two near-surface
qratsr masscs (north-eastern and south-w€st€f,n onco) sqraratod by a wdl-ddined frontsl interfaoe represeîted
in all mcanrred hydrelogical càarast€riÊtics (toperatr.ue, salinity and density). The so-called Bouth-western
water rnsss rnainly forms under t$e influence of the fresh-water nurofÏ of thc large brooks. Tbe so-called
north-€astcrn wat€r nracs mainly form.c due to the water exchange through the d-- of thc TPS, and by all
neasured characteri8ticc it can be attributed to the wa[er of tho ajacent Ura Bay (Fig. J).

A eôeme of the littorel benthos organienos distribution has been drawn (Fig. a).

The composition of the coastal biologtcal communitics in tlrc Bay is vcry dspl€ted. Ivlacrophyte algae form
emall colonics, but not a çontinuous bordor as in the neighbouring bap. Conespondingly, there gre no
spæics eccompanying brown algae which usually frnd food and ehdtsr in thcir thickets.

Tbe dats of studi€d values of ctudiod values of the quantity of Uttorina snails avaaged for the whole Bay
show that their qrrantity N(FiC. 5, a) and biomass (Fig. 5, b) alnost equally change dcpending on salinity
ôangç and duration of ebb. Tho quantiry of snails decteases a.e duration of the ebb p€riod increeses. The
dçardencc on changes in salinity is of more complcx characto.The mininurrr quantity is recorded with
sslinity of 3Q-3-3O.7o/o (Fig. 5, a, b). With thc sdinity increasing or decreasing the valucs of N and B start to
lncreasc. Evideirtly the obtained paraneteri undcr study differ fioo classical bdlshaped crrrves of
disfrtution of biological variablco over cnvironmental gradiants.

It is nqt exctuded that the signtficant dwiatione from the bcllchaped distribution is caused by etrong influence
of una€oounted fgctors (tuôularoe, oxyg€ûl r€gime. etc.).

To control the ecological r{ûration in tho water body und€r study we think it aeoeesary to do the following:

l. To incnease water €rrchrytge in tlrc TPfi basin throrgh non-stop stsuon ql)€raËon combined with no-load
watçr passegB thr,ougù t[e uppcr and lowtr disc|rarge rluiocs.
2. To pump air or acrated eurfaco wata iilo the oxyEp r-free dqressions (artificsl cindation) througlr
perforated pôpeo.
3. To increace the ntmbcr of specieo in the biota by c,eattng of srtificat biotopcs (artiftcal kclp in the linoral
zonô) and irtroduoe ouarnæially valuablc çecies fting crsb Psrslithod€e cantschatice).
4. To dwolop poly-maricuttnrc, fu pErticrdar cca urdrins Snongylocantro$s droebschiensis in cribs which
€tt algd fil- gn Ects.
5. To improve quality of pdlctlzod fo€d.

Rcalization of thc proposod dæisios should fadtttato fornation of the natural-and-tccbnicsl systÉm on the
basis of thcTPS wlrcrc thc ooastal zonc nansg€Dant principlce could be perfêcted.
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8:
F[ure ll Schcmc of loccdoo of the tldd

. poworrtedorc
TPS KlCegubclrrYe ( ftncrfoning )
T?S LunbowlrrYs ( Proioci )
lPS BelonortkrYr ( Proin )
TPS KulcyekeYr ( Prolcc )
TPS lVlctÉoclteyr ( proicct )
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sandy grouod;
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TWO LAYER FIMTE ELEMENT NT]MERICAL MODEL FOR SIMULATING
SALMON RTVER ESTUARIES

Jean-Loup ROBERT, François ANCTIL and Yvon OUELLET
Département de génie civil, Université Laval

Québec, Canada
Jean-Loup.Robert @ gci.ulaval.ca

ABSTRACT

Many salmon river estuaries on the Saint-Lawrence maritime estuary are, during the upstream migration of
the salmon, under low discharge conditions and consequently present strong stratification. Two
hydrodynamic parameters have a significant importance for the use of the estuary by the salmon : the
velocity distribution and the layout of fresh and salt water masses.

The use of a numerical model must allow the verification of hypothetical physical modifications of the
estuary on the currents and the salt intrusion. The proposed model has been developed in a way to well
represent the typical characteristic of the estuary to be studied, i.e., a strong stratification, weak vertical
mixing and large tidal flats. The approach is based on the superposition of two two-dimensional
hydrodynamic models, one for the fresh water and one for the salt water. For the tidal flats, the concept of
negligible height of water has been used. This implies to take in account the flow regime in the friction
term. The finite element method has been used to obtain the numerical formulation of the model.

KEY-WORDS: 
'Estuary 

/ Hydrodynamic Model / Salt Water / Density / Finite Element I Tide lTwo Layer
Model.
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INTRODUCTION

In many small estuaries, conditions of strong stratification are often observed. In few of those cases, the

transition between fresh and salt water is so small that the interface between the two masses of water can be

seen by eyes because of the sharp change of refraction index. Some measurements done since two years in

Matane river estuary show obviously a such condition.

In an other hand, it seems that the behaviour of migratory fish is influenced by those specific salt and clear

water distribution in a sense that they could use the estuary as an area of transition and rest before going

farther upstream for the spawn. As those conditions can vary during the tide cycle and depending the water

discharge from upstream, it could be interesting to know in detail the hydrodynamic behaviour of the

estuary. A numerical model can be considered for that purpose but two problems arise.

First is the need of a three dimensional model. Indeed, a vertically integrated shallow water equation based

model could not represents correctly the hydrodynamic process because nor physical nor water quality

stratification can be taken in account. In an other point of view, full three dimensional model are heavy to

run, expensive in both human and computer time and their calibrations is not easy.

The second problem comes from the morphology of the estuary itself in a sense that low tide flats play an

important role in the current pattern and must be considered if we intend to do a realistic simulation. If it is

not so difficult to include tidal flats in a two dimensional model, the same is much more complicated in a

three dimensional model.

In order to keep the advantage and the simplicity of a two dimensional model and to benefit the rcalism a

three dimensional model, we decided to develop and test a vertically integrated two layer model, one for the

clear water over the second one for the salt water, considering that a such model could only be applied in

strongly stratified estuaries.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We describe here the essentials of model development with a special care on the difference of density

between clear and salt water.

Governing equations

rWe start from the general equations written from the principle of momentum and mass conservation
(Liggett, 1994):

Momentum:

( l )

(2)
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(3 )

(4)

Mass:

In which the assumption of a non viscous flow is taken and where:

(s) X =  f v+Kr ,Y  =  - f u+  K "  and  Z=  -E

with the Coriolis' coefficient f = 2tosin0, with ol, the angular speed of the rotation of the earth [rad/s], 0, the
mean latitude [degree], K, and K' tidal forces in x and y directions.

Then we add an assumption concerning the vertical distribution of pressure. Indeed, if slow vertical motion
applies, the vertical acceleration of a mass of water can be considered small in respect of the gravitational
acceleration. Then, the third momentum equation (eq. 3) reduces to:
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àw àuw àvw âww I àp
- : - î - = - î - : - T - - : - 1 - -  =  !

dt  dx  dy  dz  pdz

P*pe=o
ctz

àu àv âw
:-  * : -*=-  = U
dx dy dz

(6)

Which defines the hydrostatic pressure assumption.

The above system of partial differential equations describe the instantaneous motion of water which includes
the fluctuation of velocity and pressure. It is not practical to keep those instantaneous parameters because
the need of a very small time scale. If we agree that some mean parameters could be used, the instantaneous
parameters are replaced by the sum of a mean value and a fluctuation which is caused by turbulence. Then
the mean value of equations themselves can be taken over a period of time. As the mean of a fluctuation
over that period can be considered as zero, the major part of fluctuation terms vanishes from the equations
except for those which content the product of two fluctuations. In that case, those products are not zero and
we have a closure problem.

In order to close the system, we must adopt a turbulence model. Here, we will use the simplest one, the eddy
viscosity concept by adding to the equations some viscous terms similar to the Newton's law of viscous shear
stress. The two first momentum equations (l) and (2)are then rewritten according the assumption that now
u, v, and p are mean values over a period of time:

(7\ +. qr. + *ry - r" * !P-1[{**5 * **'] = o
d t  d x  d y  d z  p d x  p \ d x  d y  d z )

+. +v. + * âI* * ru -rP -lf5 *5 *5'l = o
d t  d x  d y  d z  p d y  p \ d x  d y  d z )

(8)
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These two equations with the simplified third momentum equation (6) and the continuity equation (3)

constitute the base of the model to be develop.

Vertical integration

Principle

The formulation of the two-layer model is based on vertical

steps, from -h to t1, and from qi to 1'1, in order consider

parameters in each laYer (fig. l).

Clear water

Salt water

integration of the system of equations in to

only the vertical mean values of physical

,- 
Free surface

Interface

Datum

.K . t t " r ' r t r \
,,-Bed Position_

.tsrR-<S

Fig I - Definition of boundaries in vertical direction.

The manipulation of equations is done with the Leibnitz rule:

(e)

Once the vertical boundary conditions known, the definition of mean value parameters are introduced. By

example, in the case of x component of water velocity, we have:

(10)

Vertical boundary conditions

As the free surface, the internal interface and the bottom surface can be assimilate to stream lines, we can

state that a particle of water cannot cross them. This is rigorously true for the surface and the bottom but

this is an assumption for simplicity in the case of the interface. Those surfaces are defined by:

( 1 1 ) zs =ns(x,y, t ) ,  z i  =qi (x ,y , t )  and zn =-h(x 'y ' t )

â[q r1x,y,z, t)az f  i
-- 

= 
J _.Y dz + r(x, y,r1,tlS - r<^,y,-h,t)#

u =| ]ut,ra"
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then the vertical velocity of any points of those surfaces can be obtained by total t ime derivative of
respective z positions:

(r2)

(  l 3 )

( 1 4 )

Those vertical components of velocity will be used after application of Leibnitz's rule, having for effect to
eliminate all explicit reference to vertical velocity in the resulting formulation.

The application of the Leibnitz's rule to the equation 4,6,7 and 8 and the introduction of the expression of
vertical velocities at the boundaries deal to the following set of equation which will be used in the numerical
model :

Pressure distribution :

i f  :  q  < z ( q "

p (z )=Pog(n . - z )

i f :  - h < z < r l i

p(z) = g(poq. + (p, - po )ni - p,z)

d.l
lfl,=n.

drl
Elr=rr,

= w(î.) = 
** u,n.r** ",n.r*

= w(î i )  =  
**u,n, , **  " ,n , , *

d t l  =w( -h )= -u t -h )È -u t -n lÈ
t l t  lz--h dx dy

( l s )

(r7)

Momentum equations :

(16) **u,$.u,*-ru,.r*-#[c-" l l - f  v2u, -0

* * u, $. u u# -', .'[(' -i)*.i*]
-;i;t" -tf l--!Lv'?u' =s

(r8) **u,$.v$+ru,.'+-#[";-tl-frv2v, =s

(,e) **u'f .u'fL+ru'.'[('-*)+.i*]
-#t't- ' l l-f v'v' =o
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Continuity equations :

(20)

(21)

an. , ah,Ur . ah,v, ,  Ah2U2 , àhr% _^
ât ôx ây àx ây

(22)

Friction terms

The stresses applied on the fluid at the surface and the bed are to be specified. The effect of bed roughness

cant be taken in account in the salt layer using the Chézy formula :

, ,=or*Fett f=rr€

Cç is the Chézy coefficient.

At the interface, from the Newton's law of viscosity and the Prandtl's mixing length concept, the following

relationships are developed :

(23) tl = P^- luJlu' * atl and tl. = P^- lv{Jfl161p^  A t '  '  Az '

with Az =ry, AU=Ur-U2, AV=T-V, and 1,, a friction coefficient at the interface related to the

square of the mixing length.

If necessary, at the free surface, the wind stresses can be evaluated by :

(24) t', =c^p"\lwl and t', =c.p"wrlwl

where C" the drag coefficient at the surface, pu, the density of air and W, 
"t 

W, are velocity component of

wind speed W.

Finite element formulation

The above set of equations is first introduced in an integral form according the weighted residual method.

The weight function is chosen in the same functional space than the unknown functions which defines the

Galerkin method. This formulation is then modified by integration by part of the second order terms to

obtain a weak form allowing the use of lower degree interpolation polynomials and to make explicit some

boundary terms to impose flux boundary conditions (Dhatt and Touzot, l98l).

The interpolation functions are chosen as quadratic two-dimensional polynomial function for the velocity

components and linear one for the interpolation of the positions of free surface and internal interface.
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These polynomial function are defined on a six node triangle (fig. 2) where surface positions appear only at
vertex nodes.

ur
vl

rls

u2
v2

î i

Fig. 2 - Element definition

The introduction of the polynomial interpolation function element by element in the elementary integral
forms results in a discrete form as a set of non linear algebraic equations. This non linear time evolution
problem is solved by the use of implicit Euler scheme to approximate the time derivative and by a Newton-
Raphson procedure to process non linearity :

(2s\ [vr + ltxr(u,.o,)]'-'{au1' = 
{[u]{uo,

where M is the mass matrix, K1, the tangent matrix and F the solicitation vector containing the effects of
boundary conditions.

MODEL APPLICATIONS

Validation

The first problem with numerical modelling is to validate the formulation of the model and its translation in
computer code. At the beginning, in order of increasing difficulties, some basics tests are performed. Those
tests range from still basin, steady uniform flow to internal wave propagation. We will not describe all those
tests here, we will just mention that they have been very useful to correct the coding of the model and that
they give very satisfactory results. Among those tests, one is particularly interesting in a sense that it
demonstrates the sensibility of one crucial but almost unknown parameter, the I coefficient at the intèrface.

- u,,o, ) - at{[r(u,.^, )]{u,.o, } * {F}}}' 
'

The test case is performed in a rectangular basin (fig

water interface has been set in an inclined position at
which is more or less damped.

3.) where the initial position of the salt water/clear
1,667Vo. Then the system starts in a free oscillation,
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+120m#

Fig. 3 - Test basin for damped free oscillation.

For this case, the bottom friction remains constant with Chézy coefficient at 1000 mrzls for a very low bed

friction. The salt water density has been set at a constant 1035 kg/m3. The interfacial coefficient has been

tested for a range of values from 0,1 to l0 m2. The greatest value is too strong, the interface takes a very

long time to return to its equilibrium position and there is no perceptible oscillation.

The difference of behaviour between the choice of 0,1 and 1,0 for the interfacial coefficient is very

significant. The time evolution position of the interface has been plotted for a point located at the left end

of the basin (fig 4). The damping is much more important for the biggest coefficient and it is obvious that

the propagation of the amplitude of an intemal wave is strongly affected by the choice of this coefficient.

Fig 4 - Effect of interfacial friction factor of internal wave damping.

The problem is that the À. coefficient cannot be determined easily because it contains information which is

related tb turbulence near the interface. The approach based on the mixing length concept comes from

physical considerations about the velocity profile in a steady uniform flow which is not the case here. The

iicolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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best way to calibrate this coefficient is to compare the behaviour of the model to measurement of the
evolution of the interface in a real case to be studied.

Tidal flats

Depending the topography of an estuary, uncovered surfaces, at low tide, can become a significant part of
the total surface of the estuary. In those cases, the boundary of the wetted part of the estuary must move
during the tidal cycle. This implies that, ideally, the finite element grid should follows the boundary between

water and bank and adapts its surface to the wetted part of the estuary at any time. This solution which is the

best in term of mass and momentum conservation needs complex algorithms and a very large amount of

computing time (Holz and Nitsche, 1980). In practical model, alternative procedure must be considered to

obtained a more economical model.

If the computing grid is kept immobile, two approaches can be used to approximate ebbing and flowing on

tidal flats. The first one consists to let the water level free to go under the bed and to tolerate negative water

heights. The second one is based on the control of water height to keep a very thin sheet of water over

uncovered flats.

The first approach is easy to implement and has the advantage to keep small hydraulic gradient at water line

near the bank where the free surface is nearly horizontal. In an other hand, this approximation present a

major disadvantage because it will not guarantee the mass conservation. More, in the case of a multi-layer

model, if the salt layer vanishes in some part of the domain, we cannot consider negative salt layer thickness.

The second approach necessitate more algorithmic care. The control of water height is done by temporarily

impose some water level or interface position at a very small height over the bed position. This can easily

done without modifying the structure of the matrix of the system of equations by applying a huge

coefficient at the diagonal term and correcting the corresponding solicitation term. The major drawback of

this method is the apparition of steep hydraulic gradient over bank slopes. This can be controlled if those

situations are considered as runoff flow (Zhang and Cundy, 1989). The thin sheet flow is generally laminar

and the friction term must be adapted to the flow condition using a V/hite-Colebrook formula.

CONCLUSION

Considering the special cases of strongly stratified estuaries, a two layer finite element model has been

developed. This model combines the relative simplicity of two dimensional models and can approximate

complex three dimensional behaviour within the limits defined by the assumption adopted for its

formulation. It has been demonstrated that the choice of a turbulent model near the interface of the two

layer is determinant to control the propagation of internal waves and that a calibration must be done to

obtain realistic results. When the model is applied to inter tidal zones, the multi-layer concept forces the

control of layer thickness up to a very small value.
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HYDRO.AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT IN THE RHONE RIVER DELTA,
FRANCE : CONSEQUENCES ON DISSOLVED AND SOLID FLUXES, POTENTIAL

IMPACT ON FISH POPULATIONS

Chauvelon P., Sandoz A., Poizat G. and A.J. Crivelli
Station Biologique de la Tour du Valat

Le Sambuc
F-13200 Arles

France
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ABSTRACT

With the development of rice cultivation, the major part of the Isle of Camargue, the central zone of the Rhône river
delta, was polderised. The central lagoon system of the Camargue (110 krn', & km" for the Vaccarès lagoon itself;
represent the main part of the " Réserve Nationale de Camargue ". V/ithout human intervention, this wetland is
hydraulically isolated from the Rhône river and the mediterranean sea. It receipt drainage water from its remaining
catchment area, due to precipitations and flooded rice fields.
The hydrological study concerned the Fumemorte catchment (65 km'?, with 20 km2 of rice fields) which was
previously ungauged. Intensive hydrological studies were conducted during the years 1993 urd 1994, coupled with
a continuous monitoring at the outlet of the catchment, of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and total and organic
suspended materials (TSM and OSM) . The land use was obtained from satellite images processing with ground
truth, and included in a georeferenced data base. The knowledge of spatial and temporal variability of inigation
volumes, combined with information on fertilisation practices, estimates of Rhône water quality and atmospheric
inputs, was used to quantify the total loads entering the catchment. Mean annual fluxes of 402 tons of nitrogen (N)
and 153 tons of phosphorus (P) entered the catchment. With a scenario of maximum transfer, oriry 6 Vo of
introduced N and 4 Vo of P were exported from the Fumemorte catchment to the Vaccarès lagoon. Organic matter
exported by the drainage network represents 5 to 6 times the quantity introduced with the Rhône water. Due to
sedimentation in the rice fields and the drainage network, exportation of sediments is inferior to importation with
irrigation water. Fish population dynamics in the Camargue has been studied in different compartments, including
the drainage network of the Fumemorte drainage basin. On the base of previous and ongoing studies, potental
impact of hydraulic management on fish populations is discussed.

KEYWORDS:Camargue/Rhônedelta/Ricecultivation/Phosphorus/Nitrogen/Inigation/Drainage/Wetland

/ Fish population / Fertiliser.
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INTRODUCTION

A considerable increase of rice crop production was observed in the Rhône river delta, or Camargue, after World
War II. From ll kmt in 1946, the area devoted to rice cultivation reached 160 km'? in the 60's. Rice cultivation
radically changed the hydrological regime of the Great Camargue, the central part of the detta between the two
branches of the Rhône. Great quantities of inigation water from the Rhône river are innoduced in the rice fields
from may to september. The drainage volume could not be supported by the system of lagoons without risks of
inundations for the surroundings area when heavy rains appeared in the autumn. As a consequence, on the base of
the already existing drainagc basins and networks, the major part of the agricultural catchment was equiped in the
mid 50's with pumping stations for the drainage. So, since this date, 55 Vo of the potential agricultural catchment
area of the lagoons is polderized (figure l). The Fumemorte catchment (65 km") represents 55 7o of the area
actually drained to the lagoons, although some hydraulic transfers may occur from the normally polderized basins
to the Vaccarès during the crop season (Hcurteaux, 1994 ; Chauvelon, 1996). It was attempted to estimate the
hydrological balance of the system (Heurteaux, 1994), with relatively sparse data concerning hydraulic
management of the system. Research were conducted at the field scale to quantify processes affecting the nitrogen
cycle in'rice fields (Minzont eî al., 1988; Golterman er a/., 1988).

Figure 1: The Great Camargue : lagoon system and drainage basins (After Chauvelon, 1996).
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Others works tackled quality of irrigation and drainage waters (Godin, 1990; De Groot, 1992). Nevertheless, due to
discrete sampling and the absence ofdrainage discharge data, fluxes entering the Vaccarès lagoon system could not
be estimated accurately.

The objectives of the work presented here were not to analyse precisely tlre bio-geochemical processes affecting
the transfers of nutrients and sediments, but to estmate the major inputs and outputs of the catchment. Setting by
this way, the bases for an estimation of fluxes entering the lagoons and their implications for primary production
and eutrophication (Chauvelon, 1996).

It is conceptually sound to think that the hydraulic artificiality of the system has an impact on the status of the fish
populations and their migrations within the hydrosystem. Studies were conducted, focusing on the fish of the
Vaccarès (Bardin, 1994; Leroy, 1994), the freshwater irrigation and drainage system (Jeudy, 1995), and remporary
marshes connected to it in the Fumemorte catchment (Crivelli, l98l; Pont et al., l99lt Rosecchi and Crivelli,
1995). A review of major potential impacts due to hydro-agricultural practices and works on fish populations
status and migrations will be discussed.

STUDY AREA

The Rhône river delta or Camargue, is located in the french mediterranean coilst, at 80 km V/est of Marseille. It is
characterized by a globally warm and dry climate. Winds are frequent and violent in all directions, but with a net
predominancy of N-NW winds (called "mistral"). Potential evaporation and evapotranspiration are intense (1,300
mm yi'; due to high summer temperature, solar radiation and windy conditions. Precipitations are not abundant
(590 mm yf' on average on a 50 year period of observations), and characterized by a rather important temporal
variability (coefficient ofvariation ofannual precipitation depth is estimated to29 Vo).

In the Camargue, rice is cultivated on leveled fields of I to 3 ha, delimited by bunds. The fields are flooded during
the crop period (from mid april or may to september) and drained dy ditches. Cut-offs are made in the bunds, in
order to manage some rough weirs (usually with plastic bags filled up with ground). These weirs are used to control
the water levels according to different crop stag€s and to allow the dewatering of the rice fields. The mean drainage
density in the agricultural zone is l0 km km-" (Chauvelon, 1996), the drainage is realized by gravity flow in a
meshed network in the case of the unpolderized drainage basins. In 1994, rice fields covered 145 km" in the Great
Camargue, from this total, 40 km'were on the actual drainage basin of the lagoons, the half being on the
Fumemorte catchment.

Since the completion of its endykement, in 1869, the Great Camargue is hydraulically isolated from the Rhône
river and the sea without human intervention. At the S-E of the Great Camargue, salines were also isolated from the
lagoons system, in order to control water salinity (figure l). The only gravity input of Rhône water in the system
occured in October 1993 and January 1994, because ofdyke breaching, causing severe flooding in the North ofthe
delta. In general, inputs and outputs of water in the delta are, to a certain extent, controlled by man. This does not
mean, however , that hydraulic data are easy to acquire, because water boards represent only half ofthe irrigation
pumping capacity, the remaining being private. Furthermore, the gravity drained basins were ungauged, and the
management of the sea dyke is not well known. The major problem lies in the fact that there is a lack of
centralization of data concerning the hydraulic management of the system, mainly because historically, water
management has always been a source of social tension in this area.

Ecohydraulics 2000, Québec, June 1996
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The central lagoons ofthe Camargue (Vaccarès and "Etangs inférieurs"or coastal lagoons) extend over a large area
(about ll0 tm1 Uut are shallow (l m deep on average). They constitute a hydraulic unit in which water levels and
salinities vary in space and time according to climate, the action of the sea and, above all, man's actvities
(Heurteaux, 1992). The Vaccarès is a permanently flooded lagoon of 1.5 m mean depth and 64 km' area, whose
intermittent connection with the sea is controlled by means of sluices through the seadyke, at the Grau de la
Fourcade (figure 2). There is a natural channel (Grau de Mornès) between the Vaccarès and the coastal lagoons, for
a Vaccarès level inferior to -0.30 to -0.40 m (a.s.l), hydraulic connection between the two sub units is cut.
Generally, salinity of the coastal lagoons is greater than in the Vaccarès, due to increase by inflow of sea \ilater and
salt-laden groundwater (Heurteaux, I 992; Chauvelon, 1996).

The Fumemorte canal is a drainage canal, 0.5 to 1.5 m deep, 14 km in length. A raisabte barrier was installed near
to the mouth of the canal in November 1987, to prevent incursions of saline water fum the Vaccarès. The stream
cross section is reduced, and downstream the weir, a drowned hydraulicjump appeârs, depending ofthe hydraulic
gradient between the canal upsteams the weir and the Vaccarès. The agricultural arca is not the ody managed part
of the catchment, artificial connections between the main drainage network and marshes exist. These ifterminent
connections and their management changed the ecological functionning of temporary marshes previously not
colonized by fish (Crivelli, l98l; Pont et aL,l99l). Among these marshes, two were studied for fish populations
dynamics purposes (Rosecchi and Crivelli, 1995; Poizat and Crivelli, in prep): the Relongues Nord and Relongues
Sud, that are flooded seasonnally by autumn and spring rains. When the level of the Fumemorte is betrveen -0.15

and -0.10 m (a.s.l) the connexion with the Relongues Nord is cut, and if it falls to -0.15 to -0.20 m (a.s.l) it no
longer communicates with the Relongues Sud.

I
2
3

Shutter weir of the Fumemorte
Grau de Mornès (natural channel)
Grau de la Fourcade (sluices)

Figure 2: Diagrammatic map of study area.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Land use and other geographical data

Digitized maps of agricultural and natural plots, hydraulic networks and wetlands were made from aerial
photographs, and integrated in a georeferenced data base to permit actualization of land use. All parcels were
gathered in larger agricultural units attributed to their own irrigation station (Chauvelon, 1996). Supervised
classifications were realized on satellite images from Landsat Thematic Mapper-5, using a combination of Near
Infra-Red (NIR) and Mid Infra-red (MIR) bands, well adapted to discriminate rice fields from their surroundings
(Sandoz, 1996) after their filling.

Estimation Of Nutrients And Sediments Infruts

Intportatiott with irrigation water

Concentrations of total suspended materials in the Rhône river were obtained on a daily basis for 1993 and 1994
(Pont, pers. comm.). Concentrations of nitrogen, phophorus and organic carbon were calculated using the relations
presented by El Habr and Golterman (1987), between concentrations and discharge of the Rhône. The volume
introduced for the irigation of rice fields was obtained using the method described by Chauvelon (1996). It
consisted of a distributed approach based on an experimental survey of pumping stations (duraton of pumping,
gauging tests, management practices) with the spatial and temporal sharing out of their inigation volume between
agricultural units.

Fenilisatiort Of Rice And Wheat

An enquiry about the nature and quantity of fertilisers used for rice and wheat crops on the Fumemorte catchment
was conducted. Informations on the timing of fertilisaton was also acquired. The sample covered 86 Vo and70 Vo
ofthe areas devoted to rice and wheat cropping respectively. Using the georeferenced data base it was possible to
calculate fertiliser input on a discrete manner, taking into account the spatal variability of fertilisation practices.
For the farms not sampled, fertilisation application recommended by the French Rice Center were used
(Chauvelon, 1996). The French Rice Center recommend a total application of 150 kg N ha'for rice cropping. With
a timing of application : 0 DAS, 30 DAS, 60 DAS (DAS : Days After Sowing), with 50 kg N ha' at each date. The
used form of nitrogen is ammonium sulfate or prilled urea. Phosphorus (under the form of PrO) is applied with the
first N application (60 to 80 kg P ha-'). For the fertilisation of wheat 120 kg N ha' and 80 kg P ha' are used.

Atmospheric Nilrogen rmtl Phosplnnts Ltputs

In order to estimate direct atmospheric inputs of N and P with rain, data from the literature were used with our
precipitation measurements. For N, we retained the value of 0.5 mg l-', measured in the west mediterranean coast
(Loye-Pilot et sl., 1990). For concentrations of phosphorus we used the value of 0,ù1 mg l-' P recorded by Auby er
at. (1994).
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Fluxes at the outlet of the catchment

Because it was not possible to derive a rating curve from level / discharge measurements, a ulEasonic open channel
flow gauge was used to obtain the discharge at the outlet of the catchment. The device typically consisted of 3 to 4
pairs oftransducers for velocity measurements and a piezocapacitive level sensor.
Between the gauging section and the shutter weir at the outlet, an automatic sampler was installed. In each flask of
the sampler, l0 ml of a solution (20 g l') of mercuric chloride were introduced before the sampling cycles. This
was done in order to stop the biological activity in the samples, before their collection and refrigeration. Before
each sampling, the suction pipe was automatically flushed out by air forcing. The chemical analysis were carried
out according to the French norms for water analysis (AFNOR) by a specialized laboratory: ortho-phosphate (and
total phosphorus after acid hydrolosis) using molybdate-antimony, ammonia using indophenol, total nitrogen using
Kjeldhal method. Water samples were filtered on GF/C filters, dried at I l0 oC, to obtain total suspended material,
than gassed to oven at 500 oC to derive the organic suspended material.

RESTJLTS

Inputs with irrigation water

During the crop season of 1993 and 1994, more than 50 lOu m'of water from the Rhône river were introduced for
inigation in the agricultural area of the Fumemorte catchment (table l). The associated sediment importations were
mainly mineral, for both years, total loads of total suspended material (TSM) were superior to 2,000 tons (table l).
Inputs of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) due to irrigaton water were of the same order for the two studied years.

Table 1: Importation of irrigation water (10' .'y.''), sediments, nitrogen and phosphorus (103 kg yr''; from
the Rhône to the Fumemorte catchment (from Chauvelon, 1996)

Year IRRIG. TSM OSM
l993
1994

56.2
52.5

69
65

69
80

2,300
2,200

9.5
9

Fertilisation and atmosoheric inouts

The major importations of nitrogen (about 300 tons each year) and phosphorus (about 120 tons) are due to the
fertilisation practices, mainly for rice cultivation (table 2). It is worth noticing that estimates of atmospheric inputs
with precipitations, in particular for nitrogen (N atm and P atm in table 2) are not negligible.
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Table 2: Importations of N and P with fertilisers and precipitations (103 kg y.'') on the Fumemorte
catchment (from Chauvelon, 1996)

Year N rice P rice N wheat P wheat N atm P atm
r993
r994

302
295

r22
tr7

40 26
33 22

l 6
t2

So we can estimate, on average for the two studied years, that annual loads of 4OZ tons of nitrogen (N) and 153
tons of phosphorus (P), all sources combined, entered the catchment of Fumemorte.

Dissolved And Solid Fluxes At The Outlet

Although inverted flow may occur, mean daily discharge varied between 0 and l0 mt s-t in 1993 and 1994. In the
absence of precipitations, the drainage of the 20 km- of rice fields of the catchment, during the irrigation period,
conesponded to a discharge of about 3 m's-' at the outlet (Chauvelon, 1996). Increases of annual drainage volume
and associated fluxes for the year 1994 (table 3) were due to a wetter autumn. Acfually, the mesured precipitation
depth for September 1994 (280 mm) was the highest of the last 30 years. Comparing inputs and ourpurs of TSM
(table 2 and 3), we may conclude that a sedimentation occured in the rice fields and the drainage network. The
fluxes of organic suspended material (OSM) were 5 to 6 tmes greater than inputs with irrigation water. Only 6 Vo
of introduced N and 4 Vo of P were exfrorted from the Fumemorte catchment to the Vaccarès lagoon (table 2 and 3).

Table 3: Annnal drainage discharge (r0'm'yitl and ædiments, nitrogen and phosphorus fluxes 1tO'tg yi';
from the Fumemorte catchment (fiom Chauvelon, 1996)

Year DRAIN. TSM osM
1993
r994

45-4
53.4

1,500
1,940

390
536

2 l
23

DISCUSSION

Dissolved and solid fluxes

The lowest detectable values for concentrations were 50 l0* g l-' for P-PQ, 100 l0'g l-' for total-P, 500 l0* g l'
for total-N, and 50 l0-o g l-' for N-NH,. It is important to notice that a number of water analysis results were
expressed as < inferior to these values >. In these cases we retained the limit values (Chauvelon, 1996) for the
calculation of fluxes. As a consequence the calculated fluxes were made according to a scenario of maximum
transfer from the catchment. Despite the fact that the fluxes are to considered as maximum values, we can conclude
that transfers of nutrients from the catchment to the lagoon system are low. The intensity of nitrification-
denitrification processes in rice fields was already demonstrated in experimental plots in the Camargue (Golterman
et al., 1988i Minzoni et al., 1988)i El Habr and Golterman, 1990). Boisserie (1990) relrcrted that a quantity up to
lO Vo of applied N could be lost by volatilization in rice fields. Stutterheim (1994) showed that the efficiency of
applied nitrogen for fertilisation of rice in the Camargue was about 20 Vo. Other authors emphasized the fact that
precipitation under the form of apatite was the major process affecting phosphorus in the irrigation and drainage
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waters in the Camargue (Godin, 1990; De Groot, 1992). Extrapolating to the whole catchment, and comparing to
other mediterranean catchment-lagoon systems, it seems (Chauvelon, 1996; Chauvelon, in prep.) that the Vaccarès
system could be classified as < poorly feeded > by its catchment, as far as N and P are concerned.

Even for a rainy year, with an area of more than 2,000 ha of rice fields, importaton of sediments with inigation
water globally compensate for the erosion of the catchment. The organic matter of the drainage water probably

corresponded to exportation of biomass (green and blue-green algae) from the rice fields, and to phytoplankton
production in the drainage network (De Groot, 1992; Chauvelon, 1996).

Eventually, despite the relatively great quantities of fertilisers used for rice cultivation in the Camargue, it does not
seem that a problem of anormal eutrophication should occur in the lagoons of the < Réserve natonale de
Camargue >r. Nevertheless, a potentially important aspect of water quality in the Camargue concerns the fluxes of
pesticides and heavy metals coming from the Rhône or introduced in the agricultural system. Further studies
focusing on these problems ought to be done, because of their importance for the ecological functionning of this
protected area.

ImDact of rice cultivation and hvdraulic management on fish populations

Introduction of inigation water has two main effects. The first is that some fish are pumped with the water and
introduced in the hydraulic network of the Camargue, contributng by this way to the recruitment (Crivelli, l98l).
$/ith irrigation pumping, recruitment concerns either species that could only enter the network by this way
(uveniles of shad (Alosafallcu), barbel (Barbus barbus), or species that are also capable to come from the sea and
the lagoons (mullet (Mugil cephalus, Liza ramada): eel (Anguilla anguilla)) (Crivelli, 1981). A migration may
occur from the inigaton to the drainage network, but esæntally by uansit via marstrcs.

Secondly, a direct.consequence of rice irrigation is the produced drainage volume of theragricultural areas.
Although 15,000 rn ha should be sufficient for rice irrigaton, values as important as 40,000 m ha were observed
(Chauvelon, 1996). By this way, an important freshwater volume is exported and stocked in the drainage network
during the period of natural hydric deficit. Globally, this drainage volume offers a vital space for fresh\r,ater fish
species such as: black bullhead (Ictalurus melas), goldfish (Carassius auratus gibelis), ( Pumkinseed sunfish
(l,epomis gibbosus), carp (Cyprinus carpio), pike (Esor lucius), pike perch (Schizostedion lucioperca), rcach
(Rutilus rutihts), rudd (Scardilius erythroplrtalmus), tench (Tinca tinca). Becarse the salinity of the Vaccarès
between 1982 and 1993 was superior to 15 g l'', (Heurteau x, 19fi2) the drainage network was the only refugee for
these species. Due to rice fields drainage, the levels in the Fumemorte canal and its affluents prolongate the period

ofconnection with temporary marshes and their use by fish for reproductve and trophic purposes (Rosecchi and
Crivelli, 1995; Poizat and Crivelli, in prep.).

The drainage volume pardy compensate for the evaporation of the lagoons, and maintain a level (except in 1989, a
particularly dry year) which permit the hydraulic connection between the drainage network, the Vaccarès, the
coastal lagoons and the sea. By this way, migration of fish within the hydrosysæm is potentially always possible,
whereas the lagoon system was.partly dewatering during the summer before rice cultivaton appeared in the
Camargue (Heurteaux, 1992). Migrations between the sea and the coastal lagoons are totally conditionned by the
management of the sluices of the sea dyke. Generally, the management of the sluices is done (tôtal aperture) in
order to pçrmit the outflow of water from the lagoons, when N-NW winds are blowing in winter, allowing fish
migrations. From February to June, at least one sluice is opened each night to allow recruitment (Bardin, 1994).
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The raisable barrier on the Fumemorte canal may have a negatve effect on fish migratons from the lagoons to the

drainage system (Crivelli, unpubl. data), especially at the beginning ofthe irrigation period, when levels rise in the

drainage network, or in winter if the Vaccarès level is low because of drought. Weak swimmers such as shrimps

(Crangon crangon; Palaemoneter spp), small fish species (pipefish (Syngnatus abaster\ tlree spined stickleback
(Gasterosteus aculeatus): sand smelt (Atherùn boyeri)), and fry (notably of mullet (Mugil cephalus, Liza ranrada))

may particularly be affected by this obstacle.

Hydro-agricultural managenlent in the Camargue has both negative and positive effects on fish populations status

and migrations. Because of a management scheme not always adapted to the timing of fish migrations, in particular

in the case of the shutter wcir at the outlet of the Fumemorte, fish from the Vaccarès should have difficulties to

enter the freshwater system. Nevertheless it seems that agricultural drainage contribute, to a certain extent, to the

compensation for climatic extreme events and their effects on fish population status, in this higltly artificial

hydraulic system.
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ABSTRACT

The Mâdajiirve wetland, the riverhead of R Tànassilma, is a marshland 6 km long and about 0 5 km wide,
formed in an ancient glacial river valley in Central Estonia. Its natural catchment area embraces 17.58 km2 of
mostly cultivated lands and belongs to the drainage area of Lake Peipsi. From the adjacent town of Viljandi,
belonging to the drainage area of the Gulf of Rig4 the wetland is separated by a water divide The upper parr
of the wetland was drained at the beginning of this century and was used as a meadow. The hydrology and the
vegetation of the wetland were thoroughly studied in 1921. Since 1948 Mâdajlirve wetland has received
precipitation runoff and untreated urban wastewater from the town of Viljandi by a outlet which passes the
water dMde. In 1990-91 urban discharge amounted 2534 thousand m3.y t 180.+ l.sec-t) which is equivalent to
runoff from a l0 km2 area of natural basin. This supplementary runoff, making up more than a half of the
natural one, has essentially changed the water regime of the wetland. As a result, former meadows have
become swampy. Vegetation has undergone great changes and become poor due to increased nutrient and
organic matter loading and changes in the water regime. Pollutant loads, calculated for different substances
in population equivalents (PE), were nearly equal showing the predominance of domestic wastes in urban
runoff The mean value 15,130 PE is in a good accordance with the real number of inhabitants in the
region. The nitrogen load originating from wastewater exceeds S-fold this from an equivalent rural area, the
phosphorus load 33-fold and the BODs load by two orders of magnitude. The upper 2 km reach of the
wetland, previously covered by a species-rich grassland vegetatiorl is overgrown with a mono-species cattail
(T11tha latifolta L.) community. Downstream, in places of former swamp vegetation, it is replaced by dense
stands of reed (Phragmites australis (Cavan.) Trin. ex Steud.), and small groups of birches and willows. In
spite of the minimized species diversity of the vegetation the survived plants are well adapted to the high
pollutant load, and the wetland serves as buffer area which efficiently reduces the amount of several pollutanti.
The mean mass balance of substances for 1975-91 showed an average reduction of more than 99 % of coliform
bacteri4 96 % of total solids, 94 % of permanganate oxygen demand, 87 % of BODs, 5l-71 % of different
mineral nitrogen forms and up to 63 % of total nitrogen in the wetland. Still, only 7 oÂ of the total phosphorus
load was accumulated, while the amount of phosphates increased more than twofold due to mineralization

KEY-WORDS: Wetland / Hydrological regime / Wastewater treatment / Macrophytes / Mass budget /
BOD5 / Phosphorus / Ammonium / Nitrifi cation / Denitrification
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INTRODUCTION

The present paper represents an environmental impact assessment of long-term urban wastewater
discharge into a river valley wetland in Central Estonia and was ordered by the town council of Viljandi.
The main objectives of the investigation were:
l. to characterize long-term changes of the wetland, caused by supplementary runoff and the pollutant
load;
2. to find out basic processes controlling the reduction of pollutants, and to evaluate their efficiency;
3. to estimate ecological hazards and hazards to public health in downstream areas.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY SITE

The 34 km long River Tânassilma in Central Estonia starts from a wetland located in an ancient glacial
river valley, at a distance of 0.5 km from the town of Viljandi (23,000 inhabitants). In its upper course the
river flows on the bottom of a 30 m deep and up to 900 m wide ancient valley w-ith a 400 m wide flood
plain. The 454kmz river basin has a mèan speôific discharge of 8.1 l.sec'r.km'2 (Nôukogude..., 1978)
which is collected by 2l tributaries. The two largest among them enter the main river bed only 2 and 2.5
km downstream of the river head, bringing water from nearly half of the basin. Upstream areas contribute
only 6.2 7o to total runoff(Fig. l).

Vâlgita
Stream
33 km2
7 %

Other

132 km2
30%

Joonakiila
Stream
70 km2
t 5 %

Wetland basin
28 km2
6 V o R. Tiinassilma 454 km2

r00%

VTLJAND 4 2 %

L. Viljandi

Figure l: Scheme of the basin of the River Tânassilma. 1- 5 - measuring profiles

The flood plain wetland in the river head area is bounded by a water divide on the south and extends, as a
400-500 m wide and about 6 km long marsh, in NNE direction. Higher parts of the marsh were drained in
the 1860s and repeatedly in the 1920s, and were used as haylands and peat mines. Since 1948, large
amounts of untreated domestii sewage from the town were discharged to the u/etland. At present the
upper 2 km reach of the plain valley bottom, beginning from the wastewater inlet, is evenly covered with
dense cattail (Typha latifolicr L.) stands. Although old drainage ditches may still be partially functioning
during flood, this 69 ha area has almost no surface overflow and is wholly functioning as a root system
and peat filter. Intensive microbiological processes produce a lot ofheat and prevent deep freezing ofthe
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soil even in severe winters. Two small lakes are located in the downstream part Passing the first lakelet.
the main part of the flow concentrates into the river channel, and the width of the wetland vegetation belt
narrows down to 100 m. High water covers the slope areas of valley bottom only temporarily in April

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The investigation was based on hydrochemical analyses of (l) wastewater for the period 1985-1991 (Fig
I. profile l), (2) effluent water from the wetland (profile 2), and (3) river water below the two largàr
tributaries (profile 3) for the period 1975-1991. In all years the four hydrological periods (winrer l6w
flow, spring flood, summer low flow, autumn high flow) were represented each by one to three analyses
Data on sewage amount (monthly discharge) were obtained from the local environmental agency' A
highly significant correlation was found between daily flow measurements ar the hydrologicàl stàtion
which was operating on R. Tânassilma in 1955-1969 (profile 4) and at a hydrological station operating up
to now on the adjacent R. Navesti (r: 0.95; n : 5 480). Runofffor profiles I and 2 was calculared from
regression proportionally to the area of their basins. The transport of substances for measuring profiles
was calculated by multiplying monthly runoff by ingredient concentration and expressed as kg.month'r
One-month gaps in concentration measurements were filled by linear interpolation. Longer gaps were first
filled by extending the results pertaining to the same hydrological period to neighbouring months (e.g
results of July to June or August), until the gap narrowed to one month, which was thereafter filled by
linear interpolation. Microbiological samples for determining the total count of bacteria, numbers of
denitrifying, saprophytic and coliform bacteria were collected from profiles 2, 3 and 5 during winter low
flow and flood peak periods in 1994. A 1 10,000 topographic map and aerophotos made ar the flood
peak of 1994 were used for describing flow conditions and for delimiting the areas of different planr cover
involved in water purification The investigation of the wetland area carried our by Rumma (1923) was
used as the main reference for judging of changes in the hydrologicalregime and vegetation

RESULTS

Hvdraulic and pollution load

The hydraulic load of the Tânassilma wetland is formed by runoff from the natural basin and by the
sewage of Viljandi. The natural catchment area embraces 17.58 km2 of mostly cultivated lands and belongs to
the drainage area of Lake Peipsi and the Narva River. Runoffwater from about 60 oÂ,i.e.10.5 km2 of the
natural basin passes measuring profile 2. From the adjacent town of Viljandi, belonging to the drainage area of
the Gulf of Riga, the wetland is separated by a water divide.

Sewage water is collected from approximately 2/3 of the town area and from two smaller settlements, and is
discharged to the wetland by a pipe which crosses the water divide. The town is situated on the high western
bank of the Tânassilma valley sloping steeply towards the wetland. A small stream which runs just along the
eastern border of the town and enters Lakè Viljandi, intersects the passage of runoffwaters to the wetland A
combined sewerage is used in the town with precipitation water forming part of discharge However, a big
diflerence in the seasonal dynamics of wastewater discharge and runoff from natural areas (Fig 2) allows to
assume a rather small proportion of precipitation water in total discharge. In 1990-1991 sewage discharge
fluctuated from 132 to 3ll thousand mj'month-rand was almost not affected by flood in April (l-59
thousand m3'month'r). The mean annual discharge in 1990-91 was 2.53 million m-' or 80 4 t.iec'', i.e
approximately equivalent to mnofffrom l0 km'of the natural basin Co^nsequently. total discharge to the
wetland can be dealt with as discharge from an area of about 28 km', with two thirds of it having a
natural dynamics and one third being rather constant.
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The 6 km reach from the water divide to the mouth of the Arma River with a total area of 92 ha forms a
natural buffer zone before water enters a larger system. Effluent water from this area was controlled by
measuring profrle 2. The pollution load was derived as the sum of sewage load and runofffrom the
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Figure 2. Seasonal dynamics of sewage discharge (profile l) and runofffrom the natural basin
(profile 3)

Table l: Total and specific pollution load to the wetland
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?
6
,l

i,
2 l
0.3
0.3

4 522
2 674
I t74

641
239

I 043
36

l 0 l

NHfN
NOz-N + NOrN
Total nitrogen (Nor)
POr-P
Total phosphorus (R,r)

59
I

75 t7 067
3
9 16  145

Mean: 15  130

natural basin (Table l). The latter was calculated according to Maastik (1984) as runoff from a
predominantly (75 %) reclaimed basin. The following equations were applied to recalculate the load of
different constituents into population equivalents (PE) (Maastik, 1984): I PE = 19.71 kg BOD5.y'=
0.53 kg P,o, ' yt = 4.38 kg N- ' yt. The-pollution load in PE, derived from different se*u!" constitu;nts,
gave rather similar estimates, which shows the predominantly domestic origin of wastewater. The mean
value of I 5, 130 PE is in a good accordance with the real population in the urban area.
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Mass budget of substances

The removal of substances was calculated as the external budget between measunng profiles I and 2(Table 2)' A comparison of profiles 2 and 3 enabled to eualuate"quality differences between rural runoffand pre-rreared urban discharge.

Table 3: Externnl mass budget of the wetland and the role of urban se\ilage constituents in
downstream water

Component Input (t- y't)
(Profile l)

Output  ( t .y- ' )
(Profile 2)

Removal
(%)

Prolile 3 Role of urban
(t 'y- t)  discharge (%)

Water
TSS
BODs
CODrrn
NH.-N
NO:-N + NOr-N
N,n,

POJ'P

P,n,

3 803 000
t8
36
48
29
6.4

35-96
6.3
8 .0

65 9l I 000
290
t75
783

5 ô

t20
539
I  1 . 4
16.3

4t6
246
844
59
22
96
3 . 0
8 .9

96
85
94
5 t
7 l

s64
- l  l 0

l 0

6
6

2 l
6

5 8
5

6 - t 7
5 5
49

Titral nrspended sotid.s (TSS)

The. annual average of the removal. of suspended solids in the wetland area was g6 o%. wastewaterparticles settle down or are removed by filtration through the rootzone. output particulate matter consistsmainly .of detrital plant material. tut may contain also mineà particles during flood. The highproponionality of TsStransport with *ater i"lo* confirms the mainly natural origin of"output particles InAprilthe transport of TSS exceeded seven times the mean value of the r;rtoFiili.u.ïrril. rerentiondropped to 63 Yo (Fig. 3).

B t oc hc nt i cal oxygen tlemantl (BOD r)

A decrease in BoD: in the wetland, based on the heterotrophic degradation of organic marrer, varied as atemperature tunction from 75 % in winter to 97 Yo i1 symnier lriglry. only durini high fl;; in April andNovember.the p-urification.effi9!9ncy was lower, probably dueio-the'ove*io* orîasîes. Contrary to theconcentration of suspended solids, that of BOD.5-was inversely proportional to water flow. Both it. tigtconcentration of BoD5 in the winter season and high flow in Âirit iesutted in an increase in BoDs runoffat profile ?, Six per cent of water carriedZO % Jf gOO, to profile 3, which shows a higher pollutionpotential of wetland runoffcompared to waters from the rural bàsin.

P c rnt u t gan a t c oxyge n dem and ((\OD I e

The reduction efticiency of CODv,,^was high (94 % on the average) and less temperature dependent thanthat of BoDs. The transport orô-ôD* w-as proportional but its-câncentration inversely proportional to
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Figure 3: Seasonal dynamics of the concentration and transport of pollutants at measuring profite 2 (A)
and their removal in the wetland in percenages from the input @)
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water flow at profile 2. Considering CODrr" the quality of output water from the wetland did not differ
from the quality of rural runoff.
NHO-N

The reduction of ammonium nitrogen varied in a wide range from 5 to 85 oÂ (mean 5 I %) of the input in
different seasons, clearly depending on temperature (Fig l). Approximately ào % of nitrogen in sewage
*ut.1.lut_9ischarged.as ammonium, and its concentrations at piofile 2 remained extremel! high (a - ia
mg'l-') The seasonal dynamics of NlLr-N concentrations was formed mainly as a resulr âf tÈe dltution
rate. Besides intensive leaching in winter, a high peak occurred also in April. Derivation of N1L-N from
urban.wastes made up nearly 100 % of its total transport at profile 3 in summer, while rural runoffwaters
contained only trace concentrations of ammonium On the average 60 % of NIL-N was discharged from
the area the hydraulic load of which formed only 60Â

NOz-N evxl NOyN

Tf91emllalof oxydized forms of mineral nitrogen in the wetland was rather high reaching a mean value
of 7l7o These nitrogen forms were loaded mainty from the natural drainage basi-n ltabte lj but were also
formed in the wetland as products of nitrification Rs the seasonal dynamlcs of the load fiom the narural
basin was unknown, the dynamics of nitrate removal could not be anilysed. The patterns of concenrration
and transport at profile 2 were similar to those of suspended soiids, both demonstrating a srrong
proportional relation to water runoff. The concentrations of nitrites and nitrates in runoff water from thé
wetland were equal or even lower than their concentrations in rural runofi which demonstrares a high
denitrification potential of the wetland

Total ttitrogen (N,,,)

The shortage of data on totalnitrogen for profrle 2 hindered the building of a correct mass balance for the
wetland' which can therefore be discussed only in terms of boundary conditions. proceeding from the
total load of nitrogen (?9 t ' v-t) and supposing that all nitrogen in the wetland output was in the mineral
form, the highest possible retention of N1o, will reach 63 %. Àctually there is alwafs a certain proportion
of organic nitrogen in runoffwater, the real nitrogen removal being smaller. The runoffof totàl nitrog.n
derived from the wetland forms 6 - I7 oÂ of its runoffat profile s O|%incase all nitrogen is dischargeà in
the mineral form and 17 oÂin case all 96 t'y-r of nitrogèn passes the wetland without"any retention The
real value remains somewhere within these limits

Total and phosphate lthosphorus

The seasonal dynamics of Pto, and POr-P were similar to the dynamics of NFIn-N and COD^', i.e they
were mainly shaped by the dilution effect of water (Fig. 3). The leaching of both forms with effluent water
was rather stable and did not exhibit any distinct seasonality. As a result of mineralization the amount of
gutput phosphate constantly exceeded the input, and the calculated retention obtained negative values,
being.on the average -ll} Vo. In the case of P,o, periods of predominating accumulatùn alternated
irregularly r1!th periods when leaching exceeded the input. The annual retenrioi of 600-900 kg p,", yields
a removal efficiency of 7-10 %. At profile 3 the load by eftluent water from the wetland formed 55 oÂ of
PO4-P load and 49 oÂ of Ptot load, which exceeded 8-9-fold the proportion of the hydraulic load from this
area.

Microbiological status

According to the saprobity classifications of Estonian waters by Maastik (1984), and Jârvet and Saava
(1990) (Table 3) the status of the R. Tânassilma during winter low flow was characrerized as a-
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mesosaprobic to hypersaprobic at profile 2, b-mesosaprobic to polysaprobic at profile 3, and oligo- to a-
mesosaprobic at the mouth of the river. The situation improved during flood, when the waters could be
classified as oligo- to a-mesosaprobic. In general, the number of saprobic bacteria indicated lower
saprobity than the total count and coli-index All counts decreased from profile 2 to profile 5, showing a
rather good self-purification capacity of the river. On the basis of the mean value of the coli-index in
sewage, l0'cells l-' as given by Maastik (1984), only a rough estimate of the disinfecting efficiency of the
wetland could be made. A decrease in the coli-index was at least 99.8Vo. however. the reminine 0.2 70
still exceeded the sanitary standard (5 000) nearly 500 times (Table 4).

Table 3: Saprobity and microbiological stâtus of the R. Tânassilma. h - hypersaprobic, p -
polysaprobic, cl - cr-mesosaprobic, p - p-mesosaprobic, o - oligosaprobic, TCB - total count of

bacteria

Date Prolile TCB
106 cells ml-t

Saprobacteria
cells ml-t

Coli-index Denitrifyingbacteria
cells t-t cetls ml-t

27.02.i4

12.04.94

36 000 q

2 4 0 0 8
8 1 0  o

7 800
2 400
I 800

>2 400 000 h
>240 000 p

24 000 cr
62 000 o
<5 000 p

600 o

B
p
p

7

3
5

)

3
l

I  t . 7
5.4
2.9
5 .0
2 .6
2.3

h
p
p
ct

B
B

600
>250
>250

250
250
60

The influence of urban pollution on downstream areas

On the basis of a comparison of measured monthly mean concentrations of pollutants and maximum
permissible concentrations (Saava, 1990: Jârvet and Saava, 1990, Table 4) three components of
environmental hazard are singled out: phosphorus, ammonium and coliform bacteria. Calculations showed
that the additional nutrient load by downstream tributaries and self-purification during flow compensare

Table 4: Correspondence of ellluent wâter quality from the wetland to sanitara and ecotogical
standards

Parameter Standard Measured Measured / standard

Coli-index, celts l-r
TCB, 106 ce[s ml-r
Saprobacteria, cells ml-l
BOD5, mg l-t
COD11., mg l-t
NH.i-N, mg l-t

NO2-N, mg l-t
NO3-N, mg l-r
PO5P, mg l-r

5 000

5 000

l5
0.4

002
t2

0.03

62 000 - 2 400 000
5 . 0  -  I  1 . 7

7 800 - 36 000
5 - 2 0

r 0 -  1 7
4 - t 4

0 .01  -  0 .05
0.2  -  1 .9
0 . 6  -  3 . 3

l - 3 8

t2 - 480
t . 7  -  3 . 9
t 6 - ' t 2
t . 7  -  6 . 7
0 7 -  l  I
l 0 - 3 5

0 5 - 2 5
0.2  -  t .6
2 0  -  l r 0
r 0 - 3 8P,.,, mg l-l 0. l0
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exactly each other' and the amounts of nutrieils registered at profile 3 (16 3 t p1.,, and- 5ig t Ntq, per year)reach L Vôrtsjarv The mass budget of substarices for L vortsjaà, a z7'd'[r* 
-ri.rio* 

eutrophicwaterbody' revealed the-second highlst P1., loading and the.rhird trilnest N,., loading to the lake by the RTànassilma (Nôges and. Jàrv-et, in [ress). High baclerial pollution trirns the whole river into an rnsanitan,state, especially during low flow periods

Long-term changes

An increase in the hydraulic load caused by urban wastewater has remarkably changed the warer regimeof the area' Former drained grasslands whith spread in the upper parts of the vltefuottom in the 1920s(Rumma, 1923) have turnedlnto an impassablé swamp rne'j.euLus border of th;;*;;; ar a distanceof l8 km from the water divide can still be recognized fy a-sharp front in u.g.iuiion where thedominating cattail (Typha lqtfolig) is replaced. by deise reediphragmites at'tratiù stands. The presenthydrological situation resembles that of the beginning of this ceÀtury,'when the outflôw of I vitjandi wasclogged, and one part of water flowed to the ùrectiàn of the tanassitma valley The increased warer flo$.has kept the two swamp lakes described by Rumma in a state of intensive overgrowing with sphagnumand emergent or floating-leaved vegetatio; (Corex lintosq L , C. lisiocarpa nnîn . rnîagrtite.s trtt.str.uli.s.[ypha latifolia, Ramm.èulu:; tingtiL.. Glyieria spp., Nttphar luretnt L., Alisntcr plartrago-aqucrtrccr L .Sugitfti,ia sagitti/bliaL., Spargànir,r, orrorr,,r, Rehm ). Âs a result of the increa.iig p"iiiti"n load mostof the species have vanishéd. Èesides cattail and reed only Glyceria plicata Fr uni rorn" carex specieshave tolerated the changes.

Two groups of substances with a different chemical behaviour could be distinguished by means ofstatistical analysis of the time series for 1975-1991. The first group Ë""titi.a of naturalmacroconsriruents of warer such as Ca'*, Mg-., SOr-- and HCO:-, not discussed i" 1fi;;uper. whose
ryn9tr was closely related to water flow. Among.the analysed poliutrng components coDNr" showed asimilar pattern. The second group was formed by-three rn"in pottuiants, NH+-N, po4-p and BoDs, whichwere almost not affected 

ltloy on _a long-teim scale, but had silnificant 1p < o.orf intercorrelations(NH{-N-BODs r=0 .74 ;M{4-N-PO4-P i=0 .62 ,8OD5 -pOo-Ér=0.55)  Therunof fo f  ammoniumand BoDs are both inversely correlated with the capacity or oxyaation pro..rr", in the wetland Anincrease in these variables gives evidence of a temporal or spatial broadéning oi u"*ràîi. conditions.which inhibit nitrification and aerobic destruction or.o1s31i9 
"i;1.; 

A similar-behaviour of phosphate isprobably caused by the different sorubility of Fe2. and Fi- phosphate.

DISCUSSION

F i I t rq t i ur, sory) | i ot t, antl se tJi nt en lal i ott

Suspended solids of wastewater as well as insoluble products of chemical reactions and complexationprecipitate rapidly when flow rate decreases. In the Mâdajârve wettand *rr"i" ir," rfà. pu" of waterpasses the area as subsurface flow, the filtration of.solids by peat and the ,ootryrt.r *pi"*ir,, one of themain retention processes. The low P removal efficiency pointt io G saturation of soili with phosphorus
lj::.ttlf, 

and precipitation of phosphate through tÉe'ligand exchange reacrions with aluminium, ironcalclum and clay minerals are the main removal mechanisms for phospÈ-orus in most macrophyte systems(Gumbricht, 1993)' howev.el the adsorption capacity of soils is nnite and will be exhausted after some
Y91tt {tp"naing on the initial adsorptiôn cupucity of soil and phosphorus loading rate (Jenssen cr a/.1991,  Tea l ,  l99 l ) .
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Bioproùrctiort and hrrial of scdintents

In the course of bioproduction the atomic ratio of C, N and P uptake by plants is equal to 106:16:l
(Redfield, 1958). In natural wetlands where plants cannot be harvested. most of the assimilated
substances will be released by destruction, and the role of plants as a sink of nutrients is extremely small
(Obarska-Pempkowiak, l99l; Teal, l99l). Still, in the Madajiirve \À,etland the accumulation of
phosphorus in newely-formed peaty sediment is probably the only process controlling the retention of
phosphorus, as older sediment layers are saturated with phosphorus and have lost the sorption potential.
The seasonality of nutrient uptake by plants was clearly reflected in ammonium runoff which increased
remarkably in the cold season. In general, the role of plants in supplying a surface for micro-organisms, in
stabilizing accumulated sediments, in aerating and maintaining the permeability of soils (Hofmann, l99l)
is much more significant than their direct accumulation capacity.

I)e.stn t c I i ott ctrtd nt i nerql i zal i ott

Higher than 95 7o reduction of BODs and CODu,, levels, and an increase in the PO.r-P/P,o, ratio of effluent
water point to intensive and suffrcient mineralization in the Mâdajârve wetland. Large loading of easily
decomposable and oxygen consuming material lowers the redox potential of the soil and contributes to
phosphorus mobilization (Holford and Patric, 1979). Ammonification as the main mineralization step of
nitrogen is almost completed already in the sewerage.

Nitnfication

In prevailing anaerobic conditions of the wetland, nitrification is inhibited, and large amounts of nitrogen
leach in the form of ammonium. Apparent at a first glance contradiction between the efficient
mineralization and inhibited nitrification, both based on oxydation processes, can be explained by
physiologicaldifferences between bacteria involved. Decomposing heterotrophic bacteria (some of them
being obligate anaerobes) are able to use nitrates, sulphates and other orydized compounds as electron
acceptors in anoxic conditions, unlike nitrifying bacteria which represent obligate aerobes and require a
certain amount of free oxygen in their environment.

[)cnitrificatiot,

The lower concentration of nitrates in treated urban discharge compared to rural runoff water shows a
high denitrifrcation activity of the wetland. Anaerobic environment and a source of organic carbon,
needed for denitrification, occur commonly in wetland systems, however, oxydizing conditions necessary
for nitrate formation are often limited, hence the rate of nitrification restrains the rate of denitrification
(Brix and Schierup, 1990) and nitrogen reducrion as a whole.

The role of the water reeime

Changes in hydraulic loading have probably played a minor role in the long-term changes of the area.
compared with the role of pollution, but cannot nevertheless be neglected. First of all, they are
responsible for the expanding of the wetland area southward to such an extent that this part forms the
main buffer zone at present. As shown by van der Valk (1990), a rise of the water level in a wetland
resulted in the elimination of wet-meadow species which could not survive permanent flooding and whose
seeds did not germinate under water. In steady state conditions during the last decades, water level
fluctuations affected the processes controlling the retention and/or leaching ofsubstances. Fieeman ct a/.
(1993) demonstrated an increased release of many solutes including nitrate (1250%), sulphate (116%).
dissolved ôrganic carbon (37 %), sodium (66%), chloride (65 %\ iron (168 %) and magnesium (16o/o)
when the water table height was reduced in peat-soil cores from a riparian wetland. The authors conclude
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that wetlands may only represent a temporary solution to water quality problems, the beneficial effects of
which can be reversed by climatic change.

CONCLUSIONS

In the conditions of supplementary runoff and pollution load from domestic wastewarer a stable wetland
community has formed which is dominated by broad-leaved cattail nen to the sewerage outlet and by bur
reed in the lower regions. The low retention of phosphorus, ammonium and coliform bacteria r"pr"r.n,,
the main danger to the water quality of downstream systems. The leaching of phosphorus is intensive due
to the exhausted adsorption capacity of the soil. Anaerobic conditioni predominating in the wetland
affect both phosphorus and nitrogen: the former by mobilizing iron, calcium and alumiiium compounds
which. otherwise bind phosphorus, and the latter by the hindrance of nitrification carried out by obligatory
aerobic bacteria. In spite of the high retention efficiency (over 99 %) of coliform bacteria, their number in
effluent water exceeded sanitary requirements up to 500 times during the winter low flow period
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to advance the knowledge and understanding of influence of different macrophyæ stands on
velocity distribution and, consequently, thcir influence on the flow resistance in the cbannel. rtrith this aim in vieq

and biologists have worked together to dsûormine the influence of macrophyæ stands on velocity
distribution and on generation of trôulent kinetic energy and shear stress. Cross-sectional distribution of
lougitudinal velocity compon€nts and t[buleirt characùeristics of flow velocity, as uubuleirt kinetic e,nergy (k) and
turùulent shear stress (-pu\^/ ), wore sysûematically analysed in this study, as this may be taken as a measure for the
prevailing flow resistance.

The analysed macrophyte stands show different kinds of plant struchrres and of biomass distribution, like the pillar-
t)?e or canopy-type (Wychera et al., 1993). Velocity was measured with different discharges at tlree different siûes
ofthe chennel. Combined er@minations show clear influences of water plants. A cross section zone with low velocity
dwelops, oractly correlating with the area of the macrophyæ stand. This causes a stoeper gmdient of velocity
distribution in tle cross section of the cbannel and an increase of the velocity mardmum. Furthermore, turbulent
kinetic energy and shear stress distribution show a peak at the boundary betweeNr free flow and macrophyte stand.
These effects become spp significant due to an increasing biomass concentration and also due to plant structures.
The analyses have shoum that the influence ofwater plants on velocity distribution and flow resistance depends on
stnrcurre and biomass distribution of the water plants. The flow pattems, caused by the waærplants in the channel,
rnakes it easier for submerged vegetation to spread from quieter water into swifter water.

KEY-WORDS: Velocity measurern€nts / field measurements / open cbannel hydraulics / nrôulence / flow resistance
/ macrophytes / flow pattern lhabitzt lshear stress / biomass analvses
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1 INTRODUCTION

Riven provide babitats for a rich variety of vegetation. As flow and substraæ vary, their effects on plants vary as

nre[ and so in 6lre river site there may be many microhabitas each with specific flow and substrate conditions and

th$ at difrerem vegetation. As soon as the flow patt€rn of a section of the river allows the development of plant

colmies, these colonies alær the flow velocity as well as the zubstraæ, so that they are then able to spread over the

wbole cross section of the river. Patch€s of quiet water tend to dwelop in thenr, while flow increases between the

planis. Plans therefore alær the flow pattern of a stream as well as th€y are dæred by it. Velocity is geater beside

macrophyûe stands and lcast downstream of them. This means tbat differe,nt habitats suitable for other plants occur

around thÊ larger nreed bcds. One species can allow another species to develop upstream of it in a site which would

otber$'ise have too ûst flow ([IaslarL l9?8). From an e,nvircnmental point of view the conservation of vegetation is

very inrporAnt. From the hydraulic point of view, howwer, the attitude towards the colonisation of a river section by

uater plants is differeirl as problems, resulting from this colonisation, may arise in various respects:

. Reduction ofcross-sectional flow velocity

o Increase of flow rrclocity in the cross-sectional area which bas been roduced by the vegetation

o Decrease of flow velocity near the macrophyte stand

e Increased sedimenation in the cross-sectional areas with reduced flow velocity

Forlhe recording and belter understanding of tlese interactions between strcarn patterns and vegetation, the velocity

was o<tensively measured by means of a tbreedimensional electromagnetic curr€Nf meter, together with detailed

rnappiags and biomass investigations of the vegeation in a nanrral opeo channel. The preseirt investigation is aimed

at presenting and idelrtiSing ttre mean cross sectional vclocity distribution (u), the nrôulent kinetic energy ft) due to

t€rryoral fluctrations of velocity components and turbulent shear stress (-prt'rd ) for natural river flow.

2 EQUTPMENTANDDATACOLLECTION

Data were collected by the measuring of velocities, mapping and assay of the biomass of the submerged vegetation.

2.1 Equipment and data collwtion of velocilv

Velocity data were coUected u5ing â 3-dimensional electromagnetic curent meter (an ALEC ACM-300). The

accuracy and basic capabilities for the curre,nt meûer arc presented in table l.

Teble 1: Current meter specificetions

CurrentMeter Manufechrrer Parameters Range Accuracy Time Constant

ACM-300D Alec Electronics
Co.

u, v, l{l 0 - t 250 crnls + 2 Yo or I qnls 0.5 s

Tbe s€osor has a diameter of 20 mm and was mounted on a traversing mecbanism (a catamaran) qrhich carried the

currelrt meter and the data logger. The catanulrttn was secured to a rope bridge and could be positioned with an

acoracy of t 0.02 m. Two anchor sticks located on both side of the probe fixed the catamaran precisely within a

cross section of the channel. The probe could be fixed at any point of the cross section, the density of measuring

points being raised in transitional areas between quieær and swifter flow (transition of plant body - ûee flow,

rtrohydratrlique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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transition of botom -free flow) up to a minimum disance of measuring points of 0.05 m in vertical, and 0.20 m in
horizontal direction- Figure I shows the profiles $'ith all measuring points. The minimum disance bstween probe and
bouom was limitedto 0.03 m.
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Figure l: Profiles with all measuring points

For this study, velocity data urcrs co[ect€d at the rate of two samples per second to study turbulent velocity
fluchrations. The sampling time was 45 up to 180 soconds, dcp€ndiqg on the situation in the river. ln transition areas
with a steep gradi€nt of velocity, thus also sift high tubulent kinetic energy rates, the measuring time was longer
(lE0 s) trran in cross-sectional areas showing a lower gradieirt of velocity and lower hubuleirt kinetic energy rat€s (45
s). The time was chosen to be shorûer in the zones of low mom€nhrm exchange, measuring being
conducted at a greater number ofmeasuring points in these zones.

2.2 Detailed mannino and assav of hiomacs

In order to be able to record the influence of the plants on stream patterns in mathernatical terms and to compare
thes€ data, tbe structure of submerged stands was described in the way of the vertical distribution of
biomass. After having rneasured the flow, the macrophyte stands in the analysed area were measured exactly and
dranm in an accurate scale map. After thal biomass nas assayed by the shatified-clipping msthod (Myneni er a/.,
l9E9; Wychera and Jalauer, 1990), dividing the stand inûo l0 cm horizontal strata. Ten rcplicates were made at each
site- All plants were cleaned and dried to determine dry marer per unit area, so tbat" consequently, the entire anrount
ofbiomass in tbe analysd section could be calculat€d.

3 DESCRIPTION OF TIIE FIELD SITE

The oçerimeots were conrducted intbroe differeirt parts of the channel (Figure 2) witr partly vegetated cross sections
during sunm€r (August - Ocùober 1995). These cross sections were selected with respoct to different stmcmros of
pl'nts and gro$iù oftbe rnacrophytes and difrereirt morphological c,haracteristics.
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Figure 2: Field sitc of the analysed channel parts with macrophyte stands

The tbrce aoalysed sections are:
. cross sections tbrougb a small baylst Oack r+aær region) with a macrophyte xaûof Myriophyllum spicatumL..

This section lies in a straigh part of the channel with rariable widtbs and depths. Caused by the geometry of the

cbannel, a flow reversal devetoped in the qramined baylet. The macrophytes s€tld in the quiet water zonc of the

baylet. The distance between the analysd profiles are about 8.0 m. The first profile goes through the macrophyte

stand and the second lies directly behind it.
. cross sections tbrough a cbannel part with a shallow water rqio4 also with a stand of submerged macrophytes

(Potamogeton lucens L.).In this part sf ths nha'mel, there is a sudden lvid€ning of the cross sectioq in the quiet

rater zone of which s€tl€d. There are no bends in ûis part of the chamel. The eltarninod cross

sec'tions werc located as in case l, tbat is, in and b€hind the stan4 respectively, at a distance of4.0 m to each

other.
. cross sections in a straight part of the channel, which shows almost constant widths and d€pths, with a

stand ûf4 spicatum, at the margin ofte channel. The profiles are at a distance of some 1.7 m to each
oûher. Profle l, again, lies in the rnacropbyæ stand aod profile 2 directly behind it.

Table 2 summarises the morphological and hydraulic conditions for the field measursflr€Nrts for each of the anatysed
c,hannel zones:

Table 2: Hydreulic conditions for tùe field neasurements

Nr. Channel ProfiIe Mean flow
s€ctions number 

'depth

h [ml

Channel Mean bulk Reynolds

width velocity number Re

B Iml U- [m/sl (ca 18oC)

Discharge Measuring

Q [mYsl points in

the cross

section
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I small bavlet

shallow
water region
straight
channel

I
2

l (lee4)
I
2
I
2

0.54

0.55
0.49
1.07
t .o2
0.76
0.77

2t.20
17.50
18.70
22.8s
22.80
10.40
10.00

0.22
0.20
0. l9
0.24
0.25
0.24
0.23

l . l 2 . l 0 r

1.04.105
0.88.105
2.42.105
2.4t.los

t.72.tos
1.67.105

2.47
1.96
r .77
5.83
5.74
L87
1.78

l l 5
83
tt2
t66
t52
69
62

TIIE STRUCTT]RE OF ST]BMERGED MACROPI{YTES

The structure of macrophyte stands and individual plants depends very much on environm€Nrtal Èctors, like lighq
flow velocity, water depth and sediment. Therefore, in the examined part of the channel, quite different structurçs of
one macrophyte species, M. spicatum, were found (see Figure 3). In zones of quiet water the watermilfoil showed
rather equal biomass distribution along the more or less parallel vertical axis of the individual plants in the layers
betweeu 0.10 and 0.60 m waterdepth. In the first 0.10 nL however, 6l %oof the total biomass were collected. M
sPicalum, a species normally occurring in quiet wat€r, was found in the analysed area directly in the flow. The
structue of the plants, however, was clearly adapted to the alæred environmental factors. At approximaæly 0.50 m
warerdepthtlemeanlengthoftheplantswas2.30 m.4l%oof itwereintheuppermost l0cm. M. spicatum showed
longer internodes and less whorls to offer less resistance to flow

Figure 3: Habitus of M. spicatun-stands in the baylet end in the free flow

In addition, P. lucens, another submerged species, was analysed (see Figure 4). This species can be assiped to ttre
soralled canopy-q/pe, with a significant concentration of biomass in the top layers (Wychera et al., 1993). 60 Yo of
the total biomass were collected in the first 0. l0 m. In the layers between 0.10 and 0.40 m dept\ there were only 9 o/o

of the toal biomass. P. Iucens has large submerged leaves and offers a high fuydrauliç resistance to flow. Therçfors,
it only grows in areas with very low current.
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Figure 4: Habitus oi P. lucens-stand

ANALYSED ITYDRAI.JLIC PARAMETERS

Th€ data anqlys€s of the velocity measurerneNrts were conducted by waluating the cross-sectional velocit-v

distribution u, turbulent kinetic energ5r (k) and turbulent shear stress t-puÇ l. For this purpose, horizontal profiles

were laid in the analysed part of the cbannel. Denoting the insantaneous flow velocity into two parts, a time-
averaged coûrpon€Nrt and a fluctuatiag component, the relationships for the three velocity components (u, v, w) can
be writûen:

u = u + u ' v = v + v w  = F + w '

with [, v and w as the time-averaged componeNrts and u', v'and w' as flucûration components.

5.1 Turbulert energy

Turùulent energy

1 t -  -

t  =i(u +v'2 +w'2)

is cmputed from ttre fluctuating velocities due to the transfer of momenùrm @howmik er a/., 1995) and, thereforg it
may be regarded as a parameter for the hydraulic flow resistance taking effect on the current. Thc higber the
fibulq$ kinetic energy of each measuring point gets, that is, the more the velocity components difrer from the mean
value of the velocity time-scale, the geaær seems to be the frictional influence taki4g etrect on the curr€Nrt. The
tboorctical concept (Kôlling, 1994; Nezu and Nakagawa, 1984; Nean, 1993; Nezu et al., 19931, Nean and
Nakagawa, 1993) d*ermining k as evaluative paxarnsûor is described as follows:
o [n a circular, compleæly filled flow cross section, ideally, there is an isotropic turôulence.
e In :my flow cross section with a geometrical shape differing from the ideal circular shape, the turbulent

fluctration ofthe velocity components normal to wall and open surhce of the watcr is disnrrbed" which causes an
anisotropy of turbulence.

o Cbannel bank and chennel bed cause a significant alteration of the anisotropy of turbuleirt fluctuation. Water
plants and riparian spinn€y produce the same effec{s.

Ê*ohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Thus a system ofsecondary currents develops, overlying the axial current.

By ûrrbulent excbange of momentunr, the secondary crurents for their part influence and alter the axial velocrty
distribution within the profile to a large extent.

Thus the cross+ectional and the vertical dis8ibution of turbulent fluctuations, expressed by the parameær lg serves
as pararnet€r for the flow resistance in tle channel.

5.2 Shear stress

Fortwedimensional turbuleirt flow, turbulent shear stress or Repolds stress is defined as:

t- = -puv-

The Rqnolds stress arises from the correlation of two components of the velocity fluctuation at the same point. A
non-zero nlue of this correlation implies that the two components are not independent of one another (Trittorl
1988). Rc5nolds stress is mainly generated by momentum exchange of big turbulent elements. The force appearing at
the surfrce normal ta Z, thrt is, shear stress (Prandtl, 1993). Collected Data were used to compute the turbulent

shear stness, -prç

REST'LTS

In the following two different macrophyæ species (P. lucens afr.M spicanm) are compared to one another, on the
one hand ïvith regard to their flow resistance in the stream. On the other hand it is shoum that in compleæly differe*
str€am paûûern one and the same species (M. spicatum) finds conditions which allow further spreading of the
vçgebtion. This investigation is based upon the measuring of velocity in three different sections of the channel.

6.1 Conrrgarison of a P. lucens -*and to a M. spi ca nmstand

Wbeo comparing aP. lucens-statdta a M. spicatum-stand,especially the different plant structures and the different
flow resistance are analysed.

6.1.1 P. lucens-starrd in a shallow water region

As sboum in tôle 2, tle measuring of velocity was carriod out with a flow of approximately 6.0 m3/s. The profiles
were located about 15.0 m donmstream of a sudden cross-sectional widening, allowing the development of a slight
reven€ flow at the left channel side. The P. Iucens*taû carne to a width of 6.5 m and a longitudinal extension of
12.0 m. Characùeristic ofthe plant structure in this stand are the big leaves and firnL inflexible stalks (see figure 4).
Thus the si:and causes high resistance to flow.

Figure 5 shows the alter:rtion of the velocity gradient, caused by tbe reduction of biomass in the longitudinal course
oftbe channel. As thÊ first profile goes through tbc stan{ it shows a steeper gradient than the second profile. This
steep gradi€nt is due to an increased anisotropy of aubulence (impairment of the momentum exchange, caused by
vqeatim) in tbe transitional area betwee,n main stream and stream in the plant stand, as a consequence of the high
biomass concætration (62.7 glm2 averaged over depth). At the sarne time this observation can be proved by a

(3)
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notation of shear stress and turbulent kinetic eirergy (see figure 5). Thc maxima of shear stress lie in the area of

higb€st biomass conceirtration, yieldiag values around 2.0 N/rn'. The mal<imum of nubulent kinetic €nergy (0.02)

refening to U*2 is also found in the area of higbest biomass concentration. The notatio of shear stress and

turbllent kinetic energy for differurt depths of the channel was chosen because of the biqnass variable in flow dçth.

ThÊ highest concentration of biomass is found in the upper 30 cm (l17.8 dm' in the upper 30 cm and 47.? glm2 in

the lower 120 cm). The maxima of the distribution of shear stress and trôulent kinetic elretg5l also lie within the first

30 cm. The Y-æds (ordinaæ) pres€nts the right rnaryin of the weod bed (in flonv direction).
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Figure 5: Stream velocity distribution with biomass concentration @oth avereged over depth)' distribution of

turbulent kinetic energf and distribution ofshear stress in four difierent depths ofthe chennel (P. Iucensl

6.1.2 M. spicatum-stand in the baylet

In this stand the measuring was conducted with a discbarge of 2.0 m3/s. The first profile was situated at about I 1.5

m downstream of the baylet openi4g, directly in the plant stanq aDd the second profile was 8.0 m downstream tbe

first one, at the elrd ofthe plant stand. Thell spicaUm*tzÀcame to a length of 12.0 m and to a mardmum of cross

dimension of 4.5 m. The plant structure of this stand is charagærised by bushy gfowth and flo<ible leaves (see figrrre

3). Therefore, in comparison with P. lzceræ-stands, there is less resistance to flow. fuaia the pIeÊrred strearn ar€a

is the zone ofquieter flow (see figure 6).

Figure 6 shows the velocity disEibution averaged over depth of the two analysed profile and tbe measured biomass

concentration also averaged over depth. I-ooking at the velocity gradient the disfibûion ofshear strress and kinetic

nrôulent e6a{gy, there are essentially similar results as those described of P. Iucens*tand: The gradient of velocity

distribution is flatær in the cross section tbrough the plant stand thaû in the cross section downstneam of the sand.

The distribution of shear stress and tubulelû kinetic energ5r refening to U*2, too, show higher values in the upper

25 crq that is in the areas of higher biomass conc€,rtration. The values corne to 1.0 N/m2 (distribution of shear

stness) and 0.01 (turbuleirt kinetic eirergy refening to U*2). The highest concentration of biomass was found in the

upper 20 cm (56.1 g/m2), whereas in the lower 50 cm of total flow depth 8.3 glm2 were collegted. In contrast to the

results concenring P. /ncens-stands, the maxima of shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy are lower, despite a

higber velocity maximum (43.7 cnr/s, compared tD 39.7 cnr/s in the P. lucens-stand) and a gcaler difference in

velocity between thc zone of quieær flow and the main stream. This migbt be ocplained by the plant struchre which

causes less resistance to flow.
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Figure 6: Stream velocity distribution with biomass concentration (both averaged over depth), distribution of
turbulent kinetic enerry and distribution of shear stress in three difrerent depths of the channel (M. spicuum)

6.2 Comparison of twoM spicarurn-stands

Comparing the M. spicatum-stands in the baylet and those in the straight part of the cbannel, the emphasis is put on
the plant strucûrre adapted to tlre current and the different types ofbabitats resulting from it.

6.2-I M. spicatum-stand in the straight section of the clnnnel

In this starod the measuring of velocity was conducted at a flow of approximately 2.0 m3A. The analysed profiles
were liaid througb and behind the stand at a distance of 1.7 m. \\e M. spicatum-stand reached a longinrdinal
dimension of 5.0 m and a width of approximately 2.5 m. Ionger iûternodæ and therefore less whorls (see figure 3)
provide bett€r adaptation ofthe plant body to the stream conditions.

Figure 7 shows the two analysed cross-sections through and behind tfu, M. spicaurn-stan4 respectively, with the
velocity distribution averaged over depth and the values of biomass concentration. Agaiq there is a visible alteration
of the velocity gradient, caused by the reduction of biomass in the longitudinal course of the cbannel. Due to the
vqeation, the profile is clearly dividd into areas of swifter flow and quieær flow. The biomass mncentration in the
uppormost 30 cm of total flow depth (54.7 g/m2) divides the stream pattorn horizontally as well as vertically. In the
first 5 - l0 cnL flow velocity is reduced to almost 0 cnr./s, and, dounrwards, it is gradually accelerated up to l0 - 15
cm/s (see figure 8). Thus, a first unstructued cross section yieldd a markedly increased variety of biosphere.
DasPite a high biomass concentration in the surâce area, the distribution of shear stress and tuôuleirt kinetic energy
have no marked maxint4 but very low similar values across the channel. The Data indicaæ a rathcr low resistance to
flow.
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Ilgure 7: Stream velocity distribution with biomass concentration (both averaged over depth), distribution of

hrbulent kinetic energf and distribution of shear stress in four difierent depths of the channel (M. spicotuml
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Figure E: Cross section through a stand of M. spicatun in the straight channel part

6.2.2 M. spicatum-stand in the baylet

Tbe gtoryth pafi€rn of this À4 spicatum-slaû is in many respects difierent from the stand in the open streaq

describ€d above: The main internodes are marlcedly shorter and the plants have lots of branches with slrort

ifremod€s. The urhorls are concentraled at the top of the plants. The stmcture of the plant in this case rafber

rcserables the species odsting in quiet uater. Figure 9 shou,s the velocity distribution of the same cross section with

thc neasured flow values of two zubsequelrt years, with and without vegetation. It clearly indicates tbât in rhis case

thc qrater plants setled exactly in the transitional area beturc€n rcverse flow and main strearn, tbat is in the cross-

sectional area with the least velocity. The geometry of the cbannel morphology provided very good strrearn conditions

for tbe babitat of the stagnophil species À4 spicatum. Thc emerging water plants intensified these stneam conditios

and ortended the quist water zone. Thus, the quiet waær zone in the cross section became larger, vùich again alt€red

tbe habitat ard allowed a greaær variety of plants.
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Figure 9: Comparison of tùe velocity distribution of cross sertion 1 through tùle M. spicatun-stand in the
baylet and the same profile without the mecrophyte stand (Measuring: September 1994)

7 CONCLUSIONS

By coordinated measuring of the velocities and detailed mapping of the macrophytÊ stands the interaction of stream
patûem and aquatic v€getation became clear. On the one han4 it could be observed that by particular morphological
conditions in the cbannel stream pattom arises as new habitats, which are preferably colonised by macrophyte stands.
The examples I and 2 (P. lucens- and M. spicatum-*aÂd) clearly show that tle plants settled exactly in the area of
slow flow between reverse flow and main strearq and that emerging vegeûrtion intensified the previous stream
paltem. By comparing the values measured before the colonisation by macrophyæ stands and during the maximum
odension of the sands, the measuring being conducted within and dovnstream of the stands, the following
alrcræions could be observed: The gradient of the velocity distribution in the transitional area as well as the
rnaximum ofthe velocity dishibution rose, and the transitional area between nçgative and positive flow rates became
wider and its dim€osions wcrc adapt€d to the size of the macrophyte stands. On the other han{ in channel parts with
more unfavourable stream conditions (e.g. swifter flow in sfaigbt, narrow sections), as shown in example 3, the
settl€mqrt of aquatic vegetation soerns to be largely independent of the existing strearn pattern. In this case
submerged macrophytes settled at the margin of an unstnrrctured profile witout a zone of quieûer flow. By measuring
the flow velocity in the macrophyûe stands and downstream of thern, it became clear that there was a pattem of
swifter flow and çieter flow, uùich divided the waær in the cbannel into different babitats.

Furthermore, the analpes shonred thet the habiars ofthe plants (size of the leaves, branch structure) is adapted to the
respective site, thus causiqg less resistance to flow in areas of swifter florr. Because of its big and stiff leaves a p.
lucensstafr can$es a higher resisance to floq uihich is expressed by the distribution of shear stress and turbulent
kinetic energy. Therefore, alt€r€d steam conditions have more influeirce on this stand tlan on a macrophyte stand
with florible, small leaves, such as the il spcatumstanddescribed in o<ample 3.
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9 NOTATIONS
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u', v', w' Fluchrathg velocity components

u, t, w Time-average velocity componqrts

x longitudinal coordinate
y Lateral coordinaæ
z vertical coordinate
k Turbulent kinæic energy

Np Turbulentshearstress
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ABSTRACT

Extensive measurcments of near-bed hydraulics were made over a laboratory reconsûuction of a section (1.5m x
0.5m) of a mountain cobble-bed stream using laser-Doppler velocimery. Using these data four hydraulically different
habitat types are identified in the above-bed benthic zone. The identified habitat types include: the exposed tops of
roughness elements (TOPS), the sheltered lees of roughness elements (LEES), the exposed faces of roughness
elements (FACE), andthe partly shelæred areas mid-way between roughness elements (MIDS).

The four hydraulic habitat types are discussed with reference to the flow classification scheme of Davis and Barmuta
(1989) (as clarified by Young (1992)), and with reference ûo the alternative classification of Barmuta (1994). The
four categories of hydraulically rough flow recognised by the former system arc: chaotic, wake interference, isolaæd
roughness, and skimming flow. The two categories of flow rccognised by the laner system (found benveen bed
roughness elements) are cavity flow and diverse wake flow. It is demonstratei that the latter two flow types are not
greatly different from tlp former classification. It is also shown that in skimming flow (and cavity flow), only LEES
and TOPS will occur. In the other flow types, all four hydraulic habitat types will occur.

There is therefore a lower divenity of hydraulic habitats in skimming flow than in wake interference, isolated
roughness or chaotc flow. Similarly, there is a lower divenity of hydraulic habitats in cavity flow compared to
diverse wake flow. In addition, it is speculated that in skimming flow (and cavity flow) fluid exchange between fte
main flow and the flow between roughness elements is much less compared to other flow types. These differences are
expected ûo affect both the density and diversity of benthic species occuning in these flow types. This expectation is
qualitatively supported by the differences in macrcinvertebrate species diversity and density in cavity flow and diverse
wake flow reported by Barmuta (1994).

Analyses of the velocity data show sigrificant differences between all four hydraulic habitat types. The average
velocity in the most sheltered habitat type was 4Vo of the mean near-crest flow velocity, or just 1.77o of tp,
mainsûeam mean velocity. In ttrc partly shelærcd habitat, the average flow velocity was 337o of the mean near-crest
flow velocity, or l47o of the mean mainstream flow velocity. It is concluded that velocity measurcments made near
the crests of the bed roughness, do not characterise the flow conditions between roughness elements in cobble bed
sfteirms.

It is concluded that only one of the flow type thresholds has important ecological implications. This is ttte threshold
which represents the change fmm skimming to wake interference flow, and the change fiom cavity ûo diverse wake
flow. This threshold is relatively easily identified in the field, ard should be considered when sampling zoobenthos.

KEY-V/ORDS: near-bed flow / strcam hydraulics / benthic habitats / laboratory modelling
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INTRODUCTION

Steam ecologists have for some time devoted considerable effort to researching tlle facton affecting tlrc distributional

paûems of benthic invertebrates (e.g. Percival and Whitehead, 1929i E<linglon, 1968; Rabeni and Minshall' 1977;

Heamden and Pearson, 1991). Both biotic and abiotic factors are known to influence the abundance and distribution

ofbenthic fauna.

Because abiotic factors have been stlown to influence the microdistribution of berUhic invertebrates in so many

studies, it is often assumed that it is these factors that are critical (Hart, 1983). tn pafticular' many studies have

reported the influence of flow velocity and bed substrate on microdistribution (e.g. Minshall and Minshall' 1977;

Rabeni and Mnshall, 1977; Heamden and Pearson, l99l). Boûr Scott (1958) and Allen (1959) considered velocity as

the most important parameter in determining distributional pattems of benthic inveÉebrates. Recent studies have

begun to investigaæ whether or not biotic constraints prevent species ftrom inhabiting unoccupied areas with tolerable

ptrysical conditions. For example, Pecarsky et al. (1990) present data which support the 'harsh-benign' hypothesis.

ttris hypottresis zuggests the degrce of hanhness to predators is a good predictor of predator impact on preferred prey

species. ln some cases thercfore, abiotic factors appear to dominate over biotic factors in determining

micrcdistribution

The importurce of flow velocity to benthic invertebrates relates ûo physical stress, feeding and respiration. The

magnitude of the flow velocity, together with the body shape, determine the drag force which must be withstood' In

addition" the rate of change of flow velocity, ûogether wittr body size (volume) determine the acceleration reaction

forces which must be $rithstood (Koetù, 1984). Irrcreased velocities increase the exchange rate trtween the organism

and the surrounding water, thereby promoting respiration and the acquisition of water-boume food (Giger' 1973).

While ecologists have recognised the importance of flow velocity for some time (e.g. Percival and Whitehead, 1929;

Edin$orl 1968), understanding was timited by a paucity of reliable velocity data describing benthic flow regimes
(Davis, 1986). In many ecological studies mean flow velocities have been used to describe near-bed conditions, which

as shown by Davis (1986) is inappropriate. There is however, an incrcasing awareness irmongst ecologists of

hydraulic theory and its relevance to habitat description, in particular the need to accuraûely describe near-becl

conditions. For example Nowell and Jumars (1984) and Davis (1986) both give detailed descriptions of flow

micmenvironments wiù special emphasis on boundary layer concepts, and Davis and Barmuta (1989) explain the

relevant parameters for describing and classifying both the mean flow and the near-bed flow.

Statzner er aI. (1988) reviewed the techniques used to describe flow corditions in benthic stream ecology, and

corrcluded that the simple hydraulic pammeters of mean flow velocity and depth are not particularly useful in

ecological sûrdies, and that the more complex variables of Froude number, Reynolds' number, viscous sub-layer

thickness and roughrnss Reynolds' number slrould be used. The first two of ttpse variables provide a description of

the mean flow, while the rcmaining two describe the near-bed flow; although as pointed out by Nowell and Juman
(198a) rougtr nrrbulent flow is usual in strelms and trerrce therc is no viscous sub'layer. The rouglness Reynolds'
number depends on the bed shear velocity, and is thereforc the most rclevant of these parameters for assessing the
hydraulics of benthic habitats.

Assessing the bed strear velocity in the field at a spatial resotution appropriaæ to zoobenthos is difficulr Statzner and
Muller (1989) describe a method for quantifying near-bed flow conditions using a standard set of uniform sized
hemispheres of different densities. This is a useful æchnique for estimating the near-bed flow conditions at the crest of
ûE bed roughness elernen6, and has lead to a rapid increase in field assessment of bed shear velocity (eg. Pecarsky er
al. (1990), Dobson et al. (1992),Petts er al. (1993), Lancaster and Hildrew (1993), Gore er al. (1994\,.md Dittrich
and Schmedtje (1995)). Some of these studies have focussed on the relationships between bed shear velocity and
macroinvertebmte abundance.
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However, estimating flow conditors between bed roughness elements is not practical in the field- In cobble bed
streams especially, the areas between bed roughness elements are an important habitat for zoobenthos, and it would
therefore be useful to be able to infer something about the flow conditions between bed roughness ftom a knowledge of
the bed configuration and either the mainstream flow conditions or the near-crest flow conditions.

Davis and Barmuta (1989) identified four categories of hydnulically rough flow in streirms namely: skimming flow,
wake interference flow, isolated roughness flow and chaotic flow. The definitions of these flow types stÊm frcm a
consideraton ofthe energy dissipaton characteristics of different bed configurations (Morris, 1955). They depend on
the nature of the turbulence structure of the flow near the bed, and in particular how the wakes behind bed roughness
elements interact (or not) wittr downstream elements. They therefore help describe the nature of the flow both at the
clests of the oughness elements and in the wake zones between roughness elements.

Young (1992) clarified the threshold criteria defining these flow types, and provided descriptions of each flow type.
Young (1992) also used the amended scheme to classify the flows in the experiments reported in this paper. It was
concluded that tlrc flow was predomiruntly wake interfercnce flow, but wittr patches of the other three flow types also
identifiable.

For this system of classification of flow regimes to be useful, it is necessary to demonstrate significant differences in
the near-bed flow velocities within each flow type. In this paper near-bed velocity measurements taken in the
laboratory flume are used to investigate the velocity differences between these different flow types.

METHODS

A brief description of the field and laboratory procedures is given below. For a more detailed account see young
(1992).

A 1.5 m x 0.5 m secton Qengthwise downstæam) of cobble stream bed wæ carefirlly measured in the field. The field
site was a rclatively straight section of the Taggerty River near Marysville, Victoria, in south-easrem Australia (37o
30' S, 145047'E). At the site the Taggerty River is a 4th order sEeam 420 m above sea level, with a catchment area
of 64 trr2. The reach is 7.5 m wide and at tlrc moderate flows present during sampling was 0.2-0.25 m deep.
Average flow velocity in the field was 0.36 ms'r, and mean bed slope for the reach was 0.006.

In the laboraory the section of stream bed was reconstructed in a glass-walled flume. Comparisons of roughness
parameters of the bed in the laboratory wiûr those of the original stream bed indicated that mean roughness spacing
was corrcctly reproduced, but that there had been a sigrificant reduction ( OVo) n the mean roughness height.
However, the laboratory bed was still considered to be sufficiently realistic for investigating near-bed flow pattems.
In the flume the bed slope was set ûo 0.006; the flow depth was 0.2 m ud the average velocity wæ 0.35 ms-r.

Detailed measurcments of the near-bed velocities in steady flow conditions in the flume were made using a two-
omporEnt laser-Doppler velocimeter. The laser probe was mounted vertically above the flume, with beams entering
the water thlough the base of a small 1ærspex view-box held level at the water surface. The probe supports were fixed
to a traversing table which allowed manual positioning of the probe in all thrce coordinate directions. A horizontal
meas-urement grid was defined, its limits being 0.05 m inside each flume wall, and 0.05 m in from each end of the
rcconstructed bed. The grid consisted of 15 points by 56 points, all at ?5.2 mm spacings, thus giving a total of g40
horizontal measuement positions. At each grid location measurcments were taken at 5 rnrn above the bed surface.
Measurcments were made of both the downsteam and cross-stream components of tlre velocity, thus also allowing
calculation of the magnitude and directon of the combined velocity vector. Between one and four thous3nd individual
measurcments of each component were made at each location within a one minute sampling interval. The
measurcments therefore describe the temporal variability as well as the spatal variability of near-bed velocities.
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RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

Hydraulic Habitat Types

Using the flow areas as classified by Young (1992) forthese experiments, an initial comparison was made of the rpar-
bed velocities in the four different flow types. This revealed that a wide range of velocities was experienced in all flow
types, and that the mean near-bed velocities werc not greatly different between flow types. This was anributed o ttrc
fact that within each of these flow types there are a number of different flow zones which arc of relevance at the scale
of zoobenthos. For instance, the fast flows zones on tlrc tops of mughness elements occur in all tttese flows qpes, and
are very different to the sheltered wake zones directy behind roughness elernents. It is ttp naturc of the flows in the
wake zones, that is benveen the mughness elements, that arc expected to differ between flow t1pes.

A consideration of a bed of block roughness elements, lead to the proposition that four hydraulically different habitats
exist in the above-bed benthic zone (Figure l). These are:

e the exposed tops ûo roughness elements ('TOPS')
o the sheltered lees in the wake of roughness elements ('LEES)
o the upstneam faces of roughness elements which arc exposed to the flow ('FACE)
o the arcas mid-way between a shelæred and an exposed face ('MIDS')

FLOW --{

Figure 1: Conceptual delinition of hydraulic habitats types

This sclpme focuses at a smaller scale than the scheme of Davis and Barmuta (1989), and is therefore expected to be
more directly relevant to the prediction of zoobentlps disribution. It is apparent that tle near-bed flow velocities in
each of tttese habitat typ€s stlould be independent of the flow regime type, but tlnt not aU these habitat types \À,ill be
pr€sent in each flow regime t'?e. For instance, where roughness elements are close Ogether, the upstream faces are
not exposed to tlre flow, but arc sheltered by ttre upstream elemenL Îp point at which an upstream face is first
considered to be e)rpose( is wtpn the main flow no longer skims over the crcsts, but rather ttp wake ftom the
upsteam elernern impinges on the downstneam elemenl This corresponds to the definition of tle thrcshold benpeen
skimming and wake interference flow (Young, 192). That is, ttp FACE habitat type \ilill only occur rtùerc the
roughness elements are separated at least to the extent where ttB wake ftom the upstrcam element impinges on a
downstream elemenl The actual roughness spacing represented by this ltueshold is rpt well define4 but for stream
bed mugt[æss is has been suggesæd that it is likely to occur at ttre point where the groove lagth is equal to the
rougbrcss treight The FACE habitât is also considered to occur in isolaæd mugturcss flow, wtpre althouglt the wake
ftrom the upsfeam element is dissipated before the next element is rcactpd, the rougt[rcss elements are separated to the
extent that rp sbelûering of the downsEeam element occurs

The MIDS habitat is not considered to occur untit the roughræss spacing is significantly greater than the skimming
flow-wake interference flow threshold" This thrcstrold is the point where the FACE habitat first occurs, and until
roughrrcss elements arc much further apart the grmves will only exhibit L,EES and FACE type habitats. The MIDS
habitat is therefoæ expected in isolated roughness flow, but also in wake interfercnce flow (except perhaps near the
lowerlimit of roughness spacing).
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It is apparent than in this scheme all the hydraulic habitat types can be expected in both wake interference and isolated
roughness flow. As posnrlated by Young (1992), the threshold between rhese two flow types is urùikely ûo have much
biological relevance. Similarly, all the habitat types are expected to occur in chaotc flow, although under these flow
conditions the flow structure is far more complex and urstable, and the usual notions of 'exposed upstream faces' and'sheltered wake zones' are not very applicable. In chaotic flow, the entire flow is affected by the geometry of the bed,
and the predlction of fast and slow water zones is extremelv difficult.

In skimming flow, neither the FACE nor the MIDS habitat types are expecæd. Skimming flow is therefore
characterised by just two habitât types: (i) tlre exposed tops of roughness elements, a fast water zone; and (ii) the
sheltered lees behind roughness elements, a slow water zone. Skimming flow is thus characterised by a lower divenity
of hydraulic habitat types ttran the other three flow types. The threshold which distinguistres between skimming and
wake inærference flow is therefore expected to be biologically significant.

Biological Si gnifi cance

Barmuta (1994) reported a number of experiments, laboratory and field, investgating the effects of near-bed flow
regimes on benthic colonisation and distribution. He focussed on the nafure of the flow between the roughness
demen8 by defining two types of flow in these regions namely: cavity flow and divene wake flow. In essence this
recogtises that the exposed tops of roughness elements iue a separate habitat type, but that different habitat types can
be found between roughness elements due to the behaviow of the wakes. The description Barmuta (1994) gives of ttre
threshold distinguishing these two flow types, is identical to the (albeit poorly defined) tlueshold between skimming
and wake interference flow. As wæ concluded above for skimming flow, Barmuta (1994) concluded that cavity flows
were characterised by a less divene range of flow pattems.

The possible biological implicatons of the differences between skimming flow and the three other flow types (or
between cavity and diverse wake flow) are several, although at this stage they are preliminary and speculative. The
srnaller range of flow types, and thus less velocity-related niches, suggests that a lower species divenity would be
supporæd in skimming flows. This hypothesis is zupported by the colonisarion results of Barmuta (1994) wtro
observed higher species diversity in diverse wake flow compared to cavity flow. tn skimming flow, the level of
exchange of fluid (and thus of dissolved and zuspended materials) to and from the flow benveen roughness elements
and the mainstream flow will be less than for the other flow types. This is tikely to impact on the available food
source for some zoobenthos, particuiarly filter feeders. Convenely, the low velocites between elements in sttnming
flow' should increase the deposition of zuspended material that does enter this zone, to the advantage of detritivores.
From these two hypotheses, it is difftcult o predict whether the density of zoobenthos wil be higher between
roughness elements in skimming flow or in other flow types. Clearly, different feeding gr,oupa will be affecæd
differcntly. Barmuta (1994) reported a higher density of zoobenthos in cavity flows than in diverse wake flows. He
reported a sÛong rcsponse from grazen and browsen; bowever, filter feeders 'were ûoo scarce too analyse properly'.
It may be that the rcduced drag and acceleration rcaction forces experienced in the flows between roughness elements
in skimming flow, arc an important factor in determining Otal species derrsity.

Tte identification of four different hydraulic habitats and their dependence on the nature of the bed roughness,
ûogether with the preliminary results of Barmuta (1994), suggest that the threshold between skimming and wake
interference has ecological relevance. Wben sampling zoobenthos, classification of the near-bed flow regime is
advised as this will provide additional information to help explain differences in species density and diversity between
sites.

Velocity Measurements

To determine the differences in flow velocities between the four hydraulic habitat types descriptive itatlstics of tfre
me:$uremen[s from each habitat type were calculated. These are summarised in Figure 2 as conventional box-plots.
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These box plots $'ere produced using the S Ples statistical analysis software (Statistical Sciences, 1993). The central

pointof the box is the median, the box itself represents the inter-quartile range OQR), and the'fences'are at 1.5 x

IQR (to the nearest data point) or to the most extreme data value, measured from the edge of the box.

The six data sets analyses and presented in Figure 2 are explained below:

(i) U,-: this is the data set of sample means for each meæurcment location of the downstream component of the

flow velocity (in ms't). Negative values imply local upstream flow. The spread of these data represents the

differences between locations of the mean flow conditions in this component direction.
(ii) V.-: as for Umear\ but for the cross-steam velocity componenL

iiii) W*: this is tbe data set of the vector sums of the two velocity components at each location. By definition. thæe

values are always positive.
(iv) LJV-4": this is the data set of the direction of the net velocity yeclor. 7Êro degrees represents directy downsEeam

flow (with V.- = 0), * 180 degrees rcptesents upstream flow (with V'* = 0).
(v) U.a: this is the data set of the sample standard deviations from each measurement location for the downstrcam

component of the flow velocity. They pmvide an indication of æmporal variability, or the turbulence level.

(vi) V,a: as for Ua, but for the crcss-strqtm velocity componenL
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Given the accuracy of the measuring equipment and the large individual sample sizes (10004000 measurements),
every value in the data sets can be considercd as 'real'. This allows strong inferences to be made about near-bed
flows in each habitat type, since every statistical 'outlier' has a physical meaning. Furthermore, the size of the data
sets (91-367) allows their means and variances to be acc€pted as having been essentially determined 'without error'.

The box plots in Figure 2 reveal several differences between flow conditions in these four hydraulic habitat types. As
expecæd, LEES and MIDS generally exhibit significanty lower downstream (U.-) and combined vector (JV.*)
velocites than FACE and TOPS. However, positive and negative extreme values are to be found in aU habitat types.
Noæ ùat these extremes are still avenge conditons at these particular locations. The cross-stream velocities (V--)
generally do not appear to be significantly different between habitat types. However, the highest extreme values
(means) appear to be found in LEES.

The æmporal variability in the downstream direction (U.) is also generally lower in LEES and MIDS compared to
FACE and TOPS. In the cross-stream direction, the temporal variability (V.a) does not appear to be significantly
different between habitat types, although it is apparent that the highest variabilities occur in the sheltered habitats
(LEES and MIDS), and that in these habitats the magnitude of cross-stream variabilify is at least as high if not higher
than the variability of the downstream componerrl

Although the LEES U.* data are more tightly clustered around the median than the MIDS U.* data, higher
extremes (both negative and positive) are experienced in LEES. Again note that these 'extremes' are still average
conditions for these particular locations. Although d V.* data are tightly clustered around zero, there are locations
where the average condition has a high cross-stream velocity. The largest cross-strcam velocities are found in LEES.

Both the exposed habitat types show the LJV-E" data tightly clustered amund zenr. In the sheltered habitat types ûre
average vector direction is more variable, especially in LEES. Extreme values (means) can be found in aU habitat
types.

The box plots mainly demonstrate the differences between the sheltered and exposed habitat types. These differences
are generally as expected Of greater interest is whether differences exist between LEES and MIDS, and between
FACE and TOPS; that is, can four different hydraulic habitats types be identified, or are there orily two. To
determine whether any such differences exist, ttte r-æst has been used to test pairs of means from the six data sets.

Table 1 presents the r statistic for paircd means, ogether with sample sizæs, means and standard errors.

Table 1: means, standard errors and t statistic for paired nreans

Tvoe Statistic U-..- U- V-.., V- UV-- UV..*
LEES

IVtrDS

FACE

TOPS

0.0034
0.0616
0.0044
2.46

0.1713
0.0066
0.1411
0.0071
2.42

7.6
-'t.o
6.3
2.00
4.7
4.9
-5.8
2.8
o.2r '

IIEAN

S.E.
næian
s.E.
t statistic
nEan
s.E.
npan
S.E.
t statistic

0.0059 0.0393
0.003s '0.0014

0.0494 0.0517
0.0061 0.0016
6.19 4.61

0.1636 0.0750
0.0115 0.0020
0.1318 0.082s
0.0063 0.0025
2.44 192

4.0028 0.0381
0.N27 0.0014
-0.m28 0.M26
0.w22 0.0014
0.00 1.93

0.0027 0.0502
0.0026 0.0013
4.0019 0.0431
0.0019 0.0010

1.03 3.09

0.0448 -26.7

AttJrc,957o confidence level mears can be said to be different when t > t 1.96. The significant t values in Table I
have been italicised. This test indicates that between LEES and MIDS there are significant differences between the
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mean values for all data sets except for V-- and Vd. Between FACE and TOPS there are significant differences
between the means of the U.*, V.a and UV.4 data sets. This analysis allows a qualitative description of ùe
differences between the LEES and MIDS habitat types, and between the FACE and TOPS habitat types.

Typically, LEES are characterised by lower velocities in the downsream direction (U.*) than MIDS. Not only is
mean value of the LEES U.- data significantly lower that that of MIDS, but there is very linle overlap of the inær-
quartile ranges. As noted earlier however, LEES exhibits higher externc IJ.- values (positive and negative) ttnn
MIDS. The rnean temporal variability in the downstean direction is higher in MIDS than in LEES, altttough ûrc
overall spread of the distributions are similar. In both LEES and MIDS ûte mean of cross-stream velocity (V'* )
data sets arc not sigrrificantly different to zero. The spread of ttpse disuibutiorrs are similar. The r statistic indicaæs
tlnt the mean temporal variability in this cross-stream direction is not sigrrificantly different between MIDS and
I EES. As zuggested by the higher U.- values, the mean tfV* is higher in MIDS than in LEES. The mean tIV*r"
is significantly different between LEES and MDS.

The mean downsteam velocity (U.*) in TOPS is significanty lower than in FACE. Although the spread of the two
(U,*) disributions is similar, higher extreme values (positive and rrcgative) arc found in TOPS. In this downsueam
direction the mean temporat variability is not significantly different benreen FACE and TOPS. Once again, the
average V.* values are not significanty different from zero in either data set, although the distribution spread is less
in TOPS than FACE. In this cross-stream direction ttre r statistic shows that temporal variability is Ngher on average
in FACE than TOPS, although Figure 2 shows a large overlap of the inter-quartile ranges and a similar spread
overall. As suggested by the higher U.- values, the mean UV,* is higher in FACE than in TOPS. The mean UV-sr.
is not significantly different between FACE and TOPS.

InterDretâtion of Hvdraulic Habitat Tvoes

The analyses of velocity me:surements have identified that both strcltered and exposed hydraulic habitats exist in the
benthic zorrc. Only velocities above or near the crests of rougfrrcss elements can be simply measurcd in the field.
Dittrich and Sctune&je (1995) recognise three regions of a vertical velocity ptofile, irrcluding wo 'rouglurcss sub
layers'. They assert that the calibraæd hemispheres of Statzner and Muller (1989) win characterise velocities in ùe
upper zub-layer well. They also æsert that 'because the mean velocities only vary slightly with water depth' in the
zub-layer regions, measuæments made here will characærise ttp rear-bottom velocities well. However, ÛF data
presented hen indicate that at least for cobble-bedded streams, the velocities between mughness elements are very
different ftom tlpse at or near the crests. Furthermore, these data shou, that velocities are not uniformly low in ttrcse
strltercd regions, but vary considerably both spatially and te,rnporally, and @nding on the bed configuration
differcnt shelter€d habitat t),pes 0.FES and MIDS) can be identified.

Table 3 strows the dowrstreun velocities and temporal variabilities (Ur) are a percent of the mean mainsEeam flow
velocity. This strows that in tlrc rpar-bed zone, average velocities vary between habitat types fiom less than zEo, tD
rcarly 5O% of themairsfeam flow velocity.

Table 3: Downstream velocities as a percent of rnean mainstream flow

................_L__E__E$_.._._04_._D__.s__.._.Iâ.ç*8._._.fqP_ç....
IJ-oo rnean 1.7 l4.l 46.7 37.7

s.d. 15.8 2O.r 3r.2 34.2
U,r nrean ll.2 14.7 21.4 23.6

s.d. 6.3 7.4 9.1 ll.2

The data analysis supports the differentiation of four different hydraulic habitat types, and certairùy confirms that
once the skimming flow-wake inærference flow threshold is pasæd, a greater diversity of flow conditions can be found
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between roughness elements. This threshold clearly has biological significance, as different inferences can be made
about the between element flow regime above and below this threshold.

The nahre of the four hydraulic habitat types can be summarised as follows:

LEES: a generally low velocity habitat but with high mean velocities at some locatioru. Velocities are quiæ variable
in time, so that benthos must wittNând velocities several times æ high as the mean.

MDS: a generally low velocity habitat, but on average significantly faster flows than in LEES. Both spatial and
æmporal variability are significantly greater than in LEES. Once again temporal variability are such that
benthos must withstand velocities several times æ high æ the mean.

TOPS: a generally high velocity habitat but with low mean velocities in some locations. Temporal vadability is
highest in this habitat, so again, benthos must withstand velocities far in excess of the mean at most locations.

FACE: the highest velocity habitat but again both high and low mean values at some locatiors. Significant variability,
but less than in TOPS.

One general observation to emphasise, is that flows in the near-bed zone are higNy variable in both time and space.
As organisms must be able to withstand exEeme conditons not just average conditions, an assessment of this
variabilify is very important. In all habitat types, locations were found where the mean downstream velocity was
negative (ie. upstream).

Ttrc temporal variability discussed here is essentially random and short-term in nature (due ûo turbulence) and occurs
under constant discharge conditions. The longer term variations caused by changing discharge add another level of
complexity to the picture. However, many zoobenthos are able to move to morc favourable locations in respons€ to
these longer term velocity variations. The experimental data do not allow investigation of these aspects of near-bed
hydraulics.

The data here do not show the sequencing of individual velocity measurements, so it is not possible ûo assess the
magnitude of likely acceleraton reaction forces in these flows, but they are likely ûo be significant component of the
total force acting on zoobenthos.

The relative flow magtitudes in these habitats (shown in Table 3) may be transferable to other situations, however,
more data is need to assess their dependence on relative roughness heighr The flow velocities between rougbness
elements can also be considered relative ûo the near-crest flows. The mean velocity in LEES is just 47o of the near-
crest flows, and the mean velocity in MIDS is 33Vo of the near-crest flows. Theses figures hi$light the differcnces
between the sheltered and exposed habitats.

CONCLUSIONS

Fmm an analysis of near-bed flow velocities over a reconstnrction of a cobble stream bed four hydraulic habitat t)rpes
have been defined two being exposed and predominantly high velocity habitats, and two being sheltered and
predominantly low velocity habitats. Identification of these habitat types is based upon ttre tlrrcshold between
skimming and wake interference flows, and so their existence can be explained in terms of how ûre bed roughness
influences the rpar-bed flow. In skimming flow orùy two habitat types are observed, and so the variety of flow
conditioru and the diversity of available niches are less. ln wake interference (and other high energy dissipation
flows), all habitat types are observed so under these flow types a greater range of ecological niches will be found.
The threshold between skimming and wake interference flow is therefore concluded to have ecological relevance, and
the colonisation experiments of Barmuta (1994) support this. The thresholds between other near-bed flow types
(isolated roughness and chaotc flow) do not appear to be ecologically important. It is recommended that
classification of the near-bed flow be undertaken in conjunction with zoobenthos sampling.
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ABSTRACT

Although fish have a well developed sound perception, characterisation of aquatic habitat rarely considers the
acoustical environment of streams. Fish may use flow noises to navigate while migrating, or when seeking
favourable conditions for feeding and avoiding predators. At this stage there is no accepted method for
characterising the acoustical environment of streams. This paper describes an approach to this problem and
presents the results of its application to a mountain stream and to a fish ramp in a lowland stream. In pool-riffle
streams, much of the underwater sound is generated at hydraulic jumps. The acoustics of hydraulic jumps were
examined using laboratory modelling. A relation was found between underwater sound intensity and power loss in
hydraulic jumps. This suggests a relation between the distribution of power loss intensity and the distribution of
sound intensity within a stream reach. Consequently, underwater sound measurements may be useful in
characterising the spatial pattern of energy dissipation or power loss intensity in mountain and pool-riffle streams.
The effects of bed material and depth on the propagation of sound signals may complicate this relation. A relative
sound intensity is proposed for comparing sound intensity characteristics in different streams, although its
effectiveness is yet to be tested.

KEY-WORDS: Fish Habitat / Fish Migration / Hydraulics / Hydrodynamics / Acoustics / Underwater Acoustics /
Fish Hearing / Turbulence / Hydrodynamic Sound
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INTRODUCTION

Existing methods of characterising the physical habitat of fish have borrowed many descriptors from traditional

hydraulics such as current velocity averaged over time, depth and bed particle size measurements. These measures

have only been partially successful in explaining habitat selection by fish. Underwater acoustical signals generated

by streams are 'finger prints' of the physical environment in which they were generated and propagated. It is

possible that lotic fish species are processing flow sounds to 'hea/ important aspects of the stream environment.

There is some potential for improving the understanding of fish habitat by examining the relationship between fish

behaviour and the acoustical environment of streams. As a first step towards this objective, this paper summarises

some basic aspects of underwater acoustics and fish hearing, and presents an approach to characterising the

acoustical environment of streams.

A laboratory experiment was conducted to investigate the acoustics of hydraulic jumps, a major source of sound in

pool-rifÏle and mountain strearns. Two case studies are presented to demonstrate how the acoustical technique can

be applied. The first case study, in Hince Creek in northern Victori4 demonstrates an approach to characterising

mountain streams using the acoustical technique. The second case study was conducted in the Yarra River, a

lowland river which flows through Melbourne, Victoria. This study demonstrates application of the acoustical

technique to compare sounds propagated in a ramp built on a weir to provide for fish passage, with those in a

natural riffle 200 m downstream of the weir. The effectiveness of the fish ramp in allowing the upstream passage of

fish is discussed in light of the results of the study. The background for the flume experiment, and the two case

studies, are included separately from the general background to underwater sound and fish hearing. A summary

discussion ofthe laboratory experiment and two case studies is included at the end ofthe paper.

BACKGROI]ND

Underwater Flow Sound

Two fundamental mechanisms are r€sponsible for sound generation; the vibration of solid bodies, and flow-induced

noise resulting from pressure fluctuations induced by turbulence and unsteady flows, generally referred to as

aerodynamic or hydrodynamic sound (Blake, 1986; and Landahl and Mollo-Christensen 1992). Sound propagates

as a prcssur€ wave through an elastic medium such as water at some characteristic speed c (ms-l; depending on the

bulk modulus of elasticity K(Nm'21and density p (kgm-3) of the medium (Equation l) (Streeter and Wylie,

1983). At standard conditions the speed of sound is 330 ms'l in air and 1490 ms-l in water.

A sound source transfers acoustical enerry to the surrounding medium at a rate called the sound power. The power

passing through a unit surface area perpendicular to the direction ofsound propagation is called sound intensity, i
(Wm-2;. Sound pressure is the alternating pressure variation that results from a sound about the mean or ambient
pressure. Hydrodynamic sound is characterised by a random signal and must be analysed using statistical
parameters such as the root mean square (RMS) pressurep (Nm1. For a particular medium there is a relation given

by Equation 2 which relates the RMS sound pressure to sound intensity. pc is sometimes called the characteristic

impedance of the medium.

( l )
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t=t
pc

There has been almost no research on the flow-induced sounds of streams. Harykins (1975) showed a relationship
between the average acoustical radiation above the stream surface and the energy dissipated by the stream per unit
stream length. Although related, ambient sound intensity above the stream surface is orders of magnitude less than
underwater sounds and has very different spatial characteristics. At this stage, modelling of hydrodynamic sound
generation and propagation in streams has received very little attention.

A splash made by the enty of an object into water, such as a water droplet in a waterfall, radiates not only surfacg
but also sound waves in both air and water (Bleckmann, 1988). Hawkins (1975) reported that surface noise in
mountain streams is associated almost entirely with "white water" at overflows and hydraulic jumps, and not with
conventional roughness elements.

The air-water interface is an excellent reflector at all frequencies, reflecting almost all sound back into the water
(Rogers and Co:r" 1988). In shallow water, sound can only propagate over distances greater than the water depth by
repeatedly interacting with the surface and bed. Reflectance at the bed depends on the frequency of the sound
signal and its angle of incidence with the bed surface. However, the reflectance at the bed is generally poor. In
shallow water no sound below a certain cut-offfrequency will propagate much further than the depth of the stream
because the reflectance of these frequencies is negligible. This cut-offfiequencyf, 1s-l) is dependent on the depth
of water y (m) and the speed of sound in both water crr, and the bed sediment ca (ms- I ) as shown in Equation 4
(Rogers and Cox, 1988). The speed of sound is generally greater in bed sediments than in water.

As depth incttases, this low cut-ofr frequency decreases. In 0.1 m of water, almost no sound that is in the hearing
range of fish will propagate firther than the depth of the water. Water depths of I m will propagate frequencies of
500 s-r or higher in clay bed stneams, but the cut-offfrequency in rock-bed streams is much higher. For this reason,
fish that live in shallow water have developed extended high-frequency capabilities (Rogers and Cox, 1988).

Underwater Sound Recording and Spectrum Analvsis

Underwater acoustical pressure fluctuations can be measured using a hydrophone which produces a fluctuating
voltage proportional to the amplitude of the incoming sound wave. Calibration is required to compare sound
amplitudes observed with different equipment or to interpret sound in enerry units (Charif et al., I 995).

A sound signal can be digitised by measuring or sampling the voltage amplitude of the analogue signal at a
particular sampling rate. The highest frequency that can be represented in a digitised signal is half this sampling
rate (Charif et al., 1995). Once digitised, the signal can be transformed from the time-domain to the frequency-
domain using a variety of computer software packages available for Fourier transform analysis. This analysis
produces a spectrum in which the amplitude of the signal is expressed as a function of frequency. Hydrodynamic
sounds generally have broad-band sigrrals, which means a sharp peak in the spectra is not observed. Rather, sound
amplitude is distributed over a range of frequencies. The peak intensity (\ilmts) over this range and frequency (s'r)
at which this peak occurs are characteristics ofthe signal.

(4)
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Fish Hearine.

It is apparent that all fish must be capable of receiving acoustical stimuli (Tavolga' l97l). Many fish can detect a

sound intensity of 0.01 FWm-2 at 500 s'' (Rogers and Cox, 1988). Fish have an impressive complement of

hydrodynamic and acoustical sensors, commonly referred to as the lateral-line and inner-ear organs (Tavolgq

l97l; Kalmin, 1988; Popper and Platt, 1995). The lateral-line organs are arranged in linear arrays on the head and

along the trunk of the fishes. The lateral line-system detects accelerations in the flow field relative to the fish

tocation. So far, the precise functions of the inner-mr organs have escaped identification. Behavioural experiments

have shown that many fish species can perform frequency and intensity discrimination for pure tone sounds, and

identiff the direction ofa sound source, as well as detect its presence when masked by background noise (Popper et

al, 1988).

Denton and Gray (1988) discussed the mechanics of the lateral line in detail. The most likely natural stimuli to

lateral line sense organs are: local pressure gradients produced by the fish's own swimming movements;

mechanical disturbances caused by distortion in fish tissue arising from its movements; and local pressure gradients

caused by external sourses such as neighbouring animals, disturbances at the surface, or by flow ofwater around

rocks in streams. Difrerent parts of the lateral line system measure different asPects of the mechanical disturbances

to which the fish is exposed. It seems that for most fish, ttre lateral lines are concerned with low frequencies (<200

su; and with disturbances that originate either close to the fish or from its own movements (Denton and Gray,

1988).

popper et al. (1988) provided a model ofthe inner-ear system which takes into consideration available behavioural,

physiological and morphological data. It is likely that sound reaches the ear of fish by two pathways. Many fish

have a gas-filled chamber in the abdominal cavity called a swim-bladder. Sound Pressure probably sets the wall of

the swim-bladder into motion, because of the relatively high compressibility of the gas it contains. The vibration of

the swim bladder wall radiates sound enerry in the form of particle displacement which stimulates the sensory hair

cells. This path for sound to the ear is probably found in most fish with a swim bladder. A second method for

stimulation of the ear enables detection of the particle motion of an acoustical disturbance relative to an inertial

frame of reference. Since the density of fish is nearly the same as that of water, the fish moves in the sound field as

if it were part of the water mass. The otolith (organs of the fish ear) have a density three times greater than the

density of water and the fish's body. Consequently the otolith moves with a smaller amplitude and a different phase

from the rest of the body. It is likely that all fish have sensory organs to detect displacement of the otolith relative

to the rest of the fish body. These two pathways are complementary since the pathway via the swim-bladder is

more effective above perhaps 200 s-t, while the second pathway, which detects motion relative to an inertial frame,

is most effective below 200 s'' @opper et al., 1988).

Studies have revealed that fïsh can detect the direction ofa sound source. For example Hawkins and Sand (1977)

report that cod discriminate between sound sources 16o apart in the median verticat plane and 20" in the horizontat

ptane. Schuijf and Buwatda (198S) explain that it is unlikely that fish could use the same binaural differences for

directionat cues, as does a human, because the close proximity of fish ears and the high speed of underwater sound

propagation produce differences in stimulus timing that arise from unequal path lengths orders of magnitude

smaller than in a human. An altemative mechanism for locating the direction of sound sources is proposed by

Popper et al, (1988). The acceleration effects of acoustic field result in motion of the otolith relative to the fish

body. This relative motion diffen for each sound direction. Sensory hair cells in the inner ear are oriented in

different directions. The acoustical particle acceleration is decomposed into components along the directional

potarised axes ofthe otolith organs. Consequently there is a unique ratio ofresponses from the perpendicularly

oriented hair cell groups for any sound source direction (Popper et al. l98E).
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METHOD (Underwater Sound Recording)

A calibrated Brûel and Kjær hydrophone (type 8103) and a Briiel and Kjær charge amplifier (type 2635) were used
for most sound recordings discussed in this paper. It was mounted in the end of a 500 mm length of steel tubing of
the same diameter as the recording device. All recordings were taken with the rod oriented longitudinally to the
flow and the hydrophone oriented in the upstream direction to minimise noise generated by flow over the recording
apparatus.

Sound was recorded digitally using a Macintosh Powerbook l65C that had an extemal mono-sound recording port
with a 4 mV voltage ceiling. The ll,l27 s'', 8-bit digital recordings, provided sufficient signal resolution for the
purposes ofthis study. If stored in a binary data file, a l0 s recording uses a little over 100 kBytes. Spectral analysis
and calculation of average sound intensity were performed using CanaryrM, a dedicated bio-acoustics analysis
software package developed at the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology (Charif et al., 1995).

FLIJME E)PERIMENT TO EXAMINE ACOUSTICAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF IIYDRAI'LIC JUMPS

Background

To date, there appears to be no investigation of flow-related sound generation and propagation in streams. From
observation it would seem that in pool-riflle streams, hydraulic jumps are the most significant sound source. For
this reason, exploratory experiments were conducted to investigate the acoustics of hydraulic jumps in a laboratory
flume.

The relation between depth, y1 (m) and velocity, Z1 1ms-l) upstream, and the depth;4 (m) downstream of an
hydraulic jump in a horizontal rectangular channel, derived using the principles of continuity and conservation of
momentum is given in Equation 5 (Streeter and Wylie, 1983). The slight modification of this Equation, required to
account for channel slope (Chow, 196 I ) was considered unnecessary for this study. Hydraulic jumps are effective
energy dissipaters. From energl considerations, Power Pl (W) loss in the hydraulic jump can be given by Equation
6.

(s)

(6)

where Q is discharge (rn"-t).

Method

'^=PrQ#,

/ v , \
u  = - l  a  l *

\ 2 )

A laboratory flume 0.3 m wide and 6.4 m long with a bed slope of 0.035 was used to examine the acoustics of
hydraulic jumps. Supercritical (shooting) flow entered at the upstream end of the flume. A drop-gate at the
downstream end of the flume was used to establish a section of subcritical (tranquil) flow upstream of the gate
(Figure l). A hydraulic jump was established part way along the flume. Gauged flows of up to 0.035 m3s-l could be
supplied to the flume.
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Hydraulic Jump Subcritical Flow Drop Gate
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Figure 1: Side view diagram of laboratory flume used to examine the acoustics of hydraulic jumps (not to

scale).

Experiments were conducted at night to minimise irregular noises; however, some noise was produced by the

laboratory pump, and water flowing into the sump at the end of the flume. A recording was made in still water to

establish'the contribution of the pump noise to recordings. The average sound intensity of the pump noise was low

compared with flow sounds in the flume.

Sound recordings were taken for six different hydraulic jumps at 0.1 m intervals along the flume starting at the

upstream edge of the jump and moving into the highly turbulent flow downstream. The tip of the hydrophone was

located by its distance from the upsheam end ofthe hydraulic jump (d in Figure l).

Results

Sound intensity was found to vary along the hydraulic jump (Figure 2). The strongest sound signal detected was

located under the leading edge of the jump for the four lowest flows. At the two highest flows, the highest level

was recorded downstream ofthis point.

The maximum sound intensity was selected from the five values measured for each jump. This maximum sound

intensity was strongly related to the power dissipated by the jumps (Figure 3). The regression equation fitted to

these data suggests a linearrelation.
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Figure 2: Undenrater sound intensity along a
hydraulic jumps of varying power in a
rectangular laboratory llume.
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ACOUSTICAL CHARACTERISATION OF THE }IYDRAULIC EI\TVIROI\MENT IN A MOTJNTAIN
STREAM

Backsround

Characterising the hydraulics of mountain streams is a difficult task because of the high degree of irregularity in the
channel morpholory and large roughness elements which cause turbulence, three dimensional flow patterns, steps
in the watcr surface, and flucfuations in elevation of the water surface over periods of a few seconds. Mountain
streams are generally steeper than lowland streams. Waterfalls, cascades and hydraulic jumps account for much of
the power loss in mountain streams. The generation of underwater sound is associated with the rate of energy
dissipation. Consideration ofenerry dissipation as part ofconventional methods ofcharacterising the hydraulics of
mountain streams is limited to measurements of water surface slope over distances of several metres or more.

The laboratory experiment discussed above demonstrated that sound levels in a hydraulic jump were related to
power loss. For this reason the distribution ofsound intensity throughout a reach is likely to be related to the spatial
distribution of power loss intensity (Wm") dissipated by the flow over small local plan areas of the stream bed.
Depth of water and bed material may affect this relationship by influencing the distance over which underwater
sound travels. Power loss intensities will generally increase with stream slope and discharge. For the purpose of
comparing behaviour in different steams it may be useful to introduce a non-dimensional, or relative, underwater
sound intensity i', defined as the ratio of recorded sound intensity at a point i, to the average sound intensity
recorded in the stream i @quation 7). It is proposed that the distribution of this relative underwater sound
intensity is a suitable way of characterising the micro-scale distribution of energy dissipation within a stream reach.

Method

The acoustical approach to characterising mountain streams was applied to a site on Hince Creek, an upland
tributary of the Murray River in south-eastern Australia. The creek had a slope of 0.025 and was lined with cobbtes
and boulders that were up to I m in diameter. There was a cascade located half-way along the sampled reach at a
bedrock outcrop. Recordings were made in the stream when the flow was relatively low.

For$r-three randomly located sound recordings were made along the reach, each with a duration of l0 s. These
recordings were analysed to determine the average sound intensity at each recording point. The sampled intensities
were divided by the average sampled intensity for the stream to give the relative sound intensity defined in
Equation 7.

Results

Much of the eners/ dissipated in the reach appeared to be lost at a few large steps in the water surface caused by
lines of bouldets across the sûeam. Hydraulic jumps were observed downstream of these boulder-lines that seemed
more vigorous than elsewhere in the reach. Smaller hydraulic jumps occurred below large cobbles distributed
throughout the shallower sections of the stream. There were a few sections of pooled water in which energy
dissipation was unlikely to be a significant component of the energy dissipated over the reach as a whole.

, ' l
a  - =

i
(7\
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of sound intensity in Hince Creelq south-eastern Australia.

The relative sound intensity distribution in Hince Creek was close to linear when plotted as a cumulative
distribution on log-linear axis (Figure 4). This indicates a that few areas with high sound intensities exist in the

stream. However, 600Â of the sound recordings had intensities below the average value for the reach.
Approximately 35%o of the recordings had intensities less than one tenth of the average value.

AppLrcATroN oF THE ACOUSTTCAL TECHNTQUE TO TMPROVE Tm DESIGN OF A FrSrrlryAY

Background

It is commonly thought that fish locate the upstream direction during upstream migrations using the strearn current,

although swimming in the direction of the on-coming current is likely to be a costly exercise in terms of energ;l
consumption. A more enerry efficient approach would be to map the upstream course in advance, with the aim of

minimising contact with high velocity zones. Fish could select from the range of courses with an upstream
component, the directions from which the least sound intensity is propagating. This enerry saving behaviour would

seem particularly appropriate for fish with low or moderate swimming capabilities. Selecting a low enerry counle
may be less important for fish with stronger swimming capabilities, but they could identi$ suitable rest areas

below overflow and hydraulic jump formations using acoustical signals. Acoustical signals are probably more
important in turbid streams where visual evidence of flow condition is not available.

Dight's Falls is a weir located at a natural cascade on the Yarra River in Melbourne, Austalia. Since construction
of the weir last century, it has obsÈucted the passage of most migratory native fish species to the Yarra River and

its tributaries upsteam of the weir. Recently, a ftlmp was constructed atong the face of the weir to provide passage

for fish past the weir. The fishway lvas constructed of boulders that form a number of steps and pools at moderate
and low flows. A greater variety of migratory species have been observed above the weir since construction of the
fishway, and netting surveys on the ramp itself have shown that it has been at least partially successfrtl in providing
fish passage for some species (T. Otsrien, Arthur Rylah Institute, pers. comm.). There is a concem that because the
entrance to the ramp is located to the side and slightly downstream of the weir, many fish moving upstream may
not locate the ramp and continue past it to the vertical weir. Modifications to the ramp to improve its efficiency are
currently being negotiated with the authority responsible for management of the Yarra River at Dight's Falls.

If flow sounds are used for upstream navigation by migratory fish, it follows that structures designed to provide

fish passage should propagate sounds similar to those typically encountered in the stream. A study was conducted
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to compare the underwater sounds generated by flows down the ramp
downstream of the weir. The rifile appears to be a naturat feature, so
acoustical conditions that are typical of those within the stream.

Method

Role of abiotic variables - A223

with sounds generated in a riffle 200 m
it was assumed that the riffle senerates

Because flow conditions in the ramp varied substantially in all three dimensions, linear transect sampling
techniques were inappropriate. Instead, 14 recording points were selected randomly from a single step-pool
sequence. The hydrophone was oriented into the flow and held in place using a lead weight.

Random sampling of sounds in the riffle was not practical as the current was too strong to allow safe wading to
randomly located recording points. Instead, sounds propagated in the rifTle were recorded at evenly spaced points
along a transect located across the stream in the centre ofthe riffle. The hydrophone was suspended from a rope
stretched across the stream at a point about 200 mm below the water surface. It was weighted down and oriented
into the flow using a streamlined lead weight. The hydrophone projected well in front of the lead weight to
minimise recording of noise generated by flow around the weight and ropes. A l0 s sound recording was taken
from each of I 8 points across the transect.

Results

Sound intensity recorded in the riffle varied from 2.2 to 14 ttWm-2. Lower sound intensities were recorded close to
the banks (Figure 5). The highest intensity was observed l5 m across the stream, about 2 m below a large boulder
in the river. It was observed that the boulder caused a short stretch of shooting flow and a relatively large hydraulic
jump just uPstream of this recording point. There was considerably more variation in the sound intensities recorded
in the ramp, ranging from 0.6 to 340 pWm-2. The cumulative frequency distributions of sound intensity at both
sites (Figure 6) shows that sound intensities in the ramp vary over a range two orders of magnitude greater than in
the riffle.
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Figure 5: Sound intensity across a rillte in the Yarra
River below Dight's Falls.

Figure 6: Cumulative frequency distribution of
sound intensity sampled in a rillle and fishway ramp
below Dight's Falls in the Yarra River.
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0.1 l l0 100 lmo

Average sound intensity (PWm'')

Figure 7: Peak and average sound intensity recorded in a rifile and lishway ramp below Dight's Falls in the

Yarra River.

One method of characterising the shape of a frequency spectrum is using the ratio of peak intensity in the frequency

spectrum to average intensity. This ratio was consistently greater in the fishway ramp than in the riffle (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

Experiments in a flume using a hydraulic jump suggested that acoustical intensity is related to power loss in

hydraulic jumps. Further experimentation is required to define the nature of this relation, and to identi$ other

factors that influence sound levels in streams. Laboratory modelling of underwater stream acoustics should be

conducted in such a way as to appropriately scale the lower cut-offfrequency (Equation 4).

Given a relation between power loss in streams and sound intensity, sound intensity measurements may be a useful

way of characterising the spatial distribution of power loss intensity over a stream reach. The distribution of sound

intensity recorded in a reach of Hince Creek illustrates this approach. The distribution of recorded sound intensities

was consistent with the distribution that might be expected from the observed spatial pattem of enerry losses in the

stream reach. The few higher intensity recordings were associated with large hydraulic jumps that were located

below boulder-lines. Moderate sound intensities were associated with the many small hydraulic jumps that were

located downstream of large cobbles in the shallower sections of the reach. The low intensity recordings were

associated with deeper, slower flowing areas, including a few pools. The ability of this acoustical approach to

discriminate between streams with different hydraulic characteristics is yet to be tested.

Sound intensities in the riffle below Dight's Falls in the Yarra River were less than the those recorded in the

laboratory flume. Although not measured, the power loss intensity in the riffle was unlikely to be as high as that

dissipated by the hydraulic jump in the laboratory flume. This probabty accounts for the lower sound intensities
recorded in the riffle. The fishway (ramp) at Dight's Falls had a significantly greater slope than the riffle, and

hydraulic jumps of the vigour generated in the laboratory flume were located below boulder overflows. The power

loss intensity in the ramp was likely to be greater than in the riffle; this probably explains its higher sound intensity
levels.

The variability and discontinuity of the water surface slope in the ramp indicatcs significant variability in the rate
of stream energy dissipation across and along the ramp. Water surface slope was more regular in the riffle,
indicating a more even distribution of stream energy dissipation. The greater variability in sound intensities
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recorded in the ramp than in the riflle was at least partially the result of greater variability in the spatial pattem
power loss intensity.

Frequency spectra in the ramp were more peaked than in the riffle. Sound recorded at a point in the riffle integrated
signals generated over a larger volume than in the ramp because sound propagâtes further in the deeper waters of
the riffle (Equation 4). Integration of a number of sound sources with different peak frequencies would create a
broader band signal than the sound from each source individually, this is a possible explanation for the riffle's
broader band signal.

The possibility that fish are mapping their upstream path during migration using acoustical signals suggests that
modification of the fishway at Dight's Falls should consider the sounds produced by the ramp. The ramp currently
generates sound of a greater intensity and variability than would be expected from a riffle. Such a modification to
the natural stream acoustical environment may disorient fish if they are navigating upstream using hydrodynamic
sounds. One approach to incorporating acoustics into the design would be to construct a short riffle with a slope
and bed material similar to the natural riffle further downstream at the base of the ramp. This might produce the
type of acoustical signals that attract fish to navigate upstream. Higher, lcss attractive, sound intensities could be
introduced into the stream at either side ofthe ramp using a row oflarge boulders. These could act as acoustical
baffles that help direct fish up the ramp. Comparing the performance of the modified ramp with and without these
acoustical baffles would be a rough test ofthe hypothesis presented in this paper ofhow fish use acoustical signals
to negotiate rifïles during upstream migration.

CONCLUSION

Many fish may have the ability to discriminate between sounds of different intensity, frequency and source
direction. Interpretation of sensory performance requires some knowledge of fish behaviour, the quality and
amplitude of stimuli to which they respond under different conditions, the stimuli they may ignore, and the effects
of motivation and habitation @laxter, 1988). Further research may define the aspects of acoustical signals that are
important to lotic fish species. It seems reasonable to assume that fish use sounds generated by water flow to both
locate rest areas and navigate through fast water.

Fish are capable of detecting sounds at intensities commonly encountered in strcams. From a review of the
literature it appears that underwater acoustical signals generated in streams do not propagate over distances much
greater than the depth of the steam, particularly in rock bed streams and for lower frequencies (< 500 sr). The
implication ofthis for fish hearing is that any hydrodynamic acoustical signals generated by flow that are important
to fish behaviour ane generated close to the fish and are not masked by noise generated at greater distances.

A method was presented for measuring and analysing stream sounds. A relation was found between underwater
sound intensity and power loss in hydraulic jumps. This suggests a relation between the distribution of power loss
intensity and the distribution of sound intensity within a stream reach. Consequently, underwater sound
measurements may be useful in characterising the spatial pattern of energy dissipation or power loss intensity in
mountain and pool-riffle streams. The effects of bed material and depth on the propagation of sound signals may
complicate this relation. A relative sound intensity is proposed for comparing sound intensity characteristics in
different streams, although its effectiveness is yet to be tested. Future research could examine the effect of water
depth, bed material, slope and discharge on underwater sound intensity and relative intensity distributions.
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Abstract

The swimming performance of wild Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) n an experimental flume

was investigated using coded radio signals. To calculate swimming speed, distance moved and time

elapsed were measured with a digital spectmm processor using real-time spsctrum analysis. This

device was designed to be used in a co-processing arrangement with a receiver, thereby providing

pulse position code discrimination, verification and continuous data storage. Radio-tagged adults

(48.30-54.80 cm long) voluntarily swam against water velocities, ranging from 1.32 to 2.85 m.s-t,

in an 18 m long flume at a mean \ryater temperature of 10"C. At water velocities of 1.32 to 1.55

m.s-t, individuals successfully ascended the flume at swimming speeds of 3.30 to 4.79 body lengths

per second (L.s-t), respectively. At high water velocities ranging from 1.92 to 2.85 m.s-t, individual

swimming speeds increased from 4.94 to 7 .27 L.s-' , respectively. However, above a threshold value

of 1.92 m.s-t, individuals traversed shorter distances and were unable to ascend the flume. The

highest swirnming speed observed was 4.13 m.s-t or 8.35 L.s-t. The results of this study indicate

tbat in addition æ its applicability in the deærmination of burst swimning speeds, radio telemetry

could prove a useful tool in the desip and evaluation of future fishways and culvert installations.

KEY-WORDS: Atlantic salmon / burst swimming / acceleration / digital telemetry
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INTRODUCTION

Dams have been widely constructed on waterways to provide a stable water supply, to control

floods and to provide hydroelectric power. Some of these dams have constructed fishways

intended to provide safe passage for fishes. High flow rates are often associated with fishway

entrances, and for a fish to progress through a fishway it must be able to swim at velocities

greater than the opposing water currents. Generally, successful passage requires a high

swimming speed. However, few studies have assessed burst swimming capabilities in salmonids

in relation to fishway design.

The capacity for high speed swimming for short periods of time is important for the survival of

many fish species. Acceleration involved in fast-starts from rest, high speed manoeuvres, or

speed changes from one steady speed to another is an integral part of swimming. The former two

propulsive patterns involve high rates of acceleration and are important in prey capture and

predator avoidance (Hunter, 1972), and in the successful negotiation of such obstacles as

waterfalls and fishways (Katopodis, 1990; t994; 1995). A few species like salmon use high

speed bursts to swim up or leap otherwise impassible water falls, allowing fish to migrate

upstream to reach spawning grounds. As well, Ttreihs (1974) has suggested, by alternating

periods of fast swimming and gliding fish can greatly reduce energy expenditure. Thus, fast

bursts of swimming are vital components of a fish's locomotory repertoire.

Swimming of fish can be ctassified into three major categories: sustained, prolonged and burst

swimming speeds. Sustained swimming represents speeds which can be maintained for longer

than 200 mins (Beamish, 1978) and energy is derived exclusively from aerobic processes.

Prolonged swimming covers a spectrum of speeds between burst and sustained and is often

categorized by steady swimming interspersed with periods of vigorous efforts. The highest

speeds of which fish are capable, are classified as bunt swimming. In fish, as in all vertebrates,

the highest levels of exercise performance are achieved anaerobically (Jones, 1982). These high

speeds can be maintained only for brief periods (less than 20 secs), and are terminated by the

exhausation of extracellular energy supplies or by accumulation of waste products. Burst activity

may be described by three kinematic stages deschbed by Weihs (1973): preparatory, propulsive

and variable.

There are several biological and environmental constraints on fish swimming which deserve

consideration. In a laboratory study on burst swimming, Bainbridge (1958) supported the view

that fish up to 1 m in length should be able to swim up to 10 times their own body length for a

short time of about I sec (L.s'r), beyond which swimming speed would decrease exponentially.

Recent studies suggest variability in burst swimming among species and for some, the relative

performance maximum of 10 L.s'r is a conservative measure (Webb and Corolla, 1981; Wardle

and He, 1988). Furthermore, the maximum speed which fish can achieve is influenced bf fish

size (Webb, 1975) and body form (\ilebb 1978; Taylor and McPhail, 1985). In addition,
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anaerobic metabolism at burst activity levels is relatively independent of water temperatures

(Webb, 1978). However, recent studies indicate that temperature acclimation effects burst speeds

at 5oC and l5"C (Beddow et a1.,L995). Therefore, biological factors such as size, nutritional state

and species, as well as environmental factors may affect burst swimming performance.

The objective of this study was to assess high speed swimming performance in anadromous

Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, in an experimental passage structure. In particular this study

focussed on the influence of flume velocity on the burst swimming speeds of this species during

its spawning migration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Frperimental Flume

The study was conducted in an experimental stream flume constructed at the Noel Paul Brook

Research Facility in central Newfoundland, Canada (49'N, 57"W). The flume consisted of an

upstream head pond (upper pool, area 6 mz) created in the existing sluiceway of the dam and a

downstream pond (lower pool, area 17 m2) constructed in Noel Paul Brook. Between these two

pools was a wooden flume which measured 17.73 x 0.50 x 0.61 m and was filled to varying

depths greater than 0.30 m. The discharge into the upper pool was controlled by varying the

number of stoplogs in the first sluiceway of the dam. In addition, two gates in the stoplog section

were regulated to adjust and stabilize the water level in the head pond. The fish exit (into the

upper pool) was constructed to develop as laminar a flow as possible, reducing turbulent and

transient water flows. This was accomplished by constructing a straight section on the top and

two sides of the flume entrance. The lower pool contained a trapezoidal (or Cipolleti) weir

located in a "still" area of the pool. Test fish were held in the lower pool while experiments were

being conducted. The flume had a slope of 0.27o and where it entered the upper pool its bottom

was flush with the floor of the upper pool.

Radio Telemetry F'quipment

Radiotelemetry equipment manufactured by LOTEK Eng. Ltd, Newmarket, Ontario was used to

monitor the movement of fish in the flume. Radio transmitters used in this study were cylindrical

with rounded ends (1 cm in diameter x 5 cm long) and weighed 8.6 grams or less than wo of the

weight of the experimental animals. An insulated flexible wire antenna 24 cm long trails from

one end of the tag. Transmitters were encapsulated in waterproof epoxy resin and activated by a

magnetic reed switch. Transmitters were uniquely coded and assigned a conesponding channel

and frequency. The transmitters were designed to broadcast at frequency intervals of 20 kHz

within an operating band of 149.540-149.740 MHz with a battery life of 15 days.
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Signals from the transmitters were received by 7 stationary, underwater antennae connected to a

telemetry receiver and digital specrrum processor (SRX-400 and DSP-500). The digital receiver

was equipped with multiple antennae switching capability which determines the location of a

transmitter relative to the 7 antennae (Figure 1). This is achieved via pulse position code

discrimination, in which each radio transmission is assigned a unique coded time signature.

Antennae were simuhaneously scanned every 7.5 msec. The fixed antennae array was placed at

equally spaced intervals atong the bottom of the flume ( 0, 2.53, 5.06,7.59,10.L2, L2.65,15.18

m). Calibration of signal strength permitted determination of distance between transmitter and

antennae, thereby eliminating non-quantitative visual monitoring. This procedure involved

mapping individual antenna reception cells and areas of cell connection zones down the lenglh of

the flume prior to experimentation. The digital spectrum processor records events in real time,

provides measurements of transmitter position, thus monitoring fish passage through the flume.

Lower pool Upper pool

l 8 m

WaterFlow

Figure 1: A schematic diagram showing the DSP system and an array of 7 antennae-

Eish

Wild adult Atlantic salmon (N=15, mass=1.16t0.18 kg, forkJength=5l.17!2.31cm,

girth=23.07+1.38cm: meantsd) were collected from fishways on the Exploits River during

September 1995. The Exploits River is 267 krr. long and has a drainage area of 11,272 kmz. All

salmon were transported to an upper tributary stream at Noel Paul Brook Research Facility

where they were retained in covered outdoor enclosures which measured 3 x 3 x 1 m. All

animals were allowed to recover from transport for 7 days prior to swim speed trials in the

E
ffifimr=l
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flume. Fish were removed from their holding pen 24 h prior to surgery and placed in a separate

pen to recover from the stress of capture. Prior to transmitter implantation, fish were quickly

anaesthetized in 60 mg.Lt lll5222 buffered with 10 mg.Lr sodium bicarbonate following the
procedure outlined by Richardson (1985). Once anaesthetized, fish were transferred to a V-
shaped surgical table. Oxygenated water was directed across the gills through a tube inserted in
the mouth and the individual's head and trunk was kept moist by a cover of pre-soaked towelling.

Internal reproductive implantation involved gently inserting and pushing the transmitter

anteriorly, through the urogenital opening into the oviduct. The transmitter's antenna wire
(approximately 22 cm\ was left hanging externally. All fish survived the surgical procedures.

Fish were given?t4 hr in freshwater to recover from surgery at which point they were introduced

to the lower pool of the experimental flume. They were allowed a further 24 hr to acclimate, at

which point the head elevation in the upper pool was randomly raised to obtain one of 3

velocities. Water velocities tested were 1.55, 1.92 and 2.55+0.05 m.st. The number of fish,

lengths and velocities tested depended on the volitional swimming of individuals as there was no

attempt to force fish to move. Water velocity, depth and temperature were measured as described

below, and the monitoring of fish movements started. After 48 hours, tracking data from the

digital spectrum processor was downloaded to a MSDOS compatible computer and individuals

were removed from the pool. Fork-length, girth and wet-weights were recorded and transmitters

were removed, sterilized and reused.

Hydraulics

Water velocities and depths were measured at sixteen transects equally spaced along the flume's

length and at the centre and sides of each transect. Velocity measurements were taken with an

electromagnetic current meter (Marsh-McBirney Model 2000) positioned 3 cm above the flume

floor, 3 cm below the water surface and at mid depth. Mid depth refers to a point at a vertical

distance of 0.6 times water depth below the surface. Mean mid depth measurements at the centre

transects were taken to represent the average water velocity through the flume. Depth

measurements were taken with a metre stick (to the nearest cm) at every transect in order to

determine flow rates and develop surface profiles in the flume.

Statistical analyses

The effects of varying water velocities on kinematic variables were analysed in a model-l,

randomized design, one-sray analysis of variance (ANOVA) with individuals as a random factor

and three test water velocities. ANOVA tests incorporated contrasts for polynomial trends,

specificalty linear and non-linear trends. The tests were considered significant at an alpha level

of 0.05.
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R,ESULTS

The water temperature in the flume during the study period was 10.13"C11.63 (meantsd). Water

surface profiles for flows during fish tests are shown in Figure 2. Small standing waves are

evident as flows were near critical (Froude number was estimated at 0.8-1.2). Several fish were

observed swimming up the flume with their bodies submerged in the lvater column.

0.20

0 .10

0.00

Poofelevations: -2-0.25

Distance up ftume (m)

- 0 . 3 4 5  - - - - - . 0 . 4 3 s

Figure 2: Depth profîles of the flume with corresponding upper pool elevations. Blevations
of 0.25, 0.345 and 0.435 m represent mean velocities of 1.55, 1.92 and 2.55 m.s'r,

respectively.

Many fish attempted to ascend the flume during late evening and early morning periods

(46.67Vo). At the low water velocity (1.55 m.s-r, N=5) all fish tested successfully ascended the

flume and reached the upper pool (Figure 3a,b). At the high water velocity (2.55 m.s'r, N=4) no

fish were capable of successfully ascending (Figure 3c,d). At the moderate velocity (1.92 m.s't,

N=6) the success rate vras 33.337o (Figure 4). As well, the number of unsuccessful passes in

front of the flume entnnce varied with water velocity. At high water velocities the number of

unsuccessful attempts (1.20 attempts/min) were significantly lower as compared to the low and

moderate water velocities (2.38 and 2.15 attempts/min, respectively).

Marked differences were noted between the maximum distances attained for each of the three

water velocities (Table 1). Distances travelled up the flume iignificantly declined as water

velocity increased (P<0.05, Figure 5). In addition, mean fish speed (Figure 6) and acceleration

rates significantly increased as water velocity increased (P<0.01). However there was no

apparent trend in the time spent swimming at each of the three test velocities. No significant
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differences were found between the size and condition factor (0.91+0.027: meantsd) of tested
fish versus the kinematic variables listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Swimming characteristics of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) inthe flume.

Mean water velocity (m.s't)

low
1.55

moderate
t.92

high
2.55

Maximum Distance (m)
Mean Speed (m.s-t)
Maximum Speed (m.s'r)
Mean Speed (Ls't)
Maximum Speed (Ls't)
Mean Acceleration (m.s'2)
Maximum Acceleration (m.s'1

18.706
2.0r9
3.239
3.831
6.t65
1.588
2.186

13.579
2.287
3.437
4.593
6.916
1.965
2.793

10.770*
3.168**
4.060
6.190**
7.906
2.471**
2.977

Values represent meanstl S.E.M.
Significant differences between values for low, moderate and high-water velocity fish are
indicated:*P<0.05 and **P<0.01.
L, body length.
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Figure 6: Average fish speed increasing with water velocity.

DISCUSSION

Early studies on high-speed swimming qualitatively investigated kinematics (Gero, 1952; Hertel,

1966). Few studies have employed procedures other than laboratory film analysis or

accelerometry to study high speed swimming. High-speed cinematography has been employed to

evaluate specific aspects of fast-starts in relation to predator-prey interactions, and the effects of

temperature and body form on escape performance (Webb 1976; 1977).ln addition, many of

these fish were stimulated or shocked to induce movement so performance was likely sub-

maximal. In this study, all fish movements were evaluated under natural conditions and the fish

swam voluntarily. Furthermore, since many of the fish tested were active during low visibility

hovts (46.67Vo) the use of film was precluded for the analysis.

Webb (1975) has suggested that, to evaluate fast-start performance properly, data for the

duration of the event, mean and maximum accelerations, mean and maximum velocities and the

distance covered must all be reported. Maximum distances attained by fish declined as water

velocity increased (Figure 5), which suggests a definite distance-velocity banier resulting in fish

fatigue. Beyond water velocities of about 1.92 m.s-I, success rates fell significantly. At this water

velocity some fish varied their average speed by taking periodic pauses then bursting to

maximum speed to complete passage of the flume (Figure 4). These fish may be displaying a

strategy to reduce energy expenditure during high speed swimming. In addition, individuals

2
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o
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made several passes in front of the flume entrance before returning to resting pools in the lower

pool. For some, this behaviour continued for several hours and even days before an individual

attempted to pass through the flume. Delays in spawning migration such as this can tax energy

reserves (Osborne, 1961) and reduce reproductive success (Geen, 1975).

The physiological and biochemcial mechanisms associated with bunt-type exercise in fish have

been extensively studied (Dobson and Hochachka 1987; Wood 1991) and there is considerable

variability in the physiological responses to exhaustive exercise between individual fish. Several

factors may have contributed to the variability of test fish during this study. It has been shown

that hormonal conditions are closely related to the deterioration of salmon swimming muscle

during spawning migration (Ando er al., 1995). Extensive gonadal development was evident in

several test females, likely contributing to the variance noted. Temperature acclimation may also

led to changes in fish muscle recruitment (Rome et al., 19841 and white muscle contractile

properties (Johnson and Johnston, 1991). These studies suggest that temperature may have a

significant influence on the physiological response to exhaustive exercise. Lastly, critical

swimming speeds of salmon are influenced by water temperatures at LzoC and 18"C (Booth er

a|.,1996, in press).

Ideally, fishways should be able to successfully pass all migratory species inhabiting the river in

which they are constructed. Water velocities within the fishway should be less than the

maximum attainable speed of all upstream migrating species. The quantification of burst

swimming abilities may aid in optimizing and evaluating the design of future fishways and

culvert installations. Digitat biotelemetry has provided data on kinematics and strategies

employed by salmon during high speed swimming which were previously not attainable using

conventional mark-and-recapture procedures.
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ABSTRACT

An experiment was conducted in a cobble-lined flume (dso = 38 mm) to investigaæ how the growth of
periphyton varies in the transition between a riffle and a run. Five stones were selected in a 3 m reach
where the nearbed velocities and turbulence decreased by a factor of five. The detailed velocity field
around each stone was measured and samples were taken of the periphyton growing on each stone.
Biomass increased with decreasing velocity and turbulence, reaching a rnodmum, then decreasing as the
velocity and turbulence decreased further. The community was dominated by the diatom, Synedra
rumpens. Its density paralleled the pattem for biomass, but other species, such as Fragilaria vaucheriae,
were highest at the minimum velocity. Acnanthidiwn lineark had approximately the same density on all
stones, but in terms of relative abundance, its importance increased with increasing velocity reachng lyVo
of the community for the maximum velocity. The experiment showed that the mid-column velocity often
used in ecological experiments is not a good indicator of the nearbed velocities. The measurements also
revealed some unusual physical features of our cobble-bed sEeam, nanely that the turbulent energy spec'a
decayed at a much faster rate than observed in other streams and the shear velocity was almost constant
over the reach. The experiment has highlighæd further work which needs to be done to obtain a better
understanding of both the physics and the biology of cobble-bed streams.

KEY-WORDS: periphyton / diatom / biomass / turbulence / mean-velocity / cobble-bed-stream /riffIe-run /
nearbed-hydraulics / habitat-hydraulics /
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INTRODUCTION

Periphyton are the main primary producers of stream ecosystems and fill an exuemely important role as tle source of
energy for many animals (Biggs, 1996a). However, as with other biota in streams we still have lifle knowledge of
the rrcaùed hydraulic fields under which they grow in natural situations and, thus, of their hydraulic habitat
requirements (Biggs, 1996b; Stevenson, I 996).

Previous research on the hydraulic habitats of periphyton in gravel-cobble bed streams have generally used
conventional flow meter tectmology (e.g., Biggs and Hickey, 194; Biggs and Sokseth, 1996). As such. it has not
been canied out at scales commensurate with that of the organisms' size, nor habitat dimensions. For example,
velocities are normally measured at 0.4 of the depth fiom the bed (often 20 - 2m milimetres above the substrata),
whereas periphyton cells are often only protruding tens of microns above the surface of the stones. This results in the
point of measurcment being thousands of times ùe organism's length away ftom where it actually resides and the
hydraulic conditions that ttrc organisms are "cueing" into may be quite different to what is being recoded in the
freesteam by the current meær.

Improvements to the tæhnology of measuring velocities in streams have allowed us to examine the interaction
between the flow field near ttre bed and the periphyton growing on cobbles in more detail. This paper describes a
preliminary experiment which exploits these improvements in technology and advances our understanding of the
important paramete$ in deærmining the gmwth of periphyton in different flow fields.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

Overview

The experiment was carried out in a concrete flume at NIWA's outdoor experimental facility at Silverstrearn, north of
Chrisæhurch, New Zealand. The flume was l0 m long by 1.6 m wide and 0.6 m deep. Its bottom was lined with
cobbles with median size dso = 38 mm. rilater was diverted fiom a natural stream into the flume thrrough a vertical
sluice gaæ which controlled the flow. The water level in the flume was controlled by a free overfall weir at tlp
downsheam end. The sluice gate was only half the width of the flume, so flow entered the flume as a higtùy tuôulent
jet concentrated on the central half of the width. However, within 3 m of the upstre:rm end, the flow had Mme
tranquil and the distribution of velocity across the channel was uniform. Such a transition from swift, higtrly
tuôulent flow to slow, tanquil flow occurs in nature in the transition ftom riffles to pools and the oppornrnity that
presenæd itself as a result of ttte inlet conditions was used to examine how periphyon might respond to zuch a
transition in nanrre.

Experimental Design

Flow in the flume was started in late winter (1 August l99a) and wa.s maintained at a nearly constant rate by
moniûoring the level using a prcssure transducer at the do\À,nstream weir. Only very minor adjusunents to tlle conûol
gate were ever necessary. The flow was maintained for a period of 3 months (laæ winter and early spring) which
enabled the development of a diatom dominated periphyton mat. On 27 October, 1994, five cobbles were selecæd
along the centreline of the flume at various locations ftrom the higtûy nrrbulent upstream region o ûre tranquil
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downstream region, as shown in Figure l. Samples of periphyton were collected frrom the top of each of the stones by
carefully retrieving the stone ftom the flume (see below for sampling methods). The sûone was restorcd to the exact
location at the completion of each sampling. over the following week a set of velocify distributions were measured
above each stone at four locations, in front, on the leading edge, on top and in the lee. For each velocity distribution,
up to 20 measurements were taken in the vertical at spacings which varied from j mm near the cobble to 20 rnrn near
the water surface, as shown in Figure 2.

580

p seo
; 540
o

E 520

fi 5oo
E 480
.o

460

1.5 2 2.5

llstance lbwnstroam (m)

Fïgure 1. Profile of the bed along the centreline of the row of stones (numbered).

Position:

9.24 9.22

t3tanco tD3tream (m)

Figure 2. hofile of Stone 2 strowing the velocity measurement positions

Physical Measurements

Rails were fired along the walls of the flume and these were carefully leveled ûo ensure they were horizontal. A
tro[ey ran on the rails ard spanned t]re widh of the flume. A beam fiEed to the trolley allowed precise positioning of
instru:ments with beûer than I mm accuracy in any of the three dimernions.

The bed profile strown in Figure I was measurcd using an automatc profiler consisting of a surface follower capable
of sensing both the water surface and tte bed. The surface follower took measurements along the length of the flume
at equispac€d inærvals of 9'3 mm by means of a sæpping motor. Thirty such profiles were taken at l0 mm intervals
across the flume on either side of tlp centelrp.
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Velocities were measured wirh a lnt film anernometer (HFA) coruEcted ûo an analog-to-digttal converter which

sampled at l0 Hz. Data were logged directly ino a PC. Velocities werc sarnpled for periods of at least 50 s

duration, giving 500 samples for each velocity measurement.

The velocities were assumed to comprise two parts:

I t = î + u '

where u is the meazured velocity, 7 is the æmporal mean over the 50 s sampling period and r' is the tuÈulent

fluctuation in velocity. In the description that follows, tlte term "turbulence" $,ill be used to refer !o the standard

deviation of r, which corresponds ùo the root mean square of r' .

Shear velocity u. \,:rs calculaæd fiom the vertical disribution of mean velocity by fitting the data o a logarithnic

profile (see, forexample, Daily and Harleman, 1966):

U . -  Z  ^
u =  - ln -+  c

K z o

wtpre K is von Karman's constant (assumed to be 0.41), z is the distanc€ above the surface of the cobble, z0 is a
representative cobble parameter and C is a constant.

Both the bed profile anl the velocity data were analysed using routine Fourier analysis methods to compute the power

spectral dens$ (see, for example, Otrres and Enochson, 1978). The data were first transformed using the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of Singleton (1966), then wirdowed using the Coodman-Enoctson-Orps (GEO) wirdow.
Velocities were frequency-averaged using 2 side-lobes to srnooth the specnum. For the longitudinal bed profiles, the
quadratic tend was removed ftom each pmfile, the data were tansformed to the ftequency &main, a GEO wirdow
was applied and the 30 transformed profiles were ensemble-averaged to yield an average power spectral density.

Biological Measurements

The top of each of the 5 stones along tlre hydraulic tansition was sampled for periphyton Initially it was intendd !o
take at least three replicates ftom each stone (ftont, middle, aft) o conespond to the location of the hydraulic
measurements. However, this was not feasible because the communities had developed into a thick, ftagile, mat m
three of the stones. Instead, a circle of known diameter (uzually 25 mm) that encompassed the whole upper surface
of most of the stones was scribed and all the periphyton from within ttp area was removed using a scalpel and
pipette. The collecæd periphyton was then re[rmed to ttle laboratory on ice and stored in t]p dalk at -18 'C for later
analysis of ash-free dry mass (AFDM), ctrlorophyll a, and species densities.

In the laboratorl, the samples were tnmogeniæd and subsarnpled (Biggs, 1987) for rhe analyses. AFDM was
determined by filtering 3 aliquots of ttrc tnmogenase through ore WhaEnan GFC filær to conoentrate the periphyton
This was repeaæd 3 times to give analytical replication. Ttrc filæn and associated organic matter were then dried for
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24 h at 105 'C, weighed, ashed for 4 h at 440 oC, and reweighed. The samples were cooled in a desiccator before

each weighing. Chlorophyll a was determined by filæring as for AFDM, with 3 analytical replicaæs also.

Cfilorophyll d was extracted from the periphyon by submening the filter and periphyton in boiling 907o ethanol for

5 min and sæeping in ttre dark for 24 h (Sartory and Grobbelaar, 1984). Absoôance was measured at 665 and 750

nm on a spectrophotometer. Acidification was used to correct for phaeopigments, and a chlorophyll a coefhcient of

28.66 was used. Percentage chlorophyll c was calculated as chlorophyll c divided by AFDM (both in units of mg

mt;. Ctrlorophyll a is used in the text as a me:nure of total autotrophic biomass in the mat.

The density of taxa was determined by counting cells in subsamples using an inverted microscope (maximum

magnification, 800 x ). At least 300 cells were enumerated for each stone.

RBST.JLTS

Characterisation of the periphyon's hydraulic environment

Descripton of the hydraulic environment has been split into three sections: ooarse scale, fine scale and a comparison

of the two. The coarse scale parameters describe the overall flow field and are the parameters which can be obtained

by traditional current meter measurcments of velocity. The fine scale parameters define the flow near the bed wtpre

the periphyton are living. Identificaton of these pafirmeters requires more sophisticated velocity measuring

equipment, such as the hot fikn anemometer.

Coarse scale

The longitudinal bed profile in the study reach (Figure l) was very rough, with a mean height of 38 mm and a relative

roughness of zlh = 0.25. The overall slope of the bed was S = 0.fiD9. Mean column velocities (measured at 0.4 of

the depth from the bottom) decreased from 0.47 m s-r at Stone I to 0. 13 m s'r at Stone 5, corresponding to ttre
qpreading of the inlet jet. The turbulence at the mid*olumn points was significanty correlated with the mean

velocities (r = 0.909, P = 0.03). However, depths over the reach did not vary markedly (0.125 to 0.151 mm, Table

l ) .

Fine Scale

Figure 3 shows how the mean velocity and turbulence varied with depth ftom the water surface. The profiles for the

4 measurement positions across the stone are essentially the same, both for mean and standard deviation of velocity,

indicating that ttle velocity profile did not change across the stone. Just above the stone, the mean velocity was at a

minimum and increased !o a maximum at -60 mm, or half depth, thereafter remaining essentially constant. The

standard deviation of velocify (i.e., turbulence) was maximum just above the stone and decreased towards the surface.
The two points numbered I and 2 in Figure 3(b) fiom the profile of Position 2 on the leading edge of tlrc sûone are
particularly interesting becauæ the standard deviation of 2 is rwice that of 1, even tlough tlrc measurement points

were only 2 mm apaft. Figure 4 compares the velocity time records and spectra for these two data points. These

figures are qpical of all velocity measurcments taken. The time records display apparently chaotic and continually
changing velocities about the mean, with no ûend over the 50 second duration of the sample. The spectra show a
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good fit of the Kolmogorov -5l3 Law fiom 0.5 to 2 Hz, but tlrc energy decays at a much higher rate for fiequencies
greaterthan 2 Hz.
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Flgure 3. Distribution of (a) mean velocity, î ,and(b) standard deviation of velocity with depth from the

water zurface for Stone 2.

Table I srnnmarises the flow parameters for each stone, with tlp measurements for all positions combined into sp
dataset. The shear velocity for Sorp I was not available because of exteme scatter of the mean velocities in the
vertical profile. The reasons for this scatter ar€ discussed in the next section.

Coarse vsfine scale measurements

Traditionally, velocity is measured by stream ecologiss at tlre mid-point in the velocity profile (0.4 of the depth ftom
fte bed). The following comparison of rpaùedz- and mid-column values has been canied out to place our results in
a context with others and draw attention to some biologically important differcnces.

First, as could be expected ftom tlrc shape of the velocity pmfiles (Figure 3), neartædz* velocities werc much lower
than mid-sneam velocities (except for Stone l). However, there was rn significant conelation between mid-column
and nearbed2- velocities (r = 0.747, p = 0.147) wittt ttp magrihrde of the differences between locations (i.e., miô
colunry'nealbed) varying greatly among the stones (-15% - 987o). This indicated that the mean velocity was not a
good indicaor of ræarbed2- velocities in this section of simulated steam. Second, conditions in the mid-column
region were far more uniform than was recorded near the bed (Table l). Thus, over our hydraulic transition zorr
there was only a 2.5 fold change in mean column velocity vs. a 5.2 fold change in nearbedz- velocity, and only a 3.0
fold change in mid<olumn turhrlence vs. a 5.5 change in neaûed2* turbulence. The high bed rcughness greatly
incrcased the complexity of the nearbed flows resulting in high variations in velocity and turùulence over small
distances.
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Figure 4. Comparison of tinre series (a) and (b) and corresponding spectra (c) and (d) for points at Position 2 of
Stone 2 at 2 mm above the stone (a) and (c) and 4 mm above the stone (b) and (d). Horizontal lines in (a) and

(b) represent mean (solid line) and + standard deviation (dashed line). Lines in (c) and (d) represent the
Kolmogorov -5/3 Law.

The shear velocities calculaæd fiom the slope of the velocity disnibmtions near the bed (i.e., ftom Equation (2)) were
rema*ably constant (except for Stone 3), considering the vastly different velocity regimes at each sûone and the
different colonisation of periphyon. We had expected to find a decrease in shear velocity (indicating a decrease in
shear stress) as ihe flow became more tranquil. The reason why this did rnt occur is not understood and further work
is required on this.

Periphyton Responses

Ttæ neartæd2* data presented in Table I were used to reprcænt the average hydraulic environment for the
periphyton and the responses were analysed as a function of these data.

Biomass

A clear gradient was observed in the amount of periphyton along the hydraulic transition zone in the flume. Only a
fine green film, with the occasional mucilaginous balls of Nosloc sp., occurred on tlrc stones at the head of the zone
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Table l. Summary of flow parameters for each $one in which the rnean and standard deviation of velocity at

both mid-column (0.4 of the depth from the bottom) and nearbedz-. (i.e.,2 mm above the top of the stone) are

the values averaçd over the 4 measrrenrent positions Shear velocity was calculated using Equation (2) with

a = dro = 55 mnr.

Stone Dist
No d/s

Depth Velocities (m st)

Mid4olumn Nearbedr.-

(m) (m) Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Shear

I
2
3
4
J

0.147 0.362
0.13s 0.39
0.125 0.388
0.1s0 0.225
0.15r 0.159

0.082
0.083
0.061
0.047
0.027

0.417
0.323
0.199
0.r84
0.080

0.109 nla
0.093 0.022
0.0s0 0.030
0.036 0.020
0.020 0.022

where velocities were relatively high. Moving downstream, a mad<ed increase in growth occurred over tbe whole bed

as the water became more tarquil and ttp communities became thick, fluffy, brown mats, ôminated by diaoms'

with the occasional tuft of green algal filaments.

The total biomass (AFDM), arnount of live algae (chlorophyll d), and tlr percentage of the ûotal biomass as live

atgae (Vo ctùorophyll a) all displayed a similar response to nearbeda- velocity (Frg. 5a). Values were intermediate at

the low velocity of 0.08 m s-t lsone 5) and rose to a maxima at 0.184 m s-l (Sorp 4). A very small, 896, irrrease

in rpalbedâ,q! velocity to 0.199 m s-t 1Soæ 3) then resulted n a 4O% reùrction in AFDM, brtt > 7O% re&rction in

ctrloropfiyll a. Both AFDM and ctùorophyll a \pere low for the higtrer velocities (> 0.25 m s't; on Stones I and 2 at

ttre head of tlre transition zone. The low 7o ctrlorophyll a on tlrcse stones indicated that tlrc organic matter that was

present at these velocites had a low content oflive algae.

using our hot-film an€momeûry system we \r/erc, for the fint time, able o get a measure of turbulerEe around ûe

periphyton mas (Fig. 5b). It is clear ttnt ttr AFDM, chlorophyll a and% ctrlomphyll a responses were very similar

to that for velocity. Indeed, as noted earlier, we found that mean nearbeda- velocity and turbulerrce above the

stones werc highly conelated. Because of this conelation we present an analysis of orùy tlp mean velocity oomporEnt

in the following section on species performarrces.

Because shear velocity was reasonably uniform ûrough the transition zone (Table l) rpne of the biomass parameters

displayed any rclationship with this parameær.

Species densities

Thirty taxa occuned in tlp mats at densities > lfi) cells nun'z. Tlrc unicellular diatom Synedra rwnpens dominated

the assemblages on three of the five.stones. Five main pattems in density occurrcd for the oornmon taxa as a frrction

of velocity. In ttre first pattem, five taxa had their peak densities at the lowest neaôedam velocity (0.080 m st; utd

then progessively decliræd in &nsity as velocity increased (Frgure 6). Fragilaria vaucheriae dominaæd the

communities in this low velocity range. The most oommon pattem was for peak densities at rrartæd2m velocities of

0.184 m s{ (l I taxa) and parallels the overall pattem for biomass (Figure 5). Synedra rwnpens was by far the most
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abundant at this nearbedâ* velocity with densities peaking at > 10,(n0 nrn'2. The third group had peak densities at
0.199 m s''. At this velocity densites were becoming quite low and there were only two taxa with this pattern. The
remaining taxa had little panem in their densities (Group 4) or only occuned at one of the five velocities (usually
0.184 m s't)(Group S;.
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Figure 5. Variation of biomass parameters with nearbedz.. (a) mean velocity and (b) turbulence.

The shape of the distribution of densities as a frmction of nearbedx* velocity varies when analysed as relative
abundance (Figure 6). Of particular note is the broadening of the peak for Synedra rumpens, indicating that even
though densities decreased from > 10,000 mm-2 at 0.184 m s-t to < 500 mm'2 at 0.323 m s-t, this taxa retained a
relative abundance of 30 - 357o. Thus, this taxon rvas the strongest competitor over quite a wide range in velocities.
However, Achnanthidium linearis did not change greatly in density as the velocities increased, but in relative terms it
did increase in importance at the highest nearbed velocity (0.417 m s-r; and here contributed over lOVo of tIrc
community. This indicaæd that it was much more resistant to high velocities. Lastly, under low velocities Fragilaria
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vaucheriae out-performed Synedra rumpens. These results clearly demonstraæ habitat
niche separation for strcam periphyOn along a gradient of hydraulic stæss.

i *
$ *oo
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Figure 6. Variation with mean velocity of (a) abundance and O) relative abundance of the mqior periphyton
species on each $one.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

General

This shrdy of a riffle - run hydraulic transition provides the first accurate record of rrcar-bed flow conditons to which
periphyton communities can be subjecæd in streams and documents their responses. The becl sediment comprised
cobble-sized particles with a very high relative roughness and this srongy affected velocity and turbulence fields. We
found that lhe average water column velocities (and turbulence) were not always good surrogates for the nearbed
hydraulic conCitions in streams. A unimodal disribution of periphyton biomass as a frrnction of nearbed velocities
with a peak at a nearbedzo.,- velocity of 0.18 m s-r occurred. The strape of this distributon agreed with theoretical
predictions based on a trade-off benveen stimulation of production through enhanced nutrient mass transfer and
rctardation of accrual as drag begins to exceed attachment and ænsile strength of the community. Only 33% of trc
l1 common taxa had densities which rcflected changes in biomass as a function of velocity. SOVo of tlrc taxa had rn
clear velocity preference and l77o were morc abundant in the lowest velocities. These results demonstrated fairly
specific hydraulic habitat preferences for some taxa, but also considerable overlap for others

Velocity Measurements

Using an IIFA to measue velocity in higtrly turbulent flow is difficult because bubbles and coarse particulates in ttrc
water attach themselves to the probe and cause drift in the measurements. In a laboratory seEing tte bubbles may be
visible through the side walls of the flume, but in our field application, ttrcy were almost impossible to detect even
using a periscope to pierce the water surface. We could infer their prcsence only by appearance of drift in the data.
Unfortunately, detection of drift is not always easy in ttæ field, although it becomes obvious orrce detailed numerical
analysis begins. This was a particular problem for the Stone I and resulted in our inability to obtain sufficient
measuæments in the depth o calculate the shear velocity (see Table 1). The problem with bubbles was not as
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severc near ttrc bed as it was in the freesfeam; however, if the periphyton mats had been thicker and protnrded
geater than 2 mm above the stone (the distance from the tip of the HFA to the hot-film itself;, we expect that therc
would have been measurement problems with these data as well. These problems seem insurmountable, so in future
experiments an altemative means of measuring velocity will be employed

Decay of Tuôulent Energy

Ttrc decay of tutbulent energy with frequerrcy strown in Figures 4(c) and (d) marches the Kolmogorov -5l3 Law for
the range fom 0.2 to 2 Hz, but tlp energy decays at a faster rate for frequencies higher than this. This result is
contrary ûo findings of other researchers (e.9., Isawa and Asano,l98O; Grinvald and Nikora, 1988) who have shown
that the Kolnogorov Law is applicable in a wi& range of strearn-types fiom slow, deep, sand-bed streams to swift,
shallow, gravel-bed strcams. Velocities near the bed in the S-stone experiment varied from 0.417 to 0.080 m/s (Table
l). Thus, for a freçency of ZHz, corresponding to the point where the energy begins to decay faster than the theory,
Ûe length scales of the flow are from 200 !o 40 mm. These represent tlp maximum length scales. For higher
frequencies, tlæ lengths reduce. There are two such lengÛr scales in the S-stone experiment, ttre deptlr (- 150 mm)
and the size of the cobbles (-38 mm). (Another factor is tlre periphyton themselves, but for this experiment the
length of the periphyton was only of order 5 mm) Further experiments arc planned to address the question of why the
turbulent energy in our flume at Silverstrearn decays faster than the theory predicts and whether it is because of the
depth orthe size ofthe cobbles.

Effect of Periphyton on Flow

Nikora er a/ (zubrnited) found that ûre grorvth of periphyton on a concrete bottom had a substantial effect upon
tlrrùulence and roughness. A question that arises is whether periphyton growth on cobbles could affect turbulerrce?
For the S-storp experiment the length scales of the flow were orrc or two orders magritude greater than the length of
ttp peripùtyon Therefore, it is unlikely that periphyton had any effect on the turùulence at the frequencies being
measurcd. ktdse4 periphyton with length scales of order I mm in velocities of order 0.3 m/s would be expected to
affect the flow at freçerrcies of order 300 Hz or greater, well beyond our pr€sent measuring capability. Further
experiments in a similar flow field are undenvay in which the effect on turbulence of filamentous geen algae with
lengths of order 50 mm will be examined.

Effect of flow on periphyton

Figures 5 and 6 show that flow has a major effect on periphyon, with Stones 3, 4 and 5 in the tranquil region having
more than an order of magnitude more biomass than Stones I md 2 in tlre high velocity region. However, the
substantial increase in ctrlorophyll a between Stones 3 and 4 with a minor increase in mean and standard deviation of
velocity meuu that ther€ must be ottrcr factors affecting the periphyton as well. One explanation is that insufficient
periphyton samples were taken and ttrat the measurements reflect natural spatial variation in periphyton. However, it
is unlikely that this explains all of the enormous difference. Other factors (from Table l) are that Stone 3 has the
minimum depth and the maximum stear velocity. Perhaps the flow regime in between Stones 3 and 4 is critical in
terms of the habitat for periphyton and the small physical difference between the stones represents a major habitat
change.
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Future Work

This experiment has raised a lot more questions than it answered and has generated a three year research programme

into rparbed hydraulics and periphyon in cobble-bed stqlms. knportant physical questions to be addressed irrclude:
why tlrc turbulent €nergy spectra decay so rapidly and why the shear velocity is constant throughout ttp reach.
Acquisition of an acoustic Doppler velocimeter which remotely samples velocity in ttuee dimensiors at up to 25 IIz
will allow us to addrcss these matlers. Of coune, the experiment barcly ouched upon the interaction betwoen flow
and periphyon and there are a multinrde of çestions which arise such as: the preference of inCividual species for
different velocity rcgimes; tlrc importarrce of nearbed vs frreestrcam velocity and turbulence; how periphyon adapt to
achanging flow regime, to name just a few.
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ABSTRACT

Increase of roughness with depth of flow as a result of increasing momentum absorbing area
"Mlçq" for non-submerged tall vegetation, and decrease of roughness as a result of streamlining
were evaluated by testing individual pine and cedar saplings in water flume. In order to model the
effect of vegetation flexibility for short submerged grass roughness, simulated plastic strips were
embedded in a flume floor. For both submerged and non-submerged conditions, a dimensional
analysis, supported by experimental results was applied to model the resistance to flow ih flood
plains and vegetative zones of natural waterways.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Non-Submerged Tall Vegetation

Vegetation on flood plains and rivers banks are commonly assumed to behave as rigid roughness
(Chow, 1954; Barnes,1967; Arcement and Schneider, 1984). This can lead to a large error in the

relationships between the velocity and the momentum absorbed by vegetation and a clear

violation of the fundamental fluid mechanics. Experiments were performed to show the effects of

non-rigidity and inundation depth of vegetative roughness for the non-submergence condition in

flood plains and vegetated zones of rivers. tndividual pine and cedar tree saplings were used to

model the resistance to flow in a water flume, and to determine the amount that streamlining

decreases the drag coefficient and reduces the "Momentum Absorbing Area (MAA)". According

to the results, the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor varies greatly with the velocity due to bending,

and with depth due to a direct increase of the MAA .

A dimensional analysis, supported by experimental results, is developed in order to obtain a

relationship between roughness conditions (i.e., density and flexural rigidity) and flow conditions
(i.e., velocity and depth). If it is assumed that resistance to flow in vegetation zone is a function

of vegetation density and rigidity, as well as velocity and depth of flow, Then the final form of

the dimensionless parameters could be (Fathi and Kouwen, 1995):

( 1 ) ',(:)=^(ry)
where A = "momentum absorbing area, MAA" which is a function of one side area of leaves and

stems, a= honzontalareaof channelbedcoveredbythevegetation, Cd=drag coefficient,p=
density of water, V = average channel velocity, )n = nornal depth of flow, and EI = flexural
rigidity.

Using a force equilibrium for uniform flow in a vegetated reach (Petryk and Bosmajian, 1975) ,
the average boundary shear stress (ts ) can be expressed as:

(2) ""=+=ir,(*)*'
where Fp is momentum absorbed by vegetation.
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The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (fl is defined as (White, 1974):

where V. is shear velocity and Vis channel steam velocity. Since by definition 1. =pV.2, using
equation (2), the friction factor (f) will be:

(4)

r v,2- = -
g v 2

(3)

r =+c,(|)

The plots in figure 1 show the variation of the friction factor (/) with submergence deprh (Yr/h ,
where à = 300 mm, the height of models) and velocity for cedar and pine models. The curves
show up to a 40 fold increase in the friction factor from shallow, low velocity stem flow to the
nearly submerged foliage flow. Similarly, there is up to a 4 fold decrease in the friction factor
when the velocity is increased from 0.1 to 0.8 m/s. In practice, the MAA for each depth is
predicted by sampling in a vegetated canopy and it can be determined as a function of flow depth
(yr) for each specimen. The variation of MAA with depth of submergence has also been shown in
figure 1 with the same vertical scale as the friction factor (f ). In figure 1, stiffness (E'4, MAA,
and velocity appear to be the dominant factors for all cases.

Non-s ubme rged Experimental P roc edure
A system of load cells and a knife edge table were designed and installed beneath of the flume to
instantaneously measure the drag force and the center of efforts. The recorded data were averaged
for the same 30 seconds duration as the velocity measurements. The tree models in channel bed
were attached to the top of the table through a sealed hole. For each of the pine or cedar models,
experiments were run for five depths of 60, 120, 180, 240,300 mm. At the 60 mm depth, the flow
was only stem flow and at the 300 mm depth, the model was nearly submerged. The 300 mm
depth experiment was repeated seven times with different models of both pine and cedar in order
to estimate the effect of experimental repetition as well as the variation of model samplings (Fathi
and Kouwen, 1995).
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Figure 1: Variation of friction factor (f ) wiûr velocity, depth, and MAA
(cedar and pine models)

Photographs of one side of leaf and stem area of models were scanned, digitized by using
EasiÆace software ("Easi User's Guide", 1994) in a UNIX workstation, and recorded as
cumulative MAA per unit horizontal area, l(,Ua).u.1 for each flow depth (Figures 1). The

l(ila\cumj is normalized wiih relative depth of submergence (Y/h) and shown as [(AN)h] in

Figures 1, where Y=aYn.

Cedor Model

Hne Model

0
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B. Submerged Short Vegetation

The resistance to flow in vegetated channels has been modeled by relative roughness approach in
a manner very similar to widely accepted resistance relationships for rigid roughness in pipes and
channels. Vegetation bends when subjected to shear, adding the additional requirement of
predicting the effective roughness height as a function of the flow. The governing relationships
are described in detail in Kouwen (1992). According to above model, the friction facror (,f ) is
calculated based on the relative roughness through the logarithmic formula:

where & =thedeflectedheightof roughness, aandà =coeff icientsdependentupontheextent
to which the vegetation is bent. According to the measurements of flow over flexible plastic
roughness, the roughness height (k) is a function of the amount of drag force that flow exerrs on
vegetation, and is shown to be (Kouwen, 1992):

(6) k = 0 . 1 4 {

where ft = stem length, MEI = stiffness, (M is number of stems in unit horizontal area). For
equation (6), the boundary shear stress (r.) is computed by,

t" = T),s

where I = water specific weight, and S = slope of energy line. The a and à coefficients are
listed in Kouwen (1992). The amount of c and à were computed based on ratio of shear stress
to a critical shear velocity v"rru for each type ofvegetation. In general

a , b =

where the critical shear velocity is given by

V,", = min of (0.028+6.33M812,0.23M810rc6)

#='*br"s,,(zÉ)

(MErI r
h

. ) 
0.25

(7)

(8)

(e)

V.

v,
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The critical shear stress is the total stress required to change the aggregate boundary roughness

from a rough (erect and waving) to smooth (flattened or shingled) wavy boundary.

Submerged Experimental P rocedure

Equation (5) states that for a constant y", a smaller /< (higher deflection) results in a lower /,

implying a smoother boundary. To verify Equation (5), different sets of experiments were

conducted at the University of Waterloo laboratory in a 9m flume with a width of 620 mm.

Simulated plastic strips of 100 mm and 150 mm heights and 5 mm width were subjected to a

series of flow rates at different slopes. The experiments were repeated at different depths and the

results are shown in Figure 2. As a result of an increase in channel slope and velocity, the plastic

elements were deflected and imposed a smoother surface roughness against the flow. Similarly,

according to the definition of relative roughness, the friction factor (/ ) is decreased as the depth

of floû increases.

Slmuloted Shorl Gross Model

o,2 0,3

Dorcy W. Ficlion toctot (f)

Figure 2: Variation of friction factor (f) with channel slope and flow depth
(simulated short grass model)

0.' l
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CONCLUSION
The isolated pine and cedar tree saplings, and simulated submerged grass were imposed to the
flow of water in a water flume to model roughness for non-submerged and submerged conditions
respectively. Experimental measurements confirm the strong effectof vegetation flexibility as the
velocity increases. The results of repeated experiments with different models were similar enough
to allow a mathematical model to be developed based on dimensional analysis for each
condition. Evaluation of the curves reveal the following:

(a) The friction factor (/) is directly proportional to the depth of flow and inversely proportional
to the velocity for non-submerged conditions. As soon as the vegetation becomes submerged,
a decrease in the friction factor is obtained due to a decrease ofrelative roushness.

@) Regardless of tree species, or foliage shape and distribution, depth variation of the friction
factor (/ ) is directly proportional to the depth variation of MAA, so density of vegetation is
always a dominant parameter for the non-submerged condition.
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ABSTRACT

Fluvial morphology prwides the physical framev'ork for all fish habiat, but it is often some relatively minor or
transient aspect of the orrrcrall morphology (wer-hanging banls, small backchannels, early successional vegetation)
that pro,ide the critical or most limiting fish habiat. Only by preserving the fluvial p.ocess"s responsible for any
given morphology can these small featurqs be maintained and renewed orrer the long term. The primary facorl
determining the channel morphology and fluvial processes along a river reach are the water and sediment supply
from upstream and the local geology. Local climate and floodplain vegetation are the most imporant secondary
âcjon. Engineering projects, floodplain land use, upstream land use, and global climatic changes all poæntially
affect the primary and secondary facon and can thereby cause widespread morphological changÀ. Recent studies
of the efiecb of deforestation on flood magnitude indicaæ larger and more widespread effects than was prwiously
believed. Global climatic change is now seen as haring pronounced effects on flood magnitude. ftoodptain
clearing is also recognized as hadng significant morphological effects. The scientific basis foipredicting the resul-
ting morphological changes is poor. The direction of change is sometimes obvious, but in most instances little can
be said about the rate of change or the et entual magnitude of the change. Predictions about fish habiat changes
are wen more tenuous.

There have been extensiræ efforts o restore fish habiat in channel reaches that hrve been degraded by morpho-
logical changes. The success rate for fisheries habiat restoration is quite lorr if measured in terms of the physical
survinl of the r+orks. If measured on the basis of increased fish productivity, it could be lower yet. Re-naturali-
zing rirær reaches by proriding space for natural processes to re-establish channel morphologies and associated
aquatic habitat is prwing more successfirl. Howwer, this stntegy can only deal with locallydqraded rirær
reaches. If the major factors determining dorvnstream morphology hare been altered, mitigation or restoration is
not generally feasible.
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INTRODUCTION

Fluvial geomorphology is the branch of earttr science devoted to classifyirg and undersandiry the land forms
associated with or created by riræn. It therefore provides the physicd ftameuork for the ecology and all habitaa
associated with rirærs, both fluvial and ærrestrial. In general it is the fluvial geomorphology, combined with other
frc'tors, such as the regional climatg local geology, etc. that determines the resulting ecology and habiat. There
are hou,wer also feedback mechanisms. Bank and floodplain vegeation is an important aspect of the terrestrial
ecology, associated with a riræç which can affect geomorphological pariameters, such as channel width and channel
pattern. Bearrers are also well knorvn for their ability o create their orn channel morphology in small streams.

Many fluvial landforms are easily and often unwittingly changed by man. The first indication of a change is often
far removed from the fluvial morphology of a rirær; it may be the decline or disappearance of a particular fish
species. Only a very detailed analysis might later rweal the true cause. It may be that some engineering project
or a land use change is interfering witr a hydrotogic facor that, in nrrn, affects the local fluvial morpholqgy and
therôy eliminates a criticd habiat of that fish species.

Some of the most ecologically important fluvial land forms harre a very short life expectancy on a geological time
scale. Examples are orrerhanging banks, which elrentually collapsg debris jams that rot aray, become buried in
the floodplain, or float amy in a large flood, side channels that become filled in with sediment and become part
of the floodplain or the floodplain icelf, which will etrentually turn into a terrace unless it is renewed by being
eroded amy and thereby re-built. The long term surviral of all such landforms requires the preserration of the
processes that create them and provision of space in which the processes can take place. This may appear obvious
and trivial, yet it is dmost unirærsally ignored.

The study of fluvial geomorpholqgy hæ recently become quiæ popular in hydroæchnical circles, because of the
realization that much raluable management and design information can be €xtracted from the carefrrl snrdy of flu-
vial features. Floodplains often contain detailed records of pæt bank erosion, channel shifting, rates of sediment
deposition, flood lwel and ice jam lerrels. Some of the most reliable sediment transport data hare been extracted
from dela progradation rates. In this contort one cannot over-emphasize the usefrrlness of new and old air phoos
and maps, an often neglected or orrerlooked resource.

The objectiræs of the present paper are o point out the potential for extremely widesprcad, inadrærtent murmade,
morphological changes and to demonstrate the key role of morpholqgical considerations in the management of flu-
vid habiats. World-wide, most major rirærs and many small ones are nonr subject to some degree of man-made
morphological changes and, if they are not, chances are that they will be soon. These changes invariably atrect
habiat and the rast majority of effecs will be negatirc. Mitigation will be difficult, particularly if it is not based
on the best possible undersanding of the underlying processes.

DEF'INING MORPHOLOGY

There is an €t(ensive literature on how o define and measure the morphology of a river reach. Our approach is
summarized in l{ellerlals et al., 1976. The procedures and classifications described in Netùury and G'aboury,
1993 and Ministry of Nuural Rcsources, Ontario, 1994 ue dso widely used in some parts of Canada. Besides
the obvious quantitative measurements such as width, depth, drainage area, floodplain slopq channel slope, mean
flour, rrarious flood flonn, bed and bank maærials, sediment transport rates, etc., there are other parameters, such
as channel plan form, degree of channel splittirg, cross-sectional shapg etc., that require classification s!,stems
which are invariably somewhat sùbjective in their application. The sysem dweloped by the fint author is
described in Kellerluls and Church, 1989. Figurc 1, out of that reference, illustrates the basic elemen8. A
classification sysæm dweloped by Rosgen (1994) is widely used in American fisheries circles.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin t996, Québec
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EACTORS DEÎERMIMNG MORPHOLOGY

A source of water carrying some sediment into a lake basin will wentually reptace the lake with a river and is

associated floodplain (as illustrated schematically on Figurc 2). Nothing else is needed to create a basic equilibrium

or "regime" rirær and the 'orperiment* is repeatable in a statistical sense. For a given hydrological and sedimento-

logical regime of waùer and sediment flowing into a lake bæin, the fluvial morphology and fluvial processes that

will eventuatly dwelop on the infilled lake will generally alwap be the same. Many details such as the exact posi-

tion of the channel or channels at any one time will be subject to random rariations and other factors, such as the

floodplain vegetation, will introduce s)rstematic differences.

Water a(t)
Sediment S(r)

Water Q(t)
Sediment S(r)

Frgure 2: The equilibrium river.
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Canada and other northern countries hare many infilled lake basins, due to the relatively recent Pleistocene glacia-
tion, and they often contain almost perfect 'equilibrium" rivers. Howwer, such rivers are quite rare because of
the very long time they ake to darelop. Other procæses, such as plate tectonics, isosatic uplift and climatic
changes, interfere and consequently the local geology becomes the third primary facûor, besides the hydrological
regime and sediment supply from upstream, that determines the local fluvial morphology.

There are also many secondary facors affecting morphology, the most important ones being the local climate, in-
so-far as it affecb the floodplain vegetâtion and the ice regime. Actions of man are naturally important and will
be discussed later. Scale is another important parameter as it relates to bank vegetation, bed materials and ice.
Trees hæe very different effects, depending on whether a stream is large enough !o mwe them after they topple
ino the channel. Similady it matters greatly whether, and horp readily, a stream can move the materials over
which it flmn. Some northern strcams are too small ûo form normal winter ice cotrers. They freeze to the bed
and subse4uent flmn accumulate in the ralley as icings. The result can be a rather peculiar morphology, charac-
teûzrd by unusually deep and narow channels.

As the abore determining factors change along the course of a river, different morphologies result. Often transi-
tions are quiæ abrupt and are easily identified by features such as tributary confluences, lake inles or outleb, the
apex of a fan at the mouth of a ralley, bedrock sills, a can'on entrance, etc. Other morphologic transitions are
more gradual and may only become apparent as a study progresses. When invastigating the fluvial morphology
or morphological processes of a river it is imporant to address one morphologically homogeneous reach ar a timi,
based on an a-prtort sub{ivision that can later be revised or refined.

\Vhile the basic factors that determine the morphology of a rirær reach are well knorvn in a general sense, transfor-
ming this inb practical, site-specific and quantitative relationships remains largely elusive. The scale relation for
channel width as a function of discharge, illustrated in Figurc 3, remains the be.st quantitative global relationship

l o t  t o r  l o 3

oischorgr (n3r-r)

NoTE: Small lBight channels 
lrave 

w*Qo/ indicating that dynamical similarity is maintaincd. Horærreç larç river channels have
.19:Q*t, 

approximately, indicating that they bocomc distorted to relatively grcater width as they grow larger. Inset: variation
in channcl width at a given discharge due to matcrial, properties based on Sinprc and Alb"rso, geAO;

Flgure 3: Scale rclation for channel width ra. flw (fivm Ketlerhats and Church, Ig89).
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arailablg yet it orhibis very wide scatter. More reliable results are achierable if the analpis is restricted to parti-
cular geologic and hydrologic settings, such as glacial ouwash strearili, or streans doreloped on the bed of a parti-
cular, large Pleisbcene lake. The attempt by Mollard (1973) tD correlate channel morphology in plan (essentially
the parameten illustnted on Figurc l/ o empirical factors such as the sediment supply and the hydrological regime
remains unique (Figurc 4). I\e geological, h$rotogical and sedimenological data needed to quantify his qualia-
tiræ relationships is hovwer presently not arailable.

Figutc 4: Continuum of strcam channel and ffoodplain typ€s (modified aftæ Molltrd, I97Ir.

MORPHOIOGICAL SIANGE

Actions of man can affect the fluvial morphology of a rirær reach in t$o different u/EË:

(Ù by direct, local interference with the existilg channel morpholqgy and/or the locally active fluvial processes
I means such as bank armouring, diking, channel re-alignment, channel confinement at bridge openingp,
e;tc.; or

(ii) by altering the exærnal âcors that determine the fluvial morphology of a rirær reach, suc,h as ctranging
the flour regime with florr regulation or interbasin dirærsions, decreasing the bed load supply through
grarel mining upsEeam of the reach, etc.

This presenation addresses morphological changes of the second rype, those bmught about indirectly. Hovever,
it is important to keep in mind that actions of the fint type, local interference with channel morpholqgy, often ini-
tiates changes of the second rype do\rrnstream. Examples include channel straightening and confining that can affect
dovnstream sediment loads and flood peaks, grarel mining which can decrease donnstream bed material load and
ertensiræ dikittg which can eliminate floodplain storage and increase flood peafs dorrnstream.
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Because most rivers are not truly in equilibrium, man-made morphological changes take place in an environment
that is also naturally changing at a wide rate of time scales. Often, these natural changes can be ignored because
they act at time scales of thousands to ten thousands of years. Nan"rral changes at more human time scales occur
on active delas and fans, in pro-glacial environments and in some other very fragile situations.

Man-induced morphological changes also take place over a wide range of time scales. On the very long term, all
morphological parameters of a reach, including channel slope and plan form depend on the imposed factors, but
in practical terms, some parameters change so slovly that they may hare to be accepted as constant.

Channel and floodplain slope are particulady difficult parameters to assess. In true equilibrium systems, channel
slope is related to discharge by an inverse power relationship with an exponent of around 0.4, and ûo sediment
quantity and sediment size by direct power relationships with exponens which can range to well over four. Since
changes in slope usually involve the movement or the deposition of very large quantities of material, they generally
occur at time scales of thousands (or more) yean. These time scales are beyond those of immediate planning
interest. Howweq the process of slope adjustment inrolves imporant morphological changes that can dwelop orrer
tens Eo hundreds of years and take on all the practical attributes of an equilibrium state. Increasing channel slope,
as a result of decreased (or regulated) flows, increased sediment loads or coarser loads (or some combinations of
the above) will manifest iself initially æ channel aggradation, possibly accompanied by lateral insability, finer
bed materials, different channel bars, different plan form, etc. All of these morphologic changes are highiy rele-
\ant from the perspective of stream ecology and associated habiat. Decreasing channel slopg as a result of in-
creased flows, decreased loads or finer sediments will lead to channel degradation, incision and more stable chan-
nels. An initial transient phase consisting of a wider, more unstable channel has also been observed. This period
may persist until a flood occurs which is large enough to mobilize the bed material and initiaæ downcutting.

The practical complications arising out of these simple conceps are illustrated with tuo well{ocumented examples
of Church, 195:

(D The completion of the W.A.C. Bennett Dam on the Peace River in British Columbia in 1968 reduced the
morphologically active flood flows downstream of the dam by a factor of tu,o to three. At a geologic time
scale, this will result in a smaller channel flowing at a steeper slope. At a shorter time scale, vegetation
encroachment and suspended sediment deposition are converting pars of the formerly active channel zone
into a new, lower floodplain. As a consequence, many side channels are filling in and disappearing. At
an intermediate time scale, the river is now unable to move the sediment loads of its major tribuaries and
this is gradually leading to a more irregular longitudinal profile with wer longer backwater reaches above
the confluences and steepening slopes immediately below the confluences; and

(ii) A large inærbasin diversion into the lower Kemano River in British Columbia, a very active, steep, gravel
bed river, will result in a reduced stream slope and therefore incision of the river into i6 natural floodplain
below the diversion outlet. This did not become evident until some 20 !o 30 years after the diversion took
place. The initial effect was a rapid widening of the active channel zone. With the onset of incision. active
channel width is decreasing again.

Follorring an idea of Schumm (1977), IQllerhats and Church (1989) compiled a listing of the directions of change
for a range of typical man-made interferences based on their experiences and cases reported in the literature.
Table I is a modified version of their resulB. For most entries, neither the rate nor the magnitude of the change
is quantifiable on a general basis. Quantitative resulb are sometimes achievable in specific situations, if an appii-
cable precedent can be found. This could be a natural channel reach that closely mimics the man-induced situation
or a project which has similar effects on the parameters which form channel morphology.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Ibble l: Qualitative changes in mqior morphologic parameters for selected actions of man

Determining Fhctors Probable direction of resulting dovvnstream changes
Action
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LEIGEITùD: a Channel-forming discharge, approximately 2-10 yr flood
gn Relatiræ bed material load, QnlQ
qv Relatiræ wash load, Q./Q
W channel width
S channel slope
,tc no change

NOIE: All paraneten are associated with discharge e
If initial changæ are thought to be different from long-term changes they are separated by /.
If change can occur in either dircction, it is shovn as t
Imposed changes are assumed to be relativety large but not large enough to change the order of
magnitude of the atrecæd parameter

D upstrcan of mqior tributary
2l dorrnstneam of major tribuhry
3) assuming this is a major rirær channel, not a gully

From an ecological point of viw, the morphological changes ûat should be of particular concern, because they
are most widespread and most insidioug are those resulting from the folloring three primary causes:

Floodplain Clearing

Riparian clearing leads to wider and more unstable channels along alluvial reaches. Within grarel bed rirærs,
channel width (f) is typicdly related b bankfull discharge (Q) by the follorring equarion:

(l) W = KQos
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Hq and Tlnrne (19M) lowd the constant K raried in value as follom:
no bank side trees or shrubs
| - 5% trees and shrubs
5 - 50% trees and shrubs
)50% trees and shrubs

K = 4.33
K = 3.33
K = 2.73
K = 2.34

This analpis indicates that channel reaches without bank vegetation are approximately twice as wide as those which
have a vegetated riparian cover. The amount of channel widening and the style of resulting insability will of
course \ary with channel morphology. Figuru 5 illustrates how ralley bottom logging has affected the Tiùsis River
on rvestern Vancouver Island. The earliest arailable air photograph illustrates conditions immediately folloving
mlley bottorn clearcut logging in 1956. The rirær channel is generally sirgle thread or anasromosing, laterally
stable and narrotil. The second air phoo was taken in 1980. The river has adopted a multi-thread channel patærn,
extensive sections of river bank are eroding, the unvegetated channel width is subsantially wider and there are
numerous unvegetated grarel bars, indicating that the rate of sediment transport has been dramatically increased.

Agricultural clearing and grazing activities can also cause significant changes in channel stability. For example,
Figwe 6 illustrates recent changes in channel morphology on Deadman River in central BC. .tïre upper photo
shom conditions in 1948, prior to the remoral of the riparian vegetation. The channel has a tortuous pattern, indi-
cating little coarse textured sediment transport is occurring. The single thread channel has a n:urow, deep cross-
section and the sable banls hæe a nearly continuous cover of overhanging vegetation. The lower phoù shoun
conditions in 1992 follorring extensive riparian clearing and grazing. The channel has adopted an irregularly mean-
dering plan form, hæ dramatically increased in width and most river bends are actively Jroding. Large qùantitias
of sediment are also stored in unvegetâted grarel bars. This system is lake-regulated and there are no indications
of sediment input from the ralley walls. The increase in sediment supply appears to be entirely derived from bank
erosion. These changes have resulted in a wider and generally shallover river.

The second author has recently completed an assessment of channel stability on four rivers in central BC which
have been subjea o floodplain clearing for ranching and farming activiries (M. Miles and Associates Ltrt., IgSa
&, b; IlMa &. b). T\e distribution of eroding banls as a function of bank type is summarized on Tabte 2. These
data indicaæ that banks without noody riparian vegetation are much more li[ely to erode. Banks with only a ripa-
rian fringe (wider than approximately half a channel width) or more extensi\€ riparian vegetation can be seen to
be subsantially more stable. Over the long term, bank with only a riparian fringe frequéntly dætabilize. This
occurs when the riparian fringe is outflanked by channel shifting or in cases wtren riparian trles ha,,e died from
old age and grazing activities hare prevented the establishment of lounger trees. It should be noted that, in each
of these four rirærs, downstream sediment mot/ement from eroding unvegetated bank were destabilizing sections
oT river with riparian vegetation.

The changes in channel morphology which result from riparian vegetation loss can dramatically affect fisheries
habitat' Clearing resulb in an immediate loss of streamside cover and lorg term reduction in "càver complexity"
in the channel, as u'oody debris is removed from the system and is not replaced. Bank erosion resuls in an in-
creased aailability of fine+extured materials that ele\rates rates of suspended sediment and bedload transport and
decreases the bed material size. This resuls in lower quality salmônid egg incubation habitat (e.g. Siriwner,
1988)' T\e wider, shallorver channel is also likely to hare a larger percentagJof flow trarelling sub-surface within
the river bed during the low flow period. This reduces the total area of triUiat arailable duiing low flow condi-
tions. Warmer water ternperatures (due to both a lack of streamside shade and the changed river cross-section)
will reduce summer lorv flon, water viscosities and could result in smaller stream discharges in channets that are
losing uater to sub-surfrce materials (see hnstantz et al., 194 and bnstunn &. Zzttvteger, 1995).
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Approximate scale l:3 1,000

BC 2309 fl07 August 10, 1980

Figure 5: Fost-logging changes in channet morpholog5r on Thhsis River
(fmm Kellerhals Engineering Semices Ud., I9g3).
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Approximate scale: l:19,000

Approximate scale: l:19,000

Ilgure 6: Changes in channel morpholog5l on Deadman River resulting from agricultural clearing
and grazing (nodified fnm Miles, I99Sb)
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Thbte 2: Iængth of eroding river banks as s function of bank vegetation type
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Upstrcam Land Use Chanses

Many comparatiræ land use studies (on the scales of a few hectares to a few square kilometres) have demonstrated
ttrat ddorestation and urbanization harre long term hydrologic effecs, such as increased nrnoff and larger frood
peaks. Howarer, these effects did not appear to occur, or were supposedly less pronounced, in the long-term dis-
ctrarge records of riwrs with drainage areas of the order of 100 km2 or larger. A recent study by Jones and Grant
fin press a &. b) of six 60 ûo 600 knf drainages in Oregon that hæ,e experienced \arying degrees of clear-cutting
and road building is challenging this view on the basis of very detailed statistical $ork. Thry demonstrate average
peak flov increases of 20 to 30% due to 5% differences in cumulative forest area cut. On smaller watersheds
(< 1 kml they report tharzs% clearcutting with roads increased the size of all flood peaks by 50% wer the ûnt
five years. TWenty-five years after logging, flood peaks were still increased by 25%. These resulb may not neces-
sarily be €xtrapolated directly to other regions, but ttrey leave no doubt that morphologicdly significant peak nCIr,
increases hrye occtrred in Oregon and hwe probably occuffed in many other places. Since the analysis is based
on paired eomparisons of drainages with different rates of forest remo\al, other effecB such as global or regional
climatic changes do not afiect the resut6.

Global Climate Change

lVithin the last year or so the widence for anthropogenic global warming has become close ûo ine,ûrtable and it
is cleady not an isolated effect. Other aspecs of climate are changing too, although the Eract nature of these
changes is the subject of much ongoing study and debate. KarI et al. (1995), in a review of the United Sates
climate during the twentieth century found an "increase in precipiation, especially during the cold season" and
"a greater proportion of warm season precipiation derived from heavy convective rainfall compared with gentleç
longer-lasting rainfall', among sweral other trends. Knox (193) shovs horr relatively modest changes in climate
can lead o large effects on flood magninrde. A recent report compiled by a Canadian gwernment board (&nadian
Climate hogron Board, I995l liss swen established changes indicating that human activities affect climate, one
of which is: "a trend touards higher frequency of extreme rainfall in recent decades was wident in Japan, the
USA, former So'iet Union and China." Inoking into the future, the report states: "Many models suggest an in-
crease in the probability of intense precipiation with increased greenhouse gases."
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Because the runoff process is highly non-linear, it almost dw4n amplifies variability in precipiation, sometimes
by an order of magnituda Thig combined with the well-esablished fact that channel morphology depends frr
more on the regime of toods than on mean floun or lor florn, suggests a potentid for global changes in river
morphology. With fuil of the norld's larger rirærs not affected by land use changes, it may be difficult to separate
climate effects from land use effects. The important point is that, in so far æ morphology is concerned, they often
act in the same direction.

Not dl recent changes and trends in climatic or hydrologic data can unequirocally be attributed to actions of man.
Churcl, (in prcss) has undertaken a very d*ailed study of the longest climatic and h$rologic records of Cordilleran
Canada and tnds a distinct and widespread shift tomrds a wetter climaæ starting around 1950. Mean annual pre-
cipiation increased by 10 to 30 per cent, but mean annual floods increased by up to 50 per cent, both in rirærs
afiected ry hnd use changes and in essentially pristine drainages. The morphologic changes resulting from these
imposed hydrologic changes illustrale the widely differing abilities or time scales with which riræn respond. The
channel width of the Bella Coola River, a relatiræly umtable grarel-cobble bed river, is seen to respond to the
praailing flood rqgime within a very few yeani, more or less as indicated by the widthdischarge relationship of
Ftgwe 3. In contrast, the Skeena River, a more stable grarrcl-cobble rirær, decreased in width wen though the
post-1947 mean annual floods were 50% larger than for the 15 yean before 1947.

IHBITAT CIIANGES

The relatiottships between channel morphology and fish habiat are oceedingly complex because they generally
inrolræ various life sages of many species. The imporant habiats are ofren very minor components of the domi-
nant morphology, such as small backchannels on a floodplain, werhanginC bank vegetation, irregularities in the
bank alignment, minor bed forms, etc. The composition and vegetation of the channel banks may be far more cri-
ticd than the exact channel width. Some of the most important habitats are often relatively short-liræd by-producb
of a morpholqgical prccess. For example, channel shifting or meander migration on a floodplain produce transient
features such as oxborv lakes, backchannels and wetlands on the floodplain, undercut bank, overhanging vegetation
and toppled Eees on the ouside of bends. Overhanging bank vegetation can ha,rc major effects on water tempera-
ture and on the aailability of food.

The wider, shallorer channels which result from riparian vegetation remoral commonly lack deep uater refuge
habitat. lncreased u/ater temperatur$ can hrve direct effects on the stream bioa. For example, juvenile salmonids
are less ûolerant of increased surnmer urater temperature than are warm water speciæ. Bed material size distri-
bution is an imporant parameter that determines channel morphology and it may be an wen more important aspect
of fish habiat. For example, small changes in the percentage of fines in a bed material grarel may have no detect-
able effec6 on major morphologic pammeters, but can adversely affect salmonid egg ûo fry surviral (eg. Hartman
and Scrttwur, 1N). Very small changes to the hydrological or sediment regime, that may or may not result in
large scde morpholqgic changes, can therefore hare signifcant effects on aquatic habiat.

MODEITING CTIANGES

Most engineering projects affecting riræn are norr subject to some kind of environmental review. As a result,
there is a large demand for models capable of predicting morphologic changes and their efects on habiat. The
recognition of land use changes and climaûe changes as further driving forces touards morphologic changes, and
the desire to try and restore degraded habitats, all add to the need for predictive models. Unfornrnaæly the saæ-
of+he-art is primitiræ and there is no indication that this will change in the near future. Figzæ 3 illustrates what
can be said about channel width, with the time scale for width changes being largely unknorn. The corresponding
functions for channel depth and slope are somewhat similar, but not neady as well defined. Figurc 4, although
published some 23 ]rears ago, is still essentially the sate-of-the-art for the relationships between channel
morpholqgy in plan and the imposed driving factors of discharge, sediment supply and ralley slope.
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The main reason for this unsatisfac'tory situation is our poor undersanding of sediment transport processæ in a
threedimensional environment. For decades the engineering community has been absorbed with tno{imensional
sediment transport nork in laboraory flumes and in some artificially trained and straighæned European riven.
lVhen the resul8 of this nork are misapplied to the more normal 3{imensional riwr situations (where channel
width and alignment are more or less free o adjust) they often lead to wrong ans\ilers. In some cases, 6ren the
predicted direction of change is wrong (e.9. Ihllerhals and Miles, 19fr).

The matter is complicated further by the nanrre of the relationship b*ween sediment traruryort and discharge at any
giræn rirær site. The general form of the relationship is illustrated on Figurc 7. It is characterised S a threshold
discharge for the initiation of transport and an initial, very rapid rise of the transpoft r:tte (see Church and Wlcon,
1991). This is where most natural græel-bed channels operate, yet many of the sediment transport formutas apply
to the upper, more gradual part of the ftrnction, because that part is easier to determine with laboratory experi-
ments. The steep lower part of the range suggesB that small changes o the hydrologic regime can harre significant
morphologic effects.

Ing S

(Bd
material
transport
rate)

he Q (discharge)

Figure 7; Bed material transport rate as a function ofchannel discharga

The demand for predictiræ models has been particularly stlong in fisheries circles because of the pressures that
project approal processes place on fisheries managers. These pressures have been so great that theyseem to have
overeome the only possible rational conclusion, which is that predictiræ habiat models for situatioilr with a possibi-
lity for morphological change are bgond the present sateof-the-art. Insæad of admiuing that morphologiCchange
cannot be quantified, it is simply being ignored. For example, the commonty used Instream Florr Incremental
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Methodology (Bovee,1982/ assumes that river channels hare fixed dimensions under conditions of altered discharge
and sediment transport regimes. An analpis of open channel h$raulics is being substituted for an understanding
of channel morphologic response, to the long term detriment of the resource. The biological part of these models
is also subject to considerable uncertainty as, for example, the assumptions between predicted "weighted usable
area" and biomass of fish (used in the IFIM model) ha/e not been verified (sæ Mahur et al., 1985; Shirwtl,
198ô.

RESTORATION AND MITIGATION

Koski (192) indicaæs that 5.2 x 106 km of US streams need restoration. Similar statistics are not arailable for
Canada, but the amount of riparian disturbance in southern Canada is huge. For example, the four studies in
central BC discussed prwiously found that 49% of the 390 km of mapped channel banls had either no noody ripa-
rian vegetation or only a narrow fringe. Fisheries and forestry regulations in BC (eg BC Ministry of Forests and
hwircrunent, 1995 and The Scientific Panel for Susmiruble Forest Practices in Cloyoquot Souttd, l99S) non re-
quire a riparian leare strip on Crown Land. Recent watershed restoration programs inBC Mtershed Restoration
Progrun, 194) will attempt to replant prwiously{amaged riparian areæ. There are however no comparable regu-
lations or progr:rm for prirate lands. Similar problems occur throughout other areas of Canada and a massive
education program is required to change current riparian land use practices.

River resûoration or enhancement projects hare principally been undertaken for biological rquons and hare focused
on building replacement fisheries habiat. These structural repairs typically include increasing the channel rough-
ness by rock placement, providing local areas of deeper water by constrictirg the channel or by constructing wein
which will form plunge pools and providing cover by placing logs or other structures along or within the channel.

A recent study in BC (Hartman &. Miles, 1995) evaluated the success of 99 projecs constructed by the BC Ministry
of Environment, Lands and Parks. Orny 55% of the projects were found to be physically successful. Biological
success was estimated as 50%, despite there being a general lack of any detailed post-construction biological oalu-
ation. More disturbingly, the arerage post-construction æsessment period was only two years, which indicaæs that
the longer term success statistics will likely be much lower.

A recent totian (Miles, in press) indicates that ttre BC experience is not unusual. Habitat restoration projecs in
Alaskahætea47Vo success rate (Parry etal., 1993; Parry and Seannn, I9%). A revierv of projecs inbr.gon
and Washington found a 40% success rate (Frissell & Nawa, /992,). Resuls of a rerriew of projects in SW Alberta
(RL&.L et al., 194; Fitch et al., 194) reported a 64% success rate. HowErer field srudies following a sizeable
flood in June, 1995 indicate that approximately 77Vo of structures hare now been destroyed or serrerely damaged
(Fitch et al., 1996).

A large number of instream habitat improvement projects hare been undertaken in the Willamette, Mt. Hood and
Snoqualmie National Forests in the Pacific North west. studies by (uthank, lg4; Higgias and Forsgren, l9g7
and Doyle, 191) harc reported over 80% success rates. These unusually high surviral .àtôs app."t to result from:

(D use of log structures which were designed "to function with the natural tendencies of the stream flow and
hydrologic functions" Pthank, 1994):

(iD design improvements resulting from extensive experience in a geographically limited area; and

(iii) an annual inspection and maintenance program.

The above statistics indicaæ that structural measures which attempt to physically recreate lost stream habiat
frequently don't perform well. Analpes in Alberta indicate that success rates arc likely to be poorer in higher
energy environments or on streams that are either laterally unstable or are carrying high sediment loads (RL&,L
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et al., 1994; Fitch et al., I99l). Unfornrnaæly, the land use changæ described in the section on Habiat Changes
increase flood floun, accelerate channel insability and elevate rates of sediment transport, all of which decrease
the likelihood of successful structural performance.

The above discussion is not intended o indicate that structural mqsures to erùance or restore fisheries habiat
should not be undertaken. These measures are howsver frequently ephemeral and are therefore best suited as tem-
porary measures to enhance fisheries productivity orrer the short term. The longer term solution is o re-establish
or maintain the fluvial processes which are responsible for habiat formation.

Biological studieq such as thoseby Hunt (1976) or Wrd and Slaney (1981; 19413) indicaæ rhat in some circum-
shnces instream structural enhancement can increase fisheries production. Howe'yer, there is increasing evidence
that structural measures alone do not necessarily produce an incremental increase in fsh numbers. For example,
on-going studies on the Oldman River Dam p.ject in Albera (O'Neit &. Pattenden, 1gg4) has nor demonstrated
that habiat enhancement structures hæe significantly increased trout production. Similar resutB hæe been ob-
served in an intensive study on Fish Creek in Oregon (fuevus et al., 1990). These and other studies suggest thar
labiut aailability is not necessarily the only factor which limis biological production. There are unfornrnately
few fottg term studies that e\aluate natural biological productivity (Lawson, 1993) or the response to enhancement
projects wer the longer term (see Beschta, 1994; Hartman et al, in press). Consequently many projecs are being
underbken without an understanding of either the biological limiting factors or a sound basis for predicting thÀ
resulc of proposed habiat manipulations.

CONCLUSIONS

Man is changing rirær morphology and associated aquaric habiaa through direct (or local) inærference and by
altering the formative otternal facton, such as streamflow, sediment loading, bank characteristics, etc. These
changes can result from global climatic changes, from mega-projects, such as a rirær regulation or hydroelectric
projg' or by the impact of numerous small land use changes. The cumulative impact 6f the small projects can
equal or exceed that of a mega-project.

Over the past thousands of yean, salmonids hare e\olved continuously and adapted to the arailable fluviat, geo-
morphological and habiat conditions. Howwer, these mechanisms of change operate slovly and cannot keep up
with the rate of man-made changes. Most, if not all, man-made morphologic ctranges are therefore likely o be
detrimental to the natural fish stocks.

Evidence continues to accumulate indicating that the majority of river restoration projects are unsuccessful. The
frilure rate is particularly high for projects that rely on some iorm of habiat construction or artificially-mainained
channel morphology. Better design practice may improve performance, however experience indicaæs that it is very
difficult to resûore a river once it has been swerely altered. For example in Europe, river restoration projects in
Denmark (Madsen, 195) nd the Netherlands (Kaassen et al. in pressj inrolve removing all training nork, prwi-
ding a riparian corridor and assisting the river to re-establish a 'iegime", laterally unconstrained, ,iuer patte.n.

Re-naturalizing a rirær by establishing riparian corridors, within which fluvial processes are aloved to re-establish
natural morphologies, is frequently the best resûoration strategy, but doæ not prorride quick resuls. In addition,
it does not address the fundamental problem if the formative Lxternal factors that determine fluvial morphology
are alæred significantly thmugh climatic changes, cumulative land use impacB, or mega-projects. In these circum-
stances there will be relatively-unpredicable downstream morphologic changes, *"n .long pi.f""Uy ',natural' river
reaches' and the effects on natural ûsh socks will almost iertainty be negative. Howwec p.uiOing a natural
stream corridor is still beneficial.

Efforc to quantitati\€ly model habitat alterations, resulting from changing the formative external factors, hæe no
scientific basis and the mitigation and compensation arrangements negoti"t"o on the basis of such modelling resuls
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are, consequently, rarely successfrrl. As hydro+echnical specialis8 it is our duty to tell the decision makers in the
political arena what general types of morphological changes are brought about by proposed land use changes or
mega-projecs and just how uncertain the details of the changes and the effects on fish really are. In most instancæ
the only reasonable course of action is to make decisions on the basis of consenative uorst-case scenarios and hope
for pleasant surprises.
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TRANSLATING CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY INTO HYDRAULIC HABITAT:
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OF DISCHARGE RELATED HABITAT CHANGES.
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ABSTRACT

Modification of the flow regime, for example through impoundment or interbasin transfer schemes, impacts on the
available habitat in the downstream channel. Assessments of Instream Flow Requirements (IFRs) are based on our
ability to predict the available habitat in relation to discharge. The available habitat at any point along the channel
is dependent on the channel morphology which in tum determines flow width, depth, velocity and related hydraulic
variables such as Froude number, shear velocity and roughness Reynolds number. Variations in width, depth and
velocity with discharge at any given channel section can be described by the at-a-station hydraulic geometry.
Separate relationships for different morphological units such as pools or riffles, or for different channel types such
as straight' meandering or braided can be used to predict changes in available habitat at a cross section. A major
limitation of this method is that these relationships are based on average frgures whereas in fact there is a
considerable variation in the hydraulic characteristics of the flow within any one morphological unit. Moreover,
width and depth are described independently whereas it is the combination of the various flow characteristics at a
point which determines habitat suitability for a given species.

An alternative method for characterising habitat is to classify point flows into hydraulic biotopes. Research in a
variety of South African rivers has demonstrated that the surface flow conditions, or flow type, together with
substrate class, can be used as a simple technique to classiry flows into spatially distinct instrcam flow environments
with characteristic hydraulic attribuûes described in terms of Froude number, shear velocity and roughness Reynolds
number. Surface flow characteristics can therefore be used to distinguish habitat classes which are relatively
distinctive in terms of both near-bed and mean flow conditions. Eight hydraulic biotopes have been identified for
South African rivers: backwater pools, pools, runs, glides, riffles, rapids, chutes, cascades. Classifying flows across
transects according to hydraulic biotopes allows an assessment ofhabitat diversity at any discharge.

Research in the Buffalo River, Eastem Cape, South Africa has demonstrated the variation in hydraulic biotope
distribution and associated flow characteristics for different morphological units at a range ofchannel scales and a
range of discharges. The sampling framework included the following morphological units: step, plunge pool, alluvial
pool' bedrock pool, plane bed, riffle, rapid and bedrock pavement. The results have been used to develop a hydraulic
biotope divenity index which has potential application to the assessment of flow related changes in habitat diversity.

KEY-\ryORDS: Geomorphology / hydraulic habitat / hydraulic biotope / instream flow requirements / South Africa
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INTRODUCTION

Concem about the impact of dam construction and flow regulation on the ecology of regulæed streams has prompted

efforts by ecologists to quantify and prcserve the flow pattems required for the survival of aquatic species (Gore &

King, t989; King & Tharme,1994). These environmental flows are referred to as the Instream Flow Requirements.

Standard methods exist to predict these flows such as the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFM) (Bovee,

1982) and the Physical Habitat Simulation Model (PHABSM) (Milhouse et a1.,1989). These systems have been

rested in South Africa (King & Tharme, 1994) with limiæd success, largely because of the complexity involved, the

data and manpower inûensity and the resultant expense. The aim of many instream flow studies is to assess the flow

requirements of target species and to develop a recommendation for flows needed to assure maintenance of the

population. In South Africa, significant gaps in the ecological understanding of river ecosystem process and the

absence of target species has led to a focus on habitat maintenance rather than species management (O'Keeffe, 1996).

Available aquatic habitat can be described in terms of the wetted perimeter (the total availability of habita$, the flow

depth, flow velocity and related hydraulic variables such as Froude number, shear velocity and roughness Reynolds

number; together these determine the environment both on the bed and within the water column which is experienced

by aquatic organisms. As flow conditions are directly dependent on discharge it follows that aquatic habitat will

also vary with discharge. The relationship between discharge, flow characteristics and habitat availability provides

the basis of most IFR assessments.

Variations in width, depth and velocity with discharge at any given channel section can be described by the at-a-

station hydraulic geometry. Separate relationships for different morphological units such as pools or riffles, or for

different channel types such as straight, meandering or braided can be used to predict changes in available habitat

at a cross section (Kellerhals and Church, 1989; Hogan and Church, | 989). A major limitation of this method is that

these relationships are based on average figures whereas in fact there is a considerable variation in the hydraulic

characteristics of the flow across any one channel section. (Hogan and Church, 1989). Moreover, width and depth
are described independently whereas it is the combination of the various flow characæristics at a point which

determines habitat suitability for a given species.

An alternative method for characterising habitat is to classify point flows into hydraulic biotopes (Wadeson 1996).
Research in a variety of South African rivers has demonstrated that the surface flow conditions, or flow g?e, together
with substrate class, can be used as a simple technique to classify flows in to spatially distinct instrcam flow
environments with characteristic hydraulic attributes described in terms of Froude number, shear velocity and
roughness Reynolds number (Wadeson 1966). Thus surface flow characteristics can be used to distinguish habitat
classes which are relatively distinctive in terms of both near-bed and mean flow conditions. Eight hydraulic biotopes
have been identifred for South African rivers: backwater pools, pools, runs, glides, riffles, rapids, chuæs and cascades

Clable I ). Classifying flows across transects according to hydraulic biotopes allows the divenity of habitat at a given

discharge to be assessed. Although research has not yet been carried out to validate the ecological significance of
hydraulic biotope classes, collective ecological experience points to their likely acceptance.

It is necessary at this point to make a distinction between discharge invariant morphological units and discharge
dependent hydraulic biotopes.so as to clear up possible confusion in semantics (Wadeson, 1994). The morphological
units are the basic structures or building blocks recognised by fluvial geomorphologists as comprising the channel
morphology and may be either erosional or depositional features. Although in the long term their characteristics are
dependent on the imposed flow regime which deærmines erosion and sediment transport processes, in the short term
they can be considered to be constant features. Morphological units can be subdivided into two groups: pools and

ÊeohydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, Qtëbec
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Table 1: Definitions of hydraulic biotopes recognised in the Buffalo River (after Rowntree, in press)

Hydraulic Generaldescription
biotope

Flow typel

Backwater The definition as used in this study includes true backwaters: a Barely perceptibte flow
morphologically defined area along-side but physically separated
from the channel, connected to it at its downstream end or as slack
water or dead zone: an area ofno perceptible flow which is
hydraulically detached from the main flow but is within the main
channel Backwaters may occur over any substrate.

Cascade Occurs over a substrate of boulder or bedrock. Small cascades may Free-falline flow
occur in cobble where the bed has a stepped structure due to cobblê
accumulations.

Glide Occur over any substrate as long.as the depth is. sufficient to. Smooth boundary
minimise relative roughness.. Glides exhibit uniform flow with no turbulent flow: élearly
significant convergence or divergence. perceptible flow without

any surface disturbance.

Chute ]Vlically occur in boulder or bedrock channels where flow is b.eing Smooth boundary
funnelled between macro bed elements. Chutes are generally short turbulent flow at'higher
and exhibit both upstream convergence and downstrèam flow velocities than
divergence. glides

Run Occur over any substrate apart from silt; relative roughness low. Rippled flow
They often ocôur in the trairsition zone berween rifflès and the
downstream pool;.

Riffle Occur over coarse alluvial substrates from gravel to cobble; relative Undular standing waves
bed roughness high. or breaking stanfiing

waves

Pool Has direct hydraulic contact with upstream and downstream water. Barely perceptible flow

Rapid Rapids occur over a fixed substrate such as boulder or bedrock. Undular standing waves
or breaking standing
waves

tDefinition of flow types used in Table I

No flow. no water movement

Barely perceptible flow smooth surface, flow only perceptible through the movement of floating objects.

Smooth boundary the water surface remains smooth; streaming flow takes place throughout the water
turbulent profile; turbulence can be seen as the upward movement of fine suspended

particles

Rippled surface the water surface has regular disturbances which form low transverse ripples
across the direction of flow; the degree of disturbance may vary from faint ripples
to strong ripples.

Undular standing waves standing waves form at the surface but there is no broken water

Broken standing waves standiug waves present which break at the crest (white water)

Free falling warer falls vertically without obstruction
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hydraulic controls. Pools are scour or erosional fearures with relatively high depths relative to width and within

which the macro-scale flow hydraulics are controlled by a downstream hydraulic control. The hydraulic controls are

usually aggradational or erosionally resistant features with relatively low depth relative to width and within which

the macro-scale flow hydraulics arc not controlled by downstream hydraulic features. Shallow flows and large bed
material calibre leads to micro-scale hydraulic controls at low flows so that these features tend to be hydraulically

complex. A description of the morphological units considered in this paper are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Morphological units within the Buffalo River adapted from Wadeson (1996)

Morphological Unit Description

Plunge Pool Erosional feature below a resistant strata (waterfall).

Bedrock Pool Topographic low point formed behind resistant strata lying across the
channel.

Alluvial Pool Topographic low point formed by scour within an alluvial bed, often
associated with fines in the bed, especially at low flows.

Step Occur within headwater streams, characterised by large clasts organised
into discrete channel spanning accumulations.

Plane Bed Consist of large clasts relative to flow depth and lack well defined
bedforms

Topographic high points in an undulating bed long profile composed of
coarser sediments.

Hydraulic biotopes can often be related directly to morphological features and are therefore commonly given the
same terminology, but being flow units rather than sedimentological units, they vary with discharge. Thus riffle
hydraulic biotopes are associated with riffle morphological units, but, as will be demonstrated in this paper, a riffle
mdrphological unit contains an assemblage ofhydraulic biotopes which changes as flow discharge changes.

As noted above, the at-a-station hydraulic geometry varies with different channel morphologies. Discharge related
variations in hydraulic biotopes should also be dependent on channel morphology. It is postulated that if a
relationship can be found between channel morphology and discharge related changes in the distribution of hydraulic
biotopes, this would lay the basis of more cost effective methods for assessing IFRs. This relationship is explored
in this paper using a case study from the Buffalo River in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa.

THE RESEARCH AREA AND STUDY SITES

The Buffalo River is a relatively short, steep coastal river system, fairly typical of those draining the easrern
escarpment of South Africa (Figure 1). From its headwaters in the Amatola Mountain range at an altitude of 1300
metres (amsl) it flows in a south-easterly direction for 125 km before discharging into the Indian Ocean at the river
port of East London. The location of rcsearch sites used to develop the hydraulic biotope classification are shown
in Figure l. Results will be presented in this paper for the three sites in the upper reaches. Here a relatively steep
mountain or foothills type boulder or cobble bed stream flows through indigenous yellow wood forest. It is
unimpacted by impoundments. Flows are perennial. The mean annual precipitation over these upper catchment
areas is between l500 mm to 2000 mm, against a mean annual potential evapotranspiration of t 360 mm.

Écolrydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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28 Kilometers

Figure l: Location of study sites within the Buffalo River

The three study sites represented a range of channel types and channel morphologies. Site I had a step-pool
morphology, characterised by large clasts (boulders and cobbles) organised into discrete channel spanning
accumulations that form a series of steps separating pools containing finer material in the size range of sand, gravel
and small cobble. Channel gradient within this reach is relatively steep (0.17). Morphological units associated with
this site included plunge pools and steps.

Site 2 was described as having a plane bed (Montgomery and Buffington, 1993), lacking well defined bedforms and
characterised by long stretches of relatively planar channel bed that is punctuated by occasional channel spanning
bedrock rapids. Waær flows around cobble particles that are large relative to the flow depth. According to
Montgomery and Buffington (1993), these reaches may occur at gradients and relative roughness intermediate
between pool-riffle and step-pool reaches, this is clearly so in the upper reaches of the Buffalo River (gradienr 0. I I ).
Specific bed morphology found within this reach included plane beds and bedrock pools. Thalweg substratum was
dominated by large cobbles and boulden which were interspened with finer material in the lee areas. Particle shape
was disk like and the larger material tended to be relatively well packed giving rise to a stable bed.

Site 3, with a gradient of 0.009, had a pool-riffle morphology. Riffles were composed of cobble and boulder
intenpened with gravel. Pools had beds dominated by similar size material which has been covered by a thin layer
of fine material (silt and mud). Substratum shape was disk like and well packed to create a stable bed.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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METHODS

Data collection

The aim of this study was to assess the discharge related changes in hydraulic habitat characteristics and diversity

for a range of morphological units in the Buffalo River. The three sites described above provided a range of

morphological units: step and two plunge pools at site l, plane bed and two bedrock pool sat site 2 and two riffles

and two alluvial pools at site 3. At each site, survey transects were set out across the separate morphological units,
the number of transects being determined by the potential hydraulic variability of the site. A total of 25 transects
were laid out and surveyed; 9 at site l, 8 each at site 2 and site 3. Along each transect approximately 12 sampling
points were selected. Measurements of flow characteristics and identification of the hydraulic biotope class using
the concepts and ideas which are formalised in Table I was carried out at fourdifferentdischarges as indicated in
Table 3 . Flow exceedence values were calculated from a daily flow duration curve based on 48 yean ofrecord from
a gauging site immediately downstream of site 3. Care was taken to ensure that the same sampling points were
selected at each discharge. Flow characteristics included velocity (0.6 depth from surface), depth, bed roughness
profile and water tempeftlture; these measurements were used to develop and test the hydraulic biotope classification
as discussed fully elsewhere (Wadeson, 1996).

Table 3: Flow discharges measured at the research sites using the velocity-area method.

Flow
exceedence (7o)

Discharge (m3 sec'r)

Site 2Site I Site 3

92

t 5

50

.0r 5

.037

.045

.015

.04

.075

.97

.015

.o4
.084

1.873 .93

Data analvsis

For each site, pie-charts were prepared showing the percentage distribution of hydraulic biotopes at each discharge
(Figure 2 and 3). The pie-charts give a good visual indication of both the divenity of hydraulic biotopes and the
dominant hydraulic biotope at each discharge. Habitat diversity was further described by means of Hydraulic Biotope
Diversity Curves from which a Hydraulic Biotope Diversity Index was derived. The Hydraulic Biotope Diversity
Curves and Index were based on the principle of Lorenz curves as described by Hammond and McCullagh (1978).

For each morphological unitdischarge combination the hydraulic biotopes were ranked by frequency from high to
low and the percent frequencies cumulated. The resulting curves (Figure 4) were compared to a regional curve
derived from all sampling points at all measured discharges for the original frve sites in the Buffalo River. This curve
gives an indication of the total habitat diversity for the river and provides a reference point for comparison. When
interpreting the curves, the more convex the curve the lower the diversity, the straighter the curve the higher the
diversity.

The cumulative frequency data was used to derive a Hydraulic Biotope Divenity Index (HBDD using a modification
of a formula given by Hammond and McCullagh (1978).

iicohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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HBDI=1 -1a - f t ) / (M-R)

where A is the cumulative percentage total for the specified data set, R is the cumulative percentage total for the river

as a whole and M is the maximum cumulative percentage total assuming 100 percent of the frequencies are in Rank

l. In this case, with eight possible hydraulic biotopes, M is 800. R was calculated as 647 . The index varies from

0 for low divenity, with all hydraulic biotopes falling into one class, to I for a high diversity in which the distribution

resembles that for the river as a whole.

RESULTS

Hydraulic biotopes changes for the different morphological units are shown in Figures 2,3, and 4. Changes in the

TIBDI and the dominant hydraulic biotope are summarised in Table 4. For the purpose of discussion, morphological

units will be subdivided into two groups: pools and hydraulic controls.

Table 4: Hydraulic biotope diversity indices for different morphological units in the Buffalo River

Pd'itl?ËË8".""r 507392

Alluvial pool :HBDI

Dominant biotope

0.1

backwater pool

0.33

backwater pool

0 .31

pool

0.25

run

Plunse pool: HBDI

Dominant biotope

0 . 1 6

backwater pool

0.26

pool

0.35

pool

0.27

run

Bedrock pool: HBDI

Dominant biotope

0 .10

pool

0 . 1 1

pool

0 . 1 0

pool

0 . 1 0

run

Step: HBDI

Dominant biotope

0.890.58 0.84

run

0.77

run

Plane bed: HBDI

Dominant biotope

0.67

pool

0.53 0.56

run

0.35

run

&f!!s, HBDI

Dominant biotope

0 .41

pool

0.61

pool

0.65

riffle

0.57

run

All pools showed a similar response, with backwater pool and pool dominating at the three lowest discharges and
a significant increase in run biotopes at the highest discharge. The inclusion of some riffle flow at high discharges
may have been due to the lateral extension of the water into shallow margins with high relative roughness. Hydraulic
biotope diversity was low for all pools at all discharges, with hydraulic biotopes concentrated in one or two classes.
The bedrock pool at the causeway site is particularly consistent. Maximum values of the HBDI occuned at
discharges with flow exceedences between 73 percent and 50 percent. Some diversity was lost at spate discharges
as runs came to dominate the pools.
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Figure 4: Hydraulic biotope diversity curves

It is clear that at discharges with flow exceedences between 92 percent to 50 percent there was little change in the
type of hydraulic habitat available whercas a major change took place when the river was in spate. Unfortunaæly
no intermediate discharges were sampled so that it is not possible from the available data to pinpoint the discharge
exceedence at which major changes started to take place.

In the case of hydraulic controls - the step, plane bed and riffle - greater differences can be observed between the
three morphological units. It is clear that at all discharges there was a far greater diversity of hydraulic biotopes. The
step morphological unit showed a general increase in diversity from discharge I to discharge 4, with both a $eater
number of hydraulic biotopes present and a more uniform distribution amongst the different biotopes. Low energy
biotopes such as backwater pool and pool gave way to high energy biotopes such as chutes, cascades and rapids.
Run and riffle biotopes were maintained at all discharges. It should be noted that at the highest discharge loss of
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pools may have lead to an effective reduction in biotope diversity which is not brought out by the high HBDI of 0.89

in Table 4.

At low discharges the plane bed had a relatively high divenity, dominated by pool and backwater pool. Runs, riffles

and cascades were also present. As discharge increased backwater pools were lost and pools were largely replaced

by runs. Riffles and cascades were maintained. This pattern continued through the higher discharges, with increases

in runs at the expense of pool and replacement of cascades by chutes at the highest discharge. Diversity was lowest
at the highest discharge.

Perhaps surprisingly, riffle biotopes only came to dominate the riffle morphological units at discharge 3 when

maximum diversity was observed. At low discharges the riffle was dominated by pool biotopes, with run and riffle
being more or less evenly represented. At the highest discharge, increasing flow depth over the coarse cobble

substrate caused riffle biotopes to give way to runs; pool biotopes disappeared and chutes and cascades also became
significant as water began to flow over the largest cobbles.

It can be seen from Table 4 that, with the exception of the plane bed, all morphological features showed a significant
increase in hydraulic biotope diversity as discharge increased from 92 percent flow exceedence to 73 percent
exceedence. Little change in overall diversity occurred as flow increased to the 50 percent exceedence level, but
diversity tended to fall significantly at the highest discharge. It would therefore seem that a discharge lying between
the 70 percent and 50 percent exceedence level would be the most favourable in maintaining optimum habitat
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
For selected morphological units in the upper reaches of the Buffalo river it has been shown that available habitat
described in terms of hydraulic biotope classes varies both between morphological units and with discharge. Not
surprisingly, the pool morphological units showed the least diversity of hydraulic biotope classes whilst hydraulic
controls, due to their high relative roughness and shallow depth, provide far greater habitat diversity at all measured
discharges. The next challenge is to extend the research to a wider range of morphological units and river
environments to see if general relationships can be found.

Hydraulic biotope diversity was measured using the Hydraulic Habitat Diversity Index (HBDI). In nearly all cases
this was highest for intermediate discharges, indicating that in terms of instream flow requirements, it is these
intermediate discharges that would provide the most favourable habitat conditions. It is suggested that the HBDI
has the potential to provide a tool for assessing instream flow requirements. It is based on a simple classification of
flow characteristics and requires limited field measurements of hydraulic modelling. A limitation of the hydraulic
biotope classification as presented here is that it does not give a measure of actual velocity or depth, both important
habitat variables in themselves. It is possible that the HBDI could be combined with at-a-station hydraulic geomerry
to give a more complete picnrre of how habitat changes with discharge at a particular site. There is obvious scope
for further research along these lines.
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ABSTRACT

This study treats the fish habitat in gravel-bed stream. At first, we have to know the interrelating system
composed of flow, sediment transport and river morphology, in order to evaluate the physical properties of
the fish habitat. According to IFIM, coupling of preference curves for some species of fish and the evaluation
of local velocity and depth would provide us a fish-habitat evaluation. In the first part of this paper, spatial
variety of hydraulic parameters are discussed by introducing the survey of the river morphology and
employment of numerical analysis of flow (depth-averaged two-dimensional model with k-e turbulence
model), where the effect of vegetation is also discussed.

Even in such a methodology, the micro structure of flow is not well taken into account yet. In gravel-bed
streams, more microscopic structures would appear, and they affect the fish habitat somehow. In this study,
the author has focused the following fact: Fine sand is transported even in a gravel-bed stream, and we often
observe sand ribbons which are constituted by longitudinal stripes of sand. And, in such conditions, we always
find a group of fish staying facing upstream there. When the bed roughness changes laterally, cellular motion
appears and the upward motion appears in the region above the fine sand stripe. In other words, the
preference properties of fish or the fish habitat may be related to more microscopic structure than depth-
averaged structure. Hence, the second part of this paper, the micro structure related to cellular motion is
discussed, and an experiment using a species of fish in a laboratory flume for the preference of micro flow
structure is reported. In oredr to investigate the fish preference to the micro structure of flow, the cellular
motion control is a useful technique and numerical analysis supports it.

KEY-WORDS : Fishway habitat / Fluvial hydrauilcs / Flow with vegetation / Depth-averaged flow analysis /
Cellular motion / k-e model / Strip roughness / Preference properties
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INTRODUCTION

In rivers, flow, sediment transport and river morphology are interacted. Furthermore, one has to include

vegetation into the interrelating system in rivers. Such an interrelating system should be well understood when

the safety against flood, water resources utilization and river environment are discussed. From the viewpoint

of habitat hydraulics, these four elements provide the habitat of many organisms respectively, and

furthermore, they are closely affected one another. This interrelating system is affected by artificial impacts

such as river regulation, discharge regulation, construction of dams and reservoirs, and so on. ln addition to

direct change of rivers, the frequency of flood, daily change of discharge and sediment budget have been

changed and its affect the above-mentioned system in rivers.

Particularly, in a reach of rivers in a fluvial fan, gravel-bed rivers, the following facts affect the fish habitat

very actively: (i) the daily change of water discharge is in wide range; (ii) sediment transport during flood is

very active and morphological change is appreciable; (iii) spatial variation of hydraulic parameters (depth,

velocity and so on) is comparatively wide; (iv) the interrelating system responds sensitively and rapidly to

various impacts (dam construction and so on); (v) species of vegetation has less variety (willow (Salix

gilgianna) and Tsuruyoshi (reed, Phragmites japonica) are representative), but it grows rapidly in low-flow

stage while it easily destroyed during flood. Furthermore, the species of fish in this reach is relatively limited

(compared with more downstream reach).

This study treats the fish habitat in gravel-bed stream. At first, we have to know the interrelating system

composed of flow, sediment transport and river morphology, in order to evaluate the physical properties of

the fish habitat. According to IFIM (Instream Flow Increment Method; Platts er al., 1983), coupling of

preference curves for some species of fish and the evaluation of local velocity and depth would provide us a

fish-habitat evaluation. At the first part of this paper, spatial variety of hydraulic parameters are discussed by

introducing the survey of the river morphology and employment of numerical analysis of flow (depth-

averaged two-dimensional model with k-e $rbulence model), where the effect of vegetaton is also discussed.

Even in such a methodology, the micro structure of flow is not well taken into account yet. In gravel-bed

streams, more microscopic structures would appear, and they affect the fish habitat somehow. In this study,

the author has focused the following fact: Fine sand is transported even in a gravel-bed stream, and we often

observe sand ribbons which are constituted by longitudinal stripes of sand (laterally alternate sorting). And, in

such conditions, we always find a group of fish staying facing upstream there. When the bed roughness

changes laterally, cellular motion (longitudinal vortices) appears and the upward motion appears in the region

above the fine sand stripe. In other words, the preference properties of fish or the fish habitat may be related

to more microscopic structure than depth-averaged structure. Hence, the second part of this paper, the micro

structure related to cellular motion is discussed, and an experiment using a species of fish in a laboratory

flume for the preference of micro flow structure is reported.

MORPHOLOGY OFGRAVEL BED AND SPATIAL VARIATION OF FLOW

Field Survey of River Morphology

Thought there are several scales depending on the viwepoints. Particularly, the following two scales are

important from the view point of river hydraulics as well as fish habitat : (i) Segment : a reach with
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characteristic slope, bed materials, and bed configurations. A reach of fluvial fan is one of segment, which is
characterized as a gravel-bed river with a slope around l/100. (ii) I)nit of river morpholog1' : such as â wave
length of alternate bars. For the scale (i), one dimensional hydraulic analysis may be suitable where the cross
sectionally averaged flow is treated; while for the scale of (ii), two-dimensional model would be employed
where the depth-averaged flow is described associated to the river-bed morphology. The effect of vegetaion is
also significant in this level. However, the cellular motion cannot be described without three-dimensional
analysis.

In order to understand the scale of unit of river morphology, river morphology and vegetation on the flood
plain should be surveyed simultaneously. The accuracy and the method of survey were discussed and carried
out in the river Tedori, one of the typical fluvial fan rivers in Japan (Tsujimoro, 1994). The coordinates of
locations to characterize the morphology, bed materials and vegetation (species, density and dimensions) are
surveyed by using a theodolite and a staff. The contour pitch is 0.5m and the data-discretizing grid is 5m x
5m. The method by using a theodolite makes possible to get such an accuracy. The data of elevation of the
ground, vegetation density and its dimension, bed materials are stored in grids of 5m x 5m. Reversely from
such discretized data, one can draw the spatial distrubutions of species, density and dimensions for each
vegetation overwrapped on the contour of the ground elevation of the flood plain. The morphology of the
submerged region is possible to surveyed in the same manner to the above during the lowest water stage. In
general, the depth of water in dry season is very small for a fluvial-fan river.

In summer season of 1995, we conducted a morphological survey of one unit within straightened low-water
revetment lines of the Sai river (Ishikawa Prefecture). Because the crest of the revetment was artificially
constructed and its elevation was recorded, we could know the elevation from the sea level. As easily seen
from the contour or the perspective shown in Fig.l, a bar (a part of alternate bars) exists on the right hand
side. In the figure, x=longitudinal coordinate (flow direction), and -]:=transverse coordinate measured from
the right hand side low water revetment line.

26.U
25.0
2,r.0
23.1)26.0

25.0
z(Dr) 2 '1 0

23.t

60.0

180.0

0.0 60.0

Fig.l :  River

120.0 180.0
x(m) ffi

22.O 21 0 24 0 25.0 26.0

morphology represented by contours of eievation and perspective
(The Sai River, Ishikawa Prefecture, October 1995)

Figure 2 shows the daily discharge during a year at the surveyed reach of the Sai river, where the series of l0
years are analyzed statistically, and the average (solid curve) and the standard deviation (dotted curve) are
shown. I t ischaracter izedbyf loodsduetomel t ingsnowinApr i l ,  duero" tsyu" f ront inear lyJuly ,anddueto
Typhoon. Among them, the snow melt flood in this area is rather regular as recognized from a small standard
deviation of discharge. Such characteristics of discharge variation musr be inspected in consideration of the
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habitat conditions in rivers.

Vegetation

In summer season, the dried area was covered by
Tsuruyoshi (Phragmites japonica) though its density
and height were not appreciable in the area with higher
"relative height". The author (Tsujimoto, 1994)

analyzed the correlation of the vegetation and
morphological and hydrologic parameters for the data
of the River Tedori. According to his results, the area

where the reed (Phragmites japonica) grow actively is
limited due to the relative height from the watre level of
the annual mean discharge and the transverse bed slope.
In this study, the relative height is defined as the ground

level from the water surface for the annual mean discharge. If the basic discharge is defined in another way,

the relative height changes. In the previous studies, the definition of the relative height was ambiguous. ln

order to know the relative height, one has to know the water surface level for the given discharge, and
hydraulic analysis would help it.

day

Fig.2: Daily change of discharge

(The Sai River)

60.0 r 20.0 180.0 240.0
x (m)

Fig.3: Spatial distributlon of relative height in the Sai River

By the two-dimensional analysis of flow for the annual mean discharge (the method of analysis will be
explained in the following section), the relative height of the reach of which morphology is depicted by
elevation in Fig.l is shown in Fig.3. The zero relative height implies the water edge, and the negative values

implies the submerged area to contribute the flow. According to the results of the field survey in the Tedori
river, the preference zone of Tsuruyoshi (reed) has the range of the relative height -1.0m-1.0m. But it
cannot be applied directly to the Sai river. One has to take the difference of the scale of rivers into account.
The preference relative height might be normalized by the range of the water surface due to the annual
change of discharge, for example. Here, the scale is represented by the width, and it is assumed that the
preference zone of reed in the Sai river is assumed to have the relative height -0.2m-0.2m.

---- --- stardard deviation
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Deoth-Averaged Flow Analysis

When the microscale fish habitat is discussed in the scale of the unit of river morphology such as a bar, depth-
averaged flow analysis has a suitable accuracy, which would provide us spatial distributions of depth and
velocity in the reach, and would support the methodology such as IFIM (Platts er a/., 1983) to work. In
general, the flow with complicated morphology and/or vegetation is treated and thus the change of the
turbulent structure might be expected. Hence, the k-e turbulence model is here employed. The governing
equations are written as follows:

( l )

(2)

(3 )

* lruy* $ @v) = s

* Gou, - po"rp). * @r, - pn w?#)
= -p*ry. * tor'#1. $ Gi'of; - p(cr *c"n)u^t u+t,

(4)

(5)

â;*Gorr-oo"#).*#).&(pnv2- pnvçfr*l
=-pshry.*(oo"r#).*(pnr,*) - o(.r. Icrtt)vr[u+tzâi

in which r, y=longitudinal and lateral directions; U, V=longitudinal and lateral components of depth-averaged
velocity; à=flow depth; p+nass density of water; zb=bed elevation; CFfriction factor of the bed; CD=drag
coefficient of individual plants; Â=vegetation density (projected area of plants to the flow per unit volume of
water); and ra=dspih-averaged kinematic eddy viscosity. The effect of vegetation has been taken into
account as spatally averaged drag. When a t-e hrbulence model is employed, the equations for the turbulent
energy k and its dissipation rate t are added, into which the additional turbulent energy production is taken
into account corresponding to the work done by the drag.

* Go, o- nl*). *, @, o- rr3.*)
= Pk+ Pkb+Py, - phCse

*@r,-*lb.*,Grr'- t iy)
= f { [rr* fi16+Ppy] - pncse]

in which Pk=turbulence energy production rate per unit area due to the outlined velocity profile;
Pkb=turbulence energy production rate per unit area due to bottom friction; Pkv=turbulence energy
production rate per unit area due to drag by vegetation; ædepth-averaged dissipation rate of turbulent energy
per unit volume of water; and o1, og, Cg=rnedel parameters (standard values are employed here:
dts=('s=Çg=1.0). If the vertical variation would be anyhow taken into account, P16 must be related to the
vertical gradient of velocity. If the local flow behavior around respective plants is described, Ppu can be
related to the local velocity gradients, but here it corrsponds to the workdone by locally averaged drag by
plants. These are $/ritten as follows:

ry = pnvTfz(#)'.r(#, )1 f # .$ ](6)
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Pkb= pcku*z ,

Ptv = /rc*(FaIJ+Frw\

in which u"t=r/8àI"=shear velocity; /"=energy gradient; Cfk=model parameter; and F*,Fz=longitudinal and
lateral components of depth averaged drag per unit volume of water. F*, F, are written as follows:

r*=),pcol,u,,[u4wz ; r, =lqrmr{uz*wz

As for P16, the model by Rastogi & Rodi (1979) has been employed; while as for P1y, the model by
Tsujimoto, Kitamura & Shimizu (1991) has been employed where Cfk=1.0 and Cfe=1.3. Cp=0.09;
Cet=1.44; Ce2=1.92; ok=0.9; and o€=1.3. The parameters Cç and C1g are determined by consulting the
study on flow over vegetation layer (Shimizu et al., 1994). The kinematic eddy viscosity is related to the
turbulent energy and its dissipation rate as follows:

(  l0 ) n=ry
in which Cp=0.09.

Figures 4 and 5 shows the depth-averaged flow structure for flood which will happen once a year. Fig.4 is the
results calculated without vegetation, while Fig.5 with vegetation. The shaded area of Fig.5 is postulated as a
vegetated zone with the vegetation density .1,=0.8m- I ( 100 stems of reed with the diameter 8mm are assumed
per lm2;. In the figure, the isovels, vector expression of velocity and the spatial distribution of the depth are
depicted, and when they are couples with the preference curves of hydraulic parameters, IFIM will provide a
reasonable evaluation of fish habitat better than the previous evaluation.
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Fig.4e: Isovels and velocity vector of flow
(without vegetâtion, Q=75m3/s)
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CELLULAR MOTION AND MICRO HABITAT FOR FISH

As mentioned in the introduction, the fish habitat is often subjected to more micro structure of flow, and
cellular motion is a key of fish habitat. The cellular motion is often caused by sand ribbon as alternate sorting
sorting and it might be related to the fish habitat. However, it is not suitable to control artificial. On the other
hand, the author proposed a method to control cellular motion by oblique arrangement of strip roughness
(1992, 1995), and this device is employed here to investigate the relation of micro structure of flow and fish
preference properties.

Three-Dimensional Anal),sis of Flow

More microscopic or detailed flow structure than that evaluated by depth-averaged two-dimensional analysis
might be often characterized by secondary flow and it is analyzed by three-dimensional analysis. Generalized
three-dimensional analysis is not so simple, but sometimes the flow which includes secondary motion but
hardly changes longitudinally represents the micro feature of habitat. Cellular motion appearing in a stream
accompanied with laterally alternate sorting is a typical example (Tsujimoto and Kitamura, 1996), where the
algebraic stress turbulence model was employed. Moreover, Tsujimoto (1995) studied the flow with cellular
motion induced by obliquely arrangement of strip roughness, where k-e turbulence model was employed, and
such an analysis was tried to describe the flow structure of stream-type fishways (Tsujimoto, 1996). The
cellular motion appearing at the flow with alternate lateral sorting is induced by the heterogeneity of
turbulence, while the cellular motion induced by obliquely arranged strip roughness is driven by the non-
longitudinal components of the drag. Thus, the former should be analyzed by the algebraic stress model,
while the latter is analyzed by employing k-e model.

The governing equation is abbreviated here because these are written in another paper of the author's on
stream-type fishways (1996), where the drag terms written as follows are considered.

(  l 3 )

( 1 4 )

Fx=Fsin0sinei  Fy= -  Fs in0cosg i  Fz=-  Fcos0sing

f' = fCplUsinfting -Vsin0cosg -Wcos0sinrp;.11 Uz+12+W2 7

in which F=amplitude of drag force per unit mass of water; ,1.-projected area of obstacles per unit volume of
water; Cp-drag coefficient of a fin, K=height of fin; and p=mass density of water.
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Flume Experiment of Cellular Motion Related to Fish Preference Property

Cellular Motion by M- or W-type Arrangement of Strip Roughness

In order to induce cellular motion in a laboratory flume, the strip roughness is arranged in M- and W-type

patterns as shown in Fig.6 with reference of the study on V- and ^-type patterns of strip roughness
(Tsujimoto, 1992, 1995). The strip was a wooden timber of which éross section was lcm x lcm. The interval

of the neighboring strip roughness elements was set lOcm (Â=0. lcm-l in the roughness layer), and the bottom

was covered by gravel layer of which diameter was 5mm. The angle of skew arrangement was set n/4. The

width of the flume was divided into three region: (A) zone of upward motion; (B) zone of downward motion;

and (X) zone affected by side walls. Downward motion appears near the side wall in case of M-type

arrangement, while upward motion appears near the side wall in case of W-type ullrangement. However, in the

zone near the wall, the wall effect must be more effective than the secondary flow effect, and these are treated

as the X zone.

X A

Ftg.6: M and lV-type arrangements of strip roughness

A X
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Fig.7: Results of velocity meâsurements of llow over M arrangements of strip roughness

By using an electromagnetic current meter, the three components of the velocity were measured. The probe

of current meter was a cylinder with SmmQ and two components could be measured simultaneously. By
changing the orientation of the probe, (U,D and (V,W) were measured respectively. Fig.7 shows the results of
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flow measurement, and upward motion appears in (A) while downward motion appears in (B). In the figure,
the velocity is expressed by cm/s. The primary velocity is decreased in the zones with upward motion, while
the flow is accelerated in the zone with downward motion.

Figure 8 shows the calculated results by the method explained above, and the micro structure of the flow can
be comparatively well described by the calculation. However, no reliable data could be obtained near the
boundary (water surface , side walls and bottom) because of the size of the probe.
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Fig.8: Results of numerical analysis of flow over M arrângements of strip roughness

Observation of Fish Behavior in Flow with Cellular Motion

In order to inspect the fish preference tendency and the secondary flow structure, the behavior of fish was
observed in the flume. For observation, pale chub (7acco plarypus) is employed. Samples (around a few cm
long) were collected at the Jintsu River (Toyama Prefecture). 8 samples were released in the flume. The test
reach was 2.0m and the nets were prepared at its downstream and upstream ends to prevent the fish from
swimming out of the reach. The observation of fish behavir was conducted by using a CCD video camera
from the ceiling of the laboratory. The flow depth was about lOcm, and the fish stayed at the height about
2-3cm above the bed facing upstream. Most of the samples gathered near the upstream end of the test reach.
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From the video tape, the location of respective sample fish was recorded per each 2s, and the probability for
the fish stay in the respective zones was investigated. The results are shown in Fig.9 where the result of flumes
with M and W-type arrangements of strip roughness were added and averaged to avoid the difference of the
width of zones. The zone near the side walls (Z zone) shows the highest probability. Comparing a and B
zones, the probability for fish to stay in the A zone is obviously higher than B zone. In this study, A and B
zones are characterized by vertical secondary motion, but the primary velocity in A zone is lower than that in
B zone and it is difficult to conclude the preference of secondary motion directly.

Experiment b-r" Using a Special Arrangement of Stip Roughness

To avoid the effect of difference of the primary velocity for
comparison of the secondary flow effect, the following special
arrangement of strip roughness was devised. At f irst, ^-type
arrangement roughness was set in the half of the width to induce
the up ward motion at the center of the half width; while strip
roughness was set perpendicular to the longitudinal axis in the
other half of the width not to induce the secondary flow. The flow
is retarded by the upward motion. In order to get the similar
condition for the primary velocity near the bottom (l/5 depth from
the bottom where sample fish usually stays), the non-skew strip
roughness is densely arranged. The interval of the strip roughness
are determined by trial and enor by using a numerical analysis.
Finally, the strip roughness was arranged as shown in Fig.lO. Then,
the flow structure as shown in Fig.l I is expected.
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Fig.ll: Micro structure of ftow over special arrangcmcnt of strip roughness

The observation of fish behavior in the flow with the above-mentioned special arangement strip roughness
was conducted in the same manner to the preceding section. The result is shown in Fig.l2. After the sample
fish was released to the test reach of the flume, fish stays in almost same probability, but increasingly the
probability to stay in the zone of upward motion becomes high.
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CONCLUSION

In this study, hydraulic approach to the fish habitat is discussed by developing the numerical analysis and
experimental techniques. In the first part of this paper, the habitat of the scale as large as the unit of river
morphology such as alternate bars. In this scale, the river morphology and vegetation affect the flow structure
appreciably' and depth-averaged two dimensional f low analysis can clarif ied the spatial distribution of
hydraulic parameters. If a method like IFIM is employed, rhe results would be coupled with the habitat
observation data. Meanwhile, more micro structure of flow such as cellular secondary motion often becomes
important factor for fish habitat. The numerical analysis of such a flow and cellular motion control for
investigation of fish preference properties by obliquely arrangement of strip roughness are developed.
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Michel F. Lapointe and Brigid Payne
M"Gill University, Department of Geography
805 Sherbrooke St. W., Montréal (Québec)

Canada
lapointe@felix. geog.mcgi ll.ca

ABSTRACT

As part of ongoing research into the fluvial geomorphology of salmonid habitat, a study was conducted on the
Nouvelle River (Gaspé Peninsul4 Québec) into the effects that strong between-reach contrasts in channel form and
lateral stability have on Atlantic salmon habitat. The lower Nouvelle River is a "wandering-type', gravel-cobble
system that has been impacted this century by riparian forest clearing and channel rectification.

The geomorphic controls affecting two key physical dimensions of salmon habitat, ie. the spatial distribution of
hydraulic habitat suitable for juvenile growth and the quality of spawning substrate, were invesiigated. Five reaches
of contrasting geomorphic character but formed under the same discharge regime were studÈd. The statistical
distribution of "hydraulic habitat" (channel areas with various combinations of depth, velocity and substrate) suitable
for fry and parr growth was estimated at two summer discharges and contrasts in weighted usable areas were related
to the dominant morphological processes in each of the study reaches. Juvenile habitat at low summer srages,
expressed as average usable width in each reach, varied from 4 to 2l m for fry and 4 to 12 m for parr between the
study reaches, reflecting characteristic morphological contrasts. Two reaches, rectified in the 1960s and presently
displaying very high local curvature and a minor backchannel, oflered the least juvenile habitat because of the
narrow and deep character of the main channel. Single thread, moderately sinuous reaches offered intermediate
amounts of habitat, while an overwidened braid-like reach dominated by a massive rifile offered the most hydraulic
habitat. These contrasts can be explained in terms of variation in channel width/depth ratio, in pool/rifïIe amplitude
as it relates to curvature and in the availability of mobile slugs of riffle-forming bed materiais.

The study of spawning substrate integrity focused on the potential for detrimental sand enrichment in spawning beds
downstream from sandy-gravel cutbanks which, locally, undergo extremely high rates of shifting (up to l0 m/yr).
Eight cutbank zones were selected for study. Each zone incorporated a retreating bank, for which sediment
production and sand content were determined, and the two nearest riffles (ie. immediately upstream and downstream
of the eroding bank). Six to eight bulk samples (averaging 40 kg) were extracted from potential spawning zones ar
these riffles' Paired l-tests revealed no statistically significant sand enrichment effect downstream of highly eroding
cutbanks.-This suggests that in systems with relatively high levels of hydraulic power, like the Nouvelle River (70-
100 Wm'z), the geomorphic mechanisms working to prevent sand buildup in riflle zones are capable of handling
the substantial sand input from cutbanks with 30-60% sand content retreating up to l0 . p". y""..

KEY-Iù/ORDS: Atlantic salmon / river geomorphology / pan and fry habitat / spawning substrate / bank erosion/
braiding / meandering.
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INTRODUCTION

As part of ongoing research into the fluvial geomorphology of salmonid habitat, this study investigates the effects

that strong between-reach contrasts in channel form and lateral stability can have on key physical parameters of

Atlantic salmon habitat. Many riverine fish species require a specific range of depths and current velocities for

optimal growth and survival. Hogan and Church (t989) termed this range the "hydraulic habitat" of a species. The

geomorphic variables which control channel hydraulic geometry, such as discharge, valley gradient and bed

materials, heavily influence the amount of hydraulic habitat in rivers (Frissell et al., 1986; Binns and Eiserman,

1979; Platts, 1979). However, spatial variation in the supply of bed calibre sediment to a given rcach can also

introduce local variability to the planimetric form, even if variables at the watershed scale remain constant (Church,

1983; Carson, l984a,b). The effect of planform on fish habitat is widely recognized (Rabeni and Jacobson,1993;

Beschta and Platts, 1986; Heede and Rinne, 1990), but to date, few studies have systematically examined the extent

to which variations in this parameter along a length of river can affect the distribution of salmonid rearing habitat.

The variable content of fine sediment in gravel-bed river substrate is also a key issue for managers wishing to

preserve salmonid habitat (Adams and Beschta, 1980; Liste, 1989). For salmonid species, excess fines can lower

survivat by inhibiting the supply of oxygen to, and the removal of metabolites from, salmon embryos developing

in the interstices of the gravel (McNeil and Ahnell, 1964). Fines also act to block the emergence of salmon fry from

the gravef bed (Phillips et al., 1975i Hausle and Coble, 1976). In response to large-scale bank erosion from road

building and forest clearing activities, gravel beds can become enriched by fines to the point where spawning gravels

are damaged (Platts and Megahan, 1975; Everest et al., 1985).

In this study we investigate spatial variations in the distribution of spawning and juvenile rearing habitat for Atlantic

salmon (Salmo salar) in geomorphologically contrasting reaches of a gravel-bed river of "wandering" pattern
(Church, 1983), i.e. a pattem transitional between meandering and braiding. First, we report on the effects of

planform type on the relative distribution of hydraulic habitat for juvenile Atlantic salmon (fry and parr). Secondly,

we investigate the effects that rapidly eroding, sand-rich banks have on the grain-size composition of potential

spawning sites downstream from these banks.

STT'DY SITE

The Nouvelle River in eastem Quebec is one of several gravel-cobble rivers flowing through the Southern Gaspé

peninsula of eastern Québec. Managers are currently conducting an Atlantic salmon stocking program on this river;

unlike neighbouring rivers, there is no historical evidence that the river has supported a significant salmon population

in the past, atthough there is a resident population of sea-run brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis). The Nouvelle River

originates at an elevation of 600 m in the Chic-Choc mountains and drains an areia of 1200 km2 into the Baie des

Chaleurs. Stream flow is unregulated and subject to large seasonal fluctuations. The study focuses on the lower l8

km of the river where mean annual discharge is 26 m3/s. Peak daily flow with two.year rccwrence is 260 m3/s and

occurs during the spring snowmelt freshet. A typical late-summer low flow with 24 hour duration and 2 yoart

recurrençe is 6 mr/s. Channel slopes range from 0.0015 to 0.0032 producing a total hydraulic stream power of some

6200 W per metre of channel length at bankfull stages. The specific flow power exerted on the channel perimeter

varies from 70 to 100 W/m2 in the study zone. These hydraulic measur€s place the Nouvelle River in the category

of moderately high energy rivers according to the classification of Ferguson (1993). As is typical of rivers with

wandering-type pattems, strong inter-reach contrasts in river dynamics exist. Reaches of high stability are relatively

straight, reaches of moderate instability display gentle meanders, and highly unstable reaches are characterised by

sptit channels and, locally, a braidrlike pattem. Because of this geomorphic variability, the Nouvelle River is well

suited to study the effects of geomorphic pattern on key physical parameters of salmonid habitat.

While in many areas bank erosion is minimal, lateral channel instability along a number of cutbanks is extremely

high, with shifting rates between 5 and l0 m/y. High rates of bank retreat are related in part to the progressive
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reestablishment of an equilibrium pattem of curvature following channel rectification projects undertaken in the1960's' ln the study reaches, the river is bordered by a mixture of riparian forest and cleared floodplain. The topstratum of the cutbanks is generally 0.2 to 1.5 m thick and composed mainly of sand. underlying this is a layer ofmixed sand and gravel averaging I m thickness, which itself overlies a gravel and cobble stratuÀ extending downto thalweg level. tilhile sand content in the low flow channel substrate 
"u".ug", 

under l0 vo, aggregatesand content
in active cutbanks is substantially greater, ranging between 30%o and 60%. Tùus rapidly retreat-in'g bank sections (up
to l0 m/yr) release substantial amounts of sand to the active channel and, potentiaily, to thJsubstrate. In such
contexts, resource matagers are occasionally tempted to prescribe bank stabilisation, in order to mitigate possible
deterioration of spawning habitat. In this study we will test whether, at the local scale, salmon spawning beds can
be deteriorated by the strong attack of a moderately high energy river on its floodplain or low terrace cutbanks.

METHODS

Hydraulic habitat for iuveniles

From aerial photographs and field visits, five river reaches ofcontrasting planform were chosen for quantification
of hydraulic habitat (Fig. l). Table I describes summary morphological parameters, such as shifting rares, average
bankfull widths, radius of curvature, and degree of channel splitting ro. 

"u"tt 
reach. Geomorphic controls responsible

for these contrasting morphological pattems will be discusied under Resurts.

Standard field methods were used to quantifu hydraulic habitat (Bovee, 1982). Measurements of depth and mean
velocity were taken along cross-sections placed approximately one to two channel widths apart throughout the study
reaches' Cross-sectional data points were spaced so that each reading represented the deptÀ and velocity conditions
of a hydraulically uniform area of river, or habitat cell. Density of cross-sections and ieadings increased where

Figure l: The Nouvelle River in the Baie des Chaleurs region of Eastern euébec, Canada. Insets show
plan morphology of study reaches I to 5. Asterisks (near the highway) refer to the recent avulsion

discussed in the text. (** current river path; * river path pre-l9gl).
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'-;*é,

\ '
\

\\

b ï \
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Table l: Planform characteristics of study areas. S\., is the shifting rate at the point of maximum bank
attack in a reach. B is bankfull width. Numbers in parentheses are back-channel widths. W:I)or and
W:Dqr are the ratios of average wetted width to average flow depth at Ql (24 m3/s) and Q2 (8 mris),

respectively. Curvature is measured by r"/8, where r" is the centreline radius of curvature. T.., and T.-n
are the mean and maximum numbers of distinct thalwegs counted at channel cross-sections.

Reach SR-., B lV:Dqr
(m/yr) (m)

W:Dqz rtB T.on T.., Channel pattern description

1 . 0

1 .0

4.0

2.0

2.0

1 . 0

1 .0

2.1

2.0

1 . 7

65

9 l

108

3 5

4 l *

72

1 3 0

50

43

l 0

103

72
(2r)

6 l
(20)

9.3

34.9

3 .5

1 .2**

2.9++

single channel, moderate.
curvature, moderate shift ing

single channel, low curvature,
laterally stable

wide bend, dominant dissected
riffle, rapid shifting

twin channel, extreme curyature,
rapid shifting

twin channel, strong curvature,
moderate shifting

Avg. 5.6 77*** 75*** 10.4

* Reach 4 was surveyed at an intermediate discharge of l8 m3/s.
't't main channel only. *** average excludes reach 4.

hydraulic complexity was high. Visual estimates of the size composition of gravels on the bed surface (calibrated

by Wolman samples; Wolman, 1954) were conducted at all survey points since, in addition to depth and velocity,
the size of bed surface particles is also a determinant of habitat useability by salmonids (Gibson et al., 1990:' Gibson,
1993). Juvenile Atlantic salmon habitat preference curves established by Morantz et al. (1987) for substrate, depth
and average water-column velocities were used to compute weighted usable areas flVUAs) for fry and pan in each
reach. The Morantz e, 4/. suitability curves are based on detailed observations of juvenile Atlantic salmon
distributions in six eastern Canadian salmon streams of small to intermediate sizes.

Effects of severe bank erosion on local spawning substrate

Sequential aerial photos were used to identifu bank regions with high rates of lateral migration during the l98l to

1992 period. Within the lower l0 km of the river, eight eroding cutbanks and the riflles located immediately
upstream and downstream from them were identified. The general substrate sampling design in the neighbourhood
of each eroding bank is schematised in Fig. 2. To compare fines content, substrate samples were extracted from the
riffles both upstream and downstream ofthe cutbank, along cross-sections a short distance upstream of a riffle crest
in the zone most commonly used for salmon spawning. To control for the strong tendency for lateral variability in
substrate composition, four generic cross-sectional locations were generally sampled. Two of these samples, one sub-
aerial and the other sub-aqueous, were extracted from the "barhead" side ofthe channel, i.e. the side submitted to
strong flow velocities during formative flows (Fig. 2, sample positions 3 and 4). Similarly, a pair of sub-aerial and
sub-aqueous samples were taken from the bartail or low velocity side of the channel (sample positions I and 2). Sub-

ÊcohydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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aqueous samples were located such as to
evenly flank the thalweg (the deepest point
on the rifile cross-section). In total. 4l
substrate samples were extracted this way
in the.neighbourhood of the eight cutbank
sections.

All substrate sampling was conducted at
low flow between August 13 and
September l, 1994. Discharges ranged
from 7 to 15 mr/s, which is less than the
mean discharge for October (23 mr/s), the
month during which Atlantic salmon
spawning commonly occurs in Gaspé
rivers. The sub-areal samples (l and 4, in
Fig. 2) were extracted from the lowest

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of cutbank, rifîles and generic ;:::ït""î:il"ïi""Ïi::ï;n,:i::-ï
sampling locations. Differences in sand content between ih"r" sites would thus typically be

upstream and downstream samples alike in location were used underwater and potentially accessible for
to evaluate the effect of eroding banks on gravel composition spawning during the October spawning

season.

Substrate sampl ing technique

Volumetric samples in sub-aerial sites were extracted by shovel according to conventional bulk sampling techniques
(Lisle and Madej, 1992; Church et al., 1987). Sample holes were 25-30 cm deep, similar ro the published depth of
spawning redds (Gibson, 1993; Crisp and Carling, 1989), and the average mass of substrate extracted was 50 kg.
In sub-aqueous sites (2 and 3 on Fig. 2), samples were excavated within the confines of a flow isolation cell. 60
cm in diameter and 75 cm in height, which was driven several inches into the gravel bed. Affixed to this cylindrical
cell was a water-permeable panel facing upstream and a conical net facing downstream, both constructed of 100
micron, Nytex mesh. Water currents passing through the front mesh panel carried any fines thrown into suspension
during digging into a cup at the end of the downstream mesh net. After substrate extraction cup conrenrs were
collected and added to the sample. Escapement of fines during underwater sampling of gravel is a common problem
(Rood and Church, 1994; Crisp and Carling, 1989) which is eliminated by our bulk sampling technique. The average
mass of sub-aqueous samples was 38 kg. Both sub-aerial and sub-aqueous samples were truncated at 64 mm to
eliminate bias for larger size classes that are often poorly represented using other common substrate sampling
techniques (Rood and Church, 1994; Church et al., 1987). Coarse fractions (above 32 mm) were sieved in the field,
and splits of the finer fractions were brought back to the laboratory for sieving at half phi intervals.

RESULTS

Hvdraulic habitat for iuveniles

In all Nouvelle River study reaches, values of D5o, the median particle size at the bed surface, lie between 4 and 5
cm. Dro, the surface particle diameter below which 90 %o of particles fall, lies between 9 and 13 cm. These results
indicate that the size of bed surface particles in the Nouvelle River is within the broad range of gravel-cobble
substrate preferred by juvenile Atlantic salmon (Morantz et al.,1987; Gibson et al., 1990). For simplicity, substrate
size will be excluded from subsequent comparisons of habitat among reaches.
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Natural fluctuations in discharge can confound inter-reach comparisons of stage-dependent hydraulic habitat.
Fortunately, in the summer of 1994, climatic conditions produced two extended periods of relatively uniform flow
in the Nouvelle River, so that several study reaches could be surveyed under uniform conditions ofdischarge. Depth
and velocity surveys were conductçd in reaches 1,2,3, and 5 during the first period of uniform flow, which occunpd
in early summer at an average discharge (called Ql henceforth) of 24 m'/s. The same four reaches were surveyed
again during the late summer at an average discharge (called Q2) of 8 m3/s. This later discharge approaches the
mean, two-year, summer low flow of 24 hour duration (6 m3/s). In reach 4, time constraints allowed only one survey
at a mid-summer discharge of l8 m3/s.

Bivariate distributions of depth and velocity

Hogan and Church (1989) showed that bivariate distributions of river area by depth and velocity class are an
effective way of illustrating the spatial distribution of hydraulic habitat in a channel. Bivariate distributions were
generated for this study by applying a Kernel smoothing function to sampled cell data (Silverman, 1986). The
relative abundance of river bed areas with various conditions of depth and velocity is depicted by the solid contour

lines of Fig. 3. Early summer (Ql) conditions are displayed on the left, later summer (Q2), at the right. Each contour

corresponds to increments of 2.5 oÂ of the total wetted surface area, and peaks in the distribution represent the most

widespread combinations of depth and velocity.

The differences in hydraulic habitat between the reaches are precisely described by the bivariate distributions. Given

an ecologically appropriate choice of preference curyes, the implications for fish densities can be assessed in a

separate step by overlaying selected habitat criteria onto each distribution. To illustrate the salmon habitat availability

in each reach in Fig. 3, the fry and pan habitat preference curves for depth and average water-column velocities

generated by Morantz et al. (1987) were converted into probability-oÊuse (POU) factors. These factors range from

I to 0 for optimal and unusable habitat, respectively. Dashed contours superimposed on Fig. 3 show depth-velocity
combinations with POU values of 0.8 (inner contour) and 0.2 (outer contour) for two juvenile life-stages, fiy (Fig.

343c,3e,3g) and pan (Fig. 3b, 3d, 3t 3h). Fry and parr contours apply at either discharge, but for clarity, they

are shown on separate distributions.

Reach I

Reach I has a regular, moderately curved planform with well expressed outer bank erosion (Table I and Fig. l).

Pools and riftles are therefore well-developed (Rabeni and Jacobson, 1993; Newbury and Gaboury, 1993; Platts,

1979). The lobes in the upper left of both the Ql and Q2 distributions of reach I (Fig. 3a, 3b) correspond to fasq

shallow riffles; the lobes in the middle of the panels correspond to pools; and the parts of the distribution falling
near the origin represent the shallow edge areas found in greatest abundance at the inner sides ofbends (Rabeni and

Jacobson, 1993). Because ofthe excessive velocities over riffles and the excessive depths ofpools in this rcach, edge

zones are the major source of habitat for juveniles at both Ql and Q2.

Reach 2

Reach 2 is the straightest of all study reaches. It also has slightly coarser substrate and small vertical amplitude of

pool/rifÏle oscillation. This is reflected in Figs. 3c and 3d by a low range of depths and a poor definition of pool

and riffle lobes. Much of the reach displays the moderate depths and velocities characteristic of a "run", the flat

transitional zone between a pool and riffle.

In reach 2, the lobe on the bivariate distribution corresponding to edge area is larger than in reach l. This difference

in the distribution arises because, while widths in the two reaches are similar (Table l), the pools of reach 2 are

shallower. Cross-sections in reach 2 have a higher width:depth ratio and a wider zone of edge habitat (Table I ). The

wide edges of reach 2 are suitable for fry, who prefer mainly shallow water. Given the low bar and bend resistance
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Depth (cm)
Figure 3: Bivariate distributions of depth and velocity in the study reaches. Left panels are for el (24
-m3/s) conditions;-right panels are for Q2 conditions (8 m3/s). neacn C was sampled at an intermediate

discharge of l8 m3/s. Dashed coittours correspond to probability of use values oi 0.8 1ion", line) and 0.2
(outer line) for fry (Ql panels) and parr(Q2 panels) (Morantz et aL, 1987). Percent useable area @UA) is

shown on all plots for both fry (f) and parr (p).
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in this reach, velocities over zones of moderate depth are higher than in other reaches (Fig. 3c, 3d). As a result, in
the moderate depths preferred by parr, habitat tends to be limited by excessive velocities.

Reach 3

In wandering rivers, braiding behaviour often develops downstream from large sources of bed calibre sediment
(Carson, l984a,b; Church, 1983; Needham and Hey, 1992). Such local inputs can produce large-scale "waves" or

"slugs" of sediment that propagate slowly downstream, triggering channel widening and severe bank erosion.
Historical air photographs show that the massive riffle presently found in reach 3 (Fig. l) resulted from such a
mechanism. An avulsion, or sudden channel shift, occurred just upstream of reach 3 in the early 1980's (Fig. l; see
*, **, near highway). This avulsion involved the abandonment of a meander bend and the scouring out of an entirely

new channel on a logged section of the floodplain, thus injecting a very large volume of mobile gravel into the reach
immediately downstream.

Reach 3 is constituted of a wide run with moderate velocities, on the stoss or upstream side of a massive, dissected
riffle structure. A narrow pool is squeezed against the right channel bank downstream of the riflle face. Tlre
generally shallow depths and complex pattern of gravel deposition lead to an inegular bivariate distribution with

few areas extending beyond I m in depth (Fig. 3e, 3f). This particular reach morphology has two major effbcts on
habitat availability. First, decreased depths lead to increased habitat availability for juveniles because, as was seen

in reaches I and 2 (Fig. 34b,c,d), in a moderately high slope, high-energy system such as the Nouvelle River,
prefened habitat falls into the range of low depths and velocities. Second, the massive gravel accumulation has
increased channel widths and, therefore, increased the total potential area of habitat available compared to other
reaches (Table l). Note that between Ql and Q2, the bivariate distribution of reach 3 undergoes a greater change

in overall shape than the distributions of reaches I and 2. The weir-like hydraulic control exerted by the large riffle
is greater at the lowest flow stages (Q2). Except for a few, fast flowing spillways down the face of the riflle
(appearing as lobes in the upper left of Fig. 3f) and an almost stagnant pool along the right, riffle margin (lobe in
the lower right in 3f1, at Q2 the reach is dominated by fairly uniform shallow and moderately slow-flowing
conditions in the wide run upstream of the riffle crest. The abundance of areas with low depths and velocities in
this backwater zone is particularly suited to firy at Q2.

Reach 5

A prominent characteristic of the hydraulic habitat distribution of reach 5 is the peak appearing near the origin of

Fig. 39. This peak conesponds to the shallow, ephemeral back channel in this reach (Fig. l) that provides the

majority of habitat for juvenile salmon at Ql. By Q2, this channel dries up, leaving a sparsity of slow, shallow areas

for use by fry and pan (Fig. 3h). Carrying only part of the flood flow, the highly curved main channel of reach 5

has a lower width:depth ratio than the single channel in reaches I or 2 (Table l). The proportion of areas with

depths greater than 75 cm is high relative to other reaches. This is in keeping with the tendency, observed between

reaches I and 2 of this study, as well as in other rivers (Thome, 1992) for pools to grow deeper with increasing

bend curvature. Overall, the deep pool and natrow summer width in the main channel of reach 5 lowers the width:

depth ratio of cross-sections and thus the availability of shallow edge habitats for juvenile salmon.

Reach 4

Reach 4, surveyed at a flow between Ql and Q2, falls into the same general planform class as reach 5; both reaches

have highly curved, n:urow main channels and a minor chute channel which dries up by mid summer. The bivariate

distributions of rcach a (Fig. 3i) and reach 5 (Fig. 39, 3h) reflect this similarity. Both distributions have a sparsity

of depths below 50 cm (excluding the back channel of reach 5), an abundance of depths over 75 cm, and relatively
poorly expressed pool and riffle hydraulic lobes.
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Summary habitat statistics

Summary, between-reach comparisons ofjuvenile habitat are presented in Table 2, separately for fry and parr and
for flow stages Ql (early summer) and Q2 (late summer). Reach 4 was surveyed at a flow intermediate between
Ql and Q2. To normalise habitat availability comparisons, weighted useable areas were corrected for between-reach
variations in channel length and total wetted area. In Table 2, average useable width (AUW), is the weighted useable
area per unit channel length, and percent useable area (PUA), is the weighted useable area per unit of total water
surface area at the given flow stage in each reach.

Table 2: Results of weighted useable area calculations for fry and parr habitat based on Morantz et al.
(1987) criteria. PUA = percent useable area, or weighted useable area divided by the total wetted reach

area; AIIIV = average useable width, or weighted useable area divided by the reach length.

Q2Ql

pUA"
Reach (%)

Ql Q2

Atrwf,y
(m)

QI Q2

PUAp..,
(%)

QI Q2

7gJWo..,
(m)

6 8

4 6

l l  1 2

t6 24

l l  2 0

1 5  2 5

6 9

6 1 0

l l  2 l

16  27

16 33

1 6  4 l

I

2

3

4 t2l 3

l 6l ll 5l 4

Avg.* l 6

* average excludes reach 4

There are notable between-reach differences in weighted useable area. These differences are greatest at e2, reflecting
the tendency for hydraulic variations induced by river form to increase with falling ,tug". fo, instance, habitat
availability in reach 3 atQ2 reflects the beneficial effects on habitat availability in this system of having a braid-like,
massive riffle. Usable width for fry is 2l m, twice the average for all reaches and five times that found in reach 5
(where AUWny:4 m). Low width:depth ratios and nanow channel edge zones place reaches 4 and 5 at the bottom
of habitat rankings. In neither reach does AUtil exceed 4 m. Finally, in reaches I and 2, the availability of shallow
habitats on the inner side of bends adjacent to bars is balanced by unusable mid-stream areas. As a result, these
reaches lie in the middle habitat rankings (Table 2).

Effect of erodine banks on spawnine habitat

The left-most columns of Table 3 present characteristics of the eight cutbank sections selected for study. The total
input of fines to the channel (column 4) is the product of the percent fines content of bank materials (which varies
from 30-60%), the average bank migration rate, the average bank height from the thalweg and the total length of
the eroding cutbank. The percent fines (< 2 mm) in the eroding bank section was estimated by a weighted average
of the fines content of each bank stratum, as surveyed in the field. A sediment bulk density of-l .6 tonnes/mr was
assumed. Table 3 shows that cutbanks erode at rates from 3.3 to 10.5 m/yr. One 260 m long cutbank section (D.2)

2 ll 3l l29
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is estimated to yield 13l0 tonnes of sands per year to the channel.

On tlre Nouvelle River there is, as expected, a tendency for somewhat higher fines content in subareal samples than
in sub-aqueous samples. Similarly, fines content tends to be greater in samples from the bartail side (where flood
velocities are lower) than in samples from the barhead side (high velocity side) of the channel (see Fig. 2). Given
such systematic effects of sample location, we conducted pair-wise comparisons on samples taken from similar
generic locations to test for differences in the fines content ofrifiles upstream and downstream oferoding cutbanks.
The right of Table 3 shows differences in the under 2 mm fraction for each sample pair spanning an eroding bank
section. Only 5 of 15 riffle pairs show an actual downstream increase in the content of fines. Figure 4 plots fines
enrichment (or depletion) across eroding banks against the estimate of yearly sand input in each case (Table 3).
Scatter due to the inherent spatial variability in substrates sand content in gravel bed rivers is high. Although the
slope of tlre best fit lines suggest an overall enrichment effect for coarse sands and fine gravel, regression analysis

Table 3: Differences in sand content in substrate samples spanning bank erosion sites. Samples paircd
according to lateral location on riflles, and cutbank site. Positive values in column 7 @ifference in fines

content) indicate enrichment by fines downstream from eroding banks.

Bank Peak Rate of
Migration

(m/yr)

Bank Material
Inputs

(tonnes/yr)

Total Fines
Input (<2mm)

Input

lines content (Vo < 2 mm)

Upstream Downstreem Difference Lateral
samPle
location

A

A

B.t

B. l

8.2

8.2

c

c

C

c
D.l

D.2

E.r

r^2

8.2

3 .3

10.5

4.5

4 .5

t2 .7

I  1 . 3

7.6

8.2

22.8

6.8

15.0

12.3

6.5

9.7

8.5

4.8

I  1 . 0

6.8

17.5

17.3

8.4

6.8

3.3

18.6

9.9

24.2

7.6

3.2

13.0

5.3

t0.2

6.8

5.3

8.0

4.6

-2.9

-0.8

-4.9

-4.2

3 . 1

9.2

4.7

-3.3

3.3

-3.2

5.4

4.2

- 1 . 5

-9.5

4 .5

5.4

3 .6

3 .6

3180 960

500 220

1400 560

1220 430

4

2

2

J

I

2

I

2

3

4

J

J

2

2

4

630 320

2900 l3l0

t220 730

540 270
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indicates that the positive trends are not statistically
significant and are mostly due to isolated data points.
Overall, paired t-tests of grain-size composition at
comparable locations reveal no statistically significant
downstream change in fines content due to the
intervening presence ofa rapidly eroding bank (Table
4, Trial A, P> 0.49 for all fine fractions). We also
compared pooled upstream versus pooled downstream
samples, across every eroding bank section. Again, no
significant sign of enrichment was detectable (Table 4,
Trial B).

CONCLUSION

The importance of planform for fish hydraulic habitat
has been recognized by several authors. Mosley
(1982), in his study of the braided Ohau river in Nerv
Zealand, showed that in multiple channels of variable
width and depth, which characterize braided rivers,
suitable hydraulic conditions for fish are maintained
over a wider range of discharges than in a single-
thread channel. Beschta and Platts (1986) discuss the
difference between straight and meandering reaches in
the availability of hydraulic habitat for fish. Stream
restoration projects often call for the introduction of
meanders into previously straight rivers to foster pool-
riffle development and to increase hydraulic diversitl',
thereby improving the quality of habitat in the river
(Newbury and Gaboury, 1993).

The importance of geomorphic patterns to stream
habitat availability for fish is confirmed by our data.
Variation in planform between reaches leads to as
much as a five-fold difference in mean useable widths
for fry, and three-fold differences for parr (Table 2).
Conversely, in reaches with a high degree of planform
similarity (4 and 5), habitat statistics and bivariate
distributions are remarkably similar (Fig. 3 and Table
2). Note, however, that although reaches 3 and 4-5 all
display channel splitting tendencies (multiple thalwegs,
Table l), their hydraulic habitat statistics are radically
different. Clearly, the availability of hydraulic habitat
depends strongly on the size of mid-channel bars and
their degree of incision, rather than simply on the
number of thalwegs. Note, finally, that the differences
observed between reaches are highly discharge-
dependent. In an extremely dry summer, reach 3
could, for example, become too shâllow for parr or
fry, such that the deeper reaches I and 2 might rank
highest in suitable habitat.
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Table 4: Paired t-test results for the effect of eroding cutbanks on the fines content of riflles. Paired
upstream and downstream samples from the same lateral sample location are compared in Trial A. In
Trial B, pooled upstream and downstream samples are compared. P = probability of zero enrichment

effect For the I mm to 16 mm fraction, positive values in cotumn 2 (mean difference) are associated with
downstream enrichment by fines. For Dro, enrichment is indicated by a negative value.

Trial Size
pârameter

Mean
difference (7o)

SD

2.5

5.0

8.3

2.2

7.4

l 5

t5

l 5

t5

l 5

0.4

0.9

-0.2

3.0

-r.3

A 7 o < l m m

"Â  <2  mm

Y " < 4 m m

o/s < 16 mm

Dro

0.510

0.492

0.904

0.356

0.516

2.6

3 .6

6.8

\ 3 . 7

7.0

0.2

-1 .3

0.0

3 .7

B 7 o < l m m

Y"  <2  mm

" Â < 4 m m

7 o < 1 6 m m

Dro

0.809

0.348

0.761

0.996

0.1  78

This study also tested whether, at the local scale, potential salmon spawning riflles on the Nouvelle River can be
deteriorated by the river's aggressive attack on its own cutbanks. A significant overall trend of sand enrichment in
riffles along laterally unstable reaches could not be detected. It may be, ofcoarse, that any enrichment effect on the
Nouvelle River is relatively weak and hard to detect above the natural "background noise" ofvariation in substrate
sand content in gravel river beds. However, if it is present, enrichment on the Nouvelle River is, for the most part,
insuffrcient to deteriorate riffle substrate in terms of fines content. Overall, spawning substrate quality is good, even
in the highly unstable reaches. Only 4 out of 4l samples, all located in the subareal margins, had truly deleterious
composition (ie. Fredle indices < 4.5, Lotspeich and Everest, l98l; or sand index > 1.5, Peterson and Metcalfe,
l98l). Despite the high lateral instability of this river, mean sand content for the riffle samples extracted near the
channel thalweg was only 9%. The findings indicate that for this moderately high-energy, gravel-bed river, eroding
into either floodplain or low-elevation terraces, the normal fluvial mechanisms that evacuate fines from the low flow
riffle zone are sufficient to keep the grain-size composition of riffles in the optimal range for salmon spawning.
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MODELING OF INSTREAM FLO\ry NEEDS:
THE LINK BETWEEN SEDIMENT AND AQUATIC HABITAT
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ABSTRACT

Numerical techniques have been developed to calculate instream flow needs when sedimentation management is one
of the goals of an environmental flow. The techniques were used to calculate instream flow needs in the Gunnison
River in western Colorado that may improve the habitat for Colorado Squawfish. The Gunnison River is a
reasonably large river with a mean discharge of 73 cubic meters per second (cms) located in Southwestern Colorado.
USA. The lower reach of the river is habitat for Colorado Squawfish, an endangered species. The flows of both
sediment and water in the river have been modified by the construction of reservoirs and by major diversions for
irrigation. The reservoirs have reduced the capacity of the riverto cleanse the bed material of fines and sand with
the result that there has probably been an increase in fines and sand on, and within, the stream bed.

Therearethreetypesofbedmaterial inthelowerGunnisonRiver: l)materialformingtheprotectivesurfaceofthe
river bed (armour), 2) material making up most of the stream bed (substrate), and 3) material on the surface of the
arrnour at low flows (ephemeral bed material). Numerical models which consider the three types are used to obtain
the flushing flow needs. The flows needed to maintain the spawning habitat for the Colorado Squawfish by
removing fines and sand from the bars (rifiles) are 430 cms; the flows needed during the spawning period to keep
fines from settling on the cobbles in the spawning areas is 25 cms; and the flows needed to remove sand and fines
from the pools used by the adult fish is 226 cms. These flushing flows are probably not required each year bur they
are required periodically; the maintenance flow is needed every year. An index to the capacity of the river to
transport sediment (Sediment Transport Capacity Index, STCI) has been developed based on average daily
streamflows. The frequency of flows available to remove sediment from the pools has been reduced from B2oÂ of
the years up to 1936, to 46Yo ofthe years between 1966 and 1995. The frequency ofthe flows with the capacity to
clean the potential spawning bars was 57Yo for the years up to 1936, in comparison, the frequency was 14% in the
1968-1993 period. The average annual STCI for pool cleaning has been reduced from 122 to 28, an 82olo reduction:
and the STCI for bar cleaning reduced from 3 l . I to 3.3, a 90oZ reduction.

KEY WORDS: Sedimentation / Habitat Modeling / Sediment Transport / Hydraulics / Instream Flow Needs /
Gunnison River
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INTRODUCTION

An improved technique for the calculation of streamflows needed to manage sediment in rivers has been developed.

The improved technique has three major components; l) a biological component that determines the objectives of

sediment management in the stream, 2) a hydraulic component that determines the hydraulic conditions needed to

accomplish the biological goals, and 3) a selection component linking the hydraulic and biological components to

determine instrearn flow needs for the manasement of sediment.

An application of the improved technique is presented. The task was to determine the instream flows needed in the

lower Gunnison River in western Colorado (USA) to improve the sediment related asp€cts of the habitat of

Colorado Squawfish.

Bioloeical Component

The objective of the biological component is to determine the biological needs related to the sedimentation
processés in a stream. This requires knowledge of the habitat needs of the aquatic animals as related to
sedimentation. The task is not a small task. Four examples of sediment related habitat considerations are below:

l) Some species of fish spawn by broadcasting their eggs which settle to the stream bottom and stick to gravel

or larger particles where they stay until they hatch; ifthe stream bed is covered with sand or fines before

, 
spawning, or the eggs are covcred after spawning, spawning will be unsuccessfully.

2) Other species offish (for example salmon and trout) dig redds (nests) into the stream bed, deposit eggs, and
cover the eggs with gravel. Ifthe bed materials are too large, the redd can not be dug; and if fines are
intntded into the stream bed, or cover the stream bed after spawning, incubation may not be successful.

3) Some species of amphibians live in voids within a cobble/boulder stream bed, if these voids are filled with
sediment the species can not usc the stream as habitat.

4) Mussel adapted to gravel bars may not survive if the bars are covered with sand or fines. The impact on the
mussels of the sand and fines can be directly on the mussels, or on the fish important in mussel
reproduction, or on both.

The objective of the biological component is to develop a 'model' of the relationship of sediment to the species of
interest. In many cases the 'model' should relate to the total aquatic ecosystem, or an assemblage of aquatic animals,
and not a specific species of aquatic animal. Most often the 'model' will speciff the sizes of sediment that must not
be deposited in, or on tle strearn bed, or that must be removed by flushing. The channel morphology aspects of the
model will often be a need to maintain side channels that can be used as a refugia for small fish.

Hvdraulic Component

The objective of the hydraulic component is to determine the hydraulics needed to remove and transport sediment
through the stream channel and to maintain the channel morphology as required to meet the needs of the biological
'model'.
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If the biological model specifies the size of sediment that must be removed form the stream bed, the maximum size
of the sediment to be removed becomes the maximum size of the wash, suspended, or bed load depending on other
aspects of the biological model. Equations are available to calculate the maximum size of the sediment load.
specifics about the development of the equations are given in Milhous (1996). 

.

The equations used to calculate the maximum size of the wash (dmaxw), suspended (dmaxs), and bed load (dmaxbl)
are:

( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )

where R is the hydraulic radius, S" is the energy slope, G, is the specific gravity of the particles, and d50" is the
median size of the stream bed armour. The equation for the maximum size of the bed load should only be used
when the median size of the bed load is less than the median size of the arnour and the objective is to keep material
moving through the stream when the ilmour is relatively stable. The equations used in the calculation of the median
size ofthe bed load (d50bl) is:

( 4 )  d s o b l  =  ( R  S e l  ( 0 . 0 4 6 *  ( c s - l )  ' 1 2 . 8 5  *  ( d s o a - 1 . 8 s )

when the median size of the bed load is less than the median size of the iumour. The bed load equations are for the
calculation of the sizes of the bed load during flushing of the bed material and not for general movement at higher
streamflows.

In previous work, Milhous and Bradley (1986), a stream substrate movement parameter, B, was used to determine
the flushing flow needs in a stream. The equation for the substrate movement parameter is:

B  =  R  S e /  ( c s  -  1 )  D 5 0 a

where R is the hydraulic radius, S" is the energy slope, G, is the specific gravity of the bed material (substrate), and
D50" is the median size of the bed armour material.

The selection of the values of the substrate movement parameter needed to determine a flushing flow need was done
using data obtained during bed load transport research in Oak Creek, Oregon. The Oak Creek data indicated the
value ofB required for removal offines and sand from the surface ofa gravel bed river (surface flushing) is 0.021;
and for removal of material fiom with in the substrate (depth flushing) 0.035. An important assumption is that the
Oak Creek results could be generalized to other rivers.

The use of a surface flushing B of 0.021 should be used if the'biological model'does not give the size of sediment to
be removed. If the sizes of sediment to be removed are known the equations for R are:

d r n a x w  =  R  S e /  ( 0 . 5 5  ( c s - l )  )
d m a x s  =  R  s e / ( 0 . 2 9  ( c s - l )

d m a x b l  =  (  ( R - s e /  ( o . 0 1 8 -  ( c s - 1 )  7 2  - 8 5 1  ( d s O a - 1  '  8 s )

3  =  0 . 5 5  ( d t ! , r / d s o a )
B  =  0 . 2 8  ( d t . , / d 5 0 = )
B  =  o . o r s  ( d 8 5 1 / d Ë 0 " ; 0 . : s

( s )

( 6 )
( 7 )
( 8 )

where dt is the target size of sizes of sediment to move specified in the biological model.
wash load, s for suspended load, and bt is for bed load. Note that the subsrrare movemenl
dimensionless shear stress calculated using the median (d50) size of the stream bed armour.

The subscript w is for
parameter is alwavs the
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The undesirable sediment may be moved either as wash, suspended, or bed load. The selection of the appropriate

type of load to use in the analysis is based on the 'biological model'. Sometimes the biological model will indicate

certain sizes should be moved in one state (i.e. wash load) and other sizes moved in another state (i.e. suspended or

bed load).

Selection Component

The selection component combines the results from the maximum size analysis and the biological analysis to define

the instream flows needed to manage the sediment flows through the river so as not to have a detrimental impact on

the aquatic system. The design of the selection process depends on the nature of the aquatic ecosystem. In many

cases there will be a critical period during which fine sediment or sand should not be deposited on the stream bed

and a need to remove sand and fines deposited on the stream bed. For salmon and trout there is a needed to flush

sand and fines from within the stream bed. For walleye perch and paddlefish there is need to keep fines from
settling on the eggs deposited on the stream bed during incubation.

The development of criteria for the selection of instream flow needs for flushing is the critical component of the
process. Ifthe aquatic ecosystem is not understood, or the goals ofaquatic ecosystem management not know, the
selection component can not be designed. Ifthe selection component can not be designed, an instream flow need
can not be determined.

APPLICATION TO THE GT]IINISON RTVER

The Gunnison River, a Southwestern Colorado river, is habitat for Colorado River Squawfrsh (Ptychocheilus
lucius), an endangered species. The Colorado Squawfish are found in the lower reach ofthe river. The techniques
presented in the previous section are used in this section to determine the instream flow needs for the management
of sediment to benefit the Colorado Squawfish. Little is know about the habitat needs of the Colorado Squawfish
from the sediment viewpoint; consequently, the estimates of the instream flow needs given in this paper will change
as the habitat needs ofthe fish are better understood.

The Gunnison River

The Gunnison River has a mean discharge of 73 cubic meters per second (cms) and a 75 meter width just upstream
(at tilhitewater) of its junction with the Colorado River. The upper (eastern) part of the Gunnison basin is in the
Rocky Mountain physiographic province and the rest in the Colorado Plateau province. The drainage area of the
basin above Whitewater is 20,534 k#. Downstream of Whitewater the river enters the Grand Valley before joining
the Colorado River in Grand Junction. The flows of sediment and water in the river have been modified by the
construction of reservoirs and by major diversions for irrigation and for municipal and industrial purposes. About
94,300 hectares are irrigated in the basin above Whitewater.

The water storage capacity in the Gunnison River basin has increased significantly between l9l7 and 1993. The
water storage history of the basin can be divided into three periods. The period from the beginning of discharge
records (in 1896 but with missing years before l9l7) until the completion of Taylor Park Reservoir (137 nrn3; in
1937, the period following construction of Taylor Park Reservoir until completion of Blue Mesa Reservoir
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( I 020 hm3; in I 965 (in 1966 there was I I 87 hm3 of major reservoir capacity), and the period from I 965 until I 995
(reservoir capacity increased to 1475 hni).

The reservoirs in the upper Gunnison basin and the use of water for inigation have had a significant impact on the
daily streamflows in the lower river but less impact on the annual flows. The average daily discharge for two
periods are given in Figure l. The reservoirs have reduced the daily discharges during the spring runoffperiod and
increased significantly the discharges during the summer, fall, and winter. The various uses of water have reduced
annual flows by roughly 20 cms at the present time. The early 1980's were wet compared with previous periods.
The bankfull discharge is about 500 cms.

The lower Gunnison River can be characterized as a cobble and gravel river, with considerable sand and fine
sediment on the surface of and among the cobbles and gravel. The substrate of the lower river is gravel and cobble,
with significant quantities of sand and fines both on the surface of the cobbles and boulders, and within the bed
material. The median (d50) size of the armour is 63 mm, of the substrate below the annour 29 mm, and of a fine
material on the surface of the armour in some locations 0.025 mm.
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Figure l. Average daily discharge in the Gunnison River. The period up to 1936 is prior to major reservoir
construction in the basin. There was significant water use for irrigation during this period. In 1965 the
major storage capacity in the basin could hold about sixty percent of the mean annual discharge of the river.

A reach in the lower Gunnison River about 6l km upstream of the junction with the Colorado River, and about
38 km upstream of the Whitewater gage, (the Dominguez Flats reach) has been studied in detail.
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Sediment and Colorado Souawlish Habitat

The Colorado Squawfish is an endangered fish native to the warmwater reaches of the Colorado River. The

Colorado Squawfish is a predator, the adults feed on other fish. Young fish feed on small invertebrate animals, but
as they grow they become increasingly dependent on fish. (Behnke and Benson, I 980).

Colorado Squawfish spawning behavior has two phases (Tyus, Jones, and Trinca. I 987): I ) a resting phase in pools
or large shoreline eddies where the fish rest and feed between spawning forays or where males gather around
females until they are ready to deposit eggs; and 2) a deposition-fertilization phase on cobble bars (riflles) where the
females deposit adhesive eggs on and among the cobbles and males fertilize them. Spawning occurs berween late
June and mid August. The small fish move to side channels and backwaters where they grow to a size that can
handle the much higher velocities and, sometimes, lower temperatures in the main channel.

Based on the comments above, the sedimentation analysis must consider l) the critical discharge required to clean
the stream bed offines and sand from the riffles used as spawning sites, 2) the discharge needed to cleanse fines and
sand from the pools, 3) discharges to maintain the substrate free of the finer material during the spawning season,
and 4) the discharge required to maintain a channel morphology that has side channels and backwaters. This paper
considers only the first three items.

The objective of instream flows for sediment management are to remove all sand and pea gravel from the riffles,
remove sand from the pools, and maintain the quality of the riffle areas by preventing fine sediment from being
deposited in the riffles during the spawning periods. The sizes selected as target sizes for removal, or to prevented
from being deposited, are given in Table l.

Table l. The sizes of sediment needed to be removed from the substrate of the Gunnison to maintain Cotorado
Squawfish Habitat.

Colorado Squawfish Activity Target Sizes

(mm)

Flushing of spawning sites (r i f f les)

Flushing of adult. habitaÈ (pools)

Maintenance of spawning siÈes

4 , 7 4

0 . 5

The streamflows adequate to remove the pea gravels and smaller sediments from the riffles, and to remove the sand
from the pools, should transport the removed sediment as suspended sediment in order to prevent the sediment from
being re-deposited on the bed surface. In order to maintain the riffle areas during spawning, the streamflows should
be adequate to tr.msport the fines and fine sand as wash load.

Bed Sediment in the Dominguez Flats Reach

The bed material is quite variable with considerable quantities of sand on, and among, the gravel and cobbles on the
surâce of the stream. The variation in the sizes across one diagonal bar are shown in Table 2. The large sizes on the
left are in an area of fast water at all discharges. The samples on the right are from an area of low velocity, or are
dry, at low discharges but with reasonably fast water during the spring runoffperiod.
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Table 2. Median sizes (d50) of the bed material of the Gunnison River along one bar in the Dominguez Flats Reach
(diagonal bar between cross section 6 on the left and cross section 7 on the right). Left side is looking
upstream

Armour Sub-surface
(mm) (mm)

surface
(mm)

LefÈ Side

Midd1e Left

Middle Right

Right Side

9 0 . 4  3 3 .  7

7 0  . J ,  3 1 . 6

2 9 . 8  2 3 . 2

2 9  . 7  1 5 . 1

0 .  0 1 9

0 . 0 3 2

( e )

The maximum typical median size of the armour in the Dominguez Flats Reach is 94 mm, this value is used in the
analysis described in this paper; the diagonal bar between the cross sections tends to be smaller than other bars or
riffles.

Removal of Fines and Sand Frcm Bars (Riflles)

One of the two flushing flow objectives considered in this paper is the removal of fines, sand, and pea gravel from
the parts of the river thatmay be used as spawning sites by the Colorado Squawfish.

Criteria for flushing of the surface of the riffles described above was to remove the material finer than pea gravel as
suspended load. The equation for the substrate movement pararneter (B) is:

B =
R * s e dts

0 . 2 8  -
d50ad 5 o "  *  ( c s - 1 )

where R is the hydraulic radius, S" is the energy slope, d50u is the median size of the :umour on the bed surface, G,
is the specific gravity of the armour material, dt is the target size of the material to be removed. For the case of
riffle spawning sites, dtt is 4.74 mm which means B is 0.015 when d50" is 94 mm. An alternative criteria is to use
the value ofB required for surface flushing (8:0.021).

The relationship between the sediment transport parameter and discharge is shown in Figure 2 for the rifile cross
sections. Ifthe surface flushing criteria is used the median relation should be used because the logic used to obtain
the criteria was closer to the median than the minimum. The required discharge, based on the surface flushing flow
criteri4 is 480 cms. The functions in Figure 2 are based on a one-dimensional model of the river with a constant
median size of the armour material of 94 mm (the maximum size on the riffles) used to calculate the movement
parameter. The WSP program in the Physical Habitat Simulation System (Milhous et al, 1989) was used to simulate
water sudace elevations. The wSP model was calibrated to 6200 cfs (t 75.6 cms).

The discharge required to remove the fines, sand, and pea gravel should have a substrate movement parameter of at
least 0.015 at all cross sections. The discharge that gives a 0 of 0.015 at the minimum cross section is 430 cms.
This value is used as the required riffle maintenance flow in this paper.
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The variation in the substrate movement index along the river at a discharge of 430 cms are shown in Figurc 3. Four

ofthecrosssectionshaveamovementparameterof0.02l. Atadischargeof430cmsall oftheriff lecrosssections

meet the criteria establish for flushing pea gravel and smaller sediment.
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Figure 2. The substrate movement parameter as a function of discharge in the Dominguez Flats reach of the
Gunnison River.
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Figure 3. Variation of the subsbate movement parameter at a discharge of 430 cms along the Dominguez Flats
reach of the Gunnison River. The specific gravity was 2.65, the median size of the bed surfacæ (armour)
material was 94 mm.
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The use of a sediment transport capacity index (Milhous, 1995) is helpful in investigating impacts of water projects
and water management on the ability of a river to move sediment. The sediment transport capacity index (STCI) is
calculated using the equation:

( 1 0 ) s rc l  =  E (O  *  (Q-QcRr )b ) / (Qns rb * r )

where Q is the daily discharge, QCRT is a critical discharge, QREF is a reference discharge, and b is the power term
in the sediment concentration versus discharge equation (1.0 for Gunnison River). The summation is over a period
of interest; in this paper the summation period is a water year.

The ability of the river to cleanse riffles is related to the capacity of the river to transport sediment when the
discharge exceeds the critical discharge needed to clean the riffles. The critical discharge for the removal of fines
and sand from the Gunnison River is 430 cms. The variation of the annual sediment capacity index over the period
from water year l9l7 to 1995 is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The annual sediment transport capacity index for removal of fines and
Dominguez Flats reach of the Gunnison River. The criticar discharse
discharge 150 cms.

1977

sand from the bars (riffles) ofthe
was 430 cms and the reference

Changes in the water resources system and in the management of the system have had a significant impact on the
ability of the river to clean the cobble and gravel bars of sand and fine sediment. These impacts are summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 3. The frequency of years with sediment transport capacity (STCI) adequate to flush bar (riffle) areas needed

by Colorado Squawfish for spawning. The 1897-1936 period has 28 years. Minimum discharge for

flushing of bars is 430 cms.

Percent of Years Average Percent of

Period Vùi th Flushino Flows STCI 1897-1936-Éfgl

1897 -  99 ,  L9O2 -  06 ,  L9L1 -  36

1 9 4 0 - 1 9 6 5

1 9 6 8  -  1 9 9 5

5 t

3 5

14

3 1 . 1

L 2 . 4

3 . 3

1 0 0

4 0
1 n

o
E
t)

o
çtt
o

g
o
o
ô

Determination of Maintenance Flows

The maintenance streamflow needed is a flow adequate to keep sediment 0.5 mm or smaller moving in the river as

wash load at the locations (in this case riffles) which can be used as spawning. The discharge needed to transport

0.5 mm'sediment as wash load at the nine riffle sections is shown in Figure 5. The required maintenance flow

during the spawning season is 25 cms. The maintenance streamflow selected is the second highest discharge

because field observations suggest cross section 2 is poor spawning habitat.

Figure 5. The discharge needed to keep sediment 0.5 mm or smaller moving as wash load at the rifile cross sections.

Removal of Fines and Sand From Pools

The calculation of a critical discharge for removal of sand and fines used the maximum wash load size analysis
presented in Milhous (1996). The critical discharge required to remove sizes up to 2 mm was found to be 226 cms.
The sediment transport capacity index was calculated using a critical discharge of 226 cms. The change in the
frequency and the magnitude of the sediment capacity to clean pools is shown in Table 4.

Cross Secfion
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Table 4. The frequency ofyears with sediment transport capacity (STCI) adequate to flush pool areas needed by

Colorado Squawfish. The 1897-1936 period is the 28 years of the record. Minimum discharge for flushing

of pools is 226 cms.

Percent of Years Average Percent of

Period Witsh Flushinq Flows STCI 1897-1936 STCf

L 8 9 1 - 9 9 , t 9 0 2 - 0 6 , 1 9 1 7 - 3 5  A 2 1 0 0

1 9 4 0  -  1 9 5 5

1 9 5 8  -  1 9 9 5

6 9

4 6 z é z )

6 3  5 6

DISCUSSION

The conclusions of this paper are that the discharge needed to maintain pools in the condition needed by Colorado
Squawfish is 226 cms, to maintain bars in the state needed by the Colorado Squawfish for spawning is 430 cms, and
to maintain the spawning habitat during the spawning period is 25 cms. The frequency of the flows with the
capacitytocleanthepotentialspawningbarswas 57%ofor theyearsupto 1936, incomparison tol4o/o inthe 1968-
1995 period. The frequency of flows available to remove sediment from the pools has been reduced from 82% of
the years up to 1936 to 46yo ofthe years between 1966 and 1995. The sediment transport capacity index for pool
cleaning has been reduced from 122 to 28, an 82% reduction; and the STCI for bar cleaning reduced from 3l.l to
3.3. a90% reduction.

In 1993 the sediment transport capacity was adequate to remove fines and sand from both pools and riffles. (The
STCI forbarflushingwas 18, and forpool flushing l15) This runoffevent did cause flushing of the pools as is
shown in Figure 6.

There was also a change in at least one bar. Measured bulk density in February 1993 was 2.61 kg/m3 which means
few voids existed. The measured bulk density after the 1993 runoffevent was 2.08 kg/m3. The sediment transport
capacity needed to clean the bars was z€ro the eight years previous to I 993.

The observed scour of the thalweg and the change in bulk density suggest the conclusions of the paper are at least
reasonable. There are two problems that should temper these conclusions. The first is that the spawning needs of
the Colorado Squawfish are poorly understood. The second is that a one-dimensional analysis was used. The
spawning needs of the fish should be better understood and a two-dimensional analysis technique used that relates
the specific locations in the stream that have the bed conditions needed for spawning with the two-dimensional
velocity structure before definitive conclusions can be made. The conclusions from this paper can be used on an
interim basis.
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Figure 6. Change in the thalweg of the Dominguez Flats reach of the Gunnison River caused by the 1993 spring
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ABSTRACT

The major rivers of the Knrger Næional Park all rise beyond the park's boundaries and their ecosystems are
wlnerable to developments in the upper catchments. The Sabie River in particular is tbreatened by new dam
constntction. Estimation of ecological flow requirements and prediction of ecological response to changes in the
flow and s€diment regimæ require prior laowledge of the morphological characteristics of the river, which also
change wiû clanging water and sediment input. Predictions of river response to development therefore require
process-based morphological modelling. The Sabie River has a complex mixed alluvial{edrock morphology
which canrct be described in t€rms of conveqtional classification systems, and a new hiearchical system has been
developed to enable description for modelling purposer. A number of approaches have been followed for
prediaing morphological changes, the most promising being a rule'based model whicù is quantitative and time.
dependent and can incorporate processes not easily described by differential equations, as well as information
from expert opinion. Snrdies of insteam vegetation indicaæ significant interaction between reed growth and
sediment dynamics which can easily be included in a rule-based modelling strucûre. A rule'based model has
been developed for the Sabie River. The model predicts sediment movement and reed growth using discrete-state
variables for monthly flows and reed condition. Sediment routing under supply-limited conditions, reed gron'th
and sediment trapping by reeds are modelled using simple rules. The model has been apptied to three flow
scenarios to illustrate ûe impact of catchment dwelopment, dam construction and vegetation-sediment interaction
on morphological change, and also the potential of this kind of model..

KEY-WORDS: Fluvial Geomorphology / Modelling / Vegetation / Sabie River / Sediment / Dam Impact
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INTRODUCTION

The Kruger National Park (KNP), located in the Mpumalanga province on the north-eastern border of the
Republic of South Aftica with Mozanbiçe (Fig. l), is an imporant naûre consenation area. The seven major
rivers flowing through the Park all rise beyond its boundary to the wesç and tbe extensiye areas of their
catchments outside the Park have been developed to different degrees for agriculure, industr5r, forestry,
$tbsistence farming and urban seûlement. The associated increase in wuer demand hæ reduced theflow in the
rivers and is tbreatening the ecological viability of the riverine habitats within the Par&.

El |Ûstr Ldroo.l P.rt
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E ng.dm

o t0 21,

Figure 1: Ihe Sabie Riven in the lftuger Nationat Park

The Kruger Nationd Park Rivers Research Programme was initiated in lgEt to develop ways of prodicting the
impac! on KNP river systems of changing flow regimes and water quallty, anO to develop water management
expertise 1e minimize this impact. Atention hæ been focused primarily on the Sabie River in view of its
relatively pristine condition and the immsdiacy of tbreas a$sociated with new dam construction.

Estinâtes of ecological flow requirements are based on the habitat requirements of riverine biota. The habitat
is defind by the nanrrc of the substrce and local hydraulic conditions, which are deternined by the physical form
(morphology) of the river channel and the occurense of water within it. The anticipated development upsûeam
of the Park will result in significant cbanges in tbe flow and sediment supply regimes, with consequent
adjuments o the river norpbology. The riverine vegetation, which also provides inportant hôitat componen6
for a variety sf enimalg, responds to changes in morphology. Predictions ofhabitat changes can thereiore not
be made without prior prodictions of morphological change. Instream plants also influence the morphological
adjument of the river by enhancing sediment deposition and stabilizing deposits, so the morphotàgicat anO
vegetation respoosst must be considered ûogether to account for their muûral feedback interaction.

Vuiots approaches are being followed to develop the capability of predicting the morphological and associæed
vegetation responses to nabral and anûropogenic nheng€s in water and sediment supply ûo the Sabie River. This
capability will enable ecological requiremenb to be included effectivety in fuurre ptanning and management of
upstream water resources. The nanue of the river and ôe resolution of both the predictions required and the data
available make conventional modelling techniçes umuitôle, ard a novel rule-based âpproach ii Ueing developed.
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TIIE SABIE RTVER,

The Sabie River rises on tbe Gret Escrpmem 104 h upstrearn ftom its entry into KNP and flows a further ll0
fm through the Park to tbe Mozambiçe boder, d wbich point it conmands a catchment area of 6250 km' (Fig.
1). Mean annual rainfall in the catchment varies from about 2000 rnm in the'mountainous upstrean portion to
about 400 mm near the Mozambique border. The flow in the river is seasonal and highly variôle, with low
winter base ûows of t to 2 m3/s and occasiond higb summer flows greater tban 100 mr /s. During normal years
several $mmer mid-range tows of about 20 to 40 m3/s occur. During drougbt periods sunmer and winter base
flows are lower and surlmer htgh and intermediate flows are less frequent (Moon et al., in press).

From its source ûo tbe Mozambiçe border, the Sabie River occupies four distinct geomorphological zones,
ditreremiated by major breals in slope associated with variations in the underlying geology (van Niekerk er o/.,
1995). In the Iawveld Zone (including the KNP) the river is incised iN a macrdannel conaining sediment
dçosis, which form one or more active eùannels, as well as the instream and riparian vegetation communities.

The river hæ dweloped on a t€nplate sf highly variable geology, producing numerous bedrock controls and local
changes in gradient. Sediment deposition upsteam of bedrock outcrops has led ûo some ertensive alluvisl
reacùes. Elsewhere, tùe river cùmnel is formed predominantly in bedrock. The sediment in the river is supplied
nainly from sandôed tributaries during relatively infrequent events, and is reworked by more frequent (e.g.
seasonal) high flows. Under favourable conditions, sediment deposits become colonised by veg*ation (e.g.
Phragnites n'auritianus) and become sable, reltively pennanent features. One tree species (Breonadia salicina)
becomes established in bedrock fissures and subsequently promotes sediment deposition. The Sôie River
therefore displays c'hamcteristics of both bedrock and alluvial channels, both influenced strongly by vegetation,
and the morphology varies considerably on different spatiâl and temporal scales.

The complex mixed alluvialàedrock na$re of the Sabie River in the Lowveld Zone cannot be adequuely
describd in t€rms of exising dassificaion s1lstems, and a new hierarchical classifrcation has been devetoped (van
Niekerk et al., L99r. To account for a range of scales, the river is described in terns of gæmorphological
characteristics with different mâgniûdes, rsing a bottom-up approach (Fig.2). At the smallest scale are
geonwplnlogical unirs (measured in tens to hundreds of metres), each with distincive physical characteristics,
including feanrres such as bars, riffles and cataracts. The geomorphological uni6 combine to form a variety of
clunul r1pcs, characterising tbe channel at the scale of tens of metres ûo kilometres. Channel reaclus arc
classified on the basis of functional relationships between the cbannel tyles and are cbaracterized by planform
over hndreds of metræ b tens of kilometres; 22 reaches have been identified in the LowveldTane of the Sabie
River. A nucro-reach consiss of one or more reaches grouped on tbe basis of common geology, hydrology,
macro<bannel gradient and width, and vegaation; 9 macro-reaches have been identified in the LowveldZnne.
Tows arc defined in terns of relief and geology; the Sabie River occupies the lorweld and three other zones.

PREDICTION OF CIIANGE

Morpholosical Chânqe Models

Aerial phoogrphs ralren û imervals over tàe læt 50 years sbow significant changes in some reaches of the Sabie
River, largely due to the redistribution of sediment. During some periods tbe volume of sedimeot in the river
increased, and during othen the volume in certain reaches decreased. Sucà morphological changes would affect
habitat characteristics.

The obsenred changes reflect response ûo naûral climatic variations as well as ûo developmenf in the upstrem
catchment. Fuùue derrelopment is expected ûo reduce the river flow further end to increase the sediment supply
through erosion of degraded land; constnrction of a new dam on one of the Sôie River's major tributaries has
recently begun. Prediction of ûe reponse of the river to fuûrc dwelopments requires ûe development of modets
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Ftgure 2: Hierarrchical cl.ssilication system for mixed bedrock alluvial rivers

based on understaoding of the cbannel-forning proc€ss€s. Several Eoddling approaches have been dwelopod
and applied ûo the river within the KNP boundaries.

A conceporal nodd of the progrcsbn bcrva cbaond types, defined in accordance wiû the classification systen
shown in Fig. 2, was developed by Heritage and van Nie&erk (1994) and is preseoted in Fig. 3. The factors
influencing change were idemified as the flow magninrde (QlvIAC) and variability (QVAR), tùe supply of
sediment (SEDD, and the channÊl conpetence (COMP). The relative magniodes of these variôles deternine
the nanre and direcion of cùange betneen cbannd types. This model is eotirely Enlitative and camot predict
ùe amount of clange required irany one of the factors to cause a shifr from one channel gpe b amthec, or the
time required for such a shift to take place.

Locaions likely o cbange can be identified by conputing tbo variation of sodim€ot transport capactty
along the river: where transport capacity is rdatively high there will be a teodeacy for erosion and where it is
rdatively low there will be a tendency for sediment accumulation. Sediment tra$port capacities were computed
dong the Sabie River within the KNP for different discharges using steady gradually-varied flow analyses and
the total load equation of Ackem and Whiæ (1973). The predicted variation of transport capacrty correlates
reasonably well with measured long+erm sediment accumulations. This model is static, howwer, and canmt
provide imporunt information about timedependent responses.

A sediment mass balance model was developed to account for chægc over tine. lt is basd on totil load
caloluions (according to the Ackers and lVhits (1973) equæion) uing daily flow data and representative cross
sections for the different chânnel rypes (MooD et al., iî press). Prdicted locations of erosion and deposition
oompare reasonôly well with aerial phoographic widence if sediment injections from tributaries aro acaounted
for. The major shortcomings ef this approach are its assumptions that a single cnoss section repr€sentab dl
reaches within a given channel t1pe, and thæ sediment tnuuport is dways at the capacity rate. lmproving these
assumptions adequately within this model structure would require inpractically extensive data-input.

Conventiorul sediment routing using the Saint-Venant equations tog€ther with a sediment continuity equation is
not appropriate for the Sabie River considering the complexity and variability of the cross*ections and the
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heterogeneity of the channel types. The high resolution of data and the high grid resolution required in the
numerical solution would be unrealistic and incompatible with the ræolution required of the resul6. The strucore
of ùis type of nodel re4uires availability of sediment for transport at all sections, which is not always the case
in bedrock+ontrolled channels where sediment supply rather than transport capaclty may daermine the acnral
transport rue. The int€raction betn'een s€dimet distribution and vegaation growth is also not easy ûo incorporate
in partial differential equation based models.
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Figure 3: Conceptual model of channel clrange for the Sabie River

Vesetation Chanqe Models

Carter and Rogers (1989) have described the occurrence and growth dynamics of Phragmites nanritianu rexds
in the Sabie River. They define the six river-bed states of lryater, sand, rock, re€ds, other herbacious plants and
woody nparian vegeation, and use a Markov modd to describe the state replacement sequences. They show thu
the sequence of water-sand-reeds-woody vegetation b !ççoming increasingly probable and prominent. The
Markov model is purely descripive and based on historical observations, and cannot ac@unt for the different
types ud rates of catchment development in the future. It also does not ac@unt for the feedback interaction
involved in the establishment of reeds on sand and the stabilizing and trapping effect of sediment by the reeds.
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Van Coller (1993) showed that tbe occunencie and disuibution of riparian tree species in the Sabie River are

closely reUtd O phfical ùaracteristics of ôe local environment. In partiorlar, tbe abundance levels of different

species were shown to peak æ different elevations above the river bed level, corresponding to different flow

siagæ. Van Coller cr al. (fggt exanined the distribution of riparian tree species in relation to the gæmorphic

-itr a.no.O by the classification system described above and the occtrrence of flooding. They concluded tbat

fluvial geororpUotogy and hydrôlogy play an interactive role in influencing species distribution paûerns.
predicdo; ofthJresponse ofripàrian 

"eg€tadôn 
b upstream rvater resourees man4gement therefore requires prior

prediction of the geomorphic response.

Rule-based momholosical and vegetation modellins

A model for predicting changæ in the Sabie River at an ecologically relwant resolution must b€ quantitative,

tinedependent and realistic, but also implementable in terms of data input. It musJ be able to route sedinent

under sgppty- limit€d onditions, ac@utrt for vqeation interaction and incorporate gther ex-nert knowledge. The

vegetadoïôange modds described above suggest tbat recd growth is linked to sediment deposition and erosion

ana is therefàre a part of the channel-forning dynamics, while woody riparian vegetation reponds o

morphological cbaraceristics without influencing their development. The modelling approach should therefore

be ùe to-accognt for the feedbact ideraction with reeds in a coupled way, while the woody vegetation response

can be treated as uncoupled and inferred from long term morphological predictions.

A $le.based modelling approacù (Starfield, 190; Nicolson and James, 1995) has been developed to meet these

reqgiremens. The movement of sediment and the response of reed growth is simulated in a series of time steps

during wbic! ûe flow is defin€d in discrete categories. The sediment and reed resporrees to a series of flows are

OescrIUeO by a set of rules, which can be derived from rigorous analysis, empirical results, or expert opinion.

Application of these concepts requires representation of tbe acnral river system (positions and lengths of the

Oûferent ctrannel types), quatrification of thl inputs (the ftow and sediment input regines), and quantification of
the processes invoived (sediment transport capaclty and velocity, reed grounù and sediment interaction).

Ftgure 4: Flow scenarios for Sabie River modelling

Iho@raulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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A model has been coDsûucted fot a27 km reach ofthe Sabie River. Tbis reach includes several different channel
gæes Oedrock anastomosing, alluvial braided and pool-rapid) and several small tributaries, and is bounded by
two major tributaries (the Saringwa at the upsream end and the Nwaswitshaka at the downstream end).

The flow regime is represented by 2Gyear simulated records of monthly flow volumes representing tbree
sceoarios: virgin conditions in the catchment, present{ay development and presentday development with a 135
million qrbic metre dam upstream of the surdy reach. Flows are specified in the discrete categories of low,
average, high and flood. The simulated records are presented in Fig. 4.

Sediment is supplied to the Sabie River by several ephemeral tributaries and it is likely that these feed most of
the sediment carrid by the mein channel in major pulses when they flow. The sediment inputs from the
tibuuries ha;r,e been specifid as shown in Table 1, based on an esitmate of the sediment production rate for the
region of 300 ons/kn2/year (van Niekerk and Heritage, 1994) and assumptions regarding rhe relarive
contributions of different tributariæ and their æmporal distributions. Thcse vslues are assumcd to be repeated
identically everyyear, as th€re is insufficieot information available for a morc realistic rçreseirtation

Tebh 1: Sedimcnt inputs from tributrries

Montlh Seringwe (major tributary) All othcr minor tributaries

November
Ilecember
Januery
Februery
Merch
All other months

Tributary sedimed input varies betrreen drought, average rnd ryet yean (Ileritage and van Niekerk, 195), and
even wiûin two years of the sams t]rpe ùese may be differences in the timing of inputs. The first flow of a year
could flush most available sedimeot ino the main channel, leaving little for mobilization by subsequent flows.
These variations could be described by simple rules,. such as the following.

lf (trib_flow=highl and 1lnon16=janl and (flow=firstl then Saringwa_Trib_lnput = 100 tons

At preset tàere are insufficieût dda to çantify rules of this E/pe and the simulations have been canied out with
sediment inputs made according to Table l.

Scdimcot tansport capacity depcods on disc,hargc and channel typc, and has bear specilied as sborrn in Table 2.

Table 2: Transport crprcity related to channcl type end dischargc (tons pcr timc stcp)

Dischergc BedrockAnestomosing Breided Pool-Repid

140
140
140
0
0
0

0
20
0
0
0
0

Low
Averege
High
Flood

l5
160
160
200

4
80
80
150

4
80
80
150

The nrle for sedimem routing is very simple: the river is divided into a series of connectod cells and at each time
step sdiment is transfeûed from each cell to the cell(s) downstrean, subject to the local tramport capacity being
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able to move the available sediment. Lnngiurdinat dispersion is simulated by allocating difrerent proportions of
the sediment leaving cell i o cells i* l, i+2, i+..., etc.. Tbe transport velocity and tbe rate of diffitsion can
be controlled by adjusting the destination pmportions. For example, if sediment is ùo be tra$ferrd from one
cell 16 the three-comiguous cells imnediuely downstream, atlocating tbe pnoportions for celts i+1, i+2 and i+3
as 251.,65% and lÔ% respectively would move a pulse of sediment frster than if the pmportbns were 65%,
25ç aû 10%. Tbis ôrmulation stnrcure can easily allow for different transport velocities in difrerent tea€bes,
and at different disc,harges. The following pceldoode summarizes the in*hamel routing p(rcess:

Do for each time step
Do for aach cell, i

Datermine ûre amourt of sediment available for transpon lavaill
Adiust the amount of sediment in storage ldepending on availl
Remove (availl from reach i
Add (0.6 x availl to raach i + 1
Add lO.3 x availl to reach i + 2
Add (0.1 x availl to reach i+3

Next cell
Next time step

The sediment velocity can also be controlled by adjusting the nodel time step. For example, if sedimeot is
transferr€d in ûe specified proportions twice r month the movement of a sedimeot pulsc will be twice as ftst as
if only one transfer per month is specified. In this nodel the effect of ùannel ryp€ is ecoountd for by varyilg
ùe pmportioru of sediment allocated to downstream cells Clable 3) and the effect of discharge is accounted for
by vrying the number of model time steps within each month CÎable 4). There are insufficient data at pr€s€nt

to estimate the paraneter values accurately and those selectd are based largely on judgement.

Table 3: Sedinent velocity relsted to clannel type

Channel Type % movcd ûo G+1) % moved to (i+2) % moved Ûo (i+3)

Bedroch anasûomosing
Braided
Pool-rapid

65
0
0

25
20
20

l0
EO
t0

lable 4: Sediment velocity relsted ûo discùarge

Monthly Flow Iævd Monthly Flow Yolume Model 1lme Stepc Per Month
Mllion cubic metres)

Low
Average
Hish
Flood

v25
zÊrr0
111-300
>301

I
2
4
6

The sediment available for transport is deternined by dividing the totd anount of sediment in each cell inæ
amoun6 that are mobile and in storage. If all stored sediment in potentially mobilg three possibilities exist:

l. Transport capaclty exceeds (sord + moving) s€diment.
2. Transport capaclty exceeds moving sediment but is less than (storod + moving) sediment.
3. Moving sediment exceeds the transport capactty.
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In the first case all of the (sored * moving) sediment is available to be moved do$'nstream. In the second and
third cases the available sediment is equal to ôe transport capacity and the difference betrreen (stored + moving)
and (capacity) is allocated to sûorage.

Thc vcgetation model of Cartcr and Rogcrs (1989) suggests that recd growth is an intcgral prcoess i1 gs channcl-
forming $mamic.s and should th€reforc bc incorporated in thc sediment Eodel. This requires nodc[ing frstly tbc
growth and decay ofthe r€€d beds, and secondly tbc interaction benreen reed deosity and tb€ sedhrcnt dynamics. 

-

To simulaæ rced grorvth and dcstruction, thc condition of thc reed beds is dcscrib€d in terms of threc qualitativc statcs:
seedlings, lowdensity young recds, and higb{ensity manre reeds. Fach state is charactcrized Uy irceA index with
valucs in thc range 0-1.0 for sccdlings, 1.0-2.0 for low-dcnsity young recds aod 2.0-4.0 for higb{eosity nahrc reeds.
Depcnding on thc flow conditions thc rceds Eây incrcasc in deosity, die bac* as a rcsult of waterlogging or be ripped
out by largc ltoods. This bchaviour can be ocpressed by rules such as the following.

lf (reeds=seedlingsl and (flow=high) then Reed_lndex = 0
lf (reeds=low densityl and (flow=average) then increase Reed_lndex by 0.1

The rule details used for these simulatiors are specified in Table 5. The numben in the table are reed index
increments, depending on the flow category.

Table 5: Reedindex adjrstmmt for discàarge

Reed State I.ow Flow Average FIow High Flow Flood Flow

Scedlings
Young
Mature

+0.û2
+0.û2
+0.û2

+0.1
+0.1
+0.1

Reset to 0
Reset to 0.5

+0.1 or { .3*

Resa to 0
Reset to 0
Reset to 0

B ruPA rcr two
or average the index is increased by 0.1

The interaction between reeds and sediment dynamics can be expressed in terms of trapping and stabilizing
effects. Under average and higb flow conditions the reeds trap sediment moving through Àe reach; this is
represeoted by allowing a small proportion of the sediment moving througb a reach to be trapped and added to
a store of stabilized sediment. Once sediment is stabilized by reeds it camot be remobilized untit Oe reeds are
ripped out by a flood. The rules describing this behaviour have the following strucn1;e.

-lndex > 1 .01 and (flow =averagel then reedstors = reedstore + o.o2 x movingsed
_lndex > 1 .01 and (flow = highl then reedstore = reedstore + 0.05 x movingsed

The movemed of sediment 6rougb the whole reach was simulated for the three flow scenarios shown in Fig. 4.
The simulations \vere performed with and without the influence of vegetation, to illustrate the effect that
vegetation might have. The variation of sediment occurring within each major defined suFreach through each
flow scenario is shown without tùe influence of vegetation in Fig. 5. The lotal amount of sedinent in each reach
is not significantly differant for the virgin and pres€ûday developmem scenarios, although the variation with time
has drurged,. The drm on the river results in major changes in the pool-rapid and braided alluvial reaches, but
not in the bedrock anastomosing reach, with significantly greater volumes of sediment in the affected reaches.

The response and influenc€ of vegetation is shown for the alluvial braided reach in Fig. 6. Figure 6b shows the
grorvth and destruction of the reed beds for the virgin mndition scenario, and Fig. 6c shows ûe influence this
has on the sediment accumulation.

The structure of riparian woody vegetation communities is not described in this model, although it depends

lf (Reed
lf lReed
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sigrificantly on the morphology and should Espond to morphological adjustments. It is excluded because there
is no significant fecdback interaction with tbs sediment dynamics over the time scale considered. Adjusmena
may therefore be comidered independently ad inferred from the morphological prediaions made by the model.

a) Mrgin fio\fl r€gimc

b) Ralpo.rso of Ëcd!lotlof,r€oimo

Figure 6: Ihe effecl of rceù on sedimentation in an alluvial braided reach

DISCUSSION

The simulated resulb presented are not intended to be accurate predictions of the behaviour of the Sabie River -
the relevant procE$es are not yet sufficiedy well understood for that. The model does, however, assist in
developing an u"derstanding of the processes underlying the sysæm behaviour. The results suggest that the
impact of dam coûstnrction will be significan in some of the geomorphic types occurring in the river, but not
in otbers. It is also apparent that the effecrr of the interaction between vegetation and sediment dynamics are
significant for both the vegetation grourth and the channel morphology, and requires further elucidation. The
complexity of the river respoue as governed by the very s,imFle rules formulated challenges the reliability of
infening process dynanics from limited field information in nahrral systems.

The modd provides a strucûre that will be able to accommodate belter information in the fu$re. The rule-based

c) Sedimcrilalion hallwisl br.klodÉeôw|TH REES

d) Sodiri.ntetifi in thr.emc rledl hnwithod,!.1
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approach has certain advantages over conventional partial differential equation type nodels. It enables the
interaction between vegetation growth, river flow and sediment dynamics to be includd, and do€s this by
incorporating expert opinion, rather than requiring additional ditrerentid equations. It altows lumping of
parameten and simuluion time seps d' resolutbm rrhich are ecologically neaningful and consistcot with tùe data
available. The nrle stnrcture enables easy expansion ûo include other ecological responses, $tch as aninal
populæions ûo habitat characteristics, and marregement actions.
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ABSTRACT

Thousands of dead bivalves washed up beaches are sometimes observed after a storm, in Japan. Bivalves are
important not only as the marine products but also as an index of the quality of the coastal environment. Hence, the
Iield observations of the distribution of bivalves in a coastal zone and the laboratory experiments on the characteristics
of the behavior of bivalves have been performed.

Yamashita and Matsuoka (1994) found that, in a laboratory experiment on the burrowing process of bivalves under
eroding condition due to the oscillatory flow, even when the descending velocity ofsand surface is sufliciently less
than the burrowing velocity of bivalves, some bivalves cannot stay in a sand layer and are picked-up by oscillatory
flow.

In this study, the physical background ofthis results are considered from a viewpoint of sediment transport mechanics.
Two important asPects are investigated: the stochastic aspect ofthe bunowing process ofbivalves and the reverse
grading phenomenon observed in a motion of mixed-size grains.

KEY-WORDS: Sediment transport / Bivalve / Stochastic model / Sheetflow sediment transport / Granular material
model / Distinct element method / Reverse gnding

INTRODUCTION

In the coastal region around Japan, thousands of dead bivalves are sometimes washed up beach after a storm. Many
field observations and laboratory experiments have been performed (Watanabe, 1982; Higano and Yasunaga, 1988;
Yamashita and Matsuoka, 19194; and Kuwahara and Higano, 1994), because bivalves are important as marine products.
The importance of bivalves is not limited in a fishery. Bivalves or other creatures living in sandy beach are also
important as the index of coastal environment.

Moving process of bivalves has a probabilistic aspect because of the inegular factors; fluctuation of bottom velocity,
descending velocity of sand surface due to scoring, size of bivalves, activity, or moving ability, of bivalves and so on.
Therefore the moving process of bivalves should be treated as a stochastic process.

The other important aspect is mode of sediment motion around bivalves. In general, sedimentjs transported in
various modes; bed load, suspended load above sand ripples and sheetflow. Especially, during storm, or under the
action of very high tractive force, sheetflow should be a dominant sediment transport mode. In the sediment transport
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in sheetflow regime, the particle/particle interaction, or the momentum transport due to interparticle collision is a

dominant mechanism goveming the structure of the flow. To understand the behavior of bivalves in a sediment layer

moving in sheetflow is an important subject to clarify the mechanism of bivalves picked-out of a sand layer.

Numerical calculations are performed in this paper from the two points of view mentioned above: the stochastic

model for simulating the probabilistic characteristics of environment around bivalves and the granular material model

for simulation the sediment/sediment and sediment/bivalves interactions.

YAMASHITA & MATSUOKA'S EXPERIMENT

Very interesting characteristics of bivalves are found out in the laboratory experiment conducted by Yamashita and

lvlatsuoka(1994). Theyperformedtheexperimentonthebunowingprocessofinfantbivalves,orSpisulasaclwlinercis,
maximum length of which is more than 5 mm and less than 20 mm, under the oscillatory flow generated by U-tube

type oscillating water tunnel. They measured the bunowing velocity of bivalves to collect an information of statistical

characteristics of bivalves. Furthermore, they investigated the probability of the occurrence of the bivalves picked-

out-of sand layer under the various values of the ratio of the descending velocity of sand surface, or v", to the
burrowing velocity of bivalves, or vr. Figure I shows the one o[ the results of their study on the relation between the
probability of the occunence of the bivalves picked-out and the velocity ratio v"/vr.

rt FB .o
va/vr=O.3v"/v.d).1

Z&y'  oooo cpgo

8s
o picked out
o existir€ in sand

oo 
vg(mm/s) 

o'

Figure 1: Occurrcnce of thc bivalves picked-out (After Yamashita and Matsuoka, 1994)

According to this figure, in the region where the ratio v"/vràO.3, in other wards, the decending velocity of sand
surface due to the erosion is larger than the one-thirds of the bunowing velocity of bivalves, whole of the bivalves in
a ssand layer are picked-out-of sand. In their experiment, the bunowing velocity of bivalves are measured in a still
sand layer. To understand the physics of this phenomena, the behavior of bivalves in a streamwise-moving sand
layer should be investigated.

Another interesting characteristics is the existence of the region where some bivalves are picked-ort and others are
existing in a sand, detected in the region 0.lSv"/v.SO.3. This means the importance of stochastic model of the motion
of bivalves to express the probabilistic aspects of the moving process of bivalves.
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SÎOCHASTIC CALCULATION FOR BURRO\ilING PROCESS OF BIVALVES

Procedures of Stochastic Calculation

To perform the stochastic calculation of the motion of bivalves, the following assumptions, some of which are based
on the previous experiments conducted by Higano, Kimoto and Yasunaga (1993) and Yamashita and Matsuoka
(194) are introduced.

(l) The shell length of bivalve /s=8 mm, as schematically shown in Fig. 2. (2) The bivalve is bunowing in a sand
layer keeping shell-length axis parallel to the vertical direction. (3) Initially, the top edge of bivalve coincide rvith
the surface of sand layer, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.

tqmination ol a cycle

Figurc 2: Definition of parameters in bivalves

(4) Bivalve begins to burrow in a sand layer when its top is exposed due to the descent of the surface of sand layer.
The ratio of exposed length to the shell length follows the distribution experimentally investigated by Higano et al.
shown in Fig. 3. (5) Bivalve rests in sand layer at the position where the clearance between is top edge and the
surface of a sand layer is equal to the half of shell length as shown in Fig. 2. Hence burrowing and resting is iterated
alternately. (6) Bivalve is defined to be picked out of sand layer when the 8O% of the shell length are exposed in
water as shown in Fig. 2. The satisfaction of this condition means the termination of the calculation for tracins the
motion of individual bivalve.

(7) Ifthe condition (6) has not been satisfied for22OO s since the beginning ofone cycle calculation, calculation is
stopped. This situation is defined as the survival of bivalves. (8) As it is mentioned above, bivalve is repeating the
burrowing Process and resting process, the average of the repeating period of which is equal to2.2 s,according to
Yamashita and Matsuoka (1994). They also investigated the distribution of burrowing velocity of bivalves. In this
calculation, the burrowing velocity of bivalves changes at every 2.2 s based on the Monte Calro Method, namely by
generating the random numbers following the distribution of the bunowing velocity experimentally investigated.
(9) The descending velocity of the surface of sand layer is treated as a probabilistic variables following the normal
distribution, the standard deviation of which is equal to one-third of averaged descending velocitSor 6r=v.13.

ræt of downward motion
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Elçosed length /Shell lengih (%)

Figure 3: Distribution of exposed shell length (After Higano et al., 1993)

Results of the stochastic calculation

By continuing the calculation cycle for m-times with assessing the occurrence of the bivalves picked-out-of a sand

layer, the probability of the survival of bivalves, or Pm, is calculated.

Fgure 4 shows one of the calculated results of the one-cycle of the burrowing process of bivalves under the condiûon

of v"i vr= I .0. In this figure, the time series of the existing height of bivalves, elevation of the surface of sand layer and

the thickness of the sand layer above the top of bivalves, or ô, are shown. In this case, the thickness of the sand layer
above the top of bivalves is decreasing rapidly during O.0Slvs//s< I .0, and on the verge of the picking-out of bivalves,

the thickness of the sand layer increase after lvr/1.=2.0. In this case, the bivalve survives through one cycle of

calculation. lf the decreasing velocity of the thickness of sand layer during 0.OStvs/lf 1.0 is a little more rapidly, this

bivalve is picked-out-of sand layer. lrVhether a bivalve is picked-out of sand layer or not strongly depends on the

accidentaldrastic change of the surface elevation of sand layer.

0.0
1.0

0.0

zlls ô//s

-1.0
6.0 8.0 tvs/rs

Figure 4: Burrowing proccss of bivalve

Figure 5 shows the existing probability of bivalves after 100 cycle of calculation, or P16g, against the ratio of the
descending velocity of sand-bed surface to the burrowing velocity of bivalve, vulvr(=6r). Two cases of the calculation
are shown in this figure. The one is the calculation in which the probabilistic characteristics oftivalves are only
considered; and the other is the calculation in which both of the probabilistic characteristics of bivalves and that of
sand-bed surface are considered. The transition range in which the probability ofthe survival ofbivalves changes
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from 1.0 to 0.0, experimentally investigated by Yamashita and Matsuoka is also shown in this tigure.

1.0

Prob.

ve /vs

Figurr 5: Survival probability of bivalve

The transition range of the experiment is 0.1<é0.3, while the calculation, in which the probabilistic characteristics
of bivalves is only considered, shows very drastic transition around æ0.9. The calculation, in which both of the
behavior of bivalves and the motion of sand-bed surface are treated as the probabilistic variables, predicts the transition
range in 0.6<60.75. By treating the change of the sand-bed-surface elevation as the probabilistic factor, the width
of the transition range becomes large and the transition range also shifts to the direction to improve the agreement
between the calculation and experiment.

But even if the probabilistic characteristics of sand-bed-surface elevation is considered, the threshold of the emergence
of bivalves picked-out-of sand layer are overestimated. The stochastic calculation performed above reproduces the
existence of the transition region in the probability of the existence of bivalves picked-out-of sand layer against the
change of velocity ratio velvs. But the threshold of the existence of bivalves picked-out-of sand layer is not reproduced
well at least quantitatively. This fact implies the existence of other mechanism, which promotes the picking-out-of
bivalves.

BEHAVIOR OF BIVALVE IN SIIEETFLOW LAYER

Reverse grading as the mechanism of upward vertical motion of bivalves

In debris flow, which occurs in the sûeep-gradient channel in the mountain area, the boulders are frequently observed
to be concentrated at the near-surface region of the front part. This phenomena, namely the existence of the boulders
above other grains and gravel, is called reverse grading.

The situation of the sediment transport in sheetflow regime has same characteristics as the debris flow, namely, both
of the mechanism governing the momentum transport in debris flow and sheetflow are the interparticle collision.
Because the concentration of the sediment is sufficiently high to keep the momentum transport due to the frequent
interpartisle collisions. Therefore the same kind of phenomena shown in debris flow can be seen in sheetflow, in
other words, the reverse grading can be thought to be a mechanism to promote the bivalves to be picked-out-of sand
layer.

0.0
1 . 00.6

o x s{ochastic approach is apdied to:

\ 
seabed

Aprinienr
by Yamasita

& Mats.roka
l+bl
I  t l
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In this study, the behavior of bivalves are traced numerically in the moving sediment particles in sheetflow regime by

the distinct element method (=DEM).

Dstinct element method

Sakai and Gotoh (1995) performed the numerical simulation of the motion of sediment particles, on the surfaceJayer
of which shear stress is acting, based on the distinct element method. In their simulation, moving particles in a

uniform diameter were treated. In this study, this simulation is applied to the particle-flow with distributing particle

size, by regarding large particle as a bivalve.

Governing Equations of Sedirnent Particles

In this simulation, the sediment particles are modeled by the rigid cylinders with uniform diameter 4 and the bivalve
is modeled by the rigid cylinder with diameter D. Among each cylinder, the spring and dashpot sysæms are introduced
to exprbss the particle/particle and particle/bivalve interaction, and the equations of motion of cylinder are solved by
explicit method.

Equations of motion of the Èth particle or bivalve in the vertically two-dimensional coordinate are as follorvs:

fflr,t- X-tnt cosaij + [,{],sinc,,} + 4

,t6i?
l 6 ô'I - ?{trl},

(4)

( l )

(2\

(3)

ffUJ- X{r}'inau *[,{] .o.ou } - 
n(o' J)di s

in which/n,/r=normal and tangential components of the force acting between the Èth and j-th particles on the local
coordinate system n-J; qj-contacting angle between the i-th andj-th particles; Foi=shear force acting on the i-th
particle; q=density of particle; and d;=disnç1er of particle; and g=graviational acceleration. [/lt means the/at the
time l: and dot ""' means the time derivative.

Assecemnet of Interparticle Contact

In this simulation, all of the particles have same diameter, hence the accessment of the contacting particle is simply
formulated as follows:

\ t s2 r  ;  &  -

in which (ri, yi), (x.;, y;lcoodinate of the centroid of the i-th and j-th particles; R;;distance between the coodinates
(r;, y) and (x;, );).
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Calculation of Interparticle-Acting Force

Figure 6 shows the schematics of the interaction between two contacting particles. Between two particles, springs
and dashpots are assumed to exist in both of the normal and tangential direction, to describe the dynamic interparticle
relation. The acting force between the Èth and j-th particles in normal and tangential direction,/, and/., can be
written as follows:

[r.l -[""I *[q] ; [I] -[,"1*[q]

[r.I - mipfie"]-, + k".ÂÇ, e*] ; [41 = 4" .^6.

[e ]  -min{ [e , ] .o ,+ ( .Â( ,  e* ]  ;  [4 ]  :q , .^&

in which €D, €s=fe1çss working on springs in the normal and tangential direction; dn, dpforces working on dashpots
in the normal and tangential direction; /(n, /(.=dlsplacement of particle in the normal and tangential direction
during the time // (A1=time step of the calculation); tn, rtr=sp1i1g constants in the normal and tangential direction;
and 4n, 4.=damping coefficients in the normal and tangential direction. In the natural environment, sheetflow is
three-dimensional phenomena; while in this simulation, the motion of particles in the vertical-two-dimensional plane
is treated. To compensate this gap, the effect of the aggregation of particles is considered by introducing the upper
limit of the compression force acting on the spring, €nmax, €smax.

Figune 6: Schenratics of the intcraction betwcen two contacting particles

In this simulation, particles are non-cohesive, hence the tensile force does Dot act between two contacting particles.
To describe this characteristics, the joint, which no resistance to the tensile force, is assumed to exist in the normal
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direction. While, in the tangential direction, the friction force works. To describe this characteristics, the joint,

which slips at the limit of the shear stress, is assumed to exist in the tangential direction. These joins can be

formulated as follows:

tt l -[r] =o when fe"l.O

when [r,]l'p 
'[r"ltf.} - p. stGN([e"},[,,])

StCN(a,à)- fd  when b>O ;  =-h l  when b<O

in which p=coeflicient of friction.

Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditiorc

Figure 7 shows the scbematic expression of the calculating domain. In this simulation, streamwise uniform condition
is treated, therefore, the both sides of the calculating domain are the periodic boundaries to save the time of the
calculation. The botom boundary is the fixed rough bed constituted by the raadom-arranged particles with the same
diameter as the moving particles. Before the beginning of the main calculation, the packing to determine the initial
location of the particles are executed. At the initial state of the packing, panicles are arranged with leaving 0.0Mcm
gap between each particles. During the packing process, the velocity of particles are monitored to assess the
convergence of the packing calculation. The time.for the packing is 0.1 s.

o.o xld 1o.o

. Figure 7: Schematics of calculatirqg domain

After the packing, the main calculation is performed to trace the motion of the sediment particles under the action of
the shear force at the surface of the sand layer. The shear stress is distributed to the particles in the neighborhood of
the surface of sand layer in a following procedure. First step is to set the threshold yx, (see Fig. 8); second one is to
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calculate the area ofthe particles above the threshold, or the shaded area in Fig. 8, for the particles exist on and above
the threshold; and final one is to distributed the shear force to the particles existing on and above the threshold as the
area of particles above the threshold S(4) as follows:

S(or)

Figurc 8: Shear stress distributed to scdimcnt particlcs

eb-e,+ls inze,) ,  ) i>)o,
( i l )  s (q ) : l { \  2

l ;(" 
-e, + jsinzQ) ; ,^-i< ) i  < )u

(r2)

Distributed shear force to the i-th particle is written as

e:*s'(ru)

Fn : Lw,ro ; wi =s(e, 
/)s(e)

(13)

in which L=length of the calculating domain in horizontal direction; erbottom shear stress par unit area. The test
particle is 0.5 cm in diameter and2.65 in specific gravity; and the model of bivalve is 2.0 cm in diameter and L30 in
specilic gravity. The specifrc gnvity of bivalve is determined based on the measurement by Higano et al. ( 1993). In
the calculating domain,9l particles and I bivalve are traced. The model constants are shown in Table l.

Table l: Model constants

h
rln

9.45x10G N/m

40.0 NVm

o.577

2.5 N

ks

1s

^t

êsmax

2.36x106 N/m

20.0 NVm

2.0x10'5 s

0.025 N

l.l

9nmax
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Initiatly the bivalve is contacting to the bonom constituting particles. The time step of the calculation is 2.0x1û5 s
and the totally 80,000 cycles of calculation is executed, hence the motion of sediment particles and bivalve for 1.6 s
are tnced.

Results of simulation

Huge amount of numerical data, or data of the position and the velocity of sediment and bivalve at ever)' 2.0x l0-5 s
are given as the results of the simulation. To understand easily the behavior of sedimentand bivalve, the visualization
of the numerical data is essential. Figure 9 shows the snapshots of the sediment-and-bivalve motion with 0.2 s
intervals under the action of the shear stress *(. u? t Jm )=1.5 on the surface of sediment layer.
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Figurc 9: Snapshots ofthe
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The bivalve, which is initially contacted to the bottom constituting particles, moves upward gradually, and it is
picked-out-of a sand layer 0.8 s after the initiation of the shear action. Some of the sediment particles in the surface
region are flowing down into the empty space due to the upward shift of bivalve. Although, this motion promotes the
mometrtum transPort from the upper region to the lower region to some extent, much of the particles in lon'er layer
has laminar motion, hence the momentum exchange in lower layer is inactive. While, in the upper layer the
concentraton of sediment particles is less than that in the lower layer, the vertical motion of the sediment particles is
less frequently obstructed by the particles in the upper layer than in the lower layer.

To understand the physics of the upward motion of bivalve, a following hlpothesis is proposed. The bivalve exists
in the shear layer, in which the sediment particles has a vertical velocity distribution as schematically shown in
Fig.l0. Therefore the particle colliding at the upper part of bivalve is faster than that colliding at the lower part of
bivalve. This velocity difference of the colliding sediment particles makes the bivalve to rotate in clockwise. Supposing
the existence of the contacting sediment particle just the lower part of the bivalve in the downstream section (hatched
particle in Fig.l0) and the hypothetical plane at the contactiag point between bivalve and the particle, a simple
situation, such as the clockwise rotating cylinder on the slope, can be considered. In this situation, the cylinder
rolling upward on the slope is no doubt.

moving direction

tangential line

Figurc l0: Upward motion of bivelve

Figure l l shows the time series of the rotating angle, the sign of which is positive in counterclockwise, and the
elevation of the centroid of bivalve. Bivalve begins to move upward gradually accelerating the rotational motion.
Around 0.6 s from the beginning of the calculation, bivalve moves in upward direction drastically, and at the same
time the rotational motion is accelerated also drastically. This fact means the rotational motion of the bivalve is the
driving mechanism of the upward motion of bivalve.

k"D
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0(rad)
-1.0

0.0 o.2 0.4 0.6 t(s) 0.

Figurc ll: Rotating anglc of bivalvc

CONCLUSION

The physical background ofthe behavior of bivalve iu sand layer during storm are considered from a viewpoint of
sediment transport mechaaics. Two important aspects are investigated: the stochastic aspect of the burrowing process
of bivalves and the reverse grading phenomena observed in a motion of mixed-size grains.

The stochastic model simulates the probabilistic characteristics of enviroDment around bivalves. And the granular
material model, or distinct element method, simulates the motion of bivalve in upward direction based on the sedimenU
sediment and sediment/bivalves interactions.
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ABSTRACT

Fish-assemblage dynamics have been shown to be influenced by changing annual flow regime and local hydraulicconditions'Additionally, changing abiotic factors act to alter oê avaitauté nabiat in the sirær. ,1, oynasric modelis proposed that relates the relative influence of hydraulic and geomorphological change on the fish speciescompositions of a pool/rapid channel gæe on the Sabie River in-the l(ruger ri"tiooat pit, soun Africa. Themodel uses an example of increased sedimentation and decreased flows to pr-edictgeomorphofogicaf ano associatedfish assemblage change. Fish micro-habitat preferences haw beeninvatiËatea orougn - iot"Ëi", neld samplingprogranme conducted on the Sabie River, and abiotic species preference'lndices mù Ueen g.nurrtuo. Lints havealso been established between these indices and s-ryll icate g;morpnobgical unic, enabfrn! preoictioo of fishassemblage change in response ûo an alteration of the toca geonorphotogical strucnrre or o-e iirer. short ærmfish response appears !o be a function of the hydraulic refime *ith changes in the hydrology (e.g. drought)changing local hydraulic conditions which modifies reprodu&ion and predation rat s. neâ"e.y'*0..r, possible,given a return to the previous flow regime, if other abiotic facûors navê been unatrected. lvhere geomorphological
change is also predicted as I response æ changing flow regime, locat micro{ôitat availabiiifr-is atereo ano anew fish assemblage develops in response to this.

KEY-WORDS: Channel -changeÆluvial geomorphology/Instream habitat/Sabie River/Biotic response/pool-rapid/Geomorphological change/Flow regime
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INTRODUCTION

Attempts O predict the environmental requirements of riverine biota have concentrated on establishing the
discharge regime which will maintain or erùance the habitat for riverine flora and fauna. Flow regimes were
established using historical data to set flow minima (lennant 1976) or periods of increased flows to correspond
with fish migration and spawning (Hoppe 1975). Transect muhods were developed which usod cross-sections and
the flow record to simulate values of ecologically important variables such as flow depth and velocity across the
discharge range (Coctrnauer 1976, White 1976). A further refinement of this approach was achieved by the
technique of lnstream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) which linked the changing physical conditioru to
specific habitat preferences of the species present in the river (see Bovee 1982).

The IFIM approach has gained widespread acceptance and has been used in mury river systems across the globe
with computer packages being developed such as PHABSIM (Milhous ct aI. L98l), RHYHABSIM (Jow*t 1989)
and RIMOS (Vaskinn 1985). There have bepn criticisms of the method, however, including the interpretation of
the weigbted usable area data derived for each species (see Gore and Nestler 1988). Biological interactions and
other biotic factors are also ignored. The approaches to simulation ofthe physical hydraulic data have been shown
to break down under unsteady flow conditions, with calibration of backwater rating curves difficult, particulady
under low flow conditions (Osborne et al. 1988).

Fundamentally, the modets make the assumption that the channel does not respond to alterod flow conditiotts by
altering its dimensions and thus affecting ttre distribution of physical habitat in the river and the weighted usable
area for resident species. Given the extent ofdocumented river channel change following an alteration to one or
more ofthe controlling catchment variables (see Gregory 1977) it would appear necessary to predict changes in
habitat availability given changes to the fluvial geomorphology.

This paper outlines a concepûral model which provides the link between the geomorphological units present in
a river and the peroentage habitat available to resident fish species. The model is demonstrated using recent
documented geomorphological changes to a pool-rapid reacb of the Sabie River in the Knrger National Park,
South Africa. The model assumes that the fish present will initially respond following different hydrological
events (e.g. drougbts, floods, freshets) causing a strort term change in the species composition. It is, however,
the resulting geomorphology that influences the substrate and cover available and this can be used to predict
potential long term species composition for the reach.

MODELLING SIIORT AI{D IONG TERM }IABITAT AVAILABILITY

Short term ùanges in the biotic composition of a particular river reach following an alteration to the flow regime
nay be estimated with reference to the historical effects of discharge variation on the snrdy river. Hisorical data
for the Sabie River in the lkrger National Park indicates that under extreme drought flows many lotic fish species
suffered increased mortalities and failed to breed. Lentic fish survived in placid reaches and migratory fish failed
to migraæ (See Pollard et al. 1996, Vfeeks et al. 1996).

Ionger term channel churge can be usefully measured at the scale of geomorphological unit (pools, rapids, bar
qpes €tc.) and new geomorphological associæions following channel change can be mapped for an entire reach
quickly and easily using aerial photographs (Fig. la). Each of these geomorphological units can be split into
potential utilisablehabiat sub-categories using data mmpiled by an experienced riparian ecologist who has studied
the habitat strucfire of a representative number of examples of each geomorphological fea[rre in the field. It is
then possible to convert the geomorphological map of the study reach inûo a habitat availability map (Fig. lb) and
to calculate the percentage availability of each habitat category available to the biota present. Finally this can be
related to the habitat preference curves generated for each of the species present in the river to estimate the likely
long term fish assemblage.

Linking the short and longer term models of fish response to changing flow regime and fluvial geomorphology
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provides a concepûral framework for the prediction of likely fish assemblages given an alteration in the physical
state of e river system following an alteration to its catchment control variables Juch as no* re!iÀ. 6ig. Zy. mismodel will be illustrated using data from a pool-rapid channel tlpe in the Sabie River in oi xruger NationalPark.

Figure 1: Geomorphotogical associations (a) translated into related fish habitat o)
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CIIARACTERISUCS OF THE STTJDY RTVER.

The Sabie River drains a catchment area of 7@6lm: in the Mpumalanga Province of South Africa. It has a
perennial flow regime thæ is subject to seasonal qxtremes of flow with winter flows as low as 0.5 mr/s ard
iummer high flows of 25 ûo 40 m3h, extreme floods events in excess of 1000 mt/s have occasionally been
recorded. The river is incised into the host rock in the torweld region creating a narrow deep valley termed a
macro-c.hannel. lvithin this macro+brnnsl tr variety of channel types have been recordod including bedrock and
mixed anastomosing channels, alluvial single thread, braided and anastomosing channels and pool-rapid channels
(vanNiekerk etal. 1995r,thesearea reflectionof thedegreeof bedrockanddluvialinfluenceontheriver
locally. This paper concentrates on the pool rapid channel type of van Niekerk et oI. (1995) which has a
characteristic assemblage of geomorphological sub-units Clable l)

Table I Morphological units essociated with the pool-rapid cfrannef types on the Sabie River. (afrer van
Niekerk et al.1995).

Description Channel Type Morphologicd Units

System of shallow faster
flowing steeper bedrock
dominated rapids and
associated upstream
backwater pools.

Pool/Rapid

(l) : Defiaitc oocrrrtÊûoe, (2) = Probsble occutreûoc, (3) - Rarc (rccurnqooo

SHORT TERM EFT'ECTS OF ALTERE) FI,OW REGIME ON FISH IIABITAT FIOR flIE SABIE
RTVER

Generalised seasonal fish response to differing flow scenarios have been investigated for the Sabie River in
the tnwveld Cfable 2) (Weeks et al. lW6 and Pollard et al. 199i6 report).

The results indicaæ that fish response varies depending upon the season and whether they are lotic, lentic or
migratory. Generally tbe Cichlids are most resilient to persistent extreme low flow conditions with Cyprinids
and Silurids severely reduced in numbers. The paftern changes for moderaæ and elevæed flows with the
Cyprinids and Silurids remaining unaffected or increasing and the Cichlids initially increasing and ùen
decreasing as is breeding sites are scoured by higher energy flows.

Althougb fish numbers and species abundance appear !o be severely affected by exreme alterations o the
flow regime populations, can begin to recoref, due to recolonisation from ofttream and tributary refirgia. The
suseess of this recolonisation process will depend on the degree of influx of individuals from the refrrgia and
the distribution ofhabitat suitable for reach individual species. This habitat distribution can be assessed
through an examination of the new fluvial geomorphology of the reach.

BedrocUmixed pool (1), RaPid (l),
Bedrock core bar Q), Læ bar (2),
Cataract (2), Boulder bed (2), Armoured
arca (2), Floodplain (2), Alluvial
disuibutary (3), Roclc disributary (2),
Terrace (2), Rock bachrater (2).
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Table 2. The response of fish to different
Pollard et al. 1996 and Weeks et al. 1996)
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duration's of discharge in the dry and the wet scason (after

Flow
Sc.nario

Dry Scrson Wa Scuon

cxttlgmc
dmught
flows
(Gl m!s-r)

drought
Ilows
(1-3 m!r{)

low-llows
to fr€shc&
(G20 mts-t)

low-llowg v l.otic Fich: Cood survival rnd condition. No fish
(3{ mrs'r) in bracding condition end no brcoding.

v l-cntic Fish: Erccllcnt rurvival of fuh in good
condition. ldcal brccding conditions at higher
ærnperstusrs rcsults in prolifc brceding.
v Migntorl Fish: No migntion cxpcctcd.
v Fish Ass€rnblagc Changcs:

Cichlids: lncrcasad.
Cyprinidr: No changc.
Silurids: No chrngc.

v lotic Firh: Incrcgscd mortalitics. Fish in poor
oondition. No brcoding.
v Lcntic Fish: Crood rurvival in placid reachqs. Most
lbh rcmrin in good oondition. Brccding continues
cxc€pt in morc reneitivc rpccics rr wat€r quÂlity
dctcrioratcs.
t Migratory Fish: No migration.
v Fish Assemblagc Changcr:

Cichlidr: Mort ebundant population.
Cyprinide: Roducod to rcrnnant population.
Silurids: Rcduccd !o rrmnsnt popularion.

v l,otic Fish: Increascd rrcrtalitics and poor conditon
of many epecics. No brccding.
v l-cntic Fish: Good rurvival and condition. Increascd
brccding poæntial at highcr tcmp€ratur€s.
v Mignùory Fish: No migntion.
v Fish Assemblage Changes:

Cichlidc: Increarc grcetly.
Cyprinidc: Rcduccd.
Siluridr: Rcduccd.

v Lotic Fish: Good rurvival end improved condition
ofall spocicr. Early rumrncr month fieshcts rcsult in
rpocics coming into brooding condition carly. No
brecding if thcsc rscuonrl llowr occur in thc cooler
monthr @rior to Scatcmbcr).
v Lcntio Firh: Good rurvivel end condition.
Brccding rtErt! whcn thc *atcn ùt? wrnncr, in thc dry
scrson rummcr monthr (Scptanbcr-Novcmbcr).
v Migrrrory Fish: Litlc migntion although carly
rutûncr llushcr rnry rcruh in romc rccolonization
migrationr.
v Fish Agcrnblagc Changcr:

Cichlids: lncrcuc in thc lercr phasc of the dry
reaaon.

Clryrinids: No chrngc in ebundancc.
Silurids: No changc in rbundancc.

t l-otic Firh: High morieliticr with rurviving fish in
pooroondition. No brooding.
v l-cntic Firh: Incrcucd mortaliticr with 6sh ctrcsscd
rnd in poor condition. Limitod brccding.
v Migrrrory Firh: No migntion.
v Fish A$êmblagc Changcr:

Cichlidr: Still thc rno* ùundrnt rpocbt following
prcviour dry rceron.

Cyprinidr: Furthcr redrrction of dry rcuon numbcrs.
Siluridr: Furthcr redudionr of dry rorron low

numberr.

v l.otic Fish: lncrcercd mortalities. Most spccies
ctr.esscd rnd in poor condition. No brooding.
v Lentic Fish: Good rurvivel ntcs with fish mostly in
good condition urd brccding.
v Migratory Firh: Littlc !o no movcmqrt cxpcctcd.
v Fish Ass€mblagc Chengcr:

Cichlidr: Moû rbundrnt lnd incrcaeing in number,
following thc dry rcrron.

Cyprinidr: Dccurc fuithcr &om dry rcaron numbcrc.
Siluridr: Docrcrrc in nurnbcn.

v l.otic Fish: Crood rurvival with rdcq."æ lubitû
availablc. Mo* rpocbr in good oondition, mo3t in
brocding oondition. LidG bræding rt thcrc low-Ilowr
unlccr procodcd by r Êcahé.
v lÆtic Firh: Ercclbnt ruwivel poænthl with fish in
good condition in rbwcr !low. All cichlid rpocics
brcoding.
v Migratory Fish: Li[tc migntbn crpcctcd but romc
rcuoneUbcd movcnrcntr porsbh.
v Fgh ArrcmblagcChrngcr:

Cicilidr: Mrrtd incæuc.
Clprinidr: No clrengc in numbcn.

. 
Silurids: Slight rcduction in numbcn.

v [.otb Firh: Excclbt rurvivd potcntiel. All spocicc
in good oondition. All rpocicr in brccding condition with
rcmc rcriel rpewning.
v Lcntic Firh: Good runrivet potential with fish oqually
in good oonditbn. Somc brcoding.
v Migretory FLh: Sornc migntion rnd bcrl movcment
takcr placc. Some æolonizatbn of rpachcr impectcd
during thc dry rcaron.
v Fich A$cmbhgc Changcr:

Cichlirtr: Pcrsirt û lcvch rueinod rc fer.
Cyprinidr: lnorcerc dightly.
Siluridr: lncrcarc rbwly.
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Frcshar to v l.otic Firh: Good rurvival potcntisl. Spccicr v l.otic Firh: Exccllcnt rurvivrl potcotirl. All lotb
lbo& rnintEin condition although not in brccding condition. rpccicr in good condition, with dl rpccbr in bræding
( > 20 m3r{) No brooding unlom vcry clorc to thc onsct of thc condition urd brocding. Somc llood dcpcodcnt rF*rcrs

rummcr rcuon, rpa*rr merrively.
v Lcntic Firh: Incrcerod mortalitics as dirrupcd carly v Lcntic Firh: Rcduccd rurvivel potctttid in 0owing
rummcr brccding rnd thc turhing of young firh from uchcr. Thorc thrt find rcfugc tom lbw rt nrin in
runr. Firhcr rurviving in bachraten in good good condition. Brcoding ir dirruptcd.
conditbn. If thc waærr lrÊ wann prior to tho lloods, y MigrEtory Firh: Potarnadrornour or migrdory fth
brccding ir dirruptcd. movc cxtcûsivcly within thc crtchmcnt ryhilc thc
r Migntory Firh: No migntion of frsh ic cxpcctcd in crtadmmour rpccicr mignæ from frcrh to rrlt srtcr to
wintcr. lf 0ood l}owc occunrd during thc rumrncr dry brcod. Migntionr rcrvo both to rpcolonizc (uvcnilcr
tcllon monthr, oarly firh movcrncntr æ êrpccted, end edultr) rnd to providc ruitrblc rpwning rnd nuncry
v Firh Arrcmblagc Changcr: ritcr (dulr).

Cichlidr: Rcduction duc to rcouring of channcl v Fish Arcrnblrgc Chengcs:
habitig. Cichlidr: Dccrcerc.

Cyprinidr: Rcmain rclativcly rbundant duc to Cyprinidr: Incrcrsc dnrnericrlly.
roducod dry rceron mortaliticr. Siluddr: Incrcarc.

Siluridg: No changc.

IONG TE.RM EF'FECTS OF ALTERED FLTIVIAL GEOMORPHOIOGY ON FISH IIABITAT FIOR
THE SABIE RIVER

Links Berween The Fluvial Geomorphology And Available Fish Habitat.

Analysis of the habitat struchrre associated with the geomorphological units present in a pool-rapid channel
gpe on the Sabie River wæ quantified by investigation of several exâmFles of each unit from aerial
photographs and field validation. Each unit was sub{ivided according to cover and substrate character (Iable
3).

Table 3. Ilâbitat oover and substrate categories

Cover category Substrate category

Offstream overhead (e.g. overhanging vegetation) Gravel
Instream object (velocity shelter only) Cobble
Instream overhead (visual shelter - e.g. aquatic Boulder
vegetation, undercut banls, loose substrate in
placid water)
Combined cover Bedrock

The averagod results of the habitat subdivision are given in table 4.

Links Benveen Available Habitat And Fish Preferences On The Sabie River.

An intensive sftdy has been conducted ino the habitat preferences of the fish species in the Sabie River
(Weeks et al. 1996 and Pollard et aI. 1996). From this several species may be highlighted as preferring pooF
rapid c,hannel types and ttreir habitat preference curves are presented in figure 3.

Aoolication Of The Fish Habitat - Geomorghotogy Linlcs To Changes In A oool-Rapid Reach.

Initial State
A reach in a pool-rapid channel type was selected on the Sabie River in the Knrger National Park and the
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geomorpbological units were mapped and quantified using l:3000 scale aerial photographs (Fig. 4 and Table
t.

Table 4. Geomorphological unlts and habitat categories characreristic of pool*apid cfrannel types in the
Sabie Rivcr.

u€ollxrqxxrx)grcù rrlrr Erotope (%) Hùitrt c.icgory I@tofESf
Aqrvc cm|tncl DrrE Drt

*tive Arrnna rni:roA pool

Activc channcl bcdroc,k npid

Mscro{hundb&nl bù

Mæro-chrnnel bent

Activc clranncl lrlcnl bar

L€c brt

Fool CrO)

Run (20)

Brckwatcr (10)

Rapi& (85)

Runr (10)

Bæhrrtcr(t

oo covcr, t&td
olfrtrcrn ovcrhcrd, trd

no oovcr, ttnd
no covcr, bouldcr
inrtrann ovcrhcrd, lrd
no oovcr, urd
m covcr, gnvcl
no oovcr, bcdrock
vclocity rhcltcr, gnvcl
vclocity rhcltcr, oôblc
vclocity shcltcr bouldcr
instæEm ovcrùcad, rend
no covcr, und
offstrcrm ovcrlrced, rand
inrtrcsm ovcrlrcrd, rend
ingtrcam ovcrficrd, bouldcr

combinod oovcr, bodrcèk
combinod oovcr, bouben
no oovGr, bodroc&
vclocity ùcltcr, cobbb
vclocity rhclcr, bonldcr
iruuE m ovcrficrd, bcdroc;k
combinod covcr, gnvcl
combincd covcr, oobbb
combincd ævcr, bouldcr
no oovcr, tûtd
no oovcr, bcdmck
vclocity rbctcr, lrd
vclociry rhe.lrcr, bcdrocL
irutrcam ovcrlrcrd, oobblcr
irutrcrm ovcrùcrd, bouldcrt

no covcr, rrnd
olfrtrcrm ovcrficrd, lnd
vcbcity ûcfrcr, rud
iilæ.m ovcrtcrd, lnd
oombinod ovcr, lad

olfstrcam ovcrlrcrd, lnd
irtrc.m ovcrlrcrd, lad
combinod oovcr, rurd

no covcr, lurd
olfrtrtrm ovcdrcrd, lad
indæ.m ovcrlrced, lnd

m covcr, rrnd
olfrtrçur ovcrùcrd, rrnd

98 
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Flgure 3: Normalised habitrt preferences for tluee Sabie River fish species

Table 5. Quantification of geomorphological unit dimensions in contact with the flow at the study sltc.

unit

Macro-ciannel laæral
bar
Active channel rapid

Active channel lateral
bar
Active channel lee
bar
Active channel braid
bar
Macro+hannel bank 

'

Active channel mixed
pool
TOTAL

Original starc

142

1 1 4

t4

4æ

1 1 0

789

New state Original stste

tvz

156

22

271

59

620

324

t7u
2108

New state

22t

Lt52
1380
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Key:
m macro-channel lateral bar
t bedrock rapids
EEn active channel lee bar
EI active channel lateral bar

W active channel braid bar

Pool-rapid channel type

Study Reach

Geomorphology and habitats - A363

Flgure 4: Geomorphological units of the poot-rapid study area

The reach consists of the following geomorphological features impaaing on the flowing cùannel: Macro-channel
!enk, macro-channel lateral bar, active càannel lee bar, active channel laæral bar anO aAive channel braid bar.
The high Percentage of habitat associated with the fringes of braid bars will ensourage fish species that prefer
mobile shallow sandy substrates and a high percentage of rapid dwelling species will find soitabte habitat in this
reach where bedrock and localised loose substrate occurs and visual and velocity cover ere offered.

Trauitional Stue

The transitional fish assemblage following a flow reduction can be estimated from historical data recorded during
the drought conditions that affected the sabie River in the early 1990s (Iable 2). During thæ period conditions
approached those described under extreme drought flows (G'lmt/s), lotic fish suffered .ottalitius, lentic fish
survived in placid reaches and fish failed to migrate. In general Cichlids renained abundant while Cyprinids
declined and Silurids were reduced to remnant populations.

Long Term Stue

Given an increase in sediment coming into the river and a decrease in flow duration and magniûrde1aitage et
aI. (199q have demonsbated using hisûorical aerial photographs that braid bars ænd to coalÀce and lateral and
lee bars extend their area in pool-rapid channel types. These extensions are often at the expense of bedrock
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geomorphological features such as rapids. This ctrange in geomorphological makeup within suctr a reach is
illustrated in figure 5 and quantified in table 6. Although there is a general increase in the aerial extent of braid
bars the perimeter impacting on the water is reduced thereby causing a lowering in the available habitat for those
species requiring mobile shallow sandy conditions, similarly lateral bars extend increasing their wetted perimeter
in contact with the flow and providing increased offstream overbead and instream vegetative cover. The area of
bedrock rapids and loose substrate is reduced leading to a decline in velocity cover and bedrock substrate.

The product of the quantified geomorphological parameters for the pool-rapid reach (Iable 5) ard the sub{abitat
percentages fiable 3) produces an estimate of the amount of each habitat type available under initial conditions
and following the change in geomorphological configuration Clable 6). The sandy no sover areas and sandy areas
with insream vegetative cover displayed a significant reduction in aerial extent and surdy areas with offstream
veg€tative cover almost disappeared. Tbe loss of rapids to sedimentation resulted in a decrease in the bedrock
areas offering all types of cover.

Table 6. Available habitat for fish for the initial and altered geomorphologicat stste of the pool-rapid study
readr.

M."
chrnæl ch.nrcl cbmæI chrnncl cb.sæl chrnæl trbrcd pool
bLnl npful lrûênf bc ber bnid brr b.ot

No cocr rrnd 7.ll5.l 6.5t4.5

gnvcl

cobble
boldcr

bcdmct l9.9lt7.l

Ofidælo rd zE.an0.l

$rvêl
cobblc
bqildcs
bodloct

VÊlochy .rod 2Sn .V.OI

2t.5R9 13.3120.9 4oln6i.5 D.t/rtts

l?.trB! .7^.t La5.1

.3t2
t.7n.l

.u.gl
tgst6, 6t.5/Ct.6

.u3

.1t3

9.7t6.t
l/Vl0

gavcl .31.2
cobblo .312
bqrldor æ/19.t

bodrcck 24/i,1171.1

Figucr rrfor to ociginrl goomphologicrt lræ / æe 3comçhotogicd leæ

3.6n.t
3.6n.t
9t5.7

3rrvcl
cobbls
hûrldèt

bcdroct
rrrd

3nvcl
côbb
bqddcr

bcdroct
rr[d

53.5A4.5

It/t t.5

9t5.7

t2.st4.2 5.34t.5

Tutt.t t65/558

Ir/11.5

5Sn.gS

t450.5
tt20
53.5ll
1.5

It / l  t .
s
2t.grl
2.t
t.2.A
9t.3

2.9n.O
7
3.6n3
t.9n.s
to.7t6.
t
,u.97
to,,sn
tt.1

.1t3
It..Vl
l . t

19.5/l
2.95
3t.2
.3t.2
?,,ng.
t
?44t/l7
1.1

Given the habitat preference curves for several species characteristic of pool-rapids on the Sabie River (Fig 3)
it can be deduced thû. Barbus unitacniuu and B. trirnaculatus are likely to show e long term dectine while
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oreocfuomk mossombicru will be favoured by the new geomorphological conditions.

Flgure 5: Change in the geomorphologr of the pool-rapid study rcech rs e result of incrcased sedimentation

CONCLUSIONS

A nodel is presented thu predicts long term fish assembtages as a frrnction of the initial effects of a changed flow
regime and the long term c,hanges in fluvial geomorphology.

Direct links are drawn between habitat categories and geomorphological units allowing the mapping of the aerial
extent of habitab from a geomorphological template.

!e habiat availability is linked to potential fish assemblage through comparison of the habiat availability and
habitat preference curves.

An example is presented for a reach in a pool-rapid channel gpe on the Sabie River in South Africa, this
illustrates the geomorphologicd assemblage associated with the initial state of the pool-rapid and following
geomorphological change after a change in the flow and sediment regime of the river. Fish assemblages
characteristic ofthe initial, transitional and ctranged state ofthe pool rapid were identifred and key affected speclo
identified.

Efforts are continuing to vdidate the modet using data for known geomorphological change and flow conditions
and sampled fish assemblages, it is also envisaged that the model can be linked to the channel change model
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developed by Heritage et al. (1996) in order to predict the consequences of further catchn€ot degradation and
flow modification for the riparian biota.
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IMPORTANCE OF GRAVEL BARS AS SPAWNING GROI.JNDS AND NURSERIES
FOR EUROPEAN RUNNING WATER CYPRINIDS

Baras, E., J.C. Philippart & J. Nindaba
University of Liège, Laboratory of Fish Demography and Aquaculture

10, Chemin de la Justice, 84500 Tihange
Belgium

ABSTRACl

Gravel bars are common riverine habitat features most frequently regarded as useless obstacles to water
flow and thus as potential hazards for flooding in urbanised areas. Dredging policies are thus most
common and frequenty applied since dredged bars are progressively reconstituted during spates. However
there is a dearth of knowledge on the actual impact of dredging and removal of gravel bars on fish
communities, essentially because few investigations have been dedicated to the ecological importance of
these structures as fish habitats. These considerations mainly apply to running water cyprinids which are
essential components of the ichthyofauna of European rivers. This study was conducted in 1993-1994 in a
l0 km stretch of the barbel zone in the River Ourthe (width: 50 m; mean annual discharge: 43 m3 s-l;
River Meuse Basin, Belgium). It aimed to assess the importance of gravel bars as potential spawning
grounds and nurseries for running water cyprinids and to model the impact of their removal in terms of
loss of carrying capacity for 0+ juvenile fish.

The common barbel Barbus barbus was selected as a target species for the study of spawning grounds,
based on detailed knowledge of spawning behaviour and on the representativity of their spawning grounds
for other species of the community. Only six sites, covering an overall 886 m2 area (1.75 Vo of the stretch
surface) were identified as spawning grounds of which the two largest (450 and 350 m2) corresponded to
large gravel bars targeted by hydraulic works. Fish sampling with DC powered electric fishing frames
revealed that few 0+ juveniles (<20 g m-2) were encountered in lotic or lentic habitats independent of the
gravel bars during summer and autumn. In contrast large mixed 0+ juvenile cyprinid shoals were
captured along the edges of the bars (up to 240 g m-2, mean: 84 g m'2;, substantiating their functionality
as nursery habitats. Based on models of habitat utilisation by 0+ fish and mapping of habitat availability,
the overall carrying capacity of the two large gravel ban for 0+ rheophilous cyprinids was estimated at
35'000 and 18,5fi) fish in late summer. Dredging these gravel bars as a preventive measurc against the
flooding of urbanised countryside would reduce the carrying capacity of these sites for 0+ juveniles by an
80 Vo matgin. Additional and more severe hydraulic works including river bed profile and bank
rectification would imply a further decrease of the capacity down to 0.7- L6 Vo of its present value. These
results higttlight the ecological importance of gravel bars and the potential impact of regular dredging
practices on the fish community of the River Ourthe, especially in stretches where man-made obstacles
may restrict the free circulation of spawners. Perspectives for a more ecological management of rivers and
gravel bars are discussed, focusing on the possibility of integrating the current knowledge on fish biology
and local population dynamics into the planning of hydraulic works.

KEY-WORDS: Hydnulic works / Dredging / Gravel bars / Spawning / Nunery / Habitars / Running
waters / Cyprinids I Barbus barbus / River Meuse Bæin
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INTRODUCTION

The use of habitat by fish species has intrigued naturalists and fish biologists since the early days of these
professions (Léger, 1909 in Souchon et al., 1995). As early as 1949, Huet provided a comprehensive basis
of fish distribution in European rivers depending on stream slope, although no real quantitative assessment
was undertaken before the early 1970's (waten, 1926; Bovee and cochnauer, l9z7; stalnaker, 1979:
Bovee, 1986). Numerous studies investigated habitat utilisation by fish species focusing on the relevance
of habitat features (Bovee, 1978), the ecological plasticity of species in an assemblage (Grandmottet,
1983), the relationships between habitat availability and fïsh abundance (Binns and Eiserman, lgTgi
Fausch et al., 1988\ or between ecological diversity and taxonomic diversity (e.g. Winnemiller, l99l).
Attempts to model the carrying capacity of rivers and streams with respect to existing habitat features or to
their modification by human activity have been undertaken at different levels, starting from the local
microhabitat up to the river basin. The relative success and relevance of these approaches is still debated
since any approach that would look for accurate data would fail in assessing the spatial and temporal
complexity of ecosysûems whercas large scale investigations that would integrate this inherent complexity
would compromise the minimum accuracy that is necessary for the understanding of biological
phenomena. Understanding the relationships between habitat and fish communities is complex for several
reasons: i) habitat is not rigid and changes at daily and seasonal scales, as well as between consecutive
years; ii) fish are mobile organisms that rarely use a single set of habitat conditions: habitat preferences or
utilisation pattems vary with their age or size, and depend on their activity (resting, feeding, spawning) as
well as on the qualitative or quantitative composition of the assemblage; iii) the role of habitat features can
be restricted to one life stage or activity, or influence several of them; their influence on the abundance or
divenity of fish communities could be higher at life stages earlier than the ones considered in the study
(notion of functional describers, Copp er al., l99l): and iv) our understanding closely rclies on our own
way of investigating the problem (sampling strategies), what could be regarded in ethology as an influence
of the observer on the investigated behaviour. Quoting M.B. Bain (1995), "the analysis of microhabitat use
(by fish) has almost always been impossible because data have not been collected in non-used or
unoccupied microhabitats". This consideration dramatically applies to temporary habitat features such as
gravel bars which could not be regarded as fish habitat at the time when the survey is conducted, simply
because they are emerged.

Gravel bars arc common riverine habitat featurcs in rivers and strcams where they occur in natural
meanders as well as in the vicinity of man made obstacles such as dams and bridges. They are most
frequently regarded as useless obstacles to water flow and thus as potential hazards for flooding in
urbanised areas. Dredging policies arc thus most common in densely populated countries and frcquently
applied (every 3 or four years in Belgium) since dredged bars are progressively reconstituted during
spates. However there is a dearttr of knowledge on the actual impact of dredging and removal of gravel
bam on fish communities, essentially because few investigations have been dedicated to the ecological
importance of these structures as fish habitats. These considerations mainly apply to running water
clprinids, which are essential components of the ichthyofauna of European rivers. Although adult fish
rarcly use shallow habitats, cyprinids have been observed to spawn in the vicinity of gravel ban (Hancock
et al., 1976; Baras, 1992). Their larvae and juveniles have been found to select shallow depths and to use
the edges of gravel bars as habitats during summer and aurumn (Cropp, 1992: Rincon et al.J99Z: Copp
and Jurajda, 1993; Baras, 1995; Baras et al., 1995). Since early life history stages are among the most
critical ones and presumably condition the sunrival at the end of the first winter and thus the population
abundance gravel bars could have a higher importance than initially suspected. This study aimed to assess
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the actual use of gravel bar structures as spawning grounds and nurseries for running water cyprinids and
to give a preliminary insight on their importance in terms of carrying capacity for 0+ juvenile fish.

MATERHL AND METHODS

Stud], Arca

The study was conducted in the River Ourthe which is the main tributary of the River Meuse in Belgium: it
flows over 135 km, from the Belgian Ardennes down to the conlluence with the R. Meuse in Liège. The
study area is delimited by the mobile weir of Méry Q23 krn upstream of confluence) and by the weir of
Esneux, l0 km upstream. The mean width, slope and discharge of the river in this stretch are 5O m, 1.3 Væ
and 43.3 m3 s-1, respectively. The water temperature averages lg.zoc in July (thermograph records 1989-
l99s).

Figure l: Map of the study area on the River Ourthe, between the weirs of
Méry and Esneux. Oblique bold bars are water regulation weirs.
Dashed polygons and grey ellipses repres€nt urbanised areas and
gravel bars, respectively. A-F: spawning grounds and surface.

B " t
450m-
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All indigenous fish species recensed in the River Ourthe (Anguillidae,Cobitidae,Cottidae,Cyprinidae,
Esocidae,Gasterosteidae;Percidae,salmonidae,Thymallidae; Philippart & Vranken, 1983) arc present in
the study area, of which the assemblage is dominated by thrce categories of cyprinids: rheophilous species
(essentially Barbus barbus,Chondrostoma rutsus, Leuciscus cephalus and L. leuciscns), rheophobic species
(essentially Alburnus alburnus and Rutilw rutilus) and accompanying species (Gobio gobio and Phoxinus
phoxinus). Originally, this strctch of the river was typical of the lower barbel zone (Huet, 1949).
Nowadays, it consists in about 85 9o of mid to deep lentic habitats since the longitudinal ard transversal
profiles of the river bed have been modified by the building of dams and weirs for flow control, in order
to maintain minimum levels for tourism during summer (Esneux) and to buffer the impact of spates
during winter. The urbanisation pattem is also typical of the river Ourthe, with ancient villages on foot hills
and more recent constructions (residencies, camping) in the floodplain, irrespective of the presence of
rcctified banks. Lateral or central gravel ban are frequent habitat featurcs, both in natural meanders and
downstream of man-made constructons (weirs and bridges). The largest bars arc illustrated in figure l.

Identification And Characterisation of Snawnins Grounds

The common bar&l Barbus barbus was selected as a target species for the study of spawning grounds,
based on its representativity of the study area and fish assemblage (Philippart, 1987), as well as on its
relatively low ecological plasticity with rcspect to the selection of spawning habitat (Grandmottet, 1983;
Baras, 1992). Its selection also rclied on detailed knowtedge about the spawning ecology of this species.
Spawning of B. barbus is most spectacular and boisterous when it involves hundreds of brceders gathering
in shallow riffles and can be seen from distance by day or night without any interference on fish
behaviour (Baras, 1994, 1995ù. There was thus a minimum risk that operato$ would miss a major
spawning ground of this species. The risk was further minimised as the periodicity of spawning behaviours
in B. barbus was found to be dependent on precise temperaturcs (Baras, 1992, 1993,1995a) that enabled
the operators not to search in vain and !o concentrate their efforts during a much morc rutricûed period of
the year. In addition, the spawning grounds used by B. barbus are frequently used by several other species
in the assemblage (Thymallus thymallus in March, Alburnoides bipuncmtus, L. cephalus and P. phoxinus
in May and June).

Accodingly with previous findings, the search for spawning grounds of B. barbus in the study area started
as soon as daily minimum water temperaturc in the river Ourthe (i.e. early moming) reached 13.5'C (ate-
April 1993). Sites were watched by two operators on the banks until a spawning episode was detecæd.
Each spawning place was located as the intersection of compass headings fiom marks on the banks. For
each spawning ground, the observation went on until no spawning episode took place outside of
previously obsemed limits. The operation was repeated during the spawning period on the whole river
stretch. In order to give a complementary insight that no major spawning ground had been missed during
this survey, a female baùel breeder (42 cm FL, 700 g) was captur€d in late April 1993 by electric fishing
(nearby the village of Hony), equipped with a radio transmitter and followed by radio tracking from its
release site. In each part of the river where spawning episodes had been detected, habitat featurcs (water
column height, water velocity, substratum) were measured at points I m apart on transects at 5 m intervals.
AU habitat surveys were canied out at the end of the spawning period since the water levelùad remained
almost constant (l cm variation) during this period of the year. The accuracy of spawning detection was
empirically checked by the search for barbel eggs on the edges on the spawning grounds. The areas
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identified as spawning grounds in spring were later compared to emerged gravel bars in summer
(proportion of overlap).

Sampling Of Juvenile Stages

The sampling methodology relies on the use of DC electric fishing in prepositioned frames that combine
the advantages of direct culrent and of electric baniers and enable the quantitative sampling of
microhabitats (Baras, 1995b). Each frame encompassed a2 m2 habitat whose perimeter was delimited by a
closed steel cathode, with a 0.04 m2 steel anode placed its centre. Following a recolonisation delay of 15
min, the frame was powered by a DC generator (EPMC, 2.5 KVA) and remained energetised unril all fish
had been captured. Just after fish capture, each 2 m2 sample site was characterised by five points where we
measured depth (nearest cm), water velocity (nearest cm s-l) and type of substratum (Wentworth index).
All sites were sampled at times of the day when 0+ fish density showed linle variation between consecutive
houn (10:00-17:00; justification and further details on methodology given in Baras, 1995b). Fish were
sampled during summer (24 June - 17 August 1994) in the vicinity of gravel bars and in other
microhabitats independent from gravel bars (riffle, run, pool, glide, various bank types,...). All captured
fish were identified, counted and measured in each site. when hundreds of specimens of the same species
were collected in a single site, length measurements were made on 50 randomly sampled fish. Biomass
estimates were calculated from weight length relationships (r2 > 0.98 for each species, based on samples à
100 fish) and applied to habitat availability to extrapolate the carrying capacity of different areas or river
profiles.

RESTJLTS

Use Of Spawning Grounds

As expected, barbel breeders started spawning on the first day when water daily minimum temperature
reached l3.5oc in the early moming (28 April 1993) and maintained reproductive activity as long as the
thermal regime of the river was above this threshold (2 May). Spawning was then suspended by colder
temperatures and resumed for a few days later on (10-12 May). Barbel breeders were observed spawning
in no morc than six sites in the study area (A-F, figure l). Four sites were poorly frequented and only few
spawning episodes were observed despite intensive coverage: 7,3, lO and 4 episodes in sites A, C, D and E,
respectively. In contrast, 110 and 83 episodes were recensed in site B and F, respectively, with up to 9
female breeders present simultaneously on a single ground (site B, deduced from almost simultaneous
episodes). The radio tracked female barbel started migrating upstream soon after its release, tried to spawn
on site E on April 28 but abandoned the site after a few minutes. It resumed its upstream movement but
failed to clear the dam a few hundred metres upstream and finally moved downstream to site F, where it
was observed spawning on 28 and 29 April. After spawning, it settled 150-200 m downstream of the
ground and was consistenty detected in this area until the end of the spawning period. As suggested by
the movements and habitat use by this radio tracked probe fish and by complementary information from
local anglers, it was unlikely that our coverage of the study area would have missed any ôf the major
spawning grounds used by barbel breeders.
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Barbel eggs were found in spawning pits 5-8 cm below the substratum in each of the six spawning
grounds. Habitat features of the spawning gmunds were (90 7o range of distributions): depth from l0 to

26 cm, water velocity from 26 to 67 cm s-l and gravel substratum (2-5 cm). The surface of spawning
grounds ranged from 5 to 450 m2 1figure l) and amounted to 886 m2, thus about 1.75 Væ of the river

str€tch (about 50 ha). Except for site C, all spawning grounds were located on gravel bars emerged during

surnmer or in their immediate periphery, especially the largest grounds for which the overlap with bars

targeûed by hydraulic works was 100 % (figurc 2).

I I

Site G:
Hony

30 40
Dstance (m)

- I

Site C:
Houbaye

30 40
Dstance (m)

Figure 2: Transversal depth profiles of the River Ourthe in sites where barbel
breeders were observed in spring 1993. Black rectangles: spavming areas.
Solid and dotted lines: water levels in early May and in late summer'
respectively. Grey areas: gravel bars as targeted by hydraulic works.

Habitat Use By Young-Of-The-Year Juveniles

During summer 1994, we sampled 60 sites belonging to 12 different habitat types of which five were

intimately dependent on the existence of gravel bars, five others were open river habitat independent of
gravel bars and two others which corresponded to modified banks as they stand downstream of Esneux
(table l). We captured 14,705 young-of-the-year (0+) juveniles belonging to 14 fish species. Rheophilous

cyprinids (8. barbus,C. nasus,L. cephalus,L. leuciscus and to alesserextent A. bipunctatus) were the
most frequently encountercd species in our samples. They amounted 83.M 4o of captures vs 6.80 7o for

accompanying cyprinids (G. gobio and P. phoxinns), 8.60 7o for rheophobic cyprinids (A.-alburnus and
R. rutilus) and 1.56 % for other species (C. gobio, G. aculeatus, N. barbatulus, S. tutta,T. thymallus). Fish
density and biomass ranged from 0 to 1,552 fish m-2 and 0 to 253.9 gm-2, respectively, with fish length
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ranging from I I to 39 mm in late june and from 33 to 69 mm in late August. whilsr fish density
decreased throughout summer, fish biomass within similar habitat types showed less variation, the loss of
density being compensated by the growth of fish (10.1 g and 0.95 g formean fish lengrhs of 20 and 45
mm, in late June and late August, rcspectively). The distribution of fish biomass depending on habitat type
and groups of species is illustrated in table 1 Except for stickleback, no-ôyprinid species were mainly
found in open lotic habitats with coarse substratum. Rheophobic cyprinids were encountered in all lentic
habitats with fine substratum but they were prcportionally more abundant in places with aquatic vegetation
(Ceratophyllum sp.) and in the vicinity of gravel ban. Rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids also
predominanty used lentic habitats but mainly in shallow and open environments as those on the edges of
gravel bars, where the biomass was substantially higher than along natural or consolidated banks devoid of
bars or along rectified banks (M g ç2 on average for gravel bars vs 9.8 and 4.8 g m'2 for the two latter
habirats).

Table l: Relationships between habitat type in the River Ourthe and biomass (g -'2) of young-of-
the'year juveniles captured in summer by DC electric fishing in 2m2 prepositioned frames.
Values stand as mean (range) of five samples in each habitat.

type Depth Velocily Substr. Aquat. Rheophilous Rheophobic Othen(cottids,
-. -- .-- --.- -- -.- (cm) (cm sl\ (cm) veget. accompan. cyprinics cypiinios satmonios....j'

edgeofgravelbar) < l0 10-25 2-10
2. Shallow side edges of

gravel bar
3. Shallow rear edges of

gravel bar or baclcnraær
4. Open calms down of

gàvelbarorbackwaær 5'25

< l0 5-10 2-5

< 1 0  < 5  s i l t

< 5  < 0 . 0 5

lG40  <5  <0 .5

r4.7 (8.3-22.6) 0.2 (0.0-0.9) 0.3 (0.0-1.2)

68.5 (42.t-83.2',) s.6 (0.0-15.8) 0.0

146.8 (79.s_243.9) 7.5 (2.6_20.2) 0.0

83.8 (67.6-128.9) 15.3 (3.9-31.6) 0.0

34.r (6.2-s2.4) 61.3 (25.6-83.7) 0.0
5. Weeds down of graræl

bars +++

6. Shallow riffle
7. Deep riffle
8. Rapids and runs
9. Open pool
10. Pool with vegetation
I l. Natual or consolidaæd

bank (boulden)
12. Rectified bank

< l0 10-25 2-t0
lG25 20-50 5-10
>25 'tGl00 > t0
> 50 5-10 vriable
>50 <5 vriable

5-25 < 5 væiable
5-25 < 5 vriable

2.6
0.2
0.0
0.2
1.6

9.8
4.8

(0.04.2)
(0.0-1.8)

(0.0-0.8)
(0.04.3)

(2.9-26.3)
(0.0-r0.6)

0.0 3.4
0.0 4.8
0.0 2.3
2.8 (0.0-9.3) 0.0

15.9 (2.8-25.7) 0.0

6.s (3.1-9.7) 0.0
3.5 (0.0-8.3) 0.0

(t.4-7.3)
(0.8-20.7)
(0.0-6.9)

In order to estimate the carrying capacity of the two largest gravel bars in the study area (sites B, central
bar and F, lateral bar, figure l) for rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids, we measured the availability
of the different habitat types (l-5) and extrapolated the biomass from the samples collected by electric
fishing, assuming that the structure of the assemblage would be homogenous over these areas. The
estimates were 31.3 and 16.2 kg for bars B and F, corresponding to populations of about 33,000 and
17'000 young-of-the-year juveniles of rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids averaging 45 mm in late
August. These ban would additionally carry about 2,000 an<l 1,500 juvenile rheophobic cyprinids. With
respect to the overall distribution of habitat types in the study area, these two large gravel,-bars offer a
combined carrying capacity for juvenile rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids which would be
similar to those of stretches of about 1,800 m and 2,500 m, with natural and rectified banks, respectively.
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Figure 3: Estimates of carrying capacity of various profiles of the River Ourthe for young'of'

the-year juveniles of rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids in late summer (fish

averaging 45 mm FL). Protiles IV, V and VI are natural profiles. Profiles III' II end I

correspond to increasing riverine habitat modifications by hydraulic works. Estimates

based on the relationships between flsh biomass and habitat type in table 1.

Figure 3 provides comprehensive estimates of what could be the carrying capacity of river stretches with

different transversal profiles corresponding to increasing modifications of riverine habitat by hydraulic

works. A modification exclusively consisting in the removal of surface gravel in excess, to prevent the

settlement of terrestrial vegetaton (profile III), would cut down the carrying capacity by a severc but

temporary margin as these bars would be prcgressively reconstituted during winter s[ates. Such a

possibility would not be granted by more severc hydraulic works including bank rectification and

deepening (profiles II and I).
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DISCUSSION

This study clearly higilighted the importance of gravel bars as key habitats for cyprinid fish in the River
Ourthe, especially as spawning grounds since all sites where barbel breeders were observed spawning in the
study area corresponded to emerged gravel bars in summer. We can not systematically exclude the
possibility of underestimating the number of sites where breeders did actually spawn, although the
intensity of the suwey as well as the concordance between observation and radio tracking data makes it
most unlikely, at least for large grounds used by numerous spawners. As suggested by the high frequency
of spawning episodes, the two largest grounds (B and F, figure l) probably were densely occupied by
baÉel spawnen. Their removal by dredging practices would cut down the carrying capacity of the stretch
by about 9O Vo and presumably cause barbel breeders to move to and spawn in other sites or river
stretches. However, it is uncertain that breeden could clear that easily man-made obstacles at that time of
the year, as suggested by the history of the radio-tracked female barbel. This further restriction could
result eitier i) in spawning delays of which the consequences on the survival of the progeny are unknown
(see Baras et al.,1994 for parallel in large canalised riven and use of fish passes), ii) in the selection of
sites with lesser adequacy or iii) in the overcrowding smaller grounds with lesser adequacy or carrying
capacity. With respect to the findings by Hancock et al. (1976) and Baras (1994) on spawners strategies,
the latter altemative (overcrowding) could cause females to abandon most spawning episodes or to lay
their eggs in less adequate habitats.

These perspectives for B. barbus apply to a certain extent to other running water cyprinids of which
lithophilous breeders (Balon, 1975) are less exigent than barbel when choosing their spawning habitat (see
Grandmottet, 1983). Breeders of Alburnoides bipunctatus, Leuciscus cephalus and Phoxinus phoxinus
were indeed observed in the vicinity of the spawning grounds used by B. barbus. Similarly, the high
density of young-of-the-year cyprinids captured on the edges of gravel bars suggests that these habitats
had been used as spawning grounds by all lithophilous species. Larvae and juveniles of riverine fishes are
known to drift (e.g. Penâz et al., 1992) and could have colonised these gravel bars from upstream
spawning sites, although the low density of juveniles observed in places otherthan gravel bars makes this
hypothesis unlikely.

Gravel bars were described in this study as key nursery habitats during summer for young-of-the-year
juveniles, essentially for rheophilous and accompanying cyprinids. Young-of-the-year juveniles probably
need habitats other than gravel bars to successfully complete their ontogeny and growth until early winter
but the simple fact of obsenring very large populations of juveniles gathering in these habitats indicates
that they play an essential role in their ecology. Comparisons with studies in other riverine and lacustrine
environments suggests that these shallow habitats would offer young-of-the-year juveniles size-limiting
rcfuges from predation by larger fish (Bohl, 1980; Schiemer and Spindler, 1989; Copp, 1992; Sanden,
1992; Copp and Jurajda, 1993; Baras, 1995b). The estimates of carrying capacity produced in this study
were high (up to 250 g m'\ and presumably reflected abundant recruitment resulting from favourable
weather conditions in spring. Despite this context, it is most likely that we underestimated the actual
carrying capacity of gravel bar habitats due to exclusive daytime sampling. This is probably not the case
for Alburnus or Leuciscus sp. which mainly move to near-shore waters during daytime (Winfield and
Townsend, 1988; Copp and Jurajda, 1993: Baras, 1995b) but could apply to Rutilus rurilus wFich is known
to migrate to weekly-sloped habitats during night-time (Copp and Jurajda, 1993) and possibly to other
species whose ecological traits are less documented.
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lVhether rivers and streams should retum to pristine conditions or dredging activity be maintained in river
management is not the purpose of the paper. Man and fish species nowadays both are users of water
rcsources with conflictual interests, implying that a compromise must be found that would satisfy both
parties. From the calculations presented here, it is obvious that bed deepening and longitudinal profile
r€ctification would cut down the carrying capacity of the river by a dramatic margin. making it impossible
for the fish assemblage to recover. Such examples were provided in the past in the neighbouring River
Meuse (Philippart et al., 1988). The removal of the superficial layers of a gravel bar by hydraulic works
would cause juveniles to loose important refuges from predation, shelters against displacement by sudden
incrcases of river flow and would cut down recruitment by limiting the availability of spawning grounds.
In rivers and streams with no or little flow control, the loss of carrying capacity resulting from the removal
of superficial gravel would be most temporary as bars would naturally reconstitute during winter spates
(within 3 to 4 years in the upper River Ourthe). It would still enable species with short life span (i.e. A.
bipunctatus,P. phoxinus.G. gobio and to a lesser extent L. leuciscus) to complete their life cycle in
appropriate conditions. In contrast, flow control measures, that limit the normal erosion process and drift
of coarse sediments, could induce longer delays and compromise the ecology of these species, in a way
similar to that of more drastic hydraulic works (e.g. profile rectification) for species with longer life span,
such as B. barbus or L. cephalus. The impact of dredging bars will also depend on the ecological context.
with a proportionally more severe effect on population abundance in the long run if dredging would take
place following yean with low recruiûnent success.

In order to minimise the damage caused to fish populations, dredging policies should further integrate
updated biological data on fish assemblage, both at local and regional scale. These data would make it
possible to decide more accurately which site should or should not be dredged, in order to prevent the
destruction of all crucial bars in the same region or river stretch. In the area studied in the River Ourthe, it
is most obvious that the gravel bars in Houbaye and Hony (sites B and F, figure l) should not be dredged
on the same year since they presumably are the two key habitats for rheophilous cyprinids in this region
Similarly, as the free circulation of breeders between the downstream and upstream reaches of this part of
the river could be compromised by the dam in Fêchereux, a minimum of one large or several small bars
should be spared by the dredging process. Ideally the key gravel bars of Hony or Houbaye should not be
drcdged before the year when fish population surveys indicate that the recruitment is higher than normal,
what could be assessed as soon as June or July with DC electric fishing frames. Based on such information,
dredging could thus be efficiently planned in late September or early October. This time of the year still
grants most acceptable water level conditions for hydraulic works. It would also enable 0+ juvenile fish to
achieve most of their annual growth and reach a age and size at which they have higher swimming
capacities and bener chances to escape the hazards of predation and displacement by high flows.
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ABSTRACT

The data reported in this paper present clear effects of the channel morphology and flow dynamics, controlled both
by the tidal regime and the ice coveç upon the migratory behaviour of the Atlantic tomcod population of the Sainte-
Anne river (Sainte-Anne-de-La-Pérade, Québec). Measurements of channel morphology and flow velocity at low
water indicates that the formation of the ice cover in winter, combined to the presence of sand bars near the
confluence, causes a downstream decrease in the cross-sectional area of the channel. This reduction in area is
compensated by an increase of flow velocity at the mouth of the river where velocities larger than 30 cm/s were
measured at low water. Underwater video observations of tomcod movements in the Sainte-Anne river indicate that
such flow velocities limit access of upstream migrating fish to the spawning site. The data demonstrate that
upstream fish migrants avoid the downstream flow velocities occuring during falling tide and favor the short period
of flow reversal associated to large rising tides to penetrate upstream.

KEY-WORDS: Atlantic tomcod / fish migration / channel morphology / flow velocity / tidal cycle
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INTRODUCTION

Every winûeç the majority of the Atlantic tomcd (Microgadus tomcod) population of the Sainrlawrence middle

esnrary migrates to the tidal freshwaters of the Sainte-Anne river near Sainte-Anne-de-La-Pérade (Québec) to

reproduce. While this tomcod population used to be abundant and stable, it has been declining dramatically since

the mid-8O's, thereby causing important economic losses to tomcod recreational and commercial fisheries (Mailhot

et at., 1988). In 1979, prior to the decline in the fish population, the economic activity associated to tomcod

flrsheries in Sainûe-Annede-La-Pérade was evaluated at $2,5 millions. Since this time, the economic activity has

been decreasing steadily, reaching a minimum low evaluated at $300 000 in 1988.

Mailhot et aL (1988) suggesæd that the presence of sand bars at the mouth of the Sainte-Anne river could be one

ofthe factors explaining the decline in the fish population. This hypothesis is based on data showing a significant

positive relationship between tomcod year-class sFength and mean monthly discharge in the Sainte-Anne and Saint-

Lawrence rivers during the spawning migration (Mailhot et al., 1988i Fortin er aI., 1990). This relation suggests

that for low water levels, the sand bars located at the mouth of the river block the uPstream migration of tomcods.

Howevdr, the authors did not provide any field data nor mechanism to support this hypothesis.

Because the available information concerning the migratory behaviour of Atlantic tomcod is scarce and

controversial, it is difficult to assess the effect of the sand bars on migrating tomcods. Belzile and Leclerc (1992)

documented the migration of tomcods in the Saint-Lawrence river near Grondines, a town located approximately

18 kilonreærs downstream from the mouth of the Sainæ-fuine river. Their data indicated that upstream migration

occurs mainly at the beginning of the falling tide. They suggesæd that this migration Pattern could be explained

by the fact that tonpods avoid the highly unstable flow conditions (higù flow velocities and tuôulence) associated

to the rising tide. In contrast" rezults obtained by Cloutier and Couture (1985) in the Sainte-Anne river showed that

tomcods tend to migraæ upstream during the rising tide. While Fortin et al. (1990) also found a similar pattem

in the Saint-Anne, they noted that an important proportion of tomcods was migrating against the falling tide.

Ttre primary objective of this study is to investigate the migratory behaviour of Atlantic tomcod in the Sainte-Anne

river in order to elucidarc the effects of channel morphology and flow dynamics on this behaviour.

STI]DY AREA AND METHODS

Shrdv Area

The study was conducted on a 2 km-long reach of the Sainte-Anne river locaæd immediately upstreÉrm from its

confluence with the SainçLawrence river (Figurc l). This area is characterized by the prcsence of numerous sand

bars that were deposited following the Saint-Alban landslide which occured in 1894, approximately 20 km upstrcam

from Sainte-Anne-de-La-Pérade. The landslide injected more than 17 000 0(X) m3 of sand and clays into the Sainte-

Anne and modified the morphology of the river dramatically (I-aflamme, 19fi)). Most of the material was

transported rapidly along the steep upper portion of the stream but was then partly deposiæd in the vicinity of

Sainte-Anne-de-La-Pérade where the stream gradient is gentler. Salient modifications of channel morphology

occured near the confluence with the Saint-Lawrence (Laverdière, 1938). Prior to the landslide, the strearn channel

was deep and flow velocities were reduced in this section. Following the massive sand deposition, the channel

became multi-threaded and shallow with higher flow velocities, a situation that is still prevaiting today (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Location of study site.

Figure 2: The Sainte'Anne river near its confluence with the Saint-Lawrence river (July fgEg).
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Within the study reach, flow velocity and orientation is strongly influenced by semidiumal tidal fluctuations. For

large tides, flood flows are sufficient to induce a flow reversal in the Sainte-Anne. For smaller tides, the velocity

of the warer outflowing the Sainte-Anne is only slightly reduced. Figur€ 3 shows an example of the temporal

variæion of flow velocity and water level over a complete tidal cycle at neap tide and two tidal cycles at spring tide'

On this figure, flow velocities are positive when the discharge is ouÉlowing while they are negative when it is

inflowing.
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Figure 3: Variation of water depth and llow velocity at A) Neap tide and B) Spring tide.

Flow and Channel Momholow Data

In March 1994, the longinrdinal variation of channel morphology and flow velocity \pas mea$rcd at four differert

transects in order to determine the effect of the presence of sand bars on the characæristics of the flow (Figurc 1).

The measurements rilerE performed at low water so as to evaluate the strongest opposing flows that a fish would

need to overcom to reach the spawning site. Along each transect, holes were drilled into the ice cover at regular

intervals of 20 m. At each hole, the depth of flow and the thickness of the ice cover was recorded. The near-bed

flow velocity $'as rpasur€d using'a Price+ype current meær positioned at l0 cm above the bed. Tllis measure of

flow velocity is believed to be the one providing the best description of the flow €ncqmtered by upstream migrating

tomcods, as preliminary observations have shown that this species usually occupies the lowest 20 cm of the waler

column.
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Biolosical Data

ln January 1994, the migratory behavior of the Atlantic tomcod population of the Sainte-Anne river was documented

in relation to the different phases of the tidal cycle The observations were made 1,3 km upstream from the river
mouth,nearTransect4@gurel ) .  At th is locat ion, thechannel isre lat ive lydeep(upto l ,6m)andnarrow( l l0

m), which ensurres that all migrating tomcods are concentrated into a small area, thus facilitating the observation

of their movements. A heated cabin, normally used for recreational fishing, was installed on the ice in order to
facilitate instrumentation and data collection. An opening (0,4m x 3m) in the floor of the cabin allowed the
instruments to be lowered and manipulated from inside the cabin. An underwater video camera was installed at
the bed surface in order to monitor fish movements. The camera axis was oriented normal to the flow direction.

Lighting was provided by two 2(X) watts spots suspended I m above the bed. The resulting camera field of view

was I ,5 m long, 2 m wide and I m high. A Price-type current meter was installed 1,25 m in front of the camera

and the probe positionned 20 cm above the bed. During video recording periods, the orientation and mean velocity

of the flow was measured at lO-min time intervals over periods ranging from 45 to 80 sec. Between lanuary 22

and January 29 1994, four series of data were collected in the field for a total of 124,5 hours of video observations.

Each period of observation lasted approximately 25 houn in order to cover two complete tidal cycles. On January

27-29, the observation period lasted nearly 50 hours and thus covered four complete tidal cycles. Sampling dates

were selected in order to cover a range of tidal heights and hydraulic conditions.

The video tapes were analyzed in order to determine the temporal pattem of migration of tomcods. The recordings
were divided into l0 minute-periods, the center of each period corresponding to the time where the flow velocity
was measured. Within each l0 minute-period, the number of tomcods and the direction (upstream or downstream)

of their movements were determined.

RESULTS

Channel Momholosv and Flow Dvnamics

Analysis of morphological data indicaæs a decrease in the cross-sectional area of the channel in the dou/nstream

direction at low water (Figure 4). This si$ation is due to the combined effects of the ice cover and of the sand
bars. In 1994, the very cold winter resulted in the formation of a thick (0,8 to I m) ice cover. Near the mouth of
the river, the developement of the ice cover at the onset of winter gradually closed several of the shallowest sections
of the multi-threaded channel, thereby reducing the cross-sectional area of the stream. In order to maintain

continuity, the downstream decrease in channel area was compensated by an increase of flow velocity. Indeed,
Figure 4 shows that the maximum velocity recorded at each transect increases from 16,7 cm/s upstream (Transect

T4) to 35,5 cm/s near the mouth (Transect T1).

An investigation of the swimming capacity of Atlantic tomcod showed that flow velocities of the order of 30 cm/s
have a negative impact on the movements of tomcods (East and Magnan, 1988). Ftow velocities measured near
the entrance of the Sainte-Anne at low water are therefore sufficiently high to restrain the upstream migration of
tomcods toward the spawning site.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Mieratorv Behaviour of Atlantic Tomcod

Figure 5 shows examples of the temporal variation of upstream and downsteam tomcod migration for two differcnt
tidal conditions. Figure 5a illustrates the pattern of migration observed on January 22 at neap tide while Filure 5b
depicts the pattem observed at spring tide between January 27-29 1994.
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Diurnal Pattern of Migration

Figurc 5 suggests an important influence of the circadian cycle on tomcd movements. For example, Figttrc 5a

clearly shows that overall fish movements are predominantly nochrrnal. In order to test this hypothesis, fish

movements were divided in two groups: those observed during thc day and those observed at night. The results

indicafe that an aver4ge number of 18,5 tomcodJl0 min. were obserrred at night compared to only 1,85 tomcoddl0

min. during the day (Iable l). They also show a larger variance of observations at night than during the day.

Assuming unequal variances, day and night observations wer€ compared using a z test. Results of the statistical

analysis show that the differcnce between the two mean values is significant at the 0,01 level of confiderrce.

Teble 1: Tomcods movements in relation to tùe circedien cycle

Dav lttlgbt

mean* 1,85 185
standarddeviation 4,99 l7S
n (paiods) 317 417
zvalæ 18,34**

* meanoftomcodVl0minutesperiods
tt siglificant at the 0,01 lwel of sigpiûcance

Tidal Panern of Migration

Figure 5 also suggests that tomcod movements within the tidal scction of the Sainte-Anne river arc significantly

related to the direction of the flow as it varies throughout tre tidal cycle. Upsfeam movements of tomcods occur

predominantly during rising tide while downsteam movernents ocor during falling tide. Moreover, it demonstraÛes

that upstream migration is almost non-existent during neap tide (Figure 5a) and during the fa[ing tide period at

spring tide (Figure 5b). In fact, upstrcarn migration events seem to be confined to the short period of flow rpversal

associated with the rising tide. The data set collected between January 27 and 29 1994 was used to test this

suggestion. This data set wari selected because flow variations related to the tidal cycle are important. In order to

remove the effect of the diumal pattern of migration from the data, only noctumal observations werc used to

perform the statistical analysis. Noctumal observations of fish movernents were thus divided in two groups, those

for which flow velocity was larger than zero and those wherc it was smaller than or equal to zero. The results show

that an average number of 7,25 tomcods/I0 min. mi$ated upsûeam during the period of flow reversal (velocity

smaller than or equal to zero) while only 2,32 tomcodVl0 min. moved upsheam during the positive flow velocity

values associated to falling tide (Table 2). The results of a t test shows that the difference between the rneans is

significant at the OO1 level of confidence. The significantly larger variance of upstream movernents during flow

reversal is relaled to the apparent correlation between the intensity of the flow reversal and the number of upsû€am

migranS per l0 minuæ-periods. Indeed, Figure 6 suggests that a strong correlation exists between the maximum

negative flow velocity neasured during rising tide and the number of upsream migrating tomcods. However, the

available data set is not large enough to permit a statistical analysis of this relation.

Êcolrydrautirye 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Table 2: Tomcods movements in relation to the direction of the flow

Upstream migration Dwnctrcrm migration

velocitv>O velocilve0 velocitv>0 velocity€O

meanr

standard deviation

n (periods)

t value

136 24
3,82rr

23,85 4,r2
19,72 5,97
136 24

4,85**

2,32
2,20

7,25
t4,32

t mean of tomcodJlO minutes periods
** significant atthe 0,01 level of significance

'20 -1 I'1 6 ;l,',,;lï;li; ",11'il r"fu"l

Figure 6: Upstream migration of tomcods in relation to maximum negative flow velocity at rising tide.

DISCUSSION AI\D CONCLUSION

The data reported in this paper present clear effects of the channel morphology and flow dynamics, controlled both
by the tidal regime and the ice coveç upon the migratory behaviour of the Atlantic tomcod population of the Sainte-
Anne river. Measurcments of channel morphology and flow velocity at low water indicates that the formation of
the ice cover in winter, combined to the presence of sand bars near the confluence, causes a downstream decrease

in the cross-sectional area of the channel. This reduction in area is compensated by an increase of flow velocity

at the mouth of the river where velocities larger than 30 cm/s were measured at low water. Our observations of
tomcod movements in the Sainte-Anne river indicate that such flow velocities limit access of upstream migrating
fish to the spawning site. The data demonstrate that upstream migrants avoid the periods of downstream flow
velocities occuring during falling tide and favor the short period of flow reversal associaæd to large rising tides.
Although this flow reversal is marked by important turbulence intensity (Martin er al., this volume), it is the
prefered upstrean migration period of tomcods. This result is in contradiction with the suggestion of Belzile and
Leclerc (1992) that migrating tomcods avoid the unstable flow conditions associated to the rising tide.

It is possible that the migrating pattem documented in this study is not entirely caused by the presence of sand bars
near the confluence. Indeed, this migratory behaviour may also rcflect the general necessity for tomcod to adopt
an energetically efficient migrating strategy. However, it is impossible to test this hypothesis because of the lack
of comparable data for other rivers. For this reason, it is suggesæd that firore research should document the
migratory behaviour of tomcod in a river unaffected by the presence of sand bars.
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ABSTRACT

River-bed degradation is a current topic in river engineering because most sediments are stopped at many
reservoirs and check dams constructed along the river. It causes not only severe local scours around hydraulic
structures but it also affects the habitat of many organisms along the river. In addition, few floods after
discharge control by dams and reservoirs cause enorrnous growth of vegetation. During base-flow stage, the
river has the region where no water flows in cross section, therefore vegetation grows and expands its territory
to the water edge of the river. Then, the flow has to accompany the luxurious vegetation during flood. The
flow is much retarded by vegetation zone along the river, and water discharge concentrates in the narrow main
channel. Therefore, river-bed degradation proceeds more severely in the narrowed main channel. The
degradation concentrated in a limited part of the cross section promotes the growth of vegetation in base-flow
stage. The growth of vegetaton and the river-bed degradation are affected by each other.

In this study, the interaction between the growth of vegetation and the river-bed degradationdue to the stop of
sediment supply from the upstream region and the regulation of discharge is discussed. The simplified
situation is postulated and the rotational degradation is theoretically studied. The results suggest that
combination of flood and low-flow stage discharges determines the growth of vegetation related to
degradaton. The proper control of the discharge is a key to keep favorable combination of flood control and
habitat control in rivers under degradation.

KEY-WORDS: river management / rotational degradation / bed-load transport / vegetated channel / discharge
fluctuation
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INTRODUCTION

River metamorphosis easily occurs when the discharge and the sediment supply from the upstream changes.

For example, Nadler and Schumm (1981) reported that the Arkansas and South Platte Rivers in eastern

Colorado had been changed dramatically during the past 150 years due to the change of the use of the water.

At first, these rivers were relatively straight, wide channel. However, these rivers became narrower and more

sinuous with growth of vegetation due to regulated stream flow, increase of sediment by inigation and a

decrease in discharge during drought. A change of river, especially growth of vegetation like the above

example, brings a change of habitat.

Now, many rivers have an artificial levee to keep their water course and to prevent an overflowing, and they

are constrained inside the levees. Even in this situation, the change of the discharge and the sediment supply

causes a change of river, though we may not call it metamorphosis. Tsujimoto (1994), and Shimatani and

Kayaba (1995) reported that vegetation (wood) cover increased in flood plain after dam construction located

at upstream. The dam construction brought the decrease of sediment supply in flood stage and discharge in

base-flow stage. During flood, the decrease of sediment supply degenerates the balance of sediment transport
and then river-bed degradation occures. During base-flow stage, the decrease of discharge and the rive-bed

deformation promote the concentration of the flow in a thalweg and it makes easy for vegetation to invade the

dried area. As mentioned above, the growth of vegetation and the bed deformation are affected by each other,

or they form an interaction system.

Increase of vegetaton cover in flood plain brings about not only a change of habitat of many organisms but

also some problems on flood control, for example, increase of hydraulic resistance. Thus, we must control the

vegetation in flood plain from both view points of river environment and flood control. For this purpose, \ile

have to understand the mechanism of a river system with growth of vegetation. In this study, an interaction
between the river-bed degradation and the growth of vegetation is discussed, which is often observed after dam
construction that causes a stop of sediment supply and flow regulation.

The aim of this study is to understand of the interaction mechanism of fluvial prtrcess in vegetated rivers.
Thus, in this study, the following simplified situation is postulated: The rotational degradation (Gessler, l97l;
Nakagawa and Tsujimoto, 1986) influenced by the growth of vegetation is treated under the assumption of
quasi-uniform flow with the downstream direction. The key of the phenomenon focussed in this study is a
property of the temporal change of discharge that is regulated by dam construction.

DISCHARGE FLUCTUATION

The fluctuation of discharge is characterized by
repetitions of flood and base-flow or low flow stage.
In this study, we simplify the discharge fluctuation as
follows: The floods that have the constant duration
time Ig and discharge Q1 rcpeat under the constant
intervals 7b, and the discharge of the base-flow stage
is 0u (see Fig.l). Thus, the propertyof the discharge
fluctuation is represented by 4 parameters Tt, Qç,TV

Écohydraulique 20N), juin 1996, Qaébec
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and Ob. The flood stage is chracterized by a deformation of rive-bed, while the base-flow stage is
chracterized by the period of growth of vegetation. We assume the flood flow to be the mean annual
maximum discharge. Thus, the order of interval of flood is assumed to be about l-2 years. Thus, the
meaning of base flow is the averaged state of the interval of flood. However, dam construction tends to
promote the discharge regulation in base-low stage and it makes the fluctuation to be small. Some kinds of
willow (Salix gilgianna) or reed(Phragmites japonica) that we often observe in a river can grow into l-2m
tall within l-2 years without flood damage. Here, we assume growth of such vegetation in base-flow stage.

ROTATIONAL DEGRADATION AND INVADING OF VEGETATION

rùy'e assume that the channel has a reach L, with the slope i66

and the width 289. When no sediment is supplied from the
upstream end of the channel and the bed-elevation at the
downstream end is fixed, the slope decreases rotationally

under the assumption of quasi-uniform flow with the down-
stream direction, which is termed rotational degradation, as

shown in Fig.2. In this study, we discuss the interaction

between degradation and growth of vegetation under the
situation of the rotational degradation. Fig.2: Rotational Degradation

As an initial condition, a vegetation zone of
constant width àg is assumed along the side
wall of the channel (Fig.3(a)). When flood
discharge is not so large, there is still a zone
without bed-load transport in the main
channel, because the flow near the vegetation

is retarded even in the non-vegetated zone
(Fig.3(b)). As a result, parts of the cross
section is never in degradation (Fig.3(c)).

During the base-flow stage after a flood , if
the water stage is so low that the region where
no water flows appears in the cross section,

the vegetation can invade there (Fig.3(d)).

Then. the stream is to wait the next flood with
wider vegetation zone. When the next flood
comes, the water discharge concentrates more
and more in the narrow main channel, and
thus the degradation proceeds more severely

in the narrow main channel (Fig.3(e)-(g)).

The interesting topics are as follows: What
will happedn by repetitions of the above-
mentioned process? How wide will the vege-
tation zone develop?

(a)

initial conditon

tu)
velocity profile
in flood flow

i riJBr oeo

velocity profile
in flood flow

(s)
river bed
degradation
in flood stage

Fig.3: Rotational degradation with vegetation growth

(€)

0

MODEL FOR ROTATIONAL DEGRADAÎION IN FLOOD FLOW
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MODEL FOR ROÎATIONAL DEGRADATION IN FLOOD FLOW

The degradation zone in cross section is estimated by the analysis of flow with vegetyation zone. The

development process of degradation by one flood is estimated by the simplified method by Gessler (1971),

Nakagawa and Tsujimoto (1986) for rotational degradation.

The variation of the slope in the degradation zone is analyzed here under the following assumptions: (a) The

total volume of degradation of the reach during dr is equal to the total bed-load transport rate in the

degradation zone during dt. (b) the bed-load transport rate is expressed by the discharge per unit width 11 and

the slope i6. Then, the slope in degradation zone after n'th flood ib(n) is derived as follows;

( l )

(2)

j6(n)=iç(r)+[iu(n-l)-ic(n)t"*pt-rærtr-8t1

raee@)=#

g.ç2410.571.5tç(n)=ff iw

where q(n)=discharge per unit wodth on the degradation zone at nth flood; iç(n)=squill6rium slope for

critical tractive force at z'th flood. When the dimensionless critical tractive force t*ç is 0.05 (Re*>70;

Rc*=u*dlvi v=kinematic viscosity; d=sand diameter), is(n) is expressed by the sand diameter d and the
friction coeffcient Cf as follows;

(3 )

(4)

where g=gravitational acceleration. Vy'hen we assume the resistance low to follow the Keulegan's equation, the
friction coefficient of bed Cç is given as follows;

c{n) = {l"rt?]. 6.0 I-2

where rekârmdn constanq and ft(r)=wxlsr depth at the nth flood.

MODBL FOR INVASION OF VEGETATION IN BASE FLOW

In this study, for simplicity, we treat the situation that the time scale of base-flow stage T6 is much larger than
the time scale for growth of vegetation Ty. In other words, we assume that the vegetation can grow sufficiently
to cover the non-flow region during base-flow stage.

We assume that the zone of vegetation growth in the cross section is determined by the water edge of the
representative section, which is located Àt x=U2, in base flow stage and the vegetation zone expands into the
region where no water flows at the representative section in the same width to the downstream direction.
Under such assumptions, the water level during base-flow stage is easily estimated by the water depth of the
uniform flow.

ÊtolrydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, fuébec
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PROCEDURE OF ANALYSIS

The solusion of the flow analysis for the fully-developed and quasi-uniform flow provides the water depth

and the lateral distribution of the primary velocityas shown in Fig.4 (Tsujimoto et al., 1996; Tsujimoto and

Shimizu, 1995). These determine the degradation zone and the discharge per unit width, g, there. The
progress of the degradation in the degradation zone during the duration of flood Tç is estimated by

eqs.(7)-(9), and then the zone of vegetation growth during the base-flow stage is estimated. After the

vegetation zone is replaced to the enlarged new situation, the velocity profile of the flow with vegetation zone

is calculated. Then, such a process is repeated in simulation.

3

- 9 2
t

f

I

0

veseration i

n=30

,/'.lo-..,*",
Obd).2ms/s
Tç1ÆOT6"so

1 0 1 5 æ 2 5
z(m)5 1 0 1 5 æ 2 5

z(m)

Fig.4: Examples of calculated lateral distribution of primary velocity

RESI.ILTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical simulation based on the above-explained scenerio is conducted under the condition as follows:

L=l000m; 2Bo-50m; iuo=0.02; d=l.Ocm; Cp,1.=0.5cm-Ltl=2m, and àg=!,.Qp, where Cpi is the parameter

that represents the vegetation density and I is the length of vegetation; CD=drag coefficient of the vegetation

element; and l=vegetation density defined as the projected area by vegetation element per unit mass of water.

Figure 5 shows the changes of the width of vegetation zone by and the bed slope 16 with the number of flood

experiences. The time is made dimensionless by l6egg which is the time scale of degradation without growth

of vegetation and is given as follows: Tdegg = 3L2llQtlQBù1. 3 figures are obtained for different scale of the

flood time 11 and compared with one another, where the initial channel geometry and the dischrage are

constant. The case with the shorter l; results the wider vegetation zone and the milder slope. This result

implies that the time scale of flood is important to the phenomenon.

For the case I1=l/l0Tdeg0, the equilibrium values ( n --r-; of the width of vegetation zone and the bed slope

are calculated and plotted against the flood discharge Qi in Fig.6. Three curves in the figures are obtained

for different base-flow discharge Q5. The cases of Qt = 300m3ls bring the widest vegetated zone. Too small

discharge Q1 cannot transport the sediment in the whole cross section, and then the degradation occurs in
narrow zone. Too large discharge Qf results wide zone of degradation, and then the vegetation zone cannot

expand so widely. In the case of Qç = 1000m3/s, the degradation zone occurs in the whole cross section, and
thus the vegetation zone no longer expand. These results imply that the optimum condition for the vegetation

to expand or not to expand may exist depending on the combination of flood and base-low stage.

zon€

u-̂ 
Oçlfi)ms/s
Q5=O'2mr/s
T61/50Toro
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CONCLUSION

In this study, the river-bed degradation affected by the growth of vegetation, is discusses theoretically.
Existence of vegetation zone retards the flow even in the main channel, and the zone of degradation is limited

in the central part oc the main channel. During base-flow stage, the flow discharge concentrates the central
zone and newly dried zone is invaded by vegeution. Hence, the repetition of flood and base flow stage
promotes the nanow zone with severe degradation.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, the interaction between growth of vegetation and morphological change in a river is studied to
develop hydraulic approaches to describe and predict the fluvial process affected by vegetation. particularly,

the repetition of flood and low-stage flow, and the morphological change due to deposition of suspended
sediment affected by vegetation is treated.

When there is a vegetated zone in a river, suspended sediment deposits around the vegetated area during flood.
After the flood passes and the water stage retums to the lower level, a newly dried zone appears. The
vegetation expands its territory to such a new zone, and the growth of vegetation affects also the flow during
the next flood. It is investigated how he vegetation zone changes through the repetition of flood.

A laboratory experiment is conducted. Vegetated zone is idealized as the permeable body made by the
entwined plastic fibers and the flume bed is assumed to be a rough flat bed. Fine sand is supplied from the
upstream end of the flume during a simulated flood. After a flood, the water returns to a low level and
vegetation zone are expanded to the zone on which the fine sand deposited. The next simulated flood is
introduced to the flume with fine sand supplied from the upstream, and the process is repeated. As a result,
the speed of the expansion of the vegetation zone becomes slower with the increase of the vegetation zone. It
is related the flow with vesetation zone.

The above-mentioned process is also simulated by using a numerical analysis, where a depth-averaged k-e
model is employed, and a depth-averaged diffusion equation for suspended sediment is solved for the solved
flow field. The numerical simulation can explain the flume experiments well, and then the simulation can
provide prediction of fluvial process with vegetation growth under various postulated conditions.

KEY-WORDS: river management / fluvial hydraulics / flow with vegetation / sand deposition / suspended
sediment / growth vegetation / repetition of flood / fluvial-fan river
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, river improvement and management should be proceeded from both view points of environment

and flood control. The control of growth of vegetation in a river is a key of the river management. Because

vegetation is a kind of inhabitant in some sence and it also provided a habitat for other organisms together

with river morphology. A change of vegetation cover in a river causes a change of the habitat. Furthermore,

an increase of vegetation cover in a river causes a decrease of hydraulic capacity against a flood, reversely too

much vegetation cover in a river is undesirable from the view point of flood control. Hence, an appropriate

control of the vegetation should be found.

The authors believe that the deeper understand of a river as a fluvial system in streams with vegetation leads

the more appropriate control of the vegetation. The vegetation is related to a river morphology and

hydrology. Figure I shows the river system with vegetation postulated in this study. The elements of the

system are vegetation, river morphology, flow, sediment transport and subsurface flow. A combination of

vegetation and morphology decides the flow during a flood. The flow affects the sediment transport, and the

morphology is determined by the sediment transport. The flow affects also the vegetation. For example, the

vegetation is sometimes destructed by the flowing water. After a flood, the zone on which the vegetation

grows might be influenced by the surface and subsurface flow and the deformed morphology of the river.

These are an interaction system. trlVhile, the discharge of water and sediment supply acts as an environme'nt for

this system.

Figure l: Interrelating system in fluvial process of vegetated river

By the hydraulic method, the authors have been studied the flow and sediment transport in a stream with
vegetation as subsystems of the above mentioned system (For example, Tsujimoto and Kitamura, 1994:

Tsujimoto and Shimizu, 1994; Murakami et al-, 1994). However, these studies hardly treated the feed back
mechanism between the morphological change during flood and the growth of vegetation in base flow stage.
In this study, the feed back mechanism is focused and studied from the hydraulic view point.

Écohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Photo I shows the deposition of fine sand around an isolated bush of willow (Satix gilgianna) after the flood
occurred at 1995 in the River Tedori, Japan. The River Tedori is a typical fluvial-fan river, and then the bed
slope and the representative diameter of the bed materials around there are about l/150 and lOcm
respectively. The flood flow contained much wash load as suspended sediment, it hardly deposited in the
main channel, but it deposited around the willow bushes, because the willow bushes decreased the flow velocity
around it. After the flood, some kinds of vegetation like willow (Salix gilgianna) and reed (Phragmites
japonica) invaded to the zone where the fine sand was deposited. Without damages by flood, these vegetation
can grow up to be l-2m high in summer season and it is big enough to influence the flow in during flood. In
the River Tedori, the Tedori-dam was constructed for flood control, water resources utilization and power
plant at 1980 in the upstream of the fluvial-fan reach, and the sediment was stopped at the reservoir of this
dam. It caused the river bed degradation. In addition, the dam construction decreased the frequency of
floods large enough to destruct vegetation, and the vegetation cover became to increase in the river
(Tsujimoto, 1994).

Photo 1: Typical sand deposition around isolated willow bush
(The River Tedori, Japan, 4 November, 1995)

In this study, the following simplified situation is discussed. In a gravel-bed river where the bed-load transport
hardly occurs to change the primary morphology, but deposition of fine suspended sediment occurs locally
and the vegetation invades into the deposited area to increase the vegetated area. After the vegetated area is
enlarged, the successive flood is postulated. Such a succession of flood and enlargement of vegetation area is
studied through flume experiment and unmerical simulation in order to study how such a phneoema
contributes the features of fluvial-fan rivers.

EXPERIMENT

Experimental Set-Up

The experiment was conducted in a straight rectangular-channel, l2m long and 0.5m wide. The gravel of
which diameter was 0.22cm was glued on the flat bed, which determined the bed roughness. The permeable
material made by the entwined plastic fibers was used as a model of the vegetation. The permeability test

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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clarified the vegetation density, which is defined as a projected area of vegetation elements per unit mass of

water L, as l.2cm-1. Such a permeable material was cut in a cube each side of which was 5cm, and it was set at

5.5m upstream from the downstream end of the flume and at the center of the cross section. Figure 2 shows a

schematic figure of the flume.

fine supply vegetation

\1.1, +,:r;:r;Lr;;r;;1.'+ f *L405: t -€L
-;--Ti.,. ;:-trri-fl

flOW .::';'.:iÈ' nTnçmlrOUoh bed
0.5m

plan view 
tz.omÆ

Figure 2: Experimantal set-up

A model flood flow was introduced to the flume, and the water depth was adjusted as uniform flow depth by a

wier at the downstream end of the flume. The experimental condition was as follows: The bed slope i6 was

l/1000. The flood discharge Qg was 5,200cm3/s and the water depth àg was 4.2cm. The bed shear coefficient

C6defined by (u*OlUù2 was 0.0065 in which a*g=(gàgi6)l12: g = gravitational acceleration; and Ug = cross

sectional averaged velocity.

The very fine particles made by a vinyl chloride was employed for the suspended sediment. The properties of

the materials are as follows: The diameter of the particles d5 is 0.0075cm; the specific weight is 1.3; and the

terminal velocity vg is 0.09cm/s. These were supplied from the upstream end of the flume. The discharge of

the particles Os was l.34cm3/s, and the cross-sectionally averaged concentration of the suspended sediment at

the upstream end Cg was 2.6x10-4. In this experimental condition, the suspended sediment can hardly be

deposited except around the vegetation.

Figure 3 shows the shape of the deposition of the sediment after 2400s. The deposition occurred behind the

vegetation zone but not in the vegetation zone, and its maximum thickness was 0.35cm.

Figure 3: Shape of the fine

15.0 20.4
x(cm)

sand deposition after

Expansion of Vegetation Zone by Repetition of Flood

We hav: assumed that the vegetation invades to the deposited area after the flood. For simplicity, we added

the permeable material to cover the deposited area. Then, we introduced the flood flow to the flume with the

Ecohydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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suspended particles again. The water and sediment supply were stopped 1200s after the restart of the
experiment. Such procedures were repeated.

Photo 2 shows the expansion process of the vegetation zone after respective floods. The length of the
deposition behind the vegetation area becomes shorter with the increase of the length of the vegetation zone
as shown in Fig.4.
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Figure 4: Expansion of vegetation zone with repetition of floods

Velocity around Vegetation Zone

The velocity around the vegetation zone was measured by a propeller current meter (the diameter of the

sediment behind vegetated areaDeposition

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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propeller was 3mm). The velocity at the 407o height of the depth and along the center line of the cross

section is shown in Fig.5. During the first flood when the length of the vegetation zone is 5cm, the minimum

velocity appears behind the vegetation zone, because the length of the vegetated area is too short for the flow

velocity to decrease. Hence, the fine materials deposited behind the vegetated area. On the other hand,

during the 6th flood, of which the vegetation zone is 37cm in length, the velocity accelerates behind the

vegetated area, and thus the fine materials hardly deposit behind there.

+ Cal(ll
o EIp(t)

zone

o

1'sl flood

Figure 5: Velocity along the cenler line around vegetated area

TWO.DIMENSIONAL ANALYS$ OF FLOW \ryITH VEGETATION ZONE

Governing Equations and Procedure of Calculation

The three-dimensional structure of a flow is dominant around a non-permeable body. However, around the
permeable body like vegetation zone, the flow is rather two-dimensional, because the water can flow through
the vegetation zone. Therefore, a depth-averaged model of flow is here assumed to analyze the flow with

vegetation zone. In this study, we employ the depth-averaged turbulence model based on the Rastogi &

Rodi's t-e model (Rastogi and Rodi, 1978).

The existence of vegetation elements produces not only the drag force in momentum equations but also the

additional turbulence energy and its dissipation in t and e equations. These effects were discussed by Shimizu

et al. (1991, 1992), Tsujimoto and Shimizu (1994), Shimizu and Tsujimoto (1995). Shimizu et al. (1992,

1994) proposed the t-e model with considering the effect of vegetation for the vertical two-dimensional flow

over vegetation-covered bed, and its result is good agreement to the experimental data. ln this study,
vegetâtion is assumed to be rigid, and the effect of flexibility is not considered. By the combination of the
idea of Shimizu et al. (1991, 1992) and Rastogi and Rodi's model (Rastogi and Rodi, 1978), the depth-

averaged model for flow with vegetation zone is derived as follows;
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(h<l ) ;

r*=Tr"fuAææ
rr=*cahvn[-u4v,z

t6*= clv'[-O*Wz ; rbz = cèowr[O*W

Pr = r'r[ ,(Y), *r(Y), .f?fr.{>r l

(/r>l )

(h>l )p'=Lc"!omrrl-u+*,

(e)

( 1 0 )

( l l ) Pyy = FaU + F7W ; Py6= t6*U + t6sW

where (x,z)=longitudinal and transverse il(es; (U,W1=v-,7-eomponents of depth-averaged velocity; à=water
depth; y6=slsvation of bed; g=gravitational acceleration; yf=kinematic depth-averaged eddy viscosity; ft=
depth-averaged turbulence energy; e=depth-averaged dissipation rate of turbulence energy; Fa, F7=7-,7-
components of depth-averaged drag force due to vegetation element per unit mass of water; ?bx, trbz=x-, z-
components of shear stress due to bed per unit mass of water; Pk=depth-averaged energy production due to
shear in x-e plane; Pkv=depth-averaged energy production due to vegetation element; Pkb=energy production
due to bed shear; CDdrag coefficient of vegetation element; Â=vegetation density defined as the projected
area of vegetation element to the flow per unit volume of water; Cç=coefficient of bed shear; and
C p, 4, oe,C rC 2,C y s,C:bg=empirical parameters.

The empirical parameters involved in the governing equations were determined by adopting the
recommended values except Cve,Cbeas follows; Cp=0.09; ol=1.0; de=1.3; CFl.44; and C2=1.Ç2. C6s is
given by Rastogi and Rodi' study (1978) as follows;

ç6r= xft,Lrcurt,çrrt4ry(r2)

Cys that is introduced for taking account of the drag effect of vegetation is determined by comparing the
flume data of the statistical properties of turbulence of open-channel flow over vegetated bed with the results
of numerical analysis based on t-e model (Shimizu et al., 1991,1992), as follows: Cve=I.3.

The governing equations are discretized by the staggered grid, and the SIMPLE algorithm by Patanker (1980)
is employed. The boundary condition at rigid boundaries is given by the wall function. At the upsrream
boundary of the calculation, the discharge is given At the downstream boundary, the water depth is given.
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Calculated Results

Figure 6 shows the calculated contour of depth-averaged velocity U. The velocity behind the vegetation zone

is retarded but the velocity never becomes zero or negative behind the vegetation zone.

The change of the velocity along the center line is shown in Fig.5 with the experimental data, and it shows a

good agreement with the experimental data. The calculation can describe the following properties of the flow

with isolated vegetation zone : l) At the first flood, of which the vegetation zone is too short with downstream

direction for the velocity to decrease, the minimum velocity never appears in the vegetation zone and the

velocity continues to decrease with downstream direction even behind the vegetation zone. 2) At the 6th

flood, of which the vegetation zone is too long for the velocity to decrease, the minimum velocity appears in

the vegetation zone, and the velocity accelerates behind the vegetâtion zone.

J'o
75-

Figure 6: Calculated flow patterns

TWO.DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT TRANSP'ORT

Governing Equations and Procedure of Calculation

The governing equation of suspended sediment transport is as follows;

25.0
20.0

€' 15.0

* ro.o
5.0
0.0

10.0 æ,o 30.0 40.0 50.0
x(cfii)

(  l 3 )

where C=depth-averaged concentration of suspended sediment; l/oç=1u16u1snt Schmit number; and Sç=

production term of suspended sediment. IùVhen river-bed is fixed like the experiment, Ss is given as follows:

( 1 4 ) Sc=voCae  -  WOC (voCae  <TOC ) ; Sc=0  ( vgCae> l1 ,OC )

where vg=lsrminal velocity of sand; Cae = bottom concentration under equilibrium condition; and y=
coefficient for the vertical distribution of concentration of suspended sediment. The terminal velocity is given

by Rubey's formula (1933) as follows;
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( l s ) v 0 _
.Kap$s\-

where o,P =mass densities of sand and water; ds=sand diameter; ds*=(ot p-l)gds3lv2; and y=kinematic
viscosity. The equil ibrium bottom concentration Cae is related to the shear velocity u,r. After the
investigation of the previous data, the following empirical formula (Tsujimoto, lgg2b) is employed here.

(16) cu"=ooo2(Ti),(t-#)tt

where t*=a*411otp-\gatl; and z*c =dimensionless critical tractive force. The shear velocity is given by the
calculated result of flow as follows:

(  l 7 )
"* 

= ̂ J ct@2*6

When the vertical distribution of concentration is assumed to be the Lane-Kalinske's equation (1941), 7is
expressed as follows;

(  l 8 ) I  5vn
I  -  

u *

The production term S. in the conservation equation of concentration of suspended sediment represents also
net deposition rate of sediment to the bed. Deformation rate of bed elevation y5 is expressed as follows;

( l e ) sc= - ( lrô)

The governing equation is discretized in the same control volume to the analysis of flow. The mrmerical
analysis of flow is conducted in advance, and then its results for flow velocity (U,W) and the kinematic eddy
viscosity rtr are employed in calculation of suspended sediment behavior. The boundary condition.at the
rigid boundary is that the flux is zero. At the upstream end, the concentration of suspended sediment Cg is
given for the boundary condition. For simplicity, it is assumed that l/oç is constant and equal to 1.0.

Calculated Result

âyu-aî

5.0

6 2.5

0.0
50.0

Calculated net deposition rate

2 3 6
t*dr* * 3 6

clg

deposilion rat€ (cm/s)

I st-flood

d€position rate (cm/s)

6th-ftood

Figure 7:
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The calculated results of the net deposition rate for the first flood and the 6th flood are shown in Fig'7. The

calculated zones of deposition show good agreements to the experimental results. The deposited area

recognized in the flume experiment corresponds to the region where the net deposition rate is larger than

about 6.0x10-5cm/s in the present calculation.

SIMT'LATION OF EXPANSION OF VEGETATION ZONE

In the present experiment, we gave arbitrary time scale of flood and we reset the vegetation zone on the all

deposition zone after flood without consideration on the time scale for the vegetation growth. However, in

real rivers, various combination of the time scales are expected. Meanwhile, such time scales are even

artificially controlled by dam and reservoirs some how. Furthremore, the base-flow condition might influence

the vegetation growth appreciably. From such a view point, a simulation based on the present numerical

scheme has been conducted.

The examples of the results of the simulation are shown in Fig.8. Most of the conditions iue same to the

experiment, and the time scale of the flood is 2400s in the simulation. But the base-flow depth has been

changed. The case with lower base-flow stage (ft5=0. lcm) has higher speed of expansion of the vegetation

zone than that with higher base-flow stage (frb=O.3cm).

Figure 8: Simulation of expansion of vegetation zone

CONCLUSION

By flume experiment and numerical simulation, the expansion process of the isolated vegetation zone through

the repetition of flood has been discussed. The experimental results have demonstrated the following features:

Sand deposits behind an isolated bush and the vegetated area can expand behind itself. However, it cannot

expand so much. The reason why the length of such bushes are finite is as follows: when the length of

vegetation zone is too long for the velocity to decrease within the vegetation zone, the velocity accelerates

behind the vegetation zone, and it causes that sand hardly deposit behind the vegetated area. These properties

are explained by numerical simulation. The results of the numerical simulation show good agreements with

the experimental results, and the simulation is available to know the basis of the interaction between growth of

vegetation and morphological change due to flood flow.

The situations treated in this study are very simple, though a real river is more complicated. Especially

morphology in a river has several patterns, for example, a dune, a bar, a meander and so on. The authors will

ts
o
N

30.0
x(crn)

20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
x(cm)
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develop the study about the interaction between these complicated morphology and growth of vegetation, on
the basis of the method in this study, with field survey.
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ABSTRACT

Many physical variables affect fish habitat in streams. Among them, stream discharge has been known to be an

importani parameter in many abiotic and biotic processes. Hydrological models are often used either

independenily, or as components of water quality models, for modelling physical processes which affect habitat

quality or quantity. Twomodels were use to simulate stream discharge at Catamaran Brook Qrie"'-Brunsr'r'ick),
a third order s6eam on an experimental drainage basin. The first model was a deterministic distributed

hydrological model called CEQUEAU. The second model was a stochastic model using a Neuronal Network

Theory approach.

Model simulations of stream discharge were compared to measured values using two numerical criteria, the

correlation coefficient and the Nash coefficient. Simulations performed on two years of data from Catamaran

Brook showed that the CEQUEAU model out performed the Neuronal Network. The model outputs were

analyzed in terms of potential ecological implications. Spring floods, as well as surlmer and winter baseflow

events were better simulated by the CEQUEAU model.

KEy-WORDS: Hydrological models /deterministicôeuronal network€EQUEAll/discharge/streail habitat/ fish/

Catamaran Brook.
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I .  INTRODUCTION

Stream discharge has been known to be one of the most important parameter in many abiotic and biotic processes

of river systems. For instance, stresm discharge is of major influence in habitat modelling (Bovee 1982). Stream

discharge determines important habitat attributes such as habitat area and volume, water depth and velocity,

substrate composition, channel geomorphology and others. Hydrological modelling is often required in the

simulation of many chemical paramerers (e.g.pH, conductivity) as well as modelling many physical processes (e.g.

sediment transport) affecting fish population. One of the main concem in many ecological studies, is a lack of

good stream discharge data as most study rivers are ungauged. In view of this, the major challenge still facing

aquatic habitat scientists is to improve our ability to predict and manage anthropogenic effects as well as

understanding natural processes. In order to achieve this goal, hydrological models have become important tools

in the management and understanding of fish habitat. These models are primarily used by managers and scientists

for two reasons: First, they permit the simulation of the natural variability of the hydrological conditions for

a given ecosystem. Secondly, by varying input variables or model parameters, anthropogenic effects can be

simulated.

Two major categories of hydrological model exist, namely the deterministic and the stochastic models.

Deterministic models attempt to represent the mechanisms of the physicat phenomenon studied. By contrast,

stochastic models relate the estimated variable (discharge in this case) to physical parameters considered

significant with statistical relationships (Morin and Couillard, 1990). Typically, the choice berween a stochastic

or deterministic model has often been dictated by the available data. Marceau et al. (1986) state that the

deterministic "nodels often require a greater number of input variables while stochastic models require long time

series of fewer variables.

ln the case of experimental drainage basins such as Catamaran Brook, there are sufficient meteorological data and

time series ofseveral months are available (Cunjak et al. , 1993). In such cases, researchers and habitat managers

have the luxury of being able to compare various models aud select one which is best suited to answer the

scientific question being asked and in particular pertaining to habitat studies.

In New-Brunswick, timber harvest has a major influence on many lotic and lantic ecosystems. The Catamaran

Brook Habitat Research Project is a long temr projeet which aims at investigating and quantifying fish babitat

and production and their variations, both natural and man-made. This 15 year prograrune Proposes to quailiry

habitat changes before, during and after timber harvest at Catamaran Brook, a third order stream with a drainage

area of 50 km2 (Cunjak et al. 1990).

A number of studies (e.g. Campbell and Doeg, 1989) have suggested that timber harvest may have significant

impact on stream discharge. These changes depend on many variables, including the size of the logging effort,

the methods used for timber harvest, and the stream-side treatment (I{arman and Scrivener, 1990). Campbell and

Doeg (1989) state that the influence of catchment vegetation on discharge is related to many variables which are

often site specific (slope, soil typê, etc.). However, some trends can be asserted from the many studies carried

out in the past. In general , the main impact of removing forest vegetation is to decrease evapoFanspiration,

thereby increasing stream runoff. Over the years, it is often found that this effect slowly diminishes as regrowth

takes place.
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The objective of this sfudy is to compare two hydrological models used at Catamaran Brook to simulate daily

discharge during the first two years of the program. Ecological implications of streamflow variability rvill also

be discussed pertaining to the Atlantic salmon ( Salmo salar) populations'

2. MATERIAL AND METIIODS

2.1 Description g:LModels

2.1.1 Deterministic model

The deterministic model used is the CEeUEAU hydrological model (Morin et al., 1995; Morin and Couillard'

1990). It is a distributed model which takes into account the physical characteristics of the basin' The basin is

subdivided into surface elements called "whole squares" by superimposing a square grid on a map of the drainage

basin area (Figure l). Each whole square is further divided into so-called "partial squares"' in accordance with

the topography (sub-basin divides). Routing ofwater can then be calculated from one square to the next' thereby

*uurlitrr" ur", ,o follow the evolution of streamflow in time and space. Since CEQUEAU is a distributed

model, discharge can be calculated at any point of the drainage network'

The input data required for the CEQUEAU model are precipitations (solid and liquid) as well as air temperarures

(daily maximum and minimum). The meteorological data are interpolated for each whole square from the

available meteorological stations on the basin.

Water movement on the basin is modelled using rwo functions: the production function and the transfer function'

The production function simulates the vertical movement of the water, from when it falls on the ground to the

moment it is routed in the river. Processes included in the production function include formation and melt of the

snowpack, evaporation and evapotranspiration, water volumes in lakes and marshes and water in the various soil

layers. The CEeUEAU model represents the ground as connected reseryoirs (Figure 2). Hydrological balance

is calculated on a daily basis using a series of mathematical relations to simulated the interconnections between

reservoirs. Equation (l) represents the water-balance equation calculated on each whole square :

( l ) Q=

where Q
Pj

EI,
HS;

HNj

Pi - El+ (HSt - HSir) + $IN, - HN;r)

= Flow (mm) for day j
= liquid prccipitation or snowmelt (mm) for day j

= evapotranspiration (mrn) for day j
= water accumulated in the upper resenroir (mm) for day j

= water accumulated in the lower reservoir (mm) for day j

The second function, the so-called "transfer function" deals with routing the flow from upstream to downstream'

A routing coefficient is calculated for each square, related to the hydraulic characteristics of the flow within its

boundaries and to the storage capacity ofthe drainage network. The routing coefficient ofeach partial square is

determined by Equation (2) (see Morin and couillard, 1990 for details).
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XKT i  =  l - exp ( (  EXXKTxSA, /SL , )  x (100 /CEKM2)

where: XKT = daily routing coefficient of the partial square i

EXXKT= fining parameter whose value is determined by trial and error

SAi = area of the basin upstream of the partial square i (km2)

SL = area of surficial waters on the partial square i (km2)

CEKM2 = area of the whole squares (km2)

Model constants (i.e. values are determined by the physical characteristics of the drainage basin) and parameters

(i.e. values derived from the physical characteristics ofa phenomenon or by trial and error) are described in details

in Morin and Couillard (1990). Adjustment and calibration is performed in two steps. First, Parameters are

adjusted by trial and error, while ensuring that all parameters are adjusted within a realistic range of values'

Finally, an optimization routine which seeks to minimised the absolute difference between observed and calculated

discharge, given a realistic range for each parameter'

2.2.2 Stochastic Model

The stochastic model applied on Catamaran brook is a relatively new technique derived from electrical

engineering and artificial intelligence theory called neuronal networks (NeuralWare inc. l99l). It was applied by

Bastarache (1994). More specifically, the neural computing technique applied here is called back-propagation and

is based on the same principles as the electrical engineers' feedback loop (Rumelhart et al. 1986).

A back-propagating neuronal network is composed of the input signals, the input layer, a number of "hidden

layers,, and an output layer. Each layer consists of a series of nodes. The input sipals are first transmitted to

the nodes of the input layer where they are normalized . The input podes then transmit the normalized input to

rhe nodes ofthe hidden layer. A weight is applied to each signal received by a hidden node and the sum ofall

processed signals is calculated. A transfer function is applied to the sigrral at each node and the transformed

output is passed to the next layer. The output layer produces the last summation and applies the last transfer

function. The ouçut is then compared to the input signal and adjustments are made to each weights of each node

in order to minimize the error between input and output, up to a given criterion. This phase, which corresponds

to the model calibration, is called the learning or training phase for neuronal networks (Marchand, 1990).

Bastarache (1994) gives a detailed description of the algorithm used for this application. Equations (3) and (a)

summarize the mathematical procedures of neuronal networks. For each node j, the transfer function used to

calculate the ouçut at that node is a non-linear function:

(3)

\ilhere 0,

f
sr

Oi = f (Sj+ ej) =

threshold at node i

transfer functiou
sum of inputs at node j

I  +  e{s j 'e t
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The threshold ensures that an output other than I will exists for each node, even in the case where equatton

(3) produces a value of 0. For each pattem (series of inputs), a final error is calculated for all output

nodes. The error is calculated as the sum of the square of the difference between the real value and the output

value. Weights wij aretherefore modified to minimize the error. The correction Awu applied to the rveight

wu is proportional to the change in error ( E, ) with respect to wii' (equation 3)'

(4) Awû = -rl QEg
ô*'.;

The partial derivative are developed for both

details).

the input layer and the hidden layer (see Bastarache' 1994 for

2.2.3 Model Inputs

For the neuronal network , the number of input variables is defrned by the user' Thus two different patterns

were attempted. In both cases, the inputs used in the CEQUEAU hydrological model (maximum and

minimum air temperatures, solid and liquid precipitations) were also used in the neuronal approach' In an

attempt to improve the results of the neuronal network, other input variables were added' They are

summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Input variables for two PatterDs used in the neuronal network application

(from Bastarache, 1994)

Pattern number Input variables

Maximum and minimum daily air temperatures, solid and liquid precipitations

Mæcimum, minimum and mean temperature for 3 day periods

Maximum, minimum and mean liquid precipitation for 3 day periods

Mæcimum , minimum and mean solid precipitation for 3 day periods

Maximum and minimum daily air temperaFJres, sotid and liquid precipitations

Total liquid precipitation for 2 day,3 &Y,4 day and 5 day periods

One meteorological station exists on the Catamaran Brook drainage basin. It is located in the middle of the

basin (Figure l). The time series of daily air temperatures (maximum and minimum) and precipitations for

1990 and l99l were used as model inputs for both approaches. Daily discharge rvas also required by both

models for calibration. A hydromctric station (018P002), operated by Environment Canada, is located at

mid-basin. The gauge consists of a stilling well connected the stream via a pipe. Water level is measured

with a pressure transducer. Houly discharge is then obtained using a pre-calibrated rating curve (Cunjak et al'

1993). Daily means are calculated aud the time series for 1990 and l99l are used to calibrate both models'
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3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Model Performance

In order to enable the user to judge the results objectively and compare the performance of both models, two

numerical criteria were used. The correlation coefficient and the Nash coefficient, given in equation (5) were

calculated for the results of 1990 and 1991. The conelation coefficient measures the linear dependence between

calculated and observed discharge. A value of I indicates perfect agreement. The Nash coefficient represents the

rario of residual variance to the variance calculated from observed discharge. N has a value of I when observed

and calculated values are identical. It decreases with an increase in the difference between observed and calculated

values (Morin et al., 1995).

(s)  N = l -  
à- r0d{d1
L (Q' -Q..)t

where Qci and Qoi = Calculated and observed daily discharge

Qmo = mean observed dailY discharge

Table 2 gives the Nash and conelation coefficients for results produced with CEQUEAU and both patterns used

in the Neuronal Nefworks. Bastarache (1994) had attempted 7 different patterns. The two patterns showed here

are the ones with the highest Nash and Correlation coefficients. Average annual calculated discharges are also

given in table 2 for comparison with measured annual means'

Table 2. Average Discharge, Nash and Correlation Coefticients for both models.

Model

1990
Nash Correlation Q," (m's'')

l99 l

Nash Correlation Q..(m's't)

CEQUEAU 0.73
Pattern I 0.39
Pattern 2 0.66

0.87 0.91
0.25 0.66
0.66 0.85

0.80
0.73
0.81

0.86
0.54
0.78

0.80
0.45
0.88

Q..(-"'t) 0.82

3.2 Deterministic Model

Figures 3 and 4 show the time series for both observed and calculated daily discharge for the period of 1990-1991.

ln general, observed aud calculated values follow the same annual trend. In the summer of 1990, measured

discharge peaked nvice. On July 25 (day 205, Figure 3) and on 12 August (day 223, Figure 3). Observed and

calculated values were similar in the first case (Qo = 2.07 m3s'r and Qc = 2.23 m3s-r) . In the second case, there

was an important discrepancy (eo = 3.64 mrs'r and Qc = 0.84 m's't;. A third important rainfall occurred on

October 24 (day 297, figve 3). The observed discharge peaked at 5.32 m3s'r while the simulated value was

0.83
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00 175 625

-Observed - CEOUEAU

Figure 3. Comparison between measured discharge

and discharge simulated by CEQUEAU' 1990-1991'

2.g9 mrs-r. In 1991, the most important hydrological event shown is the spring snowmelt' Discharge values

reached a maximum of 13 m3s'r on May 3 (day 488, Figure 3) while the simulated maximum on the same date

was 10.g6 m3s-,. Themeanannualdischarge wasoverestimatedby 4.8o/o inlggOandunderestimatedby 3'6%

in 1991.

of equal ecological importance are the base flow value and duration during the winter and summer low discharges'

Generally, low discharge values were well simulated by the CEQUEAU model' There were 3 exceptions in

September of 1990 where simulated values overshoot the measured base flow (days244 to 265, Figure 3)' The

base flow was well simulated in 1991 for winter low flows (day 416, Figure 3)' Similarly in the summer of tbe

same year, the base flow was also close to observed values (e.g. day 600, Figure 3)'

LlStochastic Model

3.3.1 Patternl

Figures 4 gives results for the Neuronal Nenvork as applied by Bastarache (1994) with the input data shown in

Table I for pattern l. In general, the model tends to overestimate minor events. However, one major event

in october of 1990 (day 297 on Figure 4) was well simulated. The observed discharge, Qo, wôS 5'32 m3s't while

the calculated discharge Q" with pattern I was 5.96 m3St. Figure 4 show that the model with paftern I tends to

underestimate winter base flows. In 1991, relatively poor agleement lvas observed between calculated and

observed flow during the winter and spring. However, simulations improve after day 566 (Figure 4)' overall'

the mean annual discharge was underestimated by more than 38% in 1990 and 1991'

Êcolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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3.3.2 Pattern 2

Figure 5 gives results for the Neuronal Network applied with the input data shown in Table I for pa$em 2'

Table 2 shows that this pattern gave better results than panern I (Nash = 0'66 and R > 0'8 for 1990 and l99l)'

The mean annual discharge was underestimated by 4.8o/o in 1990 and overestimated by 6% in l99l' In general'

the simulated base flow was overestimated but the major events (spring flood and major fall events) were well

reproduced by the model. One event in 1990 is signiflrcantly underestimated by the Network (day 224' Figure

5; Qo = 3.64 m3s'1, Q" = 0.54 m3sr)'

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

ALModel Comparison

Based on the numerical criteria shown in Table 2, the CEQUEAU model had the best overall performance'

The deterministic model was best able to simulated the most significant flood of the time series (spring snowmelt

of 199 I ). The simulation of other important events varied in quality, but overall, the deterministic model was

superior.

As expected, the variation of inputs for the Neuronal Network has a very significant impact on its leaming

ability. The difference in Nash and conelation coeffrcients merely indicate that the variance in discharge is better

explained by total precipitation than by mæcimum and mean precipitations' It should be pointed out' however'

that there is a human factor involved with the implementation of the Neuronal Nework' It can be argued that

a relatively objective choice in model inputs can be done, based on known hydrological characteristics ofthe

basin. However, the number of nodes and hidden layers, as well as the type of transfer function chosen are all

subjective and are function of the experience of the user. Thus, the results shown here could be improved with

more trials (Bastarache, Université de Moncton, per' comm')'

4.2 Ecological implications

Ecological implications of streamflow variability on aquatic resources is of importance as hydrological events such

as floods have been identified as having important impacts on fish @lwood and Waters 1969)' The present study

showed that both high and low flow events can be simulated with a good degree of agreement to observed flows'

Such hydrological modelling approach is very important in ecological studies to assess anthropogenic impact and

also in sndies (e.g. biological, habitat) where discharges are needed but not available from a stream gauge station'

Low and high flow conditions were well simulated by the hydrological models (more so with the CEQUEAU

model). Low flows have shown to affect fish movement and stream water temperature (Cunjak et al' 1993;

Edward et al. lgTg). Such low flow and high flow conditions seem to have a greater impact on fish resources

than do average conditions as rçorted in the literan[e. For instance, there is evidence that $'inter floods kill

young-of-the-year fish as noted by corpses and significantly reduced summer electrofishing success for that age

class (Erman et al., lggg). Erman et al. (1988) found that the dominant factor in fish mortality dirring floods was

the large-scale bed load movement. At Catamaran Brook, the flood of l99l of over 13 m3s't (figure 3) showed

Éhohydratttique 2000, juin 1996, fuébec
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no clear evidence of greater reduction in fish population than other years (Caissie 1995)'

Summer low flows can affect fish populations as the low water conditions can be associated with high stream

water temperatures and lower concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO). Another potential impact of low water

condition is a reductron of fish habitat. AIso, migration of spawners can be affected during autumn by obstacles

(beaver dams, culverts, natural falls) that may prevent upsFeam fish movement at low florv. For instance. many

spawners at Catamaran Brook were limited to the first km of a 20 km stream during some years as a result of a

beaver dam and low water conditions on the main stem of the brook (R.A. Cunjak, per. comm.).

In general, fish habitat (defined in terms of Weighed Usable Area) availability at Catamaran brook increase from

a very low value at low flows to a maximum value near mean annual flow and decrease at higher flow (caissie,

1gg5). It is therefore critical that the model used to simulate discharge behaves at its best during extreme events.

All models seem to simulate most extreme events in 1990 appropriately' The spring high flow of 1991,

however, is significantly underestimated by both patterns used in the Neuronal Network model. This could be

related to a lock of consideration of snow melt processes. In contrast, CEQUEAU performed well in spring

snowmelt periods. In ecosystem srudies, it is important that the flow variabilify be well simulated (i.e rising and

falling limbs of important events), as disturbance and flow variabiliry interact to provide a physical template

that influences not only selected species, but community patterns of stream organisms (Poff and Ward 1989).

The degree at which models simulate this variability rvas quantified by the Nash coefficient. For both 1990 and

1991, the CEeUEAU hydrological model had significantly higher Nash coefficients than the Neuronal Network.

Data at Catamaran brook on fish densities and stream discharge suggested that winter low flow conditions could

be as important as su[rmer and fall low flows. Low flow conditions in combination with cold winrer have

presumably affected salmonid populations, as reported by Chadwick (1982). Egg mortality could have resulted

from freezing of redds and low water may limit movement of fish. It can thus be seen that proper modelling of

low flow is as important as flood simulations. In modelting winter and suûlmer low flows, the CEQUEAU model

out performed the Neuronal Nerw'ork (figures 3 to 5).

For hydrological model applications, It should be stressed that the alteration in stream discharge caused by timber

harvest is associated with important changes in the hydrological pathways (Hartman and Scrivener, 1990). With

such human intervention, increased suspended sediment concentrations can be a factor affecting fish during floods

and breakups. In temperate forests, overland flow is rare as most of the precipitation percolates through the soil

and reaches the stream either as interflow or groundwater. The soil compaction associated with the use ofheavy

machinery prevents the natural percolation of precipitation and surface runoff becomes more important (Walker,

1986).

In conclusion, it is the collection of long-term physical, chemical and biological data in multidisciplinary

ecosystem studies such as Catamaran Brook that we will allow to better understand the different process affecting

fish habitat. Srudies of change in fish population in relation to environmental factors such as the hydrological

regime will help to identiff key components that can be considered as limiting factors and therefore enable us to

better estimate the carrying capacity of streams. In light of the potential changes that may be caused by timber

harvest on the hydrological regime, it becomes important to attempt to quantify the natural variability of that

regime. The CEQUEAU hydrological model aPpears best suited to achieve this goal.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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ABSTRACT

The Continous Ove(Urder) Threshold procedure wæ developed by Capn et al. (1995a) to analyse in a pracrical way
cumulative æmporal effects of unhabitual habitat or flow conditons on fish populations. This procedure is sustained
by the basic feeling that aquatc organisns loss or gain energy in time depending on local aquatic habitat conditions
they are exposed to. It is an adaptation of the flow-duration-frequency curves procedure for regional floods analysis
(Oberlin et al., 1989). Analysis of durations and frequencies of the aquatc habitat conditons would provide some
æmporal stream behavior characteristics ûo explain fish population dynamics. Fish species are presumed to be more
exposed o 'æmporal flow bofilenecks' than benthic species wich are a priori more dependant of local characteristcs
like subtrate composition wich could also vary in time.

Capra et al. (1995a) obsenred that aquatc habitat æmporal variability was conelated to brown trout population
dynamics. A main result corrcluded that continous durations for underthresold dayly discharges during adult brown
trout life stage werc significanty rclated to low yearly cohort densities. The t€n years observation period (with seven
yeady biological sample for adult bmwn trout) led to interpret identified hydrological events as short term effect
strucûrring conditions. It mears with no dramatic effect on trout population. The question rised that such events could
regulate population dynamics on a long term.

The objective of this communication is o veri$ a such hypothesis. We try to quantify limitng hydrological events
likelihood ûo compare them with brown ûout life cycle, especially for adult life srage in the three studied streams.

Depending on natural hydrological regimes, likelihood could vary for a set of trout strearns and then could be more or
less relevant to explain a long term control. For that reason we selecæd a ûotal of fourteen disharge stâtions to
delineate a likelihmd boundary for hydrological events of interest.

KEY-WORDS: Continous Under Threshold Discharge Duration (CUTDD) / limiting flow conditions / hydrological
event likelihood / coupled @iological-hydrological ) data / discharge starion /
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INTRODUCTION

Main ecological theories like 'habitar templet concept' (Southwoo4 1977), 'inærmediate dis$Ibance hypothesis'

(\ilard and Stanford, 1983) include æmporal variability of envimnmental conditions as a major stnrcturing factor for

aquatic species. Such theories become fmm large scale biological obsewations (i.e. gobal balance) but are quite

diffrcult o verify at local scale due to a general poor biological data availibility in time (Stazner and Resh' 1993).

Regional hydrology is based on large scale hydromeEic nenrofts and provides some operational stockastic models to

detemirp flow characteristics anywhere along rivers. However, tlpse characteristics are mainly devoted Ûo human

activities and some developmen6 are rcquircd for ecological objectives (Breil and Malafosse'1993)' (Breil and

Malafosse, 199). Both regional and local emlogical scales are irelevant for hydraulics works managemenl An

intermediate scale must be describe<t, oombining regional framework (as refercnce situation) and local functional

relatiorships between flow fluctuations and stream ecological response. This is a multidisciplinary wotk because

stream æology, hydraulics, hyùology and fluvial morptrology are concenpd (Hérouin et al., 1995). At a local scale.

physical habitat modeling methods are based on instream hydodynamic characteristics wich are fairly dependant on

flow fluctuations into running wateni. Thus, we could use local scale physical-biological data to define some relevant

æmporal flow characæristics for an ecological rivermanagement objeÆtive.

ûr a practical aspect, it needs a set of coupled biologicaldischarge data in time. Time duration and biological data

sample fr,eçerrcy d€eend on the 'biological question' to analyse in term of population dynamics (discharge rccording

is assumed to be contirrcus). For example, bentic aquatic species rpeds a 'higlrt frequerrcy' sampling effort in

comparison to fish life cycle duration. A biological çestion defined, likelihood identification of potential hydmlogical

controlling effects seems possible.

MATERIALS

Backround results

Contirnus Under Threshold Discharge Duration (CUTDD) variables ale defined as durations, along a discharge time -

series, where observed discharges are continuously under a predefirrcd discharge threstrold. Using this procedure'

Capra (l95a) shdied several discharge threstrolds. At a discharge $reshold conesponding to the avenge dayly

discharge plus orc standard deviation a significant lirpar rclationship was pointed out between relative adult bro$'n

trolJt (Salmo trutta) cotrottdensities and relative calculaæd CUTDD. Figurc I shows this result. Cohort densities and

CUTDD were scaled dividing sampled values by their average to give rclative values. Maxima CUTDD for sampled

years are mainly linked ûo low cohort &nsities. All CUTDD belonging 1o low right quarær of the figure arc identified

as limiting hydrological events linked to continous 'low discharges'. We could note that low densities could also occur

for low CUTDD. In that case. it means that unconûolled facton could also influence trout population dynamics.

As a basic hypothesis in this study, we refer to the functional observed relatiorships between CUTDD and trout aûilt

cohort density established for three trout steans, sunpled fiom 1985 to 195. These streams belonged to the set of

fourteen s$died streams of this paper ant they were rnrmbered I to 3.

Êcohydraultque 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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FÏgure l: Oberved relationships between relative brown trout cohort density and relative CUTDD for three
trout streams (after Capra et al" l991a).

Hydrological Data

Table l: specilications for selected set ofdayly discharge recording stations

stream Discharge station station lVatershed
area

number (sq. km)

Time Discharge country
series (meam+sd)

duration threshold

La Souloise
k Dordogne

I-e Gand
Le Jabron

Iæ Meaudret
Le Risse

La Roi2orup

L'Isèrc
I: Vence

Hoeggaas bru

StEtienne en Dévoluy
St Sauves dAuvergne

Neaux

Souspierre
Meaudre

St Jeoire
k Roch€tte
Val dlsère
Prde I'Orle

r24.2.0.rær.l
124.3.0.1m1.1

4
)
6
7
8
9
l0
l l
t2
l3
t4

42
87
85
85
44
58
72
46
g

491
591

1977-1995
1929-r99s
r973-1995
1967-r983
1970-199s
r974-r99O
r92U1995
l948-1988
1963-r993
t912-t993
1933-1991

0.97
7.72
t.45
l . 1 5
l .s8
4.38
5.13
3.92
3.U
47.1
45.58

Frurce
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Norway

Tangfoss
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A station number was auribute to each one, from one to fourteen. We will refer to this numbering scheme in tlrc rest of

the snrdy. All stations trave a minimum of ten years dayly discharge observation with possible breaks. As defirEd

above, discharge threshold indicates value of avenge dayly discharge plus orrc sBndard deviation. Streams l'2 and 3.

used by Capra, are in straded areas. Dayly discharge [ime series for station I was reduced by a rate of 6'6

conesponding O wdershed areas rate betwæn Coz discharge station and Capra's biological station- We could noæ

that waterstred areas arc çiæ similar and arourd 70 squared kilometers, excepted for norvegian stations.They are all

nahyal str€ams excepted last one, wich is regulated, and arc classified into thrce major hydrological rcgimes as shown

in figurc 2. These annual montlùy discharge disuibutions were calculated grouping similary stations as indicaæd in

legend of figure 2 (Norvegian montlùy discharge values were diveded by ten to be scale in this figure). Dashed lirp

strape conesponds to a rainy hydrological cycle with hight waten on february-march and low waters on july-august

period. Full line shape indicaæs combination between rain and, for a litte part, of snow melt with almost same periods

for higtrt and low flows. Snow melt contibutes !o sustain low flows. Doûed line shape is quite different in hight and

low flow distribution along a year. There is a major srnw melt effect following by ice melt over period from march to

augusL Combination of water temperahrre and hydrodynamics æasonal characteristics (flow velocity, water depth"'.)

influencelife strategy for açatic species. Each hydrological regime could then have an effect on life rout cycle.

ITgure 2: Main shapes of annual monthty discharç distributions in the selected river set

METHOD

CUTDDx Definition

A discharge thrcshold of average value plus orp standard deviation canmt be considered representative for low flow

conditions but obviously int€$ates all srnall 'flash floods' during ttrse periods. Such floods are often resulting ftom

FbolrydraaltEte 2000, Juin 1996, Québec
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local rainfall contributions to a natural stream rrtlvnork A reduced reach length could be corrcened and no sensible
biological impact would then be expecæd" Furthermorc, under these presumable limiting conditions, local events will
probably not provided a substantial increase in trophic ressource, ie. energy gain. Maxima CUTDDs could then be
interpreæd as a measure of cumulative stress for brown trout. In the future, it seems of inærest to resume maxima
CtiTDDs in temts of managing discharge-characteristics rather than into duratio;s. however we before have ûo assess
relevancy of maxima CUTDDs onlong term brown toutpotrilaton dynamics.

A long term survey means that hydrological events of intercst are quite freçent" regarding to a life trout cycle
duration, wich is 3 to 4 yean long in snrdied streams. Accordingly, they have no dramatic effects on trout population.
In that sense \ile prefer o qpeak of 'limiting hydrological' events rather than 'hydrological disturbance'. ln Capra's
study modmurn CUTDD were defiræd to be greater than their average value calculated ftom small sample sizes
(seven values by sation). A more precise and unbiased definition is required for larger sample s. CUTDDx are tlrcn
deftpd as magima CUTDD in a fiequerrcy domain of one to a few years. A orrc year threshold was retain on the
assumption that ftequent hydrological events could not have a long term limiting effect on fisfr poptrlation dynamics.

CUTDDX Average Reûrm Period (ARP) Calculation

As hydrological cycles are yeady cycles and trout life cycle is a minimum of 3 yean duration, a compromise is ûo
express CUTDDX likelihoods in terms of average retum periods (ARP) in year unit. After samples composition by
station, each sample is soræd in a decrcasing order and then ARP values are associated to CUTDD values.
Calculation of ARP is simply compnrted by dividing time series duration TSD (expressed in year unir) by irs CUTDD
value rank order (RO) (l).

ARP = TSD/RO

ARP is an average value. Due to ranlc orders and time series durations, ARP value could be fractionnal. A one an half
ARP value doesn't mean more than the associated CUTDD value was reach or overpassed two times into three yean
but maybe in the two first yean, or maybe years one and three, or maybe in the same year. As defined, only CUTDD
with a ARP value greater than one will be uralyse. A formal mathematical expression leads tn :

(2)

Sampling Methods

CUTDDx(ARP) with ARP greater than one year

As seen above in tln hydrological regimes description, CUTDDx æmporal location will sensibly differ depending on
stream hydrological type. These seasonal effects may interfer with trout cycle, by the way of rophic ressource
availibility, life stages and so on. For adult brown trout and rainy flow regimes, season of interest will range from end
of february to end october. For snow melt flow regimes, season will range between the end of June to tlrc end of
March. However, yearly conditions must be consider for other purposes, like young life stage wich contributes, one or
two yqm after, to adult cohort density. For this reason, we also sampled one maximum CUTDD by year. However, a
maximum could overpass a year duration. At least, CUTDDx could not exist during wetted yean. This consideration
leads to a third sample method, witlnut delimited season to sample.

( l )

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Herrce, ttyee sampling methods for CUTDDx were used : First one is called TOT (TOTal sampling mehod) where all

CTJTDD are sanpled f19m a time series. Second one is called ANU (Al',lnUal sampling method) wtcre each yearly

maximum CUTDD is sampled each year of the survey. Third one is called SEA (SEAsonal sampling method) wherc

each yearly seasonal manimum CLJTDD is sampled" In ttp atun to compare CUTDDx likelihood ftom station 1.2 and

3 with Capra's results, we tooh as define<l above, same season limits frrom erd of february to end of october.

The TOT method leads to sample maxima observed CUTDDx. The AI{U sample contains every lived years by fistrcs.

The SEA sample contains every lived season of inter€st by fishes. Deperding on the season duræion' maxima values

$,ill be çite similar into the three samples for a giving discharge time series but, as said above, could differ in the

ftequency domain of inær€st for potrilation dynamics.

RBSTJLTS AND DISCUSSION

CUTDDx Likelihood ReDresentative Domain

Figure 3 (a,b,c) shows CUTDDx versus ARP values. There is orrc graphic by sampling method A maximum ARP

value of 37 yea$ $ras retain to keep ARP domain of interest in the graphics. Rezults for stations 1,2 arfr 3 are pofuted

out using fulllines.
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(c) SEA CUTDDx samplê
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Figure 3: Average Return Period (ARP) values with three CUTDIIX sampling methods (a b, c) applied to
fourteen representative trout streams (stations 1,2 and 3 in full lines)

Three sampling methods used indicate that CUTDDx increased mainly between ARP values fiom I to 6 yean. Over
tttis limit, we could note asymptotic limits depending on hydrological regime characteristcs by stations. In SEA
method, CUTDDx are limited by season duration wich is 270 days long. Asympotic trends in natural processes arc
well understand. However, in some cases, anotlpr processes could take place, like for statiorn 5 and 10. For trout
population dynamics, it seems obvious that unfiequent but not rare events could play a role on a long term. A
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CUTDDx (rccunence of one to six years seems in accordance to trout life cycle duration. Consequently, we will focus

our analysis on ARP domain from one to six yean.

On Discharge Threshold Relevancy

Relevarrcy of experimental threshold fom Capra's study could be assessed as follow : (l) on one hand, a lower

discharge threshold of average dayly discharge (for example) would lead to a sample of short durations with a reduce

increment in CUTDDx values and then a limited range. It means, that differences of one or two days in CUTDDx

would have sensible effects on trout population dynamics. A such hypothesis seems irrelevant for fish: (2) On the

other hand, a higher discharge threshold of one average plus two standatd deviations (for example) would lead to a

sample of long duratons in the case of TOT and ANU sampling methods (with SEA method, season duration would

be often sampled without interest for likelihood attribution). Sample size would then be limited by event realisations.

In other words, long limiting durations are too rare to have a long term struturing effect on trout population dynamics.

As shown in figure 3a, b, and c, nowegian stâtions are inner the whole range of sampled CUTDDx. Watershed areas

for these.stations are about 500 squared kilometres and 8 times greater than other watershed areas. Thus. a threshold

of average dayly discharge plus one standard deviaton is a'stable' information for our application.

Sampling Methods And a Biological hrrpose

Sampled CUTDDx by SEA method (ngurc 3c) are limited to 270 days long. CUTDDx could also be cutted by season

limits. This sampling method is used by Capra and must be compared to the two othen in term of sample temporal

representativity for the biological question of interesL CUTDDx values ftom TOT and ANU (figure 3a and 3b)

methods are similar. They orùy differ by their lower CLJTDDx values because TOT method only keep maximum

values over the whole time series rather than one maximum value each year in ANU method. However, ANU method

seems more adapted for biological purposes because each year is "lived" (for flood risk calculation, TOT method is

used to fit a probabilistic law), and cumulative effects could occur over few years.

Comparing sampled values between ttree methods, we could note that SEA method reduced, as expecæd, larger

CUTDDx values. However (and conseçenty), æason duration has a limiæd effect in ARP range from I to 6 yean.

Question is now ûo know if tmut activities required more or a minimum of energy (i.e. food, temperature,...) during a

particular season and in accordarrce with annual flow regime distributions in streams of interest.

CUTDDx Domains Of Variaton

Figure 4 is a plot of CUTDDx (6 years) minus CUTDDx (1 year) versus CUTDDx (l year). It shows how range of

limiting durations, for all stations and three sampling methods used, broadly decreases with CUTDDx (l) increase.

Limiting durations could vary roundly ftom 100 to 250 days with a one year ARP value fiom 30 to 130 days.

CUTDDX domains for each method is explain as follow. TOT sampling method leads to lower range of CUTDDx

variations because only yean of maximum are sampled ln that case, CUTDDx(I), for each stâtion, is highter than in

the nvo otler sampling methods. In SEA method, sampled CUTDDx can be cuffed by season limits and are then

slnrærthan CUTDDx ftom ANU method.
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Always in figure 4, dashed lirps benveen points give positions for stations I to 3. It strows that sBtions 2 and 3 are in
the boudary limits of selected set of stations. Station I is in the lower part of the domain Such a rcsult could be
explairrcd by a 'rougth' reduction of dayly dicharges by a rate of 6.6 as explained in hydrological data presentation
However, discharge fluctuatioru globaly roduce dowstrcam. In that case, 'tralrsfered CUTDDx' must be erùarged !.
However it must be veriry by a æmporary discharge monitoring in the futue.
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Figure 4: One to six years CUTDDX domain versus one year CUTDDx valueg
using TOT, ANU and SEA sampling rnethods

CUTDDx Likelihood for stations number I to 3

Likefrnod for observed CUTDDx on stations number 1,2 and 3 arc rcported in table 2. These CUTDDx are limited
to fish sarple dates, it means to Ïved limiting coniitions in year of observation. Mean values are presented to rcsume
influence of sampling meftrod on likelihmd determinaton

Table 2: ARP and nrean values for observed CUTDIIx on streams I to 3

station number I station number 2 station number 3
curDDx Tor ANU sEA curDrlx Tor aNU sBA curDllx Tor ANU sEA

dayr yea"r yea"s y"*s days yea"r yearc ye*. d"yr y"*r yea"s y"".s
obsenred 86 1.28 t.43 1.48 ztt 2.48 2.67 4.98 ztt l.g7 z.ts 6
observed 75 1.03 t.24 t.32 t79 1.93 2.M z.o5 tïz 1.48 1.58 1.69
observed 67 l.l l.t1 53
mean val. 76.00 l.16 1.26 1.32 14t.67 22t 2.X 3.Sz

l& 1.35 r.44 1.51
185.67 1.60 t.72 3.07
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Mean durations for observed CUTDDx increase fiom station I o station 3. This is not due to a sampling fluctuation

effect but rather to consistent likelihood distributions as shown in figure 3. Noæ that CUTDDx likelihood attribution

is not link to duration characteristics. CUTDDx(I year) arc indicaæd to show why some ARP values were not

calculaæd for some obsenred CUTDDx wich were under CUTDDx(I). We could also note that mean likelihood

values are under 1.4 yean for station l, and over 1.6 for sBtions 2 md3. As discussed above, station one is a

particular siæ with 'fanfered CUTDDx'. It could explain that CUTDDx ARP seems too frequent to be consider as

sensible structuring events for trout population dynamics. Now, considering stations 2 and 3 we could say that all

sampling methods give reasonable ARP results. They must be discussed in the liglh of long biological time series if

available on other sites.

About Spatial CUTDDx Representativity

For regulated strqrms, wherc trouts are under severe hydropeaking conditions. Valentin et al. (1995) concluded that

churrel morphology (wide and deep profiles) and refuges could play a major role during peak flows. Such

morphological characteristcs are obviously not descdbed by dischrage data. Long term fish population dynamics also

rcsults ftom refuge availibility under natural unsteady flow conditions. However, under CUTDDx conditions, limiting

factors are not high flow gradient and velocity but 'low flow' durations. In that case, a discharge station could bring

information on trout population dynamics upper and downstrean of is position

About Temporal CUTDDx Representativity

Norvegian stations 13 and 14 are sub-waterstreds of Stllerdal river syst€m wich is about 2l l0 squared kilometers. Its

regulated area coresponds to staton 14 and station 13 is in the natural part of tlc whole watershed. We could note on

figurc 3 that CUTDDx for station 14 are always upper than CUTDDx for staton 13. Is tttis a result of water

management ? tilhat are implications on trout population dynamics? This is a concrete study case wich could bring

rclevant informations in the future, using contrasted situations as made by Capra et al (1995b).

CONCLUSION

Main result of this work concems methodological approach to irrclude a continuous æmporal and functional

relationship ûo interpret fish population dynamics. Use of discharge time series is quite simple, however a real field of

research exist in statistical sampling method wich need to be adapted to research of limiting events for biological

systems. This is a frrndamental condition to generalize stâtistical relationships using probabilistic laws and then o

characterize stream behaviours. Futurc studies will have to focus on tlpse aspects, but it requires coupled data linking

precise biological questions to discharge time series.
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ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements of instantaneous velocities (longitudinal and vertical) were performed during a

complete tidal rycle (from low to low tide) in the estuary of an ice-covered tidal river: Sainte-Anne river. This river

is the world most important spawning site of the Atlantic tomcod (Miaogadus tomcod). Spawning period is

conc€ntrated during the month of January. An array of four ECM's was positionned near the bed and under the ice

respectively to permit the description and comparison of tlre turbulcnt characteristics of both boundary layers. The

relative thickness ofeach boundary layer and the influence ofbed roughness on the flow turbulent structure are both

related to the variations in water level induced by tides. During flood tide, the presence ofthe ice cover enhances

turbulence intensity in both layers and causes an increase in vertical exchanges. The addition ofanother hrbulence
generating boundary mixed with an increase of longitudinal and vertical velocities during flood flow entail important

changes in the turbulent characteristics of the whole flow. Despite the important changes in turbulent flow structure

linked to the addition of the ice cover, the migration behaviour of tomcods is mostly a fi.rnction of the longitudinal

velocity direction. Tomcods migration to their spawning site is concentrated during flood flow, when the flow

reversal is important and generates rapid upsfieam velocities.

KEY-WORDS: river / turbulent boundary layer / rurbulence intensity I ice cover ltidal regime i estuary / fish habitat
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INTRODUCTION

Average flow characteristics under an ice covcr have been studied by several researchers in the natural environment

(Carey, 1966 and 1967: Larsen, 1969; Ashton.l97l: Tsang and Szucs. 1972. Engmann and Kellerhals' 1974:

Lawson et al., 1986 ), in the laboratory (Gogus and Tatinclaux, 1980: Zufelt and Zhao-Chu. 1988). and through the

development of numerical models (Carstens. 1968: Shen and Harderu 1978; Lau and Krishnappan. l98l: Chee and

HWag 1982). ln the presence of an icc cover, the flow is separated in two upside down boundaÛ layers. The

turbulent structure of one layer is confiolled by the roughness of the bed while the other is connolled by the

roughness ofthe ice. Transvsrse mixing and vertical exchanges are limited by the presence ofan ice cover because

velocity and shear stress distributions are modified by the addition of a boundary at the surface (Engrnann and

Kellerhals, 1974; Shcn and Hardeq 1978). However. no studies have directly investigated the structure of turbulent

{low in an ice-covered river.

Turbulent flow characteristics modification induced by tides in estuarine environrnents have also been studied (West

and Shiono, 1985 and 1988; West and Oduyemi, 1989; Kawanisi and Yokosi. 1993). During spring tides'

longitudinal velocities (u) are higher at flood flow than during ebb flow. Root mean squared longitudinal velocities

(u') are up to 9 times higher during flood flow than during ebb flow. Values of u' decrease over the flow depth

while v' values increase with distance from the bed (Kawanisi and Yokosi, 1993). Vertical exchanges are then

enharced away from the bed. Turbulence intensities are higher during flood flow for both velocity çomponents'

However, hgbulenc.e intensities for the longitudinal velocity (u'/ u) is larger than that of the vertical component (v'/

o) (Wert and Shiono, 1988; West and Oduyerni, 1989). The turbulence intansity ratio (v'lu') ranges from 0'3 to

0.8 (rù/est and Shiono, 1988; Kawanisi and Yokosi, 1993). The originality of the present paper lies in the addition

ofthc ice boundary to the tidal conditions.

The primary objective of this paper is to describe the turbulent structure of the flow at one site in a tidal ice-covered

river. The second objective is to infer from the turbulent flow structure potential effects on the migration behaviour

of the Atlmtic tomcod (Microgadus tomcoQ. Tomcods migrate through the estuary to reach their spawning site

located approximately l0 km upstream from the river mouth. In fact, Sainte'Anne river is the world most important

spawning site of the tomcod.
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METHODS

Tuôulence Data

The Sainte-Anne river is a nortr shore tributry of the Saint Lawrence river locatcd 80 km west of Québec City

(figure l). The measurernent site is located in the esnrarine part of the river, 1.4 km upsteam of the river mouth. This

portion of the channel is subject to semi-diurnal tides. ln this area, the bed material of the Sainte-Anne is mainly

composed of medium sand and the bed is fairly uniform with occasionnal ripples or organic debris. At the time of

data collection (March 1994, spring tides period), the ice cover was 0.8 m thick and presented an hydraulically

smooth surface to the flow. The water level væied from I m at low water to 2.25 m at high water during the study

period.
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Figure l: Location ofthe study site

An array of four Marsh McBirney bidirectional ECM's including three small sensors (1.28 cm in diameter, model

number 523) æd a large one (3.8 cm in diameter, model number 512) was used to collect the velocity data. The

electronics of the four ECM's are linked through a master/slave conliguration which allows in phase measurements

of the velocity. Longitudinal (u) and vertical (v) velocity components were measured simultaneously. The ECM's

were mounted xa0.25 m interval on an ABS tube that was moved and tightened on a vertical wooden rod of 2.4 m

long (figure 2). Two positions were monitored. At the bottom position, we recorded data concerning the boundary

layer associated with the bed. In this case, the lowest sensor was positionned 5 cm away from the bed. The top
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position was located inside the ice boundary layer. Because the sensors are fragile, the top one was located at l0 cm

under the ice cover to avoid damaging it. This distance between the sensor and the ice was conditionned by the very'

rapid downward changes in water level during the ebb tide.

Sixty-four series of measurements were collected at both positions, covering 14 hours over one tidal cycle.from low

to low tide. Data sets were taken at 15 minute intervals during flood tide and al 30 minute intervals during ebb tide.

The choice of these two intervals is dependent upon the rate of change in wat€r |evel due to tidal phases. The

sampling frequency was 20 Hz and the record length I l0 s. Because the instruments have a time constant of 0.05 s.

the half-power frequenry is 3.18 Hz. Thus, sampling at20Hz did not entail aliasing in the sigrral (Roy et al., in

review).
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Figrue 2: The experimental s€t-up for the velocity mea$rements
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Fish Data

Data on the migration behaviour of tomcods were obtained at the same site during the month of January preceding

the measurernent of turbulence data. The count of downsneam and upstream migrating tomcods was derived frorn

video records taken with a subaquatic camera. The camera volume of view was 1.5 m in depth. 2 m in u'idth and I

m in height. The tidal conditions were similar to the ones that occued during the turbulence data measurement

period (spring tides) and the video record length covered 48.5 continuous hours. The number of tomcods moving in

both directions (upsûeam and downsteam) was estimated for each l0 minute period to allow representation and

comparison of the data (Bergeron et al.. 1994). The relationship benveen the turbulence data and the fish migration

will not be established directly but will be inferred on the basis of the similarity in flow conditions.

RESULTS

Spatio-Temooral Variations

Longindinal Velocities

Figure 3 presents temporal and vertical changes in longitudinal velocities over the complete tidal cycle.
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In the period between l0 to t4 hours. a complete flow reversal linked to the penenation of flood flo* is obsen'ed.

During this phase. velocities are up to two times higher than during the ebb ttde. Velocities are lower near the bed

than they ar€ near the ice boundary over the whole rycle. A gradual decrease in Ielocities frorn the end of tlood tide

to the end of ebb tide is also visible over the whole flow depth. There is an important difference between the bottom

and top positions. Velocities recorded by the four probes are grouped with more hornogeneitl at the top position.

despite an identical spacing of the sensors. The velocity gradient is thus more important near the bed than near the

ice. A similar tendency is also present in the root mean squares of the longirudinal velocities (u') (fi8rure 4)' Near the

bed, values ofu' are higher than near the ice. except for a few isolated cases. This observation. in addition to the

steeper velocity gradient at the bed, means that the bed is the most important turbulence generating boundary and

that turbulence tends to be less anisotropic under the smooth ice boundary.
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Figure 4: Vertical variations of root mean squared longitudinal velocity (u') over the tidal cycle

Venical Velocities

Verticat velocities are always negative near the ice cover (figure 5). At the beginning of flood flow. velocities are all

negative, reaching a value of -0.04 m/s near the ice and of -0.06 m/s in the centre portion of the flow. During flood

flow, the values are up to three times higher than for the ebb flow. As the water level decreases, vertical velocities

change gradually to positive values. The root mean squared vertical velocities (v') are higher than the root mean

squared longitudinal velocities (u') at the beginning ofthe flood tide (during one hour) (figure 6). After that period,

this tendenry rernains partially present until the end ofthe ebb tide in the cente portion of the profile, coincident

with a region of high vertical velocities. Those high values of v' imply that exchanges remain important in the centre

region during ebb flow. However, snhancement of vertical exchanges is linked mainly to flood flow penetration.
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Figure 5: Vertical variations of vertical velocity component (v) over the tidal rycle
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Gencral Pattem Of Variability

Genenl Characteristics Of Velocity And Turbulence Intensity holiles In Relation With Tidal Phases

T5r.ee brpes of longiodinal velocity and nrbulence intensity profiles are associated with the different tidal phases

(figure 7). Each sensor is represented in both top and bottom positions. Mean values for each point of the profiles

are estimated over the whole lenght of one typical measurement series that is representative for a specific tidal

phase. The first velocity profile type corresponds to the fluvial flow (figure 7A). In this case, water level is low and

velocities range from 0. I to 0.2 m/s. The values of the turbulence intensity ratio (v'lu') range from 0.65 to 0.93. The

second case (78) represents the flood flow. Velocities shift from all positive to all negative values. During this

phase, water level changes in the upward direction very rapidly and tlre absolute velocity values are the highest

(from 0 to -0.45 m/s). The ratio v'lu' reaches a marcimum value of 1.97 in this case. The last case (7C) includes the

ebb flow and the fluvial flow. The water level decreases gradually and velocities range between 0. I and 0.3 m/s.

The values of the ratio v'lu' range from 0.61 to 1.31. The shapes of the velocity profile corresponding to fluvial

flow (A) and the one comprising ebb and fluvial flows (C) are similar. The shape of the velocity profile describing

flood flow (B) is different. The effect ofthe bed roughness is more apparent at the base ofthe profile as the drag

linked to the bed surface is enhanced by the rapid velocities. Velocities in the top portion are higher than for the two

other cases (A and C), with no apparent return to smaller values near the ice cover. The high flow velocity reduces

the vertical development of the turbulent boundary layer near the hydraulically smooth ic.e surfac.e. Also, the

turbulence intensity ratios profile (v'lu') for the case of flood flow (B) presents a different pattsrn from A and C.

During flood tide turbulence intensities are higher, especially in the centre portion of flow. This is a region of

intense vertical mixing. There is a slight persistence of this tendency in the cente region of the turbulence intensity

pro{ile including ebb and fluvial flows. This concentration of high turbulence intensity values corresponds to a

region of high vertical velocities.

Misration Pattern Of The Tomcod

Figure 8 presents temporal variations in the migration of tomcods in relation to mean longitudinal velocity (u) and

tidal phases. This figure shows that upstream migration peaks mainly occur during flood flows. The most important

upsEearn migration peak is related to the largest flow reversal where a mar<imum negative velocity value of -0.18

m/s is reached. The situation differs for the downstream migration that occurs mainly druing ebb flow. Downstream

migration is extended over a longer period than the upstrearn migration which is concenEaled in few isolated peaks.
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DISSCUSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the first extensive velocity measurements recorded under an ice cover in a natural environment.

Several turbulence parameters can be used to describe and compare the characteristics ofboth bed and ice boundary

layers. These turbulent statistics provide valuable data to be used on a comparative basis in t'urther studies on ice-

covered river flow and of winter habitat characteristics and energy budget of fish during the rvinter time. From this

study. the following conclusions can be made:

L In a tidal environment and in the presenæ of an ice cover. the flow is separated in two boundar-v layers associated

respectively to the bed and ice surfaces. The relative thickness of each turbulent boundary layer is related to the

variations in flow dçth induced by tides. As the water level decreases. the influence of the rougher bed surface

hrrbgleft boundary layer increases in the flow. The hrbulence stucture appears less anisotropic below the slnooth

ice boundary than at the bed where the velocity gradient is higher.

2. The flood flow penetration snhances turbulence intensity in both turbulent boundary layers. The vertical and

longitudinal velocities are higher than during the ebb tide. During flood tide. v' vatues are higher than u' which

means that vertical exchanges arc important during this period. Shen and Harden (1978) have found that the

addition of an ice cover inhibits vertical mixing. This is not what we observed at the Sainte-Anne river. ln the

present case, the role of tides is predominant in the vertical mixing enhancement. The turbulence intensity ratio v'/u'

is up to 2.5 times higher than the highest value rçorted by West and Shiono (1988) and Kawanisi and Yokosi

(1993) for a tidal environment without an ice cover. During flood flow. v' values are also more important near the

ice than at the bed. This is linked to the mode of penetration of flood tide in the estuary. The flood wave invades the

top layer of ùe river flow and induces a negative vertical movement which is clearly visible in the vertical velocities

over the whole flow depth at the beginning ofthe flood tide. Thus. ice-covered tidal flow presents unique turbulent

characteristics which are observed for the first time.

3. Though flood tide is marked by important turbulence intensity, it is the predilection upstream migration phase of

tomcods. It seems that rapid upstream velocities is the most important factor driving the migrating behaviour of

tomc,ods despite the important nrbulence intensity of this phase.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of under-ice plumes is fairly recent. Most of the studies were undertaken on the east coast of James

and Hudson Bays, motivated by the development of the hydroelectric potential of northern Québec. Such

developments lead to a significant modification of the river hydrological cycle. Understanding of both
physical components and coastal habitats ecology were key issues for the monitoring program of La Grande

hydroelectric Complex and for the evaluation of the environmental impacts of the abandoned Grande-Baleine

Project. Studies focused on under-ice plumes because flow modifications are much greater in winter.

An historical perspective of most of the studies undertaken on La Grande, Great V/hale, Little Whale and

Nastapoka rivers is presented and main conclusions are pointed out. Data from Nastapoka River will be used to

illustrate that the horizontal and vertical extents of the'winter plumes are much larger than their open water

counterparts, even for lesser river flows.

An empirical relationship predicting plume surface area as a function of river flow (for a range of 60 to

4700 m3 s-r; and surface and ambient salinities is then discussed. This model is an improvement over earlier

similar attempts. However, it should be applied with confidence only for plumes developping entirely under

landfast ice in James and Hudson Bavs. since it has been derived from data collected solely in those locations.

Along north-east coast of James Bay, landfast ice and drifting ice floes are often separated by a lead of open

waters. The width of the lead seems to be related to wind conditions. Using satellite images, the influence of

wind on ice conditions and on the surface area of the La Grande River plume will be discussed.

KEY WORDS: River plume / River flow / Hudson Bay / James Bay llce / Hydroelectricity / Monitoring lLa

Grande River / Great Whale River / Little Whale River / Nastapoka River.
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that industrial development in Canadian North (oil and gas exploration.

hydroelectric development) has stimulated scientific investigations (see Dunbar. 1982). In James and Hudson

Bays (Figure l) the pace of oceanographic studies rapidly increased under the pressure of the James Bay

development, which in early '70 could include hydrological modifications of La Grande River and Nottaway-

Broadback-Rupert Rivers in James Bay, and Great Whale River in Hudson Bay .

In 1971, when the La Grande hydroelectric project was first planned, there were so many gaps in current

knowledge of the overall ecology of the region that it was difficult to predict with accuracy either the nature or

the scope of the ecological impacts of any development project. A task force composed of specialists

recognized throughout Canada recommended that priority be given to studies and research designed to

provide a comprehensive body of basic data on the natural environment, data which would serve as reference

in measuring temporary or perïnanent changes. Federal and provincial agencies joined the proponent of the

project in that challenging task; among many fields of research activity, federal agencies were responsible for

oceanography, estuarine sedimentology, marine and estuarine fauna and waterfowl and coastal habitats during

the period 1972-82.

With the commissioning of power generating stations, the natural hydrological cycle of La Grande River has

been changed: winter flows are 8 to l0 times higher and the spring flood is stored in the reservoir while

summer flows fluctuate within the same range as under natural conditions (Figure 2). It became clear that most

of the hydrodynamical modifications along the north-east coast of James Bay occur during the ice cover

period. As soon as winter 1979-80, it was observed that river flows were high enough to push the river plume

to the edge of the shore ice (Freeman et at.,1982) and, for higher flows, even beyond (Ingram and Larouche,

1987a; Messier et al., 1989; Anctil eral., subm.). Monitoring of biological components was more puzzling'

because biological processes are more active during ice free period. The main resource for Native along the

coast of James Bay is migratory waterfowl. The monitoring program implemented by the proponent (1982-

2000) is designed to take into account this resource, in respect for users. However, due to the mobility of

highly valued resource, it was decided to study the habitat rather than the birds. The monitoring program in

coastal James Bay is focused on hydrodynamical changes and its possible impacts on plant communities, the

subtidal eelgrass and the intertidal marshes, in order to ascertain the changes related only to the project. The

objective means that the main factors governing these communities must be taken into account : thus, the

studies are more research, oriented than simple monitoring (see also Julien et al., 1996)'

This paper discusses the main contributions on under-ice river plumes. Studies are not restricted to La Grande

River plume, as increasing knowledge was also obtained through research programs on Great Whale River

plume and environmental studies of the Great Whale Hydroelectric Project. Two elements are described in

greater details : l) a recent model to predict plume surface area as a function of river flow and surface and

ambient salinities, and 2) the ice margin influences on the off-shore extension of the La Grande River plume.

Since the model is based solely on river plumes developing entirely under an ice cover, observations of the

role of a recurrent lead on the La Grande River plume illustrates the limit of the proposed model.
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Figure l: Hudson and James Bay, showing positions of La Grande, Great

Whale, Little Whale and Nastapoka Rivers.
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AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Knowledge of under-ice river plumes is fairly recent, since few oceanographic srudies where conducted in

James and Hudson Bays prior to 1960 (Dunbar, 1982), mainly because of technical difficulties associated with

the presence of the ice cover and severe weather conditions. It is believed that the first winter oceanographic

surveys of James Bay were performed in 1974, 1975 and 1976 (Croal and Tapiatic, 1974; Peck, 1978). In

1974, data were obtained only near the mouth of La Grande River, while those of 1975 and 1976 covered the

entire James Bay, with a denser grid of stations close to La Grande River and Eastmain River. These data led to

the first description of the La Grande River plume which was since intensively studied (La Grande River was

the object of a major hydroelectric project). All in all, most under-ice river plume studies performed in the

coastal waters of both James and Hudson Bays where motivated by the development of the hydroelectric

potential of northern Québec. Since such development lead to a significant modification of the river

hydrological cycle, the spring flood is suppressed and the maximum flow occurs from December to March

(i.e. when the electric demand peaks), the prediction of the extent of under-ice plumes soon became an

environmental preoccupation.

La Grande River Plume

Surveys by Peck (1978), with runoff from 400 to 500 m3 ,'', -" the only significant information available on

the La Grande River plume prior to the beginning of the engineering works that would alter its natural

hydrologic cycle. During the winter of 1978-1979 the river flow was routed to fill the reservoir and the runoff

to James Bay was limited to about l0m's'r; during the winter of 1979-1980the power plant operation began

leading to runoff reaching a maximum of I 800 ,n' ,'' in March. The under-ice river plume over that period

was investigated by Baird and Anning (1979), Brooks (1980), Freeman et al. (1982) and Freeman and

Flemming (1982). From 1980 onward its winter runoff was gradually increased to reach a maximum daily

discharge of 5 608 *t ,-' in January 1995. Over that period, the under-ice plume was periodically surveyed to

establish its extent for various runoff conditions (Ingram et al., 1984; CSSA Consultants 1987; 1989; 1993).

Knowledge gained over those years is summarised by Ingram and Larouche (1987) and Messier et al. (1989).

Typical surface plume area defined by various isohalines are given in Table l.

Great Whale River Plume

The Great Whale River plume, in the coastal waters of Hudson Bay, is the next most studied under-ice plume

(see Table l). The four studies performed over the years (Prinsenberg and Collins, 1979; Freeman et al.,

1982; Larouche, 1984a; 1984b) were all motivated by the Great rù/hale hydroelectric project which was

recently abandoned. The Great Whale River is thus still unaffected by man-made discharge modifications. It is

characterised by a mean flow of 640 m3 s'l and spring floods up to I 600 m3 s-l which occur a few weeks

before the Hudson Bay ice cover starts to melt. Ingram and Larouche (1987b) proposed an analysis of the

most recent surveys.

Nastapoka River And Little Whale River Plumes

The Great Whale hydroelectric project called for the diversion of most of the flow (94Vo) otf the Little Whale

River into the future GB-l Reservoir, while the Nastapoka River was left untouched. The under-ice plumes of
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those two rivers were surveyed once in March 1990 (CSSA Consultants, 1992). At that time. their flows
reached 100 and 60 m3 s-r. respectively (Table 1.1.

Table l: Typical under-ice plume surface area (From Anctil er a/., submitted)

Date Runoff Plume surface area (km2) defined by isohaline
,  3  - t .( m ' s ' )  I  5  l 0  1 5  2 0  2 5

03 / 1980
02 I 1993

04 | t9E2
0s I 1982
03 / 1983
05 / 1983

03 / 1990

03 / 1990

I 600 295
4 700 970

La Grande River
993

205s
Great Whale River

665

1637
t23l
2660

464
r379
565
867

t 6 0

1642
3522

600
r620
748

r062

1 8 5

142

798
20lo
951

1337

2r0

t79

1 3 5
9 1 0

1 6 5
505

60

2 9
240
l 8 l
2 5 2

5 3

r 5 6
672
300
486

3 1 3
I 054
462
654

Little Whale River
80 t t7

Nastapoka River

1 0 0  l 8 2 3 4 5  9 l

PROGRESS ON UNDER.ICE RIVER PLUMES

As the number of winter oceanographic investigations have increased, it has become clear that under-ice river
plumes differ significantly from those observed during open water conditions. The horizontal and vertical
extents of the winter plumes are much larger than their open water counterparts, even for lesser river flows
(Ingram, l98l; 1983). The main justifications invoked for those differences are the suppression of wind
mixing and the attenuation of tidal mixing (Ingram, l98l; Freeman et al., 1982; Lepage and Ingram, l99l),
which results in a much more stable interface between fresh and ambient water masses. Further studies have
confirmed that the ice cover modifies tidal amplitudes and phases (Godin, 1986), significantly reduiing the
observed tidal, low frequency and residual currents (Prinsenberg and Ingram, l99l) and influencing the shape
of the vertical variations of the tidal currents (Prinsenberg and Bennett, 1989). Overall, much less mixing
energy is available under-ice than in open water in both James and Hudson Bays.

TYPICAL OBSERVATIONS: NASTAPOKA RIVER

A typical under-ice river plume data base consists of salinity and temperature profiles taken from
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) samplings. A helicopter is used to transport personnel and equipment
from station to station, where the CTD sampler is passed through holes drilled in the landfast ice or in floes.
Occasionally some measurements are made in leads, if any. Given the large plume areas and the short winter
daylight period, it may took up to 2 to 3 weeks to complete a survey of the largest observed single plumes.
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Figure 3 and Table 2 present a comparison of the surface areas of an under-ice and an open water plume of

the Nastapoka River in the coastal waters of Hudson Bay. The under-ice plume, observed in March 1990,

corresponds to a river runoff of about 100 mr s-r, while the open water plume, observed in October 1989, is

associated to a runoff of 250 -t s'' ICSSA Consultants, 1992). Even if the open water runoff is 2.5 times

higher than the under-ice runoff, its surface areas are about 40 times smaller. The presence of the ice cover

thus dramatically change the mixing capacity of the Bay.

Figure 3: Comparison of Nastapoka under-ice and open water plumes

Table 2: Comparison of Nastapoka under-ice and open water plume surface âreas

Date Runoff
(m3 s't)

Plume surface area (kmz) defined by isohaline

l 0 1 5 20 25

03 / 1990

10 / 1989

100

250

t79142

3.7 4.6

9 l

1 . 8

l 8

0 .3

under-ice
2 3  4 5

open water

0.4 0 .8

PLUME EXTENT VERSUS RIVER RUNOFF

All the under-ice river plume surveys performed since 1980 in James and Hudson Bays had a common

objective: to ascertain the extent of the under-ice plume for a specific river runoff condition in order to better

understand the link between plume extent and river runoff. However, difficulties and costs related to salinity

and temperature profile sampling in such a harsh environment and in such a remote area Sreatly limited the

size ofthe available data base. For example, we have to wait for Ingram and Larouche (1987b) for the first

comparative sftdy. From six surveys of the Great Whale River plume in the coastal water of Hudson Bay and
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river discharge ranging from 135 to 910 m3s-1, they proposed a relationship between plume surface area A,,.
(the area of the horizontal plane enclosed by a selected surface isohaline and the coasr) and river runoff Qs of
the form
( l ) A * = a Q Â .

Applied individually to plume areas delimited by surface isohalines 5, 15 and 25, exponent à (the slope) was
0.75,0.59 and 0.39 with an rr of 0.64,0.88 and 0.95, respectively (Ingram and Larouche, 1987b).

A similar work was recently carried by Anctil er a/. (submitted) from selected conductivity-temperature-depth
sarnplings describing eight plumes distributed among four locations along the easrern coast of both James aniJ
Hudson Bays, namely near La Grande River (LGR), Great Whale River (GWR), Lirtle Whale River (LWR) and
Nastapoka River (NR), for river discharge ranging from 60 to 4 700 m3 s-r (Figure 4). In that case, the power
law relationship (l) and surface areas delimited by isohalines 5 to 25 (in increment of 5) lead to slopes à lying
between 0.67 and 0.79 (except for the 25 salinity for which a steeper slope of 0.85 was obtained) with an r2
ranging from 0.77 to 0.85. These later results suggested the existence of the following unifying relationship
between surface plume extent and river runoff (r2 = 0.81):

/  " \ o *(2)  A*=r7 .7  x to6 l  e  " '  I
\  J " , /

where the river discharge is multiplied by the ratio of the surface (s1) to ambient salinity (so), the later being
the average value measured 3 m below the pycnocline for profiles with surface salinity ranging between I and
20 (Anctil er a/., subm.). Even if these empirical relationships should be used cautiously outside the eastern
portion of both James and Hudson Bays, since mixing conditions may differ significantly elsewhere, they
nevertheless show that the general features of under-ice river plumes can be empirically represented in a very
simple fashion.

ICE MARGIN INFLT]ENCES

It has been mentioned that the coastal environment where James and Hudson Bays river plumes develop is
much less energetic under-ice than for open water conditions. The suppression of wind mixing and the
reduction of tidal mixing lead to considerably larger plumes in winter than in summer (see Figure 3), even for
similar river flows. Thus, one can imagine the reduction effect of a important lead or polynya on the
extension of an under-ice river plume. If a significant fetch of open water allows wind mixing to take its toll,
the extension of the winter plume may be stopped quite abruptly.

Most of the authors who performed field works off La Grande River in wintertime (e.g. Croal and Tapiatic,
1974, lngram and Larouche,1987a; Messier et al., 1989) mention the presence of a recurrent lead at the off-
shore limit of the fast ice. With the important increase of La Grande River winter runoff, the plume extends
beyond the fast ice (as observed in 1993), but it is believed that a favourable lead can stop the seaward
progression of the plume (Ingram and Larouche, 1987a; Ingram et al.,1987; Messier et al. 1989).
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Figure 4: Surface isohaline contours. Triangfes identify sampling location. (From Anctil er al., subm.)
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In that area, the fast ice is about l0 to 30 km wide, depending of the location along the coast, and its edge
follows approximately the westward limit of coastal islands, shoals and reefs. This limit has been delimited
repetitively since 1980 and no runoff influence has been detected. Beyond the fast ice, the bay is covered with

ice floes for concentrations often reaching 8/10 and 9/10. At the interface of those two ice systems, favourable
winds can open or close a coastal lead. Such a lead has been reported by many since Hare and Montgomery
(1949) but its actual size and frequency is still not established. For instance, Freeman et al. (1982) believe the

lead not to exceed l0 km wide, while Ingram et al. (1987) mention a frequency of about 4 to 5 days. In fact,

some recent analyses of 6 Landsat-TM satellite images, from l99l to 1995 in March and April, revealed
coastal leads up to 60 km wide and confirmed that large leads are associated with north-east winds, while the
absence of lead is observed under west or south winds.

The recurrence and the variability of the coastal lead offshore La Grande River make it difficult to establish its

influence on the seaward progression of the plume beyond the fast ice. Moreover, it is not sure that the
plumes observed in 1980 and 1984 would have been larger under a nearly complete ice cover, while no data
were collected beyond the fast ice in 1987 and 1989 for security reasons. On the other hand, the 1993
observations clearly show that in the absence of a coastal lead, the plume may develop freely under the pack

ice (floes concentration at that moment was believed to be 9/10). So, the influence of the ice margins on the La
Grande River plume is still up in the air.

In spite the lack of conclusive observations, some explanations and hypotheses proposed in the past are worth

discussion. For instance Freeman et al. (1982), that worked in the area for about three months in 1980,

reported no lead larger that about l0 km which is, according to them, always too small to allow wave build-up

and mixing. Moreover, the leads were refrozen at least half of the time. Thus, wider leads are needed to allow

intense mixing. Ingram et al. (1987) support the idea of open water wind mixing but add to this phenomenon

the effect of brine rejection associated with new ice production, following Schumacher et al. (1983). It is clear
that James Bay climate is favourable to ice crystallisation; however, ice produced by plume water with salinities
around I or 5 will not generate the large quantities of brine needed to mix 4 or 5 meters of plume brackish
water.

Another hypothesis is proposed. Under favourable winds, ice floes are moved offshore and the coastal lead
enlarges. At that time, the surface water is also displaced by the wind. Part of the plume is thus pushed away.

Surface water carried offshore is replaced by deep saltier water, similarly to upwelling phenomenon in open

water conditions. The surface plume is truncated in the lead and the part beyond the land fast ice will be

transported northward with residual circulation. Refening to the observations of 1993 (see Figure 4) where

about half of the plume develop beyond the fast ice, such a mechanism would over a short period of time
eliminate a large part of the plume. Add to that mechanism the possibility of further wind and wave mixing
whenever the lead gets large enough, the opening of the La Grande coastal lead becomes an effective plume

reducer.
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CONCLUSION

The James and Hudson Bays hydroelectric projects, proposed or built, in the seventies and eighties stimulated

winter oceanographic surveys. It was believed that the main source of changes in coastal northern

environments would be related to the modification of the hydrological regime of dammed rivers during

winter and springtime, but no information was available on under-ice river plumes. The first surveys aimed to

document these coastal features and to assess the physical effects of different river discharges on it.

Comparing under-ice La Grande River and Great Whale River plumes, Freeman et al. (1981) concluded that

the volume of freshwater in the plume is directly related to river discharge and inversely related to tidal energy

in the basin. Later on, Ingram and Larouche (1987b) proposed power relationships between plume surface

area and river runoff for selected isohalines for Great Whale River plume. Similar work carried by Anctil el c/

(submitted) presented a unifying relationship for eight plumes distributed among four locations along the

eastern coast of both James and Hudson Bays. Power law correlation shows that reasonable prediction could be

achieved, since the horizontal extent of under-ice river plume is strongly related to the freshwater discharge

and that local mixing influences can be approximated by regression. Further improvements on the model

would be possible with some information about the vertical structure of horizontal currents inside and

underneath the plume and with measurements of the vertical entrainment. The application of the proposed

model outside the studied areas of James and Hudson Bays should be verified on suitable local observations,

since mixing energy may significantly differ.

Another concern on plumes is the striking difference between open water and under-ice water mass

characteristics. River plumes spread and expand under landfast ice reaching surface areas much greater than

during open water conditions. For example, the Nastapoka River plume is about 40 times larger under-ice

than for open water conditions, even if the river runoff is 2.5 times smaller. More difficult to study are

transient conditions occurring during ice break-up or lead openings. Lepage and Ingram (1991)

demonstrated that increased tidal action and inertial and low frequency phenomena provide sufficient kinetic

energy to cause intense mixing when the ice sheet decays. Further progress could be achieved in

understanding the role of open waters and floes motion on mixing during winter season when ice formation is

still going on. We propose a mechanism involving surface water transport and upwelling in the coastal lead

when it opens under favourable winds. A new set of observations of the La Grande River plume will soon be

available for analysis. It may help better understand the role of the recurent La Grande River coastal lead on

the extent of its under-ice river plume.
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ABSTRACT

The period of winter flow is critical in terms of aquatic habitat and water quality in the sub-Arctic. Unfortunately,

relatively little is known of winter streamflow variability in sub-Arctic rivers. The cost of environmental

monitoring may determine the monitoring strategy in remote regions rather than a knowledge of the relevant

controlling processes. If low frequency sampling is an economic requirement then an improved knowledge of

variability at relevant time scales is needed to assess the quality of winter flow estimates. ln the absence of

rainfall, snowmelt, or evapotranspiration, winter streamflow should be dominated by storage depletion processes

resulting in a simple recession hydrograph. Discharge variability during the low-flow period, causing temporary

habitat loss, may limit aquatic populations. Therefore, it is important to know what processes or events produce

deviations from the storage depletion recession. Discharge measurements and water quality samples were

collected frequently during the winter of 1994-95 at three sites in the southwest Yukon. These observatiôns were

complemented by electronic data acquisition to estimate flow between measurements and to ensure transient

events were recorded. Analysis of these data shows that storage depletion from groundwater and lake sources

dominates the pattern of winter streamflow. Discharge depressions associated with the formation of an ice cover

occur as transient events and show as negative deviations from the recession model. These deviations correspond

to distinct events in the specific conductance record. Additional periodic deviations in both streamflow and water

chemistry, although small, indicate that other processes occur on a time scale of hours to several days' A

monitoring strategy which is restricted to two or three measurements during the winter is relevant only on the time

scale of the general recession. If interest is limited to the storage depletion process, measurements for calibrating

recession models should be timed to avoid discharge depression events. lf more specific knowledge of discharge

variations on a daily or hourly time scale are needed, then time series observations of stage and velocity using

electronic data acquisition are necessary.

KEY-WORDS : Winter/ice-cover/streamflow/recession/discharge depression/recession/storage depletion
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INTRODUCTION

Annual low flows occur during the winter season in the sub-Arctic due to the absence of inputs from rainfall or

snowmelt. Information about low flows are important both for design of hydraulic structures (such as reservoirs

and water intakes) and for ecological concerns (water qualiO,and aquatic habitat). However. knorvledge of cold-

season streamflow variability is hampered by a lack of continuous discharge data. During the open-water season

discharge can be reliably produced from recorded stage data using a stage-discharge relation' However under ice-

cover, stage has not proven to be a reliable predictor of discharge. Water Survey of Canada (WSC). the prinrary

source of hydrometric data in Canada, bases winter flow records on as few as two observations of discharge during

the ice-covered season which may last 6 months or longer. Daily discharge is typically estimated between

measurements by a subjective process of interpolation with climatic comparison. Melcher and Walker (1992)

found significant differences between individual hydrographers using this method and 42Yo of interpolated

estimates on three streams in lowa had errors greater than 25oÂ. While new automated methods of determining

discharge are being tested, there is presently no technology proven to produce reliable, continuous discharge data

through the ice-cover period without frequent actual measurements.

During the sub-Arctic winter, streamflow variability should be dominated by groundwater storage depletion and

changes in lake and channel storage because rainfall, snowmelt and evapotranspiration are negligible. Variability

from the recession trend is thought to be due to temperature effects and to the frictional effects of the ice cover.

Some technologists and hydrologists in both WSC and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have adopted the

assumption of a temperature effect on winter discharge, and air temperature is used as an independent variable in

most methods currently used to estimate winter discharge (Melcher and Walker, 1992). An increase in river stage

occurs in response to the frictional effect of the ice cover (Beltaos et al., 1993; Alford and Carmack, 1988) and it is

conceptually feasible that a loss of discharge to channel storage is associated with this stage-up. The loss of

discharge to channel storag€ may be exacerbated by a reduction ofinflow from tributaries due to backwater effects

resulting from stage-up response in the main channel. However, little is known about the magnitude or duration of

temperature effects, if they exist, or of stage-up related discharge depressions. This lack of knowledge is due, at

least in part, to monitoring strategies which operate on a time scale which is inappropriate for these processes. The

objective of this research was to collect high resolution time-series discharge and water quality data from
groundwater and lake-dominated sub-Arctic streams to provide a basis for addressing the following questions: ( I )
What is the magnitude of deviations from the recession trend for winter flow? (2) Can deviations from the

recession trend be explained in terms of changes in channel storage and/or temperature effects? (3) What effect
does lake storage have on variability of winter streamflow? and (4) What is a relevant time scale for observing
winter streamflow?

METHODOLOCY

Field Sites

Stage, discharge and water quality data were collected from three sites in the Yukon River basin near Whitehorse,

Yukon. Two sites were located on the Takhini River, one at the outlet of Kusawa Lake and the other 40 km

downstream. The third site was located on the lbex River, a groundwater dominated tributary to the Takhini. The

sites were chosen on the basis of logistic simplicity and to provide definition of groundwater storage depletion,

lake storage depletion and in-channel processes. Soils in the study area are a sequence ofglacial, glaciofluvial and
glaciolacustrine deposits. The climate is predominately continental with coastal influences in the upper Takhini

River Basin.

The Takhini River near Whitehorse site has a drainage area of 6990 km2 and is located 40 km downstream of

Kusawa Lake. This site is a WSC gauging station which has been active since 1948 and was used by Chin (1966)

in a study of the accuracy of winter streamflow records. The Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake site has a

drainage area of 4070 km2 and Kusawa Lake has an area of 140 kmz. This site was a WSC gauging site from

1952 to 1986. The lbex River site has a drainage area of 457 km' and is located at a WSC gauging station which
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has been active from 1989 to the present. The Ibex River is confluent with the Takhini River 30 km dou'nstream of
Kusawa Lake.

Stage And Discharge Measurements

Vertical control for river and lake water level was obtained by running level surveys to WSC bench marks at each
site visit. Mercury manometers connected to bubbler tubes were used for continuous measurement of stage at Ibex
and Takhini River near Whitehorse sites. These stage measurements were logged on VEDAS dataloggers. A
submersible Stevens transducer attached to a Stevens Multilogger was used to record water level at Kusawa Lake.

Stream discharge measurements were made using WSC equipment and conformed to WSC standards and
procedures (Terzi, l98l). Measurements were made a minimum of once per week with additional measurements
during the freeze-up period. Discharge was determined by the area-velocity method, with a minimum of 20
measurements of depth and velocity across the cross-section. Velocities were measured with a Price currenr meter.
The uncertainty of an open water discharge measurement under ideal conditions at the 95oÂ confidence level may
be as high as+6Yo (Pelletier, 1988), and while the uncertainty of a discharge measurement under an ice cover has
never been precisely quantified, the error may be greater than for open water discharge measurements (Pelletier,
1989, 1990). It is reasonable to assume that the uncertainty of a measurement under an ice cover may be at least
tl0Yo.

A stage-discharge relation based on open-water measurements was used to convert recorded stage to discharge.
WSC standards require that if a measurement does not plot within 5% of the stage-discharge curve a shift
correction be applied to the stage-discharge relation, e.g. to accommodate changes due to frictional effects of the
ice cover. Shift corrections were determined for each discharge measurement and linearly interpolated over the
interval between measurements. Several variations of this method are widely used for estimating winter flow
(Melcher and Walker, 1992). However, it should be noted that several assumptions implicit in the application of
shift corrections cannnot be justified unless the effect of the ice cover on discharge is known to be stable over
time. Hence, data estimated using this technique should be used with caution, though the high frequency of
measurements in this study should help minimise this uncertainty.

Water Ouality

Hydrolab H2O sensors located at each site were controlled by VEDAS dataloggers and programmed to sample
specific conductance every three hours. The Hydrolabs were calibrated to KCI standards in a laboratory prior to
deployment after which they were not touched for the duration of the study period. A fourth Hydrolab was
frequently re-calibrated and operated in parallel with the primary Hydrolab at each of the three sites in order ro
evaluate instrument drift.

Meteorôlogical Data

Daily temperature and precipitation data were obtained from the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) station
atthe Whitehorse airport. This station should be representative of the climate in the lower elevations of the study
catchments. The temperature data is used as a representative index of temperature variations throughout the study
alea.

Data Analysis

A fundamental assumption underlying the data analysis is that streamflow over the winter should be dominated by
storage depletion, which should produce a concave-up pattern. The effects ofchannel storage should produce a dip
below the recession trend, while temperature effects should produce variations about the trend line. The analysis
proceeded as follows:
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a. Visually inspecr the hydrograph and identiff whether a significant dip occurred at and following

freeze-up. If so, locate the time at which flow recovered to the recession trend. It is acknowledged that

identification of the time of flow recovery is subjective.
b. Fit a recession curve to the data, excluding data during a post-freeze-up depression, as well as data

at the end of the winter which may be influenced by snowmelt runoff.
c. Estirnate the volume of lake outflow which can be accounted for in terms of lake storage

depletion.
d. Examine deviations from the recession trend to determine the magnitude and relevant time scale

of other processes affecting winter discharge.

ModelFitt ing

The multiple linear-reservoir model is widely used to represent streamflow recession from groundwater dominated

streams (Hall, 1968; Tallaksen 1995). A dual linear-reservoir model was used here to represent the recession at the

Ibex River, the groundwater-dominated site, based on a diagnostic plot of discharge. In this model discharge is

calculated as

Q ,  =  Q o  . B . e - k '  r  + Q o  . ( l - B ) . s - k ,  t

where Q, is discharge at time t, Q6 is discharge at t = 0, k1 and k2 are recession constants and B is a calibrated

parameter.

Parameters in the recession model were estimated using by a non-linear iterative algorithm in a commercial

spreadsheet program (Excel). The loss function to be minimized was a sum of squared relative enors (SSRE),

calculated as

SSrRE = 2lt8r, - Q") t Q",t

where Q6 is observed flow on date i, Qo; is predicted flow on date i and n is the number of data points used for

fitting the model. Fractional residuals were used in the loss function, rather than the raw residuals, in order to

avoid biasing the model to fitting the higher discharges. The use of fractional residuals is also consistent with the

notion that errors in discharge measurements are a fraction ofthe actual value.

Lake outflow was modeled by coupling a model of lake inflow with the stage discharge relation at the lake outlet.

Lake inflow was calculated from lake stage and measured outflow using the mass balance equation

where Q' is lake inflow, Qo is lake outflow una 4 is change in lake storage over time, which is calculated as

(4) 4{ = H'i'o:H'-'o 'A'86400
Lt 2l

where H,a16 is lake stage l0 days after time t, H1-1s is lake stage l0 days prior to time t, A is lake area, 86400 is thc

number of seconds in a day and 2l is the length (in days) of the time step. A three week time step was used to
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average out any error in the stage values. A value for Q1 was calculated for each day a discharge measurement \!as
made at the lake outlet. The dual linear reservoir model was used to model Q, on the basis of a diagnostic
hydrograph. Modeled inflow was used in conjunction with the lake outlet stage-discharge relation to calculate
daily change in lake stage which in turn was used to calculate lake outflow.

Discharge at Takhini River near Whitehorse was modeled as the sum of recorded lake outflow and estimated
groundwater inputs downstream of Kusawa Lake. The dual linear-reservoir model was used to estimate
groundwater inputs. The difference in discharge between Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake and Takhini
River near Whitehorse on November I was used as Qe. The model parameters used were from the calibration of
Ibex River. Ibex River discharge accounted for l9oÂ of inflow into this reach of the Takhini River on November L

RESULTS

Weather and Ice Conditions During The Study Period

Accumulated snowfall was slightly above normal at 146.7 cm (normal 141.5 cm) with heavier snowfall during
November, February and March and lighter snowfall during December, January and April. Average temperature
during the study period (November to April) was - l0.4oC, fairly close to the normal of - 10.8"C.

Anchor ice was observed along most of the streambed at Ibex River during a flight over the catchment Nov. 2. By
Nov. 14 the stream was approximately 80oÂ ice covered. Open leads persisted at the measurement section
throughout the winter, due to the inflow of warm groundwater and physical removal of ice prior to each
measurement. Flowing frazil ice was first observed on the Takhini River on Nov.2 and by Nov. 16 frazil density
was sufficient that it stopped running and formed an ice cover at the measurement section. Between Nov. 2 and
Nov. l6 the density of the frazil run varied with atmospheric conditions with the heaviest runs occurring after
clear, cold nights. Ice cover was first observed on the south end of Kusawa Lake on Nov. 30. By Dec. | 0 ice cover
had formed over the lake outlet for a distance of300 m from the end ofthe lake. The river was open bank to bank
300 m downstream from the lake due to a riffle which kept this section ice-free all winter. The areal extent of the
ice cover in the first 300 m of river varied considerably with changing atmospheric conditions throughout the
winter.

Groundwater Storage Depletion

The winter discharge recession was non-linear (Figure l) and therefore cannot be represented with a single
recession coefficient. Only measured discharge was used for model calibration. However, results are presented
including recorded discharge to provide a more complete picture of discharge variability (Figure I ). Measurements
indicated with open circles were excluded from model calibration based on the subjective judgment that these
measurements were affected by either the effects of formation of an ice cover or by snowmelt runoff. The dual
linear-reservoir model provided a good fit to observed discharge at lbex River with 25 out of 26 measurements
between November 2l and April l0 plotting within +10% of model predictions (B = 0.699, kr : 0.0026,
kz=O.0255).

Lake Storage Depletion

The inflow-storage-outflow time-series model for Kusawa Lake provides a reasonable approximation of the
discharge trend at Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake (figure 2) and provides a good fit to the pre-
calibration measurements. The event on December l, with a deviation of more than40%o from predicted flow is
consistent with observations of an ice cover over the first 300 m of river from the lake outlet at that time. The
downward spike in conductance on November 30 was due to frazil ice accumulating on the Hydrolab sensor,
indicating that anchor ice was forming at the start of the discharge anomaly. There is close agreement in the water
balance for the period November l2 to April 2l between modeled discharge (2.03 108 m3; and recorded discharge
(2.06 l0' m';. a difference of 1.3%o. From the similarity in the water balance it is reasonable to assume that the
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Figure l: Ibex River discharge, deviation of discharge from the recession model' specific conductance and

Whitehorse âirpoÉ mean daily eir temperature. Solid circles indicate measurements used for calibration'

Open circles indicate measurements excluded from calibration.

positive residuals after Jan I I are due to lake levels which are higher than they would have been without the

àischarge depression. The 7-day low flow occurred from April I 5 to April 2 l, prior to an increase in lake stage

April 2I. The proportion offlow that can be attributed to lale storage depletion during the low flow period is 44%

of lake discharge. This percentage is only slightly less than the proportion for the entire recession period of

November I to April Zi 1+tX1. Streamflow Juring the low-flow period was approximately l5%o greater than

predicted by the inflow-storage-outflow model.
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Figure 2: Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake discharge, deviation from modelled discharge and
specific conductance.

It should also be noted that the positive residuals after January I I are coincident with a slight decrease in specific
conductance at Takhini River near Whitehorse (Figure 3), consistent with an increase in the relative contribution
of dilute lake water, and an increase in stage at the Takhini River near Whitehorse (Figure 4). The negative
residuals for the Takhini River near Whitehorse during the period of increased lake outflow must then be a result
of negative deviations from the groundwater inflow model used. A reduction in groundwater inflow may be due to
hydraulic damming as a result of the increase in channel stage causing a reversal of hydraulic gradient across the
streambed (Hamilton and Moore, MS). Losses to bank storage, or backwater effects on influent streams may also
explain some or all of these negative deviations.

Freeze-Up Related Discharge Depression

Negative residuals from the recession trend during the period of ice cover formation were found at all three sites,
consistent with the notion of a freeze-up related discharge depression. Downward spikes in specific conductance
were also observed at all three sites coincident with the start of discharge depression events. These anomalies are a
result of frazil ice accumulating on the Hydrolab sensors. The observed discharge depression was unexpected at
the outlet of Kusawa Lake, as it is generally assumed (e.g. Chin, 1966) that in the Southern Yukon, lake outlet
polynia are persistent through the winter and, as a result, lake outflow should be monotonic through the winter.
However, in the winter of 1994-95, ice was observed to form in the first 300 m of the river, retarding lake storage
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conductance.

depletion. There was no increase in lake stage associated with this event whereas, river stage did increase at

fatnini River near Whitehorse associated with freeze-up November l6 (Figure 4). The increase in stage at Takhini

River near V/hitehorse was approxim ately 50o/o of pre-freeze-up channel depth, somewhat more than the

prediction of32%oofchannel depth for a wide rectangular cross-section (Beltaos et al. 1993), possibly because of

th" p."r"n"" of frazil ice in the channel (16% of cross-sectional area). At all three sites the minimum observed

flow during freeze-up was substantially greater than the late-winter low flow'

Positive residuals from the recession trend (Figure 3) at the Takhini River near Whitehorse during the period of ice

formation are likely due to the channel-storage mechanism being active on a diurnal time scale. These

measurements were made during the day with flowing frazil ice present in the stream. The amount of frazil was

observed to be light in the early morning and to increase as the day progressed. Sand and gravel up to the size of

fist-size rocks could be seen in the flowing frazil. This portion of the floating ice formed as anchor ice during the

night then lifted during daytime heating. As a result, there would have been transient channel storage during the

nilht, *ith a release of tnut storug" duiing the day. An observational bias in the data is a probable result of this

prà""rr. The assumption of a linéar interpolation of shift correction between measurements is not valid when

channel conditions are changing this rapidly.
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Figure 4: stage record for Takhini River at outlet of Kusawa Lake and Takhini River near \ilhitehorse

Temperature Effect On Winter Discharge

Linear regression analyses of model residuals against temperature were used to assess the significance of
temperature on winter discharge. For Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake the effect is significant at the
95% confidence level (R'= 0.268. P = 0.023, n: l9). This result is consistent with observations of changes in the
areal extent of the ice cover at the lake outlet. There is evidence for at least two other smaller events associated
with cold temperatures. On February l4 a downward discharge spike can be seen in the discharge record for both
the lake outlet and the Takhini River near Whitehorse. An upward spike in conductance recorded at the Takhini
River near Whitehorse is consistent with a reduction in the relatively dilute lake water. Similarly, downward
discharge spikes associated an upward spike in conductance at Takhini River near Whitehorse occurred on March
23 .A tTakh in iR i ve rnea rWh i teho rse  (R2=0 .019 ,  P :0 .520 ,  n=24 )and lbexR ive r (R2=0 .005 ,  p=0 . i 22 ,n=
25) the regression analyses show that the effect oftemperature on discharge is not significant.

DISCUSSION

Magnitude of Deviations From Recession Trenc!

During the period of freeze-up, deviations from the recession trend ranged from -30%o (lbex River) to -80%
(Takhini River near Whitehorse). However, at all three sites, the lowest flow during freeze-up was substantially
greater than the late winter low flow. This is in contrast to observations of discharge depressions on the Liard and
Mackenzie rivers where the low flow during the discharge depression event may be substantially lower than the
late-winter low flows (Gray and Prowse, 1993; Bum, 1995). Initial ice conditions on large northern rivers tend to
be very rough, with large amounts of frazil ice in the cross-section. These conditions would increase the stage
required to pass a given volume of flow and therefore require proportionately greater channel storage than the
small streams examined in this study. Large rivers also tend to have relatively large plan areas in comparison with
smaller rivers and so would require relatively more volume per unit of stage increase.

For the groundwater-dominated stream (lbex River), further deviations from the recession trend were within
nominal measurement enor (+10%) however, they appear to be auto-correlated. At the lake-dominated sites
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(Takhini River at the outlet of Kusawa Lake and Takhini River near Whitehorse) deviations from the recession

trend were substantially greater than measurement enor (t20o/o)-

Channel Storage and Temperature Effects

Discharge data collection during the freeze-up period has a positive bias, likely due to the assumption that a shift

correctiÀn can be linearly distributed and applied to recorded stage data to produce discharge. This assumption

cannot be justified when ice conditions in the channel are constantly changing. The positive bias would be a result

of measuràments which were conducted during the daytime, when there was a release of transient channel storage.

For this reason no attempt was made to reconcile channel storage volumes with observed discharge depressions'

At the Takhini River near Whitehorse the observed increase in channel stage associated with freeze-up is

consistent with theoretical calculations ofstage-up response ifthe presence offrazil ice in the channel is taken into

consideration.

Temperature effects can account for some of the discharge anomalies observed at the outlet of Kusawa Lake'

These events are associated with observed changes in the areal extent of the ice cover at the lake outlet. However.

there is no simple cause and effect relation between temperature and discharge for groundwater-dominated flow.

Deviations from modeled flow at Takhini River near Whitehorse are thought to be due to the effect of channel

stage on groundwater inflow. Specifically, an increase in channel stage may result in a reduction in groundwater

inflow due to a reversal of the hydraulic gradient at the streambed. Further losses of flow may be caused by

backwater effects on influent streams.

Deviations from modeled flow at lbex River, though within nominal measurement accuracy show a quasi-

periodicity which may indicate auto-correlation. Auto-correlation would indicate that some unexplained process is

active.

I ake Storage Effects On Winter Streamflow

Janowicz (1991) found that in multiple regression analysis of annual low flows the inclusion of lake area index did

not significantly improve low flow predictions. In contrast, analysis of the outflow from Kusawa Lake show that

42% of the low flow can be accounted for in terms of lake storage depletion. This disparity may be due to the

discharge depression event in the winter of 1994-95 which had the effect of retarding lake storage depletion. This

may indicatethat the observcd lake outlet discharge depression is anomalous. However, it should be noted that the

temperature in November was only slightly colder than normal (- 13 "C compared to -10'C) and December was

slightly wafiner than normal (-15 oC compared to -15.9 oC; and so it would be reasonable to assume that the

conditions which contributed to a freezing of the lake outtet polynia may have occurred in other years. lf this type

of event is not unusual, then the assumption that lake stage is a good predictor of winter discharge at the lake

outlet is not valid.

Time Scales For Winter Discharge Monitoring

If interest is limited to the storage-depletion recession and it can be shown that recession model parameters are

stable between years, then 2 or 3 measurements per winter should be sufficient to validate a simple model such as

the dual-linear reservoir model. The calibration measurements should be timed to avoid discharge depression

events to avoid introducing bias into the model. The magnitude of the discharge depression events on these rivers

contrast with results of other researchers indicating that the magnitude of the discharge depression event may be a

function of basin scale. The effect of basin scale needs to be resolved in order to identifo the time scale that is

relevant for this process for any given river. If detailed knowledge of the discharge regime is required then

continuous monitoring would be necessary to record transient events which may occur at on a time scale of hours

(e.g. diurnal anchor-ièe formation and release) or days (e.g. stream channel-aquifer interactions). Unfortunately,
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stage data alone is a poor predictor of winter discharge. Some measure of stream velocity is required, in addition
to stage data, to provide reliable estimates of discharge under an ice cover.

CONCLUSION

rilinter discharge is dominated by groundwater and lake storage depletion. Thé primary cause of deviations from
the storage depletion recession is the frictional effect of an ice cover. Discharge depressions associated with the
formation of the ice cover were observed at all three sites studied. Ice cover at the outlet of Kusawa Lake had a
controlling influence on lake outflow. These changes in lake outflow had an effect on discharge at a site 40 km
downstream. An increase in lake outflow was associated with a reduction in groundwater inflow in the reach
between the lake and the downstream site. This is thought to be due to channel-aquifer interactions. There was no
evidence to support the notion of a temperature effect on groundwater-dominated winter flow, though temperature
was associated with discharge variability at the outlet of Kusawa Lake.

Further research into transient processes affecting winter flow is limited by traditional hydrometric technology.
However acoustic flowmeters now under development may soon be able to meet the need for continuous, reliable
winter discharge data (Fast and Wiebe, 1992). Studies of the magnitude and duration of freeze-up related
discharge depressions should be conducted to determine the effect of basin scale on discharge depressions. Near-
stream piezometric and channel stage data are required to determine the effect of stage-up on stream-aquifer
interactions. Long term studies of winter flow are required 1o investigate the inter-annual variability of storage-
depletion recession parameters.
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ABSTRACT

Winter carrying capacity of the stream environment is recognized as a bottleneck in smolt production. We assessed the

effect of ice formation on water velocity and depth and on the nocturnal habitat use and distribution of yearling and older

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) pan between December 2 ,1994 and April 4, 1995 in a 200-m reach of the Rock River,

Vermont (USA). Ice formation reduced channel width, increased water depth, and altered the lateral distribution of low

(< 40 cm/s) and high (> 80 cm/s) water velocities. Overwinter,T5To of the parr encountered were found at water

vefocities < 40 cm/s, even though these velocities represented only 33Vo of those recorded. During iced and post-ice

conditions, parr were most abundant in areas > 4 m from the stream centerline. Ice formation affected the distribution of

water velocities commonly selected by pan overwinter. Low velocity, stream and ice-edge areas are important habitats

for noctumally active juvenile Atlantic salmon during winter.

KEY-WORDS: winter / Atlantic salmon parr / ice formation / edge habitats / spatial distribution / nocturnal activity /

habitat selection
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the effects of ice formation on the overwinter distribution of presmolt salmon pan is important to the

management of anadromous salmonids, because carrying capacity of the stream environment during the fall and winter

has been recognized as an important bottleneck in smolt production (Cederholm et al., 1988: Nickelson et al.. 1992).

Ice formation affects both changes in, and the distribution of, physical space overwinter (Maciolek and Needham,

1952; Needham and Jones, 1959; Berg, 1994; Cunjak and Caissie, 1994; Prowse, 1994). Little is know. however.

about the specific relation between changes in the physical stream environment caused by ice formation and carrying

capacity for presmolt parr, because it is unknown how ice formation, physical space, and the overwinter use of physical

space by presmolt pan interact. Generally, trout (Cunjak and Power, 1986; Chisholm et al., 1987; Riehle and Griffith.

1993; Bonneau et al., 1995; Brown and Mackay, 1995) and salmon (Hillman et al., 1987; McMahon and Hartman,

1989) occupy low velocity habitats overwinter and associate with instream cover. The need for low water velocities

and habitats with cover increases the potential for space limitations overwinter, if such habitats are in shon supply or

if ice formation renders them unsuitable. Thus, understanding the relation between ice formation, physical space. and

the use of physical space by presmolt parr is critical for identifying conditions and habitats important to their

overwiriter survival.

The activity patterns of overwintering Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar\ parr that define the scope of their winter habitat

needs are dictated by the low water temperatures (< 0.5o C) that typically exist in winter and the associated

physiological constraints that low water temperatures impose (Rimmer et al., 1985; Cunjak and Power, 1987; Cunjak'

1988a). In response to declining water temperatures in the fall (Rimmer et al., 1984) and low water temperatures in

winter (Cunjak, 1988b), juvenile Atlantic salmon have been observed to shelter within the stream substrate ând also to

seek shelter in a laboratory setting under simulated fall-winter temperature conditions (Fraser et al., 1993; Fraser et

al., 1995). The foraging and general activity of juvenile Atlantic salmon at low water temperatures (2'C) has been

observed to be limited to nocturnal periods (Fraser et al., 1993; Fraser et al., 1995). Thus, the overwinter activity

pattems that dictate habitat needs and in turn salmon parr/physical habitat interactions may differ between day and

night. Because nocturnal activity has been related to foraging (Fraser et al., 1993) and thus may represent a

behavioral-energetic relation (Metcalfe and Thorpe, 1992) critical to overwinter survival, our analysis of the parr

distributioMce formation/physical space interaction focused on habitat setection and distribution of presmolt Atlantic

salmon parr at night. The specific objectives of our snrdy were to determine the effect of ice formation on the physical

stream environment and the overwinter distribution of presmolt Atlantic salmon parr.

METHODS

This analysis was undertaken in the Rock River, a tributary of the West River located in southem Vermont, New

England, USA (43'08'W, 73' 25'N). The West River is a tributary of the Connecticut River. Typical flows in the

Rock River range from 0.15 to 2.5 m3/s. Unfed Atlantic salmon fry stocked annually in the Rock River in May at

target densities of 30 to 50/100 m2 generally produce yearling pan densities of 3 to l0/1ff) m2 (McMenemy, 1995)'

Although several adult salmon have been observed in the Rock River, the majority of parr production is assumed to be

from fry stocking.
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We selected a 200-m representative reach of the Rock River, which consisted primarily of riffle habitat dominated by

coarse substrates. Within a 55-m section of the 200-m reach, we recorded mid-column water velocity (nearest + I

cm/s) and water depth (nearest t I cm) on December 12, 1994, representing a pre-ice condition. and on February l,

I 995, representing an iced condition. We used a point sampling system based on a stream centerline axis anchored by

steel rods that roughly divided the 55-m section longitudinally at mid-stream. This system was svstematic in that

sampling was conducted at either 1-m x l-m or l-m x 2-m scales, with the centerline axis serving as the baseline for

measurement. The centerline axis transect system was also used to map surface ice in the 55-m section on February l.

For the analysis of pan habitat selection and distribution, we identified three periods in reference to stream icing: pre-

ice (< December 15, 1994), iced (December 15, 1994 to March 15, 1995); and post-ice (> March 15, 1995). For parr

habitat selection, we completed twelve snorkeling surveys from December 2 , 1994 to April 4, 1995 in portions of the

200-m study reach, including the 55-m section. Snorkeling was systematic in that both mid-channel and lateral

habitats were searched as the diver swam in an upstream direction (Thurow, 1994). Ice formation at times precluded

safeaccesstostreamedgehabitas. Allsnorkelingwasconductedatnight(19:30to0l:00hours)usingahand-held

white light; thus, only parr observed resting on or above the substrate werc enumerated. Water temperatures during

the snrdy period ranged from 0 to 3o C.

Upon encounter, the position of each pan (yearling and older) was marked with a numbered weighted flag. Parr were

collected with a small dip-net, measured for total length (nearest t 0.5 cm) in a water-filled metered tube, and

immediately returned to the location of capture by the diver. The total lengths of other parr were estimated to the

nearest t I cm using reference objects (Baltz et al., 1991). The total length of yearling and older parr in the study area

ranged from l0 to 19 cm and, at the outset of the study, approximately 43Vo werc sexually mature males. Mid-column

water velocity and water depth associated with the position of each parr encountered were recorded immediately after

the completion of the diving survey. The position of each parr observed in the 55-m section was recorded using the

centerline transect system to assess changes in overwinter distribution.

RESI.JLTS

The exposed wetted stream surface area decreased by approximately 52Vo between the pre-ice and iced condition, with

a channel width decrease ranging from 4.5 to I1.5 m (mean decrease + SE: 8.6 m + 0.4) (Figure l). Between the

pre-ice and iced periods, a decrease in water velocity up to 88 cm/s was observed aT 56Vo of the 52 recorded points,

whereas an increase in water velocity up to 124 cmls was recorded at 44% of the points. The mean (+ SE) point water

velocity decrease was 34 cm/s (+ 4) and the mean (+ SE) point water velocity increase was 44 cm/s (+ 8). For water

depth a decrease up to 62 cm was observed at35Vo of the 49 recorded points, whereas an increase in water depth up to

83 cm was recorded at65Vo of the points. The mean (+ SE) point water depth decrease was I I cm (+ 4) and the mean

(+ SE) increase was l8 cm (+ 3). Significant differences in the lateral distribution of < 40 cm/s and > 80 cm/s water

velocities were detected both within and among survey dates in the 55-m section (Komolgorov-Smirnov two-sample

test; all P < 0.05; Figure 2A-D). Generally, on both December 12, 1994 and February I , I 995, peaks in the

distribution of < 40 cm/s water velocities occurred lateral to the near centerline peak in the distribution of > 80 cm/s

water velocities (Figure 2A,B). Ice formation resulted in a marked redistribution of < 40 crr/s water velocities
(Fieure 2C).
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Figure 1: Overview of the 55-m study section on the Rock River, VermonÇ showing the pre'ice

stream edge on December 12,l99,4and the iced edge on February I' 1995.
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Meters from centerline (mid-point)

Figure 2: Lateral distribution ( meters from stream centerline) of < 40 cnr/s and > E0 cnr/s
water velocities recorded on December 12, lW4 (A) and February 1, 1995 (B), including a between date

comparison of the distribution of < 40 cm/s (C) and > 80 cnr/s (D) water velocities. \{ater velocities were
recorded in a 55-m section of the Rock River, Vermont. P values are from the Komolgorov-Smirnov two-

sample test for distributions. Sample size: Dec-12, < 40 cnr,/s, N = 107; Dec-12, > E0 cnr/s, N = 74t,
Feb-l, < 40 cm/s, N = 52; and Feb-I, > 80 cnr/s, N = 41.
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The distribution of < 40 cm/s, > 40 to : 80 cm/s, and > 80 cm/s water velocities recorded in the pre-ice and iced

periods (Table l; I vs trI) did not differ significantly nor did the number of salmon parr found at < 40 cm/s and > 40

to < 80 cm/s water velocities in the pre-ice, iced. and post-ice periods (II vs IV vs V). Overall,T5% of the salmon

parr observed during the study period were found at water velocities < 40 cm/s. with only one palr recorded at a water

velocity > 80 cm/s. In the pre-ice period, a significant difference was detected in the distribution of < 40 cm/s and >

40 to s 80 cm/s water velocities recorded and those used by salmon pan (I vs II), but this comparison for the iced

period was only marginally significant (Itr vs IV).

Table l: Distribution of water velocities recorded (habitat) and used (parr) by yearling and older Atlantic

salmon parr during the pre-ice, iced, and post-ice periods. The percent of the row total is in parentheses and

N = the number of observations. Results of x 2 analyses for various comparison, as identified (ID) in the

upper panel of the table, are reported in the lower panel. Water velocities were recorded in a 55-m section of

the 2fi)-m Rock River, Vermont, study reach. Only < 40 cnr/s and > 40 to < 80 cnr/s water velocity categories

were used in the comparison of parr habitat use during the three study periods (II vs IV vs V), as well as the

comparison of habitats recorded vs those used by parr in the pre-ice (I vs II) and iced (III vs IV) periods.

lVater Velocity Category

Period Type D < 40 cm/s

> 40to
< 80 cnr/s > E0 cm/s N

Pre-ice

Iced

Post-ice

Comparison

habitat

parr

habilat

parr

habitat

Parr

df

107 (34Vo)

25 (7 lVo)

52 (32Vc)

ll (69Vc)

24 (837c)

P

4 ( l4%c)

N

| (3Vo)

3 r5

35

r6 r

l 6

29

I

T

m
ry

v

x , 2

134 (42Vc) 74 (24Vc)

9 (26Vc) | (37c\

68 (427o) 4l (267c)

s  (3 t%\  0  (0%)

I vs III

III vs IV vs V

I v s I I

III vs IV

476

78

275

136

2

2

I

I

0.26

2.04

1 0 . 1 3

3.67

0.877

0.360

0.001

0.066

Parr encountered in the 55-m secton before stream icing were distributed across the stream width, with a peak in

abundance occurring near the stream centerline (> -2 m to < 2 m) (Figure 3A). Observations of parr during the iced
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and post-ice periods revealed a cross-sectional change in their distribution, with peaks in abundance occurring at
< 4mand > 4mfromthestreamcenterline. Thedifferenceinthenumberofparrobservedinareas < 4mand > 4m

and x.2 m of the stream centerline in the pre-ice and post-ice periods was marginally significant (x r test: P < 0.07) .
with the largest decrease in the abundance of pan occurring within t 2 m of the stream centerline (Figure 38).
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Meters from centerline (mid-point)

Figure 3: Lateral distribution (meters from strearn centerline) of the number of
yearling and older Atlantic salmon parr observed (A) in, and the difference in pam abundance

between , the pre-ice and post-ice periods (B) in a 55-m section of the Rock River, Vermont.
Sample size: pre-ice, N = 32; iced, N = 16; and post-ice, N = 14.
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DISCUSSION

Significant changes in the physicat stream environment resulted from ice formation, as the exposed stream channel

width significantly decreased and both large increases and decreases in water velocity and depth were observed

between the December 12, 1994 pre-ice and February l, 1995 iced condition. The reduction in exposed wetted surface

area due to ice formation is thus consistent with the frequently cited notion that physical space is likely to be an

important factor affecting overwintering stream salmonids (Chapman, 1966). To evaluate this notion it is necessary

to identify what aspect of the change in physical space wrought by ice formation may be most significant to

overwintering salmon parr. For the iced condition that we considered, ice did not dramatically affect the proportional

distribution of physical space in terms of water velocity categories, as the overall distribution of < 40 cms/, > 40 to <

80 cm/s, and > 80 cm./s water velocities was very similar in the pre-ice and iced condition. The reorganization and

redistribution of physical space could be the most significant aspect ofthe effect of ice formation on the physical

stream environment. Ice formation resulted in a reorganization of the physical habitat in terms of changes in water

velocity and depth and also caused a significant lateral redistribution and compression of low (< 40 cm/s) and high'

(>80 cm/s) water velocities. We considered the understanding of the effects of ice formation on physical space to be a

primary component in the identification of conditions and habitats important to the survival of overwintering salmon

parr. That ice formation significantly altered the physical stream habitat implies that it is important to the overwinter

stream carrying capacity.

The link between changes in the physical environment and effects on presmolt parr is largely determined by how parr

use the available physical habitat. The distribution of water velocities selected by salmon parr was very similar

overwinter and a large majority (15Va'S were observed in areas with water velocities < 40 cm/s even though these

velocities represented only 33Vo of those measured. For the specific treatment of overwinter water velocity

use/availability interactions, the selection of only a portion of the available water velocity profile by yearling and older

Atlantic salmon parr is similar to brook trout (SalveJdnus fontinalis) in high elevation streams in the wesæm USA

(Chisholm et al., 1987) and juvenile brown trout (Salmo trutta) atnight in Norwegian streams (Heggenes et al., 1993).

Because parr select only a portion of available habitats, there is a potential for a reduction in carrying capacity during

iced conditions. To evaluate this potential, specifics of how Atlantic salmon parr use habitat and inrcract with

conspecifics and other fishes in winter are needed. Our observations of juvenile salmon behavior at night in winter are

similar to those reported for juvenile brown trout in the wild (Heggenes et al., 1993) and juvenile Atlantic salmon in

the laboratory (Fraser et al., 1993). We found that parr were almost exclusively r€sting, essentially motionless, on the

stream bottom, and seemed docile and tolerant of conspecifics that at times were in close proximity (within l0 to 20

cm). No instances of aggression were witnessed and feeding activity was rarely observed. Low water temp€ratures

that reduce the scope of activity of Atlantic salmon parr may also reduce the amount of physical space requircd to

both feed and shelter and that they are willing and able to defend. The limited activity and lack of aggression that we

observed in salmon parr is consistent with the overwinter strategy of juvenile brown trout ( Heggenes et al., 1993),

which is one of minimization of net energy loss and basic maintenance rather than one of net energy gain and

excessive activity. Measurements in terms of the scope of specific behaviors exhibited and habitats used are needed

for relating habitat use and availability in a manner that is more meaningful to the analysis of carrying

capacity/physical habitat interactions.

Changes in the lateral distribution in parr position that we observed between the pre-ice and post-ice periods may

result from the movement of pan from centerline to lateral habitats and/or simply the maintenance of parr in lateral

habitats and loss of parr in centerline areas. Losses of parr resulting from attrition through mortality arc also likely
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important as overwinter mortality of juvenile Atlantic salmon may be substantial (Cunjak and Randall. 1993). We did
not identify any centerline to lateral shifts in position of individual piur, nor were we able to relate the redistribution of
parr to specific icing or flow events. Thus, it is unknown whether the decrease in abundance of parr near the stream
centerline, as well as the maintenance ofabundance in areas lateral to the stream centerline, were a function of
avoidance' and/or selection, of specific habitat conditions. The lateral distribution of parr observed during iced and
Post-ice periods generally corresponded with the lateral distribution of < 40 cm/s water velocities the majority often
selected. High flow events that lead to substrate scouring could also cause a redistribution of parr through an
avoidance reaction, a factor that is exacerbated when edge ice or snow concentrates flow to open stream. mid-channel
areas (Erman et al., 1989). Multiple anchor and frazil icing events were observed in the study area overwinter and
both are believed to be important to overwinter redistributions of fish (Maciolek and Needham, 1952: Needham and
Jones, 1959; cunjak and Randall, 1993; Power et al., 1993; cunjak and caissie, 1994; Brown and Mackay, 1995).
An important feature of the effects of high flow and ice formation is that they may be episodic and punctuated in
nature' and thus redistributions of pan precipitated by them will likely be impossible to anticipate and difficult to
quantify. Nonetheless, because conditions during such evenrs may become limiting, their effects will need to be
appreciated in the analysis ofcarrying capacity/parr distribution interactions.

The lateral distribution ofparrduring the iced and post-ice periods signifies the imporrance ofedge habitats to
overwintering Atlantic salmon parr and the role that ice formation plays in creating important habitat (Maciolek and
Needham, 1952). The majority of parr observed during the post-ice period were found in positions that ar some point
during the winter period were covered by surface ice and a frazrl ice curtain that extended to the stream bottom.
Because we could not record water velocity below the surface ice nor safely access these areas by snorkeling, we could
not specifically determine habitat conditions and parr habitat use in these areas. On several occasions, however. we
observed parr moving within the limited space between the bottom of the frazil ice curtain and the stream bottom.
Thus, while surface and frazil ice caused a significant redistribution of stream flows, ice itself may create rmportant
velocity refugia for overwintering Atlantic salmon parr.
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ABSTRACT

Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) fishing data time series. collected between 1971 and 1991. were

analyzed "before", "during", and "after" logging operations for 20 lakes located within 200 meters of a logging

area and 16 refcrcnce lakes undisnrôed by logging. The fisheries parameters used as indicators of population

dynamics. relative stock abundance and lake productivity are: mean weight of fish caught by anglers. catches per

unit of effort (CPUE) and biomass per unit of effort (BPUE).

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three classification criteria (lake, year and logging period) free of

interaction was conducted on sach of the variables following a model similar to the "staircase analysis" of Walters

el aL (1988). The mean weight ofcatches has remained unchanged over the three periods (before. during and after

logging), while CPUE and BPUE have respectively decreased by l8o/o and 22Yo after logging operations in the

area. These changes reflect a sigrificant modification in population dynamics more than likely caused by logging.

Rezults indicate that the negative impacts on aquatic fauna are felt more strongly on water bodies located in

watersheds where deforestation is more severe; CPUEs are inversely conelated to a cumulative cutting index (Cl)

developed fiom physiographic parameten. A statistical analysis on the limnimeûic data time series revealed an

increasing interannual trend of the spring-flood discharge in the order of E%o. These results suggest that the

observed variations in fishing srrccess may be partially athibuted to a decrease in recruitment caused by losses of

potential reproduction habitats. The cause to effect links and the mechanisms associated with changes affecting

fish populations following deforestation remain to be clarified.

KEY-WORDS : Biomass /Logging operation / Population dynamics / Exploitation / Habitat / Hydrology /

Impact I Lake I Brook trout / Sportfishing / Salvelinus.fonlinalis.
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INTRODUCTION

Disturbances affecting an ecosystem induce regulatory mechanisms which generally stabilize its intrinsect functions

(Margalef, l98l). Thus, primary productivity and certain aspects of an aquatic community metabolism arc

remarkably homeostatic whenever a waterbody is modified by man-made disturbances (Odurt' 1985). Fish

populations have compensation mechanisms which allow them to adjust to environmsntal changes (O.M.N.R.'

1983; power et at., 1994). This is the case for brook trout which shows a great stability and a high ecological

valency potential.

These adaptation processes also apply in situation of population exploitation. In salmonid populations just recently

fished. age at sexual maturity decreases, gro\t'th rate increases, numbers decrease and recruitment becomes more

variable (Regier et Loftus, 1972). These adapations are reflected in fisheries parameters such as total catches.

average weight of catches and fshing success, which usually sabilize after a few years when the exploitation level

reaches equilibrium with the population dynamics. Fish stocks are assumed stablc when exploitation parameters

do not vary for a constant fishing effort. But any changes in the average weight ofthc catches or in the relative

abundance of individuals indicate that frsh populations are responding to new life conditions or to a stressful

situation. A fluctuation in fish biomass usually reflects a change in the productivity of the lake.

Although the impacts of logging operations on aquatic ecosystems and on salmonids vary in time and geographical

regions, they are relatively well documented for lake environments (Lareau and Bérubé, 1992; Meehan. 199 I ; Salo

and Cundy, 1987). Several studies indicate that logging may sometimes cause an increase of dry-weather flows

@ickison et al., l9|l;Kachanoski and Dc Jong, 1982) and of rain peak flows (Hetherington, 1982; Swanson and

Hillman, 1977) andmelting floods (Cheng 1980; Dickison and Daugharty, 1982; Golding, l98l). According to

plamondon (1993), it is still diffrcult to generalize the impacts of logging on lr'ater flows because the

charactçristics of the watershcd combinc with local climatcs to produce different hydrological responses.

Logging may also induce a rise of watertemperahre in the summer (Beschta et al., 1987; Feller, l98l; Plamondon

and ThomassirU l98l) and a sigaificant reduction of dissolved oxygen in sfeatns (Hamelin' 1978 in Plamondor\

1993). Logging can also affect water qualtty by inducing an increase ofnutrient concentrations, mineral salts and

scdiment t6nsport @urocher and Roy, 1986; Elouar{ l98l; Hetherington, 1987; Nicolson el a/.. 1982). These

effects of logging may all bave negative impacts on fish @oberge, 1996)'

While daa are readily availablc for small streams, there is very little infomration available on lakes disturbed by

logging conductcd within the watershe( cspecialty in Québec. This study attempb to fill in the gaps; its specific

objective is to analyse brook trout (Satvelinus fontinaliù exploitation dat4 as an indicator of population stahrs,

in relation with logging operations conducted since 1978 in the Mastigouche Wildlife Reserve (Québec).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Studv area

The Mastigouche Wildlifc Resele, located northwest of Trois-Rivières, covers 1,573 km2 between longitudes

73o02' W. and 73o40' W., and latihrdes 46o28'N. et 46o53' N. The territory is not very mountainous, altinrde

ranging from 275 to 580 m. Mean annual temperature is 2.5 oC (Ferland and Gagnon, 1974). Mean annual
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precipitation is 1.120 mrn with a little more than one third as snowfalls (Villeneuve, 1967). Surface deposits

consist for more than 90% of thin and deep tills. Other deposits are mostly sand of fluvial or glacio-lacustrian

origin. Relatively well drained soils are comprised of 83oÂ podzols and lTYo brunisoils. The study area is in a

mixed forest of deciduous trees, belonging for the most part to the zugar maple-yellow birch climacic domain

(Thibaull 1985). Drainage of the Reserve flows through three watersheds: du Loup (876 kmr;. Saint-Maurice

(528 km'?) and Maskinongé ( 168 km) rivers. The total hydrographic system consists of 52 secondary watersheds

ranging from 0.8 to 172 km2.

The Reserve includes 497 lakes, about half of which are exploited by sportfishing. The preferred species is the

brook trout (Salvelinus.fontinalis), but some lakes are renowned for lake trout (Salvelinus namaltctuh) and land-

locked salmon(Salmo salar) fishing. Several lakes, located in the central southeastern and western parts of the

Reserve have many other fish species including some important competitors of the brook trout: the white sucker

(Catostomus commersoni), the creek chub (Semotilus atromaculatus),the pearl dace (Semotilus margarita) and

the common shiner (Nolropis cornutus). The indigenous and allopatric populations of brook trout are mostly

located in lakes of the northern portion of the Reserve, upstream from lake Bourassa (Archambault and Lafleur.

t992).

For the most part, the Reserve has been logged since 1930. Logging gradually extended toward the north since

the early 1970s; the most rscent cuts (1980 to 1990) are found mainly in the northem part of the Reserve (Walsh,

t992).

Lake selection

Two groups of lakes were selected: disturbed and reference lakes. The first group includes 20 lakes where clear-

cutting occurred within 200 m between 1978 and 1987. The second group comprises 16 lakes undisturbed by

nearby logging. Reference lakes are in all manners comparable to disturbed lakes.

The lakes selected are inhabited by allopatric populations of brook trout alone or in a simple association with the

northern redbelly dace (Phoxinus eos). As recommanded by Levings et al. (1989), distuôed lakes were selected

on the basis of the availability of a long time series of brook tout fishing data which includes a minimum of two

yqtrs for each of the periods before, during and after logging and spans from l97l to 1991. Lakes smaller than

5 ha were rejected because they are unstable, the water replacement rate being generally too short. Some lakes

are too acid for brook trout and the recruitment is unsuccessful; these were deleted from the lisf of l3l lakes

where water physico-chemistry studies have been conducted in recent years by Tremblay (1991) and by MEF

(unpublished data). tn these acid lakes. the concentration of filtered aluminum is greater than 299 Vgn, the calcium

content is less than 55 peq/l and the pH is below 5.2. Lakes which have been stocked and those where poaching

is suspected were also excluded in the analysis. Finally, lakes where one or more beaver dams occurred within

one kilometer up a tributary or down the outfall were also rejected; these obstacle can restrain access to spawning

grounds and therefore reduce the brook trout production yields.

The reference lakes are distributed on the territory in the same proportions as the disnrrbed lakes: about two thirds

in the du Loup river basin, the remaining fraction in the Saint-Maurice river basin. Reference lakes have a fishing

data time series generally complete for the l97l to l99l period; they are in the same size range (8.7 to 56.2 ha;

Ï = 21.5 t 3.2 ha) as disnrrbed lakes, which range from 5.0 to 65.4 ha (î = 16.7 r 3.1ha). A comparison of the
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mean surface areas of the groups showed no significant difference (Studcnt "t" test =2.45: P> 0.05).

Data orocessinq

Thc f1e fisheries parameters used in the analysis arc: fishing effort total catches, mean weight of the catches.

catch per unit of effort (CPUE) and biomass per unit of effort (BPUE). Fishing effort is estimated in number of

hours fished, obtained fiom fishermen as they leave the Reserve. The total catch is the total number of fish caught

in each lake during one fishing season. The mean weight of the catches (g) was calculated by dividing total

weights (kg) by the number of fish caught. CPLIE (catch/hour) is the average number of fish caught per fishing

hour; it is basically a measure of fishing success. BPUEs (kg/h) represent the total quantity (in weight) of fish

caught per fishing hour.

In order to determine whether one or the other of these parameters was influenced by logging' statistical analyses

were first conducted on data from disturbed lakes to outline the major temporal trends of the fisheries parameters

for each fo the three periods. The first period deals with fishing data collected in years preceding a clear-cutting'

The second period consists of fishing data recorded during the logging operation and during the two years

following the operation. This precaution ensures that the life cycle ofbrook trouts born during the final year of

cutting is adequately covered, mahrtty being generally reached at two years in exploited populations' The third

period groups together data collected after the second year following the end of logging. A series of analysis of

variance with only one classification criteria (single ANOVA) was conducted for each lake individually. followed

by multiple comparisons between the periods with a Tukey H.S.D. test for each parameter'

Distuôed and reference lakes were then classified in a matrix to verifu which portions of the fluctuations of each

fisheries parameters wcre related to interannual variations and to logging operations. This grouping of all lakes

in a single matrix also increased the statistical power of the analysis and introduced an error factor representing

fortuitous differences between the takes and between years for a given lake. Since logging started at different times

for different groups of lakes, this analysis model can be associated to the staircase analysis (Figure l) described

by Walters el c/. (1988). This analysis model provides better control over the interactions of the time factor on

the logging operations and it is also recommanded for estimating transitory responses to management measures

or to environmental disturbances when they do not occur all at once.

The model includes a period befors distubance "t." (lakes before logging) and a period of disturbance "K"

(Kr = lakes during logging and Ç = lakes after logging) for each smhrm "m". where "n" represents the rcference

stratum (undisturbed lakes). In our case, strata were based upon the year when logging started around the lakcs

included in the study. Strata were subdivided in three-year periods (1978-1980: n = ll; 198l-1983: n = 2|

l9M-1986: n = 7).

An analysis of variance with three classification factors (lake, year and logging period) was conducted on the data

matrix for mean weight of the catches, CPUEs and BPUEs. The multifactorial analysis of variance was followed

by multiple comparisons between the periods of cutting with a LSD test "Least Significant Difference" for each

variable.
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Figure I . Diagram of the staircase analysis used to measure the influence of logging on fisheries
peremeters. Units disturbed in time are represented by a shadowed area. Detailed explanations

are given in the text (from Walters st ûr., 1988).

A cumulative cutting inænsity indcx was calculated from biophysical variables in order to assess if there was a

relationship between a change of values in fisheries parameters in target lakes and the extent of clear*lutting. The

index is calculated by:
(l) CI = CIu (CI, + l)

where, CI = cumulative cutting intensity index;

Clu = watershed cufiing intensity index potentially affecting a given lake (zone located upstream
from the lake discharge);

CI, = lake cuÉing intensity index in the zone directly influencing the lake via surface runoffwaters.

rWe have used (CI1 + l) to avoid obtainin9 a zero CI value when logging has not been conducted directly near

the lake. CI can be calculated for a reference lake with a Cl* value other than zero. Also, the addition CI, + ;

counters the undesired eflect (results lower than the actual indexes) induced by the multiplication of two values
lower than l.

Partial indcxes CI57 and CI, can be estimatsd by the following equations:

(2) ct, = s" 
f s,

where, S", = total cutting area (ha) in the watersh"O upro*. from the lake;
Sâ, = total area (ha) ofthe watershed upstream from the lake.

(3) and cr, = ( 
s"/, 

^ 
.U ' 

/ u,) 
* t"'/ 

,, 'u'lu,)* ... * ( t"'/r," .ut lu,)
where, S", = surface area (ha) of a cutting zone "i" where run off waters flow directly in the lake;
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Sk = surface area (ha) ofthe lake;

E = mean slope (%) between the cutting zone "i" and the lake;

a, = mean distance (m) between the cutting zone "i" and the lake.

All these variables r /ere measured from eco-forest maps MRN (1992\, scale of l:50 000, digitalized by MEF

(ree4).

prior to the application of the parametrical analysis models. we tested the normality hypothesis with a

Kolmogorov-Smimov adequation tcst applied to each parameter. A F-max test and an examination of residuals

dispenion confirmed ttrat the varianccs homoscedasticity condition was respected. Log and square-root

transformations were applied to normalize data not following a Gauss distribution. statistical processing was

conducted according to Sokal and Rohlf (l9Sl). We used the SAS software (SAS Institute inc.. 1990) and the

WQSTAT II software (Phillips et al.,1989).

RESULTS AI\D DISCUSSION

Lake Henry excepted,a singular case, there are three major patterns in the evolution of sportfshing data (Table l)'

The first trend relates to the lakes in group A (categories 1,2 and 3), where there are no significant variations of

the fisheries parameters associated with logging, independant offishing pressure. The second trend is characterized

by a sigrrificanr increase (P < 0.05) of the mean weight of the catches or by a significant decrease (P < 0'05) of

the CpUEs and BpUEs calculated for five lakes in group B (categories 4 and 5). fishing effort having remained

stable over all the fishing seasons. These changes indicate a notable modification of the population dynamics.

likely caused by logging operations. In this group, the changes are more evident on lake au Tremble' The third

Eend shows a signihcant fluchration (P < 0.05), in the average weight of reported catches in lakes of group C

(categories 7, 8 and 9), often associated with a decrease in CPUEs or BPUEs. This result also suggests possible

changes in population dynamics which may be attributed in part to the effects of logging on fish habitat' However.

fishing effort has increased significantly (P < 0.05) and overfishing may have contributed to the decrease in fishing

success over the years. This issue remains uncertain.

In general, results reveal ttrat the negative impacts on fish populations are felt more slrongly in watersheds where

cutting intensity was greater. For lakes in group B, the mean CI (i = 2.298 !.1.807) is 7'2 and 2.3 timcs higher

than the mean CI recorded for lakes in group A and group C respectively. The mcan rank (\Vilcoxon score) of

group B (CI=I3.67) is satistically higher (Knrskal-Wallis "H" test by approximation du 7g2 = 7.31; P = 0'026) than

the group A ranking (5.57). These two values are not significantly different from the value for group C

(CI=11.50). Also, CI is inversely conelated with the CPUEs (Spearman r= -0.66; P = 0'M2) but it is not

positively linked to BPUEs (r = 0.43; NS) and to the average weight of catches (r = 0.35; NS)'

For reference lakes. the mean value of each exploitation param€ter is significantly lower for "referpnces alone"

than for disnsbed lakes alone "before" logging (t-test, P < 0.05; Table 2). This verification eliminates the

possibility that some reference lakes may have been selected arbitrarily because oftheir greater fisheries poùential'

For dishsbed lakes, the mean weight of the catches is 172 g and it remains unchanged (F = 1.46; NS) over the

different periods, while CPUE and BPUE values decrease by t8% and 22oÂ respectively with the occunence of

logging in the area (LSD+est ; P < 0.05). Figure 2 schematizes the results.
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Table 1. Classification of the 20 disturbed lakes according to the evolution of brook trout lisheries
statistics between "before", "during" and "after" togging operations in the Mastigouche
Witdlife Reserve. between l97l and 1991.

Flsherler prrr|leteis Populrdon Hypotbedcrl Cunulrdve cutdug
rtraus cruse htctrslty Inder

(cl)
Group Crtegory Lrke

welght CPLJE BPUE

Canoll

Daphnies (des)

Ing
Méra (du)

Petit

Demier

Huppé

Stable
Stôle
Stable
Stable
St!ble

Stâble

Stable

0 . 1 1 3
0.636
0.068
1.255
0.061

0.047

0.070

( î r S = 0 . 1 2 1  r 0 . 4 6 3 )
rank = 5.57

+

Effilé
Moyen

Ræto
Vicloire

Tremble (au)

Poivre (du)

Chaaging
Chalging
Changing
Chaaging

Changing

Changing

Lngging?
Logging?
Logging?
Logging?

tngging

0 .125
0.078
2.365
3 .210

3.900

L,ogging? 4.1 I I

( i t s = 2 . 2 9 8 r  t . B o z )
rang = 11'67

-+

Baie (de la)

Agonik

Cbanging

Changing

Doré Changing

Fox Chaaging

Repières (à) Chaging
Veno Chmgiog

Fishing 0.664

Fishing^oggiug? 0.702

FishingÂogging?
FishingÂogging?
FishingÂogging?
FisbingÂogging?

l . 130
2.190
0.548
0.672

( Ï t s = 0 . 9 8 4 r 0 . 6 2 3 )
rank = 11.50

Heory Chatrgiog Fishing

-r No signili€nt difference in the evolutioû oflhe parameter (P > 0.05)

/ Significant incresse betweeû the periods "before" and "âfter" logging (P < 0.05)

\ Significânt decrease befwe€û the periods "bcfore" and "affer" logging (P < 0.05)

/ \ Signihcanr increase beaween rhe periods "before" and "after" logging followed by a significant decrease during the period "after" logging opetatioos

(P < 0.05)

t0
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Table 2. Average weighÇ catches per unit of effort (CPUE) and biomass per unit of effort (BPUE) of

brook trout yielded by sportfishing "before", "during" and "after" logging operations in 36

lakes of the Mastigouche lvildlife Reserve, between l97l and 1991.

Cutting period Average weight of

catches (kg)

CPUE (catch/h) BPUE (kg/h)

Reference grouy'

References alone (n = 324)

Before alone (n = 148)

Treatment grouP'

Before3 (n = 472)

During (n = 68)

After (n = 135)

0.160 * 0.030

0.174 * 0.0%

( t =  1 . 3 3 ; P = 0 . 0 3 6 ) a

0.173 r 0.067

0.175 r 0.058

0.169 + 0.077

1.20 i  0.36

t .5 l  a  0 .70

(t = 2.33; P < 0.0001)

1 .38  r  0 .59

t .27  t  0 .51

l . l3  t  0 .69

0.19  r  0 .08

0.24 r 0.12

( 1 =  1 . 4 6 ; P = C . 0 0 5 )

0.23 x 0.14

0 . 2 1  t  0 . 1 2

0 . 1 8  f  0 . 1 6

t Arithmetical mean plus or minus the standard deviation.
2 Sample mean estimated by the Al.lOVA model plus or minus the standard deviation.

, The pcriod "before" logging ooperations includes the 16 reference lakes.
I Student '.t', test comparing the means of the parameters of the two entities in the reference group'

The more probabte explanation to these resulb is that the disturbance of the aquatic environment caused by

deforestation was suffrcient to create a destabilization of population dynamics which resulted in a decrease of the

relative abundance and the annual production of brook trout. The decrease in abundance may be the result of a

decrease in the recruitment of the younger individuals in the population, as suggested by the decrease in CPUEs

from 1.4 to l.l fish/hour. Similar resulB have been reported by Hartman ( 1987a) and confirmed by Hartrnan and

Scrivener (1990) who recorded a decrease in adult trout and juvenile salmon densities following a logging

opcration ncar watcr bodics unprotectcd by a forest bclt. Studies by Moring (1981) support the same conclusions:

a population of reticulate sculpins (Coms perplens) was reduced for five yean following logging.

During the last 2l yean mean annual flow characteristics (12.3 m'ls) in the study area did not vary sigrrifrcantly

(seasonal Kendall test = - 2.38; NS). However, the analysis of the time series of peak flood flows (Ï = 20.5 + I l'3

m3/s) revcaled a significant positive trend (scasonal Ksndall test = 0.813; P < 0.05) of l.? m3, an increass of 8'2Yo

since 1978 (Figure 3), when logging began for the period covered by this study. Among possible changes affecting

habiats and salmonid populations, Heede (1991) and Hicks et al. (1991) r€port that an increase in peak flow can

induce mortality of embryos caused by progressive movements of sfieam beds, and that an increase in ftne

scdiments over spawning grounds can reduce the reproduction success and the abundance ofbenthic organisms

fcd tpon by fish.

It is possible that highcr peak flows during the incubation period may redrce the survival rate of eggs until

É)co@rautique 2000, iuin 1996, Québec
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emergence. This hypothesis is supported by Cederholm and Reid (1987) and Scrivener (1987). According to Eaglin

and Hubert (1993). the input and deposit of fine mineral particles in small tributaries to the lakes. caused by road

construction and inadequate stream crossing works, may seal brook trout spawning beds which may result directly

in a reduction of the recruitment rate in the lakes. This type of negative impact is conditioned by , among other

things, the type of surface deposits and the width of the shore vegetation strip. Studies by Gregory et al. (1987),

Hawkins er at. (1983\, Murphy et al. (1981) and Scrivener et Brownlee (1989) underline the negative impacts of

sediments on fish habitat.

Hartman (1987b) and Hicl,s et al. (1991) obsened that logging may induce additional quantities of non-indigenous

organic matters in streams, which could result in increasing primary productivity and stimulation of fhh grourth

inoligotrophicenvironments.Althoughgrovnh\r,asnotexaminedinourstudy,ourresultsdonotindicateany

increase in fish size after deforestation, since the mean weight of the caæhes did not change markedly during or

after logging.

Immediately after the cut, salmonid biomass tends to increase when the transitory gain in productivity may

compensate for habitat disturbance @isson and Sedell, 1984; Burns, 1972; Gnnt et al'' 1986). Our results do not

support these observations since the biomass ofthe caùches decreased significantly after logging. The decrease in

biomass may have resulted from a lower recruiûnent in the populations which was not counteôalanced by faster

growth. It is a known fact that lakes disturbed by logging have a greater proportion of small-sized zooplankton

(< 500 pm) than lakes undisngbed by logging (8. Pinel-Alloul, Univ. of Montreal, pers' colllrr.; Wabon and

Kalfl l98l). If we assume a change in the structure of the zooplankton community, it could very well be that the

brook trout's diet was modified in terms of energetic cffrciency, thereby explaining the drop in fish biomass.

83 8s
YEAR

87

Figure 3. Interannusl verlotion of spring flood flows recorded
et gauging station no 052805 on du Loup river

between 1978 and 1991.
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CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated that logging operations could have a marked influence on some indicative parameters of

brook trout population dynamics in lakes. The decrease of cPUEs and BPUEs in certain lakes where fishing effort

has been stablo for the last 20 years confrms this statement. However. the cause to effect links or the mechanisms

implied in these changes affecting fsh populations are not yet clear'

Generally, it is accepted that the impacts of logging on the aquatic environment are usually felt over the long term

(> 15 years). Thus, it is difficult to assess with any precision the direct effects on aquatic fauna' These impacts

are complex and highly variable in a time-space frame, and depend upon the tolerance level of fish species

(Holtby, 1987; Sullivan el al., 1987). Waær temperature variations, changes in primary productivity and habitat

losscs caused by erosion and sedimentation constitute the major problems most often mentionned'

The assessment of potential impacts on fish habitat of forest road construction and of stream crossing works

deserves to be addressed in depth. Meanwhile, new ecological logging practices established in Québec in the past

decade should help correct or improve certain deficient on-going situations'
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ABSTRACT

In an effort to arrest shore erosion at many coastal locations, it is næessary to consûuct struchres in high
wa\æ ene{S/ zsrs. Cuneirt practice involves utilization of stnrch[es constnrcted using large armour stones,
cmcæte atd stæl walls ad a vriety of otha "hard" eirgineering techniques. Quiæ ofteq tlrese structuræ &
not add to the aesthetic and rccreational attibutes of a site and may impact signilicantly on the local
eirvironment.

htegratiot ofbio<tginoercd odnpqrents into tr desig of shore protection ENstenrs can be utilized, in certain
cases, to etùarc shoreline stabilization by providing erùanced biological habitat and ancillary wato quality
inçroverstt Thus the goal of a shoreline stabilization project changes to include not only the stabilization
of the eroding are4 but !o increase the quantity and quality of habitat available to lish and waterfowl
wrnrunities,whileprwiding an effective and aesthetic control of shoreline erosion. Recent developmors in
the lield of bio*ngineering are outlined in this paper. Several spæific applications are discussod.

KEY-WORDS: strae protection / bio<rgineering / shore erosion / habitat enhancernent / waves / bic,
diversity / shoreline stabilization
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INTRODUCTION

In bottr rhe errgiw€d and nanral env'rcnnsrt, the llorv of waær oftcn causes erosior. The causes must be und€rstood bfore

the problem can be addressed. In the coastal zone, the llou, of water resuls from wave actioq the associatod ruup and

nndowrq uave breaking alqrgshde qlrcnts atd the nanral 0ow of water along-side and overtop of the shorclitp. In additiqt

o the interaction of the shoreline with water, a considerable amount of animal ard human activity creaæ additional stesses

qr tle stnreline. Bio-ecrgineering methods of shore protection offer a practical solution that can also create an aesth*ically

pleasing ad envircmnentaly berpficial "bulfer zone". Bio-engineering in this oontoct, is the utilization of vEgptatioq either

by iself or in combination with other defense mechanisrns, depending upar the local environment The other def€nse

mechanisms may include the use of rock lining olfshorc islands, wave scrsens and submerged shoals lvhich lLnit the wave

enerry reaching a siæ. Quiæ often, tlrcse defense sûucture can be desigrred to provide sigificant €ntnrrc€rn€nt ûo the

environment, particularly in providing suitable fish habitat for spawning liæding and hiding from predaton.

The value of vegetation for protecting the soil d€pends on the conrbined effects of roos, st€ms and foliage. Roots ard

rhizarns rcinfqce tlp soil. Inrrused foliaç elensrts absoô and dissipate arerry and may cause sulfisient interfererrce wittt

the llor o preve,nt scour. In a sediment-laden environmen! they may also promoæ deposition

A stuelirrrequiringprotection can be considered as nro s€parate areas ard ttls habiat enhancenrent can bc geared touard

two communities; the higlr enerry near shore environment and tre onslrore envirqrmen! uôictr can bc suitably rnodilied ûo

ensure low wave enerry levels.

Enhancement of the near-slrore zone can include constnrction of rock r€vetm€nts as rccf habitaq inclusion of submeqgsd

offshore sûucturcs to reduce wave enerry lwels reactring the slroreline and primuy wave defense stnrctures which provide

habitat enhancement potential by the nature of tlreir design (Figurt l). Selection of stone and desig of its placenrent is

developed in a marmer to provide a reef like habitat bcyond minimum stone placanent required for ttr ninimal sttsc

stabilization. The elfectiveness of both natural and artificial reef like habitats as fish ounrnrudty habitats has been ncll

dærrsrted. Pnopa design and instaltation of rock will provide protective cover and feeding areas and will supply the rrcods

fc snall aquæic and bathic aganisms by providing protcction from the high enerry wave action and ûom larger predatcs.

l.onwavearqry areas canbecreated bdrird aprimary defense such as an offshore rock sûucture or wave soroeq rthrough

the cæaticr of lagocrs bdrind suble oqrtol stnch!És (Figtr€ 2) . The development of cquuucted wetland pockets ard areas

fa other str,allow' water plants can occur in these lagoons. This can be promoted by the establistrment of 'biological" rip rap

in tlp fqm of bnsh ard wmf plant debris. These materials will provide a sening that will foster tlrc accumulatiqr of shore

plarts Êran wind blovn sd barks. As the bnsh dæcrpces, it prwides a limited rclease of nutients to the dcveloping plant

commrmity and is eventually replaoed by living plane. The establishment of new habitat
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PRIUARY SHORE PROTECTION

FTGT'RE 1 UTILUATION OF SHOAIS

PROTECT]VE STRUCTURE

FIGIIRE2 DEVELOPMENTOFAI,AGOONCELL

will provide thc opporUrnity for colonization by wetland plant ard animal species ttrat require çiescart waters. Transicnt

use of thc habitats by a variAy of aquatic and migntory waterfowl is an additional potrntial for these cnvironments.
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GOALS AI\D OBJECTIVES

The designer is encouraged to consult spocialists in the lields of coastal hydraulics, fisheries, biologr'

landscæe arctritecture or any field that could make the project a success. The design of bioengineered shce protection that

frruiqrs envirqnrsrtalV reqgires a multidisciptinod ryproach. Usuatly, no individual has all the expertise required to ensure

successfrrl implementation.

The folloring geomorphological, hydraulic and biological changes may occur as a result of modification of the shoreline:

* [.oss or elimination of aquatic vegetation

* [.oss or elimination of backshore vegetation;

r Removal of specific nearshue bathymerical features

* Modiûed substrate conditions;
* Modified hydrodynamic, Ilow, sediment and water quality regimes;

r Changes in nutrient conditions and reductions in lbod organisms;

* Aestlreticdegradation;
* Rductions in habitat diversity and environmental stability;

t Increasedwatert€rnperahres;

A slseline is a dynamic syst€rn where impacts are dilficult to predict . Engineered struchres, wtren properly designed and

qrs61ûeù cm prwide both spæies and habitat diversity ad thereby mitigate potential adverse changes. Howwer, the goals

and objectives of the shone protection design must be correctly identilied early in the desig process. The desigrro must be

a*are of tlrc design goals ard ôjedives to offiedly identi$, siæ and locate the various frurctional elernents within tlt€ syst€m'

Biodiversity within and adjacant to the shoreline is int€rrelat€d with the quality in updrift and downdrift areas' Changæ to

any one of trese components may advasely impact on othen.

Habitat Reauirements

Aquatic life garerally requires a habit that contains the following :

i) Sullicient water dçth and volume for each life stage

ii) Adequate water quality with pre(brred ranges of ærnperature, dissolved oxygerl PH etc.

iii) A variety of continuous hydrodynamic conditions varying from deep wat€r ûo shallow water for breeding and cover'

Also llow conditions that sort bed load materials to provide a good environment for bonom dwelling organisms are

advantageous.

iv) Adequaæ cover to provide shade, concealment, and orientatiorl

v) Adequaæ food to maintain metabolic processes, growt[ rçroduction.
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Use of vegaation requires ttre following points ûo be corsidered.

Plant &lection

Theprirripal plrtgrorys that can bc usod are aquatic plants, grasses, shrubs and rees. Selection is based on corsideration

of the different rolcs to be performed by the vegetation as summarized in Table l, taliing inlo account the pttysical and

chemical properties of the soil, the climatic conditions and the soiVwata regime rurder utrich the plant must survive.

TABLE 1 ROLE OF VEGETATION IN BANK PROTECTION

Fulct*n Ouûtiesræuird

lntcrtcrence Abo!æf'ound paris wlriô lnenuste local tlour velocity rt soil surface

Protoctbn Dense surlace corær of lbot,ê{rourd pans .nd sutlaco ?oots which shiold soil
panicles frcm eosion byllo\.,

Restraint Denso surlace root stn cturewthà estrains surlac€ sdl pôniclesf|om entrainment
bV llot"

Rôhforcemênt Undergrorrnd root structure uÀidr.einforc€s and imp.€ves stretlgth of subsoil
rhough dênso rcot deæloomant ôt th€ tequited deplh

Ancùorâg€ Dcepundeqrcundrootstncturcwhicfrrncfiorsth€surtacevegetat'roninlolhe
subsoil

Eunr6ising 'Pmpp.rig'ctf.dot hdivËrd plâ.rB ui*$ rcstrain a wiler soil rnass frorn morercr,,

T.'uçililim Lrqo rrea ol fo8age wfil$ tr.r16drr3sorl rr*ture drôwr in by root grwrh

Sr,il Requirements

Plûts must be provided with the conect soil conditions to enable them to achieve their intended growth. Ttre soil profile for

tlr plant gpneralb rrcds to be designed to at least 0.5 m deptlU and sometimes considerably more, in order to optimize the

ræt g1uilth nequlsnents for plant growt[ such as low soil compaction, may apparently conlli* with normal geotechnical

for stability and srurgth of the subsoil.

Surface Preparation

Proper gound peparation can enhance the establishment of vegetation. This may entail:

L cultivation to produce an acceptable seedbed, or suitable rimming on st€ep slopes.

2. contoring to provide appropriate surface topography for drainage and firnre management.

3. scarification or ripping to reliwe orcessive subsoil compaction.

4. soil amelioration to improve soil sûucture, water holding capacity and/or fertility.

5. provision for short-term erosion control pending establishment ofvegetation.

Ve getati on ktabli shme nt

Five prhcipal methods of seeding may be considered:

L drilling direct placement of seeds in the soil.

2. brodcasting dry qpreading sæds over the soil surface.

3. hy&oseeding spreading the seeds in a wata slurry.
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4. mulchseeding wet or dry constituenc with a heavy mulch appliod dry, irrcluding pre-prepaled seed mats).

5. hand seeding including hand broadcasting and localized spot seeding ofpatches ofseeds.

prragrown plants may be uansplantod as nrfs or planted individually as clurnps. Vegetation establishmart may take several

growing seasons and is a seasonal activity that must be managed and maintained. The engineer must pr€pare and agrce Ûo

specific management ôjectives and a management program with the ovmer/client. This is in order to ensure that the

vegetation is maintained in a fit condition to perform its intended roles.

Zonq and Horizpns of Natural hotedion

With nannat ngtrods of protectiorç and particularly methods involving the use of live material, the elfectiveness of different

materials is strongly dçendent on their location in rclation both to the dominant oûntal water lsvel and O the subsoil

soiUwater rcgime. To achieve effective proûection rsing natural materials, the desigrrer will alrnost inwitably tred Ûo we

dillerent methods of protection in dilferert zones and horizons of the shoreline ( Coppin and Richards, 1989.).

Use of Reeds

The emagent and marginal tpes of açatic plants, zuch as the common reed, bulrush ard gr€at pond ædge, ar€ û€qrstt$

used for interfenence and protection pnrposes to form a protective margin along the strorcline at the waterlirp. Tlt€y dso

emragesiltatiorbyabsorbingqrratllovenergr, and thrs reducing the sediment*arrying capacityof the llow. Reeds can

be easily weakeaed by erosion and loosening of the soil arormd the rhizomes ôre to wave encrgl, It is tlsefore rEessary

to protect tE zone containing roots ûom high-velocity flow or signifrcant wave attaclc hovided this is done, the st€rns ald

leaves will protcct the shoreline banli above.

Usæ ofShrubs ond Treq

A limited rangecûees ar€\4ater-tolerant adcan be used in bioengine€ring stuctur€s for barù protection in both tlF açatic

ard damp zss. Thc willou, alder and black poplar are tlre principal wat€r-tolerant spæies. Water tolerant ûrses and strubs

can perform any or all ofthe firnctions indicated in Table l. kr particular, a deirse root stuctur€ is able ûo provide sorrc

protectian æ well as substantial reinforcement elfect to enhance the stability of the shqelirr barù both above and belqr tlp

nrean uater lwel. The willow and poplar are particularly rseful fon bioengineering bæause tlry can be propagatod ûorn cut

limbs. The cut limbs can be placed such that secondary root growth develops and shoots sprout from dormant buds.

Treesrhich arernrryatfr-tolerantdonot have any major direct firnction in stroreline stabilization, altlrough thcy may providc

shade ûo contol ttre grorth ofaquatic life æ discussed earlier.

Use of Grassæ

Grass is used very o<tensively in bank protection in tlre zones above the high water level. Grass rcots cail|ot Ùol€raÛe

prolonged submerge,nce pedods. A wide variety of grass species and mixnrrcs tttereft are appropriate to satis$ tbc

functional environmental and management requirements for a protection scherne.
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Strqelirp inprovensrts should be desiged for the individual fish species. Specific requirenrents for rçroductioq juvenile

rearing ard adutt rearing wiù rçgard to feoding locatian, corrcealment from predaton and cornpetiton and sarrctuary from llow

extremes and ice formation varies between species.

Loss of the nahral bathymeric feahres which are utilized by particular species as a result of implementation of shqc

proûection could eliminaæ many of the requirements n€cessary to sustain sigrificant biediversity along the neanhore area

kr additial ronoval of existing shoreline vegetatioq in either the anergent of zubmergent zones would sigri{icantly rcduce

or eliminate the potential to swtain a fish population.

Utilizins Vesetation

In certain low wave enerry environments, vegetation may be used by itsef ûo provide suitable proûection to an ooding

shoreline. Reeds and other marginal plants can form an elfective bulfer zone by absoôing wave eners/ and resnicting the

alcrgslrce flow velocity adjaænt to the shoreline. They therefore have a proûective value. Specific functions which they can

perform include:

l. Absorbing and dissipating wave-wash enerry.

2. Interferenc€ and protoction of the shorcline bank from the flow.

3. Reinforcsrnent ofthe surface soil through the root mat and prevention ofscour ofthe barù material.

4. Sediment accumulation brought about by the dense plant sæms.

Marginal planS require very uet gound and generatty will not srrvive in water which is more than 0.5 m deep for long periods

of time. They Ilourish in conditions of low IIow velocity and their integrity is weakened by wave action in encess of 0.5 to

0.75 m. Different species offer different levels of protection with regard to wave enerry dissipation. For incident wave

conditionsunder0.5nLreedbedshavingawidth of 2b2.5 mmaydissipate 60!o80%oftheincomingwale alerry. In

aeas wiù higlrer levels of uara ernry, riprap and geotextiles may be used in conjunction with vegetation to provide effective

bank protection ( Figure 3)

FIGURT 3 EMERGENTVEGETATION USED IN CONJUNCTION \ryITIi SIONE
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kr aeas ofhigb ircident wave aneqgr, an area of lorv *ave orerg can be created behind a primary defarse such as an olfstrore

rock suucture or wave scresn, or through tlr creation oflagoons behind stable conrol stnrc$res (Figure a) '

tlprl waàré a4P
vtfhluilr!è Æblâ*t t\

A/
vurtr^f o(aflpHr6

te/3,/p1,A .^1qr**,
lEtârDMt l'

I ffigfrt"+tt4l49 yaæ-
C.Wtf t3.\

Mà+Ê ur.t.- ./
pwc.lt?ulrtnA

a*)

FIGIIRE 4 CONTROL STRUCTTJRE / I,AGOON

Tlæ dwelopment of constructed wetland pockets and areas for other shaltow water plants can occur in these lagoors. This

can be promoted by ùe establishment of "biological" rip rap in ùe form of brustr and woody plant debris. These materials

wi[ prwide a seûing that will foster t]re accunrulaticr ofslrce plants from wind blown seed banlis. As the brush decomposes,

itprovides a limited release of nutients to the dweloping plant commrurity and is eventually replaced by living planS. The

estabtishment of new habitat will provide the oppornrnity for colonization by wetland plant and animal species that requùe

quiescent$aters. Trarsient use of the habitae by a variety of aquatic and migratory waterfowl is an additional potential fo

ttrese environments.

Natural methods of potectiorl tsed by themselves, generally have low capital cost in comparison with conventional

argirmingnrAhods. Horæva, they may well have higher recurrent cost due to regular inspectioq uimming and cuning and

r€pair. In arcas where a combination of conventional and bioengineered stuctures are requird recent ex?erience at several

sites on tlre Great Lakes has identifred that these techniques may cost 20 tio 30 p€rcent more than conventional techniques

alone.

Pæsible disadvanages are that natural protection schemes take time to mature and to become fully effective. Depading on

the type, natural protection may talçe several growing seasons to reach tre desired standard ofproûection.

Biocrgiræering difiers fun otlrcr mnve,ntional forms of engineering in nuo key respocts wtrich snongly inlluence the design

approach:

L Bioengineuing involves considerable practical experience and judgment, as opposed to the application of

quantitative design theory or rules.

2- Carefirl managcrn€nt is required not only in the establishment of vegetatiorl but also in its aftercarc over

the initial golÂ,ing seasorui.
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The principal firnctions nùich gnss firlfils are those of interfercnce, proûectioq root reinforcement and soil restraint. The

surface root structure forrns a cornposiûe soiVroot mat wtrich enhances the erosion resistarce of tlæ bare subsoil, and which

is anchored into the subsoil by deeper roots.

The phlsical attributes of the grass plant wtrich deærmine the elfectiveness of grass for protection are:

l. length and stiftress of the sward.

2. surface area ofgrass blades.

3. stargth and depth of root sûucnrc.

4. density of rhizomes, stolons and surface root structue.

The engineering fiurction of grass may be augmentod by the use of geoto<tile or cellular concreûe reinforcernent to form

composite protection. With both t)"€s of reinforcernent, the visual effect of grass is rctainod.

Erosion of grass cova by wave runup generally occrus by the scouring of soil from around the roots of a plan! thereby

weakaning its anchorage until the plant itsef is removed by the drag of the llowing water. The effectiveness of grass

protectiot can also be seriously rcduced by any localizod patches ofbare soil or poor grass cover.

Ttr rae ofgrowttr ofditrerart grassæ varies corsiderably. Compleæ grass cover should normatly be achieved by the middle

ofthefirstgrc\iling season while firll protective srengù of tlre swarrd is reached ôuing the second season. hovision should

be made for aftercare including mowing futilizing and weed conûol.

Grasslard will slorly revert to scrub unless roody plants are rernovd thus grass swards require continuors maintenance.

Useof Tîmba ondWody Mauial

A variety of timber and otlrer dead woody materials can be used in the shore protection scheme wually fulfilling a

rcinforcement protection and sometimes drainage finctions (see Figurc 5).

FIGURE 5 TIMBER ( CANTILEVER) TO PROVIDE HABITAT AND SIIADE
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Natural hardwoods will retain their inûeCrrty for 5 to l0 yean if built into the boUqn of a bank below the uater lwel. Out

of the gater tlvy can last longer but the worst environment for timber is tln attemaæly wet and dry zcre arqrnd næan rvatfr

level.

MOMTORING

As part oftfu proj€ct desigr for the shoreline stabilization enhancernents, a monitoring program is required" Thc purpose of

tlæ monitoring program is to measure the success and applicability of the enhancenrent npttrods to other stnrcline projects.

Baselirp habitd qditiqs stnrld be assæsed by observation and characterization of o<isting conditiors. A plant srrvey and

macroinvertebrate sampling of the near-strone benthic environment and a terrestial plant swey sttould b€ perforrrrcd to

documeirt existing plant and animal populations. Incidental observations of birds should be made as part of 6eld worh

Sampling of near-shore fish populations should be coordinated with local Natural Resource Ministriæ.

Pct-qrstrrtion monitoring of the establishment of biological communities should be completed to evaluate the sucss of

a particulæ scheme.

E)(AMPLE

Strceprotciar€rùrarcenmtssimililtotlræedescribedinthispapahavebeenzuccessflrllyimplenrentodat nunærrorssites

on the Great Lakes, most no[ably in Canada at Red Rock Marin4 Lake Superior; Thunder Bry Haôor, lalse Superia;

Kingstor\ Lake Ontario; and various reaches of the St. Lawrence Seawry, ard at Bender Padq I"alc Michiga4 Silver Bry,

Ldc Sryena ard in louisiana (Gulf of Mexioo) in the United States. The range of wave conditions appropriate æ thc sites

rmge from 0.75 to 4.5 m at these various sites. Many other projects arre in the process of implanrentation.

Bender Park Shoreline Habitat Enhancèment

The Mluaukæ Conuy @arurrcnt of Public Works (DPIV) undertook a shoreline stabitization project at B€nd€r Pallc Oak

Creelq Wisconsr4 along approximately 6000 feet of Lake Michigan shoreline. This section of Lake Michigan stprelfup is

ctraracterizod by cliffs approximaæly 120 fe* higb osnposed of silty clay tills and lacustine deposits. The clilfs are unstable,

and sulfer severe erosion problons. Estimates ûom aerial photographs and historical maps indicaæ that the blufrline has

receded up to approximaæly 500 feet over the last 70 yean. Very linle ttbeachtr area orists at thÊ tæ ofthe bhlfs, sttd tlrc

offshore environment consists of tpically silt-laden water and paætry sand and gravel deposits over till qr the lalabed

T}r crgirwing desig fa the project called for recontouring of the shoreliræ slope and tlre rse of rock reveûnent ûo dissipats

warc eners/ to which the shoreline is exposed. This basic shoreline protection stratery will result in stabilized blulfs ard a

lakeJevet tenace constructed on lake fill and edged by rock rubble. Enhancenpnt of the slroreline stabilizatim was

implementod to provide erùanced biological habitat and ancillary water quality improvenrent. The goal of the slnrelfurc

stabitizaticr enhasnents is o irseaæ tle quartity ard çality of habitat available to fish and waterfowl communities, while
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prwiding an effoctive ud ætraic oqrtol of strorelirp ercion. Habitat enhancenrents were oriented ûoward the improvenrent

of nvo communities: the high enerry near-shorr lalie environment and tlre blulf toe lagoon sysæm.

Enhancement of the high enerry lalie zon€ \ryas achieved by lhe consfuction of the rock r€vetnent fill as a reef habitat

Selectim of sqp ard design of its placement was dweloped in a marurer to provide a reef-like habitat beyond the minimum

sûone placernent required for the minimal lakeshore stabilization.

Cunartly, ttr rrcar-slrqe lalie environment consists of a hard packed fine sandy clay bottom material, providing little habitat

to sport lishes or populations of spocies that frurction as lish food (bcnthic invertebrates). Research by the University of

Wisconsin Milwaukee Sea Grant Prognm indicated that the hard packd high enagr benthic environment supports only a

few species ofinvctebmtes, and low numbers of individuals of these species. The created environment will zupply the needs

fa snall aquatic ard barthic aganisms by providing protection from ùe high enerry wave action and from larger predators.

The protectd shallow-water nahre of this habitat will allow the development of a food source, in the form of algae and

miamcopic algæ-feoding invertebrates rpon u{rictr t}r food chain of the lishery is based The proposed habitat erùancernent

oftlp rrantrqe envirqnnent inchtdes ttr design of a reef environment in three dimensions, such that the rock rubble errtends

lalieirad fiqn tlre slrorelirrc in places to provide greater available reefhabitat. The desig will include a gradation of rock sizes

ûo support proûective cover for a variety offish and fish lbod species.

Enhancernents were also developed in the form of a bluff loe lagoon rystem. This zone is the area at lalie level shoreward

oftlr opced ræk rubble. Bùrarrcernent uas provid fo the area along the ûoe of the bluff, with the development of habitat

in the area that has received the brunt of wind and wave actiorç and thus has not allowed the establishment of biological

communities. Enhancernent in this zone includæ the development of pools near the toe of the blulf and the routing of

sttrmwat€r runofffrom tlB tcrraoe into these pools. The pools and surrounding low land areas were developed into wetlands

that will improve watrer quality and provide a strallov aquatic habitat protected from the wave action of Lalie Michigan @gure
6).

The berpfie of the developnrnt of the bluff toe lagoon systern are the creation of lalte coastal habitats not prcsent in this part

of Lake Michigan. The establishment of nerv habitats will provide the opportunity for colonization by wetland plant and

animal species that require quiescent waters. Transient use of the habitats by a variety of aquatic and migratory waterfowl

is an additional poûential for this environment. The lagoons will also provide a water quality improvanent for nuroff from

ryland areas to the uest and Êom the lalie-level terraoe by providing filtering and settling mechanisms for stormwater drainage.
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FIGI'RE 6 BENDER PARK LOW WAVE ENERGY CONSTRUCTE.D I,AGOON
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ABSTRACT

A progressive increase in relative sea level on the east coast of England is being accompanied by the erosion of the
saltmarshes that form an integral part of many of the existing sea defences in the area. As the marshes fronting the
seawalls erode, the probability of overtopping and breaching of the defences increases and the cost of maintaining the

Present line of defence escalates to the point at which it can no longer be justified economically for all sections of the

coastline. Consequently, alternative solutions for coastal protection are being investigated in some areas. One such
technique: coastal realignment (also known as managed retreaQ, involves relocating the existing line of sea defence further
inland and encouraging the development of intertidal habitat, especially saltmarsh, in the zone between the old and new
defence lines. By absorbing wave and tidal energy and moderating the waves impacting the shore, such saltmarsh can
provide an effective, sustainable, low maintenance form of sea defence as well as a habitat of considerable conservation
value.

In order for coastal realignment to succeed in these aims in a reasonable timescale, numerous interacting hydraulic and
ecological processes must be optimised by careful design. By reference to two case studies, this paper describes some
of the key hydraulic and ecological issues that need to be addressed in the design, construction and post-construction
monitoring of coastal realignment schemes. In the fint study, undertaken for the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and
Food, and English Nature at an experimental site in Essex UK, computational modelling was employed to determine the
likely effect of different configurations of breaches to the existing seawall on the morphology of the existing salrmarsh
creek system adjacent to the breach. The study developed a method for better estimating water movements in low water
channels and on and off intertidal areas, thereby providing improved calculation of the likely erosion that would take place
in the existing estuary as a result of the increase in tidal volume passing through the creek network. The second study,
also in Essex, conducted for the National Rivers Authority, addressed optimal design considerations in order to rapidly
establish a stable morphology both inside and outside the retreat site. Four principle requircments were identified:
. appropriate elevation for saltmarsh colonisation
o the need for the site to drain completely during each tidal cycle to promote consolidation of deposited sediments
. construction of a skeletal creek network prior to breaching to facilitate distribution of incoming suspended sediments

across the entirc area
o Strategically placed sacrificial wave breaks to minimise wave disturbance within the developing retreat area and

thereby promote retention of the settled sediment
This scheme was implemented in April 1995 when the seawall was breached at two locations. Monitoring is on-going
and will continue until 1999. Initial results of the monitoring studies are presented.

KEY-WORDS: Coastal realignment/managed retreat/trydrodynamic modelling/saltmarsh/trabitat creation/monitoring
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INTRODUCTION

Saltmarshes are depositional coastal habitats found in areas oflow wave energy, high in the intertidal zone. They
are vegetated by halophytes (salt-tolerant plants) whose lower limit corresponds approximately with the level of
mean high water of neap tides. The upper limit of saltmarsh occurs just above the level of mean high water spring
tides. Typically, inærtidal sand or mudflats lies seaward of the saltmarsh, whilst the landward margin is a transition
zone of brackish and freshwater vegetation communities or a coastal defence structure such as an embankment or
seawall. The network of creeks through which tidal flow is channelled are an integral part of the system. They are
the conduits through which maærials such as sediments and nutrients are exchanged between the saltmarsh and the
coastal water. Moreover, they are the access route by which fish can enter the saltmarsh to gain shelter and food.

Saltmarshes play a significant role in sea defence. Saltmarsh vegetation enhances accretion rates, thus the elevation
of saltmarshes is higher than the mudflat immediately adjacent to the vegetated zone. The width of saltmarsh acts
as a berm so that wave height reduces as the wave propagates across the saltmarsh due to shallowing of the water.
Moreover, the vegetation on the saltmarsh increases surface roughness and hence frictional resistance which
dissipates wave energy. Thus saltmarsh situated in front of seawalls moderates the incident wave climate and
thereby reduces the probability of flooding the hinterland by waves overtopping the seawall (Brampton, 1992),
and/or wave attack damage to the seawall. As Table I shows, the capacity of saltmarsh to dissipate wave energy
provides major cost savings for sea defence schemes. Indeed, in the county of Essex alone, 3(X) km of the 440 km
of seawalls maintained by the National Rivers Authority (NRA) rely on saltmarsh vegetation as a'first line' of sea
defence. If the saltmarsh were lost the additional cost for sea defences would be many hundrcds of millions of
pounds.

Table 1: The effectiveness and economic value ofsaltnarsh as a natural form ofsca defence (after NRA, 1994)

Width of saltmarsh

fronting seawall (m)
Height of seawall required

for adequate sea defence (m)
Cost of seawall per

metre (J)

0

6

30

60

80

t2

6

5

4

3

5000

1500

800

500

400

Unforarnately, however, in mury areas of the UK saltmarsh is eroding and deæriorating a result of both natural and
anthropogenic impacts. A high proportion ofsalûnarshes in Essex have suffercd net erosion in the last 20 years with
as much as 44Vo of the total marsh area being lost in the Stour Estuary (Burd, 1992). Indeed, Essex is particularly
susceptible to saltmarsh erosion as a result of a progressive increase in relative sea level along its coastline. This
is giving rise to the phenomenon of'coastal squeezer - the loss of intertidal area in areas experiencing sea level rise
which are backed by sea walls. In areas where the rate of accretion of the intertidat zone is less than the rate of
relative sea level rise, the increase in water depth exacerbates shear stness by allowing larger waves. This results
in lateral, and more rarely, vertical erosion of the saltmarsh. In the absence of seawalls, this loss'could, at least
partially' be offset by the extension of the landward edge of the saltmarsh. However, embankments and seawalls
Prevent this from happening, rcsulting in a narrowing of the saltmarsh zone. The sea defences are thus rendercd
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more susceptible to wave attack and the resulting damage necessitates substantial capital expenditure for seawall
maintenance. In addition, the defences may need to be upgraded to maintain the past level of protection.

Coastal realignment, also known as managed retreat or setback, is being increasingly considered as a coastal
management strategy in rural areas that are suffering from saltmarsh erosion where the cost of maintaining the
current line of defence exceeds the value of the hinterland it protects. Essentially, the technique involves encouraging
the development of intertidal habitat, especially saltmarsh landward of the existing sea defence. By absorbing wave
and tidal energy, such saltmanh can provide an effective, sustainable, low maintenance form of sea defence as well
as a habitat of considerable conservation value.

The principle of coastal realignment is thus, relatively straight forward, however the practicality of such schemes
is by no means universally accepted in the UK. Consequently, the pressure for the initial projects to succeed over
a reasonable timescale is substantial. By reference to two case studies, this paper describes some of the key
hydraulic and ecological issues that need to be addressed in the design, construction and post construction
monitoring of coastal realignment schemes. It aims to identify those features essential to the rapid establishment
of a stable morphology both inside and outside the realignment site and to provide a series of practical
recommendations for the creation of saltmarsh habitat within such schemes.

Figure 1: Location of rollesbury and orplands coastar rearignment schemes
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CASE STUDIES OF TWO COASTAL REALIGNMENT SCIIEMES

Both of the realignment schemes chosen as representative case studies have been implemented in the county of
Essex, England (Figure I ). The first, at Tollesbury, has been undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food (MAFF) and English Nature (EN). It covers an area of 2l ha. The second, is a 38 ha site that has been
conducted by the National Rivers Authority (NRA) at Orplands. Each scheme has involved the removal of a section

of the existing seawall to facilitate tidal inundation of the realignment area whilst retaining the protection afforded

by the remaining seawall. At the Orplands site, two breaches were made. Both sites were breached in the

spring/summer of 1995.

Hydraulic Considerations

It is essential that before proceeding with a coastal realignment scheme an assessment is made to ensure that it does

not adversely impact adjacent arcas of the coast. Opening up an area to tidal inundation increases the tidal prism of

the estuary, which means that a greater volume of water has to pass through the part of the estuary downstream of

the realignment site. The increased current velocities arising as the result of such a phenomenon could produce

increased erosion downstream of the realignment site (the further upstream the realignment site is situated in the

estuary, the greater the risk) , perhaps leading to the undermining of adjacent sea defences, thereby negating the

intended benefits ofcoastal realignment and indeed, perhaps significantly worsening the existing situation. Such
considerations are particulady crucial when addressing the cumulative impact of a number of realignment schemes

in a given estuary. In such a case, detailed prediction of the likely hydraulic impact is required. Mathematical
modelling is by far the most powerful tool for undertaking an assessment in this rcgard, as rates of water flow after

the seawall is breached can be predicted and this data can then be put into another model to predict whether the
incrcased shear stress would cause crosion. Nevertheless, most present modelling systems have difficulty resolving
narrow channels orbed forms and simulating flows on and off intertidal areas such as are found in the complicated
creek networks of saltmarsh systems.

The appropriate equations for studying water movements in tidal areas are the 2D, depth-averaged, shallow-water
equations based on the well-established principles of conservation of mass and momentum. In theory, finite
difference of finite element approximations to these equations can be made as accurate as required by suitably
refining the computing grids, but in practise, due to limited budgets or computing resources, a minimum grid size
has to be used which does not resolve narrow channels or bed forms as well as one would wish. This means that,
for example, a deep channel in shallow water is rcprcsented in the model as a flat area of medium depth. The
consequence of this is twofold: the directional effects of the channel upon the flow are lost, and the friction incrcases
unrealistically.

Various methods have been tried to overcome this shortcoming, using non-uniform grid systems such as patching
areas of progressively fineç but locally uniform grids, into areas of coarser grid, and non-uniform finite element or
finite difference grids. Non-uniform grids are ideal when detail is required in a limited local arca but less satisfactory
for whole estuary models where detail can be required over large areas. Out of all such methods, finite elements
seem to offer the best long term solution. However, these methods are notoriously slow to solve on the computer
and there arc problems re-configuring the grid as intertidal areas are covered and uncovered during the tide. Miles
and Weare (1973) presented a method for improving model friction if sub-grid information was available. In the
late 1970's HR Wallingford developed amethod of patching together areas of different but locally uniform grid, and
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provision was also made to allow distorted, part grids to improve the representation of the shape of (fixed) no-flow
boundaries around the edge of the model.

In 1985 a new aPProach was conceived (HR Wallingford, 1985), which was essentially an extension of the method
used for lD, area averaged models which employ look-up tables for the width, area and hydraulic radius of each lD
model section. This model was upgraded through ETSU-funded research (HR Wallingford ,1989), where it was
found to give much improved predictions of tidal propagation in the Mersey Estuary, UK, comparcd to physical
model measurements.

Due to the complex geometry and bathymetry of Tollesbury Fleet Estuary it was clear at the outset that accurate
simulation of the tidal processes and associated sedimentology would be strongly dependent on the resolution of
the estuary, including the areas of salt marsh and creeks. The TIDEWAY sub-grid modelling method was applied
to imProve model flow simulations in these complex creek systems without incurring prohibitively long run-times.
Additional information regarding the salt marsh morphology was supplied in the form of a schematised geomerry,
and by specifying the estimated typical ratio of marsh coverage to creek area the water storage in the saltings could
be represented

As a precursor to the computational modelling, measurements were made of the bathymetry, tidal elevations, current
velocities, and mud properties at a number of points in the creek. These allowed the model to be set up and validated
in order to give confidence in the model predictions. With this model improved flow movements were achieved
relative to a standard model output, resulting in improved bed shear stress estimations. This in turn allowed
predictions of the pattern of mud erosion and accretion to be modelled so that the impact of different breaching
scenarios could be assessed and an optimum configuration for breaching could be identified.

Habitat Considerations

Surface Elevation In Relation To The Tidal Frame

Saltmanh can be expected to develop on low energy muddy shores between approximately MHWS and MHWN thus
it is readily aPParent that surface elevation in relation to the tidal frame will be a critical factor governing the success
or failuie of any saltmarsh restoration scheme. Elevation will also influence the composition of the halophyte
species that will colonise the site, the pioneer species such as Salicornia grows lower down the shore than the upper
saltmanh species such as Sueda vera. One method to predict the character of the vegetation on the proposed coastal
realignment site is to compare the surface elevation of the site with that of a neighbouring natural saltmarsh.

Both of the experimental realignment sites described in this paper were originally saltmarsh habitats prior to
annexation for agricultural or pastoral purposes. Intuitively, it might be expected that the former saltmarsh areas
would provide the best sites for realignment schemes. Typically, however, such sites tend to be at a somewhat lower
level than the adjacent saltmarsh due to irreversible changes in the structure of the clay due to drying out,
percolation of freshwater and compaction of the sediments by agricultural activity, whilst the remaining saltmarsh
tends to increase in elevation as a result of sedimentation and peat formation. Large parts of the Tollesbury and
Orplands sites are, indeed, somewhat lower than the neighbouring saltmarsh in each area, but the surface elevations
still lie predominantly between mean high water of spring tides and mean high water of neap tides. Thus, in tems
of surface elevation both sites can be expected to develop saltmarsh vegetation, although some areas are more likely
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to rcvert to mudflat. If this were not so, a site could still be suitable for rcalignment provided that the surface was
built up to an aPpropriate level. One appropriate source of material with which to do this is the material rcmoved
during the excavation of a creek system on the site prior to inundation, alternatively suitable drcdged material (which
has a similar particle size range to the sediment on site) could be pumped onto the site. Construction of a crcek
system also provides other benefits as discussed below.

Topography

It is desirable that the chosen coastal realignment site has a seaward slope to provide good drainage of surface waters.
Significant basins and depressions will lead to surface ponding after tides that inundate the saltmarsh surface, this
waterlogging is not conducive to plant establishment.

Creek Systems

In natural saltmarsh systems creeks arp essential for the conveyance of tidal waters and distribution of sediment
across the whole saltmarsh surface. In the absence of creeks sedimentation rates would reduce up the saltmarsh due
to sediment settling out of the watercolumn with incrcasing distance from the sediment source. In time, this would
lead to water logging and poor drainage of the back portion of the coastal realignment site as the landward part
would be lower than the front portion.

The species composition and vigour of halophytes is controlled by the position of the water table and the residence
time of the porewater in the sediment, which is governed by the degree of flushing and drainage. V/ork by
Mendelssohn in North Carolina, USA has established a definite link between soil drainage and the growth of
Spartina alterniflora (Mendelssohn, 1980; Mendelssohn and McKee, 1988). Plant stress is due to the build up of
phyto-toxins (such as hydrogen sulphide, ethanol, ferrous and manganese ions) which are produced directly and
indirectly by anaerobic bacterial respiration. Research in America has shown that there is a dircct relationship
between the concentration of sulphide and the height ofSpartina alterniflora shoots. This is because hydrogen
sulphide is a respiratory inhibitor and interferes with nutrient uptake in plants (Howes et al., l98l). Creeks facilitate
flushing and drainage of the sediment, thereby rcducing pore water retention time and lowering the water table and
hence allowing oxygen to diffuse more frcely through the unsaturated zone. This phenomenon combats reducing
conditions in the saltmarsh sediments and makes them more conducive to plant growth.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect that creek proximity has on the position of the water table and redox potential using
data derived from a natural saltmarsh adjacent to one ofthe realignment sites. Redox potential is the electrical
charge of the sediment which is governed by diagenetic processes. It is a useful measurement because the value
indicates whether the sediment is oxidising or reducing. Redox potential and pH are good indicators as to the
concentration of phyto-toxins. The lower the redox potential, the morc reducing and the greater stress exerted on
plants and infauna. The data in Figure 2 emphasises the importance of crceks in controlling sediment chemistry and
why creeks should be cut into managed retreat sites to aid plant growth.
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Figure 2: The relationship between creek proximity, depth to water table and redox potentiat

When the proposed realignment site is an area of previously enclosed saltmarsh the best approach is to re-open the
original creek system. This is often readily discernable from aerial photographs even in areas subject to intensive
cultivation over many years following enclosure. At the Orplands site, a creek network was cut, although no attempt
was made to reestablish the old svstem.

Wave Climate

Saltmarshes can only be established in areas sheltered from direct wave action. Once established. however. a
saltmarsh can, as already described, substantially moderate the wave climate. Inundation of both experimental sites
via breaches and retention of the remaining sea wall will provide significant protection from wave action during the
establishment of vegetation. Thus, the sea wall will perform an analogous function to an offshore bar or chenier at
the seaward margin of a natural saltmarsh, i.e. dissipate wave energy before it reaches the saltmarsh.

It is also important to minimise wave action behind the seawall within the realignment site during the early stages
of development before a good cover of vegetation has established. This is in order to optimise the settlement and
consoliciation of sediment brought into the site in suspension, by the tidal waters, and also reduce the risk of erosion.
The sediment removed during the course of creek excavation, if placed in bunds strategically positioned around the
site, can provide sacrificial wave breaks during the critical early phase of scheme development to moderate the
internal wave climate.

Seed Source

Clearly, the most economically attractive method of achieving vegetation cover is natural colonisation. To achieve
this there has to be saltmarsh ctose enough to provide seeds in sufficient quantity. Hence, coastal realignment sites
adjacent to existing saltmarsh will establish more quickly and at less cost than if they are situated remote from any
seed source.
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Scheme Monitoring

As the concept of coastal realignment as a management strategy is relatively new, and the schemes at present are
pilot snrdies, there is a considerable interest in monitoring the development of these sites to gauge their performance
and to use this data to feed into future scheme designs to improve their effectiveness.

Vertical accretion/erosion rates and colonisation by halophytic vegetation are the key parameters to be investigated
during HR Wallingford's five year monitoring programme for the Orplands realignment site which was begun
following a pre-inundation baseline survey in 1995. Other variables being monitored include the physical and
chemical nature of the sediment, creek development, utilisation of the site by animals, evidence of wave attack on
the counterwall, and changes to the lateral extent of saltmarsh adjacent to the realignment site. In order to determine
whether the recreated saltmarsh is functioning in the same way as a natural one, a natural saltmarsh close to the
coastal realignment site is also being monitored to provide a control.

Ve rt ical acc retion /ero s ion

The sea defence value of the managed retreat area will decline if the surface level towers after opening it up to tidal
influence. Change in surface elevation is therefore a key parameter of the monitoring programme. Relative sea
level is rising at a rate of between 3-6 mm/yr around the coastline of Essex. For the newly created intertidal area to
function as a long term sea defence, accrction needs to keep pace with sea level rise. Failure to do so will result in
continually declining capacity to prevent flooding.

It is important to recognise the difference between accretion and sedimentation râtes. The former refers to an
increase in surface elevation, whilst the latter is the depth of sediment which settles on the surface. These two differ
in that the surface elevation of the saltmarsh can fall even if sedimentation is occurrins. Elevation decrease could
be due to:

decomposition of organic matter, i.e. soil roots of terrestrial plants that were killed by salt-water
flooding.

land subsidence

compaction of sediments after settling.

Both change in surface level and sedimentation/erosion arc recorded in this monitoring programme. Three methods
are employed: levelling of transect profiles, Feno marker pairs, and Kestner cores.

r Transect Profiles
To record changes in elevation on the managed retreat sites and the control saltmarsh, and changes in the
morphology of the excavated creeks and natural creeks, permanent transects were set up; eleven on the coastal
realignment site and three on the control saltmarsh. Profiles of the transects were determined using an electronic
level and recording the surface elevation every 4m along the transect. Care is taken so that the repeat measurements
are made at the same positions. Comparison of the profiles from subsequent years will enable topographic changes
to be identifîed.
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r Feno markers
Nineteen pairs of Feno survey markers were installed to enable precise, repeatable measurements of topography on
a small scale. Figure 4 illustrates the appearance of these markers. The variation in sedimentation is complex. Rates
differ over short distances due to: (a) changes in elevation which control the frequency of inundation; (b) proximity
to creeks, sedimentation reduces with distance from the creek bank due to the settling of suspended sediment along
the path of water movement during 'above-marsh' episodes (c) hydrodynamics, which affect settling and re-
suspension Therefore it is necessary to collect accretion/erosion data at points that cover the range of elevations in
the managed retreat and also a set of points of a similar elevation but at various distances from a creek. The locations
of the Feno marker pairs were chosen to cover these ranges. These were arranged to cover the range of elevations
on the site' and two sets of four pairs were installed in a transect perpendicular to a creek bank to investigate the
effect that distance from creek had on accretion/erosion.

An aluminium frame, consisting of two sides supports and a horizontal bar was constructed. The vertical supports
are pushed into the hollow centre of the Feno marken until the disc on the supports rests snugly on top of the marker.
The distance between the lower side of the horizontal pole and the ground was measured at lOcm intervals along the
pole (starting from the marker which is furthest from the sea) using a metre rule. A spirit level was attached to the
metre rule to ensure that it was held vertically and to improve reading accuracy a sliding flange was attached to rhe
metre rule. Three positions along the pole were selected at random and the measurements repeated to gauge the
precision of this method; the variability of the measurements proved to be not more than 3mm.

Baseline measurements from the Feno pairs were taken on 8t4llgg4. Repeat measurements were made post
inundation in August, and will be conducted annually.

elastic rope with attached ring
that marks the position of the-core

IGstner core

Feno
marker

uury(on"Àiqn

/ \mrcro- llaugerl[--uw
Figure 3: Itlustration of how the Kestner core is relocated and measurements of sedimentation/erosion taken
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r Kestner cores

Kestner cores were developed by Fritz Kestner at HR Wallingford for research into sedimentation/erosion of
mudflats in the Wash, F^st Anglia. The technique measures the burial or erosion of a cylinder of white silica flour.
Silica flour is chosen as it has similar properties and grain size to silt/clay and therefore should respond in the same
way as the surrounding sediment to erosion and sedimentation forces. Figurc 3 illustrates how Kestner cores can
be used to measurc accretion and erosion. A core of sediment, approximately l0cm deep and 4cm across was
removed from each of the nineteen measurement sites. The base of the hole was flattened and the depth noted.
Silica flour was packed into the hole and water added to wet the flour. More silica was added until the silica was
level with the surrounding sediment. One Kestner core was placed in the centre of each pair of Feno markers.

Vegetation

Changes in vegetation cover will be monitored by analysing the photographs taken during the post-inundation
surveys. The following three sets of photographs will be used.

close up of ground around sampling station stake (photograph is facing seawards)

view along transect from the original sea defence embankment

aerial photographs.

Change in the plant community after the commencement of tidal inundation is being monitored by: a) producing
an overall list ofplant species present and b) evaluating the relative abundance ofeach species annually until the
end of the monitoring period. Three survey methods are being employed:

l. Fixed quadrats on line surveys
2. Random quadrat sampling
3. Collation of total species list from a walk-over survey

Initial M onitoring Results

The first of the annual post-inundation surveys were conducted four months after the two breaches werc made in the
seawall, in August 1995. The resulS from the Kestner cores and Feno marker pair measursments show that the site
has accreted. The rates of accretion/sedimentation calculated for this period were cxtrapolated to give annual rates,
The annual mean rate from the Feno marker measurements was l4mm/year, which compares favourably with the
rate of 10.5 from the Kestner corcs. The topographic ground survey of the transect lines showed that the silt/clay
bunds constructed from the excavated material from the cutting of the creeks and the breach in the seawall, had
considerably diminished in size. Thus, this extra material may have enhanced the initial sedimentation rates.
Annual measurements over the next five years will determine whether this is the case.

As expecæd, the terrestrial vegetation on the site died due to the onset of seawater inundation. This caused initial
intense anaerobic conditions of the surface muds due to the decomposition of the plant matter in waterlogged
conditions. Even so, within four months algal mats (a community of diatoms and cyanobacteria) had established
and marine filamentous âlgae was growing prolifically in the pools. Hatophyte colonisation on the part of the site
that had been long grassland was probably hampered by the initial strongly rcducing conditions, however
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colonisation had begun on the half of the site that had been a bare arable field; species present included: Salicornia
and Spergularia marina.

CONCLUSIONS

Coastal realignment has the potential to provide an effective, sustainable, low maintenance natural form of sea
defence as well as a habitat (saltmarsh) ofconsiderable conservation value.

If successful, coastal rcalignmcnt schemes could save many hundreds of millions of pounds expenditure on sea
defence in the U.K.

Care must be taken to avoid/minimise adverse impacts of coastal realignment on hydrodynamic processes in
the estuary. Detailed prediction of the effect of different realignment scenarios should be undertaken using
appropriate mathematical modelling systems with adequate grid resolution to simulate the complicated
processes of water movement and sediment transport in the intricate crcek systems of saltmarshes.

The site should preferably be reclaimed saltmarsh

The surface elevation of the site should be appropriate for the development of saltmarsh, with a seaward sloping
gradient to enhance surface drainage, habitat diversity and hence conservation value.

A suitable creek system should be provided from the outset to distribute sediment across the entire site surface
and promote efficient drainage and flushing of the sediment to encourage healthy plant growth.

The site should drain completely during the tidal cycle to promote consolidation of the settled sediments.

Strategically placed sacrificial wave breaks within the realignment site are desirable to minimise initial wave
disturbance and thereby facilitate sedimentation

The long term success of coastal realignment schemes in providing a means of sea defence and new saltmarsh
habitat will depend on surface levels accreting at a rate at least that of relative sea level rise, and the
development of a healthy halophytic plant community. These are the key parameters for any monitoring
programme.
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ABSTRACT

The hydrodynamics within the nearshore region and thesubsequent evolution ofbeaches under wave attack
are important elements governing the stability of coastal zone. Although there are some advanced models
which predict the beach profile for natural beaches, the behaviour of the beaches in front of reflective
structures (i.e. seawalls), still suffers from the lack of appropriate theoretical models and enough mea-
sured data' Seawalls are commonly constructed to prevent landward erosion of the shoreline and maintain
the configuration of the area behind them against the wave action. It is clear that the effects of seawalls
on beach profile evolution have not been studied suftciently. The present study addresses this issue and
considers the key aspects of the problem regarding the morphological changes in coastal area. The results
of this investigation can be used for careful planning and implementation of sea defense works which can
significantly reduce their impact on the environment.

KEY-WORDS: Seawall/Hydrodynamics/Beach Profile/ Sediment Transport/Reflective Structures/Wave/
Coastal Morphology/ Environmental Impacts/surf zone/sand.

INTRODUCTION

An extensive literature review made by N.C. Kraus (1988), shows that only asmall number of theoretical
studies was found that treated the beach profile change in front of a seawall. Results have been derived
for highly simplified conditions.

Numerous physical model laboratory experiments as well as field investigations have been performed to
investigate the interartion between seawalls and the beach. It has been found that a beach with a seawall
installed in the surf zone can respond to accretionary wave conditions as well as erosion. A number of
researchers conducted experiments to consider the effects of seawalls on beach profile. It was found that
the final profile configurations were remarkably similar with and without the seawall, suggesting that ,,
The major transport process is not significantly influenced by the presence of the seawall ""fK.rur, tggg;.
Weggel (1988) suggested that since the efect of seawalls on beaches and on coastal pro."r"", ha^s not been
well documented, there is a need for additional research into the effects of seawalls àn .oarfal processes so
that quantitative data on seawall performance will be available.
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HYDRODYNAMICS

According to linear wave theory, for regular standing waves, water particles oscillate in a horizontal plane

beneath the node and in vertical plane beneath the antinode. The extreme values ofhorizontal and vertical

velocities therefore occur under the nodes and antinodes of the water surface profile. With assumption

of linear theory, it is therefore possible to estimate the water particle velocities in front of a partially

reflective structure for a spectrum of nonbreaking waves (Huges, 1992). In a real situation, however, the

nonlinearity and random nature of incident \paves as well as the breaking phenomena in front of structures

contribute to create a complicated velocity field.

In order to determine the velocity field inside the surf zone, laboratory experiments were performed in a

large twe.dimensional wave tank at Imperial College hydraulics laboratory. The overal dimensions of the

tank were 2.80 m wide (which was divided into three sections), 1.5 m deep and 60 m long. The width of

channel used in experiments was 0.87 m. The water depth was 0.9 m for all experiments.

A beach profile according to an equilibrium profile equation (Vellinga, 1984) was built at the end of the

tank. Irregular waves were generated at one end of the tank by a wave generator controlled by an electro'
hydraulic system and the water particle velocities were measured in the surf zone using a one-comPonent

fiber-optic Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LDA). Four horizontal locations were chosen in the surf zone. At

these locations measurements were made at several points between the bottom and still water level. The

locations for all measuring points are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Speciûcations of measuring points

Positon Distance from shoreline \Mater depth Elerration above the bed
(m) (m) (*m)

0.6 0.097 5,15,25

(b)

F!qr.,E 0t)

0.9 0.r192 5,15,25,35,50
t.2 0.1438
1.8
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The measuring points rvere in the middle of the flume (0.43 m from inside face of the sidewall). Addi-
tionally, a capacitance type wave gauge measured the water surface elevation (synoptic with the velocit.y
measurements) at each location. Also, a deep water wave gauge was mounted further offshore to measure
the deep water incident wave spectrum. Data was acquired and analyzed using a personal computer with
a sampling rate of 25 Hz for each channel. Using a typical Jonswap spectrum, three different wave spectra
were generated whose properties are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2: Descriptions of spectra

lo.sd lffim-r:il;l I

Pciin ænE qoflê {m)

Deep water significant Zero-crossing
wave height (m) period (s)

Deep water significant
wave length (m)

Deep water wave

steepness

0.080 1.0 1.56 0.051
0.100 1.5 3 .51 0.028
0.120 1 .5 3 .51 0.035

In order to consider the effect of reflective structures on beach hydrodynamics, the experiment was re-
peated in front a partially reflective seawall located in the surf zone. The main objective of this experiment
was a quantitative comparison of near-bed velocities in the two cases (i.e. with and without the reflective
structure). For this purpose, a permeable seawall was built at the end of the beach. The exact distance
of seawall from the shoreline was 0.6 m resulting in 0.100 m water depth in front of the structure. A
sampling rate of 25 Hz with a record length of 6 minutes, similar to the first experiment, was selected
to provide the suitable conditions in order to compare the velocity field in two different experiments. In
order to estimate the incident and reflected wave spectra and reflection coeffcient from the structure, a
three wave gauge method presented by Gaillard et ol (1980) was used. For this purpose, three capacitance
wave gauges were mounted at certain locations seaward of the beach in deep water.

Figure I shows the incident and reflected wave spectra as well as reflection coeficient for one of the spec-
trum used in the experiments. As it can be seen, the overall reflection coefficient around the peak frequency
for entire experiment is approximately 30 %. Figure 2 contrasts the vertical and horizontal distribution
of undertow on an open beach with that found in front of the reflective structure. As indicated in this

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure, it seems that the presence of the reflective structure and the addition of reffected waves has.caused

signitcant changes in the mean flow particularly further offshore of the surf zone. Comparison of prob-

ability density functions for the near-bed horizontal velocities with the Gaussian distribution also shows

the skewness due to reflected waves in front of the seawall. It can be therefore concluded that since the

reflective structures modify the velocity field, they can contribute in terms of sediment transport resulting

in beach profile evolution during storm conditions.

PROFILE EVOLUTION

The velocity measurements have been complemented by beach profile measurements performed with trvo

different sizes of sand (fine sand,D56 = 0.5mm, and coarse sand,D56 = l.1mm). The experiments were

then repeated in front of the partially reflective structure located in the surf zone. The sand sizes were

chosen so that the threshold of motion was exceeded for a significant period of time for both sediments.
The results of the open beach experiments show the coarse sediment beach building a berm, while the
finer sand beach erodes to form a longshore bar; whereas the results of the beach experiments in front of
the seawall show the tendency of the beach to form a berm profi le in front of the structure (Figure 3).
This Figure also contrasts the change in bed elevation from the original profiles for both fine and coarse
sand on an open beach with that measured in front of the seawall.

In the next stage of experiment, the change in profile was measured in front of a seawall with different
water depths to assess the influence of the location of seawalls on beach profile evolution. For this purpose
four water depths in front of the seawall were selected and the changes in profile were measuted for three
different wave conditions. Figure 4 shows the effect of seawall position on sediment transport and beach
profile evolution for different wave conditions. It is quite interesting that the results show less sediment
transport as the water depth in front of the seawall increases (in both cases of fine and coarse sand). Also,
when the water depth in front of the seawall is too low, the beach behaviour is much the same as natural
beach in which a longshore bar is formed. Obviously, as expected, in a particular water depth increasing
the wave height causes the more sediment transport in front of the seawall.

As a conclusion, it seems that the extent to which a seawall affects the processes on the fronting beaches
largely depends on its location relative to the active shoreface. A seawall located well landward of the
a,ctive shoreface will behave in much the same way :É a natural beach whereas seawalls located in the
active shoreface will modify the near-shore beach profile because of the effects of reflected waves.

SUMMARY

Study of hydrodynamics in front of reflective structures shows that seawalls can modify the velocity field
if they are located around the active zone (i.e. breaking zone). Therefore, it can be expected that seawalls
can contribute in cross shore sediment transport resulting in the beach profile change during storm condi-
tions. The results of profile evolution experiments are also in a good agreement with this fact and clearly
show the diferent patterns in profile change with and without the structure. As a result, since the presence
of sea defense structures will change the configuration of coastal area, the design of such systems should
be developed in parallel with an environmental assessment and should take into account opportunities
for environmental enhancement and appropriate measures for minimizing environmental impacts. The
works described here is continuing with the development of a beach evolution model, using the measured
probability distribution of near-bed horizontal velocities as input.

iicolrydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, fuébec
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seawall (coarse sand)
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ABSTRACT

The Upper Salmon Hydroelectric Development in central Newfoundland, Canada, constructed in the

early l980s, resulted in the regulation of the West Salmon Rirær, a major spawning and juvenile rearing river

for landlocked Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis). A regulatory agency

(Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans) and the regional utility (Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro)

negotiated a controlled flow release strategy for the river which was developed using Tennant's Montana

Method. A two-level strategy, employing seasonal modification, prescribed a release of 40% of the mean

annual flow (MAF) (2.6 m3sr) between June I and November 30 and 20% of the MAF (1.3 m3s-t) from

December I to May 31.

Several studies have been conducted to address aspects of the regulation of this river including (i) a

post-impoundment assessment of the actual and anticipated geomorphic and sedimentary characteristics, (ii)

an effects monitoring study of juvenile fish populations under regulation, and (iii) a retrospective IFIM

(Instream Flow Incremental Methodology) assessment. Studies provide evidence of the initial stages of river

aggradation, including accumulation of fines from construction activities and natural processes within the

watershed. Biological monitoring suggests no apparent effects of this sediment deposition on spawning and egg

incubation as densities of Atlantic salmon fry are higher than prior to development. Conversely, densities of

older age classes (parr, l+ and greater) haræ declined under regulation and this is suggested to be related to

poor over wintering conditions under the lower winter flow regimen. The IFIM studies, including development

of microhabitat preference criteria, support these obsenations indicating that the existing flow regimen provides

habitat conditions that would benefit salmon fry orær older age classes. Flor+t under wtrich optimum habitat

conditions occur (based on estimates of weighted usable area) for salmon fry and parr were 0.75 and 3.5 mr's-r,

respectiræly. This retrospective assessment suggests that future proposals for flow regulation in Newfoundland

should consider the need for a flushing flow component and attempt to include consideration of conditions

necessary for over-winter zurviral of resident fish. Habitat-hydraulic models (e.9., IFIM) are preferable to

standard setting approaches (e.g. Tennant's) where detailed analpis of habitat trade offs as related to flow

regulation are required.

KEY-WORDS: Regulation/ Impoundment/ Fish populations/ Habitat-hydraulic modelling/ Atlantic salmon/

Geomorphology/Sedimentary characteristics/ Newfoundland, Canada
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INTRODUCTION

Flow modification of rirærs is one of the most widespread anthropogenic effccts of hydroelectric power

derælopment and usually results in some form of modification of the spatial and temporal characteristics of the

natural flow regimen (rilard and Stanford, lg/g). Aquatic biological communities are related to habitat

composirion and stability wtrictr in turn is highly influenced by flow nariability (Bain et al., 1988). Riwr

regulation can lead to decreased flood peaks, decreased sediment supply from upslream reaches, and a

reduction or elimination of the ability of the water course to move bed materials (Kellerhalg 1982). These

changes can result in reduced channel capacity, gradual aggradation ofsilt and organic debris, encroachment

of rrcgetation both within the channel and in the riparian zone; all of wtrich can ha\Ë detrimental effects on

habitat quality and fistr production. Alternatiræly, a stable flow regime can benefit biota by increasing the

potentialproductive capacityof the riner (permitsfullutilizationof the wettedarea),increasingbcd (substrate)

stability and primary and secondary production, increasing (in some instances) winter floun which reduces

damage from freezing, dampens the effects of floods and droughts, and lessening energy utilization (e-g.'

holding position under high flow periods) (\Mard, 1976; Petts, 1980).

rJy'ater release below hydroelectric derælopments is a widespread means of mitigating the potential

harmful effects of regulation on downstream aquatic resources (Rosenberg et al', 1987). There are wide rariety

of approaches to determine the appropriate flowrelease rangingfrom fixed flowstandard setting methods (e.g.,

Tennant's Montana Method), utilizing analpis of historicat flow data, to more complex incremental habitat

based approaches (e.g., the Instream Flow Incremental Methodologyor IFIM) (Bietz et al-, 1985). Post-project

eraluation of the effectiveness of controlled flow release from hydroelectric dewloPments'in Protection of fish

habitats and populations however are uncommon (Sale et al., l99l), particularly in Atlantic Canada. Flow

releasc can be a major cost associated with mitigation of project impacts and surprisingly there have been few

quantitative assessments on the benefits of meazures taken.

The Upper Salmon Hydroelectric Development in central Newfoundland, Canada, was constructed in

the early 198ûs and was to de-water high quality spawning and rearing fluvial habitat for landlocked Atlantic

salmon (Satmo salar) and brook trout (Satvelinus lontinatis) in the lVest Salmon Rirær. A controlled flow

release strategy for the rirrcr, dewloped using Tennant's Montana Method (BcalC 1980b), x'as negotiated

between a federal regulatory agency (Fistrcries and Oceans) and the regional utility (Newfoundland and

Labrador Hydro) and subsequentlyprescribed a two-leræl approach, employingseasonal modification' to protect

fish habitat. A number of postderælopment studies have been undertalcen to document the phpical and

biological effects of flow regglation. These studies have included (i) geomorphic and sedimentary

characterization of the \Vest Salmon Riner under regrrlation, (ii) an effects monitoring study to determine

jurrcnile salmonid populations downstream of the project and (iii) an IFIM (Instream Flow Incremental

Methodology) assessment of the lVest Salmon Rirær. This paper critiques the existing regulated flow regimen

(Tennant) based on the results of these rarious studies. Results are discussed in relation to the adequacy of

thc current flow regimen (in terms of magritude and seasonal modification), the c:pected change in future

habitat conditions under the existing arrangement, and regional considerations as to the éffectiveness of

controlled flow releasc as a mitigation measure for ht'roelectric derælopment in Newfoundland-

Éholrydrautique 2000, iuin 1996, Qaébec
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STUDY AREA AND FLOW REGUII\TION

The Upper Salmon H$roelectric Development, located in central Newfoundland, was conceived to
utilize existing reservoir and diversion sptems of the previouslyconstructed BayD'Espoir Deralopment. A dam
constructed on the West Salmon River created an impoundment resulting in regulation of flouls in the West
Salmon River between Cold Spring Pond and Godaleich Pond (Figure l). Predevelopment studies estimated
there were 2550 units ( I unit= 100 m2) of high quality juvenile rearing and spawning habitat immediately below
the dam site \ilhich would be completely de-watered, in the absence of flow compensation (Beak, l9g0a).
Studies subsequently confirmed extensive migrations from throughout the watershed to utilize these habitats
consequently it was apparent the West Salmon Rirær was critical to fish production and recruitment in the
entire Salmon River drainage (Beak, l98l). Dominant fish species in the development area included
landlocked Atlantic salmon or ouananiche (Sclrzo sc [ar) andbrook trout (Salvelinusfontinalis),while arctic char
(Salvelinus alpinus) and threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) were also present (Beak 1980a).
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HYDROELECTRIC
DEVELOPMENT

Figure l. Map of the Upper Salmon Hydroelectric Derælopment on the island of Newfoundland, Canada,
showing the regulated section of the Vy'est Salmon Rirær.

The West Salmon River is typical of boulder strewn rivers of southwestern Newfoundland and is
characterized as wide and shallow with rapid flowing, steep boulderysections alternating with sections of slower
flow, greater width, and finer substrates (Rogerson, 1986). The pre{evelopment h$rological regime of the
West Salmon River was characterized by peak flow periods in the spring (associated with snow melt) and late
fall (associated with a period of high rainfall) wtrile the low flow period was in the summer months (July
through to early Octobe r) (Figure 2). Winter flows from January through the e nd of March flucruated around
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the mean annual flow (6.4 m3s-t). A riparian flow release strategy, based on Tennant's Montana Method

(Tennant, 1976) and modified bythe professionaljudgement ofthe developer and regulators, was developed

to preserve habitats and fish populations in the rJy'est Salmon River. This adopted 2level regimen released 40%

of the pre{evelopment mean annual flow (2.6 m3s-t; between June I and Noræmber 30 and 20Vo of mean

annual flow (1.3 m3sr) from December I to May 3t (Beak, 1980b) (Figure 2).

J J A

Month

Figure 2. The predevelopment hydrograph of the West Salmon River developed from the hydrographic

records for the Salmon River at tong Pond (1945 to 1965), and adjusted for relative drainage

basin size. The controlled flow release regimen deræloped from Tennant's Montana method is

also included.

MATERIAI,S AT{D METHODS

Geomorphic And Sedimentarv Characterization

Astudyof the post-regulationgeomorphicandsedimentaryenvironmentof the West Salmon Riverwas

undertaken in 1985, 3 1æars after dam construction (Rogerson, 1986). This study (i) characterized the

geomorphic and sedimentary characteristics of the channel environment, (ii) identified dynamic elements of the

channel with a focus on spawning gravel habitats, and (iii) described the existing and expected evolution of

sedimentary and geomorphic environments under flow regulation. Eight (8) cross sections described the depth

and velocity distributions under the two-tiered regulated flow regimen and this data was used to discern the

abilityto move (scour) substrate materials. Substrate mapping was completed in seven (7) reaches to describe

the distribution of substrates in relation to flow, with attention paid to areas with deposition of fines, including

discussion as to origin of the material. Sediment samples were collected from the rirær bed using a McNeil

licohydrauliEte 2000, iuin 1996, Québec
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t)?e core sampler, inserted to a depth of l0 cm, and subsequently sorted with a set of standard nested sieræs,
dried, weighed in each of the four size fractions (< 1.40, < 0.85, < 0.50, < 0.09 mm diameter) and then analped
for size distribution characteristics. Cobble and gravel substrates 'rrcre also analped for shape (Folk, l9?4) to
determine likelihood of compaction and ability to be moved (rolled) by water flow and ice.

Jurænile Fish Populations

Fish populations were studied on four occasions: baseline (predevelopment) data was collected in 1979
and 3 pars of post-construction data were collected in 1985, 1987, and 1988 to compare salmonid standing
stocls (numbers and biomass), age class structure, and species composition. Eight (8) sites were established
on the regulated West Salmon Rirær while control sites (n= 5 to 6) were established on unregulated streams
within the same drainage basin.

Fistt population estimates were determined by electrofistring using the fixed effort (successive) remoral
method (Scruton and Gibson, 1995) and sites were replicated precisely between pars. Fish captured were
anaesthetized, identified to species, length (nearest mm) and weight (nearest 0. I g) measured, and ages were
subsequently determined from scale samples. Abundance estimates and biomass were obtained using the
MICROFISH DOS software program (Van Deventer and Platts, 1989). Separate population estimates were
derirrcd for: i) all salmonids, ii) ouananiche and brook trout separately, and iii) separately for fry and older
age classes of each species. A Two Vfay ANOVA procedure was used to test for differences in both density
and biomass between (i) regulated and unregulated (control) sites, (ii) between 1aars, and (iii) interactions
between years and effects of regulation (SAS, 1979). A One Way ANOVA procedure was used to test for
differences before (1979) and after (1985, 1987, and 1988) regulation (SAS, 1979).

IFIM Studies

The fully regulated 4,2 kn reach of the West Salmon River was designated for the Instream Flow
Incremental Methodology (IFIM) study in 1994. The reach, mapped for meso-habitat types (after Gibson et
al. 1987), consisted of riffles (28 segments,28.6%), runs (23 segments, 28.7%), pocket waters (17 segments,
33.1%),flats (l segment, 8%) and pools (2 segments, 1.5%). A stratified random selection approach was used
to select representatiw transects based on the longitudinal mapping. The least arailable significant habitat tlpe
(e.g., flat ar 8%) was used as the 'se lector' and, using criteria that no more than l0 % of the habitat distance
be represented byanyone transect, the hydraulic transects were established as follows: riffle (3), run (7), pocket
water (4), and flat (l). Hydraulic measurements were collected at three floua; high (5.2 m3s-r), moderate (2.6
m3s-'), and low (1.3 m3s-t) following standard procedures as outlined in Trihey and Wegner (1981).

Microhabitat data were collected in the summer of 1994 at two flowconditions, 1.3 and 2.6 m3s-r. Data
wpre collected through snorkling obserrations along l0 to 30 m long transects established at a 600 angle to the
bank, with the effort (number of transects) split equallybetween rifle, run, and pocket water habitats. A marker
was placed on the stream bed immediately below the focal position of each fish observed were marked at the
focal (nose) position and species, age class (as determined bysize), activity, and distance off the substrate (cm)
was recorded. Water depth (cm), velocity (mean column, focal and botçom) (cm s-r), as well as substrate were
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subsequently measured at each marker location. Habitat availability data (for depth, mean column and bottom

velocity, and substrate) were collected along each transect at I m intervals. Habitat preference cur\æs were

deræloped for the variables depth, mean column rælocity, and zubstrate for Atlantic salmon fry (pung-of-the-

par [YOY]; n= 150) and parr 1l+ through 3+ in age; n= 99). Frequency analpis with (polyromial) cunæ

fitting (Boræe, 1986) was used in criteria derælopment using two approaches: (i) constructing curves from the

ratio of habitat use to availability and (ii) constructing cur\rcs based on habitat usc only (i.e., considering that

sampling all habitat tlges equally remoræd the requirement to adjust for availability) - curves deræloped using

this approach were zubsequently used in the IFIM analpis.

Phpical Habitat Simulation (PHABSIM) modelling was completed using commercially available

software (RHABSIM) to calculate weighted usable area (WUA) estimates. Simple straight multiplication of

the component suitability rating for each of the three habitat attributes was used. Each transect used in the

analpis was weighted in proportion to its representation of the total habitat area. WUA estimates $'ere

generated over the range from 0.25 to 15.0 mrs-r(  to 230 % of the MAF, respectively).

RESULTS

Geomorphic And Sedimentarv Characterization

The studyof thc geomorphicand sedimentarycharacteristicsof the West Salmon Rirær' under regulated

flow conditions, was conducted largely to address concerns as to the present and future quality of the spawning

habitats. Hldraulic transects indicated that the narroq higher gradient stretches in the upper section of the

river, were characterized by coarse substrates (boulder, rubble, cobble) and fast flows, with teasonable deep

wâter (> 20 cm) areas evident e\æn at low flow conditions (1.3 m3s-t) (Rogerson, 1986). The wider, lower

gradient reaches, were characterized by cobble/grarrcl zubstrates and slower flonis, with up to 50% of thc

channel being either dry or covered by water of l0 cm depth or less. Velocities from the hydraulic transects,

in consideration of the theoretical transport competency (Hjulstrom Curve, Richards, 1982)' indicated thc

maximum size particle that could be entrained was fine graræI, wtrile arærage wlocities urould be capable of

transporting medium to coarsc sand. Core sample analpis indicated the cobbles and graræls urcre compact and

spherical in shape srrggesting theywould roll easilyand pack loosely, which was subsequentlyconfirmed byfield

observation.

Qualitatiræ sediment mapping reræaled that certain sections of the riwr nære characterized by a high

proportion of silt to fine sand which formed a thin discontinuous veneer orær the underlying coarsct substratcs.

Accumulation of fine organic sediments along the rirær margins and in low rclocity areas was apParent, likcly

originating from the rirær banlcs and delirrcred byerosion and rainfall ercnts. Subaqueous grasses were growing

in areas of sediment concentration wtrile grasses and flowering plants had colonized sheltered shorelines areas

and gravel bars. Sediment coring indicated that some of these materials were clearly deriræd from 'artificial

sources', likely from dam construction and road building, particularly in the upper reaches immediately below

the dam.
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Juvenile Fish Populations

Total salmonid biomass (g'100 m-!) on the regulated West Salmon River was greater in all post-

construction pars (183.3 -233.7, x=221.8) than prior to development (176.7) while the trout contribution to

this total was also higher under regulated conditions (89.0 - 120.2, x= 102.5), as compared to predevelopment

levels (50.7 in 1979) (Figure 3). Salmon biomass (g'100 m') was highest in 1985 (150.2) and declined to I13.6

and 96.5 in 1987 and 1988, respectively. Salmon parr biomass increased from prede velopment levels ( I I1.7)

to 131.7 in 1985, then declined to 85.4 and 52.5 in 1987 and 1988, respectively. Total salmonid and salmon

densities (nos.lOO m-2) initiailydeclined in the post-impoundment pars (1985 and 1987) and then increased

substantially in 1988, primarily as a result of dramatic increases in salmon fry abundance (Figure 3). Salmon

fry density was greatest in 1988 (about 3 times predevelopment levels), similar to predevelopment numbers

in 1987 and were 4l % less than pre-project levels in 1985. Conversely, salmon parr have demonstrated a

steadydecline in abundance under regulation (from 36.0 in 1979 to a low of 10.7 in 1987).

Between par differences in population and biomass were examined in the post{onstruction period in

both regulated and control sites. Regulated sites on the West Salmon River demonstrated significant

differences (p< 0.05) for total fish density (+ ), total salmon density (+ ), and salmon YOY density (+ ) between

the lears 1985 and 1988 and 1987 and 1988 while there were no sigrrificant differences in trout (total, YOY,

and older age classes) densities between )€ars. No significant differences in density and biomass for all species

and age groups between yÊars w€re apparent on the unregulated control stations.

The proportion of salmon fry in the West Salmon Rirær, as an indicator of the quality of spawning

habitats and reproductive success, has increased relative to pre-impoundment baseline and has increaséd

throughout the postderælopment monitoring. In 1979, prior to development, the proportion of fry to older

age classes of salmon was about equal (50% ) and has since increased from 60.4% ( 1985) to 7l.lVo ( 1987) to

90.2% (1988) of the salmon population. This same trend was evident, but not as dramatic, in the salmon

populations on the unregulated, control stations where the fry component has increased from 38. I % ( 1985)

through 61.6% (1987) to 65.2% (1988).

IFIM Studies

Habitat preference criteria were developed for Atlantic salmon fry (O+ , length less than 55 mm) and
parr (l+ and greater, length greater than 55 mm) for attributes depth, mean water column velocity, and

substrate (Figure 4). Generalln salmon parr utilized faster, deeper water than did fry. Optimums for depth
for fry and parr were 25 and 35 cm, respectively. Optimum rælocities for fry were mostly below 25 cm s-r while

parr exhibited a wider range of velocityuse. Results are generally consistent with previously published criteria

in deGraff and Bain ( 1986), Morantz et al. ( 1987), Heggenes ( 1990, l99l) and LeDrew et al. (this proceedings)

although velocity preferences are lower than previously published.
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The V{eighted Usable Area (WUA) habitat index was calculated within the RHABSIM computer
program bycombining hydraulic-habitat simulations with species preference habitat criteria (above) over a range
of rnodelled flows (Figure 5). For salmon fry, the optimum available habitat (WUA) was at 0.75 m3s't, *ith
a modest but steadydecline in estimated V/UA above this level, consistent with e:çectations for a life stage that
utilizes the lower ranges of available depth and velocity. At 2.6 mrs'r (the summer flow regimen), the WUA
estimate was approximately 76% of the optimum for fry while the winter flow regimen (1.3 m3s-r) was
approximately 97% of optimum. Conversely, the optimum available habitat (V/UA) for salmon parr was 3.5
m3s I with sharper declines above and below this level, with WUA estimates at 1.3 m3s-r and 2.6 m3s-r of 65
and 98 % of the optimum, respectively.
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DISCUSSION

Estimates of weighted usable area (WUA) per 1000 m of stream for landlocked Atlantic salmon
fry (FRY) and parr (PARR). The regulated flow regimen is also shown.

Studies on the geomorphic and sedimentary character of the rirær under regulation suggest it is
incompetent with respect to much of its sedimentary calibre and unable to transport the predominantly cobble-
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gravel bedload. Regulation has led to a deterioration of the cobble-gravel substrate uirich could result in

choking of interstitial spaces with fine sediment wtrich would normally be flushed from the s)6tem during

natural hydrological peaks. These locations are preferred habitats for rearing of salmon fry, and long term loss

of these habitats could reduce the orærall productivityof the rirær. The processes of aggradation and rcgetation

encroachment (succession) are occurring in a complementary fashion with accumulated sediment/organics

providing the anchor for plant growth *trile the resulting vegetation is likelytrapping additional fïne materials.

In the long term, it is e:çected accommodation will likely rezult in reduced rirær width wtrich could result in

loss of spawning habitat, depending on the use of, and reproductiræ zuccess in, suhtrates along the margins.

Consequently, the spawning habitat environment is not h$rologically dynamic and will be subject to future

deterioration. This deterioration may be arrested for a considerable period due to lack of availability of fine

sediments in the watershed and the fact that the Cold Spring Pond dam acts to traP upstream sediments'

Further, the loss of width may be accompanied by increased flows in the wetted channel wtrich may help reduce

sedimentation of substrates.

The rationale for lower winter floun under the 2leral regime was based, in part' on the assumptions

that juvenile fish would move to deeper waters to o\rerwinter, that metabolic rates would be lower, and that

reductions in flows from leræls following spawning would not reduce incubation potential provided that redds

are covered by water and oxygen lerals are zufficient (Stalnaker and Arnette, 1976). The monitoring program

was undertaken to determine if the winter flow regimen (20% MAF) would provide adequate conditions for

incubation and survival of eggs and, in the absence of ht'rological peaks (flustring flows) in the regimen,

wtrether gradual aggradation of silt, increased growth of algae/macrophytes, and encroachment of riparian

rægetation would impair the quality of reproductiræ habitats o\rer the long term. Monitoring results indicate

that the proportion of fry in the total salmon population has increased under regulated flow conditions and,

with the exception of 1985, densities were equal to or greater than predevelopment and rezults suggest no

biological evidence of reduced quality of spawning habitats'

The densities of the older age classes of salmon, however, have declined under the regulated flow

conditions. This is reflected in the decline in the proportion of salmon parr in relation to fry, both before and

after project development and through the 3 pars of post development monitoring, with a concurrent decline

in parr density (from 36.0 to 10.7 per unit; 1979 to 1988). This same decline is evident for salmon parr

biomass (excepting 1985). It is speculated that this decline is related to poor conditions for orærwintering

slrvival under the two-tiered flow regimen wùere flons are considerably less than natural prederælopment

lercls (about 19 % of normal flous during rhis period, Figure 2). The lVest Salmon Rirrcr is dominated by

habitatscharacterized asshallow, lowgradient, containingsmaller substratesand moderate rælocitiesthat would

be zubject to significant effccts from delvatering, particularly under winter conditions. Lower and regulated

winter flows could lead to greater anchor ice formation and exposure of graræl bars and riffles wtrictr contribute

to reduction of overwintering habitat.

The apparent decline in the older age classes of salmon under flow regulation is consistent with the

change in habitat preferences of jurrcniles of thc species as they grow. Habitat use varies with fistr siznlage

(Heggenes, 1990) and, in general, as )oung salmon grow they select progressiræly faster, deeper water o\ær

coarser substrates (Symons and Helland, 1978, deGraff and Bain, 1986; Heggenes, 1990, l99l; Scruton and
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Gibson, 1993). Salmonfrypreferpebble/cobbledominatedsubstratesinshallow,slowwaterareas(Symonsand
Helland, 1978; deGraff and Bain, 1986; Gibson,1993; Scruton and Gibson, 1993). Older juveniles (parr)
become very territorial with territory size varying with velocity (flows), with larger territories associated with
lower velocities resulting in less space available for fish.

The IFIM analpis includes consideration of differences in microhabitat requirements of the two age
grouPs of juvenile salmon and results suggest that habitat conditions under the controlled flow regimen woutd
favour salmon fryover the older age classes (Figure 6), wtrich in turn are reflected in the postderælopment fish
densities. Estimates of ayailable habitat (WUA) for salmon parr are 65 and 97 % of the optimum at the flows
specified in the Tennant's regimen (1.3 and 2.6 m3s-r, respectively), and the analpis does not consider possible
further habitat loss under winter conditions. The results of the monitoring of fish populations are therefor
consistent with the predictions provided by the detailed habitat-hydraulic modelling completed within IFIM.

Much of our understanding as to habitat requirements of juveniles salmonids are based on summer,
open water studies and there is limited knowledge of winter habitat preferences. Chapman (1966) zuggests that
habitat (space) may be the principal regulator of stream dwelling salmonids in winter. In winter, parr tend to
move to areas of slow water velocity, often hiding beneath large substrate particles (Cunjak, 1988). Older parr
tend to move into (shelter in) coarser substrates (rubbles, boulders) when temperatures decline to 9 0C and less
and also move to lower velocity, deeper areas (pools) as ternperatures decrease (Gibson, 1978). Ice
accumulation, both on the surface and the formation of anchor ice, can significantly reduce available space in
the water column and substrate and regulated flow conditions encourage both tlpes of ice formation. The West
Salmon River is characterized as broad and shallow with few well defined, deep pools and generally consists
of habitats not well suited to overwintering of salmon and trout.

A major consideration that was not included in the flow regimen for the \iy'est Salmon River was the
requirement for'flushing flows' to periodicallysimulate natural peaks in the hydrograph. E:creme events often
are a major factor in controlling habitat quality and diversity over the long term (Mundie,l99l) and in
regulation of substrate size and distribution, habitat t)?es (e.g., pool to riffle ratio), and stream bank and cover
conditions (Hynes, 1970). These flows are necessary to remove fines and sediments from the substrates and
provide maintenance and dynamics of the channel and riparian habitats. Considerations for flushing flows
include magtitude, duration, and timing of the release and a variety of techniques are arailable to asse ss this
requirement (Reiser et al., 1989).

The Tennant Method has been one of the most widely used 'standard settingl techniques for planning
and establishing minimum florvs prior to wide scale implementation of IFIM (Reiser et al., 1987) and was
selected as the preferred method for use on the Upper Salmon Hsroelectric Development, constructed in the
early 1980s. The approach is easy to apply, however, it is recognized the method is intended as a
reconnaissance level or planning approach, and not as a technique to prescribe a minimum flow for a specific
riwr reach and species assemblage (Bietz et al., 1985). Further, the method recommends minimum flows and
suggests the incorrect assumption that flow below these leræls will be detrimental to fish populations without
recognizing the incremental nature of changes in habitat quality and availability as a function of stream flow
(Mordhart, 1986).
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CONCLUSIONS

Geomorphic studies haræ provided initial evidence of sediment accumulation and channel

accommodation orær the early 1æars after impoundment, with the materials from construction related sources

and fine organic materials derirad from within the watershed, residing in sedimentary repositories. Biological

monitoring to 1988, as possibly the best indicator of a deterioration of the spawning environment, has suggested

no apparent detrimental effects from this sediment deposition on spawning and egg incubation as evidenced

bythe densitiesof salmon fryin post-impoundment 1rars. Salmon fryin the West Salmon Riwr have increased

from pre-construction baseline while, conrærse ly, densities and proportion of older age classes of salmon ( l+

and greater) have decreased under regulated flows. This decline has been suggested to be related to poor

overwinteringhabitatconditionsasaresultofthelowerflowregimen. IFlMstudieszuggestwintermicrohabitat

conditions (depth, velocity) under regulated flows would favour salmon fry over the older age classes wttich

support the results of monitoring of juvenile fish populations.

The Tennant (Montana) Method, a 'standard setting' approach, was used in conjunction with

professional judgement to establish the regulated flow regime for this development and was considered an

acceptable approach at that time (circa 1980). It would appear that the approach has recommended flow levels

that are adequate for maintenance of reproductiræ success (successful spawning and egg to fry surviral)'

however, flow conditions for older age classes of salmon, particularly during the overwintering period, may be

limiting survirnal. In the absence of a flushing flow component to the regimen it is likely that there will be

detedoration of the reproductiræ habitat o\Ër the long term. The results of these studies suggest that the

Tennant Method, as applied in this project, maynot be suitable, without further refinement, for setting detailed

flow regimes for fish habitat protection in regulation of insular Newfoundland rirærs. In projects requiring a

high degee of protection for jurænile salmonid populations, approaches such as IFIM which allowfor hydraulic

simulation and prediction of incremental change in habitat quality with flow would be preferable to standard

setting approaches. Adaptiræ instream flow management techniques, based on the tesults of biological

monitoring, may also play an important role in setting of reservoir releases and in refinement of post-Project

flow regimens (Sale et al., l99l).

This study has pointed out a major shortcoming in the art of hydrological-habitat modelling, and in

}rrowledge of fish habitat interactions - the inabilityto model flows and predict habitat Parameters under winter

conditions . In cold, northem rivers, where fish are exposed to harsh winter conditions for a large Portion of

the 1æar, overwinter srrrvirral can be a major regulator of populations (Power, l98l). Knowledge and model

derælopment, with predictiræ ability, will need to improræ in these areas before regulated flow regimes can be

set that address habitat conditions affecting all life stages of resident fish.
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ABSTRACT

Naffal systems are organized and self-regulated according to information that is arranged in consecutive data series.
Generally speaking, these consecutive data series are either gradients of spatial data or time series. Life itself is
organized and transmined by information ananged in data series: ùe DNA genetic code.

Three different approaches have been used to sûrdy the environmental instream flow of the rivers, resulting in what we
call hydrologic (historical discharge mahods), hydraulic (cross-sections meùods), and hydro-biological (habitat
simulation m*hods) techniques. Hydro-'biological techniquc have gained increased recognition and are widely
accryted currently. They are bæed on simulation techniquæ that describe physical river habitats of some species æ a
funaion of streamflows. The main variables used to characterize habitâts are distribution, composition and type of
streambed materials, depth and water velocity, æ well æ other secondary parameters such æ water quality, food
availability, communities in the river bank. If we accept that these habitat variables are related to streamflow regimes,
then we can define all of them æ dependent variablæ in equuiors where the only independent variable is ùe river
flow. Under this assumption, river flows and their variations determine physical and biotic factors of ttre river habitat.
Streamflow time series, then, include all the needed information to explain the structure and biological requirements of
a specific river or river reach. rWe only have to determine a good method to get that information from the series.

This paper proposes the application of the simple moving average forecasting model as the tool to get the information
from hydrological series of daily mean flows. This techniçe is commonly used when snrdying inegularities in time
series analysis. The model wæ applied to hydrological data from I I Meditenanean rivers in the region of Catalonia
(Spain). These rivers were selected because they ue representative of the maximum variability of river regime panerns
in this lggien (from snowmelt parern to rainfall pattern). The results of ttris sody show that there is a characteristic
minimum flow for each river, which depends on is partiarlar streamflow time series. This minimum flow, which is
called "basic flow", goes from 5 ta 50% of ttre mean annual flow, with 54% of the cases ranging within the l0 to
20% interval. This intewal agrees witr values obtained througb other hydrobiological matrods. The method proposed
in this paper has the advantage over these other muhods ttrat it is easy, fast, and economical to apply.

The præent article describes the mettrodology used and the consEaints of the proposed model, and discusses the results
obtained from is application ard their interpreation. A rcearch project is acrually being canied on (199G1998) to
establish the biological meaning of the basic flow. Resuls will be compared o those obtained from the application of
other methodologies currently used to the same shdy areas.

KEY-WORDS: Basic Flow / Environmental lnstream flow / Regulated River Management.
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INTRODUCTION

Environmental instream flow determination is a controversial environmental issue of major importance for water

resources managpment in the Mediterranean developed countries, together with eutrophication, deforestation and

erosion control (Prat, 1995).

Currently, there is not a universally accepted stândard methodology to calculate environmental instream flows' All

the current methodologies have three characteristics that reduce ttreir credibility: subjectivity, arbitrariness, and lack

of ecological sipificance in the calculation process. Three different approaches have been used to study the

environmental instream flows of rivers, resulting in what we call hydrologic (historical discharge methods; i'e'

Tennani 1976), hydraulic (cross-sections methods; i.e. collings, 1972) urd hydro-biological (habitat simulation

methods; i.e. Bovee, 1982) techniques. The latter techniques have gained rncreased recognition and are currently

widely use4 although they have had their share of criticism (Gan & Macmahon, 1990; Bovee, 1995)' They are based

on sirnulation techniques that describe physical river habitats of some species as a function of streamflows'

11ris paper proposes an alternative approach to catculate minimum environmental instream flow (MEIF)' which is

called Basic Flow (Qb; Palau, 1994), that sets forth theoretically valid statements to overcome the three constraints

of currcnt methods (subjectivity, arbitrariness, and ecological significance). The concept of MEIF is very simple to

define: it is the flow that maintains a given level of biological functionality to preserve the continuity of natural

communities and processes without any human intervention. So, the key of the problem is to establish which is ùat

correct biological functionality level to be preserved. fur analytical solution can be found in the relationship between

ârnctionality and habitability, as it is stated in the IFIM methodology (Bovee,1982).

BASIS OFTHE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In order to quantiff eb, the first srcp was to define the direction of the research efforts. Some basic concepts of

Ecological Theory were very useful in that goal.

Nat'ral systems are biosphere comparùnents regulated and organized according to an information that is presented in

a {low format. This information is arranged in consecutive data series (gradients of spatial data or time series), that

are interpreted by the natural systems to define their abiotic characteristics, biological composition, and their

organization and functioning (Margalef, l99l). Perbaps, the best example of this statement is that life itself is

organized and transmitted by information arranged in data series: the DNA genetic code'

Space and time do not contribute in the same lvay in providing information to natural systems. Space usually brings

information that is integrable (predictable). A natural system in a given space presents an organization level that

depends on its environment, but this environment changes in time according to series of events. Therefore, the event

time series are the independent and primary variable in providing information relevant to natural systems

organization. Consequently, time series are the objects to study in order to establish Qb values.

Streamflow time series are, in a way, the DNA of a river (genotlçe). In the DNA the combination and altemation of

nucleotide determine protein synthesis and the organization and aspect of life' In the rivers, the streamflow temporal

variability and magnitude are the variables determining the organization and aspect of the system. That means they
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determine river banls, streambed widtlL bd substrate types, water velocities and depths distribution, etc. And these

factors condition the tlpe of aquatic community that will live in the river.

River regglation results in great alterations and changes in rivers, as they would be produced by genetic code

manipulation. The only advantage is that they are reversible. The simplest river regulation acts by controlling and

reducing total streamflow urd, therefore, eliminating floods. This regulation results in a drop of water availabilit-v for

the natural environment and a lost of streamflow time series variability. The same thing happens when artificial high

flows are generated downstream a reservoir. ln all cases, the river genetic code is regularized resulting in very similar

river cbaracteristics (phenotype) downstream any reservoir.

A 6rst imporAnt conclusion is that if we want to conduct proper river management actions, we have to maintain its

"genetic crde" as similar to the naûrral regime as possible.

Figrrre I shows all the variables tlat are frequently used to define environmental instream flows, as well as the simple

dependence relationships among them. The main variables used to characterize habitats refer to fish communities.

These variables are distribution, composition and t)'pe of streambed materials, depth and water velocitv, as rvell as

other secondary pararneters such as water quality, food availability, and communities in the river bank

HYDROLOGY

Figure l. Flow chart of the organization and interrelationships among river variables.

If we accept that these habitat variables are related to streanrflow regimes, t}ren we can define all of them as

dependent variables in equations where the only independent variable is the river flow. So, under this assumption,

river flows and their variations determine physical and biotic factors of the river habitat. Streamflow time series,

therl include atl the needed information to explain the structure and biological requirements of a specific river or

river reach, that means, everything needed to define the biological functionality of a system.

SHELTER
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Figrre 2 shows the theorctical relationship between habitability urd streamflow. lvVhen a certain upper flow level

(flood) is surpassed, the limnological organization in a river is alæred. In the same way, therc is a minimum flow

level that if not reachd results in the limnological organization being also significantly modified. The latter one is

what we call Basic Flow, and it is specific for each river and even river reaclr, depending on its particular

characæristics. We only have to determine a valid method to extract that information from the time series and look

for the adequaæ break-point in the relationship beMeen flow and habitability.

LIMITING
,,  LIMITING

,  , / l LH Excavated
streambed

Pools

DISCHARGE

Figure 2. Theoretical relationship between discharge llow rnd fish habitebility instream.

Finally, the way an aquatic organism "reads and interprets" the environment information is by inægration. That

means habitability and survival conditions of a species related to streamflow should be continuously modifi€d wittr

the information provided by the new daily streanrflow data. A minimum flon, would be defined from the continuous

inægration (cumulative information) of temporal values of the series. The appropriate mathematical approach to

detect that minimum flow is tbe simple moving average forecasting model applied to increasing streamflow inærvals,

looking at irregularities in the generated series of accumutated flows. These inegularities would be the wanted break-

points.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Eleven rivers in Catalonian watersheds were selected for the snrdy. These rivers were chosen because they are

rcpresentative of the maximum variability of river regime patterns in this region (from snowmelt to rainfall-

originafed pattems). A control section on a flow gaging site was selected in each river to calculate the Qb. These

sections were characterized by a nattrral regime (non regulated reaches).

Élcolrydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Qaébec
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Table I shows the main hydrologic characteristics of the selected river reaches. These river reaches can be classified
as follows:

r Temporary rivers with rainfall-groundwater hydrograph regime: Siurana.
o Temporary rivers with mediterranean rainfall hydrograph regime: Caldes, Tenes, Tordera and Matarranya.
r Permanent rivers with mediterranean rainfall hydrograph regime: Fluvià.
o Permanent rivers with snow + rain hydrograph regime: Llobregat and Segre (l and 2).
o Permanent rivers with snowmelt hydrograph regime: Noguera de Tor and Surta Magdalena.

Table 1. Main hydrologic characteristics of the river reaches studied.
(Qrm = real mean daily llow; Qm = mean daily flow of the 10 year series)

River Watershed
total erea

(Lnnt)

Altitude Qrm Qm
(m osl) (rn'h) (m1s)

Watershed
control area

(km')

Qmax
1m3/s)

Qmin Coef.

1m3/s) var.
("/ol

Siurana 621

Caldes ll2

Tenes 154
Tordera E94

Fluviâ ll25

Llobregat 4948

Segre'l 22579
Segre.2 22579
Noguera de Tor 249

410 0.29 0.04
56 0.26 0.21
75 0.51 0.40
35 5.65 5.67
99 6.76 7.20
929 1.36 t.29
E68 10.4 t2.34
440 32.5 24.78
910 7.5 6.57
580 0.398 0.33
1305 t.55 2.23

0.00 507.5
0.00 32E.6
0.00  219.8
0.00 395.5
1.00 235.7
0.23 98.4
0.22 87.9
0.72 t26.4
0.08 89.8
0.03 325.9
0 .05  185.0

Matarranya

Sta Magddena

1727
l l l

8E
l l 0
t52
E02
E04
23

1023
2700
235
48
76

E.5
14.9
I  E .0

690.0
430.0
20.0
147.6
I196.5
5  1 .9
28.9
70.6

Mediterranean-type regimes generated either by rain or snow precipitations are cornmon in Catalonia, so more of
them have been included in the sample.

This sample of selected reaches is sufficiently representative of the spectrum of watershed surfaces, altitudes,
streamflows, and hydrological variability in the study area. Table I shows that some sites are close to the sea level
(Torder4 35 m osl) and other high up in the mountains (Santa Magdalena 1305 m osl); some have large watersheds
(Segre-2, 2700 Km'?) or very small (Llobrega! 23 KnÔ. Regarding hydrologic magnitude, some annual average
streamflows are very low (Siuran4 0.04 m3/s) or relatively high (Segre-2, 24.7E msls),some behave as ephemerat at
certain times of the year (Siuran4 Caldes, Tenes, Tordera), and some suffer often great peak flows (lordera, Fluvià,
Segre-2), which causes a wide range in the values of the coefficient of variation , ftom 87 ,9oÂ (Segre-l) to 507 ,SYo
(Siumna).

We used daily average flows series from the last ten years to calculate the Qb. Several re:uons led to the selection of
this time period. FirsÇ we considered that ten years time looked like a good compromise between sufficient
information and manageability of the data. Secondly, in the Mediterranean environrnent, extremely variable
hydrological conditions cause the present and future ofa river to bc determined by its recent past and not by events
firrther behind. Moreover, ten years time is a longer period than the expected life span of the aquatic species in any
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Mediærranean river. Finally, we checked the variability of the Qb calculated with data from an increasing number of

years, and we found stable values from six to eight yeani on.

Average streamflow (Qmf) in the sites was computed from long series of data (n > 30) available at the gaging

statioru, and also from data in tre last ten years (Qm) as shown in Table l. Differences between this two values of

average flow in the majority of siæs reveals the critical drought period the study area suffered in the last years' These

results point at the importanc€ of considering more reçÆnt flow data versus long time series of hydrological data for

river management; long time series may be more represantative of hydrological conditions, but less realistic from an

ecological persPective.

The Qb was computed independently for the ten years corrsidered for uralysis' We applied moving averages to

increasing intervals of consecutive data (average daily flows) up to a maximum of 100 values. This limit was

established in orderto avoid large data matrixes and because an average of 100 consecutive daily flow values would

include the period of lowest water levels on any study site (100 daily values cover more than 3 months' which is a

longer period of time tban the usual duration of low water levels in the summer months). Starting with a matnx Q

(355 x l0) of average daily flows q/ where i = day in the year and j = years, we applied the simple moving average

forecasting model as follows:

4 =rfr,

wherea/arethemovingaveragesfor( l< iS365- j )and(0Sj<99)par tofmatr ixA(365x99) 'Next 'weobta ined

the minimum value for each column j in matrix A, resulting a vector V composed of values vj such as:

vr = rnin(d) for l  < i  s 365-j ,  0 sj  < 99

Repetition of this process for each study year (10) resulted in a matrix F (10 x 100). We obtained a new vector M by

column arithmetic average. We calculated the relative increase between each pair of consecutive values as follows:

= 
(m, - mr-t)

i lt-t

Qb is defined as the flow mr related to the largest relative increment h** such as:

(4) â-, = max(br) f o r l s k s 9 9

RESTJLTS

Table 2 shows Qb valucs for each river reach

presented in the same table.
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Table 2. Basic llow and related hydrological signilicance.
(7o of Qm = percentrge of Qb over Qm; % days < Qb = percentage of days with llow lower than Qb; mean

Qc = meen classilied daily llow; Qmost freq. = most frequent llow interval in the series)

River Qb 7o of Qm 7o days < Qb Mean Qc Q most frequent

Siurane
Cddes
Tenes
Tordera2
Fluvie2
Llobregatl
Segre'1
Segre2
Noguera de Tor
Metarrrnye
Sta- Megdalena

0.022 50
0.012 5.7
0.038 l0
0.663 I1.69
1.500 20.8
0.481 37.3
3.331 27.0
4.1 16.5

1.072 16.3
0.091 27.3
0.331 14.8

0-0.08
0-0. l5
0-0. lE
0-0.69

1.72-2 . t5
0.4-0.6
6.6-6.75
t0 .E-12
2.08-2.6
0-0.29
0-0.71

10.5
16.3
lE .9
27.6
7.6
40.5
12.5
l . E
t .2
16.6
0.79

Q327
Q305
Q2e6
Q264
Q337
Q2t7
Q3le
Q358
Q36l
Q304
Q362

The Qb varies between 5.7% and 50% of the mean annual flow, with 54o/o of the cases ranging within the I0 to 20o/o
interval. The maximum Qb was obtained for the Siurana river site. Siurana is a temporary river mainlv fed by
groundwater. Therefore, its baseflow has a constant level, with very short low flow periods, and moderate peak
flows. In fact its estimated Qb value (0.022 m3/s) is very close to tre minimum registered flow different from 0 in
the river (0.018 m%).

As it would be expectd Qb values raises with increasing mean annual flow and watershed area of the control
section.

Qb values for rivers with mediterranean rainfall hydrograph regimes were very similar (from 0.012 to 0.092 m3/s),
translating nta S.7Yoto 27 .3o/o of ma n urnual flows.

Rivers with snowmelt + rainfall hydrograph regimes showed Qb values from 0.48 mr/s to 4.1 m3/s, whereas rivers
with snowmelt hydrograph regimes showed Qb ranges from 0.33 to 1.07 . These values result in percentages of mean
annual flows from 16.5% |o37.3y0" and 14.8oÂto 16.3% respecrively.

Rivers with rainâll and snowmelt + rainfall regimes show a tendency for more conservative Qb values (a higher
mean annual flow percentage) when mean annual flow and flow variability are low (Figure 3). However, these results
cannot be conclusive since sample size is too small to make any statistical inference.

Qb values fall within the most frequent flow range, in most c:ses, or below. This fact gives coherence to the
methodology, since MEIF numbers higher than most frequent flows (biologicalty characteristic flows) would not be
realistic.

Most of the Qb calculated were significantly higher than absolute minimums, as it is showed in Table 2 (% of days in
a year under Qb flow level). This percentage is also expressed in classified flows (number of days in a year with Qb
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flow level equalted or exceeded), obtaining values ranging from Qzrr b Q6. As a reference for comparison, some

europ€an countries use classified flows Q3o or Qyz to establish MEIF levels @alau et al 1995).

Figure 3. Reletionship betwecn llow variability (STD, standerd dcviation) end percentage of Qb over Qm for

eech tyPe of rivcr regima

DISCUSSION

The calculation process suggests tlnt Qb values depend on the number of days of low flow (usually srunmer flow in

Mediterranean countries) and flow change increments. Qb is defrned from the mean daily flow (Ql) ending the

tongest minimum low flow series in the average year. An exception of this defnition occurs when there is a shorter

minimum low flow sequence ended by a very high mean daily flow (Q2), wtrich implies a bigger relative flow

incrernent than Ql. In this casc, Qb is defured from Q2.

The capabilities of the proposed method have been waluated by mean daily flow series simulations (Figure 4 to 6), in

order to assess the sensibility and mathematical functioning of the method. In the simulatioq Qb has been calculated

in difrerent sitqations varying flow values of two consecutive peak florrs, and the length of the low flow sequence

between them (inær-peak flow). Figures 4 æ 6 show the mean daily flow series used for the simulation, and the

minimum flow series obtained from the simple moving average forecasting model application' They also show the

values that define the largest relative increments used to calculate Qb (underlined values).

Figure 4 (À B, C) shows the simulation of two corsecutive peak flows (QlcQ2) where the inær-peak flow length

bas been varied. Considering that the difference between Ql and Q2 is small, Qb is always defined from Ql in the

three situations (Â B, C) regardless of the reduction of the low flow period between the peak flows.
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Figura 4 (A, B, C). Simulation of dilferent inter-peak llow lengths between two consecutive similar peak ftows.

Figure 5 presents the same situation tbat Figure 4, but with a higher difference between the peak values (Ql<<e2).
Results show that when the inter-peak flow length is not highly reduced, Qb is defined from Ql (Figure 5A and
Figure 5B). On the other hand, when the length of the inter-peak flow is highly reduced Q2 creares a larger relative
increment and, therefore, Qb is defined from Q2 (Figure 5C) .

Figure 6 models a situation with exchanged peak flow values and an increase of the inter-peak flow. When e2 is the
flow ending the longest minimum low flow series, Qb is defined from Q2 (Figure 6A). In Figure 68, Qb is defined
from Ql since its higb value creates the largest relative increment. The latter situation is similar to tJrat from Fizure
5C, with the only difference that the low flow periods behind the peaks have been exchanged.

Another important fact revealed by the simulation is that Qb values are not influenced by extreme peak flows. It has
been proved tlnt if a peak flow is increased from a value of l0 to 80 (with a minimum low flow value of 2), the eb
only increases from 2.63 to 2.90.
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Figure 5 (A, B, C). Simulation of difierent intcr-peak llow lengths between two consecutive dissimilar peak flows.

Figure 6 (A, B). Simulation of interchange peak flow values and increase of the inter-peak llow
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The simulations carried out lead us to conclude that:

Isolaæd elitreme hydrological events, such as tonential precipitaûons (so frequent in Mediterranean

areas), do not sigrriûcantly affect Qb values.

Qb is usually defined from the flows ending minimum low flow periods (summer low flows in

Mediterranean countries), due to the use of relative increments in the calculation process instead of

absolute increments. This makes sure that Qb is always higher than the most frequent flow rn lo*' flow

periods. Furthermore, the location of Qb within the annual hydrograph suggests that Qb might have a

biological meaning.

ln rivers with the same umual mean flow, short low flow periods produce higher Qb values than longer

low flow periods. This is an important feature of the model since aquatic communities living in rivers

with short low flow perids are not used to low flow regimes, regardless of the arurual mean flos'.

CONCLUSIONS

Qb calculation is based on l0 year mean daily flow time series. This is important if we consider that IFIM and other

similar methodologies operate with daily flows from shorter series (less than 5 years), although the interannual

variability is likely to be a relevant frctor limiting fish abundance in streams (Davies, 1988).

The main characteristics of Qb rhrt 5uppe6 its suitability for MEIF determination are:

o Qb values are easily replicated, objective, and not arbitrary, since the methodology used is based on real

hydrologic time series data.

. It is sensitive to the hydrograph tlpe and, therefore, the Qb is specific for each river or river reach.

Despite the fa* that this methodology is based only on hydrological dat4 it is more conservative when

calculating MEIF for sma[ rivers than other standard hydrologic techniques, which proves its

sensitiveness and fitness to real life conditions.

r Qb values usually âll within the normal interval of MEIF values obtained with other methodologies

currently used.

The method proposed in this paper has the additional advantage that it is easy to apply (it can be easily programmed

in a PC), fast in obtaining results, and it is costrfficient. The only input data needed are daily mean flows, which can

be easily obtained at flow ga,ging stations. However, the Qb method is only a part of a more complex regulated river

management proposal, which includes other pararneters influencing the biological functioning maintenance of a river,

such as the necessity of flow temporal variability, flush.ing flows, water quality, etc (Palau, 1994).

This method has not been validated with biological data yet. A new research project has just been initiated (1996-

1998) with the aim of establishing the biological meaning of the Qb. Results will be compared to those obtained from
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the application of other methodologies to a large sample of rivers and river reaches in the Ebro rrVaærshed, Spain.
We expect that this project will provide statistical significance for the Qb capabilities pointed out in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

Irstream flow needs (IFN) studies for the protection and managernent of fish have been conducted in Atberta over the past
l0 years. Methods have ranged from the simple. Tennant, and the Tessman modification of the Tennant. to the more
complex Irstream Flou'Incrernental Methodolog' (trIM) using the PHABSIM group of models. The recommended floru
values that are derived from these studies are used as input in basin-wide water planning exercises. Water planning is
conducted using a water balance model which requires input fiom all water users, both consumptive. such as municipal
water supply and irrigation for agriculture. and non-consumptive, such as fish and wildlife management. recreation and.
where present, hydropower generation. Requested instream flow input values were origrnally limited to a ''minimum"

value, which were considered to protect basic water quality and instream flow needs at all times. Later in the water
plarming process. an "optimal" or prefened value was requested in addition to the minimum. The preferred value would
protect desirable instream flow needs most of the time. While the single input value was convenient for the running of
the water balance model. it gave the false impression that if this mirumum value was met. the fisheries resources would
be adequatelv protected. As this is not the case, it was necessary to provide to the water balance modelling process. a
range of values" minimum to optimal, in order to effectively manage the fisheries resource. This paper presents the
procedtre that was used to take the principal output from ttre PHABSIM group of models. Weighted Usable Area (WUA)
versus discharge, and convey that information into a range of recommended flow values that are linked to the natually
occurring availability of water in a river svstem.

KEY-WORDS: Instream flow needs / habitat / fish / modellng / flow lrecommendations
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INTRODUCTION

In the province of Alberta. instream flow needs (lFN) has increasingly become a major issue. As in other jurisdictions.

social values have gradually shifted and in Alberta there is a growing need to defure instream flou' r'alues to protect stream
ecoqyst€ms. The Alberta Fisheries Management Dvision (AFMD) is activelv participating in water management planning

\ firsf carytng out instream flow needs studies and secondly, negotiating for suitable stream florvs. The principal piece
of legislanon that gov€rns wat€r managernent in tlre province of Alberta the Water Resources Act. is currentll' undergoing
a comprehensive legislative review. This is the first major review of this statute since its inception in the late | 800's.
Several issues are being debated with insream flow needs for the protection of flowing aquatic ecosvstcms being one of
the key items.

In the laæ 1970's. the South Sækaûchewan River Basin Planning Program focused attention on the existing and potential
conflicts benryeen insfeam flow needs and the withdrawal and waste disposal uses of water in the basin. Later. in I 986.
the Alberta Water Resources Commission released a report containing recommendations on water management in the
South'Saskatchewan River basin. The Commission's conclusions, based on public hearings held throughout the South
Saskaæhewan River basin during 1984, led to a number of recommendations pertaining to lnstream uses of rivers in the
basin. In sunmary, the Commission recommended that, to be consistent wrth the philosophv of multi-purpose use.
lrsream flow amounts should be established on a reach-by-reach basis for all major river reaches and tributaries in ùe
basin. In the spring of 1990, the Minister of the former DeparEnent of the Environment released a policl' statement which
stated, among other things, that consideration must be given to the need to retain water in the river for instream needs.
including recreation, fisheries, wildlife and the ecology ofthe river.

One of the mandaæs of the AFMD is to manage the fisheries in the province of Alberta. As the stewards of the resource.
the AFMD was invit€d to participaæ in the nsream flow needs process established by the govemment to: Iirst. re-affrrm
the fish and wildlife values associated with free-flowing waters; second, to identifl' appropriate instream flow needs
methods ûo be used in Albera; trir4 to advise the govemment on flow regimes required to manage the fisheries resources
and: fourth, to advise on the consequences ofadopting various water management scenarios.

As with otherjurisdictions, the AFMD went through the process of identifying methods that could be used to determine
instream flow values for fisheries managernent. Forttmately, there was a considerable amount of experience and expertise
from which Ûo draw upon. Many natural resource agencies had gone through the exercise ofinvestigating the various
methods available and subsequently defining instream flows for fish in the early 1970's. The search for suitable
techniques led to a surmary document describing the entirs range of approaches to define instream flow reqrurements
for fish. Later, a selected few of these methods were examined in detail to see if thev could be used in Alberta (Bietzet
a/., 1985).

THE \ryATER PLANI{ING PROCESS

In the early 1980's, the AFMD set minimum flows for the main reaches of the rivers in the South Saskatchewan River
Basin (Longmore and Sûenton, l98l). The method that was used to determine these minimum flows was the Tennant
Method (Tuurant, 1976) which originated in Montana. The method is classi{ied as a hydrologic method which is based
on strearr llow statistics and specifies, by month, some percentage of the mean annual flow. The method was used
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because it was inexpensive and could be readily applied to anv reach ofriver wherc there were historical flow records.

At the trme, it was believed these minimums would protect the fisheries.

As the water planning process evolved. it soon became evident that only minimum florvs would be met. The relativeh'

large size of the water confrol structures on the main rivers and the perceived need to meet the "legal" licenced

requirements meant that any flows above these minimums were allocated to consumptive uses. It was believed b1' others
in the watEr planning process in Alberta that if minimum flows were achieved, then fish populations thrived. Ho$'ever.
from the perspective of today's understanding, there are serious flaws with havrng only minimum florvs available for fish

habitat mainlenance. ln fact, if tnre minimum flows are maintained for extended penods of time. u'hich is rvhat the
modelling results showed, fisheries would be seriously impacted and might cease to exist. The long-term effects of
connnuously maintaining these artificial minimurn flows seldom are the same as the infrequent. naturallv occurring. short-
term effects that appear in the historical flow record. In addruon to this problem. it seemed that regardless of the minimum
instream flowvalue that was selected, it was regarded by some as impractical because it could not be ''met" all the time

even under natural flow conditions.

The AFMD soon recognised the need ûo use a better approach to determining instream IIow needs for fish. A method was
required that had to meet three basic criteria; first, it had to provide an answer other than a "minimum" flow value that
would be used as a flow target in the water planning process; second, it had to be based on biologv: and third, the results
had to allow for meaningfirl interaction with the other water users. The search for such an approach led the AFMD down
the same road that other agencies had gone before, eventually leading to a wide and varied collection of habitat-flou'
models. As was the conclusion reached by many others, the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) and the
PTIABSM group of models emerged as a method that was most suitable for use to determine instream flow requirements
for fish in Alberta.

The IFIM, and in particular the Physical Habitat Sunulation system (PHABSIM), has had its fair share of controversy.
Anyone familiar with the method knows there are critics and there are those who support it (Stalnaker et al., 1995).
Despite this conroversy, the AFMD has used the PHABSIM on several rivers in Alberta largely because it met the three
criteria set out by the Division; it provides more than a "minimum" flow value, it is based on biology and, it allows for
meaningfrrl discussion with other water users. To date, the IFIM approach has been completed or is underway in the South
Saskaæhewan River Basin on the Highwood River, the Oldman fuver, Pekisko Creek, Willow Creek, the St. Mary River.
the Belly River, the Waterton fuver, the Bow River, the Sheep River, the Red Deer River, the Elbow River and the
Kananaskis River (Figure l).

The IFIM, developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Fort Collins, Colorado, is a concept which includes
numerous models and a decision making process that is tlroroughly describ€d in several documents (Bovee, 1982; Milhous
et al.,1989). The principle output of the PHABSIM is a habitat index, expressed as a weighted usable area (!\UA)

versus flow relationship (Figure 2). It should be notod that reachrng the geireration of the WUA requires considerable time
and effort relative to other IFN methods. However, as most practitioners involved in water negotiations know, once the
habitat inddx versus flow relationships have been calculated, the real work hasjust begun.
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The water planning process in
Alberta was not originally set up
to evaluate one scenario over
another. Raùer, it was designed
to have all water users supply to
the water balance model, flow
requirements or flow targets.
For the instream flow uses, the
model only attempted to meet
the targets and nothing more.
Figuring out how to provide a
range of flow targets, and
thereby avoiding the problem of
providing only a single
minimum flow value from the
numerous WUA versus flow
relationships for the various
species and life stages, was a
challenge. In some of the
studies carried out rn Alberta
there were times of the year
when numerous WUA curves had to be considered for one study siæ.

SELECTING A SINGLE
RECOMMENDED FLO\ry

There are several approaches that
can be used in selecting a single
recommended llow from habitat
quality rndices such as Weighted
Usable Area crwes. A simple
solution is ùo s€lect the curve for one
life stage and ignore the others or to
select the "critical" life stage, based
upon site specific criteria, for any
glven time period. The question that
remains however, is how ûo select
the recommended flow. One could
conceivably select the peak of the
curve as the recommended flow.
Depending upon your point of view
this could be thought ofas either a

0 1q)0 2000 3000 4ooo 5æo
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Figure 2. Mountain whitefish weighted useable erea curues,
Highwood River at Reach 2.
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Figure l. The South Saskatchewan River Basin in Alberta.
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"minimum" or "preferred" flow value. This approach is oriented towards maximising WUA values and does not consider
the stochastic habitat conditions that are experienced within the stream reach or the amount of water that is available. If
there were only one life stage of one species that was being managed, this could be an appropriate approach. However.
if there are multiple life stages and species wrth very different habitat requirements. using the optimal points to describe
a minimum flow requirement does not seem to be practical. It could well be that the optimum habitat condition rarelr'
exists even under natural flow conditions.

One method of dealing with the problem of having multiple life stages is to combine the various cun'es through a
mathematical procedure (e.g., determine the arithmetic or geometric mean). then select the peali of the combined cun'e.
An altemative to selecting the optimum habitat value would be to select a percentage of the maximum point. For example.
one may consider the goal for the river is to select a percentage (i.e.. 80% or 70%) of the manimum habitat that is
obtainable.

Annear and Conder (1983) used a variation of this process ûo determlne a recommended flow. They essentialll' established
a range of acceptable flows based on the variability of the WUA curves. First, the curves were normalized then the mean
of the normalized curves were plotted. The least significant difference (LSD) in WUA for the combined curves rvas used
to determine the acceptable range of flows. The lower limit of the range was selected as t}re recommended florv.

Bovee ( I 982) suggested two techniques for choosing recommended stream flows for fish. These techniques are based
on the concept of maximizing the habitat that is in least supply. The first consists of making a matrix of WUA for each
life stage for flou's in the 50oÂ to 90olo exceedence range. then selecting the flow that results in the maximum habitat for
the life stage for which the least habitat is available. The second alternative is to weight the WUA cunes bv a factor
which reflects the spacial requirements of the individual life stage. The coefficients by which the WUA curves are
multiplied can be determined by a number of different ways.

Other investigaûors have used flow duration curves to determine the recommended flow. Geer (1980) and Hilgert (1982)
used the criæria of the minimum recommended flow as being the lowest monthly discharge that provides the same habitat
as the historic median flow for that month. The 50% exceedence flow is determined, and if this flow value is to the left
of the peak of the WUA curve. then the median flow is tre recommended flow. However, if the median flow is to the right
of the peak on the WUA curve, then the flow to the left of the peak that produces the same amount of habitat becomes
the recommended flow.

Sale et al. ( I 98 l) proposed using habitat duration curves instead of flow duration curves to select a recommended florv.
They stipulated a habitat exceedence value. and therefore the corresponding flow value, as the minimum. The process
used to determine this minimum flow is a two-step procedure. First, the habitat response curve (WUA) is used in
conjunction wittr the flow record (historical or natural) to generate habitat values for each discrete flow value. The second
sûep is to generate a habitat frequenry plot, similar ûo a flow frequency plot. There are several ways to do this and the way
suggested by Sale et al (1981) is to use the formula:

F(h): 100 x [r(h/(n+l)]

F(h) is the frequency at which habitat value h is equalled or exceeded,

( l )

where,
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lil ;*"#,:li:J:i liTl l;ï.1
The habitat exceedence plot and the WUA cune are then plotted on the same graph (Figure 3). The minimum flol{ is

obtained by (l) selecting the habitat exceedence level to be protected (Sale et a/. (l9Sl) chose the 80% level)- (2)

dropping vertrcally to the point on the habitat frequency curve (based on a functional relationship betrveen the habitat flo$

function and natural flow data) that corresponds to the desired exceedence level, (3) moving horizontalll to thç habitat

response curve to the lowest discharge that produces the desired WUA value. and (4) moving verticallv doun to the

discharge axis to hnd the stream flow to be used as the minimum flow recommendation.

The procedure described by Sale et al. (1981) is a significant improvement over the more deterministic approaches for

deærmrning minimum flow requirements. However, it is important to note that an-v- single minimum flow value- rvhether

it is generated by examining stochastic habitat €vents or by using a more simple deterministic approach. cannot duplicate

all of the natural variability present in a natural state lotic ecosystem. If the recommended single flou value is all that will

be provided in a regulated sysûerq as was becoming wident tluough the water planning process in Alberta. then the single

flow value will ultimaûely become the 100% exceedence value, not the 80% exceedence value. It is for these t$'o reasons

the AFMD developed a sfatery ûo provide more than just one single flow value. First. it is widell' acknorvledged that one

flow value carmot duplicate the natural

variabilitv in flows in which the

aquatic organisms have evolved and

secondly, if only one flow value was

provided to the water planning

process, then only this target would be

met.

SELECTING A RANGE OF

RECOMMEI{DED FLO\ilS

The AFMD deærmined that what was

required was a hierarchy of flow

targets for dry, normal and wet years.

While this approach has been

recognized as essential (Stalnaker,

1979; Sale et al., l98l;' Trihey and

Stalnaker, 1985 ), there has been little

effort in the instream flow needs

community to incorporate this

philosophy into sening flow regimes

for fish. In an attempt to incorporate

this philosophy, the AFMD used a

combination of several of the

previously discussed approaches and

Percent of time habitat is equalled or exceeded

0 .8

100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Flow

- fla!i161 Response Curve

- - - Habiat Frequency Curve

Figure 3. Calculating a minimum flow recommendation using

traUitat response and habitat frequency data. (After Sarle et al',

1981)
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adapted the approach presented by Sale et al. (1981) to provide a range offlow targets which talie into account the natural
availability of water in the system.

The first step in selecting a range of recommended flows is to set the species penodictq'chart. From this chart. ueeks
with sunilar groupings of life stages can be combined into a common biological period (Table I ) Geer ( I 983 ) refened
to these as Biologically Sigrrilicant Periods (BSPs). For each BSP it was necessary to combine all the WUA's for each
life stage into one "composite fuh". This was accomplished by using two approaches. The first approach uas to simplv
select the life stage ofgreatest importance for the specific BSP. The selection ofthis life stage u'as done through
consultation with the regional fisheries biologrsts and referring to any fisheries reports that were available for the river
ihat was being studied. Once this was done, the curve was subjectively modified to ensure the incorporation of the
requirements of all other life stages.

The other approach used was to weight the importance of each life stage and each species, using the same rationale
described for the first approach. Then using a mathematical equation, one normalized curve for the ''composite'' fish u as
calculated (Geer, 1983). The two curves derived using the two approaches were then compared to see if there were an\'
large or obvious differences. Any differences were reconciled through a consultative process with the regional fisheries
biologists. This process was repeated for each BSP.

Table l. Timing of biologically significant periods (BSPs) and speciesJife stages present.

BSP Date Julian

\ileek

Rainbow Trout Mountain

Whitefish Critical

Life StageF J A S F J A s
2 Apr -29 Apt I4 -17 X X x X X RBTR Juvenile

) 30 Apr - 17 Jun t8-24 X X X X X RBTR Spawning

J l8 Jun - 23 Sep 25-38 X X x X X X RBTR Fry

A 24 Sep - 28 Oct 39-43 x X X X X X MTWF Spawning

The next phase of t}re process was to take these composite fish WUA curves for each BSP and select a range of
recommeirded flows for fish that would cover the entire range of "natural" flows that are available in the given reach of
river. This process was carried out on a weekly time step. For lack of a better term, these recommended flow regimes
were coined as Fish Rule Curves (FRC). The process is as follows:

Step I

For each biologically significant time period, a minimum flow was selected that would provide a minimal or marginal
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habitat condition. As was the case in generating a composite habitat versus flow relationship. two approaches were used

in selecting the minimum value. The first approach was to first examine the shape of the curve to determine if there were

any obvious inllection points below which small incremental decreases in flow resulted in large decreases in habitat. In

the absence of any obvious inllection points, the flow value that resulted in an 80 o/o reduction in habitat from the optimal

habitat value (peak of the curve) for the critical life stage was identified. In all instances, only the part of the curve to the

left of the peak is considered. Using the flow value which resulted in an 80 7o reduction as a guideline, the effect of this

flow on habitat availabiliry for the other life stages was examined to ensure that at the very least, minimal habitat would

be present for these life stages. Once again, selecting an 80 % habitat reduction value over another value. such as 75 oÂ

or 85 %, is not based on the results of extcnsive scientific experiments. Rather it is based on the assumption that a direct

correlation exists betwesn habitat and numbers of fish, and on the assumption that a reduction greater than this would be

detrimental to the fish population. It should be noæd, however, that the 80 o/o value was not strictly applied. Instead it

was used as a guideline or starting point to estimate the habitat-limiting condition.

For some of ùe IFN studies, a second approach was carried out using the "composite" fish habitat-flow curve according

to ùe procedure described by Sale et al. (1981).

The minimurn llow was obtained by selecting the

habitat exceedence level to be protected, the 80%

level (this is the amount of habitat that is

equalled or exceeded 80 % of the time under

natural flow conditions), taking this discreûe

habitat value and then determining the

corresponding flow value from the WUA

relationship. The minimum flows derived by the

two approaches were compared and any large or

obvious differences were reconciled through

discussions with regional fisheries biologists.

The selected habitat-limiting flow was then

requested for a dry water year. Commonly, a dry

year is defined as the 80 o4 exceedence flow. The

habitat-limiting flow was set for flow

exceed€nc€s in the 80 to 100 % flow exceedence

range which covers the dry to extreme drought

conditions (Figure 4).

Step 2

The next step in seting ttre FRC was to select a flow that corresponded !o an average habitat condition. As was done in

Step I, tlre fust approach was ûo select a flow ûom the WUA curve for the chosen critical life stage that provided average

habitat mnditions. From this WUA ctrve, the flow value which resulted n a 50 Yo reduction in habitat from the optimal

was used as a grudeline. The effects of ttris flow on tlrc habitat availability for the other life stages present were examined

to ensure that close to average habitat conditions would be present for these other life stages.
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Once agair! for some of the IFN studies a second
approach was carried out using the "composite"

fish habitat-flow cune where the 50 % habitat
e x c e e d e n c e l e v e l  w a s
selected. Taking this discrete 50 % habitat value,
the corresponding flow value from the WUA
relationship is determined. The average flows
derived by the rwo approaches were compared
and any large or obvious differences were
reconciled through discussions with regronal
fisheries biologisa. The selected average habitat
flow was then requested for an average water
year, that was defined as the 50 o% exceedence
flow (Figure 5).

Step 3

The final part of the FRC was set bv selecting a
flow that provided optimal habitat conditions.
The first approach was to select the flow that provided the optimal habitat condition for the selected critical life stage.
This is the peak of the WUA crwe. The effects of this flow on the habitat availability for the other life stages presenr rvere
then examined to ensure that close to optimal habitat conditions would be present for these other life stages.

Once again, for some of the IFN studies a second approach was carried out using the "composite" fish habitat-flow cune
where the 20 %o habitat exceedence level was
selected. Taking this discrete 20 % habitat value,
the corresponding flow value from the WUA
relationship was determined. The optrmal flows
detived by the two approaches were compared
and any large or obvious differences were
reconciled through discussions with regional
fisheries biologsts. The selected optimal trabitat
flow was then requested for a wet water year.
Hydrologrsts commcnly define a wet year as one
that corresponds to the 20 o/o exceedence flow
range. This is a flow that is equalled or exceeded
20 % of the time or occurs two years out of l0 on
avercge. The optrmal flow value was then set for
the 20 yo to 0 Yo range of natural flows
(Figue 6).

- Natual Flow

- - - Fish Rule Cun'e

0 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percent of time flow is equalled or ericeeded

Figure 5. Setting the Fish Rule Curve for an averâge
year.

60

Flow

40

l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percent of time flow is equalled or oiceeded

Figure 6. Setting the Fish Rule Curye for a wet year.
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Step 4

The final FRC was defined by joining the wet.

average. and dry-year points, and superimposing

thrs operating nrle on the nahralized weekly flow

duration curve. In instances where the FRC value

was higher than the natural flow value for any

given exceedence range, the natural flow value

became the FRC value. This ensured the

requested flow values never exceeded the flow

that rvas naturally available (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

Development of the Fish Rule Curve was based

on physical habitat datq natural flow data, and

professional judgement. Owing to the latter. the

procedure may not be duplicated exactly by

different investigators; i.e., it is not

mathematically reproducible. However, the

principles are reasonable and it is believed that

other investigators would produce very similar fish mle curves if the same procedures were followed as outlined.

Many questions remain unanswered. First, the question of what habitat exceedence value should be used to determine

the minimum flow is not resolved. Secondly, once the value is deærmrned. how will it be incorporated into a water

management plan. Specifying a flow without speci$ing a frequency could result in a minimum flow that is equalled or

exceeded 100 % of the time. Stalnaker (1979) suggested a more realistic strsam management strategv is to set a series

of minimurn flows for &y, normal, and wet years. The Fish Rule Curve employs this stategy, as well as considering the

nafiral flow frequency as outlined by Sale et al. (1981), and specifies a frequenry ofexceedence.

It is important to recognize that the Fish Rule Curves represent targets for the amount of flow. and thus habitat, for

particular time p€riods and specifc reaches of river. The Fish Rule Curves do not represent minimum or preferred flows,

rather they represent desired habitat conditions for the complete range of flows which may occur in the watercourse.

Further, the intent of the Fish Rule Curve is that the flow requests are targets, against which the relative success of a

particular operating plan can be evaluated. Habitats provided by a particular operating plan may be compared to those

requested by the Fish Rule Curve. The differences between the two habitat values can then be compared and analysed.

ln all instances when carrying out water quantity modelling runs, the Fish Rule Curves could not be met when existrng

consunptive licences were given fust priority for the available water. However, the success of providing the Fish Rule

Ctwes as targets wæ trat flora much greaær than minimums were achiwed most of the time. As it tumed out, the settrng

of the Fish Rule Curves represented the first sæp in the watrer planning process. It was apparent &om the failure to meet

the Fish Rule Curve that the environmental needs of the aquatic ecosystem and the consumptive demands in the basin
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could not be met. This precipitated the no<t step in the water planning process. namely the evaluation of alternative flow
scenarios. At the outset, the AFMD was in a much better negotiating position since all model runs attempted. at least rn
part, to meet the Fish Rule Curve instead of a single minimum flow value. The method used b-".' the AFMD to evaluate
these flow scenarios was a standard habitat time series æ descnbed b1, Bovee ( I 982). For each scenario. there were three
benchmarks against u*rich the scenario could be evaluated; the historical (pre-project) flow regime. the natural flou regime
and the recommended flow regime (Fish Rule Curve).

As with any technique used to prescribe flow regimes for fish, validation of criteria should be carried out. Manv of ùe
steps used in seÛing the Fish Rule Curves are based on subjective opinion. Any time subjectivity is part of the process.
there is room for criticism. The setting of the Fish Rule Curve is no exception. In fact, a review of a recent IFN stud)
carried out by the AFMD ræulted in a suong criticism of picking a flow(s) from the WUA-flow function with the rationale
berng that it cannot be defended very well from a biological perspective (Ken Bovee, pers. com.). This is an acceptable
criticism, depending on site specific circumstances, however, the intention of the Fish Rule Curve targer was ro move
away from setting single minimum flows, and in Alberta this has been achieved.

The ultimaæ success of the Fish Rule Curve and water planning process in general, will only be known once an accepted
water plan has been in place for a number of years and long term population monitoring indicates the fish respond as
predicted by the habitat-flow model. Such a sudy is currently underway on the Oldman River where a water management
plan has been in place since the Oldman River Dam reservoir filled and the dam became operational in 1993 . Population
monitoring began in tlre summer of 1995. Last year, there were reports of brown trout being caught by anglers at the
conllueirce of the Ol&nan and St. Mary Rivers just upstream from the City of Lethbridge. Prior to the water management
plan being in place, which was developed using Fish Rule Curves as input, this same reach of the Oldman River would,
in drier years, cease to flow in late July and August.
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ABSTRACT

In regulated rivers, the relation between wetted perimeter and discharge is often cited as an expedient
technique for determining the minimum flow allowable for environmental purposes. The relation between
wetted perimeter and discharge can be established by repeated field surveys at various discharge levels, or
modelled from channel morphology survey data using a flow equation. The critical minimum discharge is
supposed to correspond to the point where there is a break in the shape of the curve. Betow this discharge,
wetted perimeter declines rapidly. This critical point on the curve is almost universally, but incorrectly,
termed an "inflection" point, and is usually determined subjectively by eye from a graph. The appearance of a
break in the shape of the curve is very dependent on the relative scaling of the axes of the graph. This
subjectivity can be overcome by defining the break in shape using mathematical techniques. The possibility of
fitting a curve to the relation between wetted perimeter and discharge has already been firmly demonstrated in
the geomorphic literature on "at-a-station" hydraulic geometry. The important break in the shape of the
curve can be systematically defined by the point where the slope equals l, or where the curvature is
maximized. These techniques were applied to two headwater streams in Victoria, Australia. Armstrong and
Starvation Creeks form part of the water supply network for Metropolitan Melbourne. Water is diverted from
the weirs, but an environmental flow is passed to the stream below. Both streams had a lower diversity and
abundance of sampled macroinvertebrates below the weirs compared with the unregulated streams above the
weirs. The morphology of the channels was surveyed at ten cross-sections, at several flow levels, on both
streams. The data were used to model the relation between wetted perimeter and discharge. Log functions
adequately described the calibrated model data. The discharges corresponding to the critical point on the
curves were the same or lower than the historical regulated minimum flows. Thus, in these cases, a regutated
flow regime based simply on a minimum flow derived from the wetted perimeter discharge relation is
inadequate for maintaining ecological integrity.

KEY-WORDS: Wetted Perimeter / Aquatic Habitat / Environmental Flow / Instream Flow / Inflection Point /
Macroinvertebrate / Water Diversion / Vy'eir / VelociW / Transect
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INTRODUCTION

The relation between channel wetted perimeter and discharge is widely used to assist decision making when
defining environmental (instream) {lows in regulated rivers. This approach assumes that there is a relationship
between wetted perimeter and habitat availability. While Annear and Conder (1984) considered this a logical
assumption, the literature contains very few supporting field observations. As discharge decrpases, riffles are
the first locations to be exposed. lt is known from "at-a-station" hydraulic geometry relations that as
discharge decreases, stream velocity generally decreases at a faster rate (Leopold and Maddock, 1953). Riffles
are generally more productive of invertebrate species than pools. Also, aquatic insect drift is a function of
transport from riffles to pools, with a positive correlation between current velocity and the quantity of
drifting insects (Stalnaker and Amette, 1976). Pearson (1970) found that the production of
macroinvertebrates was a function of the velocity of water through riffle areas, and the total amount of rifÏIe
area. It is reasonable then to assume that maintenance of aquatic macroinvertebrate habitat requircs a
minimum flow that covers a reasonable proportion of the bed with flowing water.

The wetted perimeter discharge relation is a basic tool in the "transect" approach to environmental flow
evalqations (Gordon et al.,1992: 428). One procedure is to derive the relation from channel cross-section
surv€ys at several discharge levels. The transects are often located only at riffle sites, or at sites where fish
passage is likely to be limited. Alternatively, the relation can be modelled using the channel morphology, and
other data, using a flow equation such as the Manning equation (Gordon et al., 1992: l7l). Computer
programs are available to perform these calculations (e.g. Grant et al., 1992). A line is generally fitted through
the surveyed or modelled points. The lowest breakpoint in the curve is taken to represent a critical discharge
below which habitat conditions for aquatic organisms (usually fish or macroinvertebrates) rapidly become
unfavourable. The breakpoint indicates where small decreases in flow result in increasingly greater decreases in
wetted perimeter (Annear and Conder, 1984). The Instream Flow Incremental Methodology relies heavily on
transect data for physical habitat assessment. While sophisticated hydraulic modelling techniques such as
PIIABSIM (Milhous et al., 1989) are available, they require detailed hydraulic and morphological surveys, and
knowledge ofhabitat preferences for the species of interest. For these reasons, the simpler approach based on
examination of the wetted perimeter discharge relation is more appropriate in many locations.

The wetted perimeter discharge breakpoint has been used to define optimum or minimum flows for fish rearing
(food production) in the U.S.A. (Collings, 1974; Cochnauer, 1976; Nelson, 1980) and Australia (Richardson,
1986). Stalnaker and Arnette (1976) reported that the breakpoints for some U.S.A. streams occurred at
discharges corresponding to approximately 80Yo of the maximum available wetted perimeter. The Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife recommend (among other criteria) that at least 50% of the maximum wetted
perimeter be provided at riflles (Stalnaker and Arnette, 1976). Filipek et al. (1987) found that for Arkansas
streams the breakpoint in the wetted perimeter discharge relation occurred ît 50yo of the mean flow. Below
this discharge, riflle areas became exposed and unproductive, streambank cover for fish diminished, the water
quality decreased, and fish overcrowding was possible. For Wyoming and Montana streams, Tennant (1976)
found that the flow equivalent to l0% of the average flow provided about 50% of the maximum wetted
perimeter, while flows greater than 30% of the average flow provided close to the maximum wetted perimeter.

Nelson (1980) found that wetted perimeter curves for streams in Montana had single, well-defined break
points. The discharges at the breakpoints corresponded to the minimum flow levels requircd to maintain trout
populations. Use of multiple transects resulted in less distinct breakpoints. Prewitt and Carlson (1977)
reported that the wetted perimeter approach did not suit the unique fauna of the Upper Colorado River Basin.
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The transect approach to defining environmental flows is widely used in Victoria, Australia. Tunbridge and
Glenane (1988) defined an optimum flow as one which maintains >90%o of the maximum available fish
habitat, fish passage and wetted perimeter; a minimum environmental flow maintains >70%o of the maximum
available fish habitat, l0o/o of maximum fish passage, and 80% of maximum wetted perimeter; a survival
environmental flow maintains >50% of the maximum available fish habitat, l\Vo of maximum fish passage,
and 60Yo of maximum wetted perimeter.

Although the wetted perimeter approach is widely used in environmental flow evaluations, a systematic
method for selecting the critical breakpoint on the curve has never been documented. The point is chosen
solely on a subjective basis, and recommendations can vary between investigators (Annear and Conder, l9g4).
Also, complications can arise when no clearly defined breakpoint is found, or where multiple breakpoints
occur. The only attempt to develop a systematic method of selecting the breakpoint was that of Annear and
Conder (1984), who suggested a statistical technique to identi$ significant reductions in wetred perimerer
from pre-defined reference flows.

This paper presents a method of characterising the wetted perimeter discharge relation. A systematic
approach to defining the important break in the shape of the curve is given. The nature of the relation is
examined for several different stream channel shapes. The suggested method of analysis was applied to two
regulated headwater streams in Victoria, Australia. The minimum flows recommended by this method were
compared with the unregulated and regulated flow regimes of the streams. The regulated flow regimes were
assessed in terms of their ability to maintain populations of target macroinvertebrates.

CIIARACTERISING TEE \ilETTED PERIMETER DISCIIARGE REI,ATION

The breakpoint in the wetted perimeter discharge relation is referred to in the literature atmost universally as
a point of "inflection" (Cochnauer, 1976; Stalnaker and Arnette, 1976; Prewitt and Carlson, 1977; Wesche
and Rechard, 1980; Annear and Conder, 1984; Richardson, 1986; Filipek, 1987; O'Keefe et al., 1989). This is
an incorrect use of the term inflection. Analytical geometry texts define an inflection point as occurring
where: a tangent at the point cuts through the curve; where the first derivative (slope) increases on one side of
the point and decreases on the other; and where the second derivative at the point equals zero (Goodman,
1980: 200-201). None of these conditions occur at the point on wetted perimeter curves that is often referred
to as an inflection point. What then is the nature of this breakpoin! and how can it be systematically defined?

Effect of Graph Scaline

The breakpoint on wetted perimeter discharge curves that is being sought is not an inflection point, but rather
it is a point where the curvature is maximized, or where there is a marked change in the slope of the curve. It
is not possible to reliably select these points by eye, as the appearance of the slope of the curve is strongly
dependent on the relative scaling of the axes (Figure l). Variability in the presentation of the graphs will cause
unreliability in the selection of breakpoints.

Shape of the Wetted Perimeter Discharge Curve

The shape of the relation between wetted perimeter and discharge is a function of the geometry of the
channel, and the manner in which discharge increases with depth. Channels have geometries that range from
roughly triangular to roughly rectangular, although the latter shape is more prevalent. For rectangular and
trapezoidal channels, as the depth ofwater in the channel increases from zero, there is an initial rapid increase
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Discharge (-"'t)

Figure 1: Hypothetical wetted perimeter discharge relation plotted on two differently scaled

sets of axes. Different breakpoints are apparent, even though the same data are plotted on both

graphs.

in wetted perimeter. As the bed becomes inundated, continued depth increases produce only relatively small

increases in wetted perimeter. The shape of this relation is accentuated by the way discharge increases with

water depth. At low flows the velocity is low; as depth increases, flow velocity increases' so that discharge

increases at a faster rate than depth. The nature ofthis relation is described by the Manning equation:

g=r 7g1%5%.

where p = discharge (1n's't), n = Mannings roughness coeffrcient, I = cross-sectional area of the flow (m2), R

= hydraulic radius (m), and S = water surface slope.

For triangular channel geometries where the wetted perimeter increases proportionately with depth, from

Equation-l it can be ,""i thut the wetted perimeter discharge relation is a power function. Such curves do not

display a sharp break in slope. The power function retation does not apply to channel geometries that produce

more rapid changes in wetted perimeter at lower discharges. Near-rectangular geometries produce a logarithmic

relation between wetted periÀeter and discharge. Figure 2 depicts four different channel geometrics using

hypothetical data. The cross-section and discharle pbis are dimensionless, with each value being exprcssed as

a proportion of the maximum value. this enaUles direct comparison of the shapes and slopes of the wetted

perimeter discharge curves for the different channel geometries' -It is apparent that triangular geometries

produce a po\ /er relation between wetted perimeter (PJ and discharge (9) Gquation 2), while rectangular

geometries produce a logarithmic relation (Equation 3)'

P * = a Q b '

1= aLn(Q)+b.

â 8

- - 6
Eba

iE,
bo

( l )

(2)

(3)
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Figure 2: Cross-section, wetted perimeter discharge relation, and curvature of wetted perimeter
relation for four channel geometries using hypotheticat data.
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It is relevant to note that Leopold and Maddock (1953) found that the general relation between channel width
(closely related to wetted perimeter) and discharge (at-a-station) for U.S.A. streams was a Power function of

the form of Equation 2, with an average exponent of 0.26.

Definine the breakpoint

Assuming that changes in discharge and wetted perimeter should be equally weighted, then one method of

selecting the breakpoint in the wetted perimeter discharge relation is to select the point on the curve wherc
^P dv

the slope ] (second derivative ]) equals I . This applies only when the discharge and wetted perimeter'  
A Q '  d x '

axes have been scaled to cover the same range (Figure 2). The equations for slope are given below for the

power firnction (Equation 4) and logarithmic function (Equation 5). For the logarithmic function, the slope of

unity occurs simply at Q = a (Figure 2).

(4)

(5)

Q = baoo-'
dx

d y  = a
dxO

In cases where it is not possible to fit a logarithmic or power function
relationship can be calculated for each plotted (surveyed or modelled) point.
point where the slope is closest to l.

A second systematic method of selecting the breakpoint in the curve is to
curvature. The curvature (r) is the rate at which a curve turns (Equation 6); il

the tangent to the curve makes with the x-axis, and the arc length (Goodman,

d'y

to the data, the slope of the
The breakpoint is taken as the

define the point of maximum
is a function of the angle that
1980:  610) .

(6)

(7)

(8)

Or=ffi
l-lH=[#ï

.=ffi
The equations for absolute curvature are given below for the power function (Equation 7) and logarithmic

function (Equation 8). Maximum curvature is best determined by plotting the functions given in Equations 7

or 8 as appropriate (Figure 2).
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The slope = I and maximum curvature methods give similar breakpoints (Figure 2). The slope method ofselecting the breakpoint is intuitively the most appropriate, and the simplest to apply. This approach assumes
that changes in wetted perimeter and discharge are of equal importance. So, below the point where slope equals
l, wetted perimeter decreases at a lower rate with respect to decreasing in dischargei above the point where
slope = l, wetted perimeter increases at a lower rate with respect to increasin! discharge. The selected
breakpoints for the rectangular channel geometries are close to the bases of the banks (ùu* 2). This isappropriate as a minimum discharge for maintaining flowing water over most of the bed. For the trapezoidal
and triangular channel geometries (Figure 2), the breakpoint is determined more by the way discharge increases
with depth (non-linear), than the way wetted perimeter changes with depth (linear).

CASE STI]DYAPPLICATIONOFT| T'- \ilETTED PERIMETER APPROACHTO DEFINING MINIMUM
REGIJLATEDFLOWS

Background

The water harvesting system that supplies water to metropolitan Melbourne consists of several large storage
reservoirs, supplemented by a number of small diversion weirs, l-5 m in height, located on headwater streams.
The weirs divert water, via aqueducts or pipelines, to the larger water supply reservoirs. Typically, about half
of the annual runoffis harvested from these small regulatedltreams (long-term mean daily flows range from
0'02-0'90 m3s't;. Although not legally obliged to do so, the managing authority (Melbourne water) maintain
minimum downstream releases from most of the weirs. The release discharges are nominal, and are not based
on known environmental requirements.

A survey of the physical habitat in the vicinity of ten of the weirs found that the most obvious change in the
downstream physical environment was a reduction in the area of channel having a mean velocity >0.4 m/sduring times when water was being harvested (Rhodes, 1994). It was specutated that the flow reduction
downstream of weirs would most likely adversely impact those aquatic ,p""i", that prefer this type of habitat.
Suweying three of the weirs examined by Rhodes (1994), located on Armstrong, Badger and Starvation
Creeks, Gaynor et al. (1995) found that the abundance and diversity oftarget taxa (those preferring fast-water
velocities) were significantly (P < 0.05) reduced below the weirs. The magnitudes of the reductions were not a
simple firnction of the perc€ntage of water harvested. There was no significant difference in the diversity or
abundance of target macroinvertebrates at two control weir sites (weir p-resent, but no water harvested).

Transect surveys were conducted downstream of the weirs at Starvation and Annstrong Creeks to determine
the nature of the relationship betrveen discharge and wetted perimeter. The objective 

-was 
to determine theappropriateness of the current minimum environmental flows for providing adequate habitat for

macroinvertebrates (i.e. a reasonable percentage ofthe channel bed covered by flowing *"t".;.

Channel Survevs

Rhodes (1994) measured the channel morphology and mean velocity across transects at five different
discharge levels on both Starvation Creek and Armstrong creek. Five transects spaced 20 m apart were
measured at each site. In this study, the surveys were repoated at these sites at three different discharge levels,
using ten transects spaced 20 m apart at each site. In both surveys, approximately l0 measuremenrs were
made across each transect. The channels ranged in width from 2-7 m.
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The field data were used to model the change in wetted perimeter with discharge at fifteen discharge levels on

Starvation Creek and fourteen discharge levels on Armstrong Creek. A value of mean wetted perimeter was

calculated from the ten transects for each modelled discharge level. The modelled relations were calibrated to

fit the surveyed vatues. The mean velocity and channel morphology data were used to define the relation

between the area of channel (m2) containing flowing water (> 0.01 ms't) A1, and discharge Q.

Flow Analvsis

Daily unregulated flow (i.e. upstream of the weirs) records werc available for Starvation Creek from I Jan

1969 to 3l Dec 1995 and for Armstrong Creek from I March 1970 to 3l Dec 1995. These records werc

anatysed to determine the mean daily flow, flow exceeded 95% of the time, minimum recorded flow, and flow

exceeded 50oÂ of the time (median flow). The flow indices were calculated for the four driest months (Dec-

March), as these are the months when minimum flows are likely to be an issue.

In recent times, the minimum flows released from these weirs have been higher than the specified minimum

environmentat flows. The flows from the weirs are not regularly accurately gauged, but the minimum flow

rrleases were estimated on the basis of gauging the strenms on several occasions, and information provided by

the weir keepers.

Results

The mean wetted perimeter discharge relation for Starvation Creek was of a logarithmic form (Figure 3); the

breakpoint in the relation was calculated using the slope and curvature methods (Figure 3, Table l). In

contrast, the relation between mean wetted perimeter and discharge for Armstrong Creek was linear. This

resulted from averaging data from a wide range ofcross-sectional shapes surveycd at this site.

The relation between the area of channel containing flowing water and discharge was of a logarithmic form for

both Starvation Creek and Armstrong Creek (Figure 4). The breakpoints in the relations wett calculated using

the slope and curvature methods (Figure 4, Table l). The minimum discharges corresponding to the

breakpoints calculated from the area of flowing water data were slightly higher than the breakpoints calculated

from the wetted perimeter data.

Analysis of flow records revealed that the minimum unregulated discharges recorded in these streams occurrcd

during a severe drought in the summer of 1982/83. The drought had a more severe imPact on flows in

Armstrong Creek (Table I). Periodically, up to 40% of the channel bed did not contain flowing water. Despite

the drought, at Starvation Creek, under an unregulated flow regime, not less than 80% of the channel bed

would have been inundated with flowing water at all times. Droughts of this severity occur rarely; the flow

exceeded 95o/o of the time is a better index of low flow. In Starvation Creek, at least 88% of the maximum

available area of wetted channel was provided by the flow exceeded 95Yo of the time. In Armstrong Creek, at

least 74Vo of the maximum available area of wetted channel was provided by the flow exceeded 95% of the

time (Table l).

The minimum flows passed from the weirs during recent times were similar to the minimum flows determined

from anatysis of the wetted perimeter and flowing wetted area relations (Table t). The current nominal

minimum regulated flows are much lower than the summer low flows normally experienced in these streâms.

At Starvation Creek, the nominal minimum flow is approximately one-third of the lowest-unregulated flow

recorded in the stream.
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Figure 3: Wetted perimeter discharge relations for 200 m long reaches of Starvation Creek and
Armstrong Creek expressed as raw values, and re-scaled dimensiontess values. Verticat line is
drawn at breakpoint where APJL/ = l.
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Figure 4: Area of flowing water discharge relations for 200 m long reaches of Starvation Creek
and Armstrong Creek expressed as raw values, and re-scaled dimensionless values. Vertical lines
are drawn at breakpoint where LP"lLe= 1.

Discussion of Case Studv

The channel surveys conducted at Starvation and Armstrong Creeks were not restricted to riffle sites.
Starvation Creek had a similar morphology along the surveyed 200 m reach. Armstrong Creek had a more
variable channel morphology along the surveyed reach. This produced a linear relation between mean wetted
perimeter and discharge. The implication of this relation (Figure 3) is that 60%o of the maximum availabte

A fat = 0.0973Ln(e ) + t.0283
R'= 0.9462

A fti = 0.1409Ln(Q ) + 1.0148
R'= 0.E673
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Table l: Summary of analysis of flow records at Armstrong Creek and Starvation Creek. Included
are the minimum flows suggested by analysis of the wetted perimeter and flowing wetted area

versus discharge relations.

Starvation Creek Armstrong Creek

Historical mean daily unregulated 
.f;roTrr-,

TVetted perimeter
M,ltQ= 1
Maximum curvafure

Flowing wetted area
M/LQ= |
Maximum curuature

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

o.o5 m3s't (79%)
o.o5 m3s-t (79%)

o oz m3s't 180%;
0.10 m's' '  (83%)

0.44 m3s-' (98%)
0.34 m3s't (96%)
0.28 m3s't (94%)
0.25 m's' ' (93%)

o.l3 m:s-r (73%)
0.19 m's'' (79%)

0.85 m3s' l

0.56 m3s'r (94%)
0.36 mrs-r 188x;
o.2z m3s'r 18+x;
0.23 m's'' (82%)

o.zt  mrs ' r  (8t%)
o. t5 m3s' r  (76%)
o. l3 m3s' r  (74%)
0.16 m's' ' (77Yo\

0 .10  ( l  d )
0 .10  ( l  d )
0.05 ( l  d ;24 d < O.Oe mls- ] )
0.05 ( l  d ;  2 l  d  < 0.08 m's ' ' )

Historical 507o exceedance unregulated flow (oÂ of max. flowing wetted area)

Ilistorical 957o exceedânce unregulated llow (Yo of max. llowing wetted area)
Dec
Jan

o.2o m3s-t (90%)
o.l7 m3s-t (89%)

Feb o.t6 m3s-t 18tx;
Mar 0.t6 m3s-r (88%)

Historical minimum unregulated llow (max. duration in days)
o. l2  m3s' t  ( l  d)
o.14 m3s'r (3 d)
0.07 m3s-r (3 d)
0.08 m3s-r (+ d)

Estimated historical minimum *tË:i;"*,3PklY)tof max' flowing *,ijfïIïf?r*l

Nominal minimum regulated llow (7o of max. flowing wetted area)
0.023 m3s't (70%) 0.059 m3s'r (62%)

channel bed perimeter is available when discharge is zero. This is realistic, as pools would inundate large
sections of the channel at zero discharge. Many unregulated streams in southeastern Australia occasionally
cease to flow, yet they support healthy populations of native fish. River blackfish (Gadopsis marmoratus)
have a limited home range and spend much of their life cycle in pools, so their abundance is unlikely to be
greatly affected by naturally occurring periods oflow or cease to flow conditions (Davies, 1989). In contrast,
macroinvertebrate production is probably reduced by very low flows, when large areas of rifile habitat are
exposed, and flow velocities are very low. Unlike the wetted perimeter model, the model of habitat availability
based on the area of flowing water was non-linear (Fig a). It is a more appropriate model for
macroinvertebrate habitat.

The maximum curvature technique of selecting the breakpoints on the wetted perimeter Grea of flowing
water) discharge curves gave slightly higher recommendations than the values based on the slope of l. For
Starvation Creek, the recommended minimum flows were lower than the historical unregulated 95oÂ
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exceedançe flow, and similar to the environmental flow that has been released in recent years. In Armstrong
Creek, the recommended minimum flows were similar to the 95% exceedance flow and the environmental
flow that has been released in recent years. The recommended minimum flows, and the minimum flows
actually released from the weirs, provide 73%o-84%o of the maximum available habitat. Although this is within
the range suggested in the literature as being adequate for environmental protection, the abundance and
diversity of macroinvertebrates that prefer fast-flow environments have been severely reduced at these sites
(Gaynor et al., 1995). Application of the nominal minimum flows at these sites is likely to cause a reduction
in habitat availability to levels substantially lower than would naturally be experienced, even during severe
drought conditions.

One limitation of applying the wetted perimeter approach to the problem of environmental flow
determination is that it recommends only a minimum flow. In reality, a flow regime should be specified. For
example, in the case of the weirs at Starvation and Armstrong Creeks, the minimum flows suggested by the
wetted perimeter method could be applied in the drier months, and only during naturally dry periods. During
these times the main water supply storage reservoirs are low, and the non-stream demand for water is at its
highest. During wet periods, provided the main storage reservoirs were reasonably full, more generous releases
could be allocated for environmental purposes. It should be possible to develop a simple relation between the
percentage of maximum storage capacity available and the amount of water available for release from the
weirs for environmental purposes. The allocated flow could be reviewed and adjusted on a weekly or monthly
basis.

CONCLUSION

The wetted perimeter method is suitable as a tool for providing recommendations on minimum environmental
flows in regulated streams. However, it suffers some limitations, and it should only be used in conjunction with
other techniques that together produce a recommended environmental flow regime. This paper provides a
method of overcoming the major problem of subjective interpretation of the breakpoint in the wetted
perimeter discharge curve. It should be possible to fit a curve (logarithmic or power function) to most wetted
perimeter discharge data. The breakpoint of these relations can then be determined mathematically by
calculating the point of maximum curvature or the point where the slope is equal to l. Of these two
approaches, the slope method is simpler to apply, and probably has more physical meaning.

The existence of a sharp breakpoint on wetted perimeter discharge curves is largely a function of the channel
geometry; rectangular cross-sections produce a more defined breakpoint than do triangular cross-sections. On
rectangular sross-sections the breakpoint defined by the suggested curvature or slope technique corresponds to
a discharge level that inundates the channel bed with flowing water. The approach appears suited to suggesting
minimum environmental flows in rectangular-shaped channels. Application of the technique to two regulated
headwater streams in south-eastern Australia produced minimum flow recommendations that were similar to
the historical minimum flowsor flowsexceeded95oÂ of the time. However, biological surveys revealed that
these flows, when applied as a minimum for extended periods of time, do not maintain the macroinvertebrate
community in its unregulated state.

For the headwater streams investigated here, the wetted perimeter approach did not suggest optimum
environmental flows (as suggested in the literature), nor did it suggest a flow level that would maintain the
macroinvertebrate community if it was applied for long period of time. The flows recommended by the wetted
perimeter approach should be viewed as minimum flows to be applied only during dry periods when the flow in
the stream would naturally have been low.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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ABSTRACT

Long-term changes in a mountain stream wer€ investigated, analyzed, and evaluated from a view point of both
flood protection and fish habitat conservation. This study focuses on the upper reaches of the Tenryu-gaw4
where a healy rainfall in 196l caused severe damage such as landslides, debris flows, and dike breaks followed
by the rypical development of flood protection works. Firstly, the improvement of the safety level against flood
after the disasær was evaluated with the use of nonuniform flow computations. Then, the fish habitat quality,
especially the effect on over-wintering caused by the long-ærm flood protection works was also evaluated using
field data. The results show: l)The safety level against flood has certainly improved in comparison with the
condition before the 196l disasær, even though some risks still exist. 2)Maximum depth/width ratio as a habitat
variable index has increased in many places. 3)There is no clear evidence indicating a decrease of fish species
due to this long-term change in the stream. 4)Even though the fish seem to prefer riprap-like micro habitat for
over-wintering, historically steady pools in the main strearn are much preferred by mid- to large- sized fish as an
over-wintering place.

KEY-WORDS: Channel geometry/Nonuniform flow computation/maximum depth to width ratio/over-wintering
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PURPOSE

In Japan, an unuzual heavy rainfall or a mqior flood disasær often triggers the rapid construction of flood control

frcilities in ûre damaged stneam basin such as erosion control works, debris barriers, check dams, large dams, and

charurel consolidation wor*s. As a result, long-term and extensive changes, more rapid than the natural proc€ss,

afrect sediment discharge conditions and channel characteristics ofthe basin.

The changes are, however, not always or not sufficiently considercd in the usual master plan for flood control.

Although such changes may result in heavy damage to fish habitat such as the elimination of rapids and pools, it

is only recently that the conservation of fistr habitat has been seriously considered in stream r.rodification works.

In tris surdy, such long-term and orûensive changes in the upper Tenrnr-gawa were investigated, analyzed, and

evaluated from a view point of both flood proæction and fish habitat conservation. A heavy rainfall in 196l

caused severe damage such as landslides, debris flows and dike breaks to this stream followed by the t-vpical

development of flood protection works.

In particular, this paper concentrates on:
l)How much did the flood protection works decrease the water surface level at high flows ?

2)With assumption that the fish habitat value for mid- to large- sized fishes is roughly proportional to the

maximum waær deptlr/width ræio at normal water stages, did the flood protection works cause the ratio to rise or

fall ?

3)What kind of areas do mid- to large- sized fishes prefer as ùeir over-wintering place in the regulated stream?

STUDY SITE

I-ocation

The surdy siæ is sinraæd in the upsfeam reach of a 22lo;n length on the mainstream of the Tenryu-gawa River

(C.A.=5,090 km2; shown in Fig.l. The reach has always been a significant socio-economic and flood potential

element in the region, because it is located downstream of almost all major tributaries in the upper area of the

Tenryu-gawa basin which enter the mainstream. Major citiesltowns in this region ale concentratÊd beside this

reach. Downsteam of the sûrdy reach, a long deep canyon named Tenryu-kyo and the Sakuma{am (height:

155.5 m) are locaæ{ so that all fishes are landlocked in the upper reaches.

Sakuma Dam

Figure l: Iocation of snrdy rcach
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Historic Flood Disasær in 196l

A heavy rainfall (ma<imum daily rainfall: 325 mm, total rainfall in a week: 565 mm) deluged this area on July
23-30 in 196l (Kutsumi et al. 1995). The heavy rainfall caused the historic flood with 3,600 m3is at peak flow
downstream of the Sakumadam and caused severe damage such as landslides, debris florvs, and dike breaks in
many places. One hundred and thirq-51* lives were lost.
In the snrdy reach, dikes and reveûnents were destroyed or damaged in many places and some bridges were lost
(Fie.2(a)).

Flood Proæction Works Afrer the Historic Disasær

The historic disaster triggercd the rapid progress of constmction of various flood control facilities in the upper
Tenryr-gawa basin, such as the Kostribu (flood control) dam (height: 105.0 m, compleæd in 1969) and many
saôo (erosion and sediment runoff control) dams or debris barriers.
Also in the snrdy reach, typical flood protection works such as levee construction, bank stabilizatron. channel
widening and deepening werc carried out along with the re-construction of bridges (Fig.2(b)).
The beneficial effect of these works can be seen in the 1983 flood event, i.e., the flood caused onlv slieht
damage in spite of a peak flow of 3,762 m'/s lgreater than peak flow in the 196l flood).

f, dike breakes or revetment damages //,////, severely flooded area

.malsuKawa

aà

- - \  ^
(b) 

- a,,

@widening & decpcning @deepening & levec @levee @rcvetment (glevee

@ - @u;age re-construction

Figure 2: (a)Major damages by the 196l flood in the study reach
(b)Major flood protection works after the 196l disaster

Channel Characæristics of the Strdv Site

The study reach at the present time can be divided into the following sections (Fig.2).
a)upstream-€nd of Tenryu-kyo canyon: boundary of the sub- and super- critical flows during high river
discharges

b)compound cross-section charurel: normally n:urow stream but wide æ high flows exceeding 2,000 m3/s
approximaæly

c)small canyon named Garyu-kyo: formed by natural rocks; a scenic spot in this area
d)old open-levee section: the right-bank levee was partially opened to the flood plain until 1992
e)sraight channel section: this was the only section where no occurred in the 196l disaster; one of the maior
tributaries, the lida-matsukaw4 joins æ the downstream-end

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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|straight channel with open-levee: the right-bank levee is still opened at ûre downsûream-end
g)transitional section between section h) and 0
h)bending and gradually widening channel section
i)narrow and sinuous section: very short sanyon formed by rocks
j)upstream-end of levee reach (urd the study reach)
The average slope is approximately 11200 in the upstneam of section d) as shown in Fig. 3.

Fish R&oseW Iâcd Fishens C,oopaatioæ

A lot of Ayu Plcroglosstrs altiadis and some cornmon errp Cyfritnts carlio, cruician carp Carasslzs spp.,
Japanese dacæ lzttcisctæ hakuuttsis, pale chub Zæco platyftrs, Japaneæ sculpin ùtfus hilgerrdolf. Japanese eel
Arrguila iaponica, Far Asian pond loach ffiitis anguillicaudottrs, red-spot masu trout Oncorlryrchmnosou
mwostonnts, etc. arc released in the stream every year by the local fisheries cooperatives, wtrich are obligaæd to
produce and stock fish in retrm for their fishing rights. Therefor€, some diadromous species are living in the
strdy reac[ in spiæ of the fact thæ fish migræion in this sneam has been cut offfrom tùe ocean.

METHOD

Nonuniôrm Flow Calculation

Cross-Section Data, Eqrction and Flout Rate IJsed

In order to estimate lhe various changes in the macroscopic stream conditions a$er the 196l disasær,
dimensional nonuniform flow calculations based on the following equation were caried out.

I- -----
Az'

(t)
6 2 r

i A x -  A H  (  '
2 g  '  

A , '

Photo l: Section d Photo 2: Section h-j
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where i=bed slope. Zx=distance between two computational cross-sections, ZH=head loss, Q=waterdischarge,
g=acceleration due to gravity, A=cross-sectional flow area. n=Manning's roughness coefficient, R=hydraulic
radius, and suffix l, 2 denote computational two cross-sections.

In the calculations, the cross-section data surveyed at 200 meter intervals in 1960, 1964, 1982, 1983. and lggg
were used. Flow rate of 3,762 mt/s and 50 m3/s were given as a high flow and a normal water sr'ge
respectively. The boundary conditions of the downstream-end are the observed water surface level at the peak of
the 1983 flood for the high flow calculation and the uniform flow condition for the normal flow calculation.

Roughness ùefJîcient and Sfucial Treatment

Manning's roughness coefficients in each section were roughly esnmarcd by trial and enor by comparing the
calculaæd warer zurface and the observed high water marks after the 1983 flood.
In any cross-section, no dead zone was assumed and imaginary vertical walls were placed at both ends of the
cross-section diagram which includes a sufficient width range of the river.
ln the case of adjoining super-critical flow segments in the downstrearn-to-upstream progressing calculations, rve
assumed the water depth to be the critical depth plus I cm and continued the calculation to the next sectron.
Figure 3 shows (a)Manning's n used in the calculation, (b)calculated and observed water surface profiles showing
the lowest riverbed profile and the location of super-critical flow, (c)water surface width at high and normal
waler stages, in which the thalweg is drawn as a straight line and the width is divided to the right and left side
from the thalweg line, and (d)names of each section mentioned above.
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Figure 3

Manning's n, water surface plofile,
and water surface width at high flow
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Fish Survev

Librature Suney

There are few historic and scientific data for fish in this area. Alrnost all literature mentions onl-n" the species

living or confirmed by the local fishermen.

One of the rare exceptions is ùre report of the Stream Fish Census in the Tenr-vu-gawa 1992 (Cyubu

Kensetsu-Kyokai 1992). ln the census, fish surveys using fish nets were carried ou(at the three stations shown in

Table l.

Table l: Outline of the surveyed stations in Fish Census 1992

St. Location Survey Water Water Bed Material Rrpanan

No. (km) Period Depth(m) Temp.('C) Diameæ(mm) Conditron

A 144.0-144.9 Aug.26 0.3-0.6 24.0 100-300 gravel bar

Oct.20 0.4-0.7 14.3 100-300 gravel bar

B 150.6-151.4 Aug.26 0.4-1.5 24.1 sand-300 gravel bar

Oct.20 0.5-1.5 14.8 sand-300 gravel bar
C 155.5-156.1 Aug.26 0.4-0.6 24.1 sand-100 concrete wall

Oct.20 0.5-0.7 14.8 sand'100 concrete wall

Field funey of Wîntering Place

We carried out a field survey focussing on fish over-wintering places at six stations shown in Table 2, in

February 1996. After the pre-investigation on foo! we chose six stations which appeared to be good places for

over-winteriqg. In every station, fishes were counted by snorkelling at pools in the mainstream and caught by

electro-shocker at shallow places near the tributary-junction.

Table 2: Outline of the Over-Winæring Fish Suwey Stations

St. lncation 
'Water 

Water Velocity Bed Maærial Riparian

No. (km) Depth(m) Temp.(t) (cm/s) Diameæ(mm) Condition

| 144.4-145.2 0.4-1.2 7.0 0.2-1.0 100400 gravel bar
2 147 .2-147 .8 I .5-2.0 I I .0 0 .2-0 .4 l0- 150 riprap-like concrete blocks
3 151.0-t51.4 1.5-5.0 6.5 0.1-0.5 100-300 u çs\il !16çl<s + wall

4 153.1-153.5 0.5-1.5 6.9 0.1-0.4 0.07-50 step-like concrete revetment
5 157.0-157.8 2.5-3.0 3.7 0.1-0.2 2-2OO riprap-like concre-æ blocks
6 158.2-158.6 0.5-1.2 3.7 0.2-0.5 100-250 a fsw Sleçk5 + wall

Ébolrydraulique 2000, jûn 1996, Québec
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Chanses in Water Surfrce lÉvel at Hish Flow

440

Figure 4

Calculated water surface profiles

and the variæion after the 196l

disaster, at high flow

Figure 4 shows: (a)water surface profiles of 1960 Oefore the 196l disaster), 1964, and 198E, calculated for high
flow (3,762 m3/s) using the same values of Manning's coefficients as those shown in Figure 3, (b)differences
between the waler surface level of 1960 and the ones of 1964, 19E2, 1983 and 1988 for each cross-section of
200m intervals, (c)location of the fish survey stations, (d)moving average in lkm (five cross- sections) of the

(c) fish survey sections
sHHst.o
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above b), (e)locations of supercritical flow, (f)names of each section previously mentioned'

From the figures, we may understand the safety level against flood has certainiy improved in comparison with the

condition before the 196l disasær, at least from the view point of water surface level'

However, it should be noæd:

l)there are some places with flood risks where the water surface level is very close to the 1960's level, for

example at the upstrearn-end of section c (close to the fish suwey station A and l), near the boundary of section

g and h (station C), and at section i (station 5),

2)in section d (including station A and l), the water level has risen'
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400

380

360
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300
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100

0
-r.00

-200
Figure 5
Changes in
morimum water dePth
and water surface width

at normal water stâge

Figure 5 shows: (a)warer surface profile calculated for normal water stage (50 m3/s) using the same values of

lvlanning's coefficient and cross-section data from 1988, (b)maximum waær depth, (c)locæion of the fish survey
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stations, (d)water surface width, in which both the width in 1960 and l98E are drawn and any part where the
1960's width is wider than the l98E's is shaded gray, and (e)names of each section previously mentioned.
As shown in the figure (a), the number of the sections where supercritical flow occurred is less than in the case
of high flow. This is because the calculation is one dimensional. Since the strearn is braided, there are actually
many zupercritical sections with rapids or riffles in the normal water stage as shown in Photo I or 2.
Figure 6 drawn from the aerial photos also shows the bnided streams in 1963, 1977, and 1992.

Section

b c h i

'., l ida-

:/ matsukawa

JZ&æ
v . : - Y

: \ o

Figure 6

Changes of thalweg

at normal water stage

Figure 7

Changes in

maximum depth/width ntio
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4ê.

It may be seen from the figures (including Figure 6):
l)in section c and station A, maximum water depth is relatively large but unstable,
2)the water surface width is n.urow and uniform in section c, boundary between section d and e (station 2), and

section i (station 5),
3)the thalweg is histoncally steady at station A- 2, and 5.
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Churees in Fish Habitat Condition

It'Iarimwn Water DePttWidth Ratio

Tpicatty in Japan when a flood protection project or dam is completed in an upper reach, normal discharge in

ûre downsfeam reach decreases, so that the downsteam riverbed becomes flattened by the stabilization of flow

and the subsequent channel reconstnrctions. This less-variable sream flow consequently becomes unfavorably

sballow for fish. Therefore, waler depth, and water surface width in relation to the shallowness under the same

flow rate, is one of the most important indices for examining habiat guallty aûer channel reconstruction in Japan.

This is similar to the fiequent use of depth and width as indicative habitat variables in many habiat evaluation or

predicrion models in Europe and America (Fausch et al. 1988).

Iooking aCain at Figure 5 from this point of view, we see that:

l)nraximum water depth has increased almost everywhere, compared with depths in the 1960's.

2)wa!er surfrce width has decreased also almost everywhere.

Width-todepth ratio is also a frequently used habitat variables, but in Japanese strearns, we have only limiæd

experience in examining habitat quallty by this ratio. Accorrding to our previous study in a channelized strearn,

the mærimum depth/width ratio (invene of widthaodepth ratio) shows a proportional relationship to the mid- to

large- sized fish harvest (Nakamura and Tsukisaka 1994).

Figure 7 shows the changes of the maximum $,ater depth/width ratio. In this figure, the variation in figure (c)

indicdes the difference between those of 1960 and other years.

From the figure, we may veri$ that the ratios have increased almost everywhere except a part of section d, e, h

and j, and, æ all ûsh suwey stations, the ratio has been increased or remained at the same value as in 1960.

Nûnber of Fish Sierics

Table 3 shows the results of zurveys of major species in past literature from 1956 to l98l which mentions fishes

living in the snrdy area ( Cyubu Kensetsu-Kyokai 1992), along with the sampled fishes in the Fish Census of

1992 and the observed fishes in our winter-field suwey of 1996.

As shown in the table, there seems no extensive change in the number of species before and after the 196l

disastôr, althotrgh the number in our survey is relæively small because of the winter se:$on. It may be concluded

from the table thæ there is no evidence which suggests a decrease in the number of species caused by long-term

changes in channel characæristics.

Fish'Abutrfurce in fuh Stttion

According to ûre report of the Strcam Fish Census in the Tenryugawa 1992 (Cyubu Kensetsu-Kyokai 1992), the

number of the sampled fish is: 150 in Sation A, 62 in Station B, and 69 in Station C. This rezult, in comparison

with Figure 7, roughly supports the assumption that the fish habitat value for mid- to large-sized fishes is

prcportional to the maximum water depth/width ratio.

Table 4 shows the counted or caught fishes in our field survey. From the table, we see that Station 2 and 5 are

extremely good as over-wintering places in the mainstrream. This result, corresponding to the less-changeable

places mentioned previously, suggests that historically sûeady pools are preferred as an over-\{/inæring place by

mid- to large- sized fish in the mainstream. The riprap-like micro habiat at Station 2 and 5, such as shown in
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Photo 3, also seems to be anractive to fish

Table 3: Major Species in the Study Reach

Japanese

Name

English

Name
Scientific

Name
Species named in the literanrre of
1956 ',65 ',79 '81 ',92+ '96**

Unagi
Amago

Iwana

Ayu

Funa

Koi

Kamæsuka

Higai

Ugui

Oikawa

Dojyo

Namazu

Yostrinobori

K4iiLa

Japanese Eel Attgu;llo japmica

redspot masu trout Otuoilrynchus masut mowostotnus
Japanesechar Salaelinusleucomsenis
Ayu Plecoglosstts altiaelis
crucian carp Carassitrs spp.
cornmon carp Cyprimrs carpio
pike gudgeon Pseudogobio esæimrs
oily gudgeon Sarcoclvilichthys uariegatus
Japanese dace Inrciscus hakonensis
pale chub Zacco platyftts

Asian pond loach Cobitis anguillicaudatus
Easæm cæfish Silurus esotus
fieshwater goby Rhinobius brunneus
Japanese sculpin Cotttrs hilgendorfr
number of other species
total number of species

a)
a)
a)
a)
ô
^
a)

ô

ô
a)
a\
ô
a)

a\

^ ô
ô a )

a ) ^

ô a \

6 8

18 20

a\ /-\

a)

\̂, \-/ \,
\-/ \, \.,
a\ a\\_./ \_./ \_./

a) a\ arv v v

6 8 1 0
1 8  2 r  1 9

o
C
C
C
c
o
o
a)
ô

a)
ô

4

t4

r Fish Census 1992, ** our winter-field survey of 1996

Table 4: Fish Data Obtained by the Field Suwey

Counæd by snorkelling in pool
Body
length Station No.

Caught by electroshocker near junction
Body
lenglh Station No.

Name of fish (mm)

Japanese dacc 60-250
pale chub E0-180
pike gudgeon 60-200
crucian carp 100-200
common carp 300-500
Eastem catfish 450
freshwater goby 30-70
others
Total

5 6 (mm)
lE 27-t35

22-165
l 30-16l
23 3 54-t32

170

15 39-54

5 7 3

r 2345
70420753
31 25 26 t43
t2
9 l
I

3 2
1 0 2  2  4 '
t?2 34 48 227 3

2 3
35
4
2
t2

I
2

I
5 5 2

4

I

I
2
I

6

I

II

I

I
J

I

7
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Photo 3
Riprap-like concrete blocks
in Station 5

CONCLUSION

Finally, we may conclude:
l)The safety level against flood has certainly improved in comparison with the conditon before ûre 196l disaster,

even though there still remain some aruts of flood risk.
2)ltlaximum water depth under the normal water condition has increased and water surface widtr has decreased,
so trat the ma><imum depthÂnidth ræio as an imporhnt index of habitat quallty has risen in many places.

3)There is no clear evidence indicating a decrease in the number of fish species due to long-ærm changes in the
sÛeam.
4)Even though the riprap-like micro habitat at pools seems to increase the preference of fish to over-winter, lhe
resulb of the ûeld survey suggests that historically steady pools in the main strearn arc much preferred by mid-
ûo large- sized fishes as an over-wintering place.
Some of the good habitat areas aæ located near a natural small canyon which is a risky place for flood protection
but could be developed as a scenic spot. How to improve such places, not only from the view point of flood
protection but also from thæ of mainaining fish habiat and scenery, will be one of the futrre important
challenges in this area.
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ABSTRACT

Discharge characteristics largely detennine the ecology of running waters. Ecological effects of low disclrarges
are of special interest in the Grensmaas, a stretclr of the River Meuse in the Netherlands. This rain-fed river.
which flows through France, Belgium and the Netherlands, suffers from very low discharges in summer and
autumn as a result of water extraction in Belgium and The Netherlands. lnternational agreements have to be
made regarding water economies in dry seasons, however, there is no quantitative ecological basis for these
decisions.

ln this paper, a framework is presented to assess ecological effects of low discharges. The framework provides
the basis of a computer model which is presently being constructed.

When ready, the computer model will predict ecological effects by comparing habitat suitabitity at different
. discharges for a number of target species of the aquatic community. Habitat suitability is calculated for a

number of determining variables (such as depth, stream velocity, substrate and water quality) from a GIS
application of a hydromorphological model. The model is partially adapted from PHABSIM and modified for
target species, spatial detail, hydrodynamics and water quality.

KEY-WORDS: River Meuse/ target species/ ecological effects/ low discharges/ PHABSIM/ HSI rnodels/ GIS/
water management
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INTRODUCTION

The catchrnent area of the River Meuse is managed by three water authorities in France. Belgium and the

Netherlands to accornmodate tlre changing requirernents for water use for shipping, industry, agriculture.

drinking water arrd other purposes. As a result of water extraction in France and Belgium. the Dutch section of

the River Meuse receives very little water in the dry season. This water shortage affects the ecology of the

Grensrnaas, a stretch of the River Meuse witlr a relatively high ecological value. Allocation of Meuse w'ater.

therefbre. is a poirrt of discussion between tlre three countries. lt is widely recognized that the international

cooperation is needed to rehabilitate the ecology of the Meuse River. To assure that ecological rehabilitation has

tlre sarrre position in tlre discussion between the tlrree countries as vested economic interests, ecological effects

of low discharges nrust be assessed.

The present nrinirnal discharge for the Grensmaas of l0 rnt/s is based on little ecological criteria set some time

ago. ln the late seventies, this value was established as the nrinirnum discharge needed to dilute wastewater

discharges fionr a chernical plant to the Grensmaas in order to prevent fish being poisoned. Since the late

eighties. this value rvas also been used as tlre basic requirements for Sirnuli idae and Hydropsichidae. a group of

rheoplrilous rracroinvertebrates that are characteristic of the Grerrsnraas.

Sound criteria for minimum discharges need to be established to support future dicision making. A study was

carried out to derive these ecological criteria by determining the lrabitat suitability for various aquatic organisms

at different discharge characteristics. The study aims to develop an integrated model comprising geographical

(GlS), h.""draulics, and biological (HSI) infonnation.

STUDY AREA

The River Meuse is 850 km long and drains a catchment area of 33,000 km: in France, Belgium and The

Netherlands (Fig. l). l'his rain-fed river lras high discharges in winter and a distinct minimum flow in summer.

Over the years, the river bed has been greatly modified by river regulation measures. Sluices and weirs lrave

been constructed to enable navigation during low summer discharges. The Meuse catchment area has been

described in detail by Descy and Empain (1984) and van Urk (1984). The Grensmaas is a non-navigable gravel

reach of tlre River Meuse. The present status was created in 1930 when a lateral channel (Julianakanaal) was

constructed for shipping purposes (Fig. l).The river characteristics particularly the original morphodynamics

have changed as a result of impounding of the upstream reaclres, gravel mining and river training works in the

Grensmaas. The armoured layer is only disrupted at peak discharges. The average width of the summer bed is

100 rn. Tlre Inean summer and winter discharges of the Grensmaas at Borgharen are about 100 and 400 m3/s

respectively. The highest discharge ever recorded was 3100 m'/s. The bankful discharge is approximately 1250

m'/s. The sumrner is almost entirely inundated at a discharge of 100 mr/s and about half of the cross-section of

the summer bed is inundated at a discharge of l0 m3/s,

The unfavourable conditions and the indifferent biotic cornmunity are due to a combination of factors. The

Grensmaas is a hanressed river with steep river banks and lrence does not lrave characteristic riverine habitats
such as islands, snag, side channels, pools, coarse woody debris and floodplain forest. Tlre water quality is poor
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and tfrere are utrltaturally sltort-tenn discharge fluctuations (Salverda et al., 1996). Present oxygen conditions in
the Grensmaas prolribit tlre occurrance of sensitive macroinvertebrate species (Bij de Vaate, 1995). Because of
lack of clraracteristic riverine biotopes, the typical gravel river macrophyte Riverwater-crowfoot (Ranunculu.s

fluitans) is absent (De la Haye, 1994). The aquatic benthos is dominated by dense growth of the algae
Cladophora spec especially on riffles. Because the upstream and downstream reaches are irnpounded. most
arradrornous fish species have disappeared. Characteristic, rheophilous, fish species such as Barbel (Barbus
barbus), Chub (Leuciscus cephalus), lde (Leusiscus idus) and Dace (Leuciscus leusiscus\ are found in lorr
densities (Vriese, 1992).

t

(<

I

Maastricfit

sjg}.*.

Urhc
Hydrc.lætrb
pilr plul

BELGIUM

0 5 10km

Figure l: Map showing location of the catchment area of the River Meuse, Western Europe,
and detail of the study area.

STRUCTTJRE OF THE FRAMEWORK

The effects of low discharges in the Grensmaas on selected target species can be assessed by simulating the
changing habitat availability during different minimal discharges as reflected by the amount of weighted usable
area (Bovee, 1982). The changing habitat availability of these target species is determined using tlre defirred
habitat preferences in HSI models (Milhouse et al., 1984).
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Tlre application of physical rnicrohabitat rnodels (PHABSIM) to identify optimum flows to protect f ish fauna is

described by Orth and Leonard (1990). This metlrod is based ôn an analysis of the habitat preferences of

representative fish species and on hydraulic habitat sirnulation. The rnodel is used to quantifu the amount of

potential tlsh habitat at various discharges as the basis of flow recontrnendations. The approach applied for the

Crensnraas differs frorn tlrat of Orth and Leonard (1990) in several ways:
- The selected target species need to be representative of the wlrole biotic community in the summer bed in

order to assess ecological effects. Target species, therefore, include various groups of organisms present such

as fi shes. rnacroplrytes and (macro)invertebrates.
- Unlike PI-IABSIM, our model simulates the clranging physical lrabitat (lrydraulic and morphological) of these

targer species during different discharges in the Grensrnaas acôuraJely and detailed relatively easily using an

existing digital depth map (GlS) of t lre summer bed.
- The sinrulatiorr of the plrysical habitat must be adapted to the specific hydraulic situation of the delta region

(typical tbr rivers in the Netherlands).
- Water quality denrands of the target species can be simulated using data on water quality parameters and

d isclrarges.

Cornplising the principles of PHABSIM witlr the adaptations to the specific situation of the Grensmaas, a

simplified fi'anrework of the rnodel is presented in Figure 2. The compartments of the framework are elaborated

here under.

Target sp€ciss I

Y
I Habitatdemandsottha I
i Târgot spocios

Gls

I AccegtâHe Minimum I
I Discharyo i
l l

Figure 2: A simplification of the framework of the model

V
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COMPARTMENTS OF THE FRAMEWORK

Tarqet species

The target species lrave been selected from species living permanentlv in the inundated sullner bed because
they are nrost affected by low discharges. The selection was based on four criteria:
l) The target species must be representative of the biotic community expected after the implenrentatio' of a

nature developrnent plan and improvement of the water quality. The first selection of target species is based
on the biotic cornmunity in the present situation, before 1900 and in more natural rivers resemblins the
Grensrnaas.

2) For the target species adequate Habitat Suitabil ity Index rnodels (HSI) or (auto)ecological data must be
available (so that suitabil ity graphs can be developed).

3) The selection of target species must be representative of different groups of organisnrs (nracroplrrtes.
(nlacro)invertebrates and fishes) in order to estirnate the effect of different low discharges on the biotic
comn]unl ty .

4) The habitat suitabil ity of the target species must be affected by,changing rninirnal discharges.

Based on these criteria the following target species were selected (see Table l): Loddon pondweed (poranrctger-
on nodôsu.s); River water-crowfoot (Ranunculus fluitans); Yellow water-lily (Nuphar lutea): tl.te caddis fl1
Hydrop.svchc contubernalis the mayfly Palingenia longicauda: Barbel (Barbus barbus);Bream (Abranris -
brama)'. Chub (Icrcl.scus cephalus) Bullhead (Cottus goôio) Pike (Esox luciu.t) and Noble crayfish (Astacus
astacu.s).

Habitat dernands of target soecies

The habitat detnarrds of the target species are defined in Habitat Suitabil ity Index rnodels (HSI; U.S. Fish and
wildlife Service. 198 l). HSI models are cornposed of suitabil ity graphs of all known habitat dernands and are
mostly optimum curves of tlre target species for physical or water quality habitat factors. The habitat demands
used in tlre HSI models of the target species are presented in Table l. The habitat demands are divided into
physical (depth, flow velocity, substrate, cover and vegetation) and water quality habitat factors (remperature.
oxygen, turbidity, secchi depth, trophic level, chloride and acid level).

HSI nrodels of tarset species

The HSI rnodels of the target species available are developed by research institutes i1 the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom (TNO-BSA Working group planning, Delft; Organization for the lmprovemenr of lnland
fisheries' Nieuwegein and the University of Hull). These models describe the suitabil ity of the habitat in
different life stages for the most relevant habitat demands in suitability graphs (Figure 3).
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Table l. The most important habitat demands of the target species

Physical Water quality

hrbitrt frctor

terget species

depth flow substrate cover

velocity

vegetation T (C') O, turbidity secchi trophic Cl' Ph

depth level

Potamogeton nodôsus

Ranunculus f lu i tans

Nuphar lûtea

llydropsyche contubernalis

Pnlingenia longicauda

Barbus barbus

Abramis brnma

Leuciscus.cepha lus

Cottus gobio

Esox lucius

Astncus âst i |cus

\

x \

\ \

x

x x

\ T

\ \

\ x x

\ x \

\ \ \

\ \ \

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

X X

x x

x x

x x

x x

The suitability of the habitat is presented as an suitability index (Sl) on a scale from 0 (unsuitable) to I

(suitable). These suitability graphs are used to estimate the suitability of the habitat of the target species in tlreir

different life stages on a scale from 0 to l. Buùet(spewniry)

The suitability graphs from the HSI models will be

incorporated in the computer model as well as possible. In

some cases, these graplrs could not be used because of the

various descliptions of the habitat demands. To standardize

the habitat denrands in these cas€s, new suitability graphs

were made on the basis of data in the HSI models.

Two HSI rnodels were available for some species and in a

few of tlrese cases where the suitability graphs were

different, the suitability graph with the best argued data

were used.

Hvdraulic sinrulation

,O 80 læ 160 200
Flw vclæity (sr/s)

Figure 3: A suitability graph (flow velocity
Barbel (Barbus barbus (spawning))

o,4

o.2

Tlre most important physical habitat factors (depth, flow velocity and substrate) can be defined at different

disclrarges using a quasi two dimensional lrydrological model. The variation in the width has been included.

using the cross-sections of the summer bed of the Grensmaas in the rnodel. These cross-sections are made at 50

nretre irrtervals in tlre river.

Buùel (sp.wniÀg)
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Figure 3: Schematic presentation of a cross section

Water tnovement in the Grensmaas wil l f irst be calculated, which delivers the variation in the length direction
In the model, the irnportant parameters I (wetted cross-section) and R (hydraulic radius, according to
Engelhund, 1964), wil l be calculated by integrating the water depth ovel the width of the cross-sectron. A
quasi-steady state is assumed. This wil l result in the calculation of the flow profi les (l). l f no significant
changes of tlre flow profiles occur in the river stretch, the water level will be interpolated instead of usins the
hydrological rnodel. This also delivers a relationship between total discharge (Q) and the warer level (lr) for
each cross-sectiorr.

The variation in the discharge over the width of the river wil l be calculated by dividing tlre width of the cross-
section (B) into parts (dx) with a minimal width of two metres (Figure 4). This gives the lrabitat factor depth
(+r) in these parts at different discharges. The division of the discharge over the width of the cross-section (e,, I
is related to the flow velocity (u,r), the depth (a,r) and the resistance of the river bed (C,r), according to Ché:1,.
The resistance of the river bed is related to the water depth and the bed roughness (k) is related to the seive
diameter. The total discharge p is divided according to (2):

B

o = C f o t r z 4 t
0

( t )

à

[atn ax
0

(2)
iuo * 1g1onl2aou,(dY)
t -k

Q r = * Q

raroeff

The habitat factor flow velocily in the cross-section (u*r) will be determined with the following equation (3):

Q^
u ^ , =  a

ar(avr)

(3)

Momholosical simulation

The f low velocity wi l l  be used in determining an indication of the modif icat ion of the substrate due to low
discharges. During peak discharges in winter and spring, coarse local river bed sediment is transported and
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settles in the Crensrrraas. At the same time, tlrere is a large supply of fine sedimerrt in suspension from the

upper river basin (nrax. 500 rng/l). This sediment remains in suspension because of the high flow velocity.

During low discharges in summer and autumn, coarse sedirnent is not transported in the Grensmaas. The

dirninished supply of fine sediment in suspension from the upper river basin (+ l0 mg/l) partly settles. Three

groups of tlne sedirnent can be distinguished during low discharges: sediment transported in suspension (sus-

pension transport); sediment transported along the river bed (river bed transport); and sediment that settles (this

is the actual sedinrentatiorr). River bed transport and sedimentation of fine sediment modify tlre substrate and

greatly affect tlre habitat suitability for macrophyes, invertebrates and fish spawning areas. To determine river

transport and sedirnentation at low discharges, tlre shear stress velocity r. must first be calculated (4):

u =utr'  
\ . t

Aggradatiorr ol'sedirnent is defined by the grain size of the sedirnent aud the flow velocity. Shinohara and

Tsubaki (1959) give uJllt = 5/3 as a practical general indication for the start of suspension. ln this equation I/

(rn/s) is the mte of grain fall. The grain sizeD (m) for this fall rate is defined iteratively with one of the

following equations (5-7):

f o r D < 0 , 1  n r :

(5 )

(4)

y = l L g D z
l 8 u

for 0.1 nrm <

(6)

f o r D >  l r n m :

(7)

l )  < |  rnm:

r=#ut. 0,0lAgD3.,o.s

u ' '
- l )

W = I,l (AgD)o'5

These equations will be used to define an indication of the grain size of sedirnent transported along the bottom

instead of in suspension. Next an indication of the grain size of sedirnent that does not move and settles on the

bottorn will be calculated using the equation of Schields (1936):

(8)
2u' = 0.03

(aeD)

In addition to the physical habitat, there are other physical habitat demands essential to specific target species

such as cover and vegetation. Cover will not be defined in the computer model because major cover gpes such

as boulders. overhanging banks and debris are absent during low discharges in the Grensmaas. There is little

vegetation in tlre present situation and this does not affect the lrabitat suitability at different minimal discharges.

Tlrerefore, vegetation will only be defined as a potential habitat factor by estimating the theoretical presence of

vegetatiorr at differerrt minimal discharges with the computer nrodel.
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Water qualitv

Over a terl-year period (1985-1995) water quality habitat factors such as ternperature (C.). oxygen (O,). turbidi-
ty, secchi deptlr, trophic level, chloride (Cl-), acid level (pH) and discharge were measured daily at orre location
and rnontlrly orr f ive locations in the Grensmaas. These data wil l be used to describe the relatio;rship betrveen
discharge and the cotrcentration or level of the water quality parameters in the four seasolrs of the year. This
relationship wil l be used to simulate water quality pararneters during different nrinirnal discharges. This
sirnulation can then be used to define the suitabil ity index of t lre water quality habitat factors at differenr
minirnal discharges. lf there is no relationship between discharge and the water quality parameter, then the
minimum or ntaximutn values of the measured water quality paralneters wil l be used.

Usins a Geoeraohic lnforrnation Svstem for detailed spatial sirnulation

Unlike PHABSIM. it is possible to assess ecological effects on the study area rvith a high spatial detail usins
GlS. The habitat indices of about 90 suitabil ity graphs (l l target species. l-3 l i fe stages and 5-10 habitat
dernands) wil l be estinrated for every 2-5 rnetres in the cross- sections at about l0 different discharges. The
distance [retrveen the cross-sections is 50 lnetres. As the Grensrnaas is 50 km long ancl approximately 100
nretres rvide. at least l8 nri l l ion habitat indices wil l be defined bv computirrg the habitat factors in GlS. A
digital topographic fi le (scale l:5000) of the river bed wil l be used as base layer in a Arc/lnfcr GIS fi le of the
computer model. The height of the river bed is described in a courputer f i le by the River Autlrority (RWSLOD).
With the GIS application AMOR, these data can be processed to cross-sections and grid cells i '  a Arc/lnfo GIS
fonnat. In these cross-sections and grid cells depth and flow velocity can be calculated using the quasi two
dimensional lrydrological model referred to above. The substrate of the river bed is described in a digital
geological rrap and a GIS fi le of the river bed. Changes in substrate for the grid cells can be calculated fronr
the calctrlated flow velocity and the morphological sirnulation. The r.vater quality habitat factors determined call
also be l inked to the grid cells in the Arc/lnfo GIS forrnat.

Weishted Usable Area

In the GIS forrnat all the habitat factors can be defined for each grid cell at different rninirnal discharees. The
suitability graphs of the target species in their life stages are used to determine the suitabiliry index of*all
habitat dernartds for each grid cell at different minimal discharges and periods in the GtS format. For each grid
cell ( i) '  a cornposite weiglrt ing factor (S,) can be obtained by determining the minimal suitabil ity irrdex that
l imits the habitat suitabil ity. An estimate of the amount of usable habitat. weighted usable area (WUA). can be
calculated as (9):

T

WUA=E S, x A,
i =  I

where A, is the area of cell i and n is the number of grid cells in the river bed (Orth and Leonard, 1990). This
calculation can be repeated for each discharge, target species and life stage. However in evaluating the possible

(e)
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ecological etïects of nrininral discharges. it is not sufficient to calculate the etfects on separate target species. At

present. a nrethod is being developed to estilnate the effects on tlre biotic cotnnrutritv.

Based on historic infornration and sirnilar rivers in France, the desired biotic cornmunity is described (Helmer el

al., 1995) in the Grensmaas after the execution of a nature developrnent plan. The abundance of species

mentioned in this docurnent can be used as a reference in measuring ecological effects. For this, the difference

in the mean habitat suitability of the target species at different rninirnal discharges in a period and in the desired

situation rnust be deternrined.

THE FRAMEWORK OF THE COMPUTER MODEL

The fi 'amervork of the computer rnodel in this paper is based on the principles of PHABSIM (Bovee. 198?:

Millrouse at ul., 1984'1 and adapted to the specific situation of the Grensrnaas. This computer model can be used

easily to estimate the habitat availability of a limited number of representative target species in different litè

stages at'different rninirnal discharges. The framework of the computer rnodel is presented in Figure 5.

INPUT OI'TPUT

Dischargc (Q) 
I

Interpolaton Q/h
rchtion

i

q|rci 2-D modcl
flow

I GIS-fomt
Gmmæ (X,Y,Z)

GIS-fomt sb-
Énntc (X,Y,s)

: HSI mdels
+

GIS-fomt
brbirat $itabiuty i

AVY MODEL Y

Relation dischsgrq
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Figure 5: Schematic presentation of the model

The computer rnodel will first interpolate the relationship between discharge (Q) and water level (h) for every

cross-section. ln cornbirration witlr the Arc/lnfo GIS format, this will lead to a digital depth map for every

minirnal discharge required. With the quasi two dimensional hydrological and rnorphological model. these

digital depth rnaps will be transformed in digital maps with flow velocity and after that substrate. The computer

model compares these three habitat factors with the suitability graphs of the target species and calculates the

suitability index for every point in tlre cross-section at every discharge. The suitability index of the water

suitlbility flow
v€locity (X,Y,SIV)
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quality habitat factors at different minimal discharges can be defined using tlre relationship berween rvater
quality and discltarge. These indices wil l also be coupled to a digital map. Witlr the cornposite weighting factor
of every point or grid in the Grensrnaas, the weighted usable area (WUA) can be calculated.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

This study resulted in a framework of a computer model that can be used by the River Authoritv to quantiS
and evaluate the possible ecological effects of different water managenrent options in tintes of r.vater shortage.
The quantification of ecological effects consolidates the position of ecology in the discussion between France.
Belgium and the Netherlands on tlre allocation of Meuse water. In this way, the model contributes to the
ecological relrabilitation of the River Meuse. The model can also be used to assessthe effects on target specres
of other interferences in the river bed that affect the hydrological, morphological and water quality corrditions
such as dredging, construction of side channels, canalization and rvasteu,ater treatment.

The accuracy of the assessment of ecological effects by the computer rnodel depelds on tlre representati'it), of
the target species, the correctness ofthe description ofthe habitat dernands and suitability graphs ald tlre
accuracy of the quasi two dimensional hydro-morphological rnodel.

A prelirninary study (unpublished data) concluded that except for macroinvertebrates, the target species are
sufiiciently representative of the biotic community. To improve the frarnework, HSI nrodels (or the relevant
suitability graphs) for representative macroinvertebrates will be developed. The accuracy of the quasi two
dimensional hydro-rnorphological model will be validated by rneasuring streanr velocity, water depth and
substrate at different discharges in different cross-sections in the Grensrnaas. The correctness of the habitat
demands and suitability graphs of the target species will be validated by cornparirrg the present species
composition and minimal discharge with the output of the model.
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ABSTRACT

Frequently, goals of engineering studies with ecological considerations are not well defined and thus it is difficult
to guide the analysis and also to monitor the degrees of project success. In this paper, the goals of these river basin
projects are classified into the following three groups: Group I involves the enhancement of river basin according
to the ecological requirements of certain dominant species; Group 2 considers ecological criteria of a diversity of
species and thus the main goal is to restor the basin to a pre-determined historical condition; and river basins in
Group 3 are aimed to achieve channel stability and aesthetic beauty and not necessarily according to any biological
criteria. Often, a combination of these above three qoals are used.

The second part of this paper is to discuss the types of indicators that can be used to guide the analysis and also
to monitor the degrees of success of the project according to each established goal. Finally, two examples are used
to illustrate ecological enhancement projects for the first two groups are presented. The first example is based on
the restoration of the Kissimmee River, Florid4 a project that was intended to restore the basin to a historical
ecological conditions required by a variety ofspecies. The second example is drawn from an engineering project
designed to satisff the ecological requirements of a single dominant species: migrating whooping cranes at the
Niobrara River, Nebraska. In both cases, the ecological criteria were first determined through a combination of
research by ecologists and engineers. These ecological criteria were then translated into engineering requirements
for the design ofthese projects.

KEY-WORDS: Ecological Restoration / River Basin / Ecological Goals / Ecological Indicators.
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INTRODUCTION

Decades ago, hydropower plants were considered the most environmentally sound means of generating electricity

because they produce neither smoke nor nuclear waste. Gradually, however, the ecological consequences ofdams

and other river modifications have become appreciated. ln particular, the environmental impact of the Aswan Dam

in Egypt raised many concerns with regard to hydropower development. We learned that streams are not just

conduits for supplying water for human needs; they must also serve as communities for other biological and

botanical species. This paper discusses the general goal of attempts to improve the ecological properties of riven,

describes altemative specific objectives, and reviews two cases that provide insights into the potential for

collaboration between ecologists and engineers'

GENERAL SCOPE

The general scope for the enhancement ofa river basin is to achieve a sustainable condition so that human beings

can live in harmony with their environment. The World Commission on Environment and Development (known

popularly as the Brundtland Commission) defrned sustainable development as "development that meets the needs

of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission'

(1937). Many international and national organizations, including the United Nations, LINESCO, rilorld Banlç and

thc Earth Council have held meetings to discuss various conçepts of sustainable development and sustainability

indicators. In general, ecologists treated "sustainability" as preservation of the natural function and status of the

ecological system, whereas economists emphasize the maintenance and improvement of human living standards

as indices for sustainability.

Two key questions arise:

l. How much should we emphasize human interests in defrning ecological goals?

2. How do we define and achieve sustainability in the ecological aspects of stream systems?

No precise answer can be given for either of these questions. When human intelests conflict with those of another

species, one must judge the appropriate goal and approach for each problem. Sustainability with regard to str€am

ecology is also difficult to define. Maintenance may be required to sustain certain aspects of strcams. Perhaps the

goals of modeling ecological constraints can be better described by the following examples.

SPECIFIC GOALS

It is possible to classiff the basin ecological enhancement projects into three groups of specific goals as follows:

l. GROUP l: Restore the river basin to a Natural Condition or a Selected Historical Condition. Ecological

proc€sses are dynamic: some processes are known now and others may not be known now or ever. Ideally, one

wishes to enhance ecological conditions to satis! future rcquirements, but unfortunately this is difiicult to define

and to achieve, especially for diversified species. A common approach is to attempt to restore a river basin to a
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natural or selected historical condition. It is assumed that if the future hydrological condition is the same as that
of the selected historical condition, then the majority of the ecological criteria will be satisfied. It is generally not
feasible to return a particular stream in the United States to its condition during pre-Columbian time. Rather one
is more likely to achieve success by returning the stream to a more recent historical condition. This general
approach is particularly attractive when directed at diversified species. In this approach, one must investigate the
historical conditions such as the frequency and the extent of flooding and the ranges of various flow parameters

such as flow depths and flow velocity. The case study on Kissimmee River, as described later is a good example
ofthis approach.

2.. GROUP 2: Achieve Certain Specific Ecological Criteria. If the ecological criteria for certain dominant
species can be determined, then an approach would be to restore or maintain the river basin according to those
specific ecological goals such as flow parameters required by different life stages, the magnitude and frequency
of flooding, acceptable levels of sediment in the flow, and various water quality limits. A great deal of research
is needed to understand the ecological criteria for many ecological elements under various hydrologic conditions.
The case study of the Niobrara River (below) as given later is a good example of this approach.

3. GROUP 3: Maintain Stable Streams with Aesthetic Beauty: The third, less satisfactory, altemative is simply
to design a stable and beautiful stream system. This may or may not satisfr various ecological criteria. Also, a
dynamic rather than a stable stream may be more suitable in a dynamic ecological evolution in certain situations.

4. Often, the restoration of a river basin to its historical condition must also include considerations of
ecological criteria and the stability of the streams such that any combination of the above three approaches may
be used.

APPROACHES AND II\TDICATORS

After setting the goal as described in the previous section, the approaches and indicators to guide and to monitor
the study should be formulated accordingly. Usually integrated efforts by specialists from various fields are
required, and constant contact with the public would be helpful.

In most ecological studies, the essential ecological criteria for the basin should be determined first. This may be
accomplished by a combination of reviewing current knowledge on fishery, riparian and other ecological
requirements, the geographical and geoiogical history of the basin, and engineering analyses of hydrological and
hydraulic conditions. Field as well as laboratory experiments may be necessary.

Indicators can be rather useful to guide and monitor the project. Two different types of indicators are needed. The
first type can be classified as diagnostic, the second as prescriptive. Diagnostic indicators are the indices for goal
accomplishments and can also be divided into those for the public and those of the scientific community. Public
diagnostic indicators can be an increase of fish and bird population, clean water, turbidity in the flow, etc.. These
should be particularly simple and meaningful, and their goals achievable. Scientific diagnostic indicators are used
by scientist to set their goals, such as salinity levels, ranges of flow velocities, etc. Prescriptive indicators, which
include flows and salinity, are used to describe the controlling parameter for effecting the diagnostic indicators.
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Certain elements can be used as different groups of indicators. For instance, delta smelt can be used as a public

diagnostic indicator as well as a prescriptive indicator for the health of other species.

If restoration is the main goal, the degree of restoration to historical hydrological conditions can be used as a
scientifi c diagnostic indicator.

EXAMPLES

Kissimmee River Restoration Studies

The channelization project in the Lower Kissimmee River Basin, Florida resulted in severe losses of river floodplain
wetlands and waterfowl population throughout the river valley. An earthen channel, the C-38 canal, is the main
element of this project. Immediately after the project completion in 1971, a strong effort was initiated to restore
this basin to its pre-channelization status. -This large Kissimmee River restoration project, if and when it is
completed, will be a milestone in our joumey toward ecological harmony because the only major goal of the project
is ecological enhancement. In 1986 engineers and scientists fiom the University of California, Berkeley, working
with the South Florida Water Management District, developed a set of restoration options. Ecological goals for the
restoration plans were formulated. Altemative restoration plans were evaluated for their potential to satisf the
ecological goals. Analyses were based on a combination of field data collected, physical modeling, and numerical
modeling. Finally, backfilling of certain reaches of canal C-38 was recommended. Details of this study are
provided in Shen et al. (1994).

In most rivers, the ecological environment is the result of long-term adjustments by countless complex factors.
Many of these factors and their interrelated processes are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to define. Thus,
ecologists stress the need to reslore a river basin to natural conditions after the occurrence of man-made changes.
Unfortunately, in the Kissimmee River Basin, human activities have changed the upstream conditions so much that
the regulated levels of Lake Kissimmee cannot be allowed to fluctuate as much as they did before channelization.
Thus, it is necessary to establish a set of ecological criteria as the targets for restoration, rather than attempt to
recreate prechannelization conditions, and the alternative restoration plans must be rated according to these criteria.

As in many other restoration projects, it is difficult to establish generally accepted ecological criteria because people
representing various concerns stress different ecological goals. Conflicting requirements may even be proposed
by the same group of people. Thus, the fint task in our study of the Kissimmee River restoration was to search
for a set ofecological criteria. These criteria must be ecologicallyjustifiable and feasible, because ifthey are too
restrictive then all feasible alternative measures can be eliminated. After many site visits, the principal investigator
gradually satisfied the various interest groups that the study was sincerely searching for the most feasible plan for
ecological restoration of the Kissimmee River. A symposium, suggested by the team and organized by the South
Florida Water Management District, was held at Orlando in October 1988 to discuss various ecological and
engineering concems. This symposium was designed to focus on the restoration of the Kissimmee River
ecosystem as a whole rather than on individual species. A set of ecological restoration criteria was established.
These criteria will be discussed later. In essence, restoration requires that the floodplain receive flow relatively
frequently to serve as a wetland. Also, floodwater should be directed back to the original river system slowly to
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revitalize the Kissimmee River. These ecological criteria must be satisfied while simultaneously meeting
independent constraints for flood control, navigation, and sedimentation. The main engineering approaches were
to divert flows to the river's original course and its floodplain by blocking the passage of flows in the C-38 canal
with hydraulic structures such as weirs and earth plugs. Backfilling part of the canal was also considered.

The primary criterion for achieving environmental restoration goals is the reestablishment of prechannelization
hydrology. Key characteristics of prechannelization hydrology were discussed in several papers presented at the
Kissimmee River Symposium (Loftin et al., 1990a). Critical hydrologic determinants of prechannelization
ecological integrity were reduced to a form that could be used to compare alternative restoration plans. Key
hydrologic criteria are given below.

l. Continuous flow with duration and variability characteristics comparable to pre-channelization records

Historical data indicate that continuous discharge was a critical factor in the evolution and maintenance of
biological communities in the prechannelization Kissimmee River ecosystem. Restoring the integrity of the
Kissimmee River ecosystem depends on reestablishing the range of discharges of appropriate duration during
representative (e.g., ten-year) post-restoration periods. Shen et al ( I 994) described the monthly discharge variations.
The flow discharge characteristics required to restore biological communities that existed before channelization are:
(a) continuous flow from July-October, (b) highest annual discharges in September-November and lowest flows
in March-May and (c) a wide-range of discharge variability. These features should maintain favorable levels of
dissolved oxygen during summer and fall, provide non-disruptive flows for fish species during their spring
reproductive period, and restore the temporal and spatial heterogeneity of river channel habitat.

2. Average flow velocities between 0.24 - 0.55 meter per second (mps) when flows are contained within the river
channel

Specificalfy, flow velocities within 600Â of river channel cross sections must not fall below 0.24 mps for more than
three consecutive days during July-September and ten consecutive days during October-June. These velocities
complement the discharge criteria by protecting river biota, because too little flow results in low concentrations of
dissolved oxygen and excessive flow could interfere with important biological functions (e.g., feeding and
reproduction of fish).

3. Overbank flow along most of the floodplain when discharges exceed 40 - 57 cubic meters per second

This criterion reinforces and will reestablish important physical, chemical, and biological interactions between the
river and its floodplain.

4. Flood recession rates on the floodplain

A slow flood recession rate of less than 0.3 meters per month is required to restore the diversity and functional
utility of floodplain/wetlands, foster sustained river/floodplain interactions, and maintain river quality. Slow
drainage is particularly important during biologically significant periods, such as the nesting season for wading
birds. Rapid recession rates (e.g., rates that will drain most of the floodplain in less than a week) lead to fish kills
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and thus are not compatible with ecosystem restoration.

5. Floodplain inundation frequencies comparable to pre-channelization hydrotogy, including seasonal and long-
term variability characteristics

Shen et al (1994) shows the prechannelization inundation frequencies for the floodplain a-djacent to the Fort
Kissimmee gaging station and provides guidelines for this criterion. For example, during a representative ten-year
period, November stages should inundate 100% of the floodplain during 4 of the l0 years and 75yo of the
floodplain during 7 of the l0 years. When the entire floodplain is inundated, depths along the periphery of the
floodplain should measure between 0.3 - 0.6 meter. These inundation levels will lead to redevelopment of
floodplain structure and function and reestablish the floodplain as an integral component of the Kissimmee River
ecosystem. Ecologically, the most important features of stage criteria are water level fluctuations that lead to
seasonal weËdry cycles along the periphery of the floodplain, while the remainder (approximately 75 percent) of
the floodplain is exposed to only intermittent drying periods that vary in timing, duration, and spatial extent. As
stated in Loftin et al. (1990, p. 26):

Reestablishment of ecological integrity requires that all restoration criteria are met simultaneouslv. A piecemeal
restoration progrilm in which some of the established restoration criteria arp achieved in one segment of the system,
and other criteria are met in another portion, will not accomplish restoration goals and may be of little or no value.
Game fish populations, for example, may still be limited if appropriate flow characteristics are restored but
production of potential food resources on the floodplain is limited by inadequate inundation, or inaccessibility to
river fish because levees or beams block the connectivity (interaction) between the river and floodplain.
Alternatively, restoration of floodplain inundation frequencies and the pre-channelization stage-discharge
relationship probably would not benefit game fish species unless enough flow is reestablished to improve dissolved
oxygen regimes in the river during summer and fall. Similarly, water level fluctuations in broadleaf marshes on
the floodplain will be of no value to wading birds if reestablishment of peripheral wet prairie habitat is restricted
or precluded by rapid stage recession rates.

Three alternative restoration plans have been selected by the District for analysis. In the Fixed Weir Plan, ten weirs
would be installed along the canal to divert flows into the river oxbows adjacent to these weir locations. In the
Level I Backfill Plan, the same canal reaches in which weirs would be instalted in the Weir plan woutd be
completely backfilled between the two junctions with the oxbows. In the Level II Backfill Plan a specific, long,
continuous canal reach would be backfilled. New river reaches would be created to maintain a continuous river
reach with the same canal backfill reach.

Fixed Weir Plan

The advantage of using weirs is their flexibility in operation, especially with gated weirs. Gated weirs can be
opened during floods to decrease the need for flood levees or additional flooding rights.

During high floods the oxbow flow velocities would be between 2-3 mps. These velocities would cause erosion
and deposition of sediments in the river oxbow reaches and could intemrpt navigation. Channet maintenance
probably would be needed after major floods.
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Approximately 40-50 percent of the oxbow length (revitalized river channels) adjacent to the weirs would have flow
velocities within the ecologically acceptable range of 0.24 to 0.55 mps. These oxbows were part of the active river
system before the construction of C-38 canal. However, many more reaches would have velocities greater than 0.55
mps (with maxima on the order of 1.5 mps) than below 0.24 mps. About 26 kilometers of banks (revitalized river
channels) would be inundated for flow discharge of40 cubic meters per second at the entrance ofthe river and 57
cubic meters per second at the downstream end of the river. About half of this inundation length would occur at
oxbows. Several existing control structures in the river, together with their levees, can control the recession rates
in the lower 40 percent of the pools. However, the stage recession rate after floods, in at least 60 percent of all
upper reaches of pools, would far exceed 0.3 meters per month. These rates could even reach 0.3 meters in a six-
hour period. Complex flow operation schemes might be devised to control both inflows and outflows from each
pool to reduce the recession rate.

Level I Bacffill Plan

For this plan, during high floods, the oxbow flow velocities would vary between 1.5 and 2.1 meters per second.
These velocities can cause erosion and deposition in the oxbows. During normal flows, between l8-33 percent of
the oxbow velocities were in the range of 0.24 to 0.55 meters per second. Except for low flows, more flow
velocities were above 0.55 mps (with maxima in the order of 1.5 mps) than below 0.24 mps. About l6 kilometers
of banks (in revitalized river channels) would be inundated for flow discharges of 40 cubic meters per second at
the entrance of the river and 57 cubic meters per second at the exit end of the river. All intemal control structures
together with their levees can only control the recession for the bottom 40 percent of the respective pools. At the
upper 60 percent, the stage recession rate after floods would far exceed 0.3 meter per month. It is nearly
impossible to design complex flow operation schemes to control both inflows and outflows from each pool to
reduce the recession rate because the capacity for flood flow under this plan would be greatly reduced by the earth
plugs blocking the canal. The amount of time that given proportions of the floodplain would be inundated under
this plan is slightly less than would be inundated under the Fixed Weir Plan, and these values are far from meeting
the requirements for ecological restoration.

Level II Backfill Plan

The Level II Backfill Plan should produce flow velocity ranges close to the ecological criteria if the future
precipitation regime matches the precanal conditions and the flow regulation scheme can be properly designed.
Historical data suggest that the flow properties of the Kissimmee River were similar in l90l and 1958. In
addition there was no detectable change in the river's course. During high floods, the oxbow flow velocities would
vary between I and 1.3 mps and probably would not intemrpt navigation. During normal flows, in 40 to 52 percent
of the lengths of the oxbows, the flow velocities would be in the range from 0.24 to 0.55 mps, and in very few
oxbows would the velocities exceed 0.55 mps. The flow velocity in all oxbows would be below 0.76 mps.

It is recognized that the upper lake level flood control capacity should be provided by leaving a portion of the
Canal C-38 intact in the upper reach. Perhaps the best approach in this plan is to completely backfill part of the
river reach. This should satisfu the flood criterion for Lake Kissimmee upstream from the Kissimmee River.
Sedimentation problems can be investigated with a careful monitoring system. If significant movement of
sediment occurs, appropriate actions should be taken. Construction would be carried out in several stages over
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several years. The extent of backfilling would be govemed by the amount of available funding, available soil, the

extent of the vegetation growth, and the possible relaxation of the water level constraint at Lake Kissimmee during

flooding.

Field tests should be conducted at different times to monitor growth of vegetation. Knowledge of vegetation

growth should be useful both to protect against erosion and to analyze hydraulic resistance. The data collected in

the field during future years would determine the exact extent of backfilling.

A certain amount of dredging in the oxbows may be needed. In the Level Il Backfill Plan, the bank erosion and

sediment deposition would be rather limited. Only a small amount of maintenance dredging in the oxbows may

be needed after major flooding.

It is recommended that one type of plan be selected by the District from the three plans for final engineering design

and construction analysis. Certain detailed engineering analyses such as the extent and sequence of the backfilling,

as well as the number and location of earth plugs, or weirs, are still needed. The possible effects of each tributary

(stough) during flooding should also be investigated. Currently sufficient data are not available to make these

analyses.

In accordance with the study team's recommendations, the state of Florida has requested funding from the U.S.

Congress. At the direction of Congress, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District, has investigated

the team's work and converted it into an engineering feasibility project, which is awaiting further federal funding.

Niobrara Whooping Crane Studies

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation had a plan to construct a water supply dam on a braided Niobrara River near

Norden, Nebraska. The primary objective was to supply irrigation water for local farmers. This plan was stopped

by the courts after the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services pointed out that Whooping Cranes, an endangered species,

stop at that reach of the Niobrara River during their migration seasons. I was asked to develop an engineering

design compatible with the requirements of the cranes. Because there are only about 100 whooping cranes, it is

difficult to determine their ecological habitat needs, although their requirements are believed to be similar to those

of the sandhill cranes. Sandhill cranes prefer to rest on sandbars that are submerged by less than 0.2 meter of slow

flowing water amid vegetation shorter than 0.9 meter, and away from the riverbanks. The first requircment was

imposed by their desire for iood and perhaps for protection, to have waler reach not above theirjoints on the feet.

The second and third requirements are neaessary to detect and evade predators. Based on these requirements, we

determined that the braided feature (a river reach with multiple anastomosing channels) was critical to provide

shallow, vegetated sandbars at sufficient distance from the riverbanks.

We identified the flushing flow requirements necessary to maintain the braided stream. Certain portions of the

stream below the proposed Norden Dam would be unavoidably changed from braided to meandering by the release

of flows with relatively small amounts of sediment particles from the reservoir. We planned to maintain the braided

characteristic of the river farther downstream by regulating the flow, controlling vegetation growth, and even

breaking the ice jams that form annually. We reported our conclusions to both the Bureau of Reclamation engineers
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and Fish and Wildlife Service biologists. After the conclusion of our study, we were pleased to learn that the Fish
and Wildlife Service agreed to withdraw its objection to the construction of the dam if the Bureau of Reclamation
would follow our recommended flow release plans. The Bureau of Reclamation agreed to follow our
recommendations. In the end the Dam was never built due because of a lack of funding. Like the Kissimmee
Restoration Project, this study indicated that engineers and biologists can work together, and engineers can provide
plans to satisfu ecological needs.

CONCLT]DING REMARKS

If possible, the goals, approaches and indicators for each project should be established clearly near the beginning
of the study. The goals should be rational, simple and achievable. A great deal of knowledge such as the fish
behavior at different stages of life spans are still not known. Specialists from various fields should integrate their
efforts to establish a harmonic environment for all. This type of conference can bring us together.
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ABSTRACT

In the Netherlands, ecological rehabilitation of rivers, lakes and tidal water systems has a high priority in planning
and policy for nature and water management. Recently, the Ministry of Transport, public Works and Water
Management has started the 'Aquatic Outlook' project to develop strategies to reinstate the ecological conditions
and values of the inland and coastal waters, whilst improving the opportunities for functional use of these water
systems. In order to assess the effectiveness and the impacts of the rehabilitation measures of the different water
management strategies a framework for habitat analysis and evaluation of the inland waters has been developed.
This framework is especially designed for policy analysis studies on water management. The framework is based
on the concept of the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP). Thus far applications of HEP in policy analysis studies
on the national level are lacking. In this paper, the framework for analysis is elaborated. The applicability of the
analysis framework will be illustrated by two cases of different watersystems, the river Rhine and the fresh water
lake Usselmeer. The usefulness of HEP as a new tool in the policy analysis for sustainable inland water
m:rnagement is discussed.

KEY-WORDS: policy analysis, water management strategies, ecological framework, impact assessmenr, ecorope,
carrying capacity, habitat evaluation procedure, habitat suitability, AMOEBA approach, ecologicâl rehabilitation.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Netherlands, nature values of the inland waters are endangered or have disappeared in the last decades due

to water pollution, habilat loss and deterioration of the quality of the remaining aquatic habitats (Rijkswaterstaat,

1990). Nowadays, habitat restoration is one of the major policy issues of inland water management. Rehabilitation

of wetland habitats often aims at the improvement of the natural hydrodynamic processes, e.g. water level

fluctuation, stream velocity, inundation frequency. Also, ecological rehabilitation includes reduction of agricultural

activities in former wetlands and improvement of the water quality. It will be evident that ecological rehabilitation

measures have an impact on other functions of the water system. Successful ecological rehabilitaticn and sustainable

use can therefore only be accomplished through integrated management of the water resources (Marchand et al.,

1995). As a part of this management process policy analysis is considered to be an effective tool (Marchand et al.,

1992: Karssen et al.: 1994; Luiten, 1995).

Recently, the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management has started the so-called 'Aquatic

Outlook' project to develop water management strategies to reinstate the ecological conditions and values of water

systems, while improving the opportunities for functional use. The ecological objectives for inland waters are

derived from water systems which have not or have only slightly been influenced by human activities: the ecological

refercnce system. Three sources have been used to determine the reference system (Ten Brink e.a., l99l; Laane and

Peters, 1993): (i) inventories which have been made in the past, (ii) comparative research involving other systems

and (iii) ecological theory. In order to define quantitative and verifiable ecological objectives indicator species have

been selected. The selected species arc characteristic of the water systems considered and as a whole they provide

a reasonably representative picture of the ecological conditions. The number of species used as an indicator is on

the average of 25 species per water system.

Figure 1. The main inland waters in the Netherlands.
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For the :rssessment of the effectiveness of measures for ecological rehabilitation a habitat evaluation method is
essential. In the Netherlands, the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) has recently become a standard approach for
impact assessment and evaluation of measures causing changes in the environmental conditions of habitats for flora
and fauna species (Duel et al,1995). However, thus far applications of HEP in policy analysis on rhe nationat level
are lacking. Therefore a framework for analysis based on the concept of HEP has been developed. Also, new
concepts for ecological impact assessment and evaluation are implemented in the framework. The applicability of
the framework for analysis will be discussed and is illustrated by two different main inland water sysrems in the
Netherlands: the river Rhine and its branches and the fresh water lake IJsselmeer (figure l).

FRAME\ryORK FOR ANALYSIS

For assessment ofthe effectiveness and the ecological impacts ofrehabilitation measures the HEP approach is used.
Basically, HEP is a set of habitat suitability index models and analytical procedures to use the models for habitat
evaluation in an appropriate way (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980). For the policy analysis a new ser of
analytical procedures has been developed and in addition ecological models have been implemented.

The structure of the framework for policy analysis of water management strategies for ecological rehabilitation of
inland water systems is shown in figure 2. The framework consists of four blocks: (i) the ecotope classification of
aquatic systems (ECLAS), (ii) the potential carrying capacity model (MORRES), (iii) the habitat suitability index
models (HSl-models) and (iv) the AMOEBA-method to evaluate the effectiveness of rehabilitarion measures.

Ecotopes are defined as spatial ecological units of which composition and development are determined by abiotic
factors relating to hydrodynamics, morphodynamics and land use dynamics (Runhaar, 1986; Rademakers and
Wolfert, 1995; Delft Hydraulics et al., 1996; Pedroli et al., 1996; Duel and De Vries, 1996). Ecotopes are
comparable with cover types in HEP (US Fish and rù/ildlife Service, 1980; Tenell et al., 1982) and meso-habitats
in the Instream Flow Incremental Method (Bovee, 1982; Stalnaker et al., 1994). ECLAS is elaborated for different
types of inland water systems: rivers, lakes and tidal water systems. For each type of inland water system 15-20
main ecotopes have been distinguished. Measures concerning water management and habitat restoration have been
worked out into ecotope classification criteria. By this way changes in the acreage and distribution of ecotopes are
estimated.

For the assessment of potential carrying capacity of a water system for the selected species the model MORRES
has been used. This software package, issued by Delft Hydraulics, consists of a comprehensive set of mathematical
rules to calculate the areas of breeding, spawning or foraging habitats, based on the areas and distribution of the
ecotopes and the hydrodynamics and morfodynamics of the water system (Duel & De Vries, 1996).

The EKOS software package, issued by Delft Hydraulics and the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Warer
Management, has been used to calculate the habitat suitability of the different habitats of the selected flora and
fauna species. This package has been developed for application of HEP in the Netherlands (Duel et al., 1995).
EKOS makes use of habitat suitability index models for more than 60 flora and fauna species.

The AMOEBA approach is a method to evaluate the impacts of rehabilitation and water quality improvement
measures on the habitat suitability and the carrying capacity of water systems (Ten Brink et al., 199 I ; Van Diik &
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Marteijn, 1993). In the AMOEBA approach, the impact of the policy alternatives on flora and fauna species is

related to the ecological objectives. The score card for ecological rehabilitation is based on the similarity in

population development between the ecological impact of a certain policy alternative and the ecological objective

for each of the selected species. No distinction is made between the values for the various species. The score card

figure obtained is the ecological development index scaled from 0 to 100 (Duel et al., 1996). The index value 100

indicates the ecological refercnce situation.

Figure 2. Framework for analysis of the effectiveness of water manâgement strategies for ecological

rehabilitation.

ECOTOPES, HABITATS AND HABITAT SUITABILITY

Habitat rehabilitation should not be understood as reconstruction of a former situation. Although the historical

situation can be used as a reference, the current boundary conditions set by both nature and culture are differcnt.

New ecological objectives have to be found. This is a challenge for landscape planners, engineers and

environmentalists. Because natural succession is, apart from human management, mainly dependent on habitat

conditions, i.e. abiotic conditions of the site, abiotic site classification is required for proper habitat evaluation

(Pedroli & Marchand, 1994). Since the ecotone concept concentrates on the gradients (Naiman and Decamps' 1990'

Pringle et al., 1988), this concept is less suitable for classification purposes. The ecotope concept is more suitable

concentrating on the differential key factors for habitat classification (Rademakers & tWolfert, 1994; Duel et al.'

1994). An ecotope is a spatially discernable ecosystem type defined by the dominance of specific abiotic factors

(Rademakers & Wolfert, 1994). For example, criteria conceming mean stream velocity, water depth at low river

discharge, annual average duration of flooding and land use types are applied for the classificâtion of the river

ecotopes (Duel & De Vries, 1996). Examples ofriverecotopes are deep riverbed, oxbow lake and riverdune (figure

3).
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Figure 3. trlustration of the distribution of ecotopes and habitats in a cross section of a river

Since reactions of species and communities to changes in abiotic factors are difhcult to predict, a specific set of
habitat parameters is commonly used as the basis for prediction of potential ecotope succession. The size and
distibution of ecotopes can be interprcted in terms of habitat for species of interest for nature conservation. To
identify habitats for flora and fauna species the ecotope classification system is elaborated in more detait. For the
classification of subecotopes a new set of criteria has to be distinguished, e.g. vegetation structure and soil type.
MORRES calculates the total area of available habitat (see box 1). The total area of available habitat for the flora
and fauna species includes all areas of ecotopes and subecotopes that provide lifecycle support to the species
reviewed.

The habitat suitability of the available habitats is determined with HSl-models. In the Netherlands, habitat models
are developed for flora species, macro-invertcbrates, fish species, waterfowl, wetland birds and mammals (Duel et
al" 1995). The HSl-models are bascd on the habitat requircments and preferences of the flora and fauna species.
The models include only the main environmental factors limiting the population of the species rcvîewed. Examples
of such factors arc water quality, water depth, stream flow and vegetation cover (frgure 4). The habitat requiremens
and prcferences are derived from life history studies, field observation studies and statistical -analysis of the
environmental factors of the habitats used by the species observed (Duel e.a., 1995). The habitat models produce
numerical ratings, which represent the carrying capacity of the habitats reviewed. The range of index rating is 0.0
to 1.0, expressing the range of unsuitable to optimat habitat conditions. The overalt habitat suitability is determined
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by the suitability index ratings of the habitat factors limiting the carrying capacity of the habitat. The toul carrying

capacity of a water system for the selected species is derived from the areas and the suitability of the available

habitats, expressed in habitat units:

HU = sum (HSI * A)

where HU = habitat units (ha)

HSI = habitat suitability index of available habitats

A = area of (sub)ecotopes which provide habitats (ha)

Box 1. Potential carrying capacity for Otter (Lutra lutra) in river systems

Total area of available nesting habitat (ANH) and foraging habitat (AFH), expressed in ha:

A N H  = R S + S F + O L s

AFH = MC + LCw +FCw + OLw + ALw

Poæntial carrying capacity (FCC), exprcssed in potential number of individuals:

PCC = min (Dn r'ANH, Df * AFH)

where RS = total area of ecotope rced swamp (ha)

SF= total area of ccotopc swamp forest (ha)

OLb= total area ofecotopc oxbow lake, subtype bank vegetation (ha)

MC= total area of ccotopc main channcl (ha)

LCw= total area ofecotope lateral channel, subtype water (ha)

FCw= total area ofecotope floodplain channel, subtype water (ha)

OLw= total area of ccotope oxbow lake, subtype water (ha)

ABw= total area of ecotope artificial backwaær, subtype water (ha)

Dn= otter density (number of individuals per ha nesting habitat)

DË otær density (number of individuals per ha foraging habita$

\ilATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR ECOLOGICAL REHABILITATION

Strateeies for Ecolosical Rehabilitation

In the Aquatic Outlook projecç three different altematives for water management have been worked out: (i) the

Economical Straegy, (ii) the Environmental Strategy and (iii) the Autonomous Development Scenario' In the

Economical Strategy ecological rehabilitation me,asures will be taken only in combination with measures aiming

at the improvement or maintenance of the economic functions of the water systems. Existing plans for improvement

of the water quality will be executed. The Environmental Strategy aims at the restoration and development of

wetlands at large scale. The opportunities for ecological rehabilitation are utilized with the preconditions of

protection against flooding and the maintenance of infrastructurc. The water quality of the inland waters is assumed

to meet the habitat requirements of characteristic aquatic flora and fauna species. The Autonomous Development

Scenario is characterized by a continuation ofthe present policy wilh respect to water and nature rnanagement. The

existing plans for ecological rehabilitation will be executed. Also, measurcs will be taken to improve the water

quality of the inland waters to the basic ecological level.

Écohydraultque 2000, iuin 1996, Québec
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Figure 4. Examples of habitat suitability index curves for (a) Zebra M',.sel (Dreissena polymorhpa), (b)
Barbel (Barbus barbus), (c) Night Heron (lVyctæorax nyctboror).

River Rhine

The river Rhine runs 1320 km long from its headwaters in. Switz€rlanct to the delta waters in the Netherlands. It
has a catchment area of about 200,000 km2. World wide the Rhine ranks among the inlands waters with the
highest shipping traffic densities. To provide protection against flooding and to accommodate shipping and
agriculnrrc the river has been changed into one navigation channel of constant width, bordered by river banks
on which brickyards and sand and gravel works arc locatcd. The adjacent floodplains are used as pastures. As a
cons€quence characæristic riverine habitats have been disappeared. Water pollution has contributed to the
ecological degradation as well. However, in the last decades the water quality is improved due to measures
taken in the Rhine catchment as whole (van Dijk and Maræijn, 1993). Nevcrtheless, to ævitalize the Rhine
ecosystem habitat resoration is essential. Tbe water management strategies for ccological rchabilitation aim at
the improvement of the sccondaqr channels, the floodplains, the islands urd the river banks:
(D the creation oflatcral channels and the improvement ofthe water flow conditions of secondary channels

which are currently siltcd up, to provide and restorc habitats for rheophillic macro-invertebrates and Frsh
species which are seriously endangered along the Rhine, like may flies, caddish flies, Barbel (Barbus
barbus), Ide (Leuciscus idus) md Daeæ (Lc ncisctts c e pllrllw)3

(ii) the developrnent of floodplain forpsts to provide nesting habitats for birds species which have become
very rarB in the Netherlands; like Night Heron (Nyaicorax nyaicorax), Black Stork (Ciconia nigra).
Black Kite (Milvus nigrutu) and Osprey (pandion tnliaens);

(iii) lowering of the floodplains to qeate reed swamps and shallow backwaæn to supporr wildlife, amongsr
which rare species like Trpe fuog (Hyla arborea), Grass Snake (Natrix ,utrix), Bitæm (Botaurus
stellaris), Purple Heron (Ardea purpurea) and Otter (bttra lutm)i

(iv) removal of river training works to restorc natural river banks: the barc sand and gravel banks provide
nesting opportunities for bird species like Common Tem (Stena hirundo) and Little Ringed plover
(Clnradrfus dubius), on the other hand the steep banks provide nesting opportunities for Sand Martin
(Riparia rtparia) and Kingfrsher (Alcedo atthk\.

In the Economical Straægy, ecological rehabilitation plans will only bc executed in combination with a lowering
of the floodplain surface for clay mining purposes. Removal of clay in the floodplains restores the river
dynamic Processes in the floodplain, which arc crucial for the development of characteristic floodplain habitats.
On the other hand, the flooding risks for cities and villages adjacent to the river will be diminished (WwF,

r 5 t 0
rdnoxl6an lad h hkes
(md|)

0 05  t .0  .15  LO
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1992; Silva and Kok, 1993). In the Economical Strategy, the total area for ecological rehabilitation in the

floodpfains of the Rhine and its branches is 2,300 ha, less than lO% of the total floodplain area'

In the Autonomous Development Scenario, the existing plans for ecological rehabilitation of the floodplains of

the branches of the river Rhine will be executed. The total area for nature development and conservation

projects is 8,260 ha, about 3O Vo of the total surface area of floodplains along the river Rhine in the

Netherlands. The main feature of the ecological rehabilitation plans is to enhance the biodiversity along the

Rhine. As a consequence the measures for ecological rehabilitation as mentoned above will be executed in all

the projects.

In the Ecological and Environmental Strategy, ecological rehabilitation will cover the total surface area of the

floodplains. The main channel will be accompanied by lateral channels in the adjacent floodplains. However,

the rotal area for the development of floodplain forests is restricted in order to maintain the protection against

flooding.

Lake lJsselmeer

Lake lJsselmeer is one the largest fresh water lakes in Westem Europe: 1200 km2. It is supplied with water by

the river lJssel. the northern branch of the river Rhine in the Netherlands (Fig. l)' Lake Usselmeer is a wetland

of intemational importance lWolff, 1989). Due to the large fish biomass and the high density of Znbra Mussels

(Dreissena potymorptw) large numbers of piscivorous and molluscivorous birds are present in this area during

the wintertime. However, marshes at the shoreland of the lake are almost entirely absent and as a consequence

habitats and wildlife associated to lacustrine marshes are lacking. Therefore, ecological rehabilitation is focussed

on the development of shallow wetlands around the lake. Strategies for the development of lacustrine marshes

are (De Vriend en Iedema, 1995):

(i) elevating the surface level in shallow water areas to above the water level by suppletion of sand or clay;

(ii) removing the summer dykes in former marshes which are currently used as Pastures;

(iii) allowing more natural water level fluctuations within the preconditions of protection against flooding and

water management infrastructures.

In the Economical Straægy, ecological rehabilitation ptans will only be executed in combination with drcdging

of the navigation channels. This results in the development of 135 ha marshland. In the Autonomous

Development Scenario, the existing ecological rehabilitation plans in combination with sand extraction Plans

will be executed as well. The total area for nature development is 27}ha. The Environmental Strategy aims at

the development of lacustrine manhlands at large scale as a result of a combination of ecological rehabilitation

strategies mentioned above. The total marshland area will be enlarged with about 2,200 ha'

EVALUATION OF ECOLOGICAL REHABILITATION STRATEGIES

River Rhine

Not surprisingly, the Environmental Strategy is the best water management strategy to enhance biodiversity

along the river and to meet the ecological objectives (figure 5). The lateral channels provide spawning and
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nursery habitats for riverine fish species and habitats for rheophyllic macrofauna species. For these species the
lateral channels form refugia; the main channel has predominantly a shipping function. As a result of restoring
river dynamic processes in the floodplain by reconnecting former side arms to the main channel, the available
suitable habitat for fish species of stagnant water, like Pike, consists of oxbow lakes and floodplain channels
which are connected only at the downstream end to the main channel. The availability of eroding river banks
suPports Sand Martins and Kingfishers. The floodplain forests, reed swamps and floodplain grasstands provide
habitats for characteristic river birds and mammals.

In the Economical Strategy only a few lateral channets will be created and therefore the restoration of habitats
for the riverine fish species and macro-invertebrates will hardly occur. Due to ecological rehabilitation projects
the total area of backwater and reed marshe habitats will increase strongly. The enhanced availability of these
habitats will have a positive effect on species like Pike, Tree Frog, Grass Snake, Bittern and Water Rail (Ral/4s
aquaticus).

In the Autonomous Development Scenario floodplain forests will develop and lateral channels will be creared.
For characteristic bird species of lowland rivers, like Cormorant and Night Heron, the rehabilitation measures
result in an increase of the availability of nesting and foraging habitats. The impact of the creation of lateral
channels on riverine fish species and macro-invertebrates is shown in figure 5.

Lake IJsselmeer

The creation of lacustrine marshes provides habitats for species like Marsh Harrier (Circus cyaneus), Greylag
Goose (Anser anser), Bittern, Spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia), Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Otter and
Beaver (Castor fiber). It is clear that the Environmental Strategy will increase the opportunities for wetland
birds and mammals strongly (figure 5). For an optimal ecological situation the total marshland area has to be,
however, twice as much (Vanhemelrijk et al, 1993). In the Environmental Strategy changes in the fish stock
will take place due to an improvement of the water quality and a strong reduction of the yearly catch of
Pikeperch (StiTostedion lucioperca), Perch (Perca fluviatilis) and Ale (Anguittia anguillia). The impact of a
reduction of the fish stock on piscivorous birds (e.g. cormorants, goosanders) needs no explanation.

In the Economical Strategy and Autonomous Development Scenario the development of marshes is limited to
several small areas. Little improvement of the ecological conditions for marsh species can be noticed. Water
quality will hardly improve and there are no yearly catch limitations for the inland fisheries. As a result,
changes in the fish population are neglectable.

Ecolosical Development Index

The overall impact of the water management strategies on the ecological conditions of the Rhine and Lake
IJsselmeer is shown in table l. As mentioned above, the Environmental Strategy is of the best water
management strategy for ecological rehabilitation. The Economic Strategy and the Autonomous Development
Strategy improve the ecological conditions slightly.
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Figure 5. The AMOEBA for the Rhine (a) and Lake lJsselmeer (b) for different rehabilitation strategies.
The impact of the policy alternatives is related to the ecological objectives derived from the ecological

reference system.

Table 1. Score card for ecotogical rehabilitation of different policy alternatives on water management;

ecological reference situation has an index value of 100.
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CONCLUSIONS

The framework for analysis based on the concept of HEP is an effective tool for habitat evaluation of water
management strategies. The implementation of the ecotope concept and the AMOEBA approach is a very
important reinforcement of HEP as a c:tse analysis tool for water management. The policy analysis study
showed that not only the impact of ecological rehabilitation measures on the availability of habitats of
characteristic species can be assessed easily, but also the impact of the environmental conditions on the habitat
suitability.

Future challenges for the improvement of the ecological analysis framework are related to the implementation
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of geographic information systems for spatial distribution effects and ro the improvement of ecological
modelling for temporal aspects. Ecological rehabilitation measures include also measures concerning
defragmentation of existing habitats by enlarging core are:s for nature rehabilitation and creating islands or
corridors between existing core areas. Recent years numerous studies have been published on the meaning of
spatial aspects of habitas on the opportunities for population development (e.g. Merriam, 1985: Opdam,
l99l). The impact of environmental stochasticity on the habitat suitability is very important for fauna species
living in dynamic ecosystems, such as river ecosystems (Verboom et al., 1992; Stalnaker et al., 1994).
Therefore understanding of the temporal æpecs of habitat suitability is essential to develop ecological sound
n ater management strategies.

In any case, further development of habitat evaluation methods is an urgent need in water management policy
studies. This includes the development of habitat suitability index models for all the indicator species for water
management and nature conservation, the improvement and validation of existing models by field studies and
habitat time series analysis. Uncertainty analysis of the results will improve the validity of the conclusions.
Nanrral variation in population dynamics, the assumptions made and the status of the HSl-model influence the
range of uncertainty in the final frgures and have to be considered more thoroughly.
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ABSTRACT

^ Integrated manag-ement of water resources and aquatic ecosystems is becoming a common concern
for managers as_well as for researchers. The will for preservation ofi go:{ ecotogièâiri*tiàning of aq;ati;
ecosystems at the scale,of 

t l-,g. basin creates needs for.the- study-;f thesg sistems. This pa-per aims atdescribing .physical habitat behaviour at the scale of the Loire- basin trraâcel. inï-îa'rin hu, b""n
tilt,]:lî:^d.i18,"9lolP.fological regions, the.validity of which we would like to têst in teiàr of physicai
habrtat. we tested the following hypotheses at the scale of mesohabitat :

. differences in mesohabitat composition exist between regions,
'the longitudinal structure of mesohabitat composition is different between regions,
' the factors governing composition and evolution of habitat distributions aredifferent between regions.

We found that the_ four tested regions behave in different ways in terms of distribution and evolution
:l,T::ol1bj,1t:,Y_ulf? tlope aqd streaÀ order, the.two hypotheticaicontrol variables, d;;;ïftay the same
role In each regton. If the c.onsid,ered region contains mainly alluvial ri-vers,_slope and/or orcier explain orpredict mesohabitat distributions. If the rJgion contains cohesive rivers, these factô.t ào noi oi U"afy'"ifiuin
mesohabitat distributions.

Since predictive models can not be developped in
necessary to build descriptive models at the regional scale.
provides such results for thr:e regions of the Loire basin.

most regions for mesohabitat distributions. it is
In addition of one predictive model, this paper

KEY-WORDS : integrated management / aquatic ecosystems / regionalization / mesohabitat / river Loire /slope / order /
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INTRODUCTION

Since a few years, there is an increasing need for delineating spatial arrays in which river
management could be held in an homogeneous way-lcallant, 1989). This need is consistent with the French
"Loi lur l'Eau" (V/ater Act) (1992) which makes éompulsory an integrated approach of aquatic ecosystems
and water resources management. This act makes provision for the preservation of a -good ecological
functioning of freshwater eciosystems as part of the wâter resources management.-But to achieve the general
purpose oî integrated managément, we-need new tools to get a global knowl-edge-.of. stream ecosytem
iunètioning at tlie scale of a'iarge basin. Fish-habitat relationships have been well studied at the local scale
for whichéfficient models and irethods are available (Souchon, 1994). But the existing knowledge at larger
scales is insufficient to get good prediction of habitat and fish distibutions at those scales. Longitudinal
zonations are well docuùenied (Sireldon, 1968 ; Statzner and Higler, 1986 ; Przybylski, 1993), but their
predictive capacities are relativeiy poor. The purpose of this papèr is to explole the ability of a regional
àpproach to improve the efficiency ôf fish-habitat-models at a large scale. The first step was to explore the
règional patterns of physical habitat.

As part of this effort, an ecosystemic approach was started in France on the whole river Loire basin
(117,000 km2;, which was divided in l l geomorphological regions. The valley morphological type.
according to Cupp (1989), was the key for delineating those regions.

The problem is to evaluate this macroscopic classification realised 91r topofr.aPhic- maps at a lower
scale.'Is the iealised partition relevant in terms of hsh habitat characteristics ? The choice of mesohabitats (or
morphodynamic units) to test this hypothesis was natural for several reasons :

. morphodynamic units have a good hydraulic, morphological and e-cological significance
(Takahashi, 1994). T[is ismainly due to differences of microhabitat characteristics offered by each category
of morphodynamic units. They have their own ecological functionings and relationships between habitat
units and fish or invertebrate cômmunities have several times been described (Bisson et al., 1988 ; Lobb and
Orth, l99l ; Kershner and Snider, 1992).

. habitat types are characterised by a good homogeneity of physical habitat variables (water
depth, velocity and substiàte particle size). Thus,'meiohabitats are a scale at which- one can aggregate data
gaihered at a lower scale (microhabita$ with several modelising methodologies. In the_past few years, many
numerical models dedicated to physical habitat assessment have been developped at the microhabitat level.
But most of those techniques need a hierarchical procedure to allow a good interpretation of results. For
example, IFIM methodologies (Bovee, 1982 in the USA, and Souchon, 1994 in France) suggest that results
shoulil be interpreted on at least two scales : reaches and segments. Viewing IFIM results when pooled at
mesohabitat scale is the first step in aggregating data from microhabitat level to reach level : this is the
bottum-up approach proposed by Bovee (1982) as an application of instream flow studies.

. Mesohabitats distribution and genesis are influenced by morphodynamic processes
controled by large scale factors. Climate (which controls hydrology), geology (which controls topography,
lithology, sediment transport) and thus energy are varying at the regional scale (Morisawa, 1985). In this
orientation, mesohabitat is a good scale to study the influence of regional-scale structures and phenomemas
on physical habitat structure : this is a top-down approach. Slope and stream size are often presented as
conirol factors of mesohabitat distributions(Richards, 1982 : Knighton, 1984), but only for alluvial systems.
We were not able to find in bibliography global models or models for non-alluvial systems. Thus, the
question of the validity of models including general factors such as slope an size is still present.

Our hypothesis is that belonging to a geomorphological region induces differences in the
mesohabitats distribution. The aims of the study are, first, to describe the physical habitat composition at the
mesohabitat scale in the four main geomorphological regions of the Loire basin. Second, we will test the
hypothesis that differences exist in the longitudinal structure of mesohabitats composition. Third, we would
like to identify the main factors governing the longitudinal evolution of habitat structure in each region.
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METHODS

Study segments

Sampling stategy

^ The.map o^f ge-omorphological regions which makes the basis of the sampling design was realised
atter a typology of valley morphology according^to Cupp (1989 ; see also Naiman-et il, tgSi). Through the
whole river Loire basin, France (117,000 km21, twenty-two valley types have been censused visually
(l/10O.,000 topographic map.s) using.the five morphométric variabies p:roposed by Cupp (19g9) : thosÉ
variables are valley bottom slope, valley sides slopé, channel meanderinf, vàlley boitom 

^riiain 
ano channel

width.

Th.e wholeltydrographic.river system was described visually with this method on l/100,000
topographic maps. Geomorphological regions were defined as areas in rirhich valley types distribution is as
homogeneous^as possible. Each region is then characterised by a specific associatiôn 6f a small number of
valley types. 12 to !). This. approach was quantif,red and validatêd on a sample of 900 segmen6 on which the
above mentioned five variables have been measured on l/25,000 topographic maps. This work has allowed
t9 ajY:l the_limits of the regions in order that each of them have piofer^distributions of the five variables
describilg^the valley-morphology. Fordetails a!^ou!.methodology arid results about valley types, see Wasson
et al. (1993) and Malavoi and Andriamahefa û995).

Figure I : the Loire basin and the four tested geomorphological regions

Out of the eleven_regions obtainedby this method on the Loire_baqlg, we kept the four largesr ones
!:^l:t_t 9TI !IPo",,l"t""t.3bolt morphodynamic-units distributions (figure l).wé choosè thosaregionibecause
they represent 314 or the basin surface and because they are the most important regarding the'management
criteria. Those regions are:

. .' .S|gl.s : anc.ient crystalline massif, mainly granitic, part of the Massif Central. The relief ispaleoglacial, dominated by smôoth plateaus. Longitudinal profirlesïf valleys are made ;a;;il and rerraces.
' Limousin : in the same granitic- massif as Sagnes. Valley sides are steeper r go.g", are morefrequent than in Sagnes and are inæicalated with low-grad-ient reachei.
' Sédimentaire : very flat and tabular relief on calcareous tables. Valleys are wide and their gradient

!l lo*.' although some of thém may be steeper when following cuestas. rn" àiuinai" d;;iti;poorer than inthe other three regions.
' Armoricain : an ancient hercinian massif on granitic rocks. Although the relief is quite flat, it ispossible to find areas of strong relief. Valleys are lightl/incised, due to generaÏly t"* 

"iiit"a"tl-

7 other regions
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A general characterisation of the morphology of the valleys by regions is available on table l. We
measured îabitats on 196 segments of 22 riiers iri the + tested'regions-of the watershed. A segment is
defined as a portion of the rivér homogeneous by size (estimated by stream order) and valley slope.

Table I : General description of the valley morphologr of the 196 studied reaches.

Altitude Valley Sides slope Valley width Mean
Regions Order Number (m.a.s.I., slope (mode) (tmes MSW, Stream Sinuosity

mean) (Voo, mean) mode) Width (m')

Limousin 2
3

4
f

Sédimentaire 2
J

4
5

Mayenne

< lOTo
<.10%

3O to 6O7o

< lOVo
< lOTo
> 6OVo

30 to 6O%

< lo%
< lo%
< lOVo
< lOVo

l0 to 3OVo
< l0Vo
< lOVo
< lOTo

>24w
12 to 24w
I t o 3 w

>?/lw
12 to 24w
I t o 3 w
I t o 3 w

>Aw
>Aw
>?Aw
>?Aw

>Vlw
>V4w
>?Aw
>?Aw

l l  7 4 9
t 3  7 4 6
7 563

Sagnes 2
5

4

2
3
4
)

l l
8
t 7
t 2

8
t 7
3 l
l 6

t 2
l 5
l 5
3

417
398
332
164

1 8 3
1 5 9
1 5 6
146

1 6 5
129
9 8
90

1 5 . 6
12.6
8 .7

l 3 . l
t2 .2
5 .4
2 .2

3 .9
2.0
1 . 1
0 .9

7 . 3
2.9
0.8
0 .3

2 .7
7 .9
l4. l

2.O
5 . 3
l  1 . 6
2 t . 3

2 . 1
5 .8
10.8
15.9

2 .2
6 . 1
12.2
20.7

' t * ' *

* : t

,F rt

*

* : *
*

x

*
* ' *

*
* *
*
*

* :  s  1.05 **  :  1 .05 to 1.25 , i : f *  '  1 .25 to 1.5

Control variables

Those variables are segment slope and stream order. Both of them were measured on l/25,000
topographic maps for each segment. Strèam order was determined with Strahler method (1957) whereas
segment slope is defined as the division of valley bottom length by the difference in elevation of the
segment. Segments were then split into four classes of valley slope : < l%o, I to 3%oo,3 to lWoo and > lMoo.
When crossing the two variables, we obtained a contingency table (table 2) in which numbers of observations
are not equally distributed. This is due to the fact that some combinations of modalities are not often
encoutered : for example, therc are very few high-slope and high-order segments. In order to reduce the
amount of empty combinations, we pooled streams of order I and 2 and streams of orders à 5.

Table 2 : Sampling design, whole Loire basin.

Stream order
l a n d 2 >5

Slope
classes

< l % o
l%oto3%o

3%oto l.0Æ,o
2l0%o

l 7
l l
2
I

2 8
2 l
t 7
4

8
2 l
t 2
t 2

I
5
22
t 4
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Field measurements

We sampled 196 segments : in each of them, we choose a reach at random. We avoided reaches
obviously affected by human activities : the most encountered alterations are dams, channelization,
recalibration and dredging. Despite of our efforts to avoid artificialization, some of the sampled reachei
might have been affected by ancient_channelizatio_! works, mainly in Sédimentaire and Mayenne regions. A
lot of low-gradient rivers are hydraulically controlled by ancient weirs and small dams. Ana in some cases,
the sampled reaches might be under control of a downstream impoundment.

The length of the studied reaches had to be undimensionned to avoid scale biases. To describe
reaches, we used a minimum of 35 times the mean stream width (MSW). When studying mesohabitats,
Kershner et al. (1992) and Kershner and Snider (1992) used a minimum of 30 times thé N,iSV/. Simonson
(1993) and Simonson et aI. (1994) recommended that study reaches be at least 35 times the MSW to obtain
good profiles of water depths and velocities.

Mesohabitat units were classified according to Malavoi key (1989) which is very similar to Bisson er
al. key (1982) but adapted to high-gradient rivers of the Alps (France). We used the-7 main habitat units
desc_ribed in Malavoi (1989) which are : lentic channel (LEC), pool (POO), riffle (RIF), run (RUN), glide
(GLI), rapid.(RAP), and lotic channel (LOC). The length of each unit was recorded (nearest 0.5 m) as'wàl as
mean wetted width (5 transects across each unit, nearést 0.1 m) and average depth (several random locations,
nearest 0.01 m).

Statistical analysis

We wanted to determine differences in mesohabitat induced by the three hypothetical control factors.
We thus calculated the mean ojgagh habitat_type length afte_r percenl transformatiôn on each reach. Working
on percent.length to avoid scale biases, we had to perform Kruskal-Wallace (non-parametric) statistical testi
to determine if habitat composition was different between regions, stream- orders or slope classes
(Siegal ,  1956).

. . Pu" to missing data in some combinations of modalities, we were not able to perform multiple-way
statistical analyses such as analysis of variance. We used a factorial analysis to undersêore the effecti of thÉ
three hypothetical control variables on mesohabitat composition. This inethod is interesting in the way it
allows an analysis of the composition of a whole reach, whatever the number and type of units encounteied.
The most appropriate analy-sis-is the after-row-percent transformation PCA (Principâ,i Composants Analysis).
The analysed table is then 196 rows (reaches) and 7 columns (habitat types). The ium of éach row is t-00%.
This kind of analysis allows to condense most of the information on a-blplot factorial map : row scores and
column scores can be displayed simultaneously in order to interpret iow (reaches) pôsitions thanks to
columr (habitat types) vectors. This generalization of a triangular graphical display of a canonical base is
described and discussed in Gabriel (1971) and Ter Braak (1983)

. Factoria.l analysis do not allow to develop predictive models. Then, to help in understanding the
quantitative role played by valley slope and stream size (measured by stream brder) in mesohàbitat
distribution, we tested some multiple regression models on our data. We plotted percent length of fast units
against slope a_nd stream order for the whole data set and for each 

-region.- 
In order io simplify the

interpretation of results, we had to sum the lengths of fast units (riffles, runs, rapids and lotic cÎranirels).
Automated. stepwise regression was used to avoid .problems due to. correlation between the independent
variables. At each step,.this_kind of regression technique selects a variable to enter the model : if thô partial
correlation ratio is not significant, the variable does not enter the model.

RESULTS

Mesohabitats distributions

By morphological regions

.Results are presented.in table 3.. Apqrt from GLI, which is the least_represented habitat type on the
whole basin (max 8 7o in Sédimentaire). eàch tlqe o-f mesohabitats shows significant differenc".'in p"r""nt
length between regions (p values < 5 Vo). LEC is dominant in Sédimentairé 1Ot Vo) and Mayenne^(5gEo)
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regions. LOC is highly represented in Sagnes (20 Vo) but poorly in the three other. regions. POO and RIF
sh"ow the same pattérn-of àistribution, oppîsiteio the LEC one : more represented in.Sagnes and Limousin
than in Sédimeniaire and Mayenne. ,qs tôitre RAP, they are only present in Sagnes and Limousin.

Table 3 : Mean percent lenghts of mesohabitat units in each tested region and Kruskal'Wallace statistic

Mayenne p value (

LOC
POO
RI.JN
GLI
RIF
RAP

0.20
0.08
0.28
0.01
0.27
0 . 1 0

0.06
0.08
0.45
0.04
0.20
0.03

0.02
0.03
o.22
0.08
0.04

0.03
0.04
0.22
0.03
0 . 1 0

0.0
2 .0
0 .0
86.0
0 .0
0 .0

By stream order

Table 4 : Mean percent lenghts of mesohabitat units by stream order and Kruskal'Wallace statistic

1 a n d 2  3  4 >5 p value (7o)

LOC 0.10 0.07 0.08 o.2
0.0
0 .0
7 1  . 7
0 .0
77 .4

< l % o l%oto 3%o 3%o to l0%o 2 l0%o p value (7o)

0.07
o.25

GLI 0.07 0.06
0 . 1 6
0.08

POO 0.1 I
RUN O.44

RIF O.I9
RAP O.O1

0.02
0.27
0.04
0 . 1 6
0.01

o.zz
0.03
0.04

RAP and GLI show no significant differences between stream order. GLI can be said to be equally^
rcpresented along the longitudinal-gradient, but the result for RAP may be influenced b-y the_low number of
suth encountereà'habitat inits. Hab-itat diversity is the highest in order I and 2 : aPa{Jrltm RAP, all habitat
types are represented at at least 7 %. Orders > 5 exhibit à very poor diversity : only LEC and RUN are well
represented in those downstream reaches.

By valley slope

Table 5 : Mean percent tenghts of mesohabitat units by valley slope and Kruskal-lVallace statistic

LEC
LOC
POO
RI.JN
CLI
RIF
RAP

0.52
0.04
0.04
0.25
0.07
0.08

0.79
0.01
0.03
o. r2
0.03
o.o2

0.04
0 . 1 I
0.08
0.48
0.06
0.22
o.o2

0.09
o . t 2
0.0?
0 . 3 1
0.01
0.26
0 . 1 3

0.0
0.0
0 .7
0 .0
78.0
0 .0
0 .9

Table 5 shows that valley slope is a control factor of mesohabitat distributions, as well as stream order
or geomorphological region. Ônly GI-I shows no significant differences, as for the other factors. Lotic
habitat typès are mainly found in high slopes : RIF and LOC, and above all RAP, are almost.pledged to
slopes >-î %o. Channels, which have ihe same geometry, are mainly lentic in slopes S 3%o antlotic in slopes
> 3%o.

Écohydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Qaébec
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Figure 2 z Fl-F2 factorial maps of the after row-percent transformation pcA
a : whole data set (196 reaches) + vectors of variables (i.e. habitat types!
b : same map as a, reaches splitted by categories of slope and stream order,
c : same map as b, only one region represented on each figure.

C I I

h 'f,rp
L\POO
l\0c

RIF
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Factorial analysis

Given the distribution of eingen values, we must only take into account the first two axes.^O-n figure
2a,the whole data set has been plotied: reaches and variables are represented on the same Fl-F2 factorial
map. The closer a sration is froin the end of a vector, the-higher the.percent length correspgldilg-to the
habitat type is. The factorial map is organised by some variablei (i.e. habitat types).which."t"-LE.C, RUN and
ro some éxtent RIF and GLI. Siations-are sepaiated into three main groups : dominated by LEC' dominated
by RUN or more diverse.

On frgure 2b and 2c, the stations have been scattered into categories of valley slope or stream order
for each regi6n. Sagnes and Limousin regions exhibit similar pattems iegarding slope and order. The effect
of those coitrol var'iables is low : the ord-ination of the stations along gradients of slope or order is not very
pronounced. For Sagnes region, the stations are plotted on the centei of the.map and this means that habitat
àiversity within a siâtion ii trigh. To a lesser exient, this is true for Limousin pgion, but the proportions of
iÈC unâ RUN are higher in this region : diversity is reduced, especially for high orders and low slopes.

According to the same criteria, Mayenne and Sédimentaire are- showing quite poor within-station
diversities : LEC-and RUN are dominant to ihe detriment of the other habitat types. But unlike the two other
regions, the mean pattern of habitat distribution varies regularly along gradients of.slope.and order. In these
r"!iont, LEC percent lenght is inversely proportional to RUN : it inCreases- as slope decreases and order
inéreases. Conversely, RUN percent lengihincieases with slope and against order.

Regression models

Although R2 is low (R2=0.24), the regression model performed on the whole data set is highly
significant 1p<ô.0tZo;. The percent length of fait units increases with slope.anddecr.ease:with stream order.
Bit those g'eneral results tiecome diflerent when studying ea.ch regjgn individually. Talle 6 shows that
stepwise re-gression model is highly significant for Sédiméntaire and MayenLe- regions.- The. model is not
sighificant For Limousin whereas- Sâgne-s model is just significant (p=4.149o). The role played by slope- and
orîer to explain the percent length of fast units is nôt the iame in thè 4 regions. If the r.egions are considered
tosether. tËe two factors enter t-he model. It is not the case for three regions. Slope and order do not explain
mËsohabitat variability in Limousin. In Sagnes, stream order enters the model and Sédimentqire percent
length of fast units is'partially explained by slope. The higher R2 is observed in lvlayenne-(0'69), the only
region in which slope ând order arè both toôk inio accountby the rcgression model. This value of Rz is high
enough to consider this model as a predictive model.

Table 6 : Stepwise regression results : percent length offast units vs slope and/or order

Slope Order final R2 p (7o)

Sagnes
Limousin

Sédimentaire *

Mayenne :t

*  0 . 1 2  4 . 7  4 7o fast = 0.59 + 9.4e-Z order

Vo fast = 0.11 + 0.l l slope0.20 < 0.01
* 0.69 < 0.01 Vo fast = 0,96 - 0.U order + 4.25e'2 slope

\{hole basin * * 0.24 < 0.01 Vo fast = 0.65 - 7.73e-2 order + 2.24 e-2 slope
* : variables entering the regression model

DISCUSSION

The first analysis of the present data set clearly shows that each region is characterised_by its own
mesohabitat units diitribution. îhis is the answer to our first hypothesis. On the one hand, Sagnes and
Limousin are regions of medium altitude : hence, valley slope distribution is wide and centered around high
values (12 %o). fhose regions tend to be more diverse, due to the wide range of slope values. Whittaker and
Jaeggi (1982) reported that some types of mesohabitats are found, only in moun_tainous regions due to the
higÉllopes encoùntered. On the othei hand, Sédimentaire and to a lesser extent Mayenne, are regions of low
grâdient. Thus, the slopes are generally more gentle : we found less habitat types than in mountainous
iegions. This result is riot surpr-ising, dùe to thtdifferences in morphologic-al characæristics of th.e valle-ys
exiibited by each region. Altliough-expectable, this result had to bé quantified, and it is noÛ available for
managemeni conceml The aim ofihe fiist works on the Loire basin was to define regions the limits of which
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had a good aptness in terms of management. The results of this paper show that the proposed regions have
different physical habitat functionings and must then be managed in different ways.

Gegmorphological regions is a factor affecting mesohabitat distributions. But valley slope and stream
ord-er might be sufficient to predict those distributions : the observed differences could bé only due to
differences in slope distributions between regions for example. Hubert and Kozel (1993) repoited that
channel slope and stream size were two determinants of physical habitat features. Kershner and Snider
(1992) found that mesohabitat distributions differed between rivers belonging to three different types based
on chan-nel gradient among other parameters. The underlying question is to evaluate the improvement in
terms of description and prediction brought by the regional scale. A first part of the answer is-given by the
second analysis. The expected upstream-downstream evolution of patterns of mesohabitat distributions ii nor
obvious for all regions. When regarding the effects of slope and stream order on mesohabitat patterns, the
behaviours of Sagnes and Limousin regions are opposite to Mayenne and Sédimentaire. The first ones
exhibit no reactions to slo-pe and order, whereas the second ones evolve along the gradients of the presumed
control factors. Those differelcgs iq upstream-downstream evolutions are the justification of developping
quantitative models which would enable predictions with a few control factors.

The .patterns of mesohabitat distributions, i.e. the way habitat types are associated, do vary at the
regional.scale, as shown by the second analysis. The results of regression models prove that valley slope and
stream size do not play the same role in each region. The factors governing habitat distributions are not the
same at the scale of a larse basin.

The rivers of Sédimentaire and Mayenne regions are mainly made of alluvial deposits. A lot of them
show well developped meander processes. Then, morphodynamic units distributions is generated by the
equil ibrium between erosion and deposition and between carrying capacity and solid load. Successions of
pools and riffles is more pretgtable for this kind of non-cohesive substratum streams than for rivers flowing
on the underlying bedrock. This is the main reason why slope and/or stream order, a means to measure
stream .energy, b_etter explain habitat distributions in Sédimentaire and Mayenne than in Sagnes and
Limousin. Since Leopold and Vy'olman (1957), who related for the first time that pools and riffles were
spaced on an order of 5 to 7 widths, many papers have explored the description and genesis of riffle-pool
sequences in- alluvial rivers. Yang (1971) and Keller and Melhorn (1973, 1978) developped models foi the
formation of such channels features. Those region meet the assumptions of those genérâl morphodynamic
models.

.The slope of.most of the rivers in the Sagnes and Limousin reg,ions is usually steep as well as valley
side^s- slope. Although I1Sh, due to high slopes, river energy is not sufficient enough to reshape longitudindl
profile and sinuosity. Geological substratum is granitic and mean substrate particle size is Coarse, even tn
low-slope valleys : as valley, sides slope is high, the supply of particles of large diameter is sustained. Valley
bottom is marle of steps and terraces.mainly generated by topographic accidents. Moreo,r,er, breaks in slopê
are frequent. In these regions, distributions of morphodynamic units can not be explained with modéls
developed for alluvial rivers : they must be largely influenced by underlying rock or tôpographic accidents.
This is the reason why slope and stream order weakly or do not explain distributions of [abitat features in
those mountainous regions.

This study shows that at the scale of a large basin, it is not possible to explain habitat distributions for
a whole basin. Re-gional patterns do exist in habitat distribution. Moreover, the available models describing
mesohabitat distributions and genesis are accurate in only one region which represents a small part of thé
basin (< 20Vo). This reinforce the usefullness of the descriptive models presented above for the ihree other
regions, in which predictive models can not be developped.

Artificialization may be in some cases a forgotten control factor, despite of our efforts to avoid
affected reaches. In Sagnes and Limousin, this effect must be non-existent : existing channelization is always
obvious and then can be avoided. And the slope is high enough to avoid the hydraulic control of a whole
segment^in- case of damming. In Mayenne region, small dams and weirs are quite numerous. But the strong
effect of slope on mesohabitat distributions prooves that the "natural" morphodynamic behaviour is stil'i
present. In Sédimentaire region, some of the reaches might have been affected by ancient channelization or
far downstream damming. But those effects can at worst only reinforce the regional tenderrcy, which is a
high percent lenght of LEC.
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CONCLUSION

The usefulness of the approach described in this paper is demonstrated at the scale of a. large. basin
for management as well as for êêological concem. This regiônalization of physical habitat could be linked to
regional 

-patterns 
of fish assemblagés or aquatic ecosystems, the validity of which having.been pr99ve.d

seieral times (Larsen et a1.,1986; Ùhittier et at., 1988). The statistic description realised here is a good basis
for the characterisation of physical habitat for fish or invertebrates, because relationships between
mesohabitat availability and iti uie by communities is getting well described (Bisson et al., 1988)-

This paper shows, as others, that slope and order do play a role in mesohabitat distribution and
composition. ïliey are control factors of availâble physical habitat. But this role is varying in the four tested
regiôns of the Ldire basin. In one of them, mesoËabitat composition_can be estimated, knowing.slope.and
oréer. In two others, those variables can explain these distribution. In the fourth, slope and order neither
explain nor predict mesohabitat percent lengih. This prooves that geomorphoregions have a.good ability to
deicriminatd river functioning.'Developirig descripiive models 

-on 
a regional basis is then of a great

importance.
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ABSTRACT

Located in the heart of the Québec Urban Community (QUC), the Saint-Charles River watershed is characterized by
great ecological diversity (geology, geomorphology, plant life, landscapes) and a wide range ofland uses (dense
urbanization, industrial activity, farming, and uninhabited foress). Moreover, the river provides almost 300 000
people with their water supply.

ln 1992, at the request of the Québec Urban Community, the Québec department of the environment and wildlife
(l"fEF) produced an ecological rcference framework for all 520 km2 of the Saint-Charles River watershed, to be used
as a basic tool for formulating QUC management proposals and policies. This ecological reference framework is
based on a conceptual model in which the factors controlling ecological function, such as bedrock geolory, topography,
landforms, and climate, arc located upstream of the aquatic ecosystem. The territory is analyzed taking a holistic and
hierarchical approach that proposes maps and typologies based on four levels of rcsolution: the ecodistrict (l:250
000); the topographic complex (l:100 000); the topographic entity (l:50 000); and the topographic element (l:20
000). Mapping units delineate natural spatial entities which are easily recogrrizable in the field and usually expressed
in terms of physical geography.

When processed by geographic information systems, this information is analyzed in terms of land capability, terrain
sensitivity and fragility. When socioeconomic and land use data are factored in, it is possible to produce a complete
ecological profile of the units, enabling the formulation of land and resource management practices tailo6d to the
needs and requirements of each unit. This paper will describe how the ecological reference framework was used to
produce genuine hydroecological units.

KEY WORDS: Ecological management / ecological mapping / ecosystem / water system / socioeconomic /
',vatershed
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BACKGROTJND

The Saint-Charles River watenhed covers 520 km2 and includes all or parts of the municipalities of Québec City,
Charlesbourg, Lac Saint-Charles, Saint-Adolphe. The Saint-Charles River, which issues from Lake Saint-Charles,
provides some 300 000 people with their water supply. The lower third of the basin is heavily urbanized, the middle
third has a high concentration ofsuburbs, and the upperthird (northern) is forested.

Withaviewto conservingwaterquality and quantity, the Québec Urban Community mandated the Québec departnent
of the environment and $,ildlife ûo devise and produce an ecological rcference frarnework that would enable urban
planners to more effectively orchestrate urban development so as to harmonize the varying and often conflicting land
and resource uses. These imperatives include controlling flooding and logging, conserving environment quality, and
curbing the development of potentially harmful infrastnrctures.

Traditionally, pollution and species habitat analyses of aquatic environments are carried out locally. Very rarely are
they approached from a broader base, that is, at the watershed level, integrating the permanent physical parameten of
the terrestrial envircnment, as is the case inthe ecological mappingdeveloped by MEF @ucrucet al.,l995a; Gerardin
et al.,1995). The purpose ofthis paper is to describe the contribution ofecological mapping to our understanding of
$'ater systems, land use planning and water management. We will also briefly touch on the integration of the
socioecônomic pararneters enabling management units to be defined.

BASIC CONCEPTS

The main purpose of the SCW ecological reference framework is to promote a broad undentanding of the dynamics
of the watershed. It is founded on a unique concept, i.e., studying terrestrial and aquatic environments from an
ecosystem-based approach (Tansley, 1935). The defining features of this concept are @ucruc et al.,1995):

> a holistic approach to the environment whereby the whole takes precedence over individual pa*s;
> a hierarchical system of levels of rcsolution which moves from the general to the specific and in which the

higher levels control the lower levels;
> a spatial organization whereby each level ofresolution has its own heterogeneity.

TerresEial and aquatic ecosystems are closely interconnected through the circulation ofwaterand organic and mineral
matter, making the water system dependent on the basin (Amoros and Petts, 1993; Wasson et al,, 1993) and the
floodplain controlled by the hydraulic and hydrological forces of the watercourse. Furthermore, they also have
certain contol factos in commog such as climate, geolog5r, relief,, and geomorphologr. The impact ofhuman activity
carried out in the watershed on the aquatic environment and, vice vers4 the impact of modifications in the aquatic
envircnment on adjacent areas (semi-aquatic and terrestrial), bring these functional links clearly into focus. These
principles, along with the equally critical, and perhaps morc crucial one, of shrdying "the factors that control ecosystem
function rather than focusing on the restricted resuls of biological population studies" (Wasson el a/., 1993) [Trans-
lation] are the centnepieces of the SCW ecological refercnce framework.

ÎHE SCTry ECOLOGICAL REFtsRENCE FRAMEWORK

An ecological reference framework is a set ofdecision-making tools for land use planning and resource management
in the form of mapping and typologr ofthe nature, capability, and limiations of the area under study. Mapping serves
as a spatial framework for typologies without depending on them. Ecological mapping is based on the principle that
the natur€ and spatial organization of ecosystems is controlled by physical geography (reliei, geomorpholog, and
hydrography). Mapping delineation is thereforc based on the identification of major physiographical shifts indicating
significant ecological changes at the level ofresolution being considered.
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We began by producing the ecological rcference frarnework for the terrestial environment and then integrated the
hydrological parameters rtquired for undersanding the Saint-Charles \À,ater system. However we are convinced that
in future projects both aspects should be considered together.

I.and Mapping

Several levels of resolution were mapped in the SCW from the natural province ( I :4 000 000) to the topographic
element (l :20 000). The topographic complex mapped on SPOT stereoscopic images at I : 100 000 was the level of
choice for defining natural management units. A topographic complex is a land parcel generally presenting highly
variedrelief features,bestmappedatascaleof l:100 000 (Figure l),andasurfaceareaof roughly l0tkm2. Thirty-
six topographic complexes, defïned by their physiography and geologr, are described in terms of bioclimate, relief,
surficial deposits (origin, texhrre, stoniness, thickness) and soil moisture content (Figure 2, Table l).

Figurt l: Digitel elevetion model illustrating the level of rrsolution for the topograpbic complex.

Integration of Hydmlogical Parameters

In keeping with the approach proposed by Cupp (1989) and subsequently adopted by Wasson et al. (t993) and
Andriamatrefa (1994), we characterizedvalley sections based ontheircross-sectional profile andtheirlevel in Stralher's
hierarchical sysûem (1957). The valleysectioq the first linearhierarchical level, appearedto be conûolled by geological
an4 by extension, physiographic forces (Wasson et al., 1993). This was confirmed when we characterized the
topographic complex by valley type (Table l).

TIIE SOCIOECONOMIC FRAMEWORK

The ecological reference frarnework is used to map and describe distinct territorial units based on the nature and
organization of stable ecosystem elements (physical environment supporting biological components). However,
these units are subject to more or less inûense human pressure which in tum influences ecosystem frrnction. To
uderstand the interaction between ecosystems and social systems, we intend ûo map social systems in such a way as
to oçlain the nature and impacts ofhuman activity on the SCW. As a prcliminary step, we characterized the topographic
complex based on fïve categories ofarea use.
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Teble l: Characterizetion of a few topogrephic compleres.
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SUPPORT CAPABILITY OF THE NATT'RAL ETWIROIIMENT AI\TD INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT

UNITS

Ecological mapping enables distinct spatial entities to be delineated from adjacent ones based on their ecological

features. Several polygons can have identical ecological features, while others are suffrciently alike to enable similar

results to be obtained with regard to a specific objective. It is therefore necessary to translate these ecological units

into reference units for land management. Natural management units (NMU) are spatial entities characterized by
productive capacity, support capability, and environmental sensitivity per se. These properties are derived and
interprcted from the nature of the ecosystems at the level of resolution chosen. NMUs are determined by classi$ing

topographic complexes according to the two basic ecological characteristics of climate and geology, as well as the

values obtained for l) land capability in terms offorest and agricultural production,2) likelihood ofurbanization

based on the feasibility of building roads, water supply and sewer systems and individual water purification sites, 3)
groundwater sensitivity to pollution, and 4) the nature ofthe water system (type ofvalleys, density, size offloodplain).

Figure 3 shows four of these values, while Figure 4 and Table 2 illustrate some of the natural management units.

NMUs come under pressure fiom social systems. The integration of these two organizational levels is necessary to
provide decision maken and land use planners with a comprehensive view of all the relevant issues, constraints, and
propose{ solutions. The integration of social, economic, and ecological imperatives may appear more feasible for
faditionally structur€d units such as rural areas. In recent decades we have seen technological development run
rampant at the expense of the ability of the environment to support it, urith dirc environmental consequences which
are only too well knovm. Despiæ this, we have only to look at how human settlement and activities are organized in
the Saint-Charles basin to realize that they are nonetheless closely linked to the natural organization ofthe area,
especially with regard to topography and surficial deposits. Figure 5 and Table 3 present the main preliminary social
system categories and integrated management units (IMU) wherc ecological and socioeconomic limits converge.
IMU VI comprises two topographic complexes with similar relief features, dominaæd by the same geomorphological
material and a moderate-to-underdeveloped water system, features which make the water table moderately sensitive
ûo contamination. ln addition they are both undergoing a dynamical urbanization. IMU VII, whose water table is also
moderately sensitive, has no poæntial for urban development because of its steep slopes and thin soil layers, although
therc are some signs of spot uôanization wich, in addition to the fact that these territory have alrcady undergone
urbanization, will bring soon or laûer environmental problems. Forests and landscapes are its main assets. IMU VIII
is distinctly different from the units VI and VII owing to its higlrly sensitive water table, strong capacity for urbanizatiorl
and well-developed waær system which makes it highly attractive (recreation and landscapes) but also extremely
vulnerable to industrial and urban encroachment. Any further development undertaken in this unit should ake this
duality into account.

DISCT'S$ON AND CONCLUSION

Ecological mapping provides comprehensive knowledge of the area by identiffing ecological limits most often
expressed by the topography resulting from the area's geological history, bedroclc, and geomorpholory. Subseguent
integration ofthe water system's descriptive elements (valley type) showed a strong correlation with the TC level of
resolution. Thus, for 45 pairs ofconsecutive valley sections included in a ûopographic complex, the section change
coincided in 80% of cases with the limit of a topographic complex. Morrover, the topographic complexes all had a
limiæd number ofvalley types (Table l). This is no surprise; what is astonishing, however, is that to date, very little
use has been made of ecological mapping. Furthermore, there have been few attempts to show the relationship
between water systems and the terrestrial environment of their watershed on which these systems depend.
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Figure 3 : A sampling of values for topographic conplexes (TC):
A) agricultural potentiah B) likelihood of urbanizationt C) groundwatir r"nritiuity to pollution; D)
dominant-valley tyle and drainage density. The legend for mapJA, B, and C is found io LUt" 2; the map
D legend is found in Table l.
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figure 4: Natural managemcnt units (NMU) in th erea eround Lake Sdnt-Chârhs.

Tbble 2: Description of natural manrgenrnt units NMU) in the arca amrmd Lakc Saint-Cbrrhs.
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Ftgure 5: Integrated management units (IM[I) in the area around Lake Saint-Charles

lbble 3: rntegrated mrnrgement units (IMLD in the area around Lalre Saint-Charles
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(2) B= $burban and urbanizing fallow; F= fallw; I= induslrial; N= natural environmen! mainly forest; U= denscly urbanized.

This approach by ecological unit and valley section is the first level in understanding the organization and nature of
habitats- For example, in the Saint-Charles River watershed, NMUs located in cold, rainy regions presenting rugged
landforms and acidic bedroch support only highly oxygenated, oligotrophic lotic habitats. twtÛr with a gentler
relief on bedrock composed of limestone and fine material feature slower-flowing watercourses with greaær turbidity
but which are richer and more diverse from a biological perspective.

These NMUs are under heavy human pressnre due to the high productivity oftheir terrcstrial and aquatic envircnments,
their hydrolicity, and their urbanization potential. While these areas have reached the saturation point in terms of
industrial and urban developmen! other areas which have remained more natural but are nonetheless wlnerable, are
being sought out. This is why it is crucial, indeed u{gent, to inægrate ecosystems and social systems in order to
"spatialize, interpret and if possible, foresee human intervention" (Wasson et al., 1993) and manage the different
land and resources uses in a sound manner.
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The hierarchical system containing the topographic complex chosen herc enables the same questions to be addressed
but at different levels. The ecodistrict generally expressed at a scale of l:250 000, and even the natural region
(l:l 000 000), both delineated and characterizædby the same physical parameters underlying the organization and
nature ofwater systems, are particularly suitable for analyzing vast areas.
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ABSTRACT

Managing a landscape means predicting its evolution according to internal modifications or the
appearance of external perturbations. To archieve that you must be able (i) to assess and follow the
evolution of the significant parameters; (ii) to establish functionnal relationship between the constituent
elements and the flux of matter and energy; (iii) to anticipate the effects resulting from the development
at different times (dams for example); and at last (iv) to develop mathematical models for reliable
simulations.

For a few years, under Pressure of the computer technologies, systems able to stock, manage and use
geographical information have been developed. In fact the objective of these systems is to process any
type of information spatially referenced and not only geographical informations. Then they become
adapted tools for landscape mtrnagement. These sytems are called Geographic Information System and
are used for many different themes, from the district to the continent, and the solutions may be relevant
in one case but not in the others. However in such a complexe field as environment they only glve an
incomplete answer to the landscape manager's questions.

In this paper the authors present a EISSR based on a conceptual model conceived from a global and
systemic approach of the field of application. with this EISSR it is possible to go farther than the simple
superimposition of the spatial data. They turn towards more complex operations of spatio temporal
analysis (taking into account previous facts and elaborating evolution predictions) allowing a better
understanding of the hydrosystem dynamic according to the variations of the matter and energy fluxes.
An example of how this EISSR is used in the case of mosquitos larval population control in the Rhône
valley is presented.

KEY-WORDS: Landscape Ecology / GIS, Floodplain / Wetlands / Environmental planning / Rhône river /
France
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INTRODUCTION

To elaborate a plan of management , it is necessary to aquire homogeneous quantitative and qualitative
information for the whole concerned territorry. To achieve that, French organisations such as national
and regional parks or natural reserves,which are responsible for the territory management have
developped programs to aquire these informations in order to produce maps. These maps objective is to
visualize a given situation at a given moment and to predict different scenarios of intervention. Data
haven't been collected homogeneously in these different organisations, from the minimum information
that is to say an inventory of the flora and the fauna to a very complete and systematic inventory. Since
1966, when we began the first investigation, we have been thinking about the needs in the mapping field
in the light of all the management problems which have occured during the last three decades.
Managing a landscape means managing populations and ecosystems but also taking into account the
evolution at different times, crisis situations (floods for example) and innovation phenomena
(appearance of new biological sets).

The object of this paper is to present the method our laborarory has followed to develop a system of
information on hydrosystems development. This approach depends on two main elements:(i) the lab
experience in the field of ecological and phytoecological mapping and (ii) the technical comperences
for the development of image and spatial analysis tools.

INTEREST AND LIMITS OF PIIYTOECOLOGICAL MAPPING.

The phytoecological map is relevant to reveal the different relationships between the biotic parameters
(types of structure, specific richness) and hydrologic parameters (groundwater depth and range of
variations, flooding length), geomorphological parameters (alluvial forms are getting younger),
pedological ones link between mineral elements and organic matters and hydrochemical ones
(availibility of biogene elements). The map has different types of functional units, each one becomins
individual thanks to practical details which affect the functioning of biogeochemical cycles.

The data collected must allow the elaboration of models which give details on the structure, the
functioning and the dynamic of the territory concerned but which also specify the relations with its
environment in order to identify the connectivity, permeability and percolation phenomena.The
implementation of the eco-complex (Blandin and Lamotte, 1988) concept has the advantage of
explaining the relations between the elements which compose the vegetal cover (that is to say the
different herbaceous and ligneous ecosystems) and the fluxes of water, sediments, organic marrer,
diasporas nutrients as well as the terms of auxiliary energy clearing.

High scale ecological maps (from l/5000 to U25000) have been established for the whole floodplain
between Geneva and Lyon. The methods used to make such documents (Ozenda, 19g6; pautou,
1985)are well known and it doesn't seem to be necessary to remind their principles. They propose a
functional typology, give an evaluation of the quantitative ratios, between the different taxons and the
assembling terms and give their position to the circuits followed by the flux of matters and energy.

In the Rhone hydrosystem, the ecosystems have privileged positions in a tridimensional space which has
(i) a longitudinal component (from upstream to downstream) which corresponds to a gradient reduction,
an increase in the quantity of energy cleared, a strong representation of materials with a sma[ diameter.
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(ii) a transversal component (from the main channel to peripheral marshes) which corresponds to an
increasing charge in organic matter, (iii) a vertical component (from aquatic ecosystems along high
speed axes to alluvial forests which lie in the highest steps of the floodplain and are only flooded by a
high rise in water level.

The constraints due to water excess must be kept (hypoxy, anoxy, habitats instability) and this must be
the force idea of the plan of management. we go out of the fluvial system when the vegetal roots
apparatus doesn't benefit temporarily or pennanently from capillary rises from groundwater. The
ecological map allows to simulate the future of the ecosystems when hydrological conditions are
modified because of the cumulative effects of anthropic actions. one of the major objective of this plan
must be to carry out the processes reproducibility to ensure permanent cummunities and a maintained
number of populations with a major biological interest. To manage a landscape it is necessary to
intervene on the transition between a previous situation which is often unknown to the land manager and
a future situation which characteristics are difficult to fathom out when the changes tendencies under
way only are taken into account. It is thus necessary to know if the plan foreseen is going to accelerate
or slow down the evolution, deflect it or provoke a junction. The building of four dams since l9g0 in
the Rhône floodplain is going to modify quite deeply the structure of the vegetal cover and the nature of
its components for the next few decades. The multitemporal mapping, from aerial photos and satellite
data, allows to assess the changes intensity and to project them into the future (Garguet-Dup ort et al.
1994) The land manager can then have two opposite attitudes: either he finds the means to freeze a srate
opposing the evolutions in progress or he adjusts his plan taking note of the new properties the
ecocomplex has aquired.
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Figure l: Location of different developpements along the Rhône river between Geneva and Lvon

ELABORATION OF AN ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM WITH SPATIAL
REFERENCE

To manage a landscape you have to predict its evolution according to its internal modifications or the
appearance of external pertubations. To achieve this you must be able (i) to measure and follow the
evolution of significant parameters; (i i) to establish functional relationships between the constituent
element and the fluxes of matter and energy; (iii) to anticipate the effects provoked by the building of
works (dams for example) at different times and at tast (iv) to elaborate mathematical models allowins
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reliable simulations. For a few years, under the pressure of computer technologies (Aronoff, 1989), we

have been witnessing the development of systems able to stock, manage and use geographical

information. In fact, the objective of these systems is to go beyond the only geographical information

by processing all kinds of information spatially referenced. Then, these systems become privileged tools

for territorry planning. They are called Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and cover a great

variety of subjects, from district to continent, and solutions may be relevant in one case but not

necessarily in the others. The role of the current GIS resembles a set of software tools gathering around

five functions: aquiring, archiving, extracting, analysing and displaying information. In the

environmental field, they only give an incomplete answer to the land manager's questions because of

their low level of technological potential.

ISSR pertinence for the environment management and planning.

The ISSR technology was born at the beginning of the 1960s, caused by the progress in mapping and

photogrametry fields. Canada was the first country to aquire an ISSR, the Canadian Geographic

Information System (Terence, 1987). Since then, the applications first based on a simple

superimposition of spatial data have been moving towards far more complex management and analysis

operations which objective was to plan and help to take decisions.

However, the GIS are not the solution to all problems even if we could first have had that impression.

Many applications of the GIS have probably failed because of that illusion, quite naive we must admit.
Thus, it is important to identify at first what the contribution of GIS in planning and managing fields
may be. Three different types of contributions appear: the GIS allow (i) to describe the territorry, (ii) to
analyse the territorry and (iii) to feed models which simulate spatial phenomena (localisation of
mosquitos larval shelter for example).

It is important to precise that the use of GIS only can't permit the achievement of these contributions. In
nearly every case it is necessary to use tools or methods which complement the use of the GIS. Thus, the
conception of a geographical database for the territory concerned may follow the methods of database
conception such as REMORA (Rolland et al. 1988) or MERISE (Gabay, 1993). To be efficient in the
territory analysis, it is necessary to use both the GIS and external specific softwares.

Conceptual model.

The territorry management is efficient if it is based on a global and systemic approach (Bédard,
1989)and the creation of associated data coming from various domains, relevant to each others and
functional (de Sède, 1995). The approach concerning these ISSR is carried out by the Hydrosystemes
Alpins group in a research and analysis scientific context. It concerns the development of a specialized
Information System with Spatial Reference ( ISSR) that we define as an Ecological Information System
with Spatial Reference (EISSR). The methodological context of this EISSR implementation relies on the
three mainstays defined by technology, research and applications as Dangermondl had already defined
it (Figure 2).Research is the central mainstay of this system development. This research is carried out
from the field of application (hydrosystems study) on the one hand, and from the technological tools

I Jack Dangermond, ESRI President, URISA congress, 1990 Edmonton
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available or specifically developped on the other hand.

Figure 2: EISSR schematic representation (after De Sède, 1995)

The ISSR quality and efficiency are closely linked to the care taken from the beginning over the
conceptual analysis and the modelisation done from rhe issues (Burrough, 19g6; Burrough, l99l) The
establishment of a conceptual model must be done from a global and systemic approach in the field of
applications.

The analysis carried out by these systems offers an adapted set of concepts and methods. Indeed
simplification and abstraction are necessary to understand the system, contrary to exhaustivity. Very
often, the profusion of information gives a faulse impression of richness and usually goes together with
a poverty of relevant and useful indicators (Voiron Canicio, 1992). Moreover it is a handicap in
highlighting fundamental phenomena because it hides the essential with a background noise. This
systemic approach allows a better understanding of the environment and its intrinsic characteristrcs.

The next step after the systemic analysis is the modelisation which allows to formalize the results of the
analysis. The aim of the model is to reproduce in a more simple way the system fundamental
characteristics which will permit to simulate its functioning and consequently its evotution. This
evolution depends on the variation between the different internal parameters or the appearance of
external perturbations.

These two steps are the precondition for the setting up of an Ecological Information System with Spatial
Reference. They also permit a better analysis of the issues thanks to the definition of the thematic obiects
which constitute the system and with which we are going to work.

The objectives of the EISSR are to go beyond a simple superimposition of spatial data and to move
towards more complex operations of spatio-temporal analyses (that is to say which takes into accounr
previous facts and the elaboration of evolution predictions) which would allow a better understandine of
the hydrosystems dynamic according to variations of the flux of energy and matter.
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AN EISSR APPLICATION MODEL : TIIE ANTI-LARVAL MOSQUITO CONTROL

Specific problems occur in each type of ecocomplexe . The hydrosystems are characterized by the

presence of human-biting mosquitos. By 1950, (Jull in et al.) underlined the consequences of

hydrological changes upon mosquito populations along the lower Columbia river. By 1955, (Mihalyi et

at. 1955) quoted the engineering-works impacts on mosquitos populations within the Danubian valley

near Budapest. By 1969, (Ain and Paurou, 1969) highlighted the relationships between change of water,

matter-flows and strong decreases in Aedes populations. By 1971, (Pautou and Ozenda, l97l)

recognized the consequences of the abandonment of agricultural practices (mowing, grazing, ditches

dredging) and various other anthropogenic factors such as of pond excavation or peat extraction on

man-biting mosquitos populations along the French upper Rhône valley, between Lyon and Geneva. By

1980, (Maire and Aubin, 1980) measured the role of anthropogenic interventions in the St Lawrence

river floodplain between Montreal and Quebec. (Knoz and Vanhara, 1982; Minar and Ryba, l98l)

analysed the effects of hydroelectric developments in the Southern Morava; (Petts, 1984) highlighted the

consequences of river regulation on invertebrate populations.

The adjustment of control programs concerning man-biting mosquitos population highlight the

scientific basis on which the EISSR must be founded in order to succeed in its attempt.The species

responsible for a high nuisance are belonging to the genus Aedes which is characterized by a 3-staged

life-cycle (i) a terrestrial stage as eggs which are able to stay on wet soils for several years, (ii) an aquatic

stage as larva and nymph and (iii) an aerial stage as imago. The mosquito control is carried out during

the aquatic stage. Precise environmental information is necessary for (i) surveying and mapping large

floodplains which can spread over l0 to 100 km long stretches of valleys (ii) to treat the habitats with

larva - killing chemicals. The mosquito control must be efficient: actually, lÙVo of resistant larvae in a

population are generally enough to produce an invasion over a region within a radius of l0 km and

more.

So, an efficient EISSR must be able to consider (i) the biological type diversity (Aedes are characterized

by larval cycles having various durations and developing during varying periods; besides Aedes, other
genus such as Anopheles, Culiseta, Culex or Coquillettidia may have specific habitats), the spatio-

temporal variation of water inputs (from a year to another, rainfall and snowcover volumes can double).

Factors causing floods are numerous: river high-flows, floodings, high rainfall within the floodplain or

on the watershed.

Each mosquito population has its own perception of the physiographic environment. Only mapped

documents taking into account the determining parameters concerning each population are really useful

for the mosquito-control operator. In order to efficiently plan the intervention programs over potential

habitats, environmentalists need information concerning larval habitats sites and suitable periods for the
control. This information can be provided from two elements exactly defined in the EISSR the
functional sets and the functional units.

The functional sets

The functional set or, in other words, the biohydric compartment was defined'in order to rnap the areas
in which it was possible to find both standing water and stimuli (e.g. a favourable water temperature)
allowing to trigger the hatching processes of species that develop their life-cycle during the cold period
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(winter and beginning of spring) such as Aedes vexans, A. sticticus, A. cinerus, and Culex pipiens). The
origins of water inputs are varying. Flooding can be caused through a river overflowing or a ground
water table rising. In this case, it generally occurs since may to the end of july and il is followed by a
mosquito breeding characterized by a short larval stage, less than l0 days (Table l). It is underlined that
in this case-study, the EISSR must be particularly efficient in order to control mosquitos in the whole
floodplain.The habitats depending on the functioning of the river Rhône cluster in the functional set. An
other case-study may occur; flooding can be the result of tributaries overflows supplied from upper
catchments (Southern Jura and Prealpes ranges). In this case, flooding generally occur before, owing to
a early snowmelt period (in Jura and Prealpes mountains elevations are generally lower). The same larval
habitats may be found in two different functional sets . It was true for a tall-grass community (a sedge
meadow with Carex elata ) which contained populations of Aedes cantans and A. annulipes. These were
present within both types of compartments, yet, their flooding patterns were not synchronous. Insofar as
the water table is not deep, roots can easily use the water supply; hence, plant communities are not good
indicators of the timing "dried periods/flooded periods". By contrast, withrn functional sets, the whole
sedges-communities were simultaneously flooded, thus, eggs hatching and larval development became
synchronous.

Table 1: Biotic and hydrologic characteristics ofthe functional sets located to the North of

the Bourget lake.

I'unôtlonal
:  l ,  se t s  ,

Origin of the water Flooding period Mosquitos species

of ::Rt6Dé Snowmelt in the upper
catchment of the river

from june to august Aedes st ict icus, A.
vexansr A. du groupe
crnereus

of Séran Snowmelt and rain in
the middle watershed

from march / May to
october / November

A e d e s  d u  g r o u p e
canlans, A. vexans

of Bourget lake l a k e  o v e r f l o w i n g ,
Rhone water input,
snowmelt and rain in
the lake drainase basin

d'avril à juillet
decembre etjanvier

Anopheles du groupe
maculipennis

of Layours forest local rainfall from october to April Aedes rust icus,  A.
du groune cânians

of Cevzcrieu: local rainfall from october to Aoril Aedes du Erovæ, cankuls
l oca l  ra in fa l l  and
rcappeamnces

from october to June Aedes rusticus. A. du
g r o u p e  c a n t a n s
Anopheles claviper

of Chautagne and
Levours

ditch with permanent water
ditch regularly over{looded

C oq u i lle tt idia ric hiardi i,
A n o p h e l e s  g r .
macu l ipenn is ,  Aedes
rus t icus ,  Cu l ise ta
annulan

The Figure 3 shows the functional sets which were delineated within the floodplain area located at the
Northern end of the Lac du Bourget. Functional sets can be easily mapped from remote-sensed data. A
merging method of SPOT P and SPOT XS images has been developed (Garguet-Dup ort et al. 1994;
Garguet-Duport, et a/. In Press ) Landforms, channel patterns (braided, anastomosed, meandering,
straight...) and quantitative ratio concerning wooded, herbaceous or nude areas allowqd to define
configurations characterized by specific patterns of water-flow transits.
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FUNCTIONAL SETS

ffi Rhône river

WW Séran

æ Bourget lake

m Lavours forest

N Beon-Talissieu

% Chautagne marsh

I Lavours marsh

N Ceyzérieu marsh

Figure 3: Functional sets delimited to the Noth of the Bourget lake.

The functional units

A functional unit is a part of floodplain characterized by specific associations (plants and animals), a
more or less flooding likelihood and a period favourable to eggs hatching and larval stage achievement.
Correlation between functional unit types and river discharges (e.g. white willow bushes with sedges and
reeds growing on river islands which are flooded when the water discharges reach 400 m3 s-l can be
convenient biotopes fot Aedes sticticus artd A, cinereus ) allowed to do some predictions. These were
depending on the water inputs supplied from the upper catchmenr (snowmelt); they enabled us to
delineate the functional units which could be positive, one month before the eggs hatching (Table 2). It
will be noted that the functional units ranged along a water-flow gradient.
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Table 2: Rhône river discharges and functional units flooding;

FONCTIONAL UNITS

Carex elata

, $1ax ,,
âcutifonlis

,Sa]ix alba

:,Catex
.  a : :

ncrrrifnmiis

Salix

cirærea

Ulmus

campestris

Crataegus

monogyna

+

+ +

+ + I

+ I + ?

+ + + 1 + I

+ ï + + + ? 1

The functional unit map (Figure 4) which was made from the EISSR is to used in a "dynamical way,',
according to hydrological patterns. During the years characterized by low snowcovers, only the units
located on the lowest levels are functioning. A functional unit can be delineated through its
physiognomy and environment (presence of a circuit, of a permanent water body in the vicinity) and,
like the functional sets, it can be delineated from remote-sensed documents. Nevertheless, the functional
unit cannot be superimposed exactly to plant communities areas; in other words, it may correspond to a
particular woodlot, to a type of community (e.g. white willows woodlands) or to several plant
communities characterized by similar flooding patterns (e.g. Black Alder woodlands and Salix ctnerea
bushes). Hence, the EISSR must enable us to perform delineations or clusterings in order to highlight
the functional homogeneity, in other words, the habitat like it is detected by the mosquitos. The
functional unit map (Figure 4) concerned the upper Rhône floodplain area. It was composed of two
levels (=functional units) ranged along a water gradient. The functional unit characterized by Salix alba
and Carex acûiformis is one of the best developed. It corresponds to braided channels cut-off from the
main channel and more or less filled by fine sediments (presence of a 0.30 to 0.40 m. deep silt layer).
This unit was flooded when the river discharge reached 400m3/s. This type of unit may produce 4 to 6
larval cycles (Aedes sticticus) per year. The functional unit characterized by elms (Ulmus minor) was
established within secondary channels in which the filling processes were not advanced (the silt/clay
layers covering the coarse gravel deposits were 0.60 to 0.80 m. deep) . This functional unit was flooded
when the flow discharge reached 800m3/s once a year. The map was used in dynamic way; then it was
easy to correlate the hydrologic position and the larval habitats. The prediction concerning water-flow
inputs in relation to snowcovers and temperature allowed us to plan the mosquito control over space and
time.
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Figure 4: Functional units maP
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CONCLUSION

The floodplains are privileged conflictual sites. The elaboration of modern analysis tools which rely on
spatio temporal database is necessary to establish programmes for the planning of alluvial spaces and the
management of renewable resources relying on a harmonious balance between the different functions
(production of food and electricity resources, conservation of the animal and vegetal populations,
industrial development, construction of communications, maintaning of the quality of the underground
water, urbanisation, water stocking when high floods, ...). The establishment of maps from this darabase
is a fundamental step to plan the use of the alluvial space in the large fluvial systems.

The development of such tools should allow to elaborate predictive scenarios about the hydrosystems
functioning modalities during paroxistic events such as one-in-fifty-years or one-in-a-hundred-years
floods' The partition of the floodplain in compartments, more or less well connected by the construction
of works (railways, highways), the impermeabilisation of large surfaces for urbanism, the lack of alluvial
forests likely to stock the excess of water and the vegetalisation of confined beds, are not likelv to
accelerate the flow of surface waters.

we may wonder if the disastrous flood which have taken place in France for a few years do not result
from heavy rainfalls but also surround the disaster towns which would have favoured the concentratron
of huge amounts of water on small surfaces in a very short time. Scenarios relying on the same
principles could be carried out for different hydrological situations (year with an imposed low-water-
level, functioning after a series of dry or wet years for example). The optimum ratio between the areas
reserved for the different functions of the floodplain could be modelised from a large range of
hydrologic situations.
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ABSTRACT

Methods for the conservation of stream habitat and biodiversitv at the xatershed scale have not
been developed. Watersheds span large land areas. encompass a connected ranse of stream sizes.
and integrate natural and altered properties ofa drainage area. Methods are needed to identifi.thc
locations of high biodiversity, in rvatersheds, compare aquatic biodiversitl. distribgtions airong
regions, and provide rvatershed-scale information useful for targeting consenatlon ureasures. The
National Biolo-eical Service (USA) in cooperation with other Federal and State aqencies dc.r.elopccl
geographic infomration system (GIS) methodology called Gap Anall'sis to identifi-the distribution
of biodiversity over large spatial areas. To date. it has been used to address onlr. terrestrial
conservation needs. We are developing an aquatic version of the Gap Anall.sis in thl Alleghcnl
River drainage in rvestem Ner,v York State to define the methodologl.'and evaluate the feasibilitl of
predicting biodiversity distribution at the rvatershed scale.

Our standardized strean reach accounting system is based on the U. S. Enrnronmental protection
Agenc.v- Reach File 3 S5'stem. Each strearn reach is classified into one of 18 habitat t1'pes for fish
faunal predictions and one of 8 habitat tlpes for invertebrate faunal predictions. Habitat tvpes \\.ere
defined usin-q the follou'ing sets of physicochemical attributes: stream size (headnatêrs. largc
streaurs/surall rivers, large rivers), physical habitat (dominated b], natural geomorphological
processes- moderately altered. and dominated b.v human structures and controls). r'.-ui., q,*lit,'
(suitable for life support. biologically stressful). gradient (steep- lorv slope) and riparian forcsr
cover (closed canopy over channel, open channel). Stream size n'as determined from ârainage arca
ustng the GIS' Ph-vsical habitat, reach gradient, and riparian forest cover l'ere classificd fion
topo*araphic and land use naps. Physicochemical data from the U. S. Enviromrental protcction
Agencv STORET database provides a means to classit'*'ater qualitr,. Using our habitat trping
svstem- ll'e predict that the highest fish diversit-v rvill be found in medium size streanrs rlith naiural
fluvial chamrels and good sater qualitl'. l'hereas the most reduced fish faunas rvill be folnd in
larqe rivers u'ith highll' modified charurels and poor u,ater qualit1,. For invertebratcs. u.c prcclict
that the greatest diversity (in terms of ecological function groups) rvill be in snrall and mecliunr sizc
strearlrs rvrth primarilv a closed canop)': steep gradient. and good \\'ater qualit\,.

Our GIS modeling effort succeeded in predicting the expected distribtrtion of fish ancl invcrtcbrate
diversitY at the rvatershed scale. Adequate biological and physicochemical data appear availablc
and compatible rvith n'atershed-scale GIS programs. We also have extensive bioiogical sun,e1.
data that provides an independent means to testing the validitv ofour biodiversitr.predictiops.

KEY-WORDS: Biodiversity / Conservation / Gap Anal.vsis / GIS / Alleghenl.fur,er / Biotic
indices / Stream habitat / rJy'atersheds / Water qualitv
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INTRODUCTION

Methods for the conservation of stream habitat and biodiversity at the watershed scale have not been

developed. lrlVatersheds span large land areas, encompass a connected range of stream sizes, and

integrate natural and altered properties of a drainage area. Methods are needed to identi$ thc

locations of high biodiversity in watersheds, compare aquatic biodiversity distributions ilmong

regions, and provide watershed-scale information useful for targeting conservation measures. The

National Biological Service (USA) in cooperation with other Federal and State agencies devcloped

geographic information system (GIS) methodology called Gap Analysis (Scott et al. 1993) to identiff

the distribution of biodiversity over large spatial areas. To date, it has been used to address only

terrestrial conservation needs. We are developing an aquatic version of the Gap Analysis in the

Allegheny River drainage in western New York USA to resolve two main questions: (l) is there

adequate biological information to link faunal composition to stream reaches (tributary confluence to

confluence) on a large scale and (2) Can useful physicochemical data be assembled for stream reach

habitat classifrcation? This study seeks to create a methodology to answer these questions and

evaluate the overall feasibility of predicting biodiversity distribution at the watershed scale.

METHODS

The basic elements of our GIS model are stream segments, where a segment is the portion from
tributary confluence to tributary confluence or in lakes from stream mouth to stream mouth or
outflow. A River Reach File version 3.0 Arc/lnfo layer was obtained from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to numerically and graphically catalog the stream segments in the Allegheny River
basin. Each stream segment in this file is numbered and geospatially referenced atthe l:100,000
topographic (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS]) map scale. There are 1340 stream segrnents in the
New York portion of the Allegheny River basin. All stream segments in the Reach File were
highlighted on l:24,000 USGS maps to ease identification of segments and help delineate drainage
divides. The divides were then digitized and edge matched to form a complete map layer. A program
to calculate accumulated drainage area can use this layer to obtain the total drainage area for any
stream segment. The accumulated drainage area measurements are used in classi$ing stream size.

Models for predicting biodiversify
Each stream segment was designated as one of l8 habitat types which were used to classi$ flowing
water habitats to make predictions of characteristic fish species. Habitat types were defined using the
following sets of physicochemical attributes: stream size (headwaters, large streams/small rivers,
large rivers), physical habitat (dominated by natural geomorphological processes, moderately altered,
and dominated by human land use and controls), and water quality (suitable for life support,
biologically stressful). As mentioned above, the drainage area GIS layer was used to determine
stream size. Topographic and land us€ maps were used to determine physical habitat, reach gradient,
and riparian forest cover. Physicochemical data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
STORET database provided a means to classifo water quality.

A list of fish species recorded from the Allegheny River basin was developed to classiS fïsh species
by habitat type. Information was gathered from various ''Fishes of' books and pr;vious
bioassessment and fish distribution studies (Bramblett and Fausch, l99l; Kan et al., 1986; Ohio EPA,
1989; Schlosser, 1982). Stream size preference was categorized as headwaters, large streams/small
rivers, and large rivers. In cases where a species was associated with more than one stream size, both
categories were used with the first designation indicating the primary stream size. Tolerance to
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habitat degradation was categorized as intolerant, moderately tolerant, or tolerant. Three water
quality tolerance ratings have been used in past classifications (intolerant, moderately tolerant,
tolerant). These were regrouped into two categories (intolerant, tolerant) by moving moderately
tolerant species into the intolerant class. Thus, only the most tolerant fish species are considered
tolerant in this study.

The classification of habitat types for invertebrate taxa was handled in a similar way as fish. Stream
segments were classified into one of eight habitat types for invertebrate diversity predictions using the
following sets ofphysicochemical attributes: gradient (steep, low slope), riparian forest cover (closed
canopy over channel, open channel), and water quality (suitable for life support, biologically
stressful). All large rivers were considered to have open channels regardless of riparian status.
Physical habitat, reach gradient, and riparian forest cover were classified from topographic and land
use maPs for each stream segment. Physicochemical data from the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency STORET database was used to classifu water quality.

The approach for predicting characteristic invertebrate taxa by habitat type was the same as the
approach for fish. Eight hundred and seventeen taxa (mostly benthic insects) were recorded in stream
and river samples in the New York portion of the Allegheny River basin. Almost half of these taxa
were identified at the species level. Sample data is from bioassessment surveys completed in l98l
and 1989-1990 by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation [NYDEC],
Division of Water (Bode et al., 1991, 1993). Feeding guilds were assigned from Bode et al. (1991) as
follows: predator, collector-gatherer, collector-filterer, scraper, or shredder. Species and genus-level
tolerances for degraded water quality were based on Bode et al. (1991) using the categories: tolerant
and intolerant. Family-level tolerances were taken from Hilsenhoff (1988). When taxa were not
assigned a family tolerance by Hilsenhoff (1988), their species tolerance was used. The life style habit
of each taxa was taken from Menitt and Cummins ( 1984) for the insects, and from Pennak ( 1978) for
the other invertebrates. Life habit categories were: burrower, clinger, swimmer, climber, sprawler,
and not specific. When several habits were listed for a taxa, the first was used for our classification.

Testing the biodiversi(v predictions
We are relying on GIS layers of measured data for fish and invertebrate assemblages to indicate
biodiversity priority areas. Two map layers, fish species richness and biological integrity (a
community quality index), were developed to test fish assemblage diversity. For the fish species
richness layer, we assembled all known data in recent decades that reports on whole fish community
collections. The primary sources were: intensive surveys of the French Creek portion of the
Allegheny River basin and recent (late l9E0s and 1990s) surveys conducted by the NY Department of
Environmental Conservation. A total of I l4 fish species have been recorded in the New york portion
of the Allegheny River basin. For the index of biotic integrity map layer, we modified the original
index of biotic integrity (Plafkin et al. 1989; reviewed in Karr et al. 1986; Karr l99l) for our siudy
area. We need further refinement of the our index of biotic integrity because quality ratings are too
low for species-poor, coldwater streams in forested areas. A headwater index of biotic integrity will
soon be published (Lyons et al. 1996) to correct this problem.

We gathered data from the 1980s covering invertebrate assemblage collections (largely 100-
organism, benthic kick-samples) to test the invertebrate biodiversity predictions. The primaryou."",
were: intensive surveys of the French Creek portion of the Allegheny River and bioassessment
surveys conducted by the NYDEC (Bode et al., 1993). The NYDEC bioassessment collections are the
most extensive, and field sampling was done with multiplate samplers (l93l) and 1O0-organism kick
netting (1989-1990). Details ofthe sampling protocol and processing is fully described by Bode et al.
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(1991). We are relying on GIS layers of taxa richness and six measures of community quality to

indicate biodiversity piiority areas due to the high taxonomic diversity of aquatic invertebrates' The

six community parameters calculated for each invertebrate collection are taxa (species) richness, EPT

index, biotic index, family-level biotic index, diversity (Shannon-Wiener), and percent model affrnity'

Methods and scoring criieria for each described in Bode et al. (1991) except for the family biotic

index which was taken from Hilsenhoff (19S8) with some scoring modifications.

RESTJLTS AI\ID CONCLUSIONS

In the beginning of the study we were concerned that the Environmental Protection Agency River

Reach File version 3.0 base layer of stream segments may not meet our needs. After extensive use it

was determined to have many advantages for our purposes. fhe streams and lakes in the Reach File

matched what was printed on ttt. trtO0,000 scale USGS topographic maps. This was important for

matching reach numbers from the Reach File to habitat classifîcations from the topographic maps'

The reach numbers also served as a useful link to other data sets and coverages. In addition, the

navigational attributes of the Reach File were useful for tracing upstream and downstream directions

from any point on a stream and hence determining cumulative drainage area.

Our predictions for fish diversity indicate that mid-size streams should have the highest diversity

(Figure l). Although large rivers generally have longer species lists than smaller waters, the middle

sizà chss of streams had the greatest number of characteristic species. Water quality appears to

diminish frsh diversity to a much greater degree than habitat degradation. However, degraded water

quality is much less common on the watershed scale than habitat alteration. Therefore, we expect that

habitat alteration will have a more pervasive effect on fish diversity than water quality degradation,

but water quality has a stronger effect in fish diversity when it is stressful.

As for fish, water quality degradation appears to have a much greater impact on invertebrate diversity

than physical habitat alteration (Figure 2). Degraded water quality is much less common on the

watershed scale than habitat changes like riparian deforestation and channelization. Riparian

vegetation removal causes open canopy sfieam segments shifting the communify to a new faunal

composition more oriented to use of algae as a food sourçe. The combination of a diverse food base

(allotthonous input from riparian forest) and coarse substrate provides the widest range of feeding

guilds and life ùbit groups. Consequently, we predict that shaded and high gradient streams will have

the highest anticipated taxonomic diversity for invertebrates'

Combining predicted patterns for fish and invertebrates, we expect that overall biodiversity is likely

to be hig[elt in mid-sized streams with a high gradient, forested riparian zones and valley, and

suitable water quality. Stream segments with this combination of attributes will be expected to have

the highest diversity of fish and invertebrates. These high diversity stream segments are likely to be

sparsely distributed throughout watersheds with abundant human land uses.

The measured data used to test the biodiversity predictions show a scattered distributional pattern of

diverse, quality frsh communities for both species richness and biological integrity. The highest rated

stream segments are on mid-size streams spread across the river basin. Therefore, field data does not

indicate clusters of high diversity and quality stream segments for fish in the Allegheny River basin.

Rather, what appears to be priority conservation sites are well dispersed in the region.
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Our GIS modeling effort succeeded in predicting the expected distribution of fish and invertebrate

diversity at the watershed scale. Adequate biological information and useful physicochemical data

appear àvailable and compatible with watershed-scale GIS programs. However, more work needs to

be done to develop a sound method for the conservation of stream habitat and biodiversity at the

watershed scale. Further studies are planned to determine the predicted biodiversity of mussels in the

Allegheny River basin and create an erosion model to link land cover to biodiversity.
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{BSTRACT

The Oriege Riler, in the central part of the French pyrenees, has its source at an altitude of l z00 m. Over its totatlength of I I km, it presents htro distinct profiles: the upper part, with a mountain torrent-tlpe flow (slope overlyù and the lower part which is calmer (slope less tlnn l7o) with successions of different morphologies includingpools' riffles and rapids' In 1958 a hydroelectric station was built in the central part ofthe stream - at an altitude

1ti1'^^::T: l'ï|t"î 
4oc water stored in a dam at an altitude of about 1900 m and operates u,ith up to I Im 's gomg through the turbines and into the stream which has a mean flow of 4 rn'..''. Th. annual flow panem ofthe stream is mainlv nival so the stream is subjected to periods of severe low flow in autumn and early wrnter (lessthan I m'.s't).

Downstream of the power station, the oriege River must wiûstand large variations in florv: the amplitude,duration and fiequency of which are dependent on the peaking man4gement of the plant. The fluctuations in flo*,and temp€rature could have a negative impact on the fish populations and in particular on the youngesr srâges.Thereôre, we carried out research on the population dynamics of juvenile of the brown trout (0+ and l+) inrelation to ttre habitat and the characteristic peaking pattems.

From the three siæs selected for the sfudy, (l upstream of the power plant, one;ust betow the plant,s wateroutlet' and one further downstream), we showed that the flow surges acted srgruficantly (ANovA, p< 0.05) ondensities of 0+ and l+ trout. Moreover, ùr and l+ under hylopeaking conditions lossed their logic formesohabiat in ærm of spatial distribution.

KEY-WORDS: Hydropeaking / Disturbance / Juvenile community / Brown Trout / Mesohabitat.
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INTRODUCTION

The impact of the regulation of flow in rivers has been qualitatively studied in the past by numerous authors
(Cushman, 1985; Iauters, 1993). However, the importance of habitat for populations of strearn salmonids is
generally not well understood, despite the large amount of research that has been conducted (Hicks et a/. , I 99 t ).
On the other hand, relatively few researchers have experimentally mesured changes in salmonid abundance and
habitat causEd by hydropeaking downstream plant producing electricity during peak power consumption periods
(lleggenes, 1988a; Gore et al.,1989; Kinsolving and Bain, 1993; Lauters, 1995; Valentin, 1995).

In FrancB, 144 hydroetectric plants are known to operate in the discontinuous mode causing flow variations.
They involve 80 streams and rivers and strongly affect 800 km ofriverbed (tauærs, 1993). These fluctuations in
the flow are due to the sudden release, into the river, ofwater stored in a reservoir. The flow surges caused are
often called hydropeaking. Whatever the type ofriver or the type ofplant, researchers often attribute hydropeaking
management to negative impact on the ecosyst€rn. This can be gathered into four categories:

. modification of the physical and chimical parameters of the water (temperature, level of nitrates. etc. ) (Ward
and Stanford, 1979);
. pro€esses of erosion of the mineral and organic substrates (Gore, 1 994) ;
' disturbances of the population of benthic invertebrat€s such :rs reduction of density, modification of the
populations and increase ofdrift; (Garcia de Jalon, 1988; Moog, 1993; Sabaton et al.,1995),
. disturbance of the fish populations (Crisp, 1993; Moog, 1993; Liebig, 1994; Lauters, 1995; Valentin. 1995).

The aim of our study is to detÊrmine impact of hydropeaking fiom the hydroelectric plant of Orlu in the
Oriege River, on density and spatial distribution of the youngest stages of brown trout. The effects can be
accounted for by analysis ofjuveniles trout populations pararneters, and by the study ofthe mesohabitats used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stc 3 Satô 2 Sit I
+

7OO o 3S xyccr.cic
Pm. Plânf

Figure l: Location and hydroelectric impoundement ofthe three studied sites
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The Oriege River is an affluent of the Ariege (Pyrenees mountains, south of France), having its source at
1700 m altitude (Figure l). It is a mountain torrent ll km long, is fèd essentially by melt-water, has a mqrn
annual discharge of 4 m3 s-l and an average slope of 8.6 %o. The morphology is that of a torrent rvith falls,
rapids, riffles' channels and runs (Malavoi, 1989). 6 km from t}re source (altitude 910 m) a hydroelect.c po\\,er
station' built in 1958, takes its water from the Naguilles darn at an altitude of 1890 m. It is bottom rvater that is
drawn offfrom the dam. The plant has two 40 megawatt Pelton generators *,hich can turbine up to I Ln''..-'. Th.
water is released into the riverthrough a 200 m long canal.

Waterauality was similar for both lake and river (Dauba and Tourenq, 1986) and was characteristic of
salmonid rivers (Nisbet and Verneaux, 1970). The reservoir is oligotrophic and did not develop anoxic hrpolimnia.
Waters released uere high in dissolved oxygen and low in organic pollution. Only the temperature regimes differed
between Naguilles Lake and Oriese River.

Three sites were selected according to the following criteria: presence of a run with suitablc spa\\nrng
characteristics (called spawning area) and different morphological units such as channel, rifile and rapid (Table
l)' The first site representative of the natural stream, is located 330 m upstream of the impoundment. the t\\,o
others respectively at 700 m and 3000 m downstream ofthe rejection impact point

Table l: Sites and morphological characteristics.

Altitude (m)
Length (m)
Mean slope (7")
Numbert of survey
Morphological units
(codes)

9 1 3
75
2.6
4

channel (chal)
rapid (rapla)
rapid (raplb)
ritrle (rifl)

run (spr,r'l)

880
70

2.57
^

nffle (rifl2a)
ritrle (rif2b)

run (spw2)
channel (cha2)

E25
70

1.4-5
q

run (sprv3)

riffle (ri8a)

rapid (rap3a)

channel (cha3)

riffle (ri8b)

water temperatures were monitored with three-month continuous recording thermometers ("lndic g000,'
from Pekly Hermann Moritz, Groupe Befic) installed at Site I and 2. Recording was intemrpted in September
1995.

Sedentary brown trout (Salmo truttafario, L. 1758) was the only fish species in the Oriege River. Surveys
were undertaken in July (summer) and September (early autumn) 1994 and 1995 by electroshocking ("Grebe
Huppee" from Dream Electronic,220-380 v /7.6 A, transformed into 180-1000 v / I A DC) with particular
attention being given to catching the youngest life stages. A two-pass removal procedure was used. The spawnrng
season was dated by visual observation of maximum spawning activity, like in many pyrenees fuvers (Delacoste,
1995) as being in mid of December (taken as December l5ù). Hourly flow rates between Sites 2 and 3 were
provided from the hydrological database of EDF (Direction de la Production et du Transport - Division Technique
Generale - Grenoble' France). The chronology obtained was smoothed, eliminating flow due to hvdropeaking, to
reconstltute a chronology of discharge in the area upstrearn of the restitution. Three curves of potentially available
physical habitat (called Weighted Usable Area or WUA) versus discharge were available, for the juveniles at each
site from Lauters (1995) which used PHABSIM model. The theoretical number of trout in each cohort was
estimated with the carl and Strub (1978) method. Trout population parameters were studied with winfish
Software @, release 2 7 (lchthyo Sys).

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Growth and mortatity rates were calculated from September 1994 to Septembcr 1995 (G=ln(r+', /w,7) uhcrc

wo is the starting ueight (g) and w, is the weight at the end of the period; Z=ln(NJNo\ wherc No is thc starttng

number and N' is the number at the end of the penod).

To consider the spatial distribution of Young-of-the-Year (called YOY or 0+) and 1'earling trout (callcd l+).

samplings were pooled at each site.

Univariate and graphic statistical analysis were performed with SPSS Software (8r (release 6. l) Wc used

analysis of variance (ANOVA) to t€st changes in densiry of 0+ and l+ groups of trout for each morphological unit

at each site and during each sampling period. The data were transformed (logarithm) to passcd Lillicfors test of

normality. Multivariate analysis was performed with STATLAB Software @ (releasc 2.1). Corrcspondencc

analysis was made using the data on density.

RESULTS

Temperature and flow remained the two most important factors controlling biota of unpolluted streams (Ward and

Stanford. 1979). The thermat regime of the unregulated site is characteristic of a mountain river i.c. cold $inter

and warm sufftmer with seasonat and daily changes of about 3oC for winter to 5.5"C for summcr Both flou'

regulated sites showed an increased daily fluctuation and a reduced seasonal one. 4"C \,!ater rclcasc as

impoundment peak caused temperature elevation in winter and decrease in summer (Table 2 and Figurc 2).

Table 2 Mean thermal characteristics for unregulated and regulated sites (Sites I and 2).

Site I Site 2
Mean annual temperature ("C)
Mean winter temperature ("C)
Mean summer temperature ("C)
Mean winter difference ('C)
Mean summer difference (oC)

7.2
4 .3
l  l . 3

J

5 .5

6.9
4 . 1
9 .9
5
I

a-
c

ê
a

a

o(

Figure 2: Thermal regimes of the unreguleted (Site 1) and the regulated sites (Site 2) of the Oriege River

during 1995.
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Cumulative temperatures built up at each station were compared for the most lmportant perrods in the life
of YOY (Table 3).The difference between Sites I and 2 for the under-gravel period u'as about 6 degree-dar.s. i.e.
less than one day, for Site 2. So, we assumed that all YOY theoretically emerged from the gravel on -;ù Ma)..
There being no significant difference between Sites I and 2 for tbe date of emergencc. For the period of spring
growth, there is no difference between Sites I and 2. During the maximum grouth pcriod. thcrc arc | | I degrec-
days more for the firy at Site l.

Table 3: Cumulative degree-days at Sites I and 2 for three periods

Site I Sirê 2
Incubation and under-gravel life
Spring growth
9ummer growth

637
6 l l
746

643
6 l l
635

As a typical mountain stream, the Oriege River presented a nival flow regime uith a snorr-melt maximum in
May-June (about 6 mt.s-'; and lower flow during end of summer and winter (about 0.5 n.,'.s-'). Florv pcalis duc to
rainfall are also visible (Figure 3). The natural flow patterns were similar for the tu.o vears. s.ith just an earlier
snow-melt for 1994 (mid-April) than for 1995 (start of May). For the dormstream curvcs. rhe marinra of
discharge caused by hydropeaking are well represented (maximum about 13 mt.s-'). High discharge and dail1.
fluctuations becoming stronger. The regulated flow pattems are similar for the ts.o vcars. c\ccpt for thc lou.
discharge period occurring in early May 1995, during the emergence period.
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Figure 3: Flow regimes of the unregulated (Site 1) and the regulated sites (Site 2) on the Oriege
River during 1994 and 1995.

Comoarative studv of 0+ and l + trout oonulation characrenslics

Biomass, density, mean weight and mean length for trout of ages 0+ to l+ for each sitc and at cach sampling
period are represented in Table 4. The highest YOY density for Site I occurred in 1994 (659 Ind./100m).
Comparable values were found for Site 3 in 1995. Density of YOY next September and of yearlings next year drd
not follow the high initial density. This should be considered in the context of thc limitcd nunrber of suitablc
territories (rest or hunting).

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N I )
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Table 4: Biomass and density for age ûl- and l+ trouts in River Oriege.

.hrlw l99d Sanfemher 1994 .Iulv 1995 Seotember 1995

S i t e s l 2 3 l 2 3 1 2 3 l 2 3
Biomass 0+ 309 106 406 315 398 755 108 130 436 463 295 1025
(g/100m) l+ 621 237 lO42 542 242 ll35 328 156 1074 631 168 lO32
Density 0+ 659 184 370 202 l8l 277 258 250 693 278 133 381
(ind/If l)m) l+ 86 25 77 56 26 69 51 21 88 7l 18 62

The mortality coefticient (z) calculated from September 1994 to September 1995 was -1.045 at site l. It

was much higher at siæ 2: -2.308 and presented an inærmediaæ value at site 3 of -1.497. This increase in the rate

of disappearance of the fry at the downstream sites i.e. actual mortality but also emigration, should be vieu'ed rvith

respect to the frequent abrupt changes in the hydrological conditions at site 2, already more attenuated at site 3.

Growth in weight showed an increasing trend going downstream. But at the same time, growth rate (G)

presented a lower value for site 2 (Table 5).

Trble 5: Mean weight parrmeters for both the life stages at eech site

Sire I Sire 2 Site 3
Life stages
July mean weight (g)
September mean weight (g)
Growth rate

0+
0.45
1 .58

l +
6.9
9.3

t .740

0+
0.55
2.2

1.449

0+ l+
0.85 t2.7
2.7 16.5

l . 8 l  I

l +
8.45
9.3

Growth in length estimated by Petersan's method was verified by scale analysis (p<0.05). Lenglh, like weight,
presented an increasing trend going downstream (Figure 4).

Months

Figure 4: Length increase ofthe Grtrout group born in 1994 on the River Oriege

Soatial ditribution ofjuvenile 0+ and l+.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine and test explicative factors of the variation in density
and mortality (Table 6).

Ecohydrauttque 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Table 6: Result of the ANOVA tests calculated on the density of different stages ât dillerent sites for three
factors (years, seasons and morphological units). a : signilicant difference at g5Tocontidence levet; i* :

significant difference tt 99o/o confidence level.

Yearling
t

YOY
t 2 3

Life stages
Sites
Years
Seasons

0.979
0.766

0 .910
0.339

0.953 0.402 0.377 0.465
0.984 0.095 0.001** o 796

MorphologicalUnits 0.013* 0.  189 0.003**  0.021* 0.3 l0  0.01 7*

No significant difference was found between the two years (i.e. no effect of year on densiq, variation), for
both the life stages of brown trout. Significant difference between seasons was only shoç,n for yearlings at Site 2
(p<0.01). This result assumed that there was no diminution of density between two sqrsons for any of the yOy or
for yearlings at Site I et 3. Actual meaning was different because the variation in density could be due to
mesohabitat shifu in fish inside the station. This behavior disappeared for yearlings under h1'dropeaking
conditions.
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Significant differences were found between the densities of YOY and yearlings at Site I and thc tlpe of

morphological unit (p<0.05). Similar results were found for Site 3 (p<0.01 for YOY and p<0.05 for yearlings).

This means that young trout used some morphological units better than others. At Site I YOY prefcrentialll

occupied riffles and runs (Figure 5). Comparable results appeared for Site 3 with extension to channels. Yearlings

showed preferences for riffles, rapids and channels at Site l, for rifiles and rapids at Site 3. For Site 2 there u'as

no significant difference between densities, for the various morphological units. This suggests therefore that

stronger hydropeaking conditions in Site 2 compared to Sirc 3 disrupted the choice of site of the young trouts

Correspondence analysis was used wittr density data to show the dynamic factors involved. Results are

shown in the Figure 6 (FlxF2 factorial plane). The first axis (Fl) gathered 50.91o/o of thc information. This axis

presented a significant negative correlation with the density of 0+ in July 1994 (0+i91, Rs=-0.569) and a positivc

one with 0+ density in July 1995 (0+j95, Rs=0.501). Spawning area of Site I (spwl ) and those of Site 2 and 3

(spw2 and spw3) were associated with the first axis. Spwl was representative of YOY production in 1994. Sprv2

and spw3 w€re representative of YOY production in 1995, which was more efficient for both the regulatcd sites.

but lower for Site 2 than Site 3.
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c: histogram of eigenvdues with cumulative percent.
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A significant corretation was found between the second axis (F2) and l+ densiq in 1994 (l+s94,
Rs=0.637). This axis opposed all spawning are:$ characterized by high 0+ density and morphological units rvith
high current velocrty and depth, well occupied by l+ (rapla and lb, chal).

Examination of the cluster analysis showed that four groups of morphological units can be separated : sprv I
and riBb; spw2, spw3 and ri8b; rapl4 raplb and chal and cha2. cha3, rif2a, rifja and rifl. Similar trends
occurred for the two years.

Spatial and temporal variation of the YOY production was associated to the chronicle of monthll,minimum
WUA at each site and for the two years (Figure 7). As indicated for the discharges study, minimum WUA ç,as
noted in 1994 after em€rgenoe while it occurred before emergence in 1995.

Max

4Mean
l

Iufrn
Oct Nw Dæ h Fô À& ff l{ry

Figure 7: WUA time series for two yeers at the three sites.

Diminuton of monthly minimum WIJA for the regulated siæs, in 1994, corresponds to lou. yoy
production at these stations. At the same time, Siæ I shown the highest production. In 1995, high values of
monthly minimum WUA, due to the early end of snow-melt in addition to absence of power generation, are
associated with betær fry production in downstream sites while that of natural site was low. For unregulated
stations, monthly minimum WUA were virtually constant and could not be used to account for ûry production.

DISCUSSION

Effects ofthe variation in temperature, flow and habitat have been studied and described by many authors (Garcia
de Jalon et al., 1988i' Bain er a/., 1988; Gore et al., 1989; Moog, 1993; Valentin, 1995; Lauters, 1995). The
results of our study can be generalized into such adverse effects on early life history, population parameters and
behavioural responses ofthe youngest brown trout stages.

on oriqge River trout life history at each site depends on the thermal regimes they were submited to. Even
though mean temperatures were comparable, general thermic pattems differed between unregulated and regulated
sites' However, they showed no difference in ærms of cumulative degreedays undergone by eggs'and larvae. So,
the main emergenoe occurred for the whole river at about the same time. The three sites were therefore sublected
to the same hydrological conditions and were only distinguished by their morphodynamic characteristics and the
perids of power generation by the plant.

lô
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Growth rate indicated lower values in the regulated reaches than at Site l. This agrees with the findings of

Casado (1989). The thermal decreases recorded dowstream could be implied by their sudden fall to around 4"C.

Exposure to this temperature for varying periods has been given, by Ellion (1994), to be the lower limit of growth

bading to considerable as the fish size was small. However, the temperature fluctuations cannot be held

responables for the mortality increase at Site 2. Indeed, thermal values were allu'a-vs within the thermal tolerance

polygon presented in Elliott (1994) for brown trout.

Under hydropeaking conditions, we found a lower density of YOY than that expected in an unregulated siæ.

Nevertheless, in 1995 after a short reducing discharge period, summer densities were high in the downstream

reach. Such results could be added to the critical period concept well developed by Elliott (1989). This authors

demonstrafed that during a short period after emergenc€ called t, higher rate of densitydependent mortality

occur€d. An explanation was found in establishement of feeding territories soon after emergence. However it was

clear that physical factors were involved too (Ottaway and Forest, 1983; Heggenes, 1988b). On emerging from the

gravel, young trout are weak and ungainly in the flows (Proctor, 1980). They rapidl-v leam static-swim (Heland,

l99l) and are able to establish hunting territories characrcrized by minimal net-energy-intake (Fausch, 1984).

Then they developed agonistic behaviour and defended social ærritories in hierarchical structures (Kalleberg,

1958; Morænsen, 1977; Elliott, 1990). During this first short stage of life, whereas density was dominating,

habitat paramAers play an important role in population regulation. Low discharge levels as encountered in May

1995 permitted YOY to used all territories available (high YOY WUA). A period of suitable conditions during the

fint week after emergence may reduce the high early mortalrty to a threshold corresponding to the maximum

carrying capacity allowed by the suitable habitat available. However, such habitat is limited. Grant and Krammer

(1990) reported that only 2tozOVo ofthe habitat was occupied by territories. So the number offishes supported

by a given reach is limited even so Jowett and Richardson (1994) reported sub-optimal habitat use for fishes under

flooding conditions.

This explains the reduced difference in densû found in our study between all sites after few months: fishes

which were unable to occupy or defend a territory were displaced or washed out dowstream (Ottaway and Clarke,

l98l; Titus and Mosegaard, 1992). For regulated stations, final densities may correspond to habitats or territories

which remained suitable even under peaking generation (minimal YOY WUA).

This availibility of ærritories was closely related to flow and to the physical parameters of the reach and

thereforp ofthe morphological units. Our results indicatd that young trout (0+ ana l+) in natural reaches (Sites I

urd 3) strowed preferences for morphological units, i.e. obeyed mesohabitat logic (Baran, 1995). This logic

depended on intrinsic trout preferences for certain hydrological and physical parameters (Bovee, 1978) found in

certain morphological units (Orth and l-eonar4 1990). These preferences are dependent on fish age and therefore,

on swimming ability. Young-of-the-year appear on spawning areas (runs). They rapidly colonise adjacent riftles,

then at the end of summer, they rather choose channels and riftles. The year after (being l+), their preferences

more closer to those of adults: higher depth urd velocity (Cunjak and Power, 1986), they shifted to rapids.

Under strong hydropeaking conditions (Sit€ 2 in opposition to Site 3) mesohabitat shifting behaviour

disappeared for yearlings and all the young trouts were so disrupted that they were unable to keep their
preferences and showed no distibution logic for the mesotrabitat. lrVe hypothesize that the youngest trout stages usc

a ænitory pattem (on a microhabitat scale), whictr remained suitable under all hydrological cohditions. Such a

microhabitat template could exist in wery morphological unit even in low numbers and allow a basic density to
persist in each reach. Research based on this hypothesis should now focus on the parameters of the microhabitats

as wcll as on the biological responses of the juveniles on a more individual level.

Écohydraulique 20M, juin 1996, Qtébec
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The difference between Site 2 and 3 can not be explained by broadening of the of flow peak wave, the
distance between them being too short. However the Site 3 shows a lower mean slope and is wider than Site 2. So
for the same hydropeaking generation occurring at the two sites, snout velocities and depth will be lower at Site 3
causing a flattening of the surgeand explaining the decreased adverse effects at Site 3. Moreover, both var-vrng
factors (mean depth and mean slope) are important in the calculation of Tractive force (Newbury,1984; Death and
Winterbourn, 1994). In further studies we should use this indicator of stream bed stability (providing flow shelters
to young trout) to confirm those results.
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ABSTRACT

The lower reaches ofthe Bregenzerach, a river in westem Austria, have been, for several decades, affected by heavy
hydro-peaking discharges (up to 60 m'/s;. In combination with a plan to construct a new power plant, miiigation
measures were developed to reduce the advene effects of hydro-peaking in this river reach.
The new powerplant Alberschwende, completed in 1992, includes a re-regulation reservoir to improve flow manage-
ment. An impact assessment study examined the effects of this new construction and flow management system,
comparing data collected before and after the construction of the new powerplant. The study concentrated on three
main components: abiotics (morphology, hydrology, hydraulics), fish, and benthic fauna. Four representative sites
were examined within the hydro-peaking area and two siæs within a reference area located upstre4m.
Prior to mitigation, both frsh and invertebrate biomass was less than 5Vo of what would be exfected. After mitigation,
when the amplitudes of the surge releases were reduced, benthic biomass recovercd to about 60Zo of the expected value.
There wasno significantchangeinthebenthic communitycompositionexceptforaslightincrease of grazing organisms.
No post-mitigation improvement was found in respect to fish biomass. Although the amplitudet oith" surge releases
were reduced their frequency remained the same. This frequency apparently has a strong;egative influence on the fish
community.
Flow velocity distribution data showed that rising surge releases had two distinct phases, a..bed-filling" phase and a
phase of accelerating flow velocities. The present flow management system, based on a dual flow logistrc, results in
increased base flows and reduced peak flows, but does not alter the ramping rates. The reduction of the adverse effects
of the "bed-filling" phase was apparently responsible for the recovery of the benthic fauna. However the unaltered
ramping rate of the "acceleration" phase seemed to inhibit the development of the fish community.
An analysis of the hydrograph demonstrated the possibility of adjusting the present management strategy to reduce the
ramping rate of the "acceleration" phase, smoothing out the peak duration curve. This modification, accomplished with
existing facilities, could better mitigaæ the hydro-peaking impacts and should be evaluated in the future.

Key-words: Peaking Hydropower / Artificial Floods / Impact Mitigation / Flooding Frequency / physical Habitat /
Fish / Benthic Invertebrates / Austria
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INTRODUCTION

Hydropower peaking operations produce artificial flood events that, due to their unpredictability and intensity, can be

classified as disturbances (sensu Resh et al., 1988) directly affecting aquatic ecosystems ofthe tailwaters. Frequent,

high fluctuations in depth, velocity and the wetted perimeter, which follow unnatural schedules of power generation,

cause entrainment and stranding of many aquatic organisms. These spates often result in an impoverishment of aquatic

biota. Numerous studies document the effects of these hydraulic changes on the behavioral response and distribution

of aquatic fauna (Barwick and Hudson, 1985, Cushman, 1985, Gore et al., 1990, 1994, Hudson and Nichols' 1986'

Layser et al., 1989, Niemela, 1989). Zones of fluctuation may not be suitable for terrestrial or aquatic fauna. (Fisher

*à n Voy, 1972).Long-term, regular, peaking operations also typically change substrate, depth and velocity patterns

in the tailwaters. These changes in sutstrate have direct effects on the composition of aquatic community (Gore and

pennington, 1988). Temperature and water quality changes may also have a strong influence on the tailwater fauna

(Hunter, 1992, Cushman, 1985).

Hydro-peaking impacts can be classified based on the intensity and duration of surge releases (Resh et al., 1988). The

negative conelation between the benthic biomass and the base/generation flow relation is presented by Moog (1993)'

Ho=werner, the impact of the peaking wave is not constant over time. The direct impacts of the falling limb of a surge

release are better described than the poæntial impacts of the unnatural flow increase (Cushman, 1985' Hunter'1992)'

This may be due to methodological problems.

The initial rise in discharge is characterized by turbulence and rapid changes of physical habitat, which often result in

much higher drift density than during the generation flows (Matter et al., 1983a,b). Often, habitat changes occur faster

than the organisms can adjust to the new conditions (Gore et al., 1989). Natural floods supply ,,warning signals" e. g.

the rise in ground water level before flood wave, that would allow organisms to make appropriate behavioral responses

(Bretschko and Moog, 1990).

Gore et al. 1994 analyzed the change in shear stress during peaking, recognizing a general pattern of changes. Within

the low water thalweg the FST hemisphere (Statzner and Mtiller, 1989) values at first increased dramatically and then

decreased when the generation flow was reached. However in isolated pools and places that are minimally wetted

during base flows, shear stress increased with the surge and remained high during generation flows.

The rising limb of the hydrograph causes critical hydraulic changes; increasing flow velocities and a broadening of the

wetted area. Rapid decreases in flow, affect the fauna by reducing the wetted area. This means that the frequency of

the peaking 
"u"ntr 

*d the ramping rates arc more important than the absolute duration of the surge release.

The possibility of mitigating these impacts by reducing the described intensity and frequency of peak releases is

considered in tnir pap"r. trà peaking flow management options, single release (pre-mitigation) and dual flow release

(post-mitigation), is Lvaluatedas a part of an environmental assessment study. The results will be used to develop an

adaptive flow management plan.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Project area

Bregenzerach (BA) is a 4th to 6th order alpine river with a nivalic discharge regime, located in the most western part
of Austria. It originates at the elevation of about 2000 m above sea level (ASL) and flows 68 km before emptying into
Lake Constance (ca. 400 m ASL). The river's discharge regime is typically very dynamic. The mean annual flow
(MAF) ranges, through the length of the study reach (the lowest 40 km of the river), from 13 to 47 m3/s, with min./max.
ratio of l:400.

The main human impacts on this system are caused by hydro-power operation, weirs and some channel regulation.
Until 1986, the lower part of the BA was primarily affected by two hydropower plants. The uppermost plant,
Andelsbuch, is located at river kilometer 28 (counted upstream). This plant used the entire flow of the BA (up to
29 m9s, or,ZNVo MAF) and produced peaks up to 30 m3/s a few times a day. Seven kilometers downstream another

Figure l.: The situation plan of the study site on Breganzerach
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plant, Langenegg, still uses the water of a tributary of BA - Bolgenach - adding another 30 m3/s surge to the total

discharge. The peaking amplitude below Langenegg was thus l:60. These peak flows heavily impacted the aquatic

fauna in downstream reaches (Jungwirth et al., 1990). The water quality of the tailwater was not affected by the plants'

The following management and development plan was realized inl992 (fig. l).A re-regulating reservoir
(350 000 m3/s) was built below Andelsbuch. The water is used for a new run-of-the-river plant, Alberschwende,

constructed beside Langenegg. The bypass reach receives seasonally varied compensation flows (Schrnutz et al, in

prep). Below these two plants the second re-regulating reservoir was constructed. The capacity of this impoundment

is 150 000 m3 with a maximum in and outflow of 60 m3/s. Additionally, a flow management system for the reduction

of peak amplitudes was infroduced. The concept of this system is based on the dual flow logistic (Milhous, l99l ) to

assure a higher base discharge for at least one day before peaking. Figure 2 shows the relation between permitted

generation flows and base flows; these discharges were based on professional judgment.

Figure 2: The dual flow generation schedule

Study sites

Several representative sites were located within study area, where abiotic and biotic data were collected (fig. l). The

reference sites I and la are located by kilometer 38 and 36 of BA, upstream from the hydro-power plants. Sites 2 - 6

are located in the present abstraction area and will be not discussed further in this paper.

The first site influenced by peaking operations (site 7), is between the outlets of Langenegg and Alberschwende which

are only 300 meters apart (fig. l). This site receives rapid surges from upstream plant, Langenegg. These surges are

often mitigated by backflow fi'om generation discharges of Alberschwende at the lower end of the site. The site 7a is

in the bypass reach ofthe re-regulation reservoir about 100 m below site 7. Sites 8 and 9 are located about I km and

2 km respectively, below the outlet of the re-regulation impoundment, and site l0 is l0 km downstream. The most

downstream site, 10a, is located shortly before BA enters Lake Constance.

Écohfiraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Benthos

Benthic invertebraûes were collected in four sites (1, 7a, 8, lOa) with a modified surber sampler (box-type sampleç
1000 cm2 sampling area and I 12 ;rm-sized mesh). cobble areas were sampled down to a aeptrr or aùout 30 cm into thesediment. At least 6 replicates were taken. with the aid of vertical r".p-ling it could be shown that this depth range
covers most of the benthic invertebrate distribution.

The vertical distribution of benthic animals was determined with a modified Stocker-williams-N2-frezeeing corer(Bretschko and Klemens, 1986). seven replicate samples were taken at sites 6 and 7 during september 19g6 (Bretschko
and Moog, 1986). In 1994, atotal of l4 samples were taken. The distribution range of benthic invertebrates is showrr
in figure 3 and clearly demonstrates that most of the animals inhabited the first 20 cm of the bed sediments

biomasls (g/m2)

Figure 3: Depth distribution of macroinvertabrates

Samples were processed in 4vo f.ormalin. At the laboratory, the organisms were separated, identified to the lowest
determinable taxonomic level, counted and weighted. For biomass àetermination, the fresh weight was determined,
using filter paper to remove the excess water. The organisms of the second sample series in 1994 were determined toa higher taxonomic level only.

Frsh

Surveys ofthe fish fauna were carried out to evaluate the hydro-peaking impacts before (1992) and two years after the
new power plant Alberschwende was in operation (1994).

ln 1992 and 1994 5 stretches were sampled (1,7,8,9,10). ln l994an additional strctch was added (la) to increase the
representativness of the samples; all stretches were fished at low flow conditions in autumn. A 3 pass removal method
with 3 backpack electro-shockers (DC, 600 V, 1.5 kw) was used. The upper end of the stretch was blocked with an
:lltri: fence. Areas deeper than 1.5 m (in stretches 7, 8, 9) were additionaliy sampled by boat with a hand-held anode(Dc' 600 V, 2.5 kw). Stock densities estimates (ind./l00 m, ind./ha) and total biomass (kg/I00 m, kg/ha) were done
according ro De Lury ç947).

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Morphology / hydraulics

The reference sites (1. la) and tailwater sites (7,8,9 and l0) were examined at base low flow in autumn 1993.

Morphology was surveyed using systematic irregular sampling method (Parasiewicz, in press.). For description of
channel velocity distributions, one representative cross-section per site (impacted sites only) was measured. Measure-
ments were taken with a OTT propeller at four different flows within the peaking range. Typical pre- and post-mitigation
peaking regimes were simulated. Changes in the water surface elevation (ttrSE) were recorded at temporary gauging

slations located within each transect. This gave the stage/time and discharge/time relations during peaking events.

Additionally, the change in the WSE and mean cross-sectional velocities were modeled for each site using the

step-back-water model.

RESULTS

Benthos

Prior to the mitigation project the benthic fauna was dominated by ephemeropterans, plecopterans and dipterans. The

dominance structure of the 105 taxa sampled clearly matches that of a ,Saetis alpinus-Rhithrogena hybrida-assem'
blage" according to Braukmann (1987) or, a submontanous community type B and C (Kawecka et al., l97l)

Post-mitigation sampling in the reference site revealed no significant change in the taxa composition. In the downstream

reach oligochaetes and chironomids increased. Figure 4 shows the taxa composition, and figure 5, biomass for the BA

during the study period.

In 1986/87, biomass in the reference reach was much higher (10 g/mz) compared to tailwater sites (1.35, 2.68 and
5.55 g/m2). Two years after the new operation system was in place, biomass in the tailwater sites increased dramatically.
In sites 7 and 8 biomass increased three-fold and in siæ lOa two-fold.

Figure 4: Taxa composition of benthic fauna in the study sites
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Figure 5: Benthic biomass in the study sites

Fish

Fish assemblage zonation is apparent in the investigation area. The upper reach (sites 1-3) is a typical headwater river
where brown trout (Salmo trutta f. fario, L.) and bullhead (Cottus gobio, L.) occur exclusively. In the middle reach
(sites 4-6) these species still dominate and additionally a few specimens of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss,
WAL.), European grayling (Thymallus thymallus, L.) and stone loach (Noemacheilus barbatulus, L.) are found. In the
tailwater (sites 7-10) barbel (Barbus barbus, L.) and blageon (Leuciscus souffia agasizzi, RISSO) additionally
contribute to the assemblage indicating a slight shift to the barbel region.

Figure 6 shows the estimated population densities before and two years after the initial operation of the power plant
Alberschwende. Figure 7 shows the biomass of study sites for both years. ln 1992, total density and biomass in the
tailwater reach varied between 0-59 ind./ha and 0-12.4 kg/tra, demonstrating the tremendous adverse effects of
hydro-peaking. Two years later the densities (7-50 ind./ha) and the biomass (1.5-3.1 kg/ha) remained, in these sites, at
a very low level. Site number 8, with a biomass of 26.4 kg/ha represents an exception. A large deep pool with rocks
along the bank obviously provides a refuge area during peaking events.
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Figure 6: Estimated population dencities of the fish fauna in the study sites

ln 1994 the stock in the reference site I remained atthe l992level (314 ind./ha or 21 kg/ha). Attempts to support the

fish populations with stocking failed. The annual stocking rate per 100 m included: about 4.7 cacheable and 40 l+

brown trout, 3.2 cacheable rainbow trout and 39 0+ European grayling. The estimated population densities however

are only small fractions of the number of stocked fish.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec



Morphol,ogy / hydraulics

Based on our habitat utilization curves (Schmutz et al., in prep) as well as the literature (Bainbridge, 1960' 1962' Jones

etal.,lgT4,Heggeness, lggg), the wetted transect area wàs divided to three velocity classes. velocities between 0 and

40 cm/s were the most suitable; between 40 and 100 cm/s were acceptable; and critical velocities were found to be

above lm/s. criticat velocity areas are shown in black (example diagram Figure 8). There is a raprd increase in these

areas between base (l0zo) and maximum flows (707o) which ii visiblé in all measured transects' At base flows' suitable

A692 - Efet des éclusées et débits de pointe
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Figure 8: Velocity distribution atmeasured discharges in representative cross'section ofsite I
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velocity areas can be found in 4OVo of the profile compared to only 107o of the profile at generation flows. This optimal
area remains only at the bottom and littoral zones.

In general, change in the river's geometry (primarily in width) is more intensive at the very beginning of the surge,
before the riverbed is filled with water. Afterwards, flows change primarily in terms of velocity. This is visualized in
curves fitted to the velocity and volume increase data calculated for all sites with a step-back-water model (fig 9).
Growth in volume is, in this case, primarily lateral as opposed to vertical. The increase in water surface area is also
presented in the figure 9. Differential curves show the rate of change for each parameter (fig. 10); these expressed rates
allow the following generalizations.
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Figure 10: Rate of changes of main parameters during the surge

The rising limb of the peaking event can be divided into a ,,bed-filling" phase, occurring during the first 15 m3/s of
flow increase, and, an ,,acceleration" phase occuring afterwards.
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DISCUSSION

In Austrian rivers, hydro-power peaking has resulted in three distinct kinds of impacts on the benthic invertebrate

composition and density (Moog, 1993). Total extinction, except of the deep interstitial species (river Drau); significant

change of the community structure without biomass reduction (river Salzach); reduction of biomass without a change

in the taxa composition as it was a case at Brcgenzerach.

Morgan et. al. (1991) observed that less intensive ramping rates result in increased abundance of macroinvertebrates

in downstream sections. This same tendency could be observed, studying ttre biomass of benthic invertebrates, in the

Bregenzerach.

Based on studies of 49 alpine Austrian rivers, in which there was no hydro-power peaking influence, an inverse

correlarion berween altitude and benthic biomass was found (Moog, unpublished data). This calculation allows

estimation of expected biomass values along the similarly stmctured study reaches. The biomass values of the reference

site are within the confidence inûerval of expected . Pre-mitigation biomass values in tailwater reaches (1986/87) were

onlySfloofexpectedvalues.Post-mitigation (1994)benthicbiomassinthetailwaterwasabout60Toofexpectedvalues

and also within the confidence interval. In addition, higher abundance ofdrift-sensitive oligochaetes and chironomids'

suggests that new flow management benefis this portion of the fauna (Irvine and Henriques' 1984).

Fisher and La Voy (1972) show that periodically exposed areas of the riverbed have lower invertebrates density and

diversity than communities in constantly flooded areas of the riverbed. Apparcntly, on the BA, reducing the inænsity

and frequency of the ,,bed-filling" phase of the surge (hence the exposure frequency of littoral area) had a positive

effect on the benthal organisms.

In near-natural Austrian rivers, with a stream order of 4-6, we expect a total fish stock density of about

1000-2000 ind./ha. At a stream order of 4 or 5 the expected biomass is about 170 kg/ha and increases to more than

400 kg/ha at stream order 6. In general 4th and 5th order steams are inhabited by grayling which represents about l/3

of the total biomass (Schmutz, 1995).

When we compare the actual data $rith the expected stocks at the BA, it is apparent that in 1992 the total stock in

reference site I a, which is typical for 4th order river reach, has only half of the expected density or one third of the

expected biomass. Brown trout populations meet expected values but grayling are found in comparatively low numben.

The stock density and biomass in site I (1992 and 1994) are very low, probably due to the low diversity of instream

structures. Therefore we suggest that siæ la rcpresents a more realistic estimation of a natural brown trout population

in a 4th order reach of the BA.

Pre- and post-mitigation sampling in site 7-10 reveal very few fish. Some larger brown trouts and barbels were caught

at site 8 presumably due to the presence of large flow refuge areas. However, the expected biomass of about 400 kg/ha,

which would be typical for a 6th order stream can not be achieved.

Although Weisberg and Burton (1993) reported the positive influence of a higher base flow on the fish fauna, we could

not demonstrate any benefit to the fish fauna on the BA. Apparently, the frequent and rapid reduction of suitable habitat

due to rapid changes in flow velocity, is responsible for the impact on this biota. It is clear that the area of critical

velocity starts to expand very rapidly with the onset of ,,acceleration" phase (fig. 8). At the end of this phase the

remaining low velocity areas are primarily found in shallow littoral zones, which are often unavailable to fish. These
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areas are also of high risk due to the subsequent and rapid flow reductions, which can poûentially strand organisms.

The introduced dual flow release management divides the ramped releases into two parts. First, base flows are increased
in proportion to the planned generation flow within a 24-hour period prior to a surge release. The magrutude of this
base flow is approximately set to fill the bed. Since the planned surge releases are relatively frequent, this base flow
remains relatively stable compared to the pre-mitigation situation. The "acceleration" phase,iakes place with the same
frequency as before modification, but has a lower absolute masnitude.

The average (discharge-based) ramping rate of pre-mitigation peaks, was up to 4 m3/s /min. Due to the lower flooding
intensity, the ramping rate of the,,bed-filling" surge is reduced by more then75vo. Because the river bed is alread!
full, turbulence and flow acceleration along the bed is also far less then under the prior management scheme.
Nevertheless the ramping rate of the "acceleration" phase is only reduce dby 25Vo. Further reduction of this ramping
rate could therefore have positive effect on the fish fauna. The example below shows that this could be reached usine
existing resources without an economic loss.

The analysis of the 1993 hydrograph showed that flows were not managed to their fullest mitigative potentral. The
following plot shows the daily flow from 29.Ianuary 1993. This curve is typical for winter, a critiial period due to low
flows and high energy consumption. without changing the energy production for this day and adhering to all existing
restrictions a more efficient flow management was calculated. It results in the discharg" tu*" for the same day that is
much more stable and has much less intensive peaks. (fig. I l)

This curve reduces the ramping rate and frequency of the ,,acceleration" phase. The optimized use of existing resources
could signifrcantly mitigate the human impact on the Bregenzerach and should be examined in a following monitoring
project.
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ABSTRACT

The invertebrate communities, the population structure, life history and larval growth of 22 common invertebrate
species (including Ephemeropter4 Trichoptera, Plecoptera and Diptera Simuliidae) were studied in the River
Oriège (Pyrénees, France), 700 m upstream and respectively 700 m and 3000 m downstream from a hydroelectric
power plant. The river receives hypolimnetic water divcrted from a nearby reservoir lake and the natural flow may
be enhanced several times a day from I to ll m' s-' in summer and winter, and from 5 to l5 m3 s-l during spring
spates. During hydropeaking, st(amwater is slightly warmed in winær and strongly cooled in summer. peak flows
decreased both Iarval density and biomass of most species below the hydroplant by increasing the frequency and
int€nsrty of bed scour, which lead to a high catastrophic drift. Significant difrerences in mean annual population
structure were found in l0 species with a shift towards larger larvae 700 m downstream of the plant in g species
and a shift towards smaller larvae in 2 species. The losses resulting from catastrophic drift were partially
compensated by larvae drifting from the unregulated zone during spring spaæs. This explained the dominance of
larger individuals for some species immediaæly downstream of the outlet. None of the life history was
fundamentally modified below the power plant. Rapid and frequent changes in water t€mperature and current
velocity caused slight changes, affecting hatching, emergenc€ periods, and growth rates of several species. In
spring, snow melt floods minimized t}e impact of peaking flows as the growth of most species occurs during this
period at this elerration. The new thermal regime below tre outleq and particularly an increase in winær
temperatures allowed some species to have a low but continuous winær growtlr, whereas their growth above the
hydroplant stopped in winær (e.g., Rhithrogena semicolorara). These species occurring preferentially usptrslm, we
suggest that such thermal modifications could advantage sûsnothermic species, and help them survive in the lower
course of the stream. Specific ecological changes due to hydroelectric facilities depend on operation and
construction variables; the repeated return to the natural flow in the River Oriege reduced the downstream effects
ofthe peak flows.

KEY-WORDS: Aquatic insects / Benthos / Hydropower / River regulation / Stream flow / Temperature /
Population structure / Life history / Growth / pyrenees.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of peak flows in stony streams have chiefly examined the effecs of water discharge on the density and

species richness of macroinvertebrate assemblages (e.g., Iftaft and Mundahl, 1984; Cobb and Flannagan, 1990;

Troelstrup and Hergenrader, 1990; Cobb et al., 1992). However, although population structure is related to life

history patterns, only far studies address the influence of hydropeaking on the larval development of invertebraûes

(Mundahl and Kraû, 1988). When the hydroelectric facility creates changes in flow and temperature regime, the life

history of the invertebrates can be atreÆted (Sweeney, 1984; Raddum and Fjellheim, 1993). Temperature is the most

imporant àctor influencing growth and development of lotic species (Elliott, l97E; Sweeney, 1978:' Humpescll

1979; Ward and Stanfor{ 1979, 1982; Vannote and Sweeney, 1980; Kondratieff and Voshell, l98l; Sweeney er

al., l9E6; Pritchard and Zloty, 1994). High current velocities are believed to suppress aquatic insect growth rates,

as increased physiological demands for position maintenance result in less energ;r channeled into growth (Hynes,

1970; Kovalalq 1978; Mundahl and Kraft, 1988). Moreover, flow regime provides the spatiotemporal variability of

stream habitats that influences the community structure and the demography of the populations (Feminella and

Resb 1990; Moog and Jureceh l99l; Robinson et al.,1992). However, the specific changes due to impoundments

depend on a complex series of inæractions resulting from operation and constnrction variables (position of outlet,

purpose of the reservoir, frequency of releases). Streamwater below most hydroelectric impoundments consists

entirely of reservoir waær (Ward and Stanford, 1979, 1983; Brittain and Salweit, 1989). The setting for our study

is quiæ different the hydroelectric power plant preserves the natural flow of the river, which is only supplemented

by hpolimnstic water releases diverted liom a nearby reservoir. The purpose of this work was 1o compare the

abundance, biomass, life history and larval growth of several common invertebrate species upstrearn and

downstream of such a hydroelectric facility, which generates high daily fluctuations in river temperature and flow,

but maintains the natural conditions when the hydroplant is inoperative.

STUDY AR.EA, MATERIAL AND METHODS

The River OriEge is a torrential stream in the French Pyrenees (Fig. l). Its source is at 1700 m above sea level, and

it flows into the River,Ariège at 815 m a.s.l. At 912 m a.s.l., the Oriege's natural flow is supplemented by the

discharge from the Orlu hydroelectric plant, which is fed by hypolimnial water from a high altitude reservoir (Lake

Naguilles, 1855 m a.s.l.). Tbree sampling sites were selected: a reference siæ 700 m upstream of the hydrostation's

discharge point (sit€ t\ 920 m a.s.l., stream width=8m), and two sites respectively located at 700 m (sit€ B, E80

a.s.l., stream width=I7 m) and 3000 m downstream of the plant (siæ C, 820 m a.s.l., stream width=21 m).

Discharge was recorded hourly in 1991 using hydrographs at site A and at 1500 m downstream ofthe hydroplant.

Water temperature was recorded hourly from June l99l to July 1992 at siæs A, B, and C, using submerged

thermographs.

At least five bqrthic samples were collected monthly at each site from June l99l to July 1992 using a Surber

sampler (sampling area 0.1 m2, mesh size 0.3 mm). The samples were taken from the various substrate types:

gravel (2-20 mm), pebbles (20.200 mm) and cobbles (>200 mm) and were distributed proportionally to the relative

abundance of the substraret5pes. Thus, the sampling provides tlre best qualiative (all substraæs were sampld

maximum species richness) and quanttative (Surber sampler, replicaæ samples) estimates of the populations,

taking into account the rather low numbers of samples. Simuliidae liarvae have a cont4gious spatial distribution and

sEdying their life cycles requires a specific sampling technique. They were collected by hand from rocky substrates

Écolrydraultque 2il)0, iuin 1996, Québec
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over one more yqrr in 1995, monthly from January to April, and bimonthly from May to December. Unfortunately,

these exclusively qualitaûve samples could not provide densrty estimates. The inveræbrares were preserved in the

field in 5 % formaldehyde, ide,ntified in the laboratory and preserved in 70 % alcohol. All larwe were divided into

0.1 mm inærval size classes. The size criterions were chozæn to reduce the variability resulting from sexual

dimorphism or by convenience: tibia length of the third leg (Rhithrogeno species), pronotum width (Perla grandis),

head capsule length (Trichopæra and Simuliidae), head capsule width (other species). The distributions of the size

classes were used to determine tlre five larval instars of Trichoptera species, the life cycles and the mean annual

structure ofthe populations of all species at the three sites. The mean biomass of individuals within size classes was

obtained by drying at least l0 individuals at 60"C for 24 hours.

Drift was used to deærmine the influence of peak flows on animal transport and bed scour. 24 samples were

collected using a drift net (mesh size 0.3 mm) at l-hour intervals, over two 24-horr perids (in June and October
l99l) at sites A and B. The results are expressed as inænsity of drift (Boumaud and Thibault, 1973), ind m2 30
min for invertebrates, Kg rn' h for mineral material. Water conductivity was monitored at both sites during drift
sampling.

RESULTS

Discharge And Temoerature

The nanrral mean flow of the Oriège varied from I m3 s-' in winær and summer to 15 m3 s I during snowmelt (Fig.

l) with hydroplant discharge supplementing this flow by 5 m3 s't (in spring) or l0 m3 st 1in winær or summer). The
mean waær dçth increased from 30 to 80 cm at site B and from 30 to 60 cm at site C. The mean bottom cunent
velocity increased from 30 to 120 cm s'r at site B, and 30 to 80 cm'r at siæ C. The natural tcrnperature of the river
ranged from 0 to 13.5 "c at site A, from 0.4 to 13.8 oC at site B, and from 0.7 ûo 17.5 "C at site C. Durùrg
hydropower generation, the input of hypolimnetic water (4 "C) downstream ofthe plam slightly increased the wintcr
t€mp€rature and strongly reducod the summer stream temperature (see oramples in Fig. 2). Thus, mean lva,ter
temperature and total degree days (dd) at siæs B and C where lower than at siæ A from August to October l99l
(927 M at siæ d 818 dd at sile B, 881 dd at siæ C), and higher from November to July 1992 (1425 d4 1486 dd
and 1640 dd at site d B, and C respectively) (Fig. 2)

Inveræbrate Drifr And Mineral Transoort

Siæ A showed a constant invertcbrate drift due to accidental dislodgement, and bebavioral drift was mainly
noctumal (Fig. 3). The mineral trarsport was vcry low (< 5 Kg m2 h). At siæ B, peaking flows increascd bed
scour. Their flushing action added to this a catastrophic invertebrate drifr, and the mineral transport could reach
270 Kg m 2 h. Finally, the input of resewoir water resulted in a decrease in nater conôrctivity downstream of tbe
outlet.

Spatial Distribution Patærns

The22 studied species Ctable l) are cluracteristic of torrential Pyrenees mornain streamsJBerthelemy, 1966;
Décamps, 1967; Vinçon and Thomas, 1987; ClergueGazmt l99l). In the rirær Oriège, they showed three differeirt
spatial distribution patûems in density (Fig. 4): l) the mean annual density decreased from siæ A to C (€.g.,

Êcotrydrautiqae 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 3: a) Invertebrate drift; b) mineral transport; and c) example of fluctuations in water conductivity due
to reservoir releases over 24 hours at sites A and B.

Table 1: Mean annud densities (ind m2) and biomasses (mg m2) of studied species at the three sampling sites,
with annud variability (min-max). Simuliidae were collected qualitatively.

Power gcneration

Eaetis alplnus
Baais rhdani
Rhi r hrog e m s em i æ Io ra t a
Mithrogena sp- hercyni a
Mlthrogaa lcimtnsi
Ephemer.lla ltnita
PLECI)PTERA
Siplrcnoperla tmeanum
Isoperla æiailait
Pula grandis
Anzphi nmura nlcicolli s
Protonemara bulasis
TRICEOPTERA
H)iropt Ehe inttabilis
RJrmphila æidentuAs
Rbraæphila mqdionalis
Druwrcûts
Arc n a lop t erl4ella c ha uvi n I a n a
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Mithrogena sp. hercynia, Baetis alpinus); 2) the mean annual density decreased from siæ A to B, then increased to
C where it was higher (e.9., Hydropsyche instabilis, Stphonoperla tonentium, Rhithrogena semicolorata'y or lower
(e.g., Drusus rectus\ than at siæ A; and 3) the mean urnual density increased from site A æ C (e.g., Baetis
rhodani). ln most species, the mean annual distribuûon of sizes classes (Fig. 5) showed no significant differences
from one site to another (p> 0.05, Kolmogorov-Smimov two samples tests), and the spatial distribution patûerns in
biomass were similar to those in numbers. Conversely, the biomass of several species did not ctrange in proportion
to their abundance, e.g., the highest biomass of Rhithrogeno semicolorata and Baetis alpinus corresponded to their
lowest density; the opposiæ pattern was observed n Siphonoperla torrentium. The non similar changes in density
and biomass resulted from significant differences (p< 0.05) in mean population strucûrcs betrreen the threc siæs.
The numbers of early instars lawae of the three Rhithrogena species, Siphonoperla tonentium, Isoperla
acicwlaris, Hydropsyche instabilis, Rhycophila occidentalis and Anomalopterygella clwuvinians was lower at
siæ B tran at site A. The opposiæ pattem was observed n Amphinemura sulcicollis ald, Micrasena longulum.
Only Rhithrogena semicolorata returned significantly to the reference population structure at siæ C

Life Histories And Growth

The percentage size distribution of approximaæly monthly collections ofthe 52 populations of ûrc22 species can be
classified into 4 main types of the life rycles according to Hynes (1970) (Figs. 6). l) The nor-seasonal life cycle of
Perla grandis ended in surnmer; it last€d 3 years and individuals of all stages were pres€nt at atl times (N3). 2)
Seven species exhibited fast seasonat cycles with hatching periods in spring or early summer, a short growth period
and adult emergence in summer or autumn (F3, F4). 3) Simulium gr. monticola was clearly bivoltine. Baerls
alpinus and Baetis rhodani had two overlapping generations which were difficult to s€,parate; tbe winær generation
(Fl) being slower than the summer generation (F4). 4) Eleven species showed slow seasonal cycles. The eggs began
to hatch soon after laying and growth occurred over a long period before laæ spmrg (S2) or early summer
emerg€nc€s (S3, most of the species). The life cycle patterns of each species rcmained rather similar along the
strearn despite the slight differences in trarctring and/or emergence periods. Growttr was observed to be oponential
either over the whole period of lanral growth (F4) or over 2 or 3 successive pcriods during whicll the grorth raæ
was fairly constant (S2, S3). During these periods, there was a linear relationship betrrcen tbe logarithm of the
mean individual dry weight of the larr,'ae and time. Four main growttr pattems types could be perceived (Fig. 7): t)
growth occurred mainly in auûrmn and spring; it was low in winær (e.g' Rhithrogena semicolorata); II) grourth
was higher in auhrmn tban in winær and spring (e.g., Dntsus recnsl; III) growth was lon, or moderafe but
continuous over auhunn and winær; it increased during spring (e.g., Amphinemura sulcicollis); ad IV) the whote
lawal development occurred over 34 months in spring, surnmer , or autrmn (e.g., Prosinutium ntfipes).In several
species with slow-seasonal cycle, the larval growth patûerns were modified accordiag to the sites (see Fig. 7).
Growth was generally less slowed dowstream than upstream from the hydroplant during the winær period. Thus,
the larval grourth of Dntsus recfzs showed the type I at site A and the t)"e II at site B. A good cxample is
Rhithrogena semicolorata (Fig. 7) wlrose winter growth was clearly more continuous dov.rnstream than upstream
from the power plant. A quite similar model of growttr can be applied to the dwelopment of Baetida€ larva€.

DISCUSSION

Changes in flow and temperaûrre are obviously the nno main environmental factors modified b,y hydropeaking.
Flow and temperature are also the two main controlling factors for macroinvertebraæ populations (Ward and
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Figure 7: Different growth patterns (I-IV) of the various species andRhithrogena semicolorota as an
erample. Species are identified with the numbers indicated in Fig. 6. In each type, an erample corresponding

to site A is given.

Stanfor4 1979) either directly by acting on the energetics of stream insects and/or indirectly by modi$ing the
substrate type and/or'ùe available food resources (Anderson and Cummins, 1979; Sweeney, l9?8, 1984; Sweeney
et al., 1986; Moog and Janecek, l99l; Gberson and Rosenberg,1992; Robinson et al., lgg}; pritchard andZloty,
1994). Peak flows are known to decrease both larval densities and biomasses downstream of hydroplant outles
(Cushman, 1985; Moog, 1993) by increasing the frequency and intensity of bed scour (Newbury, 1984; Cobb er
al., 1992) which leads to a catastrophic drift (Fig. 3) (Brooker & Hernsworth, l97S). In the river Oriege,
hydropeaking added intermittently to the natural flows so tlnt the disturbance was even higher since the amplitude
between baseflow and peaking flow was elevated. Moreover, the impact of hydropeaking upon invertebrate
communities added to the faunal changes due to the longitudinal zonation. Indee{ a stgdy based on the whole Èuna
(unpublished data) showed a faunal discontinuity between the farthest downstream siæ C and sites A and B. At the
three siæs, there was an overlap of the epi-maarhittral àuna (species whose numbers decreased nanrrally from A
to C) and of the hyporhithral fauna (species whose numbers decreased naturally from C to A). Nevertheless, the
effect of peaking flows on invertebrate deosity and biomass were obvious in the Oriege. Taking into account the
longitudinal zonation of the fauna, it appeared clearly tlut site B was the most affected for all the studied species,
and the disturbances were strongly weakeired at siæ C, i.e., 3000 m downstream of ttre plant. Not all larval stages
respondod to environmental changes in ttre same way. Significant differences in mean annual population structure
were found in 8 species with a shift towards larger larvae at siæ B. Similar patterns were reported n Hydropryche
species by Cellot and Boumaud (1986). They concluded that newly-harched larvae were easily flushed by peak
flows. ln contrast, Raddum (19E5) reported a shift towards smaller individuals in several mayfly and sûonefly
species in Norway, due to tlre drift of the largest individuds out of the area. ln the Oriçge, the dominance of large
larvae at siæ B resulted from: l) a decrease in abundance of early instar larr"ae in autumn-and winter due to a
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catastrophic drift when baseflow was the lowest (about I m3 s-t); and 2) an increase in numbers of older larvae in

spring whictr colonized the site by drift when baseflow ranged from 5 to 7 m3 s-r.

The dynamics of the populæions which survived the hydrologic conditions was chiefly controlled by temperature.

Hypolimnetic water discharges (4 'C) caused high rcxnpsrature fluctuations several times a day. As a result,

strearnwater was cooled in summer and early autumq reducing the natural temperature gradient between

uûegulat€d and regulated sites. Conversely, steamwater below the plant was warmed in winær and the differences

in tenrperature bet\'/een upstrearn and downstream siæs increased sligbtly. Because insect metabolisms react

inunediately to fluctuations in æmperature (Sweeney, 1978), and although mean æmperature over a given period

remains an approximative paramsùer when frequeirt fluctuations occur (Sweeney, op. cit.), mean temperature is

curreirtly used when explaining the growth patterns of aquatic insects. Despiæ the reservoir releases, the timing of

development of the species was not fundamentally modified below the power plant. At the three sites, the growth

rales of most species were positively correlated with mean water t€mperatures, whatever the diel temperature and

flow regimes. Moreover, the growth of some species was low but continuous in winær below the hydroplant,

urhereas it stopped at sito A. As these species occur preferentially usptreanr, such thermal modifications could be

advantageous to sûenothermic species, particularly when they reach their lower alttudinal limit. Considering the

theoritical relationships between activity rate and temperature @radan, 1945 in Sweeney, 1984), an increase in low

winter tenrperatures would stimulate their growth - sthenothermic species having a low threshold temperature - and

a decrease in high sunmer temperatures would have a minor incidence on their growth rate. Further experimental

shrdies would be necessary to t€st this hypothesis.

In the Rivsr Oriège, the repeated retum to baseflow reduced the downstream effects of the hydroelectric âcility.

Moreover, snow melt floods in spring minimize the impact of peaking flows as the growth of most species occurs

during this period at this elevation. Snow melt floods also allow the losses by catastrophic drift to be compernated

by larrae driftùtg from the unregulated zone when the power plant is inoperative.
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ABSTRACT

Managemetrt of tlre hydro-electric power plant at Lixhe in Belgiurn leads to slrort-term discharge fluctuations in
the Grensmaas' a lron-navigable section of the Meuse River with a relatively high ecological value. Tlrese
discharge fluctuations negatively affect the ecology of the Grensmaas. Recent in situ studies on rnacroinvertebrates
lrave shown that the ecological effects of discharge fluctuations cannot be dernonstrated in the Grensmaas. ln the
present study, the ecologically acceptable discharge fluctuations are based on tlre recorrstruction of a natural
hydrograph for the Grensmnas' from which the discharge fluctuations are derived from the relevant hydrological
parameters' These fluctuations in the natural hydrograph are acceptable for the characteristic flora and fauna of
the Grensrnaas. A natural hydrograph was derived from the historical hydrograph, before the construction of the
Lixhe hydro-electric power plant, a comparable hydrograph of another river in a more natural situation, and a
reconstructed hydrograph by filtering out the artificial discharge fluctuations from the present hydrograph using
the moving average and spectral analyses. A natural hydrograph based on a historical hydrograph is the mosi
accurate' but cannot be used for most rivers because hydrographic measurements are not available for the natural
situation. use of a comparable hydrograph has the disadvantage that a natural hydrograph of two rivers is never
identical. Therefore, in this study a natural hydrograph was derived from a reconstructed hydrograph using the
moving average and spectral analyses. F or 95 Yo of the period, the amplitude must not be above I 5 mrs-r and the
rate of increase not above 20 yo' lt is assumed that when these values are exceeded in 5yo of the time the flora
and fauna can recover.

KEY-WORDS: Maas/ Grensmaas/ ecological rehabilitation/ macro inveftebrates/ discharge fluctuations/ natural
hydrograph/ spectral analyses/ water management / ecological engineering/ control management
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INTRODUCTION

The ecology of many of the major rivers in Western Europe has declined in the last hundred years or so as a

consequence of river regulation measures and pollution. This is also the case with the Meuse River. As the river
flows through France, Belgium and the Netlrerlands, an international approach is required to rehabilitate the river

ecology. Any rehabilitation measures must take into account economic interests.

ln addition to factors such as river regulation and pollution, the ecology of the Meuse river is further deteriorating

because ofdisclrarge fluctuations caused by the operation ofhydro-electric power plants. The hydro-electric power

plant in Lixhe, Belgium causes short-tenn discharge fluctuations in the Meuse River in the Netherlands, wlrich

are well in excess of tlre natural situation. As well as obstructing shipping, these discharge fluctuations negatively

affect the ecology of tlre Grensmaâs, a non-navigable section of the Meuse with a relatively high ecological value.

Thus their reduction is an essential step in the river's ecological rehabilitation.

The first step in this process is to determine tlre ecologically acceptable discharge fluctuations. Recent in situ

studies on nracroinvertebrates lrave shown that the ecological effects of disclrarge fluctuations could not be
dernonstrated in the Grensrnaas. The present study therefore airned to establish ecologically acceptable discharge

fluctuations by reconstructing the natural hydrograph of the Meuse River. Fronr this, the relevant hydrological

parameters were determined to describe the discharge fluctuations of the natural hydrograph. The discharge

fluctuatiorrs in a natural hydrograph are expected to have no effect on the characteristic flora and fauna of tlre

Grensmaas.

STUDY AREA

The Meuse catchment area covers approximately 33,000 km2 extending tlrrough France, Belgium and the

Netherlands (Figure l). The present situation in the Meuse River is largely determined by river regulation

measures. To make the river navigable at low discharges, locks, weirs and navigable lateral canals such as the

Julianakanaal, have been constructed. A detailed description of the Meuse catclrment area is given in Descy and

Ernpain (1984) and van Urk (1984).

Tlre Borgharen weir distributes the Meuse discharge to tlre Grensmaas and the Julianakanaal. The objective is to

ensure sufficient water to maintain the navigability of the Julianakanaal, a minimum discharge for the Grensmaas
flora and fauna, and to reduce the discharge fluctuations caused by the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant. Despite

considerable efforts, discharge fluctuations in the Grensmaas have only been reduced partly because priority has

been given to maintaining the water level for navigation.

Since t980, the Lixlre hydro-electric power plant has generated electricity with four fixed turbines each with a

capacity of about 80 mrs'r. River discharge is the determining factor in the operation of the turbines. At high

disclrarges, the turbines can operate continually while at discharges of less tlran 320 m3s-r the turbines are

frequently switched on and off. This results in a block-shaped hydrograph of the Meuse at Eijsden directly
downstream of the Lixhe electric power plant (Figure 2). Weir management at Borgharen reduces the discharge
fluctuations in the Grensmaas somewhat. In the Grensmaas itself, discharge fluctuations are furtlrer reduced in a
dowtrstream direction so tlrat at Maaseik considerable fluctuations cannot be discerned on tlre lrydrograph (Figure

2t.
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Figure I : Map showing the location of the Meuse catchment area and a detail of the studv area
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Figure 2 : Representative hydrograph for Eijsden, Borgharen and Maaseik on l0 June 1993
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MATERIALS AND METHOD

(a) Reconstruction Of The Natural Hvdroeraoh

In this study, a natural hydrograplr has been derived from: (l) an historical hydrograph of tlre Grensmaas before

tlre construction of the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant; (2) a comparable hydrograph of another river in a mone

rratural state; and (3) a reconstructed hydrograph by filtering out the artificial discharge fluctuations from the

present hydrograph. The present hydrograph is determined by the natural and artificial disclrarge fluctuations. The

natural discharge fluctuations include the seasonal variation and the precipitation differences. The artificial

discharge fluctuations are related to the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant. These discharge fluctuations vary in

frequency (number of times occurring) and arnplitude (size). The natural discharge fluctuations are long-term (low

fiequencies) because the rainfall discharge process is relatively slow. The artificial discharge fluctuations are short-

terrn (high frequencies) as a result of the frequent switching on and offof the turbines. Because of this difference

in frequency, the artificial discharge fluctuations can be filtered out and a natural lrydrograph generated. The

follorving rnethods were used for this purpose: (3-a) a reconstructed hydrograph using the moving average,

and (3-b) a reconstructed hydrograph using spectral analyses. In additiorr, (4) the present hydrograph, after

construction of the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant, was used as a reference framework.

(11 A Historical Hydrograph

A natural hydrograph can be derived directly from the historical hydrograph for the situation before the Lixhe

hydro-electric power plant was constructed in 1980. The historical hydrograph was derived directly from the hourly

disclrarge rneasurements at Borgharen in 1975, 1977 and 1979.

(2) A Comparable Hydrograph

The natural lrydrograph can be derived indirectly from the hydrograph ofanother river in a more natural situation.

The Mosel River (a tributary of the Rhine) was used because its catchment area is similar to that of the Meuse
witlr regard to morphology, hydrology and climate. As Mosel discharge is not as regulated as that of the Meuse,

it is rnore of a natural situation. A comparable hydrograph was derived directly from the lS-minute discharge

Ineasurements at Trier for the period 1987 to 1995.

6-a) A Reconstucted Hydrograph Using The Moving Average

Using the moving average, the prcsent short-term artificial discharge fluctuations only were smoothed out, not the

long-term fluctuations. To develop the reconstructed hydrograph using the moving average, the l0-minute

discharge measurements at Borgharen were used for the period 1987 to 1995. The moving average was calculated

over a l8-hour oeriod.

(3-b) A Reconsffucted Hydrograph Using Spectral Analyses

ln a spectral analyses, tlre lrydrograph is approaclred as a Fourier series. The hydrograplr is seen as discharge
fluctuations. which are described as "sinus-components" witlr different frequencies and amplitudes (Box and

Jenkins. I 980). This is represented as a spectrum of discharge fluctuations with the variance density on the y axis

iicolrydrauttque 20M, juin 1996, Québec
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and frequency olr the x axis. The variance densitf is a measure of the occurrence of the discharge fluctuations.
If a certain frequency of discharge fluctuations is clearly discernible. and is thus the rnajor detennining factor of
tlre hydrograph, then there is a high variance density in the spectrurn (a peak). Natural discharge fluctuations are
discernible in the spectrum as peaks at low frequencies, and artificial discharge fluctuations as peaks at high
frequencies (Figure 3). tn a natural hydrograph, peaks are expected at low frequencies. For the present hvdrograph,
peaks are also expected at high frequencies. Possible peaks at high frequencies cannor be explained by natural
processes and are therefore attributed to the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant.

vùlædGity

-, 
."*t

Figure 3 : Sketch of a spectrum with natural discharge fluctuations and artificial discharge lluctuations

A corrected spectrum can be established by suppressing the discharge fluctuations caused by the Lixhe hydro-
electric power plant' A new reconstructed hydrograph can be generated witlrout the effect of tlre Lixhe hydro-
electric power plant. To use this method, there needs to be a clear peak in tlre spectrurn at high frequencies
because otherwise this artificial discharge fluctuation cannot be filtered out. In the spectrum of the present
lrydrograph at Borgharen, the artificial discharge fluctuations are not discernible as clear peaks but as a gradual
increase of a larger band of frequencies (see Results, Figure 6). A definite peak is visible at Eijsden but the
discharge measurements at this location are not reliable enough to reconstruct a natural hydrograph. Therefore,
an alternative method was used to determine the corrected spectrum. The Mosel spectrum was scaled up to the
total Grerrsnraas variance density. A natural hydrograph was generated for the Grensrnaas witlr the characteristics
of a Mosel comparable hydrograph. The reconstructed hydrograph using spectral analyses was determined frorn
the | 0-ln inute discharge measurements at Borgharen and the I 5-rninute discharge measurernents at T'er (Germany)
for  the per iod 1987 to 1995.

(4) The Present Hydrograph

The present hydrograph was derived directly from the I0-minute discharge measurements at Borglraren for the
per iod 1987 to 1995.

The rnethod used is presented schematically in Fisure 4.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure 4 : The method employed

(b) Detennination Of The Hvdrolosical Parameters

After reconstructing a natural hydrograph using the different rnethods, the relevarrt hydrological pararneters were
deterrnined. The hydrological parameters which characterize the discharge fluctuations in a natural hydrograph
were identified as (Figure 5): (1) the frequency, expressed as the number of discharge fluctuations in the
hydrograph per day, which is consistent with the switching on and off of a turbine in the Lixhe hydro-electric
power plant; (2) the amplitude, expressed as tlre difference between the smallest and largest discharge within a
day (in matlrematics, amplitude is defined as tlre half of this difference); and (3) the rate of increase, expressed
as tlre largest increase in discharge within a day. This rate of increase is expressed as the increase in discharge
within an hour in relation to the average discharge in the previous hour. This was calculated for each period and
the largest value in a day selected.

ln deterrnining tlre hydrological parameters only the summer periods from I June to 30 Septernber were
considered. In these periods, there are rnostly small disclrarges with a high number of discharge fluctuations and
a high rate of increase, so that this is the most representative period.
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Figure 5 : Definition of the hydrological parameters of discharge fluctuations

RESULTS

(a) Reconstruction Of A Natural Hvdrosraph

The results are the natural hydrographs as determined by the different rnethods. These are uot presented as figures
because tlre hydrographs are only used for further processing. ln this section. only the spectrurn as Lrsed for a
reconstructed lrydrograph with spectral analyses is discussed because this is an essential part of tlre turther
processing.

A Reconstructed Hydrograph Using Spectral Analyses

The spectra for the present hydrographs at Eijsden, Borgharen and a comparable hydrograph at Trier are preserrted
in Figure 6. ln the spectrum for Eijsden, the discharge fluctuations caused by the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant
are clearly discernible as an increase in the variance density for frequencies between 3.10-5 and 3.10'a Hz (per
second), equivalerrt to 2 to 26 times a day. At Borgharen, this increase is not as easily detected because the
Borglraren weir management partly reduces the discharge fluctuations. The artificial discharge fluctuatiols are
visible. however, as a lrigher variance density than in a cornparable hydrograph for Trier. Interference in the
discharge measurements is clearly visible in the spectrum as a freakish graph. The Mosel spectrum was scaled up
to the total variartce density of the Grensmaas in order to gellerate tlre spectrum for a natural hydrograph of the
Grensmaas.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure 6 : Spectrum of the variance density for Eijsden, Borgharen and Trier

(b) Deterrnination Of The Hvdrolosical Parameters

The tiequency of the disclrarge fluctuations in the present hydrograplr is presented in Figure 7. Only the frequency
for the present hydrograplr is given because in the natural hydrographs, the frequency is less than once a day.

The amplitude and tlre rate of increase were calculated per day (see materials and methods). The results are
presented as cumulative values, expressed as a percentage ofdays on which tlre value is not reached (Figure 8 and
9). Tlte average values of the frequency, amplitude and rate of irrcrease are presented in Table l.

Table I : Average frequency, amplitude and rate of increase of the discharge fluctuations

hydrograph frequency
per day

amplitude

(m"-t)

rate of

increase

(%)

(l) historical hydrograph
(2) comparable hydrograph

(3-a) reconstructed hydrograph (moving average)
(3-b) reconstructed hydrograph (spectral analyses)

(4) present hydrograph

< l

< l

< l

< l

8.5

43
3 l
29
9
84

40

9

9

l 6

86
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Figure 7 : Cumulative distribution of the frequency of the discharge fluctuations
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Figure 8 : cumulative distribution of the amplitude of the discharge fluctuations

Figure 9 : Cumulative distribution of the rate of increase of the discharge lluctuations
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Cornparison Of Methods

Tlre nrost direct rnethod to describe a natural hydrograph is by rneans of an historical hydrograph but tlris has two

lirnitations. Firstly. an historical hydrograph is not identical to a natural hydrograph because of discharge

fluctuations caused by locks and weirs. navigation canals and increased paved areas. for more than a century are

detectable in tlre Meuse hydrograph. Secondly, for this period, only hour measurements are available so that the

hydrological parameters of discharge fluctuations cannot be deterrnined within an hour. This is confirmed by tlre

relatively large arnplitude and rate of increase, from which it appears there are artificial fluctuations in the situation

before the construction of the Lixhe hydro-electric power plant. While this nrethod is the most suitable, it cannot

be used for nrost rivers because discharge measurements are rrot available for the natural situation-

Tlre use of a cornparable hydrograph has the disadvantage that a natural hydrograph of two rivers is never identical

because there are always differences in the morphology, hydrology arrd the clirnate between catchment areas. The

conrparisorr with the Mosel hydrograph also has limitations because the average discharge of tlre Mosel in the

summer is signil'icantly higher than that of the Grensmaas.

With the use of the reconstructed hydrograph using the moving average, tlre artificial discharge fluctuations are

sn'roothed instead of filtered out. The result depends on the period averaged. lf the period is too short, then the
artificial discharge fluctuations are not completely smoothed out. lf the period is too long then the natural

discharge fluctuations are smoothed out. For the l8-hour period of the moving average, the average arnplitude is

29 rn''s-'. which indicates that the artificial discharge fluctuations are srnoothed out. The distinguishing strength

of this nrethod is. however, limited because it is difficult to indicate the boundary between smoothing artificial
and natural discharge fluctuations. Nevertheless, this metlrod produces satisfactory result because there is a

relatively large difference in frequency between artificial and natural discharge fluctuations.

With the reconstructed hydrograph using spectral analyses, a natural hydrograph of tlre Grensmaas was generated
with the clraracteristics of the Mosel. The mean amplitude was 9 mrs-r which is significantly lower than that
produced with tlre rnetlrod using the moving average. This method can be used to reconstruct a natural hydrograph
despite the effect of river regulation, locks and weirs, navigation canals and tlre increasing paved area. This method
can only be used when a comparable hydrograph of another river in a Inore natural state is available. but this is
not often the case.

Tfrere are two possible reasons for the difference in amplitude between the rnethod using the moving average,29
mrs-', and spectral analyses, g mrs'r. Firstly, the moving average does not smooth out the artificial discharge
fluctuatiorrs enough, or secondly, a deviation occurs in the conversion to the Mosel hydrograph in the spectral
analyses. The amplitude with spectral analyses is lower tlran the arnplitude in a comparable hydrograph in the
Mosel itself because of scale effects (the Mosel discharge is significantly lrigher than that of the Grensmaas
disclrarge). Botlr the moving average and the spectral analyses can be used to develop a reconstructed hydrograph.
Tlre present results do not indicate whiclr method is preferable. The moving average method cannot make a clear
distirrction betweeu natural and artificial fluctuations. For use of the spectral analyses to determine the natural
hydroglaph tbr the Crensrnaas. a comparable river is needed and theret'ore spectral analyses is of limited used.
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ColnDarisorr Of Discharse Fluctuatiorrs ln The Present Hvdrosraph And A Natural Hvdrograph

The frequency of discharge fluctuations caused by the Lixhe hvdro-electric power plant of 8.5 times a day is nruch
higher than the frequency in the natural hydrograph, which is less that once a day. The arnplitude of the presenr
hydrograph is often about 80 and sometimes 160 m3s-r, equivalent to the capacity of the turbines (the consequence
of b"i,'5 

"witcited on and off). The average amplitude of 84 rnrs-r and rare of inclease ot 86 yo in the present
hydrograph are much higher than tlre 9 mrs-r and l6 oz in the natural hydrograph (Table 2).

Table 2 : Discharge fluctuations in the present hydrograph and a natural hydrograph

hydrograph frequency

per day
amplitude

(m's-')
rate of increase

(%\

natural hydrograph
present hydrograph

< l

8.5
9 - 2 9

84
9 - 1 6

86

Ecoloeicallv Acceptable Discharee Fluctuations

Tlre ecologically acceptable discharge fluctuations are derived frorn the natural hydrograph of tlre reconstructed
hydrograph using the moving average and spectral analyses. The values ofthe hydrological parameters i' a 'atural
hydrograph vary with time so that the ecologically acceptable discharge fluctuations cannot be expressed as single
values for the arnplitude and for the rate of increase. It is proposed to relate tlre ecologically acceptable discharge
fluctuations to a value which, for example, is not exceeded in 95 % of the days (Table 3). Thus the amplitude ma1,
not be above | 5 mrs'r and the rate of increase not above 20 o/o lor 95% of the selected period. lt is assurned that
when these valves are exceeded in 5% of the time the flora and fauna will recover. This 95 %o valuecan be further
substantiated by ecological studies and from practical experience.

Table 3 : The ecological acceptable discharge fluctuations with a 95 %o

frequency

per day

amplitude

(mts-t)
rate of increase

(%)

l 5< l

Recommendations

On the basis of the results of this study, measures can be designed to reduce the discharge fluctuatio's to an
ecologically acceptable level. The effects of the measures can be calculated with a hydro-dynarnic model. The
ecologically acceptable discharge fluctuations are described in tenns ofhydrological parameters. The effect on the
ecology can be assessed in the field because the density and species composition of nracroirrvertebrates and fish
have been monitored once every one to four years since 1992.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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ABSTRACT

Terauchi Dam Reservoiq one of largest reservoirs in Kyushu, Japan has been supplying water for
paddy field inigation and domestic consumption. During recent years it has shown serious deterioration of
water quality specially in summer season. Destruction of thermocline has been prohibited to maintain
desirable temperature downstream of the reservoir for paddy field inigation, thus, most of the existing
control devices cannot be applied to the reservoir. As one of the ways of reducing algal blooming in the
reservoir, two vertical curtains, having depths to cover the epilimnion thickness, are installed across the
reservoir in order to curtail the nutrient supply from nutriençrich inflow to the downsteam epilimnion of the
reservoir. Withdrawal level is also regulated to keep the downstream epilimnion offthe nutient supply.

The experimental results of this study identified some of the possible mechanisms and reasons for the
reduction of algal blooming at the downstream zone of the reservoir. During early spring up to the middle of
April, inflow was lighter than the v/ater at the surface of the reservoir and floats over the reservoir surface.
Thus, the presence of curtains prevents the direct intrusion of the high level of nutrients to the downstredm
zones. Higher concentration of algae at the upstream zones consume large amount of inflow nutrients, which
cause a reduced nutrient supply to the downstream zone of the reservoir. During late spring and summer,
presence of curtain prevents the dispenion of nutrient from upstream zones to the downstream zones. It is
also found that the inflow penetration level reduced close to the withdrawal level which played a major role
by withdrawing nutrient rich interflow. Curtain method is most suitable for reservoirs or lakes having
elongated morpholory which reduces length of the curtain.

The process in the reservoir ecosystem have been modeled, by assuming stratified iayered structure
at each zone of the reservoiç to predict the water quality and algal species composition in the reservoir. The
state variables, temperature, four types of phytoplankton as chlorophyll-a, soluble phosphorus, nitrate,
ammonium, dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, internal nitrogen, internal phosphorus, and
when diatoms are modeled explicitly silica, are considered in the model. The model is calibrated with the
measurements taken in the field, witr good agreement.

KEY-TWORDS: Algae / Curtain / Entrainment / Epilimnion / Eutrophication / Nutrient / Phytoplankton /

Reservoir / Riverine / Stratified.

Corresporrding author



INTRODUCTION

Terauchi Dam Reservoiç one of the reservoirs in Kyushu, Japan has showqa serious deterioration
of water quality, caused by cuitural eutrophication, specially.-qurillg summer. Eutrophication.process
accompanied by'excessive'phytoplankton Ëlooms are iesponiible foi the characteristic greenish color,
reduce'd ranspaiency, anO trlipr5tininetic oxygen depletion oithe reservoirwater Qig. t), and thus certainly
impairs the rècreatiôhal usébf the reservôii. Hence, as a management implication, an,environmen4lly
soûnd, technically viable, and easily constructable con'trol device has to be used to curtail the eutrophication
process.

A726 -Mesures d'attënuation d'impcts
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Figure l: Past records of chlorophyll-a conccntrations in the surface
layer of Terauchi Dam Reservoir before curtains were installgd

One of the important roles of Terauchi Dam Reservoir is to supply \rrater to paddy fields in the

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, fuébec
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region. Paddy field irrigation requires water warmer than l7 0C. Thus, there are various drawbacks for
conventional_gxisting control devices to be applied due to the destruction of the thermocline partially or
completely. The reservoir outlet also works incorporating selective withdrawal device. Althoûgh various
water quality parameters are considered, the most important objective is to maintain a desiiable river
temperature downsteam of the reservoir (Asaeda et al. 1996).

INFORMATION ON STUDY SITE

Terauchi Dam reservoir is located in the northern part of Kyushu, the west island of Japanese
archipelago, 330 25'N in latitude, and 1300 43' E in longitude. The reservoir is 2.5 km long, 400 m wide,
900 ha of total water surface area, and 35 m of maximum depth. Total volume of the reservo-ir is l8 million
m3. Three rivers enter the reservoir; the main river called Sata fuver, enters the upstream end of the
reservoir, whereas Teishakuji River and Small River enter the middle of the reservoir (Fig. 2). The Small
River has the highest concentration of nutrients but its discharge is small compared with ôther two rivers.
lhosphatg Rhosphorus concentration reported in the three rivers during the experimental period are given in
Table l. The morphology of the reservoir is such that it has an elongated shape as shown in Fig. 2.

Locat ion
of  the
Terauchi
Dam
Reservoir

Terauchi Darn 500 m

Figure 2: Plan view of Terauchi Dam Reservoir.

As a means of reducing entrainment of nutrient-rich inflow into the down stream epilimnion, two
plastic curtains were installed across the reservoir, having depths to cover the epilimnion thickness, at the
beginning of March 1994 @igs. 2,3(A) and 3(B)) The curtains were mounted on floating buoys to
maintain constant depth of 5 m below the water surface and installed much towards the riverine zohe in
which most of the inflow enters into the reservoir. The most upstream curtain was placed to cut off Sata
River and Teishakuji River nutrient supply and the other curtain was installed to suspend the nutrients from
Small River.

The three parts of the reservoir separated by two curtains were named as Zone A, Zone B, and Zone
C (Fig 2). Water samples were taken every week from four depths; 0.5 m, 2.0 m,4.0 m, and 6.0 m from

Small River

Teishakuji River

Ecohvdraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Table l: Phosphate phosphorus concentration reported in 1994

each zone for chemical and biological analysis such as chlorophyll-a, total pho^sp[o11s, soluble phosph.orus,
Jrip"trA"a phosphorus, nitrate nitrogen, afrrmonium, suspenôeé sediment, DO, COP, BOD, conduciivity,

id;d tdbiâiii. fèÉp"iinr" *"i Éorded euery t rir interval of the depth and transparency (Secchi

if"p*,1 *u, .""rirr"d at ihe three zones. Meteorological data such as solar radiation, temperature, humidity,
raihfall, and wind velocity were measured continuously at the dam site.

River

Date

March 17 Apnl27 \ay 27 lune?4
mg/m3

Teishalcuji River

Sata River

Small River

89

l 4

8 l

68

l 9

r76

160
24

405

l l l

26
84

The experiments were conducted over three months from the be-ginnilg of March to the end of June,
1994. The witlidrawal level of Terauchi Dam reservoir was maintained at t.S m below the water level from
March 3 to March 22,thenwas lowered to 12 m on March 23, 15 m from March 25, then was raised to l0 m
on April 25, and from June 13 it was changed daily benueen 6-9 m to supply warmer water for inigation.

stasnant water

*tril$''

Figure 3: Illustration of possible mechanisms after installing curtains
(A) during early spring (B) during late spring and summer.

Predominant species of phytoplanlcton in the reservoir was Melosira in \4arch, which was replaced
by Synedra at the beginning of Ap-ril. tn Ae late April, Phormidium and Cyclotella htetzingiana propagated
iristtâa of Syreùa. Fragil;rn doininated in May. ilowever, in this paper totai biomass is expressed in terms
of chloropÉyll-a regardless of the variety of spe-cies to look into thé aspects pertaining to curtain method on

iicolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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algal blooming. Tfe inflow rate to the reservoir and ouflow rate from the reservoir during the experimental
g_erloq are shown- in Fig...4 . Average air temperature and precipitation at the resewoir are giveà in fig. S
(Saitoh and Gotoh, 1994).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Until the beginning of April the difference of chlorophyll-a concentration between the three zones
were not substantial (Figs. 6(A-C)). A remarkable change occurred in the middle of April, after which
chlorophyll-a cjrncentration reduced significantly inZon€C (Figs. 6(C-FI)). In spring, chlbrophyll-a at the
surface layer of Zone A increased, which may bê due to the high nutrrienf iuppli from inflovi water to the
surface layer during this period. The possible mechanisms and rèasons for the iédûction of algal blooming at
the downstream zone of the reservoir are yet to be identified. It is evident from chlorophyll.alounts that-the
impacts of the curtains on each and every process in the reservoir ecosystem have â great effect on algal
b_lgonllg. _During early spring up to the 

'middle 
of April, inflow was lilhter than theïater at the surfice

@ig. 7(A-C)) and floats over the reservoir surface (Frg 3(A). Thus, thé presence of curtains prevents the
direct intrusion of the high level of nutrients-to the Zone C. With the highboncentration of algae atZone A
andZone B_(Fig 6(A-H)), large amount of nutrients were consumed-within these zones, ùttctr cause a
reduced nutrient supply to the downstream zone ofthe reservoir.

- Homogeneous temperature in Zone A surface layers (Figs. 7(A-C)) indicates that the water in the
upp^er layers gradually-settled down until the bottom of the curtain replacing the newly inflow water in Zone
A. Since the_euphotic layel was only about 4 m deep in this zone, beiow this depth thê algal production was
less until.it flows.up into the ZoneB after crossing the curtain. The water flows up along-theïownstream of
tfe c-urtain, entraining cool heavy water in ZoneB. During this process, entrainnient leàds to an increase in
the_densiry of the upward flow until at some level, where the upward flow and reservoir densities balance
pnd t. upward flow.penetrates the Zone B. This process increàses the submergence level of nutrient-rich
interflow, as shown in Fig.8(A), in which phosphorus is highest at2 m deep-in Zone C rather than the
surface.

- - In late spring and summer, epilimnion of the reservoir was heated up, ttrus inflow becomes heavier
than the water at the surface of the reservoir (Fig. 6(C-D) and plunges benèath the reservoir. This plunge-
flow will move down the river channel entrain-ing warmer rèserv-oir water. The entrainment leads tà a
d"tt9q" in density of the plunging inflow uqll qt some level, where the reservoir and inflow density balance
and inflow penetrates the reservoir at a level below BC as shown in Fig. 3@). During this period,-presence
of curtains reduced the dispersion of nutrients from upstream zones to tf,e dàwnstream-zonei of thé ieservoir
Gig.l 9@-fD), which might contributed significanl reduction of algal concentration after the middle of
April. Figures 6(F-I) indicate that during May and June inflow penetration level reduced close to the

Figure 4: Inflow and outflow hydrograph
of the reservoir in 1994.

Figure 5: Average air temperature and
precipitation at the reservoir in 1994.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec



withdrawal level. Thus, during this period outflow played a major role by withdrawing nutrient-ri.ch
interflow \ilater. Ho*eèr, thiJËrocesi is independenr bf ihe presence of curtains, but presence of curtains
might have some impact on the penetration level of the inflow.
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MODEL FORMULATIONS

Physical Process Sub-Model

To simulate physical state variables such as temperature,. Quasi-Two-Dimensional Reservoir
Simulation Môàei CgbCling and Patterson, l99l) is used aftèr includlng the processes occuningdue to.the
presence of the curùins which are identified by expçtrggntal rezults. The model uses Lagran_gt{ ll{fil 

tlllj
expand, contract, combine, move vertically,-and divided in response_to the physical process within the
ier'.*ôir, -d horizontal parcels of variable size are included within each of the horizontal layers. Processes
inituaea'in the model aré surface layer deepening, surface hea! mass and momenhrm exchange, mixing in

the hypolimnion, inflow, and ouÉlow.

The length of a time step for each processes varies; a vuiable timg steq whigh is selected internally by
the model baseî on the àVnamics of surfâce tayer for the process of surface-heat tragsfer3urd wind mixing,
;e-;il;d ûiv1irné riép ii used for inflow ând outflow. B.oul.dary condition at the cu-rtains is such that
there is no flow across itt"lurt"ini only up to the curtain depth. Flow under the curtains from upsqeamside
to downstream side is also considered [o 6e insensitive to fluctuations on time scale less than one day. Flow

ÉkohydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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is withdrawn under each curtain from the upstream side using the same method described in outflow
dynamics in DYRESM by Imberger et d. (1t"8). If the withdrawal densityis less than the density of the
parcel downstream of the curtain at the level of curtain bottom, ttre withdrawal water will flow up enirainins
reservoir water until at which its density equals that of the reservoir. This process is observed âurine earii
spring. Vertical buoyant,jet equations described by (Jirka and Harlemàn,1973) are used to caËulatË
entrainment to.the upward flow. The maximum measured turbidity at the deepest pait of the reservoir (Zone
C) is a.0 tg l-1, Henc.e, the particulate-matter settling and the influence of tuiUiaity on the light penetiation
are assumed to be negligible in the model formulations.

09
Temperature (oC)

9  7  8  9 1 0  l l

Temperature (oC)
6 2 0  8  t 2

June l0

t 4l 0

Ë.ro
It)

20
March 17

May 27

20l 6t220l 6

5

Ë.ro
Q)

l 5

Figure 7: Depth vs. tempereture distribution in f994 (BC - Level correspond to
bottom of the curtains, IF - Level correspond to inflow temperature, OF - Oudlori level)

Ecological Process Sub-Model

. .. Fig9.e 9 shows the intenelations between the state variables in the ecological sub-model which
described the-phytoplanklon production, dissolved oxygen budget, and nutrient cyciing. Vertical diffusion
of biological state variables in the hypolimnion is-estimatèd using the tuôilent-diffusion algorithm
described by Imberger and Patterson (1981). Four major groups of phytoplankton are identified in T-erauchi
Dam Reservoir. Hence, the model considers four phytoplankton giouis; diatoms, cyanobacteria, green
algae, and flagellates.

.. The state-equations of the ecological sub- model are given below (After Riley and Stefan, 1987, and
Hamilton and Schladow 1994).

March 4

8 1 2 1 6 2 0

May 6 June24
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(9) 
ry 

= kaoûtar 0 --Y- -BoD- l,k^e^r-20Pv,Yoo

wherg ,45= area of sediment in contact with a layer ( ̂ 27; nOD= biochemical oxygen demand (mg m-31; OO
= dissolved oxygen concentration (mg ^'\:f0 = light limiting function for growth;.fQ!!),.= internal
nitroeen limitaÉin function for Srow$; flPj I internàt phosphorus furlclroq. for growth; f(Si) : silicon
limitition funcrion for growh coisidered ônly when diatoms ii modelled (i=l); Gi = gross growth rate of

phytoplanl*ron (day-l); Gmax= maximum growth rate (day-l); Gzi= loss of phytoplankton from

zooplankton grazing per day (mg m-3day-lf i = phytoplankton group,.l'diatoms, 2-gteen algae,3-

cyanobacteria, and 4-flagellate;.Ii{: intemal nitrogen concentration (mg m-J); INmæ = maximum internal

,,it og"n concentration (Àg m-3;; INmùtminimum internal nitrogen concentration for no growth (mg m-3;'

;p intemal phosphorus concentration (mg m-3); IPmæ= ma:<imum internd phosphorus concenÛation (mg

^-37; IPnin= minimum internal phosphorus concentration for no growth (mg m-3;' /5; = internal silica

concentration (mg Si (mg Pyi=1)-\; *AOO= rate coefticient for detrial decay on dissolved oxygen (day-l;,

ksz= rdtecoeffrcient foigrazing (day-l1t kp= rdtacoeffrcient for mortality (d"y-I.); kNO: rate coefftcient

fSinitrification(day-l;'k6n=lîtecoeffrcientfororganicdecayofnitrogen(day-l);kop=ratecoefficient
for organic decay of phosphorus (day-l;t kUSf = rate coeflicient for mineralisation of unreactive silica (day-
l\; Xioa = t m saturation constant for dependence of detrial decay on dissolved oxygen (.g^.-3); KDO =

factor regulating sediment nutrient release with dissolved oxygen concentration (mg m-3); Kg" = half

satrration constant for zooplankton grazing (mg m-3;, K/ù: half saturation constant for nitrogen uptake (mg

r-3); r<lVO = half saturation constant for dependence of nitrification or denitrification on dissolved oxygen

(rg.-3);M = naûlral mortality except grazing by zooplankton (day-11; NH4= conoentration of ammonium

(mgm-3;t NO3=concentrationofnitrate(mgm'31'P;=preferencefactorforspecificphytoplurktongroup;
PNH= preferential ammonium uptake; PO4 =concentration of soluble reactive phosphorus (mg m-3); Py; =

phytoplânhon concentration of group i (mg m-3;' R; = respiration of phytoplankton (day-l;t ^Si = reactive

sitica 1mg r-3); ,S, = sediment nitrogen release rate (mg ̂ -2): Sp= sediment phosphorus release rate (mg

,o-21; f = temperature (0C\; tln^*= mocimum rate of nitrogen ùptake (day-l)i UPm*= ma:<imum rate of

phosphorus uptake (day-11' USi = unreactive silica concentration 1mg m_3); V7=maximum rate of
pnospnorus uptake; Ws = Orygen flux from surface applies only when considering surface layer of depth

Arl (mg r-3 d"y-l); llp = Oxygen demand in -sub-euphotic zone applies only wen considering sub-

zuphotic zone for a layer of depth ̂ " (mg r-3 d"y-l); Ynbd= ratio of nitrogen gleagg to oxygen utilized in
orlanic decay; Yon = stoichiômetric ratio of orygen to nitrogen for nitrificati ory Ysp: ratio of mass of
oxygen produced or respired to mass of chlorophyll-a;'Ypbod= ratio of phosphorus release to oxygen
utiiized 1n organic decay; z = depth measured from water surface to a layer (m); Zp : zooplankton

concentration 1mg --3;' az = thickness of the layer (m); p = light extinction coeffriient (.-l); pa =

background light extinction coeffrcient (m-l;' Fry = specific light extinction coeffrcient for phytoplankton

(m2 mg-l;' g,, = temperature multiplier for gl;az;ng;0,, = temperatre multiplier for mortality: 0p =

temperature multiplier for growth; 0" = temperature multiplier for respiration; 0", 0ô = temperature

adjustment coefficient; Oryg = temperatrre multiplier for nitifi cation.

Model Simulation

The physical sub-model is independent of calibration of the ec-ological component of the model.
Figure l0 shbws the measured and simuiated temperature distribution of surface layers of Zone A, Zone B,
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andZone C. A reasonable match was observed between measured and simulated temperature distributions.The ecol€cal sub-model is calibrated over I l5 aays avaitauil-aat4 it"r tË b;gi*iiiôr*ia"r"rr to the endof June, 1994. The model was initialized using tÉe tn""rur".ètttr-t"t"n on March 3. Values other thantemperature below 6 m depth were set equal-to tlie values measured at 6 m. rota crriàiophvtË 
"on."ntrationwas converted into each Frgyp qy considering the phytoplanldon counts, *iiming iiià?'i"f"tiôn Ét*[";cell numbers and chlorophyll-a fôr each-groui-. tntea$ired ano siruraieei"hl;Ëffipiirî- Ëon"entration atthe surface layer of the three zones are sh-oum in Fig. ll. h Zorre À;;;dfi;à;;J;Éànieà variation fromsome measured values. This variation could be dué to several .easons. One reason is ttratlirn"V U" àù" iô

*.1^":Ely^lj_l^c.on-centration of the inflow. The inflow chloioprryli-a was measured once a month, hencelnterpolated values between two months were used. These interpôlated values might have higher J"ri;ti;;from their real values. Another reason could be due to ttr. i*iug" parameter values. o"ne par"."Ë
::I.:::1t:_rl:^"1_.39.- Ylll:t_ 9Lt*."ral.species.. As each species. has-its'own 

"ttatactertstic 
parameters, thevanauon ln me specles composltlon tnevltably gives a corresponding variation in the average parameter usedin the model.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results of this study shows an ecotechnolqry tttil ::ll9.P:y:-"i,," 
reduce algal

bloomins in downstream *itftOta*of 
"one 

of ihe ieservoir. The algal bTôoming at withdrawal zone (Zone.C)

"ôllliiirl,i"-itJliivlîô1npnèa1" 
rhe upsrream zônés çrig..B) $l pre-curtain years (Fig.l), after installing

lÀ;;ft1tîî-rt. pôÉiiÉr" tfi"cË-isr., rbr the;ed;;rid oiadu blômins in u,ithdrawal zone, identified bv
the er<perimental data are;

(l) Durins earlv sprins up to the middle of April
"'7"i"'iid'ô# iiiiËf;tii irt* o" *.ter atihe reservoir surface and floats over the reservoir surface.

\-/ 
F èr.n.. of-curtains prevent intnrsion of this surface flow to the downstream zones.

ô) Algal 
"on".nt 

âti6n ishigher at upsfe". zones. Thus,-within upstream zones algae consume high
""' 

^* -iJi.Iô* 
nuttièft *frict 

'cauie 
a reduced nutrient suppiy to the downstream zones of the

reservoir.
tc) b-niiainment leads to an increase in-the density of the upward flow which increase the

submergence level of nutrient-rich interflow'
(2) Durins late sprins and summer'-'|J"ô",r;;f ,[.té âitpiition of nutrients from upstream zones to the downstream zones of the reservoir.

Oi Oumo* playia major role by withdrawing nurient-rich interflow water.

The simulation study has been presented a model that combines the mixing. dynamics of a stratified

fafce *itfr irre Ui"t"gi."t pi"éesiis, difhision, and flow under the curtains. The model has been run using lake

A"à rt". a. rèraiitti burn n.ré*oir in Kyushu, Japan. The ecological sub-model is calibrated over I l5

;;vr;"il"ble data" ffi th; b;ginning;rM"r"h io tËe end of June,-1994. The model was initialized using

;ËJ;;;;;-"trt.-t"-f"n on Ma-rch r.-fhe measurement include each zone.pro{les of te.mperature, total

;irl;6htlË prrôipÏârus; ffi;d nit-g"n, ammonium, BoD, and silièa. The model simulate the

ciitot"littytt- cbticentiation in the three zones of the reservoir with reasonable accuracy.

Curtain method can mostly be applied for a reservoir or lake having an elongated shape. This .9991

is particularly a low-cost techniquê with trigher degree of reliability and simplicity.comq{,ed jo other exsung

ffiËËâi";;Ïntiuù"tô.ôst of the iurtain i-n Terauchi Darir Reservôir isâbout 3/4 of the installation

cost of bubble plume.
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ABSTRACT

The Tennessee Valley Authority is completing a five-year program to improve the dissolved oxygen content of
hydroturbine releases and to maintain minimum flows downstream from sixteen multipurpose dams. The
objective of this program is to enhance water quality and aquatic habitat in the rivers downstream from the dams.
Several aeration techniques have been developed and utilized to increase dissolved oxygen. These techniques
i1!1ud_" turbine venting, forced air injection, difhrsion of oxygen into the turbine penstock-, surface warer pumps,
diffirsion of air or oxygen into the upstream reservoir, and construction of aerating weirs downstream from the
9q Techniques applied for maintaining minimum flow include the installation of small supplemental
hydroturbines, pulsing operation of the existing turbines, and construction of reregulation weirs downstream.

This paper describes the various aeration and minimum flow techniques and discusses the effects of these
applications on project operation and downstream water quality.

KEY-WORDS: Aeration / Diffirsers / Dissolved Oxygen / Dams / Minimum Flow / Reservoir / Hydroturbine
Venting / Water Qualiry / Weirs.
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INTRODUCTION

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has built or acquired 48 dams which are operated to provide multiple

public benefits. The system was originally designed to provide navigation, flood control, and the production of

irydroelectric power. Operating the dams for these purposes, especially for hydropower, has resulted in

intermittent low flow, or no flow, from some of the dams and low dissolved oxygen (DO) levels for these

discharges during the summer and fall months.

During the summer and falt months, water in the reservoirs created by the dams becomes thermally stratified.

Over time, chemical and biological processes use up the DO in the hypolimnion. Hydroturbine intakes draw water

from the hypolimnion and thus the hydroturbine discharges become low in DO. In addition, the operation of the

dams to provide economical hydropower generation, when needed, results in intermittent flows- This creates

periods when the downstream reaches of the river may remain dry for extended periods of time'

In February 1991, the TVA Board of Directors approved a five-year Lake Improvement Plan which included a

commitment to improve the quality of the releâses at sixteen dams by increasing DO levels and sustaining

minimum flows. Minimum flow releases were initiated as soon as the plan was approved and techniques have

been implemented to extend river reaches with instantaneous minimum flows. Aeration systems have been

implemented at l2 dams and work is underway to install aeration systems at the remaining dams during 1996.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

The techniques used to increase DO in the turbine discharges include turbine venting, compressed air injection,

surface water pumps, penstock oxygen injection, forebay aeration, and aerating weirs.

Turbine Venting

Turbine venting utilizes suction or low pressure to induce air into the water passages of the hydroturbine

(Figure l). This method is usually the least expensive, least obtrusive, and most maintenance-free method of

imfroving the dissolved oxygen concentrations in hydroturbine releases. Therefore it is usually the first choice.

However, the technique is sità-specific and its success depends upon the geometry of the turbine and draft tube; the

elevation of the hydroturbine with respect to tailwater; and the size, location, and flow resistance of the air supply

passages (Carter, 1995). TVA has utilized turbine venting to supply all or part ofthe needed o_xygenation at 2l

iurbinis operated at eight projects. At most of these projects, the natural suction creat€d by the flowing water has

been increased by the àaaiiion of baffles over the thrust relief or vacuum breaker ports on the turbine hub. In some

cases, it was also necessary to move the location of the ports. At all projects, additional openings have been cut

into the turbine headcoveiand piping has been added to produce a path for the air which by-passes the existing

vacuum breaker system. The disadvantage ofturbine venting is a slight decrease (usually less than 0.5 percent) in

turbine efficiency during venting operations.

TVA, in cooperation with Voith Hydro, has incorporated autoventing techniques into the manufacture of turbine

runners (Hopping, 1996). This new design utilizes low pressure areas identified in scale model testing to induce

air into the turbine releases. These model results were incorporated into the design for new turbine runners for

Norris Dam. Testing of these new runners has shown that DO increases of 5 mg/L or more are possible. Thses are

the first replacemenl turbines in the world designed specifically to aerate turbine releases, with the additional

benefit of increased capacity and efftciency ofthe generating units.

Compressed Air Irùection

At two projects, high volume/low pressure blowers are used to force air into the water as it passes through the

turbines. The blowers are located in separate buildings adjacent to or near the powerhouse and the air is piped to
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the water passages. At the Nottely project, the air is injected under the turbine headcover through a vacuum
breaker by-pass system. At the Tims Ford project, air is injected both under the turbine headcover and through a
manifold installed in the draft tube just downstream from the turbine. About 4 mg/L of DO are added bv the
blowers at Nottely and about 2 mg/L are added at Tims Ford.

Supply Pipe

i "
(-! t!

.'::21t'

Figure l. Reservoir Dissolved Oxygen Enhancement Options

Surface Water Pumps

Surface water pumps are being used to improve the DO in the releases at two TVA projects, Cherokee and Douglas.
The pumps resemble huge ceiling fans that are positioned above the turbine intakes at the dam (see Figure I ). The
pumps and the electric motors used to drive them are mounted on floats that are attached to a rail system which allow
the system to rise and fall with the water surface. Variable speed controllers for the pumps are located in a gallery
inside the dam. Surface w'ater pumps improve the DO in turbine releases by moving warm, oxygen-rich surface water
downward to the turbine intakes. Test data indicates that the pumps can improve the DO downstream of a dam by up
to 3 mglL, depending upon the DO profile in the reservoir. The disadvantage of surface water pumps include an
increase in discharge water temperature and a decrease in their effectiveness if the surface water is low in DO.

Penstock Oxygen Injection

At the Tims Ford project, in addition to the compressed air injection, aeration is supplemented by injecting
gaseous oxygen into the penstock (Harshbarger et al., 1995). A schematic of the penstock aeration system is
shown in Figure l. Gaseous oxygen from an on-site bulk storage facility is bubbled through porous hoses atrached
to the walls of the penstock. There are two sets of hoses each about l5 meters long, installed over the bottom half
of the penstock beginning approximately 12 meters downstream from the penstock entrance. Each set contains
132 hoses connected to a 5-cm diameter header attached to the penstock wall. The hoses gre commercially
available, 1.3-cm diameter porous hoses made of recycled automobile tires. This system is capable of diffusing
about 0.4 Nm3 /s of oxygen into the water flow. The DO uptake is about 2 mg/L.

EvaæEto6
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Forebay Aeration

TVA has developed an efficient and economical reservoir oxygen line diffuser design that has been insralled and

operated ,u"""rrfully at five TVA hydropower projects. onc TVA nuclear plant, and t\r'o non-power reservoirs

(Mobley et al., 1996). The line diffuser is a rwo pipe system. with a gas supply header pipe and a buoyancl'

Ènun1U"r pipe, as shown in Figure 2. The diffusers 
'can 

be supplied rvith air or oxygen, either from a bulk liquid

oxygen storage tank, an onsite air separation plant. or air compressors'

The line diffuser can be assemblcd and deployed
without divers because the buoyancy pipe supports
the entire weight of the diffuser in water, including
the concrete anchors. Once the assembled diffuser is
positioned on the water surface above the desired
iocation, the buoyancy pipe is flooded to allow the

diffuser to sink, in a controlled manner, to the
reservoir bottom. The process is reversed to retrieve
a diffuser for repositioning or maintenance'

The line diffuser has also been applied to meet other

water quality requirements within reservoirs. TVA

has installed a line diffuser system supplied with

compressed air at Normandy Dam, a non-power
project, to precipitate hydrogen sulfide, iron, and

manganese in the reservoir. Another difluser using

compressed air was installed to provide aeration of
an intake embayment at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant to
prevent fish kills. A TVA-designed line diffuser
system was also installed in a water supply reservoir
near Madrid, Spain, to reduce the treatment required
for drinking water.

Aerating Weirs Figure 2. Line Diffuser

Aerating weirs are often favored over other methods because they are passive, reliable, low maintenance, and they

aerate flow from the dam regardless of outlet of origin (when constructed from bank to bank). Aeration of oxygen-

deficient turbine releases is achieved by water ovértopping the weir and plunging into a downstream pool in a

process similar to natural waterfalls. TVA research has focused on ways to improve weir aeration beyond that of

conventional weirs while maintaining safe flow conditions in the viciniry of the structure. Two different kinds of

aerating weirs have been utilized: the infuser (US Letter of Patent, 5,462,657, Rizk and Hauser), and the labyrinth'

Infaser Weir - Chatuge

An infuser is a hollow, broadcrest weir with specially-designed transverse openings in its crest that create a series

oftransverse water curtains that fall through ih" ...rt to a plunge pool below (see Figure 3). The Chatuge weir

employs a slotted infuser deck attached to the downstream face of, a conventional linear weir to achieve these flow

p"ti"-r. The weir component is a stepped timber crib filled with loose rock and lined with tongue-and-groove

ii.b"., along its upstreah face to mat<J it impermeable. Timbers are also used to support the steel foot grating on

the attache4 infuser deck. The spaces betweàn the deck timbers atlow flow through, creating a series ofturbulent

waterfalls. These deck openings increase in size in the downstream direction to maintain apprqximately uniform

flow in each as the heaà on 
-each 

opening decreases in the downstream direction. The timbers creating the

blockages between deck opening, -" ,upportrd by concrete beams and columns. Aeration from the Chatuge weir

has been exceeding 6 mg/L wittr timiteA-operation and maintenance. For a drop height of 2.1 m, aeration tests for
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this weir showed an aeration effrciency of 68 percent during normal turbine discharge of 37 m3/s
(Hauser et al., 1996).

open grating
turbine flowopenings - timber blockages

turbine flow

Figure 3. Elevation View of the Chatuge Infuser Weir

Labyrinth lleir - South Holston

The South Holston labyrinth is a
long, serpentine weir that creates
a 640-m wide waterfall that is
overtopped during turbine
operations. The substantial crest
length required for a labyrinth
weir is necessary to reduce the
specific discharge to a level that
reduces the intensity of the
downstream recirculation, or
"roller," to a safe level. The
required labyrinth crest length is
that needed to yield a safe specific
discharge-i.e., turbine flow
divided by the "safe" specific
discharge of 0.14 m'ls (Hauser,
l99l). The South Holston weir
has been meeting or exceeding the
aeration target of 6 mg/L with
minimum operation and
maintenance. For a drop height of

Figure 4. South Holston Labyrinth Weir

1.5 m, aeration tests for this weir showed an aeration efficiency of approximately 65 percent during normal turbine
discharge of 68 m3/s.

MII\IMI]M FLOW TECHI\IQIIES

Pulsing

Pulsing is a simple technique whereby the turbine(s) are operated periodically to supply water downstream. The
drawback with this method is thaÇ for the reaches of the river near the dam, the flow is iery unsteady and

fluctuating. It frequently requires several miles for the flow from the pulses to become steady. Pulsing by itself is
now in use at seven TVA projects.
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Reregulation Weirs

A reregulation weir is a relatively low stnrcture built in the river downstream of the dam to create a pool of water

which can be used to provide à minimum flow when the turbines are not operating. Periodic pulsing of the

turbines is necessary to fill the pool, but the pulsing frequency is greatly reduced from that needed without the

weir. When the turbines are opàrating, the weir is overtopped. When the turbines are off, water from the weir

pool is discharged through low ievel pipes. Most of these pipes are equipped with float-operated valves so that the

flow remains constant ai the poot tevit arops. TVA's Nônis project has a reregulation wcir for minimum flow

and the Chatuge and South H-olston projects have combination aeration and minimum flow weirs. Typical low

level pipes and float-operated valves are shown in Figure 3.

Supplemental Turbines

At the Tims Ford, Blue Ridge, and Nottely projects, TVA has installed small turbines that are operated to provide

minimum flows whenever the main turbines are not needed. These small turbines discharge approximately

i'|'rrf ti,!q.i/r, t.Z m3/s, respectively. This flow provides a greatly increased wetted area in the river while

generating elecricity for the hydroporver system.

SI'MMARY

TVA has developed several techniques for increasing the dissolved oxygen content ofturbine.discharges and for

providing minimïm flow downstrean from hydropo:wer dams. The Lake Improvement Plan includcd significant

research and development efrorts during its implementation. This has resulted in state-of-the-art systems which

include the development of new technologies urd the improvement in existing aeration concepts. These concepts

include autoventing turbines, conventional trrbine venting, compressed air injection, surface water pumps, perytock

oxygen injection, Iorebay airation, and aerating weirs. Éot"nstream minimum flow is provided below the dam by

"itirË, 
torUin" puising, the addition of a small hydrounit, or a reregulation weir. Application of these techniques is

siûe-specific. twelvè minimum flow projects have been completed and four others are underway.
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EKOS - A SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING BANKS USED BY ANIMAL
SPECIES
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ABSTRACT

In the design and management of banks the requiremcnts of animal species should be talien into account. Therefore
there is a need of accessible information of wetland species and a method to translate this information into the most
optimal measures to be taken in a bank. EKOS (Ecological Quality of Banlis for the Benefit of Animal Species) is
a software program which provides for these needs.

KEY-WORDS: HSI-models/ river banV fauna/design/ management/habitat/compensation/
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INTRODUCTION

According to the Dutch policy documents on water management, the natural values of banks have to be restored

and improved (Ministy of Transport and Public Works, 1989). ln the past years manv cfforts have been taken to

enlarge wetland vegetation along Dutch banks. For the fauna however are hardll' an1' spccific measures talien.

This is mainly caused by the fact that designers and managers of banks do not knou'thc living conditions of

wetland bound fauna.

The tasks of the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and

Watermanagemsnt are to advise bank managers how to improve their banks into more natural sYstems and to

develop instnrments for these managers to predict the effects of these improvements.

By developing the software program EKOS (Ecological Quality of Banks for the Benefit of Animal Species) our

division made an instrument to predict the suitability of a bank for a species, and to make clear which aspects

limit the possibilities for a species.

EI<OS is based on Habitat Suitabilit_v Index models. These models contain a description of variables rvhich

affects the suitability of an area for a species. When the value of a variable has a optimum for thc species. the

value gets a HSl-value of 1.0. Values which correspond to an unlivable situation for a species get a 0.0. To

translate the separated values into a main HSI value, each of the HSI values is rveighed against one another.

TIIE SOITTWARE PROGRAM EKOS

EKOS is the title of a software program containing a comprehensive database of animal species that use banks.

Using location data, the program can compute or show the following:

l .
2.
3 .
4.

) -
6.
7.

a general description ofthe ecology ofthe species and the used model.

a description ofthe geographical distribution ofthe species in l8 regions in the Netherlands.

a description oflandscapes types the species normally occurs in.

a description of the variables of the bank and immediate surroundings affecting the occurrence

ofthe species.
a description of the variables of the bank that limit the opportunities to settle and to reproduce.

a calculation ofthe suitability-index ofthe habitat.

a calculation of the number of habitat units.

l. General information of the model and the soecies.

The user of EKOS needs some information about the presented modcl before using. A notebook containing

additional information fulfil these needs.

For cach species more habitats can be described. For example: the foraging habitat, the breeding habitat, the

winter habitat and resting habitat. It is therefore possible to have more models for one species and necessary to

describe the used habitat. A model containing the needs of the foraging habitat is incomparable to a winter

habitat. A clear description ofthe described habitat is therefor necessary.
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Some models are limited in use because not all relevant aspects are described in the model. It is know that these
aspects can affect the suitability for a species but there are no clear methods available to describe this aspect. For
instance, some species are sensitive to disturbance but it is unclear how to measure this sensitivity. In the general
information of a model the user is informed which aspects are not described in the model but could affect the
occurrence ofthe species in the bank.

Besides the description of the model, also a description of the species is given. General information of the
ecology, the importance of the species in policy and some information about the population density is given.
Table I lists the species (and models) described by our division (Winden et al., 1996).
This background information is added to provide the user a guide for selecting models and specics.

2 Geoeraohical distribution

Using mainly differences in soil rypes, the Netherlands is divided in l8 regions. The occurrence of most species
is well related to these regions. The occurrence of each species rrithin a region is described using terms as main
area, minor area and area in which species is absent.
For most species we used the current distribution of the species. However, for species still colonizing ne\ï areas
the potential distribution is described. The user can apply this information to select the species and the models.
For the user only measures for species living in his region are relevant.

3. Tyoes oflandscaoe.

Although the region can belong to the main distribution area of the species no information is given about the
distribution pattern within the region. The occrurence within a region is mainly restricted to the available
landscape.

For the Netherlands 90 different types of landscape have been recognized. For each model, containing one
species and one habitat type, the landscape types corresponding to the described habitat are listed.
Besides the geographic distribution, also the different landscape type can be used to select relevant models.
Choosing species which does not live in the type of landscape surrounding the bank is not advisable. Occupation
ofthe bank by these species is not likely.

4. Main variables

EKOS can generate a list of the variables having affect on the suitability of an area for a species. With this list
the user gets insight into the variables described in the model and how useful the model can be for his aims. It
also is an indication of the complexity of the model (and species).

5. Average Habitat Suitability Index

For each variable (and each species) the relationship between variable value and its suitability is expressed in
index values between 0.0 to 1.0. If an index value of 0.0 means that the variable is unsuitable for the species,
values of 1.0 mean that the variable has an optimum.
To become the average HSI value, all index values of the individual variables have to weighed against one
another (figure l). The average HSI gives a general indication ofthe suitability ofthe area. Interacting variables
and independent variables are balanced on different ways: the indices for interacting variables affect each other
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Table l: HSl-models developed by the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division

class

Amohibians

Reotiles

Mammals

Birds

species

Common Toad

Natteriack

Common Tree Frog

Pool Frog

Lalie Frog

Edible Frog

Common Frog

Grass snake

Daubenton's bat

Pond bat

Root vole

Water vole

Muskat

Beaver

Bittern

Greylag Goose

Garganey

Shoveler

Water Rail

Moorhen

Little Ringed Plover

Snipe

Black Tem

CommonTem

Kinglisher

Blueiroat

Marsh Wabler

Bearded Tit

Reed Bunting

habitat type

T

T

T

R

R

R

T

T

F

F

T

T

version

)

2

R

R

R

T

T

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
T
F

= reproduction habitat
= whole life cycles
= foraging habitat

I

a

J

= literature
= validation specialist
= validation with field data
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and are therefore averaged. In case ofindependent variables the lowest index value is used to describe the
average suitabilin'.

Figure l: Technique to determine the average Habitat suitability Inder. Variable I and 2 are interacting
variables; variable 3 and 4 are independant variables.

The index values give the user general information about the suitability of his bank for the species. When a species
gets an index of zero it is clear that somehow his bank is unfit for the species and changing the management or the
design of the bank is necessary. Values of 1.0 indicate no necessary changes in management or design.

The average HSI can also be used to compare different scenarios of bank desiga and for management.

6. Limitine variables

with EKOS it is possible to reconstruct wh;ch variable causes the averaged HSl-value. This is the limiting variable.
Depending on the average HSl-value and the importance of the species for the manager of river banks, the manager
can consider changes in management or design. The limiting variable is the guideline to improve the life conditions
ofthe species.

7. Habitat units

In the Netherlands the idea is grorving that loss of nature should be compensated. Nowadays compensation takes
place based on ùe area size. The quality of this area is not taken into account. EKOS gives a (first) possibility to
compensate also for the change of quality. This by using the formula:
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H S I +  A = H U

in which

. HSI = Average Habitat Suitabiliry tndex
A = size of the area
HU = Habitat unit; area optimal habitat

An arca of 6 km'z with an average HSI of I .0 becomes a HU of 6. This area should be compensated b1' an area with

the same HU-value. like an area of l0 km'z rvith a HSI of 0.6- or an area of 7.5 km'?with a HSI of 0.8.

This method however, is not (always) the best thinkable solution for compensation questions. Especially areas wiù
well staggered habitat suitability indices gives doubts: it is not likely that an area with a HSI of 1.0 is comparable
to an area l0 times that area but now with a HSI of 0. I .
As long as there is no bstter method available this tool prevents compensation practices only based on the sizc of
area.without any reference to the quality of the area. Further research on this aspect of EKOS is needed.

Limitations of EKOS

EKOS is, at least at this moment, program which provides basic knowledge about animals and gives guidelines for
species related bank design and management.
However, we can imagine the use of EKOS to solve other fauna related problems, like compensation. Many of these
problems are hard to solve because the knowledge of the ecology of the species is not adequate. A few examples:

Occupation chance

The main purpose of EKOS is to give a general opinion of the suitability of a bank (and its surroundings) for a
species. It also gives a description ofthe limiting variable(s).
However, EKOS does not predict the chance of getting these species into the banlc zone. To predict these chances
more information is needed about the distribution pattern of the surrounding populations, the size of these
populations and the migrating capacity of the species. In most cases the information is insuflicicnt to incorporate
these variables into the HSl-model. We advise to make banks habitable for species living in the direct environment.
The chances ofoccupation ofthe bank by the species is largest in this situation.

Reliability of prediction.

The reliability of the HSl-models is questionable. Validation of HSI models with {ield data is scarce (Lancia et al.,
1982; Cole and Smith, 1983; Mc Crain, 1992). Therefore l0 of our models of reptiles and amphibians will this year

be validaæd. An inventory of these animals and ths variables of their models within 300 potential reproduction areas
will take place.

A comparison between the reproduction success in the lield will be compared to the calculated HSI. At this moment
we can not present results of this comparison.
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ABSTRACT
Numerical modeling of water flows is a versatile tool for the studv and comprehension of phenomena affecting rvate r
quality. Current models combine different numerical techniques rvith associated softrvare for analçzing the resplts
and presentng them visuallv to the user. Three different examples underline the potential of the numerical approach.
Such a tool will eventuallv be ofgreat help to the non-specialist local administrator rvho has the responsibilitv of
assessing environmental impacts or emergencies related to among others. such things as abnormal bacterial
concentrations or toxic product spills.

KEY-WORDS: Water Quality/Environmental Impact Assessment/Qualitv Management/Environmental
Emergency/1.{umerical Simulation met}rod.

INTRODUCTION

The province of Quebec is blessed with an important portion of the total water resources on the planet. duc
to its strategic location within the basin containing the Great Lakes. its long maritime coast and its climatc.
Available in quantity and very accessible, this water is of unequalled qualitr'. However. economic. industrial and
demographic pressures have contributed to a certain deterioration of the aquatic habitats and their associatcd
populations (Ministère de I'Environnement. I 993).

Numerical modeling is an effective tool ( I ) To understand the behavior of a wateru,ar,. a bav. or an cstuan,.
(2) To study their evoluton, (3) To quantify some impacts of human intervention on this water resource and (4) To
investigate an abnormal situation and study remedial measures. Numerical models generally treat three aspects of
water behavior: the hydrodynamics, mixing processes and qualitative evolution phenomena and the interaction with
theflowbed. Itgenerallyappealstotwomethodsofanalysis:theso-calledEuleriandescriptionconsistsinobserving
the characteristics of fluid particles traversing given points in space; the Lagrangian mcthod on the othcr hand
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consists in following the evolution of the characteristics of the sample particles during their movement (GRAF-

ALTINKAR 1995). The two methods are complementary and coupling between the two approaches is nowadays

possible due to the strides in numerical modeling t€chniques recently realized. The purpose of this paper is to briefll'

explain these techniques and to show how they may be used to analyzs different scenarios. Three concrete examples

are presented.

NUMERICAL MODELING AND TECHMQTJES

The quantitative and qualitative aspects of the hydrodynamic behavior and mixing processes at a site, such

as the interaction between the flow and the bathymetry, are described by well-known physical laws' They are

generally written in the form of a system of non linear partial derivative equations and are therefore not amenable

to exact solutions except in the most trivial of cases (CLJNGE et al, 1980, LOUCKS et al, l98l).

Recourse must therefore be made to numerical techniques so that cases of physical interest may be Feated.

The numerical method consists in transforming the governing equations into a system of linear algebraic equations

applied along the nodes of a computational mesh superposed on the region to be studied. The finite difference and

finit€ element methods have been used for the past 20 years to obtain these numerical solutions. The advantages and

inconveniences ofeach ofthese techniques evolve from year to year depending on the development ofhardware and

software support avail able.

The horizontal two dimensional form of these equations is usually retained in the study of habitats since it

respects the preponderance of horizontal phenomena over vertical phenomena (speed. exchange, constraints, etc)

(LECLERC et al, 1994).

A numerical model (MIMES which in French stands for Modèle Informatisé du Mouvement des Eaux de

Surface) has been used to obtain the results summarized in this article. It consists of four interconnected modules:

-czE
-DzC
.TzE
. M2F

2D water circulation

2D contaminant dispersion

2D water heat

2D sediment transport.

They are capped with an analysis and flow modeling software (LAME) whose role is to automate data entry

and to produce various numerical and graphical forms of results synthesis (Figure l). It can be used under DOS or

WINDOWS in a micro-computer environment (FAUBERT 1995).

Continuous coupling of calculation cxists between C2E and M2F to takc into account the erosion and

deposit effects in the flowing calculation, and LAME manages automatically tle transfer of analysis in Euler

variables to analysis in Lagrange variables according to the user's needs.
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The simultaneous computation of the Lagrange and Euler formulations in the numerical modeling enables

three distinct study objectives to be realized. Each will be illustrated with a realistic case which is of current concem

to a significant number of inhabitants that live in close proximity to a river shoreline.

1. Calculation of the instantaneous and cumulative exposure of piscicultural communities to high

bacterial concentrations.

The global dispersion of two independent sources of microbial pollution in the waters inside a partialll'

closed bay called "barachois" locally has been calculated over various tidal cycles according to the seasonal

discharge of the four main rivers flowing into the barachois.

Figure 2 shows as an example the superposition ofpredictable dilution zones at high tide for lorv rvater flow

and provides the precise location of a mud clam bed (Mya arenaria) not currently exploited.

The S, source in the south is essentially diffused and makes up a strong dilution. The influence ofthe S,

source on the constraint exerted on the shoal is ofprimordial importance. The analysis ofsuccessive situations

encountered over a given period allows prediction ofthe accumulation ofbacterial concentration (expressed in

"coliform . hour/100 ml") imposed by each of the discharges while allowing superposition of the natural

autopurification rhythm of the mud clam that comes about when the pollutant source is intermittent.

2. Identilication ofthe probable zone containing the source ofan observed contamination

The soruce of temporary bacærial contaminaûon is not always easy to identifu. On the one hand. there ma1'

be multiple sources, while on the other. detection is long and may necessitate a high sampling frequency. Numerical

modeling allows one to define the zone to be sampled and studied.

Even though its wastewater is dispatched to a purification pond bv a vacuum-type system, the municipality

ofMarianotices on rare occasions, unacceptably high bacterial concentrations on its beach. The beach forms part

of the shoreline of tlre "Chaleur Bay" whose currents change according to tides. fluvial discharge and dominant

winds.

The modeling of local hydraulic conditions has allowed a temporal backtrack of the particle paths arriving

at the beach at each stage of the tidal cycle while taking into consideration the life span of the coliforms and the

estimated progressive dilution of the contaminant.

Figure 3 indicates the influence of the pollution sources to the pollution ievels which would be measured

on the beach. Within this zone, many sources of diffused pollution and two seagull colonies have been observed.

This figure indicates the order ofmagnitude ofthe concentration source to seek depending on the distance to the

beach.
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3. Establishing priority intervention zones in case of environmental emergency

Transport by tucks. trains or boats multipl-v- the risks of rvater contamination of rivers. lakes or estuaries bv

spillage of toxic products of hydrocarbons.

In the later instance, the spills produced are transported bv the currents and their traiectories rvill also be

sensitive to the wind patterns. Numerical modeling allows synthesis of a local data bank of the predictable current

fields according to the observed conditions of flow, wind and detailed tidal characteristics.

The fiacing by advection can then be used to rapidly identify the path ofthe spill. the marine zone on rvhich

partial dissolution or deposition may occur and the coastal zone which is at risk. Such an anal-vsis thus enables the

t6get zone to be quickly identified, so that an appropriate level of intervention ma1' be chosen (contining booms-

dispersion, repumping, etc) and put into operation at the earliest oppornrnity'

Figure 4 illustrates the path, calculaæd over 2 tidal cycles, ofa spill detected at high tide in front of Carleton'

with an east wind prevailing.

CONCLUSION
The previous examples show the versatlity and usefulness of this tool in the quality control of the

environment. The numerical hydrodynamic model allows the understanding of the circulation and exchange

mechanisms particular to water masses. It becomes a planning, identification of critical zones and choice of

intervention mode tool in an emergency situation.

Its use within current models necessitates modest computational and processing capacities. Municipal

authorities among othcrs, could use it for fast and effrcient management of the waters in their territories.
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Intermittent release of sewage disposal for
ecosystem protection in the coastal zone.
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ABSTRACT

Some of the most productive ecosystems of the world oceans are found in the coastal zone. On the other hand.
a large portion of the world population lives near the coastal zone. Traditionnaly, most industrial and urban
effluents from these agglomerations have been discarded in this coastal zone. As a result, coastal ecosysrems are
now threatened, and careful management procedures are required to protect them from funher deterioration. This
study introduces the concept of intermittent effluent release in the coastal zone, as a function of the tidal mixing
potential' in order to protect threatened nearby coastal ecosystems. The concept is applied to a case study, the
Rimouski marine outfall diffirser, in the St. Lawrence estuary. Field measurements of currents, sea levels, and
rhodamine tracer concentrations are used to calibrate and validate two-dimensional hydrodynamical and
advection-dispersion numerical models of the MIKE2I system. The models are then used in worst cases scena.os
to identi$' those tidal phase intervals during which effluents can be released without serious threat to a nearby
coastal ecosystem. Finally, a real-time operational system is proposed to control effluent releases as a function
of those tidal phase intervals.

KEY-WORDS : Coastal zone; environmental hydraulics; numerical modelling; coastal outfall diffuser; ecosysrem
protection; coastal hydrodynamics; rhodamine dispersion; operational oceanography; real-time control system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The coastal zone of the world oceans includes some of the most productive ecosystems on earth. It provides more
than 90 % of the world's marine fish catch and other living resources associated with biological communities such
as coral reefs, mangrove forests, and coastal marshes (Postma and Zijlstra, 1988). On the other hand, about 50 %
of the world population lives within 60 km of the coastal zone, and traditionally, a large portion of urban or
industrial eflluents from these communities have been discharged without treatment into the coastal zone. This poses
a serious threat to coastal ecosystems. In an effort to protect their coastal resources (fisheries, corals, beaches. etc.),
several industrialized countries have imposed environmental laws which require some form of primarv. secondary.
or tertiary treatment to be applied to the efiluents before their release into the coastal zone-

Normally, a sewage outfall dififrrser is constructed at a coastal site where effluents can be well diluted or advected
away from sites to be protected (ecosystems, marshes, reefs, etc.). This is verified by a site selection studv where
environmental constraints are optimized against economical ones, such as the offshore distance, or the depth of the
underwater outfall pipe. The concept proposed in this work applies to those cases where a selected site must be
re.jected because of its adverse effects on local resources, or to the case of an existing diffuser which nrust be
upgraded at high costs to meet environmental regulations. The concept is that of intermittent eflluent release. In
other words, it may still be possible, in some instances, to retain these sites provided ambient hydrodvnamical
conditions ensure adequate mixing of the effluents for an extended period of the day, every day.

Most coastal areas of the world oceans are subjected to the influence of tides. Tidal currents change intensity and
direction throughout the tidal period, such that favourable mixing or advection conditions may exist during an
interval of the tidal cycle (e.g. during flood or ebb phases). In addition, tides being deterministic in nature, they
can be predicted with high accuracy; this then makes it possible to set up some kind of real-time control system
at the site.

This paper describes the approach used to determine those tidal phase intervals during which effluents could
possibly be released, and how their release can be controlled in real-time. A case study is presented for the city of
Rimouski (figure l), in eastem Canada. In this case, two environmental sensitive sites are to be protected from the
effluents, namely an intertidal marsh visited by tourists for its rich fauna and flor4 and an underwater intake for
a nearby marine aquaculture station. The approach consists of long-term field measurements of sea-levels and
currents' supplemented by fluorescent dye concentration measurements around the release site (section 2). These
measurements are then used to extract tidal phases and amplitudes for the region, and to calibrate and validate a
set of numerical models (section 3). Once operational, these models are then used to simulate the dispersion of
sewage effluents under most adverse hydrodynamical conditions (section 4). These results should identifu, if any,
those tidal phase intervals during which effluent discharge can be activated. Tides being predictable, a control
system can be set up in real-time (section 5).

2. FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The Rimouski coastal zone (figure l) is characterized by semi-diumal tidal oscillations whose amplitudes reach
about 2 meters during spring tides, and by winds predominantly blowing alongshore from the south-west
(Koutitonsky and Coté, 1993). The Rimouski urban sewages undergoe secondary treatment (organic material
oxidation) in settling ponds prior to their continuous release, at a rate ofabout 40,000 m3/s through the orifice of
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Figure l: Rimouski coastal zône, with positions of measurement stations, diffuser pipe, eflluent ponds,
and sites to be protected.

orifice of a 0.5 m diameter underwater pipe. The orifice is located 500 m offshore, at a depth of 2 m belorv lolr'esr
low water. Aanderaa current meters and tide gages were moored at several locations (figure l), for periods ranging
from one to four months, stafiing July 1991. Time series analysis of ûe records revealed a coastal circulation
dominated by tidal curents, superimposed on low-frequency wind-driven currents and a seasonal large-scale
estuarine circulation (Koutitonsky andCoté, 1993). The principle axes of variability of the currents also revealed
some spatial variability, in response to the local topography. Winds, sea levels, currents, temperatures and salinities
measured near the diffrrser outlet (station 2) are shown in figure 2, for aperiod including the day the dye dispersion
experiment, October 30, 1991.
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Figure 2: Time series of sea levels, winds, currents, temperature and salinity at station 2.
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On that day, Rhodamine WT dye was injected continuously, at constant concentrations, into the efiluents entering
the outfall pipe at the ponds site. Dye concentrations at the offshore diffi,rser orifice, and across the dye plume, were
measured from 8:00 to l6:30 hours, using simultanuous Trisponder positioning and running water fluorometry
aboard a research vessel. The tracks followed by the vessel throughout the day, and the dye concentrations measured
as a function of distance from the orifice are shown in figures 3a and 3b, respectively. Results indicated that dye
dilutions of the order of l/100 were generally reached within 2.5 km of the diffrrser. Vertical profiles of salinity
and temperature measured throughout the day also showed that the water column was well mixed. This supports
the choice of horizontally two-dimensional numerical models for the hydrodynamic (HD) and advection-dispersion
(AD) dye dispersion simulations.

Figure 3a: Vessel tracks during Rhodamine dye concentration measurements on October 30, 1991.
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3. NUMERICAL MODELLING

The HD and AD numerical models used are modules of the MIKE2I system developped by the Danish Hydraulic
lnstitute (Warren and Bach, 1992). These are non-linear, time dependent, finite difference semi-implicit two-
dimensional models, which allow for flooding and drying of grid cells located in the intertidal zone. The numerical
grid of the region consists of 170 x 89 grid cells, each 100 m x 100 m in size. Models set-up, telescopic boundary
conditions, calibration and validations have been described in details elsewhere (Koutitonsky,1994; Gidas et al..
I 995).

Results indicated that the HD and AD numerical models did reproduce sea levels and currents measured at the
diffrrser site (station 2, figure 4 a), and the dye concentration measurements (figure 4 b) on October 30, 1991. with
good accuracy.
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Figure 4a: Comparison between sea levels, alongshore (U) and cross-shore (V) currents measured at
station 2 and computed by the HD model.

Results of the HD and AD simulations are shown in figure 5 at 8:00 hrs (|eft, high tide), and 14:00 hrs (right, low
tide). Inspection of such results on an hourly basis revealed that, due to the local bathymetry, waters start leaving
the salt marshes just after high tide (e.g. 8:00 hrs), such that the effluents released 2 to 3 hours before will not enter
the marshes, but will be advected in a northeastward direction. At low tide, curents start flooding the marshes, and
effluents released 2-3 hours earlier would start entering the marshes at that time. Therefore, eflluents should be
released from flood tides (e.g. 5:00 hrs) to ebb tides (e.g ll:00 hrs) in order not to enter the marshes. This local
hydrodynamical feature will be instrumental in selecting the intermittent release interval.
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4. CONTII\ruOUSVERSUSINTERMITTENTRELEASE

Once validated, numerical models can be used to simulate worst case scenarios. One such scenario is currents are
strongest and directed towards the sites to be protected. That should occur during spring tides (october 25-26, lggl,
figure 3a), under strong winds (e.g. 10 m/s) blowing towards the marshes. Results of AD numerical simulations
under these conditions, for a continuous effluent release, are compared in figure 6 to those for effluents released
intermittently, from flood to ebb tidal phases (hatched periods on tidal signal in figure 6). The simulations. shown
at three hours intervals starting at 6:00 hrs, clearly show that when released continuously, the effluents reach the
salt marshes and remain there for some time, whereas when they are released intermittently, they always by-pass
the marshes and are considerably diluted as they reach the aquaculture water intake. The marsh ecosystem ls thus
protected' 
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Figure 6: Advection-dispersion of ellluents released continuously (left) and intermittengy (right), as a
function of tides (below). Simulations are shown at 3 hrs interuals, starting at 6:00 hrs (top).
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REAL.TIME CONTROL SYSTEM

Being deterministic in nature, tides are the most predictable feature of the ocean's dynamics. However, the
prediction of tides for a particular location is normally performed once the harmonic constituents of the tides at that

location are determined. These are obtained by harmonic analysis (Foreman, 1977) of sea levels measured at that

location for an extended period of time. Once available, these constituents can be stored in a microcomputer. A tidal

predictor software (e.g. Foreman 1977'S can be set up in the computer to predict the tides in real-time for that

location using the computer clock. A sketch of this real-time control system is presented in figure 7.

Having determined in section 4 that most favourable conditions for the release of eftluents in the Rimouski coastal

zone are from flooding tides to ebbing tides, a software can be set up in the computer (A in figure 7) which would

issue to the parallel port an "on" analog signal as tides reach their flood phase, and an "off' signal as tides reach

their ebb phase. This signal then becomes an input signal to some electrical control system (B), which in tum opens

or closes the release gate (C) at the effluent pond (D), respectively allowing or preventing the effluents to enter the

diffirser pipe (E).

Figure 7: Skech of a real-time control system for sewage disposal, with a microcomputer (A) running a tidal-
predictor software, feeding a control box (B) which sends the ON/OFF signal to a valve gate (C)
at the ponds outlet (D), which in tum controls the release of effluents into the diffirser pipe (E).
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DISCUSSION

Many factors must be considered when developing an intermittent effluent release control system. ponds must be
large enough to contain those effluents which are being retained when the release is suspended. The outfall diffuser
pipe diameter must also be larger to allow for increased discharge rates during the effluents release period. A back-
up electrical generator must be available to provide power to the computer and the release gate mechanism in case
of power shortage.

In some instances, hydrodynamical factors other than tides could be used to control the release. one example are
trade winds in some equatorial coastal areas (e.g. Venezuela and Colombia) which intensi! in the morning and
weaken at the end of the day. In all cases however, a detailed hydrodynamial field experiment, coupled to careful
numerical modeling of effluents dispersion are definitly required to set-up the real-time control of the effluents in
the coastal zone, when possible.
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ABSTRACT

hcreasingly the effective rnanagfircnt of water resources in an urban environment requires an ecosystem approach. The

information provided to the manager must not only describe the individual systems corponents and processes, but also

detennine their inter-relationships in a couprehensive format. To satis$ these managernent neods, a decision support

qntern is required that integrates the following components: data acquisitioû storage and managanant; information

interpretation; rrnrlti-media information display; a predictive model to assess the potential irryact of their d€cisions and

provide option waluation techniçes. The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleon @MOC) and Environrnent Canada

have combined resources to dwelcp and irrylement an integrated environmental monitoring progran! along with a

decision support system to assess the managernent options for a portio'n of the Rideau River Watershed within the

runicipality's jurisdiction

In Phase I, GIS data processing was used with raw survey data to crea.te station location maps, contoui maps, and

drogue tracking maps. GIS data interpretation was used to interpolate water quality parameters in a spatial and

tenrporal context. Finally, the multi-media rçorting abilities of GIS were incorporated into this study. Phase tr will

incorporate neural networks to aid in data interpretation and hydrodynamic models for process modeling and

decision formulation. The GIS will have a role in the decision testing module. The models that are being dweloped

will be linked to the GIS for spatial representation and analyses purposes. Also, improved data commurication

benreen systern cornpon€nts will be dweloped by autornating interface frnctions. Phase Itr will focus on the

dwelopment of the decision support component of the system which will incorporate socio-economic information,

expert systems to assist planning information access and decision rnaking and" improve accessibility to the systern

through enhancements to the human interface.

KEY TERMS: municipal water resource rnanag€rn€nt; decision support systern; ecosystqn managernent; integrated data
managfiient; urban water environmert; Rideau River.
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THE MOONEY'S BAY PROJECT

ln recent years, Regional Municipaliry of Ottawa-Carleton's municipal water resource rurnagers have witnessed an

increase in the need for more complete and comprehensive environmental information. lnterest in water quality has

evolved from the singular assessment of human health ùks from bacteriological contamination at a public beach, to

the evaluation of the inter-relationships and effects of a complete spectnrm of urban-generated contaminants on the

aquatic ocosystern. This requires the integration of temporal and spatial data. ln addition, the data are from sweral

sources and in various formats, further straining the existing data management capabilities.

Howelrer, the public expects managers to have this information and make decisions crucial to the aquatic ecosystern

as if it were any other piece of municipal infrastructure. Gradually managers are having to incorporate policies of

sustainable dwelopment and an ecosystern analyses into municipal decision and planning processes. The

dwelopment of a decision support systern was initiated to assist managers in making informd decisions in their

area ofjurisdiction with Mooney's Bay as the primary geographic focus of this dwelopment.

The main objectives of the Mooney's Bay Project are as follows:

l) Dwelop an aquatic ecosystem approach to monitoring

2) Desigr a relational database to rnanage discrete and time series data;

3) Apply the most current analytical tools for data processing, integration and interpretation;

4) Dwelop an understanding of the dynamics of the aquatic ecosystem;

5) Provide advice and present strategies for managing the ecosystem that will ensure its iruegrity; an4

6) Incorporate all of the above elenrents into a decision support system to effectively manage the aquatic

ecosystem.

Background

The Rideau River watershed drains a portion of Eastem Ontario (3,830 kn1. Dring the sunrner months, daily average
discbarges are q/picaly in the 10-20 m% range. Wittrin ttre watershed, the land use is çite diverse and includes:
agricultura[ residential, comnercial, indrstrial and recreational uses. The 200 lcn long river is nranaged as one continuous

EÆtern in order to med the diverse needs of navigation, municipal water supply, seullage treaEnent, hydroelectric
generation, recreational, wildlife habitat and flood contro

Witbin ttre Rideau River waterstre{ Moonqy's Bay is one of the prime riverine urban recreational areas located in
Canada's National Capital Regort

As an initial response to beach closrues in the 1970's, nvo hydraulic purps were installed to circulate water across the
beach to inprove the water quality. Since then, nnnitoring efforts have focused on bacterial lerrels ard establishing a
protocol for deemrining beach closure (RMOC, 1983; OMOE, 1984; OCHD, 1991). Considerable effort was placed on
identifuing all potantial sourc€s of bacterial contamination and initiating mitigative measures, with particular arphasis
given to stormwater &airnge systems. The estirnated costs of inproving the bacterial water çality, through the upgrade
of the infrastnrcture, was in the order of $20 million (RMOC, 1992).

Overviery

Prior to 1993, data acquisition in the Mooney's Bay area had conce,ntrated on providing bacteriological and
cherrical information on the water quality. This included data from time-series as well as discrete sarnples.
Howwer, data describing the hydrodynamics of the Bay were insufficient to determine the source, transport and
fate of contaminants within the Bay to any degree of confidence. It became apparent tbat dre to the conplexity of the
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svstern a much broader snrdy was required to properly formulate management decisiorn and justify any large remedial
expendihues (RMOC, I 993).

In 1993, the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton and Environment Canada entered into a partnership to
address the broader issue of aquatic integrity in the Rideau River, and in particular Mooney's Bay. An
environmental monitoring program was designed and the results incorporated into a prototype decision support
systenL of which data acquisition and management is a key component.

An ecosystem management approach requires that information be available which describes the physical (both
static and dynamic) characteristics of the systenr, the quality of the water within and entering the systern and the
biological state of the system. Since the individual parameters for each of these components vary in time and space,
the data must be collected at frequencies and locations that reflect these changes.

Data collection programs conducted through the surnmers of 1993, 1994 and 1995 consisted of the followine
continuous time series measurements:

o flow velocities, volumes and water levels using an AFFRA acoustic flow meter;
' water levels and velocities (magritude and direction), for future model calibratiorl using AFFRA's;
' stoûn sewer outfall flow volumes obtained using ISCO flow meters and stage triggered sampting;
. water quality parameters from Hydrolab multi-probe sensors
o wind speed/direction and precipitation using RM Young and RIMCO instrumentation.

The data from the above mentioned sensors were recorded on site by data loggers and transmitted automatically, for
immediate use into a project relational database, via telephone or satellite. ln additiorL discrete water quality
measuremerts and samples were obtained to provide detailed spatial information. These samples were analyzed for
nutrient, bacteria and trace metal content. At selected sites analysis included phyoplankton and zooplanhon
biomass and species identification. Fish habitat and populations were also assessed.

ETWIRONMENTAL DATA MANAGEMENT AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

A multi-disciplinary approach implies studying antire systerns to understand the complex interactions. Recently,
hydroinformatics has been dehned as the application of advanced information technology to the solution of
problans in the field of hydraulics and related areas. Advances in data capture, simulatioq knowledge-based and
computef,-related technologies have and continue to produce an impressive array of new toôb usod by many
disciplines to understand and solve environmental problems. An integrated generic framework for hydroinformatics
curently under development by Envirorrment Canada and the Nation Research Council Canada will be used for
envhonrnental data managernent and decision support. One ofthe applications that it wil be configured to support
is Urban River Management.

The primary consideration in the design of the decision support systern is that it be ganeric, in that it should be
independent of any specific numagement environment. To meet this criterion, the hydroinformatics syste,ln (IIYFO)
must:

o automatically acquire data from all pertinent sources, convert them to standard format(s) and, Btore them in
appropriate data tables;

. integrate and interpret the available information through the interactive use of analytical tools; and,
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. test and display results of possible decision scenarios througb the interactive use of predictive models and

multi-media r€,porting tools.

Figure I illustrates th€ protot5æe systenl There is a high reliance on cornm€rcially available software to provide the

desired system's functions. This dwelopment approach s€rves two purposes. First, it allows the syst€m to be used

almost irrrmediately and to be expanded as required" Secondo new or more effrcient modules can be easily

incorporatod into the syst€m as they become available.

HYFO

Figure I Components of a Hydroinformatics System

The effective maoâgm€nt of an ecosystem requires that decisions are able to be made within ttre response time of

the systein- This requires accurate processed information from existing archival databases in conjunction with the

analysis of data from real time data acçisition networks. The Mooney's Bay project provides the necessary data

sources for the IIYFO application

An archival relational database was dweloped to store water quality and quantity data in standard formats. This

allowed for the integration of the flat ftes providod by the various field irstrume,lrts and the discrete water quality

data. The information could then be e,ffrciently extracted to the project database to be corrbined with additional real

time data inputs or linked to process conponents. A critical requirement is the ability to easily move information

into or out of the syst€ûl as well as between system conrponerils. This capability is provided through interface

drivers, a combination of commercially available and custom built software packages.
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The process components, from data processing through to rçorting, contain the tools to transform data into
information for decision making. The nature of these tools depends on analyical needs of the ecosystem in question
and can include the range of applicatiors from commercially available statistical software packages to numerical
models, neural networks and expert systerns.

A spatial analysis coûlponent (i.e. GIS) has a role in the data processing. data interpretation. decision testing, and
multi-media reporting comPonents. In Phase I, GIS data processing was used with raw survey data to create station
location rxlps, contorr nraps, and drogue tracking maps. GIS data interpretation was used to interpolate water
quality parameters in a spatial and temporal context. Some of the commonly used planning databases such as : land
use, vegetatiorL soils and groundwater were included. Finally, the multi-media reporting abilities of GIS were
incorporated into this study as an esssntial tool to communicate the information to the public and decision makers.

The HYFo concepts described above, were implemented in the Phase I development of the support system to be
used in the assessment and ultimate rnanagernent of Mooney's Bay. Phase II will incorporate neural networks to
aid in data interpretation and hydrodynamic models for process modeling and decision formulation. The GIS will
have a role in the decision testing module. The models that are being developed will be linked to the GIS for spatial
representation and analyses purposes. Also, improved data communication between systern componerrts will be
dweloped by automating interface frrnctions. Phase III will focus on the development of the application support
cornponent of the systerr which will incorporate socio-economic information, expert systems to assist planning,
information access and decision making and, improve accessibility to the systern through enhancements to the
human interface.

PRELIMINARY INTEGRATION OF AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM INFORMATION

The major components ofan aquatic ecosystem as dehned in this study are: physical , static and (hydro)dynamic,
wat€r quality and biology.

Physical-Static and Hvdrodvnamic

The key physical element is the bathymetry of the Bay which affects flow velocities and circulation patterns. The
hydrographic information is useful for the selection of sampling sites and is fundamental to understanding
therrnocline dwelopment. The Bay has relatively steep side slopes, a large sand shoal in the middle of the southern
section, and a deç trench (-l I m) in the section close to Hog's Back Falls.

Flow rates, wind speed and wind directioq in addition to the physical setting all play an important role in
establishing the overall circulation patterns in the Bay. Acoustic flow meters were installed at four locations within
the Bay to provide time series measurern€nts of flow velocity and direction. These data inputs, along with the wind
velocities and directiorq were mapped and then animated to show the conditions in the Bay for the entire summer. It
was then possible to determine wtren sigrificant hydrologic events were occurring and the impact that they had on
circulation pattems within the Bay.

To supplement the AFFRA and meteorological data, drogue tracking was performed in the Bay under specific wind
conditions. These three data types were integrated and used to rnap the general flow pattems for each day. The
water temperature stratification indicates that a thermoctine typically develops by mid - summer. ln terms of the
hydrodynamics, the deçer colder water remains relatively undisnrrbed and does not readily mix with the warmer
water above the thermocline.
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In Phase II of this project, a threedimensional hydrodynamic model will be calibrated with these daa sas. The

model will provide a cornplete picture of the circulation patterns rurder varying inflow conditions and stagss of

thermocline development.

Water Oualitv

Once the hydrodynamics have been documented, information can be generated to provide an understanding of key

chemical and biological processes.

An oxygen content of > 5 mgll is requirod to support aqr.ratic life. In the Bay, the < 5 mglL z.orc increases

rnarginâ[y over the sumnef,, while the anoxic zone found below the therrrocline (at depth > 6 m) expards

considerably to cov€r one third of the Bay area by late August. With the onset of cool€r tqeratues, during the

nights, the thermocline breala up by late surûn€r and the anoxic zone is easily dispersed by an increase in river

flow.

The phosphorus measurements in the Bay typically exceed the Provincial Water Quality Objective of 0.03 mg/L.

The highest reactive and total phosphorous levels are found in the anoxic zones. For exarnple, in the southwest area

of the Bay, which geirerally is anoxic the entire sumner, the average reactive phosphorous level was 0.35 mg/L and

total phosphorous lwel was 0.41 mglL. These larels are ap'proximately an order of magnitude higher tban those

measurod near the surface. The deç zones had low Redox Potential (-100 mD with the northern doep trench

ætting as low as -200 mV. Under these conditions, internal phospbonrs loading may be contributing to tlrc high

phosphorous levels in the Bay. This is a major concern since elevated pbospborus lwels promote healy weod

growt[ algae blooms and reduced clarity.

Figure 2 depicts the extent of anoxic zone dwelopm.ent during the latt€r balf of July, 1994. Thc darker area of the

bay represents the dçth at which anoxic conditions exist. The sçare platelets r€pr€sent the total phosphons

results for the discrete sarryles taken at two metre depth intervals. The graphical presentation at the top of thc

figure rçrese,lrts the time series data of river inllow in cubic metres per second and rainfall Oars) in millimetres.

The figure is a snapshot of an anirnated preseirtation of 1994 datâ. The exact time of the snapshot is providod by the

leading edge ofthe shaded area ofthe graph.

Figrre 3 is a similar rendition of data on E. coli concentrations. Since E. coli are normally transported to ttr Bay

via local storm sew€rs, the storm sewer flow volumes in cubic metres p€r day for the nvo largest sewe4s are shown

as a time series in the graph. Note tbat one of the storm sew€,r outfalls (d€pictd as pyramids o*the southern edge

of the Bay) is discharging conc€ntrations of E. coli >8000 cormts per decilitre lmodiately after an intense rainfall

errent. The tlneshold for E. coli concentrations in the beach area which would force beach closure is o$nl to 100

counts per decilitre. This anirnation of data hos proven useful for the integration and interpretation of tbe data as

well as an effective tool to commrmicate information to decision makers.

Bioloev

In 1995 the spatial and terrporal delineation of algae (phytoplanlcon) commrmiti€s was waluatod tbnough-

chlorophyll-a analysis. At the same time, integrated sarnples were collected and preserved for phytoplarùton

identification and density. This coryonent of the snrdy extended from May to October 1995 covering three

phytoplankton bloorns and two major surnrner rain wents. Preliminary chlorophyll information, an indicator of

productivity and biornass, indicate higber concentrations in Mooney's Bay than other sections of the river just

upstrearl Tbe ooncentrations of CJdorophyll-a were found to be positively relatod to the total phosphorous levels.
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Figure 2: fnterrelationships between Flow, Rainfall, Dissolved Oxygen & phosphorous

Figure 3: Interretat ionships between Flow, Rainfalt  & E. Coli
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As well, in parhership with the University of Ottawa and the Museum of Nature the evaluation of the

phytoplankton cornrnunities showed s high div€rsity of species within Mooney's Bay. Many species were tlpical of

lakes or slow moving wat€rs. Howwer, in other areas of the Rideau where the flow is faster, the reduction in the

algae was reflectod in the lower ctrlorophyll a analytical results.

The purpose of the seasonal investigation is to establish the rçroducibility potential of the phytoplanlfton seasonal

pattems and dwelop a siryle model for changes in Mooney's Bay as a result of the exponential grovnh of 7æbra

Mussels. Biornass levels were very hidl in 1995( up to 6000 mdmt ) during bloom p€rid dominated by large

diatoms. Throughout the surmer season biomass lwels were comparable to 1994 (2200 @d ). The early spring

blooms associated with increasing water levels were dominated by "stick " diatoms. After the spring blooms a

srunmer community of a cryrptophyte/centric diatonr/chlorophyte dweloped A major rain event in August disrupted

the surnrner dwelopment of the phytoplanlçton and triggered an early fall bloom" The flora was similar to trat

observed in 1994. Spans GIS mapping was usod to show the spatial & t€mporal changes in response to the physical

and seasonal factors (Figue 4).
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Figure 4 Spatial and temporal changes in Cblorophyll a
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Thirteen distinct local rain events occurred from May l" to August 15 th 1995. During the rain events the benthic
filamentous blue green algae are disrupted and displaced into the water column. The rernoval of these benthic forms
appears to range from 3-l I days depending on the swerity of the storm. This was an important observation due to
the increase in Chlorophyll-a and total phosphorus (TP) levels in the water column. To date increases in Tp durins
rain wents have only been attributed to the various inputs to the river.

The visual inpact of algae, specifically algal mats along the shoreline created an interest in the nearshore algal
growth. The littoral communities are diverse. The three major floating mat problerns were represented by Spiroglna
spp., Cladophora spp. and water -net. Water-net is the most significant contributor to the floating mats. Knowledge
of the algal species now allows for dwelopment of control strategies to be considered.

Zooplankton samples were collected at each of the phytoplankton sites. Each sample was analyzed for total
biomass(dry weight) and species ideirtification. Their critical role in the ecosystern may be threatened by stormwater
inputs, increasod river flows or by the filter feeding of zebra mussels. Initial results show that the species change
over time throughout the Bay.

Parts of the Rideau River have been recognized for their high recreational fishing value. However, very little
information was documented on the fish communities in the Mooney's Bay reach. Thus, in 1995 the SWeB in
conjunction with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources initiated an assessment of this part of the river.
Detaild information was collected on the abundance and size of the fish species present. Fish habitat and
substrate mapPing has been carried out to evaluate the potential for frsh habitat improvement. This will enable the
RMOC to recornrneird sound management practices to protect or enhance this resource. Local areas of significance
for young of the year refuge and spawning have been identified and have thus altered one of the preliminary
proposed stormwater options.

The RMOC, in conjunction with the Museum of Nature has developed a monitoring programme to estimate the
colonization and growth of zebra mussel in the Rideau River. Since last year their population has more than
doubled on the Rideau. The potential for changes to occur could be quite significant if the zebra mussel population
grows to the de,nsities it has in Lake Erie. If these densities are r:u,lized in the Rideau we should be prçared to see
changes in the biological community structure and changes in sweral water quality parameters. ln.some areas of the
river the zebra mussels are affecting the chlorophyll a concentrations and increases in soluble reactive phosphorous
have been observed" Fortunately, the Region has collected enough water quality and biological data prior to the
accelerated zebra mussel population growth. This will assist in understanding the impact of the zebra mussel
invasion on the Rideau fuver.

The most significant physical factor impacting on the lower Rideau River is the 3m lowering of the water lwel
wery fall and fill-up wery spring. This has an engineering firnction of reducing the potential impact of ice damage
on some of the locla. Biologically, the drawdown has disrupted the littoral vegetation and increases the shoreline
iDstability. Increased sedimentation has a negative impact on the benthic organisms and native clams. Rapid draw-
down traps many young of the year frsh along the shoreline where they die. One positive impact of draw-down is the
possible impact on the zebra mussel populations left exposed during the winter. Over the next few years the
question of draw-down wil roceive srore att€Dtion with ecosystern stability as the primary concern.
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The source, fate and effect of various contaminants is another key aspect of this project. The importance of the

storn sewer inputs into the Bay relative to the upstream river input is critical when considering rernedial action.

The 1994 and 1995 field programs focusod on monitoring a number of sigrrificant storm et/ents, rnapping

stormwater fate and determining its impact on the Bay. Once the hydrodynamic model for the Bay has been

calibrate{ it will be used to model the stormwat€f, outfalls unda varying conditions and predict their impact on

different areas of the Bay. The modeling, whe,n combined with real-time monitoring capabilities, will allow for a

better assessment to be made on the impact of contaminants on the aquatic ecosysterl

MANAGEMENT CONCERNS

The complexity of processes affecting this aquatic ecosyst€,ûl provides a range of problems to be addressed and

many possible management options to be evaluated. These options need to be practical supportable, and provide

an economic benefit. It is no longer acceptable to use large capital expenditures to provide partial solutions.

Howwer, consideration must be give,n to the extensive effort that has bæn spent to date iD dweloping pollution

control options balanced with the expanding public, political, e,nvironmental and infrastructure presswes.

[n the case of the RMOC, it cost the public $400 k to dwelop a remedial actiot strates/ that solely responded to

bacterial contamination . In 1995 dollars this singular rernedial stratery is estimated to cost $60M. Senior

rnanagement is now deciding whether to modiry the existing stratery to respect the various concerns, or waluate a

new matrix of options with an understanding of the true problems.

Creativity shall become the operative word. The public's se,nsitivity to what is perceived as another "expensive"

srudy, will be a difficult hurdle to overcome. Howwer, a reliable decision support system allows managers to

waluate the cost/benefit of alternate strategies and effectively communicate these results to the public and decision

makers. ln any case, the rnanagernent of this ecosystem is poteirtially feasible and with a functional monitoring

network and decision support systern, informed decisions can be made and their effects monitored.
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CHEMICAL AND BIOTIC INDICES
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ABSTRACT

On the basis of field data collected during some surveys in lower River Belice, several quatiry indices (el) were
applied to assess both the quality of river water itself and of the river environment. The values taken by the indices
were then compared, and the differences explained. A method was also proposed for replacing missing data-

KEY-WORDS: River EnvironmenV Water Quality IndeV Biotic IndeV River Belice/ Sicilv.

INTRODUCTION

The Physical Environment

Belice River flows into Mediterranean Sea after its coune southward, through westem Sicily. Its wuershed, 964
km2 wide, is the fourth major in this Island; the arurual mean rainfall is below 600 mm. Only a smau pafi of runoff
rcaches the mouth, because two reservoin and several divenion dams store river water, and supply irrigation and
drinking water systems with it. At the time this research wæ carried out (winter 1993 - Spring lgg4),December
and January werc almost dry, whereas November before and (markedly) February were rainy.

The lower Belice was largely modified in the Sixties to middle Seventies by regulation works, such as
embankments, checkdams and shortcuts. Going up the river from the mouth, reaches are found with trapezoidal-
shape main section (with or without side sections), 60 m wide overall, diminishing by step to 30 m. Straight
trenches are built in earth; bends in gabions. Several checkdams, I m high, have reduced ancl leveled næural bed
slopes, so slowing down the stream, and making suspended solids senle as sandy or silty bed. Regrading and
alignment were often canied out together.

Aims and Methods of the Present Research

During the development of a broader study of this river basin, three surveys were carried out, namely, in Winter
1993' and in Spring 1994. A considerable amount of phisico-chemical, bacteriological and bionomic data were
collected the complete set consists of 224 datafor Do, BoD, T, NH4, No3, pon, pH, Electric conductivity @c),
Tiubidity' Total and Faecal Coliforms, and Faecal Streptococci, plus abundance and diversity of benthic
macroinvertebrate population (Spring only). T\rôidity wæ actually replaced with more reliable TSS; TDS (rngÂ)
were calculated as 0.7 EC (pS/cm).

This research work was aimed at comparing strict water quality assessment with the broader assessment of river
environment quality' based on living species found (actually, benthic macroinvertebrates). These are known to
depend on the structure of river bed and flow velocity, æ well as on water composition and tempenture.
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In the lower Belice 7 sampling sites (marked C,, ...Cr) were
set for the physico-chemical survey (Fig. l). Three of them
(ma*ed as couples from S, - S, to 55 - 56) were selected
also for benthic macro-invertebrates collection. Field data
(qualiry indicators) collected in these 7 stations enabled the
writers to apply several qualiry indices (QI) in order to
assess both the quality of river \ryater itself and of the river
environment. ln detail, statons C, and C, were set
downstream the discharge of treated wastewaters from the
small towns Poggioreale and Salaparutai Cr and Co
downstrcam raw wastewaters outfalls from Montevago and
Partanna, respectively. The remaining ones werE
conveniently distributed over the river length. All stations'
sites arc shown in Figure l.

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Figure 1: The sampling sites in the lower Belice

Physico-chemical Indices

Several Authors have proposed water quality indices (House, 1989; House and Newsome, 1989; Tyson and House,
1989; Halen and Descy, 1992; Læcombe, 1992). ln this study the following were employed:

l) Water Quality Index after National Sanitation Foundation (as reported by Ott, 1978), WQI-s, where -s

stands for -sum of the individual variables (sub-indices) q, 9 conventionally, previously multiplied by appmpriate
weights w,: tIr'QI-s = I; (q w;);

2) æ above, WQI-p, where -p stands for -product of the same suà-indices q,, previously raised to their weights
\ili: WQI-p= fl, (q,) wi;

3) Chemical lndex (C./.) adopted in Federal Republic of Germany since Eighties: CI = fli (q,) *i. It is based
on 8 sub-indicês Q1, not completely coincident with the fomrer ones, as CI ignores Turbidity, and replaces
Colifonns with Ammonia" which is easier to detemine, and more reliable too:

4) Extended Bioric Index (EBI)by Woodiwiss, as modified for Italy by Ghetti (see ahead) (Gheai, 1986).

Figurc 2 (in Appendix) contains all ùe curves rcquired to apply WQI after NSF. The shaded areas represent the
margins of allowance for values to be assigned to q,. Such allowance is inherent in the method itself (On, cit.). The
values of the respective weights have been superinposed; their sum is l.

According to the value of physico-chemical quality index awarded, the witen generally rank river wæers in the
following five clæses, where ecological and economical criteria arc linked:

Class 1 (100 down to 9l): excellent water, suitable for highest-value uses, such æ drinking, sensitive fish
species rearing, etc.; treatment rcquired, if any, coruists only of grit removal and disinfection;

Class 2 (90 to 71): good water, high-value uses, low sophistication and cost required for appropriue treatrnenU
Class 3 (70 to 5l): fair water, high-value uses possible after treatment of mean cost and complexity;
Class 4 (50 to 26): poor $,aler, probably polluted, rcquiring complex and expensive treatment for high-value

uses other than acclimatized wildlife corservation:
Class 5 (25 down to 0): very poor water, æverely polluted, requiring fieatnent for any use other than

navigation and landscape conservation.

lhohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Biotic Indices

Bioric indices rest on the principle of grcatest richness of most demanding species associated with healtest
environrnents. To obtain a numerical value for them, two variables are correlated: the sensitivity of established
faunistic groups to extfimeous chemical species, and the number of species that make up the macrobenthic
community in the riverine biotope investigated. Extended Biotic lndex (EBI) by woodiwiss, a.s modified for Iraly
by Ghetti' employs a conventional table where the groups of macroinvenebrates, which can be found, are listed as
decreasingly sensitve from top to bottom. The identification of macroinvertebrates proceeds down to level of
fanilies or genera (Systematic Unirs S.U.). EBI can range between I and 14; accordingly, water quality falls into
one of five classes. Class I gmups EBIs 10-14, describing an environment not polluted or not considerably altercd;
Class V, on the opposite, EBIs from I to 3 (severely polluted environment).

REPORT ON THE SURVEYS

Experimental data: frhysico-chemical and microbiological

The complete set of measured data is shown in Table I (commented below).

Table I - Physico-chemical data and Quality Indices resulting

Date Site DO BOD5 T
oc

Nol
mg/t

Fo3
mgA

pH EC
[S/cm

TDS Faecal
mgl MPN

TSS wQIp WQIs CINH4
mgÂ

0.58
0.&
4.90
0.n
0.28
0.37
0.4

cr 104 2.8
c2 t02 2.1
ca 106 1.9
c4 88 2.6
c5 90 2.1
c6 92 2.2

Vo s'a;t.

20
Dec.
'93

14.0
t4.7
t3.2
2r.5
2r.0
20.5

5.13
3.32
4.42
3.34
3.16
1.44

0.20
0.r2
0.15
0.14
0.17
0.57

7.59
8.08
8.22
7.98
8.0s
8.12

u40
2370
2200
2100
2100
2150

t743
1693
r57l
1500
1500
1536

15.6
3.6
36.8
56.0
28.0
6.4
20.4

76 72
80 72
75 57
63 69
65 7r
6 6 7 r

2.t 18.0
9.5
10.0
9.0
t4.6
14.0
14.0
14.0

0.22 8.07 2t70 1550

69
63
7l
70
7 l
72
7 l

8.15
8.08
8. 14
7.9
8.07
8.û7
8.04

6.33
6.59
6.71
5.18
5.15
4.47
4.41

I t3 3.4
r 13 4.8
l l5  2
r02 2.8
104 2.7
104 2.2
104 3.4

cl
c2

25 Ca
Jan. Co
'94 C5

c6

0.44
0.51
0.53
0.62
0.50
0.60
0.3s

t.07
1.48
1.05
1.26
0.87
0.53
0.77

2t60
2260
2230
2t30
2t40
21ffi
2210

t542
t614
t592
l52l
t529
1543
r579

18000
10000
3500

r 10000
8000
5000
l 1000

85,2
rw.2
187.6
l l l . 6
96.8
r40.8
184.8

43
39
42
37
47
45
42

56
s4
s7
56
s9
60
58

cl
c2

15 ca
Mar. Ca
'94 Cs

c6

0.84
0.37
0.34
0.37
0.48
0.40

t340
l0 l6
1035
I 169
l 187
I 195

t02
100
r02
t02
104
104
t02

15.0
t5.7
t4.6
14.9
t4.4
14. l

4.25
4.W
4.W
4.05
4.05
4.21
4.n

0
0.06
0.2r
0.3
0 . l l
0 . l l

7.40
8.33
8.32
8.13
8.t2
8.1 l

r4.7 0.36 0.2r 8.15

9s7 1700 33.2
726 200 13.6
739 70 26.0
835 6500 40.4
848 1900 34.0
854 1500 52.8
872 5000 66.0

68 70
70 73
59 74
63 73
6 5 7 2
65 73

As in March river discharge was greater, lower values for EC and Coliforms resulted. DO, BOD, NHa and No.
depict slighty polluted waters in any country. EC is always and everywhere high in comparison with watercourses
where both WQI and CI were originally conceived and validated. This results in low scores, although fluvial
ecosystem is a viable one (see EBl,); such low scores are reasonable only inasmuch they refer to expensive
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Eeatment for water utilization, if required. Temperature Deviation was assumed zero everywhere' as no particularly

hot or cold wastewaters are discharged into the river.

Corsiderable biological pollution was measurcd in C, and C., downstream raw w:atewaters outfalls from

poggioreale and Salaparura (Cl) and Partarura (CJ. The values of FC to FS ratio (Table 2) point out that cattle

poùution is widespread over the entire river lenglh investigated, whilst human waste pollution is resuicted to few

reaches downslream unÛeated sewage oudalls.

Table 2 - Total Coliforms (TC), Faecal coliforms (FC) and Faecal Streptococci (FS)' in MPN/lfi) cc.

TC FC
25

18000
10000
3500

u0000
8000
5000
11000

FC/TS FC
15 Mar

FS FC/FSSite

c,
c-
c1
c4
c5
c.

30000
20000
10000
150000
12000
14000
60000

5E00
11000
6000
43000
4600
2000
43000

7000
2000
700

15000
3000
6000
9000

1700
2N
70

6s00
1900
1500
5000

3900
320
&

2000
1500
2300
1600

0.4
0.6
l . l
3.3
1.3
0.7
3 .1

3 .1
0.9
0.6
2.6
t.7
2.5
0.3

Experimental data: bionomic

Stations for biological survey were set in 3 pairs, all tying in regulated reaches of BeÏce. A good rcproducibility

of measurcs was observed (Table 3). During the sampling, carried out in May orùy, the faunistic grcttp Plecoptera

was never found, which is known to be the most sensitive to water pollution or habitat changes. ln St and S, just

as many as 5 and 6 S.U. were found; the responsibility for that could be shared by civil and farm wastes' on one

hand, and by flat sandy man-made river bed on the other. ln S, and So less degraded conditions were found. as 16

and 17 s.u. wer€ counted, respectively, in splte of Partanna sewer outfall, over 9 km upstrBam. Such recovery can

be explained with rich riparian vegetation observed, which enhances biological diversity. In the last stations, 55

and 56, S.U. number dropped to I and 14; bed uniformity and non-point farm pollution, revealed by

microbiological analysis, are believed to contribuite both to degrade the river.

CALCI.JLATING INDICES

Physico-chemical Indices

All of three physico-chemical indices introduced above were calculated and reported in the last three columns of

Table l. The empty places of BOD and Coliforms in Table l, however, reveal that ody the second survey rendered

data sufficient for application of indices. In fact, the fint one gave no values for Faecal Coliforms (FC)' and

unfornrnæely the same happened in the third for BOD. To deal with this partial deficiency of data, the writen

devised a replacement criterion, æ described below.

Fir$, indices WQI-s, WQI-p and CI for second suwey (complete set) werc calculated" Sectnd, the set of data

ftom second survey was deprived of indicator FC. The authon attempted to maintain unchurged the values of

indices above, distributing the weight of the suppressed indicæor over the remaining ones (criterion a) or adding it

to another single indicator, chosen as related to the missing one (criterion b), thus substi$table for it. Third' the

experiment was rcpeated with BOD. Indicator BOD was considercd related to FC, and Ammonia to BOD.
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Tab.3 - Systematic unit collected in sites Si

MACRO.INVERTEBRATE GROUPS SYSTEMATIC IjNIT sl s6sss.s3s2
TRICHOPTERA (Farnily)

EPHEMEROPTERA (Genus)

COLEOPTERA (Family)

ODONATA (Genus)

DIPTERA (Family)

HETEROPTERA (Genus)

CRUSTACEA (Farnily)
GASTROPODA (Genus)

BIVALVIA (Genus)
HIRLJDINEA (Genus)
OLIGOCHAETA (Famity)

Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Baetis
Caenis
Hydrophilidae
Dytiscidae
Sympetrurn
Lestes Viridis
Pyrrhosoma
Chironomidae
Limoniidae
Ceratopogonidae
Simuliidae
Plea
Notonocta
Micronecta
Naucoris
Atyidae
Ancylus
Lymnaea
Physa
Pisidium
Limnatis
Lumbriculidae
Lumbricidae

Total S.U.
E.B.I.

L

L L U L
I

l I l
L L L L

L
L

L U L
I

L
L I L

2
L

l l
I
L U

L

2
2
t
L

5 6 1 6 t 7
4 5 7 7

I
I

I I
I

I
I

I
I

1 I
I
2
I
I

I
I

l4
6
m

t
6

class w |] m
I=from rare to common; L=from cornmon to abundant; U=n*".iffi individuals captured

It was apparent that (see Table 4 below):
c criterion a (distributing weight) keeps the quality indices, calculated from the deprived set of dara, closer to

the values calculated from the entire:
. WQI-s appeared !o be less sensitve to data deficiency than WeI-p;
' Chemical Index (C.I.) perfomrs similarly, in spite of is inherent resemblance with WeI-p.

This behaviour was explained as follows: indicaton FC and Tuôidity arc unfavourable throughout the river
Belice' thus, if they are not included in an index (as it happens with CI) or they are replaced with another, more
favourable indicator, total score will improve. Obviously, this case cannot be generalized.

Table 4 - Deviation of cabulated values of Indices from fn e.

WOI-s WOI-o

Critenon a + 37Vo
+

( )

Table I shows that, applymg ti/Ql-s and CI, water of lower Belice falls everywhere into Classes 2 and 3 defined
above' with few seasonal shifts in some reaches. Applying wQI-p, waters are down-graded to Class 4. All wat€r
Quality lndices applied exhibit good stabiliry over space and time; this dampening effect tends to hide individual
phenomena or forms of pollution, which could be bener obscrved through the appropriate indicators.
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In facf, CI yields always the highest scores, wtrilst WQI-p the lowest, because, a) the laner includes among basic

indicators F.C. and Turbidity, which are fairly high nearly everywhere in lower Belice; and, b) by the very nature

of product of V/QI-p, low scores in individual indicators lower the aggregate index.

Biotic tndices

In stations Sl and 52, EBI's calculated values are 4 and 5, respectively; IV Class of Quality (severe pollution) was

thus awarded. h Sr and So, downstream, EBI rises to trI Class (slight pollution). As water quality does not

impmve from the former reach to the latter, the merit should be attributed to almost natural river bed, with banks

rictl in vegetation. In S, and Su River Belice r€mains in III Class, in spite of diminished S.U., a symptom of

lessened biological diversity.

The river environment, according to EBI values, falls into classes of quality everywhere lower than it appean from

the physico-ctremical urd bacteriological indices. The writen' opinion is thal the existng vast regulation works

have simplified the fluvial habitat to such extent that most sensitve macro-invertebrates have disappeared in spiæ

of fair wuer çality.
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APPENDIX

Figure 2: Subindex functions for WQI after NSF (Ott, lg7g)
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MANAGEMENTAND USE OF RIVERS IN NORWAY: MEASURES TO ALLEVIATE
THE IMPACT OF HYDROPOWER DEVELOPMENT

ABSTRACT

Norway measures 1800 km from south to north. The coast is long and the country is intersected by numerous large
and small rivers. The annual runoff from individual catchment basins varies from 160 lls/km2 in the wettest parts of
the country to 10 l/s/km2 in the driest.

Norway is one of the few countries in the world that obtains all its electrical energy from hydroelectric power srari-
ons. 63Vo of the water power potential has been developed and 20% is protected from being exploited. When per-
mission is given for a development scheme, considerable emphasis is placed on alleviating its possible impact on na-
ture and the environment.

To determine the effects of a development, investigations must be undertaken before and after the development. The
most detailed studies generally concern fish. Attempts are made to limit negative effects by improving biotopes
along the river. Compensatory release of fish has also been widely used, but recently attempts have been made to li-
mit this because of the potential negative consequences involved.

In recent schemes, the minimum flow has been experimented with for a five-year trial period, generally with speci-
fied lower and upper limits. Biological studies, which the developer must fund, accompany the experiments. The
costs of investigations and measures attached to a development amount to 2-3Vo of the total cost of the development.

KEY-WORDS: Management of riven/IægislationÆIydroelectric plantsAVatercourses/lmpacts of development.

INTRODUCTION

Norway is situated on the Scandinavian peninsula and stretches 1800 km from south to north. A warm ocean current,
the Gulf Stream, flows along the coast keeping it ice free all the year. Large parts of the country are mountainous,
with some peaks reaching nearly 2500 m. The average altitude of the country is estimated to be around 500 m. The
tree limit in southern Norway is at about 900 m a.s.l. The population mostly lives on the coast and in inland valleys.

South Norway is divided by a long mountain range which forms a watershed between east and west. The dominant
wind directions are westerly and southwesterly and the winds carry damp air from the Atlantic Ocean across the
country. West of the watershed the annual precipitation may be around 2500 mm, but in the rain shadow on the east
side the driest areas only receive 300 mm. Figure 1 shows the variation in annual precipitation from one part of the
country to another. (NVE, hydrologisk avdeling, 1986)
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Figure I Map of Norway, including precipitation figures for different regions.

The northern part of the country also has a high annual precipitation along the coast, except in Finnmark and Troms
where it is low everywhere. The precipitation mostly falls as snow in winter and rain the rest of the year, least in
summer. The considerable amount of melting snow in spring means that the water level in the riven is at its highest
then.

Norwegian watercourses are relatively small, but contain a great deal of water. Only five have a catchment area in ex-
cess of 10,000 km2. the Glomma being the largest at 41,000 km2. On the other hand, they have a substantial fall in
altitude, many lakes and, in some cases, very large specific discharges.

Rivers in western Norway are often short, but contain a great deal of water. In southeastern Norway, they are larger
and have a more gentle profile, the main fall frequently being concentrated in their upper reaches. Some rivers in
Finnmark are large, but they have a gentle fall Figure 2 shows profiles along rivers in these three parts of the coun-
try.

Numerous lakes at various altitudes along rivers provide good opportunities for regulating the rivers. The largest lake
is Mjosa with an area of 362km2.

PAST AND PRESENT UTILISAUON

Norwegian rivers have been put to a variety of uses for a great many years. There have been numerous watermills for
grinding corn, and their remains can still be seen on many rivers. They were simple devices where the water was led
along a channel to a waterwheel which was directly linked to the grindstone. It is estimated that there were nearly
30,000 such mills 200 years ago. (Hydropower Development, 1995)

The rivers have also been important means of transportation for both people and timber. Timber floating has now ce-
ased, and logs are transported by road to sawmills and factories which no longer need to be situated on rivers.

Access to groundwater is limited in many parts of Norway. Consequently, rivers have been, unO ,titt are, imporlanl
sources of raw water. Except for their lower stretches, contamination levels are low and the water can be used wit-
hout resort to expensive purification.

Ê,bohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 2 Three typical ' longitudinal r iver prof i les in Norway.

Most rivers contain anadromous fish. At present, 959 Nonvegian rivers carry salmon and sea trout. Fishways have
been built on many rivers, to open up new stretches for migrating fish. A total of 420 fishways have been constructed
in Norway. The letting of fishing rights has been, and still is, an important source of income for many owners of ri-
verside land. The fishing of non-migratory brown trout and char is also very important in many lakes and stretches of
r iver where anadromous f ish are absent. (DN-notat 1995 - l)

The most important use to which rivers are put today, apart from recreation, is to produce electric power. Almost all
Norwegian power is produced in hydroelectric plants. 63% of the hydropower potential has been developed, and
about 20Vo is in locations where power development schemes are forbidden. When permission for a scheme is given,
great efforts are made to reduce the negative impacts which the development might have on nature and the environ-
ment. About 112 Twh are now produced in Norway.

LEGISLATION

The use of the rivers is regulated by, in the main, two Acts, the Watercourses Act and the Watercourse Regulation Act
introduced in 1940 and i917, respectively.

The Watercourses Act concerns the ownership of rivers and how they can be utilised through development. The Act
has been particularly important for setting limitations on the exploitation of gradients to produce hydroelectric po-
wer. Watercourses are deemed to be owned by the owner of the adjacent land.

The Watercourse Regulation Act makes provisions concerning the regulation of the discharge of a watercourse.
Every regulation which involves the inundation of land or the lowering of a reservoir is dealt with under the terms of
this Act. Permission (concession) for such undertakings may be given for a period of 60 years, or for an unlimited pe-
riod if the applicant is a publicly-owned company.

New development plans must also be dealt with under the terms of the Planning and Building Act-A specifically cle-
fined environmental input assessment is required in the case of projects that have an annual production in excess of
40 Gwh. This is intended to form a good decision-making basis for groups presenting submissions and the authorit i-
es awarding concessions. (DN-notat 1992-7\
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HANDLING APPLICATIONS FOR POWER DEVELOPMENT

A concession must be applied for if it is desired to construct a new power station in Norway, and in the case of ma-

jor projects, this must be decided by the government. Before permission is given, a long and wide-ranging delibera-

tion process is enacted. This procedure is shown schematically in somewhat simplified form in Figure 3. It is divided

into three phases: (NVE, nr. 13-1993)

-planning
-application
-total appraisement and decision-taking.

The time this takes varies greatly depending on the complexity; it may be anything from I year to 5 or 6 years. When

permission is given, the limits for the regulation of the reservoirs and requirements for storing and releasing water

are laid down in a set of manoeuvring regulations which are part of the terms of the concession.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3

Planning Application
Total appraisement and

decision-taking

Environmental
effects
assessment
plogram

Concession

Ministries
Directorates
CounÇ authoritles
Local authorities
Associations,
socaeties, etc.

Ministry ot lndustry

Ministry of Industry

Goncession
applicant

* NVE = Nonlregian Water Resources and Energy Administration

Figure 3 Procedure (in simplified form) for dealing with applications for hydropower development
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The concession also includes terms stating what investigations and measures a developer can be required to underta-
ke to safeguard the natural environment, or to compensate for damage which the development causes. The manaqe-
ment authorities, following careful evaluation of what is needed, can require such investigations and measures as:

-biological investigations
-construction of fishways and cultivation plants
-release of fish
-building of thresholds and biotope improvement measures
-measures relating to open-air recreation.

TYPES OF POWER STATIONS

The power station projects in Norway can be divided into three groups:

-river power stations in dams
-power stations with intake from a single reservoir
J'gutter" projects, involving several intakes.

River power stations are generally located at a waterfall or rapids. They exploit the discharge of the river u'irhout re-
gulating it.

A power station with an intake from a single reservoir exploits the drop between that and the river. The 6istance bet-
ween the intake and the outlet from the power station is often great, with the water being transferred through runnels.
The discharge is determined on the basis of the size of the catchment basin and the capacity of the resen,orr.

The term "gutter" project is used to describe a scheme whereby water is led to a power station after being collectecl
through several intakes from a number of reservoirs and tributaries. These are often high altitude lakes and streams,
each of which has a limited discharge, but often a substantial drop in height. In such projects, a minimum florv for
the main river is stipulated which must not be violated.

Figure 4 shows sketches of these three types of hydropower schemes. (Norske kraftverker)

IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENTS ON NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The construction of a hydropower station impacts on many aspects of the natural environment. Changes in 4ischar-
ge and water levels have the greatest effect on the habitats of aquatic invertebrates and fish. Other wildlife may also
often suffer. The migratory routes of animals may be cut through inundation of land for reservoirs or the constructi-
on of new roads, and transmission lines may reduce the value of unspoilt nature. The development may also produ-
ce climatic changes which affect the vegetation.

[-ake regulations may impose substantial changes on the living conclitions of aquatic invertebrates and fish. If the
water level is lowered, the opportunities for trout to reach their spawning grounds in rivers and streams entering the
reservoir will be ruined. Other species may find their spawning grounds left dry and the benthic fauna in the litroral
zone will lose their means of survival through scouring or erosion. (MVU-rapport A-12a,b,c 1989)

A reduction in the discharge along the river will lead to a loss of production areas for aquatic invertebrates ancl fish
and make it difficult for migrating fish to reach their spawning grounds. Moreover, rapicl changes in discharge may
leave frylsmall fish and aquatic invertebrates stranded on dry land if lhe water level is lowered todquickly.

A development scheme may also have a negative effect on fishing along a watercourse. When the discharge is lower
than normal, migrating fish will often remain stationary waiting for a higher discharge bef<lre running up the river.
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Figure 4 Sketches showing the three main types of hydropower schemes.
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The qualities of the fishing spots used by anglers will change *'hen the river has to adapt to new discharge re-eimes
following a regulation. (Statistics of Norway, 10/19S4)

MEASURES TO ALLEVIATE IMPACTS

To alleviate the impacts of a power development scheme it is vital to have the chance to influence its design. plans to
safeguard the natural environment need to be put forward sufficiently early in the plannint process to be taken into
consideration. This appl ies to the posit ioning of intakes, outlers and dams, and their design.

After the scheme has been completed a number of measures are still called for. Nowadays, attempts are generally
made to avoid undertaking measures of a physical nature. if conclitions following the completion of a hy6roporver
scheme can be maintained some other way, such as through flexible regulations for the release of water. In Norwa1,,
such regulations are of great importance for fish. It is claimed that if the discharge requirements for fish are satisfi-
ed, the conditions are also satisfactory for many other parts of the ecosvstem.

For fish, the volume and flexibility of the discharge are important for several reasons. The demands which fish pla-
ce on the environment in which they live differ for different species an<I stages in the life cycle. A particular dischar-
ge may be favourable for one life stage, but unfavourable for another (satisfactorv for growing up, but not tbr migra-
ting upstream). A discharge that is favourable for one species mav be unfavourable for another (iatisfactory' for carp.
but not for trout). The life stages and the species may require different levels of discharge at different times of the
year (high in spring, but not in winter). A discharge that is tàvourable in one part of a river may not be favourable in
another part (appropriate in a narrow profile, but not where the profile is wide).

To be able to determine the effects of a development on nature and the environment ir is usual to carry out investiga-
tions both before and after the development. They comprise mappin-q:

-the species composition and the occurrence of flora ancl fauna
-the stock sizes and migration routes of the fauna
-the relationship between the discharge and the environment for rvildlife to live in.
-landscape and outdoor recreation

When hydropower development takes place, a large proportion of the water is often removed from the watercourse.
or the discharge is reduced over stretches of the watercourse. When permission is given for such a development, a
minimum discharge is stipulated for the river and this must not be violated. This discharge generally varies fiom one
time of year to another.

In recently implemented schemes a minimum discharge has been stipulated for a lrial period of five years. Upper and
lower l imits are general ly set for this experimental discharge. When the minimum discharge is being determined, the
following factors are considered with regard to a stretch of river:

-area covered by water
-the need for spawning grounds and hatching areas
-the need for periods of rest, pools
-oxygen-rich water, water exchange
-requirements regarding water temperature
-transport of nutrients from lakes
-run of fish, floods to tempt them
-emigration of fish (smolt)
-pursuit  of f ishing.
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The measures used to alleviate the negative effects may he:

-construction of threshotds, biotope improvemcnt
-construction of fishwaYs
-construction of cultivation plants and release of fish.

In recent years, attempts have been made to reduce the release of flsh because of its possible negativc side-eflccfs

The costs of the measures implemented and the investigations linked to a development scheme ma1' amount to 2-

3Vo of. the total costs of the development.

SUMMARY

To attain better management of the natural history of Norwegian watercourses a master plan for water resources has

been drawn up. This has resulted in about 20Vo of the nation's water power potential being protected from hvdropo-

wer development. In practice, this means that these watercourses are also protected from other forms tlf exploitation.

In these watercources applications for other form of encroatchments is to be handled more restricted than in other

watercources. National guidelines have been drawn up for encroachments in these watercourses, in ordcr that their

conservation assets shall not be depreciated.

63Vo of the nation's total hydroelectric potential has been developed. The remainin g lTVo of watcrcourses which are

still open for possible development are categorised and grouped according to costs and consequences. This has enab-

led a ranked list to be drawn up for exploiting the remaining hydroelectric power potential of the country. Even

though this list has been prepared, any development requires an application and its approval in accordance with the

legislation that is in force. This system seems to have adequately clarified the situation for those interested in deve-

lopment, and reduced the degree of conflict in the case of new projects.
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THE SUCCESSION OF THE MARCHFELD CANAL . A NE\ryLY CREATED
WATERCOURSE
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Interdisophnary Researctr Program Marctrfeld Canal
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ABSTRACT

TheMarctrfeld Canal represents a quasi natural watercourse (18,8 l<rn, 2-15m3lsec) in the east of Austria @urope)
with the following fi.[rctions: rec]rarge of ground water, recreation of existing rivulas and irngation of agncultural
areas. In 1991, one year before it was filled, an interdisciplinary research program started to investigate its
succession. The aim is to show the development of a complex ecosystem, the influencp on the surroundins, areas and
to describe the essential interactions.

The focal points are limnology (nutnents, algae, makrophytes, evertebrates), fish ecology (colonizatron, migraûon,
habitat preference, fish pass firnction), hydrology (current pattems, current model), sedimantology (surveys, types
of structures, qualrty and quantity of the sediment), and bioclimatology (bioclimate, physical limnology). The
terrestrial/amphibious part includes the investigation of the establishment of vqetaûon at the water-level and in
xerotlermic sites, the succession of mammals, birds, amphibians and some groups of insects and the fi,'rction of the
canal as a recreational area for human visitors.

The program will be finished n 1997 . Now preliminary results for each single project are available. They allow a
first synthesis deahng with complex interdisciplinary questions (e.g. fish habitats-current, makrophytes-current-
sedimentaûon).

From an ecologrcal point of view, the Marctrfeld Canal can be seen as an artificial branch of the River Danube (Me
: 1900 m3/s). The smaller dimensions and the artificial construction of the canal have caused a dramatic change of
the abiotic situation, and subsequently of the biotic situation. The preliminary results of the different focal points
are discussed in d€tâil with the aid of different theories and concepts of successions and river-ecology (e.g
Vannote's River Continuum Concçt). The main differences baween the newly created water@urse and a natural
river are brought out.

supportedbytheAustrian scienceFoundation (FwF) (P.oj Nr s 6401, s 6405-08 - BIo, p 9451 - BIo. p 09768
- GEO) and the Province Govemment of Lower Austria.
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INTRODUCTION

The Marctrfeld Canal Systern

The Marclrfeld Canal System includes the newly created Marclrfeld Canal (MC, finally filled in 1992; length: 18.8

km; slope: 0.2 o/oo) and Obersiebenbrunner Canal (finally filled in 1995; length: 5.4 km) and the rewidened parts

of the small rivers Ru8bach and Stempfelbach (argths 39 krn and 26 lcn). Waær (2 - 15 m3/s) is taken from the

river Danube (HQl = 5.300 m3/s, HQIO : 7.300 m3/s) north of Vierura and transported by the MC in a freflow to

the RuBbach. When the water level of the Danube is too low, pumps are used to raise the water into the dnrnel. A

retention basin (approx. 100 ha) in the upper part of the MC (krn 3.0 - 3.6) serves to improve the water quality. Via

the Obersiebenbrunner Canat a part of the water of the Ru8bach is diverted into the Sternpfelbach. The Ru8bach

runs directly into the Danube south of Vienna , the Sæmpfelbactr runs into a tributary of the Danube. The March-

feld Canal System was constructed to improve the water conditions of the Marchfeld (approx. 1,000 km'z), an im-

portânt agricultural area of Austria @urope). On the one hand water qm be taken directly out of the MC and used

for irrigation, on the other hand water seeps into the growrd at favourable points to stabilize and raise the falling

ground water level, whidr makes it necessary to control or lower the amount of particles transported. The water

quality of the Ru3bach and the Stunpfelbach is improved by the additronal supply of water.

Problems

The MC - the main object of investigatron - was to be built in harmony with nature as far as shape, riverbed-desigrt

and plantings are concemed (Grubrrger and Emegger, 1994). BLt during the planning stagg several questions and

problems very soon arose out of this aim: How naturally can an artificial river be designed, and wtrat would be the

appropriate measures? Would it be better to preddermine as much as possible or to give nature plenty of space to

develop the watercourse its own way?

kriûal Situation

Right from the beginning there were some differences between the MC and a natural river system. By law the river

beds of all nernr and re-widened parts of the Mardrfeld Canal System had to be sealed using either a mineral or a

synthaic layer. In order to shape the river bed and to protect the layer it was covered with gravel up to a height of

at least 60 cm. But such a gravel bed is not at all typical of a low-land river of such a location and sudr small

dimensions. The discharge varies only betrpeen 2 m3/s and 6 m3/s - in exceptional circumstances it can reach 12

m3/s. Four weirs regulate the level and flow of water in the MC. In order not to interrupt the continuous flow of

water and to allow organisms to pass, bypassing channels were constructed. Another great difference is the fact that

the MC does not have a normal source - it receives its water from the potamal of a large river.

Succession

Only very feu, papers dealing with the succession of natural river systems exist. It is even difficulîto find wriversal

pattemsof common structures and courses of succession. AgoodcriterionofassessmenttotesttheMCandits
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Table l: The individual projects of the Research program Marchfeld canal

(Sub-) Project Topic Interdisciplinary Aspects (examples)
Bioclimatology

Hydraulics

Morphology

Sedimentology

Limnolog. Chemistry
Phytoplankton

Periphyton

Macrophytes

Evertebrates

trïsh-ecology

Amphibious Vegetation

Semiterrestrial and
Terrestrial Zoology
Recreational Use

microclimatological and physical-
limnol ogi cal measurements
flow velocity measurement, flow pattems

surveyrng and classification ofthe research
sectrons

sediment quality, sediment transportation

nutrients, tanporal and spatial distribution
successlon, spatial di stributi on
succession. spatial distn bution
succession, spatial distribution
sucæession, spatial distn bution
succession, microhabitats, fi sh pass
filnction

establishment in the riparian fluctuation
area

dragonfl ies, amphibians, reptiles, birds,
small mammals

function of the MC as a recreational area

interaction with water plants; effect on
sedimentation
mteraction of habitat structures and species
composition

effect on spectral radiation transmission
and organisms
developmott of phytop I ankton
devel opment of zoopl ankton
rnteraçtion with sediment and flow velooty
nteraçtion with sedirnent and flow veloclty
food supply for fish
population dansity depending on food
supply and flow velooty.
development of habitat structures

population densities depanding on the
vegetation

anthropoganous infl uence

effect on organisms

'ecologlcal abilities' seerns to be a comparison with natural river systems of the same size and wrthin the same
geograplucal regron. Such a comparison will only be possible when the MC has had enough time to develop.
Nevertheless' from a scientific point of view it is very interesting to investigate the developmant of this newly
created water-cÆurse right from the start to improve our knowledge about succession and the ecology of rivers.

METHODS

The Interdisciplinar-v Research Proeram Marchfeld Cânal

To investigate the various problerns that derive from the questions mentioned above, an interdisciplnary research
program was founded (Grubinger and Emegger, 1994). The emphasis had to be limited to the aquatiç area.
Associated projects examine the amphibic and terrestrial parts. Tab. I shows the individual projeas, their fields of
research and interdisciplinary connections. There is not anough space to give all tlreir different methods. Ddailed
information is included in the individual papers (see referarces). A basic project organisation conDects the different
parts of the research program and supports the interdisciplinarity and co-operation. The investigations started in
1992' before the canal was finally filled and should last until 1997. The investigations of most projecrs are
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concentrated in I I research sections of an average largth of 200 meters. Six of thern are wtthin the MC, 5 within

the Rufibach. They were chosen by all participants to take the following factors into account: rate of urbanisatton,

shape and structure of the waterway and overgrowth of the banks.

Models of Succession and Rururins, Waters

The basis for a comparison between the results and atready exlstrng models are ecological concepts which were

designed especially for nruring waters, such as Varurotds the River Continuum Concçt (Schônbom' 1992;

Lampert and Sommer, 1993). As far as the problems of succession are concemed, the papers written by Klôtdi

(1993) and Conell and Slayter (1977) are used. A recent overview is given by Pahl-Wostl (1995).

RESTII.TS

Because of the limited extent of this paper, it is only possible to present the most important preliminary results.

Thermal ecoloery

The waterternperâture of the MC is higirly influenced by the thermal character of the Danube as one of the greatest

rivers in Europe @itzinger et al., 1995; Krisa e/ al., 1996). But with increasing distance from the inl€t ûe

amplitudes of the daily and annual water temperature increase sigruficantly. During the warm season the water

wanns up greatly when it flows through the channel (by up to 9 "C in 1995), and on the other hand it can cool down

by up to 5.5 'C in winter. The maxima of the daily water temperatures show a clear time lag as the water flows

along the clunnel. With the aid of a simple regression analysis it was possible to determine that the monthly average

of the water ternperature is highly correlated (95 - 98 Yo at the different locations) with the monthly average of the

air temperature, whereas the water temperature and the global radiation show no great correspondence (55 - 75 o/o

at the different locations).

Radiation Climate

The measurements of the spectral radiation transmission in the drannel were carried out using an under-water

photometer @itzinger et at., 1995;Knsa et aI., 1996). In summer the total transmission diminished with increasrng

distance from the start of the channel, the maximum transmission ctranged to longer wavelengths. In winter these

phenomau are muô less pronounced. This could be due to increased biological activity in tlre water and an

increasing concentration of light-absorbing matters (chlorophyll and other organic matters) dunng summer

@itzinger et al., 1995). Additionally, tugher disctrarges and the resultrng mobilisation of sediments could be of

importance for thç transmission. More daailed investigations are planned'

Disctrarces

As was mentioned above, the MC was built with a maximum discharge of 15 m3/s (banldul discharge). The

rqulaûon of the discharge by the 4 weirs corresponds to that. In practice, the mean discharge varied be*ween 2 and
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7 mt/s. The maximum discharges in the years 1993 - 1995 were 8 mrls,7 mt/s and 12 m3/s. The resulung mean
velocities were 0.3 - 0.7 m/s, the maximum velocity was 0.9 m/s (12 m3/s). No extreme variance of the annual
dtscharge occurred. In general, depending on the water levels of the Danube, it was possible to raise the discharge
during late spring and early summer, whereas especially in autumn and winter it was often necessary ro rransport
the minimal amount of water (2 mt/s) into the channer with the aid of pumps.

Morpholocy

To classifu the singular research sections by means of morphologrcal similarities, in a first st€p .conventional
parameters' such as the variance of width and maximum depth, wetted bed area, approximated langth of shore line
and others were used for factor and cluster analyses (Wick er at.,1996;Naclrtnebel et al., 1996). First results shou,
that poorly structured sections can be separated from ones with varylng cross sectron parameters and from others
showing high variability with rqgard to cross section and area. In a first approach a combination of these
Param€ters was compared to the number of fish species and the number of individuals. A positive correlation could
be observed for the first time in the vear 1994.

Generally speaking more sedimentation than erosion occurred, especially in the retention basin (Schregr er et al.,
1995; Naclrtnebel et aI., 1996; Reitner and lfuali( 1996) . In the deep part of this area a thick layer (average 13
crn, maximum 18 cm) of fine grained sediment was observed nearly two years (June 1994) after the channel had
been finally filled. The rernaining refer€nce sections did not exhibit any dynamics at this time, so that all rn all the
quanttty of the dynamic processes is relatively low. The averageconcentration of suspended sediment showed a
draracteristic longtudinal decline in 1993. The influence of the retention basin was quite obvious. Compared to the
input (100%)' the concentration diminished after the retention basin to less than 60 %, andat the end of the charurel
to app' 40 %. Whereas the situation was quite less clear in 1994, a similar pattem occurred in 1995, even though
the concentration at the end of the channel was higher than in lg93 (80%). This may be due to the improved control
and rqulation of the discharge in the clrannel: To ensure a sufficient water quality (relating to dissolved and
particular mineral and organic substances) for the groundwater infiltration, the discharge was reduced to a
minimum when the water quality of the Danube was low (e.g. at high waters). In extreme cases tre inlet was
completely closed, but with the aid of the water accumulated by the weirs it was possible to ensure the minimum
disdrarge.

Phytoplanlcon

Great seasonal differences were rqistered concemingthe succession of phyoplanlcon (Krisa et at., 1995;1996).
They are correlated with a combination of different paramders sucfr as radiation, temperature, nutnents, turbidity
and the disdrarges of the river Danube. The level of phytoplankon biomass was low - normally less than I mgll - in
winter, whereas maxima of more than 30 mg/l (1993), 17 mgl (1994) or l0 mg/l (1995) were observed in spring. It
ls strihng that the maxima decline from year to year, a phenomenon that requires further inveitigatron. Dunng
downstream transport in the MC taxonomic composition and biomass changed sigruficantty. ln goreral the mean
biomass increased by about 58o/o (1994 and 1995) by natural growth. Additionalty algae may be swept out of areas
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with lower current velocity (e. g. bays). Æ higher disdrarge levels the groufth rate diminished because of the shorter

retention time, the higher turbidity and the lower light intarsity. The nutrient loading was too high to make any

serious linutatron seern likelv.

Benthic Aleae

The epilithon is dominated by a filamantous green alg;a - Cladophora glomerata (Kisa et al., 1995; 1996). In 1993

the biomass in the MC was very high, bnt it decreased clearly in the following years. A significant correlation with

nutn€nts (esp. phosphate) was not foturd. Maybe the lower concentration of suspanded sediment and higher light

rransmission corresponding to it caused the high growth rates of 1993. Generally speakfug, high current velocity

and greater light intarsity, as occur in shallow areas, seem to be of benefit to the growth of Cladophora glomerata.

The biomass observed varies between a mean of 0.1 and 0.9 mg ashfree dry weight (AFDWlcm'? and a maximum

of more than 7 mg AFDWcm, at favourable locations. Diatomeae and Spirogtra sp., another filamentous green

alga, are very conrmon in aras with fine sediment layer. High biomass was observed in summer at shallow

locations with high temperatures and low or non-existent current velooty.

Macrophytes

The MC was colonized by macrophytes very quickly (Krisa el al., 1995;1996; Wydrera and Janauer, 1995). Early

colonizaûon was carried ot&by Clura sp., as has been observed in similar water syst€ms (Wychera et al.,1992).

Only two years after the final filling 13 submersed macrophyes, 3 pleustophytes and 5 floating hydrophytes were

found. In 1995 the number of species decreased to 13. Sûll water species (e. g. Hydroclnris morEus-ranae,

Nymphea alba) drsappared, obviously the current of the MC made a successful seûlernelrt impossible. Vice versa,

rheophilic species sudr as Rqrunculus ûchophyllos or R fluitans increased or occurred for the first time. The

main reasons for the quick colonization are the distribution by water birds and tln fact tlnt the macrophytes can

enter the dnnnel directly from the Danube. Continuous changes in the range of species, botft witltin one vgetation

period as well as during the four years of observation suggest that the vqetation systern is still unstable at pres€nt.

Current velocity measuremstts have shown that macrophytes both prefer locations with low velocity curr€nt

conditions (thereby further reducing the velocity) and also settle in locations that were originally unfavourable

(thereby creating new' areas oflow current velocity) (Kotek et al., 1995).

Evertebrates

The evertebrate commurity in the upper stretch are clearly ddermined bythe Danube (Gaviria et al., 1995; Krisa el

al., 1995). The darsity of zooplanlc.on in the retention basin is the same as in the Danube (1994: max. 400

individuals/l). The lower stretches are more isolated from the main river and here the danstty is higher, esp. in bays

and areas of low current velocity (up to 13,0C0 ind./l). This fact indicates tlnt the water does not remain in the

retention basin for lorg eiougfr.

Various stretches showed different pattems of distribr*ion of zoobenthos. Where the water flows out of the

retention basin, many filæring species were foturd. They profit from the increased srryply of washed out animal and

plant planlcon. Some groups of animals had specific pattems of succession. The reduction of the nurnber of
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filamentous green algae led to a fall in the number of epiphytic 'glazers', whiclr were rçlaced by tyrpical inhabitants
of epilithic areas. There was a clear sequ€nce of different sizes of microcrustaceâns. Small types replaced the larger
ones that domrnated during the first two years. This phenomanon was probably caused by the diminished number of
filamentous grwt algae and the increased population of fish needrng nourishment. The more fine sediments were
dçosited, the more sand- mud- and ddritus-eaters were to be found in the slow areas and bays of the charurel. The
density of benthal fauna was higher in the soft sediments ( 1994 max. approx. 120 ind./crnr) than in gravel ( 1994
max. approx. 30 ind./cm).

Hyporheic Interstitial

Preliminary investigations showed the existence of meiofauna (Rotatoria, copepoda,
Nematoda) and stygnobiont amphipodes in the gravel bed (mrn. thickness 60 cm)
(Gavina and Pospisil, 1995). More ddâiled investigations are planned.

Fishes and fishpasses

Oligoctraeta, Chironomidae,
above the artificial sealins

In 1993 (one year after filling) 40 species of fish were found in the MC and the revitalised RuBbach (Schmutz er
al- ' 1994) The darsity of adult fish in the channel was low ln I 994 there were 4 further species. The dansity of
rndrviduals increased 2.5 - 4 fold during the same period. This unexpectedly high number of species is only possible
because conditions in the Danube are quasi-natural (providing a diversity of specres) both upstream and
downstream of the MC-system. The fish entered tlle system from both ends: larvae drifted into the channel directly
from the Danube, whereas adults and subadults entered via the mouth of the RuBbach. Counts showod that uD to
15,000 larvae and young fish entered within 24 hours (mostly at night).

Fish passes were nec€ssary to enable the fish to €nter from below. After they had been adapted, the number of fish
entenng increased substantially. ln 1993/94 tlrere was a high density of fish in the weir pool. The reductron of tlus
darsity in 1995 was due to the improved fish passes and the increased presence of piscivore specles (Schmutz,
1995) This phanomanon was rqistered throughout the system in 1995, whereas the density of mass fish species
fell. Hydraulic investigations of the fish passes showed that attracting current velocity was sufficient at flows of less
than 4 m3/s and the resulting velocities in the main channel, whereas higher flows made the situaûon at the €ntrance
of the fish pass the same as in the main channel @emhard et al., 1995). Ftrture research will show if a higher flow-
rate in the bypass helps the fish to find the entranc€, and so improve the performance of the fish passes.

DISCUSSION

The daerminine situation (physicâl envirorunent)

The initial situation was not the same as with a convenûonal, newly created, flowing strdch of water. There is no
natural sourc€ or upper stretch. Water is taken from the potamal of a big river - the Danube - anA Fea into a body of
water of much smaller dimensions. Therefore t}re measurements of water quality and of some organisms (especially
plankton) in the inlc areâ are identical to the measurements in the Danube. So, referring to the River Continuum
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Concept, the MC can be called a discontinuity of the Danube. Compared to the river, the abiotic factors of tlre

determining situation in the MC show some differences:

The temperature rqime is compl6ely different. Compared to the Danube the MC is a small and shallow body of

water. The tenrperature periodics are therefore more marked, but the situation does not change within short

stretches. Due to the high specific tanperature of watei the effeAs only become appar€nt at the end of the channel.

The small volume of water in the èhannel means that its ratio of water to length of embankrnent is different to the

Danube's. This fact (togaher with the existence of a riverside forest) should lead to a hrgher input of alloctrthonous

nutrients; the temperature periodics should be slightly reduced by the shade. This has not yet happated, as both the

body of water and the embankrnent vqetation are still nerr; but such a development cân be expected wrthin a few

yeârs.

Becausê of tlle morpholOgical condiûons, the low and not very variable discharge leads to a low rate of slufts of

sediment and movement of gravel and coarse sand within the MC (Nachtnebel et al., 1995). The retention basin

qluses a reduction of the amount of sediments in the MC. The average difference compared to the Danube ts.

however, rather small. BW tre charurel managem€nt prevents the extremely high short-term concentratlon of

sediments that can be caused by Danube floods from antering the MC. There are therefore no sediment dynamics or

flood sediments. During the summer months a reduction of the spectral radial transmission was regtstered, as the

water progressed along the MC. That would seem to qentradict the measured reduction of sediments, but can be

explained by a change in qualrty (more liglrt-absorbing particles) @itzinger et aI., 1995). Detailed examinations of

these facts have yet to be carried out. The river bed was made of gravel, sand and stones. lnitially, there were

thersfore no areas of fine sediments, btrt they soon developed, ancouraged by sedimartation in the retention basrn

and other areas oflow velocitv.

Biotic factors

Initial position

Most of the organisms in the MC entered from the Danube. Where the MC branctres offfrom the river, the water

quality is quite good (class II), and there are plenty of species and individuals present. Small orgarusms were carned

in by the current (passively), and possibly also by water-birds (Krisa e/ al, 1996). Only fish entered actrvely,

especially via the motrth of the Ru3bach. This possibility is limited for small organisms. Only the bentluc

evertebrates in the lower str€tches of the MC showed an influence of the RuBbach (Krisa et a/., 1995)

In the serniterrestrial/terrestrial area the situation is complaely different, and can only be mentioned in passing here.

Research proved that vertebrates and dragonflies initially entered from areas surrounding the MC (Cabela and

Grolla, 1994; Gaviria et al., 1996). There is no proof of the MC frmctroning as an 'ecological corridor', with

species spreading along it from the woods near the mouth of the RuBbach.

Due to the direct link from the Danube, the aquatic area was populated fast, and densities compalable to the rive/s

were soon reactred. The fact ttnt the organisms were in a position to become established, proves the quality of the

quasi-natural design ofthe MC.
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Changes obsewed along the cource oJ the MC

Organisms that drift into the MC passively find conditions in it that are new to them. For phytoplankon the velocity
of the current is of primary importance. The organisms need ûme to reproduce, and during that time they drift on;
so it is only in the lower stretctres of the MC that plankton communities drfferent to the one in the Danube are to be
found (Krisa et al., 1996). Since 1994 an increased presence of phytoplanlcon has been rgistered in the lower
stretches, probably due to the reduced turbidrty and the depth compared to the Danube. The higher summer
ternperatures towards the end of the channel, relatively isolated areas with reduced flow (bays etc.) and other factors
also encourage this developm€nt (Krisa et al., 1995).

Benthic organisms are in a different posiûon, as their way of living gave them the possibility to establish themselves
in the upper reaches of the MC. Consequently these areas registered an increased presence of macrophytes. The free
flowing potâmal section of the Danube has only a few macrophytes (4 monocotyledonae and I dicotyledonae)
(Kirzelbach, 1994). In the MC there is an increased rate of both species and individuals. In 1994 rwelve species of
water plants were already found in the retention basin (km 3 0 - 3.6) (Wychera and Janauer, 1995). Here again,
reduced depth and turbidity are the qruses. The above results showed the correlation with the current. Further
research on the role of fine sediments in populating the MC are planned. Generally speaking the higher presence of
plant organisms (especially macrophytes) should lead to a higher rate of photosynthesis compared to the Danube
The colonization of the zoobenthos is more complicated Large.scale and small-scale changes of the daermining
situation (physical environmant) are of importance. Locally influenced condiûons ddermine the pattem of
colonization more than ones that change as the distance from the bginning of the channel increases.

Fish are higfrly mobile, and so they colonized the MC differently Larvae and young fish drifted in passively like
planhon, whereas adult fish entered from the lower end (Schmutz et al., 1994). So, in the initial stages, there was a
greater presence of adult fish in the lower stretches than in the upper ones. This effect was reinforced by the
fi.urctionality of the fish passes.

Development wer time

Conservative pattems of developm€nt over time (Klôtzli, 1993) were found among macrophytes and fishes. No such
convergence was found among other aquatic populations. The distribution and succession of zoobenthos depended
on the circumstances. Neur cfioriotopes (such as fine sediments) led to the developmant of nerry commurities. The
development of the vqetation on the banks is expected to lead to further changes (fallen leaves, shade). The yearly
reduction of the maxima of phytoplanlcon biomass that has been observed does not fit into any pattem. A precise
analysis of the interadion bdween phytoplanlcon, zooplankton, fishes, macrophytes and benthic algae has yet to be
carried out.

A comparison is even more difficult due to the fact that, strictly speaking the colonization of the MC is not a
pnmary succession @iclq 1989). First of all, there were prelinunary test-floodings in some sections of the channel
before the final one, so some preliminary colonization also took place, and secondly the final flooding sw€pt lots of
organisms straight into the MC. The channel could rather be viewed as a new branch of the Danube than a new
flowing body of water., and its succession as secondary or mixed (Kôtzli, 1993). The ecosystem of the Danube is
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in a fairly good condition. When the water is enæring the MC several factors of the different physical environment

are influercing its biocoenoses. The abiotic factors either contrnuously change of their own accord (e. g. sediments),

or are changed by organisms (e. g. macrophytes as sediment traps). The initial situation determines the extsrt to

which individual organisms develop according to this pattem. The succession of planlcon is obviously secondary,

that of macrophytes and terrestrial organisms clearly primary.

Modells of succession

Varurotes River Continuum Concçt (RCC) was origurally developed for flowing waters not influenced by man and

has been criticised by some authors (e. g. Schônbom, 1992). The RCC states that the river ecosystems are

indçordart of time and have no succession, as they are in the state of flowing equilibrium. Withoû entering this

discussion, it is possible to stâte that this certainly does not apply to the MC, as it is a norly created body of

flowing water. Here a succession, d€fined as changes caused by irrqular evants @ick, 1989), is defirutely taktng

place. On the other hand, the RCC was not created for new flowing waters. No climax is to be expected as a final

point of this developmart (Clemenæ's theory of climax, Allred and Clements, 1949). Marghaleffs term of

increasing maturity would seem more appropriate (Schônbom, 1992). Conell and Slayter (1977) extend the term

climax and use it as a synonym for halted succession. At the same time, the authors admit there is no proof of a

community of sexually reproducing individuals reaching a 'steady state equilibrium'. The problem is clearly

explained by Patrl-Wostl (1995): there is a difference between ecosysterns in a state of equilibrium and perpaually

urstable ones. Stability can be either statjc - the important factors do not change with time - or dynamrc - the

factors vary periodically or chaotically around a so-called 'basin of attraction'. Such 'basin of attraction' can also

ctrange periodically or be a chaotic attractor.

The followurg points can be made about the development of flowing waters: frequant dranges of the determining

situation and local disturbances (which mean an unstable anvironment) lead to a dynamically stable ecosystem

(Klôtzli, 1993). There can not be any static equilibrium or final point. The development ofa systern's attracto/ can

be expected @ahl-Wostl, 1995). The variability of this attractor is daermined by charges of the abiotic factors and

the retarded reaction of organisms during the development, i. e. changes of the biotic factors. The compl*e

dependency of the MC on the Danube and the different possibiliûes of human manag,em€nt lead to a high

variability. There can therefore be no linear development and no mechanically-linearly modelled forecast @ahl-
Wostl, 1995). But it should be possible to indicate attractors or 'fields of attractors'. This is one aim of the final

analysis ofthis research program. Projects of renaturalisation seem to need general aims which allow natural and

specrfically local development more than deailed targas.

Ouasi-natural and natural flowins, water

The final question addresses the basic differences between the MC and natural flowing waters and the relevance of

these statements. Future work will deal with these subjects and the possible use of the results of this research. One

of the most important differences is the lack of discharge dynamics. A comparison makes that clear: above the

mouth of the MC the RuBbach has an MQ of O.2 - 0.3 m3/s, a HQIO of I I m3/s and a HQl00 of 26 mtls (the use of

a rdention basin prevents flooding below the morûh of the MC) @mchtungsgesellschaft IMarchfeldkanal, 1992)

The necessary human managemant and the low variability of the disctrarge rgime cause the complete absence of
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natural sediment dynamics. This should lead to consequences for the embankrnent vqdation and the balancæ of
nutnents when the MC is further developed. It is not easy to prove that the lack of discharge dynamrcs has
immediate nq,ative effects on the biocoenoses (cf. the'immediate disturbance û*ry'; Lampert and Sommer, 1993)
There have been some experiments with higher rates of discharge, and more are plarured (Muhar et al., 1996)

Temperature (oftar rqarded as the second most decisive factor in flowing waters after the current, e. g. Schônbom,
1992) is a further differentiating factor. The possible extent of yearly and daily dynamics in allow-lyng turshaded
river is shown by data measured in the lower stretches of the MC. The more stable conditions in the upper stretches
seem unnatural - but ottly because they are not caused by shade (like tn streams in woodlands), but by tile Danube.

The artificral sealing of the bed was expected to have immediate consequences for the hyporheic interstitral lt is
possible to imagtne the development of specific communities in the 60 crn gravel bed above the sealing as tlus rs a
different biocoenosis to the ground water fauna (Schônbom, 1992) On the other hand continuous sedimentation
could lead to the filhng of the interstitial spaces and so to a natural sealing layer above the synthdic one. Tlris often
happens in low-land rivers. Natural sediment d1,nam-rcs (with a iugh ratio of fine sediments in the bed) would help
such a development towards a natural low-land river, but do not exist. We can only wait and see if the present rate
of sedimentatlon produces a similar effect.

We can already see the importânce of the diversity of structures in the wâter for the communities. Dfferent widths
and depths were included in the plans @rrichtungsgesellschaft MarcMeldkanal, 1992), but the bed was consrructed
rather unifornrly, and there is not yet enough vegetation on the embankments, so, compared to a natural river, there
are only a few different ctroriotopes. The local formation of the fine sediments was sufficient to lead to an rncrease
in the number of benthic evertebrate species. Structures such as branches or large roots in the rvater are still
missing. The number of different structures should increase with succession. The MC can therefore hardly be
compared to a natural river with its much greâter degree of matunty. The fi.rture development will be daermined by
upkeep (cutting embankment vegetation, removing branches etc. from the water). Carefi.rl timing and small-scale,
local action are important. Human interference should be ke,pt to a minimum possible, e. g. repairing damage or
removrng sen ous obstructions.

The striking difference is that the MC gets its water from a big river. Therefore it is highly improbable that it wll
ever clevelop into an independent natural lowland river ecosystem. It will always remain what it is - a specral case.
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ABSTRACT

Aris ing f rom lnadequate technologlcal  deveLopment,  and an unpredictabLe
and severe c l imate in  some cases,  the use of  wet lands for  susta inable
development  1n Niger i -a j -s  s t i l l  beset  wi th some setbacks-  par t ly  for
the stabed reasons and par t ly  on account  of  the uniqueness of
envi ronments that  are yet  to  be fu l1y understood,  the fu l1 potent j -a ls
of  the wet lands remain largely unexplored.  and unexproi ted-

The two extremes of  Niger ia ( the North and the South)  have wet lands
that  are as d i f ferent  in  ecoJ-ogy as thel r  c l l rnate-  The nor thern
wet lands ref leet  character is t lcs of  the sudano-sahel ian zone (ssz)
wh i ]e  t he  sou the rn  a re  d l s t i nc t l y  de l . t a i c .  A l t hough  a  f ew  s im i l a r l t i es
do exi -s t  in  thei r  potent ia ls ,  approach to thei r  explo i - ta t lon must
cons lde r  env i ronmen ta l  pecu l i a r l t l es  t ha t  ex i s t  i n  each  a rea -

At  present  entphasls is  on developing the agr lcu l tura l  potent ia ls  of
wet lands in  the SSZ to supplement  product ion f rom other  areas-  This is
in  a b id to at ta in adequate food supply in ,  and increase the revenue
generat ing base of  Niger ia through exportat , ion of  food and cash crops.
These  l o f t y  goa l s ,  howeve r ,  a re  s t i l l  t o  be  ach ieved .  The  de l t a l c
we t l ands  eu r ren t l y  p rov ide  the  bu l k  o f  t he  m lne ra l  ( o i 1 )  resou rces  tha t
g ive the country re lat ive economic buoyancy.  The pursui t  o f  th is  is
a lso being done to the complete exclus ion of  the ident , i f icat ion and
development  of  other  natura l  resources-  The region could be put  to
agr icu l ture '  recreat ion,  gaûres reserve and other  tour ism-enhancing uses
to fur ther  boost  fo*e ign exchange earning of  the country-

This paper presents the d ivers i ty  of  wet l -ands in  Nlger ia,  thei r
character is t ics and the need for  s iml lar i ty  in  invest igat , ions
j - r respect lve of  locat ion-  Such statutor .y  regui rements a lso provide a
means of  acquir lng basic  in fornrat lon and understanding that  are
essen t i a l _  i n  ach iev ing  e f f ec t i ve  conse rva t l on -

KHr-woRDS: Sudano-sahelian Zone,zNiger delta,/Resources,/poterrtial,z
charac te r i st ic s,/Env ironnrent a 1 inpac i /w ater / o Ll,zAgr i cu r tur e /Explo i ta t  1on degradat  ion, /Opt  ions
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INTRODUCTION

The text  of  the Ramsar Convent ion on the Conservat ion of  l^ Iet lands of

Internat ional -  Importance s igned in 1971 provides a c lear  p ic ture of

what  const i tu tes wet lands-  I t  def lnes wet lands as areas of  marsh.  fen,
peat land or  water ,  whether  natura l  or  ar t i f ic la l ,  permanent  or

temporary,  wi th water  that  is  s tat ic  or  f lowing,  f resh,  brackish or

sal t ,  inc luding areas of  mar i t ime water ,  the depth of  whlch at  low t ide

does not  exceed s ix  metres-  This v iew underscores the importance of

mainta in ing hydrological  and ecological  balances in  sustenance and

conservat ion of  wet lands-  FAO (1976) est imated that  wet lands account

for  66 x 1Oe ha in the humid t roplcs,  9?( ,  of  Afr ican-s Land area and 7%

of  N ige r i a ' s  9 -3  x  1Oe  kme  l and  a rea -

l le t lands in  Niger ia have p layed s igni f icant  ro l -es in  the socio-economic

l i fe  of  the people-  This has been through the tapping of  the immense

natura l  resourees that  abound in those unique envi ronments for  food,

recreat i -on,  t ransportat ion,  she1ter ,  and hydrocarbon,  the last

current ly  contr ibut ing at  least  three- fo ld the tota l -  f rom al l  o ther

sourees to the nat ion-s fore ign exchange earning.

Cl inate and ecology have crurb ined to in i t ia te and develop wet lands that
are d is t inct ly  d i f ferent  in  the norbhern and southern (coasta l )  f r inges
of  Nlger la.  As a resul t ,  whi le  wet lands ln  the southern f r inge have
del ta ic  character is t , ics,  those in the extreme nor th,  ref lect  the
harshness and general  unpredlctabi l i ty  of  that  envi ronment-  F igure 1
shows some wet landa,  dra inage system, storages and isohyets in  Nlger ia.
Summary is presented on lable 1.

In terms 6f  r - rses and development ,  considerable at tent ion is  g iven to
the tapping of  only  the hydrocarbon resources of  the Niger  Del ta
wet lands to the complete neglect  of  bhei r  agr icu l tura l ,  recreat ional ,
educat ional  and seient i f ic  potent ia ls-  The semi-ar id wet lands of
Nlger la !n contrast  are only explo l ted for  agr icu l tura l  product ion,
narginal ly  for  recreat ion and only recent ly  d id o i l  prospect ing

ln i t ia ted by the grant ing of  o i l  prospect ing l icence to a few nat ional
and mul t i -nat ional  companies-  The Batur ia h let lands Reserve that
straddles Jlgawa and Yobe States ls an example of attempts at using
northern wet lands for  purposes other  than agr lcu l tura l  in  that  par t  of
the country-

In l t ia l ly ,  l i t t le  conscious ef for t  was made to ensure wet land
eonservatlon while exploratlon and use were undertaken throughout the
country- Global environmental awareness and the ensuing campaign to
lnst i tu t ional ize mu1t l - faceted susta lnable and envl ronment- f r iendly
development ,  has induced government  at  the centre to creatâ agencies
that  moni tor  act iv i t les that  are re lated to explorat ion and product ion
in the count,ry. The foremost agency charged with enacting and
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enforc ing compl iance wi th envl ronnrenta l -  guidel ines is  the Federal
Envi ronmental  Protect ion Agency (FEPA).  Der iv j .ng par t ly  f rom
environnenta l  sensiv l ty ,  par t fy  f ront  re lat ive importance in the
na t i on -s  ove raLL  econony  and  pa r t l y  f r on r  l oca1 ,  na t i ona l  and
internat ional  percept ion of  prev ious act iv i t ies and thei r  impact  on the
envi ronment ,  nore focus is  on the Niger  Del ta wet lands than those
elsewhere in  the country-

lable 1: Sunmary Sheet for Figure 1

Ri-vers

l{etland Sudano-Sahelian Niger Delta Dans/Storageg
Tæ,ne

Code llane Code ilaæ Code Nane Code lfane

W1 Sokoto-Rirna NR1 RLna SR1 Benin ST1 Goronyo
floodplain

WZ Hadejia-Nguru NRz Bunsari SR2 Escarvos ST2 Bakolori
floodplain

W3 Deltatic NR3 Sokoto SR3 Forcados ST3 Zobe
floodplain

W4 lake Chad NR4 Zanfara SR4 Aroo S14 Ctrallawa

NRs Hadeiia SR5 Dodo S15 Tlga

NR6 Kano SR6 Sangana 5T6 Kaflnzahi

NRZ Challawa SR7 Brass ST7 Dadin-
Kowa

NRB Jaroa'are SR8 Sonbreiro STB Kiri dan

NRg Mlsau SRg Bonny STg Jebba

NR10 Gongola SR10 Ino ST10 Kain,ji

NR11 Hawai SRl1 Cross River

NR12 Benue

NR13 Nlger

This paper hiehlights the need to accord egual serlousness to
ident i fy ing potent la l  impaets of  a l l  pro jects,  i r respect ive of  locat ion
on the recei-v1ng wetland environment in particular as a way of
achiev ing wet land conservat ion-

ITIETLAI{DS IN SEMI-ARID NIGEIRA

Wetlands in seûIl-arld Nigeria have been formed under severe climate-
Average annual rainfall is between 5@@ and 11OO mm the entire total

Êcohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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be lng  rece i ved  i n  7 - IO  i n tense  s to rms-  Wa te r  ba lance  i n  t he  reg ion  i s
i - n  t he  de f i c i t  f o r  8  mon ths  o f  t he  yea r  (F ig .2a )_  Fo r  eve ry  Leekm,
there is  a decrease of  >250 run 1n tota l  annual  ra infa lL,  whi le  annual_
tota l  evapor-at ion has a reverse t rend nor theaster ly .  Two wet lands in
the Sokoto-Rlma and the Komadugu Yobe Basins j -n the North V{est  and
Nor th  Eas t  N lge r i - a ,  r espec t i ve l y ,  p rov ide  cha rae te r i s t i cs  t ha t  t yp i f y
we tLands  i n  sen i i - a r i d  N ige r i a_

Sokoto-Rima tletlands

The sokoto-Rima f loodprain is  under la ln by a l luv ium whlch is  up to
1-5km wide in some places and is  nore t r ran 2om th ick.  Topography 1s
t yp i ca l l v  f l a t ,  subJec t  t o  f r ood lng  and  spo t ted  w i th  con t i nuous ,  d ry
channels and l -evel  terraces-  Soi ls  are shal low and have developed on
the Dt icaceous Kurukuru and Gande deposi ts  are f ine and heavy texturet l .

Ma jo r .  vege ta l  cove r  compr i ses  t r ees ,  sedges ,  he rbs ,  c reepe rs  and
f l oa te rs -  These  i nc lude  Me t roe ina  i nam is ,  D iaspe rus  u res io i l - i f o rn r i s ,
Tvpha sr- l r l  ( r .eed-used for  mats) ,  Cvperus d iaformis,  Spor obofus
pvramidares,  Hvpoxv spr ,  and Nvmphia lo tus.  These have economic
medic inar  and construct ionar  importance in the l ives of  the rocal
peop le  -

l le t lands in  sokoto and Kebbi  States are main ly  put  to  agr lcu l - ture (crop
product ion and f lsher ies)  and water  -supply for  i r r igat ion and domest ic
purposes.  An est inated 614,000 ha of  wet lands in  the sokoto,zKebbi
states has s igni f icant  potent i .a l  for  the deveropment  of  shal row
groundwa te r  (<12n r  deep )  f o r  sma lL  sca ]e  i r r l ga t i on -  Ove r  6@% o f  t h i s
area is  on the f roodpJ-ains of  the Nlger  and sokoto-Rima Rivers.
Another  20% is  on the f loodpla ins of  several  medlum-sized r ivers which
inc lude Rivers sokoto,  Zamfara,  Gagere,  and Bunsuru that  are underra in
by sedi rnetr tarv bedrock-  the remain i .ng 2A% is  on smal l -s lzed (1,Oe to
3 'ooo  ha )  f l oodp ra lns -  Based  on  such  po ten t i a l s ,  t he  soko to_R1ma
wet lands  a re  c l ass i f i ed  i n to  ma jo r ,  i n te rmed ia te  and  m ino r  (TabLe  2 ) .
Yie ld var ies between SO Eo 2OO i -pn-

The product iv i ty  of  these areas is  four  to f ive t imes that  of
cul t lvated upLand because they have an extended growlng season that
lasts for  several  nonths af ter  the cessat lon of  the ra i .ns-  The
re la t i ve l y  more  fe r t i l e  f l oodp la in  so i l s  a re  a l so  pu t  t o  recess ion
fa.ming wi th n i l ]e t ,  sorghum, cowpea,  onions being grown as sor .e or
mul t ip le cr .ops.  Even at  the peak of  t l . re  r l ry  season,  sugarcane st i l_ l_
thr i .ves in t  he in termediate and nra jot  fadamas.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Table 2: Grorrndrrater ctraracterietics of wetrands (Fadamas) in
sokoto,/Kebbi states in semi-Arid zones of Nigeria

Cla.es Estina-
ted
Area
( 103

Source of
Recharge

Ilanrrnl-
ssibili-
ties
(n'z/dav)

Storage
Co-
efficient

Location Ge@orpho-
(Flood- logy of
Plain) Aquifers

ba

tfajor L78
Itletland

Sokoto-
f , ina

Alluvlal
sands and
fine
gravels

Mai.nly 200-3,090
surface
water
infiltra-
tion and
gorlte con-
tribution
fron
upward
(capillar.y
) f low
fron
bedrock
fornations

L x L0-z
to
L x L0-+
( seni-
confi-ned)

fnterne 52
-diate

Sokoto,
Zamfara,
Bunsunr,
Gulbinka

AIluvial
sands,
gravels
and
bedrock
sand-
stones

Uglar.d
flow fr'on
bedrock
formation
ald

infi l tra-
t ion

200-L,500 I x l0-z
to
1 x 10-e

Hi.or 50 Sokoto,
Zamfara,
Sheila
Kondawa,
G\rlblnka

Alluvtal
sands,
bedrock
sand-
stones

Uprard 200-400
flow fron
bedrock
foroation
emd litt le
infi ltra-
tion

1 x 10-r
to
1 x 10-e
(un-
conf i.ned
to seni-
confined)

Total 280

Source:  Oyebande and Balogun (1gg2).

The Hade.i ia-NEurrr l{ett ande

The Hadei ia-Nguru wet lands are found wi th in the f loodpla ins of  thedlverse Kanadogu-Yobe r lver  systen that  covers about  1-5 x Le, '  kmz.
The c l imate is  semi-ar id and the wet lands have formed where the Hadej ia
and Jama-ar-e r lvers meet .  Thls  union has y leLded an undef lnecl
secondary dra inage system wi th mul t ip le r iver .  channels thet  e i therpermanent fy  or  seasonal_ ly  exper ience f low_

The geologica]  and geourorphological conlposi t ion of  the Hadej i -a_Nguru
Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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f loodpla in has been g iven by Adams et  a-1.  (1993)-  The f loodpla in has
weakly developed and halonorphic so1ls of  del ta ic  a l luv ium. Clayey,
a l luv ia l  non- leached ferruginous dune soi ls  are to be found to the east
and west-

Vegetat ion consists  of  a var iety  of  t r .ee,  scrub and grass communi t ies
that  are essent la l ly  ident i f ied wl th three locales of  the wet lands
( l a b l e  3 ) .

Uses to which the Hadei ia-Nguru wet lands and thei r  resourees have been
pu t  a re  ma ln l y  we t  season  r i ce  cu l t i va t i on ,  f l ood  recess lon
agr icu l ture,  dry season i r r igat ion,  ar . t isanal  f isher ies,  graze- land for
l ivestock,  smal l -gcale lumber ing for '  fue lwood,  and fodder for  hor .ses-

Status of Semi-Arid ûletlands

Wet ' Iands in  semi-ar id Niger ia ref lect  impacts of  both natura l  ancl
ar t i f ic ia l  or ig ins-  Many at tenrpts have t reen made to use the wet lands
wi thout  endanger ing the envi ronment .  Among organisat ions that  have
at tempted developing the wet lands are the d i f ferent  nor thern Nlger la
based River  Basing Development  Author i t ies (RBDA-s) ,  gJet land

Conservat ion pro jects,  Federal  and State Min is t r ies and Parastata ls
charged wl th agr lcuLtura l ,  water  resources,  and rura l  development
responsib i l i t ies,  and internat ional  organisat ions.  Ef for ts  so far ,  are
st i l l  to  have the desi red impact .

Over the years,  wet lands ln  the nor th,  in  addl t ion to belng used main ly
for survival by indlvldual farmers and fishermen wlthout a coordinated
inst i tu t lonal  advlsory and superv isory contr ibut lon,  have a lso taken
hard knocks from cllnate. Although the actions of the indlvidual
farnrers essentially wreak localized impact, the aggregate lmpact can be
enormous. this 1s further heightened by the severe consequences of
curent cllmate varlatlone and change oll wetlands ln that reglon,
I^lhl1e the human impact can relatively be easily mttlgated agai-nst and
anel iorated,  cument  c l lmat lc  t rends g ive ! . lse to a lo t  of  concern
about their use and conservatj-on- A few examples sufflce to underscore
the need to comeet the misuse of these naturally unigue envlronments.

The essentiar role of water 1n the sustenance of wetland
character is t ics i .s  not  in  doubt-  Also incontrover t ib le is  the fact
that the only Elgnlficant source of water in this context is raj.nfall
that replenishes flow in the rivers on whose floodplaine the wetlands
have formed.

iicohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Itradej ia-Nguru Wetl_ands

Iocale Vegetation Type

Hadejia-Katagr:n floodplaln Guiera shrub savanna with
remnants of Acacia seneeal and
conbrqt]:n plutinosum on dunes;
grasslands on whlch
Sehizachvniun ex i le  thr ive;
swamp grassland has
Vetiverial, Andropoeon savanus
and Echinochloa sp whi le
savanna t ree species Acaeia
and Balanites are also found

Wazagal Plain Woodland compr ises largely c , f
Acacia and Balani tes wi th
Guier.a or Ziziphus spo of
scrub in  areas re lat ive ly
better draj-ned; Andansonia may
exist  on cul t ivated areas,
park land-

Nguru Plai-n Wooded sandy plalns and dunes
have Guiera and Acacia albida
while graselands comprise
Schizachvnlum exile and
Ar is t ida sop;  Spi l l  p la ins
have combinationg of
AQêc-ig/Balanites or
Z i z iphus/AgÀqiê r,rrittl
Vetiverial,/AndFoposon spp on
al luv ia l  grasslands-  Only
Echinschl.oa sop lnhablt swamp
grasslands -

The effect of past droughts on surface and groundwater avairabirrty inthe nor th has been repor ted (e-g-  oyebande an.  Bal0gun,  1gg5;  shamonda,1990) -  The 26-vear  (Lg6g/7o -  Lg}g/go)  decr i .n ing t rend in the rotarannual  runof f  v ierd ln to Kaln j i  Lake one of  many hydrologlcar  ev idencesand can be l inear ly  represented.  by:

f n  Y  =  O - O 4 x  +  B - 7 ,  ( r  =  - 0 - 6 9 )

where v is t ime in years and. x totar annuar runoff into the lake-

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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The RBDÂ-s  ar ( i  charged w iLh  sosr t . :  f r r r r t ;L  jo r t l ;  w l t i . ch  inc l -udc  consLn. r t : t ,Lor r

anrd maintenance of danns; arrd r-rt , l rcr sLoragt-:s Lhat L'r lsure adequacy o f

r iver f  low at al l  t imes - Oyt-:barrdc and Llo, logtr.n ( 1995 ) r 'epolt t- :d LhaL

more  than 30-34 x  1Oen3 o f  w. - i l - .e l  i : . ;  s t ,o red  i t r  1C2 darus  bu i l l ,  fo r '

im iga l - ion ,  water  supp ly ,  hydropowt : t ' ,  f i s l rc r ie : . ; ,  nav igaL io r r ,  recrea l , i t l r r

and f lood control -  These havc trad var. ious impacLs on cxisl ing

we:t lands, l :otne of which art ' :

the construct ion of  T iga d; rn i  r rn; r  Lr ibutary of  the Rivt : r ' I la ic lc i ia
in the 197O-s ! ' ror$ened low r t r in fa i i  e f fects of  bhc last ,2 dccadc:s
resulting in both vertical turd horizontal shr.lnL.trge oJ' Lhu.
wet land;
whi]e fl-ow at Gushua for. ' 19û4 1973 arveraged 13BG x 1O6m3, lx)sl.
Tiga dam flow averaged 792 ii iOrjnù3, indicating a 231l l ig.r dtrtr
effect in addition to anot;lrr.:r ZIi% drought effecl, ort f low;
sLal"istics all lo show Lhat bcLwecri 7970 and 198'/, Litr:r ' t: wlitr i
reduct ion in  magni tuc le and dur .abion <r f  f loods,  c tLnt ; r 'act . ' ror i  t r f  arc i r
inundated and wj-despre.rd s l ror . i . r rgt :  c l f  water  in  t l re  l t lwcr ' ; ;ar t ,s  of
the Yobe basin;
in  the l ladej ia-Nguru wet ia i rds,  I Io l l  j -s  c1"  a l  (1993),  r 'epor t .cr l  t ,h . r i ;
t l irrce 7974, area inundat<-:d iri orriy 66X of thert, of thc 1950-s- For'
slample, area inundatcd wtit; 7OO, 9iO, 962 and 552 kgl2, in igB'/,
1994,  1991,  and 1992,  respecLively-

Terble 4: Evaporatiotr Lossc's from Da.nr Reservoirs in Seni-Âr' id ;r;rd
Ar id Zoncs of  Niger i t i

Dar (1) Zoae âctive Capacity lvaporation losoes Loss Capacity Ratio
(10tu3i  Qi  (10813) (3)  ( l )  ( { )=(3) / (2)

Jlbiya Salel l2l 36.{ 30

Zobe LTf/ 5{.0 3l

lalolori {e3 96.0 2 l

Goronto 30933 280.0

[ontangora Sdan 20200 39.0

liri { l325 r32.0

Challara Gorge Salel 2590{ 120.0

Iiga SudadSabel t2l8{5 211.0

Iafir Zali Sudaa 2500 300. c

Table 4 also presents the Lremerrdor.rg Iosses of water to evapor.ation
from s.borages in the semi-arid ancl arid environments in Nigeria- The
Baholor:i and Gclronyo dams btrat shorrld play significant roles irr the
sustenance of wetlands in north west Nigeria. Iose 24 and 3o%,

Êcohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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respect i .ve ly ,  of  thei r  s torage capaci t ies-

I{EILIINDS IN NTGER DELTA. NIGERIA

Iocat,ion
The Niger  Del ta covers about  ZS,OOO kmz and encompaases
Akwa-Ibon and Cross River States. It also extend,s 2OO
into the sea-

R ive rs ,  De l t a ,
nau t i ca l  m i l es

Climate

The cr lmate i .s  in f luenced by the rnter t ropi .ca l  Dlscont inui ty  ( r rD)-
Number of raindays on the average is about 200 annually. ThJ.s gives
r ise to a nois t  monsoon c l inrate for  a large par t  of  the year-  Tota l
annual  ra infa l l  is  about  2600 rnn.  Relat lve humidi t ,y  is  gs% on the
average throughout the year- Minlmum and maximum daily temperatures
are about  27 and 3OoC, I 'espect ive ly ,  ind icat i .ve of  a low d.1ut  na1
f luctuat ion-  As a resul t ,  evapotranspi rat ion is  about  L@4O mm annual ly
and combir res wi th ra infa l l  to  g ive a surp lus water  budget  for  most  of
the year as shown on Figure 2b.

I{etland ftioee and Uses

The inf luence of  c l imate and other  envi ronmental  factors have ted to
the format lon of  two basic  wet land types;  mineral  and organic.  whi le
the n inera l  wet lands are formed in areas in land,  the organic wetLands
are brackish and are found at  locat lons in f luenced by t ides.  The
f loodpla ins of  the nuuerous creeks and creeklets cr lss-crossing the
Niger  del ta act  as receptors of  sediments and d iverse chemical
substances of  even more d i .verse concentrat , ions_

th is  has enhanced the ro les of  ( i )  a  permanent ly  h ighly  reducing
envi ronnrent ,  ( l i )  a  suf f ic ient  supply of  su l fur ,  and ( i i i )  h igh organic
matter content as factors that have influenced the conversion of an
appreciable f ract lon of  Niger  Del ta wet lands in to potent la l  and fu l l -
b l own  ac id  eu l f a te  so i l e -  Va r . i ous  wo rke rs  (e -g -  Ande rson ,  1g62 ;
oJanuga and Lekwa,  1gB4;  o januga et  a1,  1gg4;  van Breemen,  lggo;  and
Balogun and Oyebande,  1994) have g iven the charaeter is t ics of  t ,hese
specia l  wet lands i .n  deta i l .  They are g iven specia l  a t tent ion in  th is
paper because of  thei r  h igh areal  coverage and r isk of  ac id i ty
intensi f icat ion and general  i r revers ib le modi f icat ion that  could resul t
f rom oi l - re lated act iv i t , ies that  are prevalent  in  the Niger  Del ta-

Niger  Del ta wet lands have been intensively  and extensively  s tudied.-
such studies of  recent  are p 'e-requis i tes for  o i l  explorat ioa pro jects
as demanded by FEPA- L i t t re use ls  made of  the wetrands for
agr icu l tura l  purposes.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Opera t i ons  and  a l I  f o rms  o f  deve lopnen ta l  ac t i v i t i es  i n  t he  o i I
i -ndustry  in  Niger ia are supposedly regulated by speci f ic  laws,
guidel ines and standards.  Examples of  such inc lude:
* t 'he Petro leum Act  of  1969 which empower-s the Mln is ter  of  Petro leum
Regources to promulgate regulat j -ons for  poLl -ut ion prevent i_on;
* the 1991 Envi ronmental -  Guidel ine and Standards for  the Petr .o leum
Industry which makes the Envi ronmental  Impact  Assessment  (EIA)  s tudy
and i ts  repor t  not  only  mandatory;
xthe 1992 Federal  Envj - ronmental  Protect ion Agency Decree that  requi res
that  a l l  new maior  development  act iv l t j -es nust  be preceded be an EIA
repo r t .

Current Status of Nicer. I)elf.a Wef-lands

The many studies undertaken to generate data and informat ion for  EIA
reports  have immensely eontr ibuted to character . iz ing the Niger  Del ta
wet lands.  Table 5 shows that  v i r . tual ly  a l l  lmpactable components of
the envi ronment  have been studiec l  in  as many locat ions as ther-e ar .e
ex i s t i ng  and , /o r  p roposed  o i l  p rospec t l ng  and  m in lng  ac t i v i t i es .

S in i l a r i t i es  ex i s t  i n  t he  env i ronmen ta l  componen ts  o f  t he  N ige r  De l t a
wet lands.  Studies undertaken a long the f loodpla ins of  Rivers Benin,
Escravos,  Bonny,  Brass,  Forcados,  and associated creeks and creeklets
reveal  the general ized character is t ics of  the envi ronnrent  g iven on
Tab le  6 .

Oi l  companies that  are invoLved in o i l  explorat ion act iv i t ies wi th in
the Niger  Del ta wet lands j . t rc lude Shel l  Petro leum Development  Company,
Chevron,  Agip,  Texaco,  Mobi l ,  Niger ian Nat ional  Petro leurn Corporat i -on,
El f  and Ashland- A few indigenous companles are a lso current ly
proposing going in to o i - l  ventures that  incLude petroreum ref inery-

Both benef ie ia l  and detr imenta l  lmpacts of  o i l - re lated act iv i - t ies have
registered on the receiv ing wet lands-  Benef ic ia l  lmpacts have more or
less been on soci -o-economic components.  These inc lude opening up and
tarrlng of prlmary and secondary roads, provislon of educational and
heal th fac i l i t ies as wel l  as employment  of  unski l led,  semi-sk i l led and
ski l led lndlgenes,  of ten on temporary basis  dur tng s i te  preparat lon and
faci l i ty  construct ion phases.  such communi ty  ass letance pro jecta are
usual ly  proJect-1 lnked -

wet land explo i tat ion in  the Niger  Del ta a lso have deleter j -ous
physio logical  and psychologicar  ef fects par t icu larry  on the physical
envi ronment-  For  example,  the construct lon of  the utorogu -Gas 

p lant
requi red the sand-f l l l ing of  the gener.a l ly  low terra in that  resul ted in
intensi f ied f looding in  some areas.  The exacerbated water logging
modi f led micro-hydrology wi th resul tant  adverse ef fect  on vegetat ion
part icu lar ly  rubber t rees-  Ot ,her  negat j "ve impacts associated wi th o i l
ÉcohydrauliEre 2000, juin 1996, Québec



pr 'oduct ion inc lude:

*  Iocal ized i -ncrease in temperature
x  em iss i -on  o f  po l l u tan ts  (NOx ,  SOx ,
x scorching of  vegetat ion by spi lJ_ed

ef f luents sur face water :

Table 5: fmpactable Components of the
fmpact Indicators fnvestigated
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f rom gas  f l a r i ng ;
C O z ,  C O ) ;

o i - I s ,  d r i l } J_ng  muds  and  o the r

Environment and Associated
i-n the Niger Delta

*  l oss  o f  w i l d l i f e  hab i t a t  and  spec ies  t o  l and  c lea r i ng  and  no i_se ;x d is turbance of  f ish spawning grouncls;

Components
Environment

of Impact Indicators

Climate Hurr id i ty ,  temperature

Air Quality Pa r t i cu la tes  NOx ,  SOx ,  COz ,  THC
Water Quality S o l i d s  ( D s ,  S s ) ,  t u r b i c l i - t y ,

t ox i c i t y ,  eu t roph i ca t i on

Hydrology Drai -nage, /d ischarge,  hydrologic
balance,  sedi_mentat ion,  shorel ine
e ros ion

Hydrogeology Groundwater level and qual i ty

Soil,zl-and Use Eros ion ,  subs idence ,  f a rm ing ,
hun t i ng ,  r ec rea t i on

Ecology Diversity ancl abundance of aquatic
and terrestr ia l  f lora and fauna

Figheri_es Product iv j_ty ,  d ivers i ty  and.
abundance f ish k i I l

Archaeology Cu l tu ra l  r e l i c s ,  s i t es

Noi-ee & Vibration Day-t ine c l is turbance,  hear ing loss,
eorununicat ion inter ference

Socio-economicg Populat ion,  income, set t lement
pa t te rn ,  hea l t h ,  sa fe t y  and  secu r i t y

ûùildlife &
Forestry

Conse rva t i on  a reas ,  hab i t a t s ,
sens i t i ve  a reas_
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Table 6: Generalized Niger Delta Characterietics

lnirroruhl lbæriptiol
Cnpout

Sotl General acid (p[ {.I-6.5), Iouy terture, peneable, Ior to rcdiu fertility, bigh orgaaic
uttet ()81) nide ud C/X ratio, Ligl rulplur, toric levels of ticroautrielts (te, Zl, Ëa) as
r result of Prolonged raterloggirg, lor heavy retal coltrations (Ii, 9, etc), lor total
hydrocubou

la!æ ftrlitf Surfrce rater is sligltll rcidic to allaline (pll 5.3-8.5), dissolred oryger is {.0-6.0 u/1,
Lig[ raliaity (10-301], grouldrater is sligltly acidic to teutral (pll 6.5-?.2), total solids,
larùegs, calciu, nitrate, irot, Dgnesiur atd high sulplate ad sodiu. lotal hldrocarbol
is lor ia botb (1.0-10.0 lg/l).

tir &ditr cOz (3.0-25 u/rs); l0r (0.1-5.0 471s1, sOr (0.0-0.5 rslr3), tt|r (0.1-0.t s7py, roc (0.0-
0.01 rglr81, beavt mtals are 0.0-3.0 ppri 0s is belor detectable levei

l4ehtio lhizoùora gnq; 0abakir sol. rainforegt species t0aliur euileense, Icacina trichalta, llaeis
luineeÀris, tangifera indica, l&jjg corosns. Chroroleam odorata, uolg several others

fid Clnriclttrvs g19., Pgeudotolithus soo, fleterotis Og, 0nnacus niloticus, Svnodontis g!!,
Cluiu g11

!4 U* Settlereut, agricultue (crop productioa, fislery), rater bodies, forestry

&nlog Ile regioa is plri$-dflinÀted ritl erteagive bæal rocls of lou, sald,stoneg. slale àrd
clatet allurirl rrterials. Ceologic structure belous to Plioceue-Pleisloceae rad 0ligocene-
liocene geriodr uoud tLe llelta State. ârouad fdo State is tle lertiw Bedl forutiol.
ILe corstal Plril hposits uound lha Ibor and Cross lirer States ue a rosaic 0f larite,
deltric estuÀri$, lqooaal ad fluvo-lacurtrirc uterial.

$æio-tcoury loplrtiol deuity is gelerallt lor, houges ue of colcrete, red euth or laterite.
0ccupatiol ia uiult fis[i4, frni4, truti4 aad tradi.4 il diriaishiag order o{ irportarce.
0t[ero ue locrl gia disttlliag, terclitg ud *dtsralsli]. luurl eudags ue rhut
115,000 on tLe arerrge. Iufiætmctural facilities (roadr, potrble rater, erectricitt) are
rainly prurided bt oil corpalier ritl sore fior ()il liaeral produciag lrea llevelopreat
Couirsiol ald State govorueats.
ûovemance is traditional ad umally corDrises lldero coulcil, ald ioutù couacil botb
ilt4rated to fon tle Erecutire Couacil ttat it resFrsiùle for tle dat-to-da, adriristratiot
of tle hm or vlllage. leligiol io predoriaartly Ctririladtr ard tradiiloml.

tlldlifc trnrlr imlnde: thvnonons ninderianm L Potuocloerus !0t$Â, truelalhur smirtu,
Svlricrora 4ia4 hndohnu uborea, lirerra ciretta, lndgcinrur UgtrglgÂ, Cprcolithecus
toÀ, tful$l fu&. Birds foond ilclude [eoohror mroclug, tulvug liltt!&, ûvmhi*u
il901il!i!, Streotoælia genelrlengis, lnrtuc tnlalistria, Ciccaba roodfordi, lamodiotern
Iouiænnir, ftrdus !g[lu, hinia subflaya, puser gtr[$1g, pr*omtus bubatur, ald terors
rlhcollir.
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p robab le  mu ta t i on  o f  aqua t i c  l i f e  f o rms  (e -g .  c ray f i sh )  resu l t i ng
in d imin ished sweetness;
occas iona l  b l ow-ou t  o f  o i 1  we l I s ;
v j -brat ion- induced cracking of  house wal ls ;
coasta] , /bank erosion;  and
acid ra in f rom emj-ss ions f rom manufactur ing,  o j - f
re lated industr ia l  act iv i t j_es which a l though
ins ignl f icant ,  become devastat j_ng when pooled-

and other  energy-
are indiv idual ly

Alt,hough these issues are real , some exaggerations are introd.uced 1n a
few cases e i ther  to whip up sent iment  or  to  set  the stage for  demand
for  compensat j -on f rom the o i l  companies that  are seen to be f inanci -a l -1y
ve ry  so l ven t '  r n  gene ra r ,  t he  po r ru t i on  o f  t he  N ige r  De l t a  we t rands  by
oi I  product ion accounts for  6O% clegradat ion (NEWSWEEK, 1g9b).

The foregoing h ighl ights the d. i re consequences of  wet land ut i l izat ion
in  de l t a i c  env j - ronmen t  whe re  soc ia l ,  economic  and  po l i t i ca l  s t r i f e
a longside c l imate var iat ions and change incr .ease the suscept ib i l i ty  of
the environment to clegraclation_

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Wetlands in the Sudano-Sahelian zorle ancl the Niger Delta ar.eas of
N ige r i a  re f l ec t  t he  e f f ec t s  o f  c I i -ma te  ( t empera tu re ,  p rec ip i t a t i on ,
evapo t ransp i ra t l on ) ,  pa ren t  ma te r l a l  (m ine ra logy ,  t ex tu re ) ,  o rgan i sms
(vege ta t i on ,  an ima ls ,  m ic rob io logy ) ,  t opog raphy  ( s l ope ,  a l t i t ude ) ,  and
t lme- These have g iven them dist inct  character is t ics that  are st i l_ l  to
be fu l ly  s tudied and understood.

The uses to which the wetland are currentry put are informed more by
surv iva l  than susta inable and envi ronment- f r iendly developmental  needs.
th is  is  apparent  in  the fact  that  d i f ferent  organisat ions seem
genuinely responsib le for  thej - r  use and development-  Ef for ts  at  SSZ
wet lands development  have been mad.e by the RBDAg (e-g-  Sokoto_Ri-ma,
HadeJia-Nguru,  and Chad Basin Development  Author i t les)  whl le  FEpA is  at
the foref ront  of  at tempts at  ensur lng sustenance of  wet land quaLi ty  1n
the Niger  Del ta-  s tatutor i ry ,  FEPA has the ent i re nat ion as i tsj u r i sd i - c t i - on -  Po r i t i ca l  and  economic  cons ide ra t i ons  as  we r l  as
perceived low leveI  of  suscept lb i l j - ty  to  degradat j -on are factors that
are responsib le fot  FEPA-s re lat ive non- interest  in  SSZ wetLand.s
u t  i  I i za t  i on -

Conservat ion of  SSZ wet lands is  inh ib i ted by natura l  and human factors-
The impact  of  the former is  worsened by water  management measi res that :
*  a re  des igned  us ing  on l y  we t  pe r i od  da ta ;
*  at 'e  desig l ' red wi thout  p! 'oper  evaluat  j -on of  envl ronrnenta l  j -mpact .
Deg rada t i on  o f  N ige r  De lba  we t l ands  a r i ses  f r om pe t ro leum p rospec t i ng
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wh i ch  has  s ign l f i can t l y  ren r l e red  na tu ra l  con t r i bu t i ons  obseu red .  The
superv isory and pol ic ing ro le of  FEpA is  yet  to  have desi red i -mpact ,
probably because 1t  has just  come into the mainstream of  envi ronmental
moni tor ing -

For  a nat ionaf  wet land use that  r .ecognises conservat ion as the only
opt ion of  susta inable development ,  the lapses ident i f ied must  be
corrected.  This can be through:
*  s tudies of  a l l  wet l -ands i r respect ive of  where located must  be as

comprehensive as statutor l ly  requi rec i ;
x  inst i tu t ional izat ion of  envi ronmental ,  moni tor ing progranme dur ing

which sensj - t ive qual i ty  ind ices of  the envi ronment  are rout inely
studied for  ur i t igat lon and, /or  prompt ameLiorat ion of  adverse
impac ts ;

'< the statutory requirenrent that environmental impact assessment
report of proposed pr.oject urust be appr.oved by government (basecl
on i ts  envi ronmental  consequences)  pr ior  to  pro ject  execut ion must
be  s t r i c t l y  en fo rced ;

x strengthening of FEPA through adequate pr.ovision of human and
nate ' iaL resources for-  ef fect ive rat ional  cover-age.

x adeguate funding of  non-governmentaL-organisat ions (NGOs) that
have proved to be re l iab le 'watchdogs-  

for  wet land conservat ion by
Nlger ian governnents as welL as ln ternat lonal  organisat ions-  The
contr ibut ion of  the Niger ian Conservat j .on Foundat ion ln  th ls
context  is  par t ieu lar ly  comnendable.
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ABSTRACT

The rehabilitation ofhydroelectric stations built in urban areas at the beginning ofthe cenhy,v is one ofthe current
concerns of their administrators. The activities conducted during the repair work make up a potential source of
repercussions on the natural environment.

ln order to optimize the evaluation process of these impacts. it is necessary to assimilate the environmental
concems to every stage ofthe project. The difliculty in bringing together all the experts possessing the required
knowledge complicates the smooth progress of the process. A computerized decision-making help system. that
gathers the knowledge stemming from various expertise. makes up a very interesting tool.

To provide a realistic analysis of the studied situation, such a system must simulate the reasoning done by the
experts and take into account the restraints to which they are confronted. They must, among other things. compose
with incomplete and more or less reliable data. A decision-making help system must therefore consider the
uncertainty inherent to the data used and include management mechanisms for this uncertainty.

We therefore propose a protot)?e of an expert system capable, in reproducing the reasoning mechanisms of
experts, to identifu the effects of the repair work of small hydroelectic stations and to proceed to a first evaluation
of these repercussions by considering the quality of the information used and obtained.

KEY-WORDS: hydroelectric stations - rehabilitation - environmental impacts - evaluation - expertise integration
- decision-making help - computer system - knowledge quality management
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INTRODUCTION

A project for developing a computerized decision-making help system was conducted in 1993 in collaboration

with Hydro-euebec. The objective of this system was to proceed to ttre identification and a first evaluation of the

apprehended environmental repercussions during the repair work of the hydroelectric stations. During this project.

the required knowledge in the various expertise fields related to the repair projects were identified and strucn[ed

by studying the work method and reasoning mechanisms of experts (Podesto, 1993).

The matrix approach was retained, for its knowledge structure, because of its use at Hydro-Quebec. It consists of

connecting the planned activities and their potential impacts inside bidimensional tables. The repercussions are

characterized by their degree of importance. These matrices are regularly evaluated and revised by the experts'

For the development of the system, thirteen matrices were built, according to the levels of work. then

computerized.

The structure of the environmental matrices allows a gtobal and quick vision of the stakes involved in a project by

presenting the impacts identified in a simple and concise manner. However, it does not allow, during the use of

the software developed, to visualize the network of intermediate links woven by the expert's reasoning by

presenting only the results, in other words the final repercussions on the components of the environment (Robert

and Podesto. 1993).

Furthermore, once the matrices are integrated to the computer system, it is difficult to bring about alterations; we

must then evaluate the repercussions generated by the elements to be added, establish new matrices that include

this additional infomration and integrate them to the computer sûrtcture. The matrix approach is therefore not

transparent and progressive enough to efficiently meet the demands of the environmental evaluation. A new

method based on a more flexible knowledge structure and allowing to consider the notions of quality of knowledge

was therefore developed.

NEWAPPROACH

The environmental matrices only deal with the ends of the reasoning followed by the experts during the evaluation

ofenvironmental impacts ofprojects, such as the identification ofdata and the evaluation offural repercussions.

The main objective of this new method of knowledge structure is therefore to reproduce the entire reasoning

mechanism. It can then be adapted to situations different from the ones considered at the time of development, for

example the addition of unplanned work'

The first reasoning step involves the characterization ofthe site to be studied. The available data is then identified

and its degree of certainty is estimated. Once this characterization is done, the experts evaluate the potential

effects, according to the planned activities. by applying laws representing the phenomena afflecting the

environment's components. The selection of these laws is done according to the availability of data.

During this process, the experts must deal with varying reliability and precision data and laws producing results of

equally varying quality. They must therefore constantly adapt their analysis to the condition of the knowledge they

possess. The management of the quality of information for that matter makes up one of the main elements of an
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Evaluation Of The Qualitl'Of DataAnd Laws

The data identified during the first step represents. with more or less accuracy, in other words in a more or less
reliable manner. the technical and environmental components tied to the evaluation of impacts of projects. Before
using them, it is important to know their quality from which depends, in part, the quality of results provided by the
laws. We therefore proceed to an estimate of their reliability. During this evaluation. the use of qualitative
mechanisms. coming from the expert's experience is recommended instead of probabilistical models.

In a similar manner. the laws selected describe the physical or biological phenomena, originating from the repair
activities, to various degrees of precision that express. in fact. the reliability attributed to them. This reliabilir.v of
laws exercising an influence on the quality of information drawn from their application, it is necessar), to evaluate
it and consider it, just like the reliabilit"v of data. An evaluation scale was set up to evaluate the reliability of data
and laws. It is a qualitative scale, on which the degrees are expressed with linguistic labels such as Very High.
High. Medium or Lou'. The degree of reliability given to a data or a law measures the accuracy with which it
represents reality. The reliability of laws is a constant characteristic for each law and it is integrated to the
knowledge bases. The data's reliability is rather determined, by the user or by the system, according to the
knowledge we have of the components it represents.

Evaluation Of The Quality Of Results

After applf ing a law. we must proceed to the evaluation of the quality of the result obtained. In fact. due to the
uncertainW inherent to the data and the vagueness of laws. the responses provided are themselves more or less
certain. The process consists in determining the influence of the laws' and data's reliability on the qualitv of
responses.

A data's influence on a law's response is what we call the sensitivify of the law to the data. It expresses the
measure according to which the response is affected by a variation of the data. By transposing this definition to
the relation between the reliability of data and the reliabilit"v of response, we obtain the following principle: the
reliabilir-"" of data influences the reliability of response proportionally to the sensitiviqv of the law to this data.

Therefore, the more sensitive a law is to a data, the more the influence of the data in the law is important and the
higher its reliability must be. The application of this concept to the context of evaluation of environmental
repercussions enables to determine the quality of knowledge that we must possess on the repercussions according
to the lulnerability of environmental components they affect. An evaluation scale of the laws' sensitivity has also
been dehned. This scale is made up of three degrees of sensitivity. that is High. Medium and Low.

The evaluation of the responses' reliability starts fiom the laws's reliability. ln fact, if we admit that a response
cannot be more reliable than the law that provided it, the degree ofreliability ofthe law represents therefore the
maximum degree that a response may reach. This maximum reliability is reached if all the lav/s data is also of
maximum reliability. If the reliability of certain data is inferior, the reliability of the response is also diminished
proportionally to the law's sensitivity to the data involved. The response's reliability is therefore determined by
the reduction of the reliability, with respect to the one of the iaw due to the turcertainty on the data.
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expert,s reasoning. no matter what situation he is confronted to. The new system therefore proposes an original

methodolog.v- for the management of knowledge qualitl of which the fundamental principles are inspired by the

approach taken by the experts. lt consists of pragmatic concepts. for the most part qualitative. relying on good

sense more than nrunerical methods.

Manaeement Methodoloey Of Knowledge Oualitr*

Datu ldentification

The first step, in the evaluation process of environmental impacts. consists in identifoing the available data

characterizing the work to be done and the site where the work will take place. This data concems the technical

components. that is the activities to be conducted and the equipment and installations to be rehabilitated as well as

the environmental components which include the biophysical properties of water. the hydraulic system. the

waterway's bed, the animal and plant communities, their habitats. etc., likely to be affected by the interventions'

Obviously the higher the number and quality of this data, the easier and more reliable the identification and

evaluation of the repercussions. A data base containing all the information thus acquired is then established. The

data being integrated can come from cartographical tools. previous studies on the site, evaluations of similar

projects or the user.

Selection Of Laws From An Expertise Field

To evaluate the effect of the work on the environment, we must then dehne the laws that put in touch the technical

components and the environmental components. These laws that describe the phenomena triggered by the

interventions come &om distinct expertise fields even if interrelated. They are integrated to the system, according

to these expertise fields, in different knowledge base that can evolve independently one from the other.

ln order to avoid selecting a large number of laws of which some are not really pertinent to the study, first the

system establishes, from the characterization of the work and the site, the expertise fields linked to the components

running the risk of being more solicited. The laws are then chosen within these expertise fields according to the

available data.

Only the laws where all the data is known may be applied. This principle is inspired by the endorsement theory

developed by Cohen (1986) according to which the verification ofthe necessary conditions ofapplication allow to

endorse or not an event (Robert, 1989). The laws selected and applied by the system are therefore those from

which the conditions of application, that is the knowledge data they contain, are enforced. So, if the data that is

available is rare or uncertain, the high precision laws cannot be used. This can be the case at the beginning ofa

study when we do not possess all the necessary information. To evaluate a phenomenon, we must then be able to

count on laws of varying precision that are selected at various stages of the study according to the knowledge's

condition.
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Example Of Application Of The Management Methodologt Of Knowledge Quality

From the characterization of the hydraulic system and the waterway's bed sediments. we can determine if these

sediments will be set in suspension after dragging by comparing the shear velociq, of the flou,. U.. and the

settling velocity ofthe particles, w.. The characteristics 1o consider are:
- mean diameter of sediments: D:o (m);
- specific gravity of sediments: s (dimensionless);
- water depth: d (m);
- riverbed slope: S, (dimensionless);
- gravitational acceleration: g 1m.rs:;.

The law to use is structured as followsi knowing that U' = G a St
and w, = 1,1[(s -l) g Dro]'o,

we comp:ue U. and q: if U, > w,, then: the sediments are set in suspension:
if U. < ll'., then: the sediments settle on the riverbed.

The response's reliability is then evaluated in function of the law and data's reliability and sensitiviry. Figure I
illustrates the management methodology of knowledge reliability.

F

Fl

rh

<
F

Dro Reliabilityoro
d: Reliabilityo

a) Evaluation ofthe data's global reliability

b) Evaluation ofthe response's reliability

Figure 1: Management methodology of knowledge reliability
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CONCLUSION

By its innovative reasoning structure. the new developed approach proposes a more complete management of

knowledge. The progressive acquisition of information with the progress of studies enables to apply more and

more precise laws and thus increase the reliability of identified potential repercussions.

Furthermore, by integrating to the data base the intermediate results obtained, it is possible to proceed to the

cumulative evaluation of impacts, essential to the global analysis of the effects of the work on the different

components of the environment.

Finally, the identification of the main repercussions of a project at the preliminary stage enables to direct the

sampling campaigns and to plan, very early. changes and mitigation méastues to the actions that have sfong

effects on the environment.

The report presented at the Symposium will show, with the help of concrete examples of application, the

possibilities of the system.
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ABSTRACT

Since 1990 the study group 'Ecological Engineering' has been active within the ministry of the Flemish
Community (Flanders, Belgium). The main goal is to promote the use of ecological sound techniques to
design, plan, execute and manage infrastructure work.

All levels of the public sector, but also the engineering offices and the general constructors must constantly
be informed and sensitized. In 1994 a manual 'Ecological Engineering: design and maintenance of
watercourses' was published in Dutch. At present more than 2900 copies have been distributed, most of
them to civil and cultural engineers. The possibilities of the theoretical background are tried out in the field
in a number of selected pilot projects. The English translation of the manual will be completed later this
year.

KEY WORDS: Ecological engineering/ Infrastructure worU Watercourse/ Sensitization/ Manual/ pilot
project
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INTRODUCTION

Belgium is a country with a federal structure and is divided into three regions and three linguistic

communities. Flanders is one of those three regions and is inhabited by the Dutch speaking community of

Belgium.

Every region has a large autonomy on personal and territorial issues. In 1990 the department of the

Environment and Infrastructure was founded within the ministry of the Flemish Community. It was for the

first time in the Belgian history that the environrnent sector merged with the infrastructure sector into one

department.

ACTUAL SITUATION OF NATI.JRE AND INFRASTRUCTURE IN FLANDERS

Flanders is a densely populated region situated in the heart of Europe: more than 400 inhabitants/knf. It is a

very urbanized environment and economic activities such as industry, agriculture and recreation are still

increasing. These activities demand a drastic management of navigable and non-navigable watercourses.

Flanders has one of the densest n/ater carriage systems in Europe (Eurostat, 1992). The density of navigable

watercourses is nearly sOm/km'?.

Unfortunately, in this kind of system nature is put into a tight corner. In Flanders only 0.7 % of the total

area is protected as nature preserve (Kelchtermans, 1990; Kuijken, 1994). Infrastructure works have several

negative impacts on nature, such as:
- occupation of space;
- habitat loss;
- disturbance;
- animal victims;
- habitat fragmentation.

For those reasons protection and development of nature outside the nature preserves is a very important

issue. The Council of Europe has declared 1995 the second European Nature Conservation Year (25 years

after the first one) with special attention given to conservation of nature outside the protected areas. An

important way to achieve this goal is the promotion of ecologically friendly methods for constructing and

managing public infrastructure works. Eventually, the need for an integration of nature in the infrastructure

can no longer be denied.

SHORT HISTORY

Over the last 20 years, the decision makers paid insuffrcient attention to environmental policy. However,

even with a little extra manpower and the proper attitude, attemps can be made to plan, to build and to

maintain public works in a more nature-friendly way. This approach requires a permanent discussion and

colleboration between ecologists and engineers.
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Some six years ago, the oppornrnity of such a collaboration was created with the foundation of the
department of the Environment and Infrastructure. Both existing sectors of environment and of infrastructure
had a self-willed and an independent way of working. From the start, it wæ clear that both sectors had

different backgrounds, interests and approaches in solving certain problems. Nevertheless, they should try to
apply a multidisciplinary and integrated way of thinking and working.

How could these sectors be stimulated to cooperate? Should every engineer become an ecologist? Or should
every ecologist become an engineer? The head of the department of the Environment and Infrastructure
decided to create a forum where the two groups can meet, each group with ia own background and
knowledge. The study gtoup 'Ecological Engineering' was established with this aim in September 1990.
There the two sides can explain their specific problems and can try to find solutions to these problems.

OBJECTMS AND WORKING MEf,HODS 'ECOITOGICAL ENGINEERING'

The main goal of the study group is to reduce the negative ecological impacs of many of Flanders' existing
and future infrastructure works (Chenetté, 1993). This means to design, to plan, to execute and to manage
public infrastructure works in a more environmentally friendly way. These public works include design as
well as maintenance works on roads and watercourses. One of the major focuses of the study group is the
general promotion of several rather simple ecological techniques. Within the study group an interdisciplinary
approach by ecologists and engineers is essential.

There are many possibilities to conserve or even develop nature during the execution of public works. It
should be noted however that nature itself can play an important role within the technical concept of a public
work.

All the members of this study group are public servants: the servicæ responsible for environment and pubtic
works are represented. Everybody works voluntarily. The involvement of all levels of the administration is
necessary. The chairman is the secretary-general of the department of the Environment and Infrastructure. In
addition to public servants, engineering offrces and general constructors are the target public. A constant
sensitization of this target public is necessary.

From the start, tlre study group tried to rallze its goals in a practical way: firstly by the publication of
manuals on ecological engineering; secondly by the implementation of ecological engineering in pilot
projects.

ACTUAL SITUATION

Manuals'ecological engineerins'

The first manual 'Ecological Engineering': design and maintenance of watercourses' (Claus en Janssens,
1994) deals with the integration of hydraulic infrætructure in the namral environment. This manuat is a
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practical ecological specification for public works on watercourses.

The frrst part of the manual is a kind of technical guideline. In the introduction you can read why ecological

engineering is important to obtain an integral water management. Here you can also frnd a summary of the

theoretical background of ecological engineering and the specific characteristics and functions of

watercourses are described. On the index cards, a lot of specifrc information is given about the techniques to

achieve an ecologically friendly way of maintaining watercourses. These index cards are divided into three
groups: cross section, linear profile and water quality. At the end of every text or index card, there are

cross-references to other index cards and to the recommended literature.

The second part of the manual gives useful background information. Watercourses are important natural

elements in the environment. Pictures of some animals and plants are included to illustrate the ecological
importance of the watercourse to the engineers. Because in Flanders many authorities are responsible for the
design and maintenance of watercourses, we have also included several maps on which the distribution of the
geografical competence of these authorities (with addresses) is given. There is also a small compilation of

the legislation and administrative regulations on the design and maintenance of watercourses. Most of the
recommended literature is in Dutch and easy to obtain for the users in Flanders. Finally, there is the
glossary which gives an explanation of technical and ecological terms, that are often used in an inaccurate
way. The manual is a loose-leaf system, so ne$, index cards can be added easily and old ones can be updated
to include for example more advanced techniques or to adjust other issues when necessary.

The first manual was presented to the public during a workshop in Brugge @elgium) in March 1994. The
large attendance of this workshop (more than 600 participants) proved the importance and the interest of the
public in ecological engineering.

At this very moment, at least 2850 copies of the manual have been distributed in the Flemish administration
and sold to local authorities, coruilructors and engineering ofhces. Some 100 copies were ordered in the
Netherlands. We received positive conments from the cultural and civil engineers. They consider the manud
a practical and useful guideline with techniques which might provide an additional ecological function to
their work.

Pilot projects

At first, 17 pilot projects were selected to visudize and test the advantages and disadvantages of ecological
engineering of watercourses by practical experience (Figure l). In these pilot projects the development of
more diversity in nahrre n as one of the limiting conditions for the execution of the civil work. However, we
try to integrate environmental considerations into the planned, ongoing and existing works.

An interesting example of such a pilot project is the execution of environmentally attractive embankments
along a number of canals @lskens û. al., 1992; Cherretté et d., 1994). Instead of traditiond hardened slopes
(in concrete or gabions), a hardened front defense with a splash berm is used against rryater-erosion. The
splash berm is converted into a \ilet zone urd the slope is hardened only slightly ifat dl (Figure2).
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Figure 1: E:risting pilot projects in the surrounding of watercourses
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Figure 2: Environmentally attractiye embankment (After Cherretté et al, 1994)
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Flood-control dams, sluices and milldams compartmentalize watercourses and hinder the upstream migration

of certain fish species. This problem can be solved by the construction of fish ladders. In several places in

Flanders fish ladders are being installed (Coeck et al., l99l).

An important part of Flanders is flat land below sea level. Precipitâtion must be pumped up and discharged

into the sea. Most of the pumping is done during rainy nights in auturnn. Exactly during these nights, adult

æls (Anguilla anguilla) start their catadromous migration towards the Sargasso Sea. This migration is

initiated by a strong water current, which will be intensified by the pumping installations. Most of the

pumped up eels are seriously injured or killed (Germonpré et al., 1994). The replacement of the pumps by

Archimedes' screws or the installation of light, sound or electric avoidance systems will reduce the negative

effect on the eels. At least one pumping station in Flanders has been adapted in that way.

The steep or even vertical slopes of canals prevent some animals from gening out of the water and many of

them drown. The installation of special exit ladders for animals is effective and reduces the number of

drowned animals (Van Haaften, 1984; Bekker, 1990). In this way further habitat fragmentation can be

restricted. Many of these 'getting out' steps are constructed in certain regions rich in game.

PROSPECTS

Constant sensitization

It is obvious that a permanent sensitization is a major task of the study group. To achieve its goals, the study

group tried to proceed pragmatically. The strategy used to reach the infrastructure sector is to a great extent

indirect. The recognition of specific problems and possible solutions by the public servants responsible for

the design and maintenance of watercourses is of crucial importance. It is at least as important to stimulate

these servants to convince their colleagues to use nature-friendly techniquæ whenever possible.

Recently, a lot of interested regional public servants participated in three information afternoons on

ecological engineering in and around watercourses. Examplæ of existing projects with possibilities and

restrictions were given by engineers. Soon, at least five information sessions will be organized on the same

subject and all local authorities will be invited. Once again, the civil and cultural engineers will be invited to

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of ecological engineering. In addition lectures for engineers on

ecological applications in hydraulic engineering will be organized.

New nilot orojects

To support this indirect sensitization new pilot projects are badly needed to promote the technical and
financial possibilities of ecological engineering. Obviously the existing pilot projects must be followed-up

and evaluated constantly.

It is not always easy to convince civil and cultural engineers to integrate nature in infrastructure works.

Some engineers hesitate because they are not convinced of the durability of the namre-friendly solutions. An
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often used comment is the cost-raising effect of ihose solutions.

However, a lot of engineers are already working in an integrated way. They know the intrinsic quality and
possibilities of nature to solve certain hydraulic problems. For other problems technical solutions are needed,
but an infrastructure work can be executed in such a way that nature development becomes an important part
of it. Usually, nature-friendly solutions demand more space and sometimes cause extra costs. The increased
value of nature is a compensation for those supplementary costs.

Cooperative engineers are asked to suggest new pilot projects to illustrate the advantâges and disadvantages
of ecological engineering of watercourses to their colleaguæ.

Specifications and administrative rezulations

Engineers are used to work with technical specifications. Therefore, the manual 'Ecological Engineering':
design and maintenance of watercourses' (Claus en Janssens, 1994) hæ an analog structure and classification
as the most common specifications.

An important step to promote ecological engineering within the public sector is the adaptation of the
technical specifications with the incorporation of more nature-friendly techniques. The replacement of the old
standard techniques by more ecological sound ones is an interesting evolution. Stilt, these new techniques
remain standard solutions. The major problem is the need of more specificity in the use of ecological
engineering in hydraulic structures. Ecological engineering demands a lot of inventiveness and suffrcient
creativity of the engineer involved.

Administrative regulations for the use of ecological engineering within the department of the Environment
and Infrætructure of the ministry of the Flemish Community, are proposed in circular letters. Each time the
services responsible for public works design, plûI, execute or manage an infrastructure work, they are
requested to consult the services responsible for environment to obtain ecological advice.

CONCLUSION

Of course, the manual 'Ecological Engineering: design and maintenance of watercourses' will be used for a
frrrther sensitization of the engineers. However the ecologists have yet to discover the manual. So far, the
nature conservation societies have not given any comments on the manual. This is regretful, because we had
to try to convince the ecologists to cooperate with the engineers to support the use of the vademecum along
with other specifications. This will be a diffrcult part of the sensitization. In Flanders, there is no tradition of
good contacts between nahrre sonservation societies and the authorities and executors of public works.
Nevertheless, the vademecum must become a cornmon ground to bring both sides closer together. Only by
this constant interaction, a broad oonseru;us on the dæign and maintenance of public works can be attained.

Unfornrnately, the manual is available only in Dutch and is not easily accessible for non-native speakers.
Despite this handicap the vademecum received a lot of interest during the 28th International Navigation
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Congress (PIANC) in Sevilla (Spain) in May 1994. rWe also presented the vademecum during the workshop
'Ecological Engineering for Ecosystem Restoration' of the lnternational Ecological Engineering Society
(EES) in Zeist (Ihe Netherlands) in November 1994. Finally the study group was selected as one of the ten

success stories on the conference 'Towards a new development approach' in Brussel @elgium) in November

1994, organized at the occilsion of the retirement of Mr. J. Delors, chairman of the European Commission.

We therefore think that an English translation of the manual 'Ecological Engineering: design and

maintenance of watercourses' will be most useful. The translation project has started earlier this year. With

some minor adaptations, most of the ideas of ecological engineering for hydraulic works can be used outside

Flanders. Of course, problems and solutions, inherent to the Flemish situation, must be replaced.

Finally we think that ecological engineering can only be successful if a permanent cooperation exists between

engineers and ecologists not only with regard to research and teaching, but also during the actual execution

of works. An interdisciplinary study group, like the one presented, can support such a cooperation.
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ABSTRACT

The Intemational Aquatic Modeling Cnoup (AMG) was formed by a group or research scientists and engineers to facilitate

a focused and opeir forum for the exchange of applied research centered around instream flow assessment methodologies.

The IAMG has an overall main objective to develop, test, and validate assessment methods used to quanti$ the interactions

between instream flora and fauna and alterations in either sfream structurc or flow pattems. The group aims to meet the
increasing demands for improved operational tools for instream flow assessments using a broad based multi-disciplinary

approach that focuses on an ecological based framework. This docurnent srrmmarizes the collective input of the existing
Scientific Commitfee of the IAMG on setting the short-term and longer term research objectives. Members of the Scientific
Committee and thet corresponding affiliations are noted at the end of the document.

BACKGROT]}ID

The desire for quantitative tools which can assess the impact of artificial inlluences on aquatic ecosystems in a consistent
and reproducable manner has increased over the past two decades . At present many of the existing tools or methodologies
have come under oiticisnq especially in their applicability to meet more holistc ecosystcm management goals. There is a
growingrecognition that such an approach to the management of aquatic ecosystems will require the development and/or
integration of tools which utilise physical, chemical and biological process driven methods. Although there are a large
number of individual organisations and researchers examining topics directly related to this issue, there does not exist a
framework for a focused, integraæd and timely exchange ofcurrent research progress and output, or for the development
of strategic, multi-national, co-operative research programmes. The IAMG is intended to provide this framework,
capitalising on existing individual and networted research programmes, through the focusing of the particular expertise and
shengths ofthese programmes within a clear set of rescarch areas. This will assist in the development of the best achievable
assessmeirt methodologies for applied use in açatic ecos5ntern manageûrent The IAMG has fomred a series of sub-groups
to provide a focus within specific research areas which repr€sent key elements of an inægrated mult-disciplinary assessment
framework. The current empahsis of the IAMG integrated research priorities are highlighted below.

IAMG SIJB-GROI]PS

The existing structure of the sub-groups within the IAMG is shown in Figure I with the associated contact person listcd
for each group. It is int€nded that where appropriate, Sub-Gtoups will be broken down into more specifrc focus groups (i.e.
Biological and Life History) in order to provide a more organized focus of research and scholarly exchange. This is already
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occurring within the existing Sub-Group sEuctures as evidenced by the brcadth of rescarch topics discussed bclow. The

existing Sub-Group (and focus group) structure is inænded to bc a florible paradigm that will shift as continuod intercst

expands the participation by other scientist and engineers.

Figure 1: IMG Subgroups

RESEARCHFOCUS AREAS

Characterization of the Spatial Domain

This effort is inænded to focus research at the applied level which can improve more eflicient field measurement strategies

suitable for better delineation of aquatic habitat characteristics and allow direct linkage of data to L,2, or 3-dime'nsional

hydraulic modeling. Evaluation of lield collection straægies will atso focus on data acquistion ovcr spatial domains that

are amendable for use in utilization of landscape ecolory metrics applied to the aquatic domain Tbe initial goal of this

research is the evaluation of the effacicey of different sampling strategies such as sfæified random, systcmatic, systqnatic

irregular, etc, to provide spatially accurate representations ofthe aquatic environment over different spatial scales. The

evaluation of these different sampling strategies is intended to lead to the development of a strategic sampling framework

for various river types and assessme,nt objectiveg uihich consider both the requirements of biological and physical modeling

and provide for the comparability of results. This research is also intended to generate a database of high quality field

samples from a variety of river systems u*rich will be continuously overviewd classilied and provided to othcr subgroups

for model evaluation purposes.

Instrumentation

This area of research will focus on the evaluation of new instumentation æchnologies suitable for higbly aocurate oost

effectivc spatial mapping within river systems. This currently involves the evaluation of differentially corrected global

positioning systems, depth pressure transducers, hydro-acoustic arrays for bottom profiling, and inægration ofother

advanced survey techniques using total stations with automatic target search, and remote sensing systems. the short term

goal of this effort is the developmcnt of cost-benefit criteria for application of thesc tcchnologies to mect spccific data

quality objectives given specific spatial domains. A longer ærm goal is the development of a syst€matic sampling

frames'ork that spatial sanpling sfaægies given data requirementneeds for spccific tpcs of hydraulic, habitat,

and other assessment models.
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Measurement Scale TransferabiliLv

This research is intended to evaluate appropriate techniques which permit the characterization of aquatic ecosystems over
a variety of spatial scales, while maintaining meaningu representations of the spatial requirements of target organisms.
Research will initially focus on addressing the accurary of spatial measurement scales at the micro-habitat, macro-habitat,
and reach level characterizations. This will also include the evaluation of mapping methods and the ransferability of results
at the micro-habiat level to meso- and macro-scales. The potential use GIS analysis of spatiai interactions, sensitivity
studies, and generalization of procedures ile also consider important venues within this area of research. The results of
these activities are intentod to provide guidelines for the development of sampling strategies and is closely related to work
within the Instrumentation Sub-Group.

Temporal hmamics

This area of research will examine the firnctional relationships between the temporal dynamics of physical habitat
{luctuations and biological responses with the aim of determining the limiting conditions for aquatic populations in rivers.
The main biological reference species to be examined are fish and macro-invertebrates, although macrophyte species will
also be examined since their grouth is allected by physical habitat and may also lead to changes in aquatic habitat for other
species. An important aspect of this work will be the field validation of existing and newly developed model results. This
will require the selection ofriver study sites where long-term records ofbiological and physical data have been collected.
The group will also examine methods of expressing changcs in aquatic habitat with time and develop guidelines to aid the
interpretation of time dependant model results.

River Scale Morpholory

The scale of the impact of artificial inlluences on river systems may vary from a few kilometers to several hundred
kilomeærs of river. As a result, there is a need for a consistant, repeatable method of defrning river habitats, at the meso-
or macro-habitat scale, to allow the extrapolation of aquatic habitat model output fiom localized studies to larger spatial
areas of the river. However, there are important temporal aspccts which also need to be addressed. For example, research
needs to focus on the tcmporal changes in the disribution of habitas within rivers in response to seasonal flow patûcrns
as well as ûo longer lerm trends associated with changes in anthropogenic flow alteratons. This research will initirilly focus
on the evaluation of methods that can be used to predict changes in the micro- or meso-scale habitat characteristics both
on an annual basis as well as under the in{luence oflonger terrr changes associated with anthropogenic induced flow
alterations. This research is intended to link geofluvial processes modeling at the meso-habitat scale to delineatc expected
trends at the reach scale level.

H]draulic Modeling

A large number of hydraulic models are available for use in modeling aquatic habitat, but very few of them are currently
being used. The potential of alternative modeling approaches such as nvo and three-dimensional solutions to the Navier-
StLokes equations, characterising the near-bed-flow environment, and statistical hydraulic models havc been discussed but
as yet not achieved wide application in studies ofaquatic habitat. The evaluation and development ofthese innovative
approaches for use æ operational tools is of special interest to the Hydraulic Modeling Sub-Goup. One area of research
focus is to improve the evaluation of aquatic habitat by developing, validating and making widely available suitable, reliable
and effcient hydratrlic modeling techniques. The fint main objective is to link the description of physical variables required
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to cvaluate the habitat ofaquatic biota which include thc physical properties ofrelevance such as velocity and deptlq the

scale and location at which these properties are important and the required characûerisation of any spatial and æmporal

variations of these properties. In principle a model of thc inæraction bctween species habitat selection and the physical

stream environment should be identifred prior to selecting appropriate hydraulic models. A short tcrm goal will be to
provide a representative list of suitable hydraulic models using different modeling approaches that could be used in an

aquatic modeling study. This effort will include a summary description of the models, including freld data requirements,

calibration facilities, required computer performance, tlpe of results, validation possibilities and a reference list.

Another important area of research emphasis will be the fleld validation of these modeling approaches for aquatic habitat

studies. Scientificall,v approved methods for validation of the hydraulic model performancc must be ernured or established.

The uncertainty in the predictions of thc physical habitat characûeristics and the minimum data collection and modeling

effort required to apply them under the range of circumstance encountcred in operational studics will bc detcrmined and

evaluated This effort will also consider a focus on the need for modeling on larger spatial and temporal scales. This will
consider modeling of dynamic changes like sediment transport and deposition, ice formation and other ûynarnic physical
processes in streams. In order to understand and manage the whole aquatic ecosystem, dynamic hydraulic models must be
used over a long time-scale giving the opportunity ofstudying both short-term and long-term variations in the physical

habitat and effects on the ecosystem. The final objective of this research area is to develop a set of guidelines to be used
by aquatic modelers for selection of the most appropriate hydraulic model for their particular application. Where hydraulic
models are not available to predict certain habiat characteristics in an operational mode, the group will initiate research into
the development of an appropriate hydraulic modeling approach.

Biological life-history

This area of researchemphasis represents one of the more critical elements for the IAMG. The need for more frrndamental
research on the life hisûory reqtrirements of target species, population dynamics, and community interactions has been clearly
articulated within the literature. The primary goal of this reasearch effort is the development of biological metrics rvhich
can be used within an applied assessment tamework. In particular, the evaluation of landscape ccology metrics applied
to the aquatic environment will be considered since these metrics may be ideally suited for examination of the broader
spatial scales at the river reach and watershed levels. This effort will provide for the evaluation of these t1çes of metrics
and a framework for their application and interpretation at the operational level of insteam llow analyses. A sccond arca
of research emphasis will involve the evaluation of analytical teduriçes to quanti$ the onûogenetic shiffs in flow dependant
rcsponse variables of aquatic species that can be linked to oristing individual based models as well as more classical habtitat
modeling approaches. Issues such as developmen! æsting and transferability of suitability curves will be considered. An
important short term goal for this effort will involvc the development of a listing of available individual, population,
community, and habitat based models suitable for use in applied instream flow applications. This effort will includc a
zummary description of the models, including field data requirements, calibration facilities, required computer performance,
t)æe of results, validation possibilities and a referencc list. Finally, rcsearch efforts will focus on comparitive evaluations
of these respective methods/models using existing data sets urd wlrerc possible, design and implementation of inûegrated
research projects with this specific goal in mind.

Assessmerlt Methods

The focus of this research is to integrate the work products from thc other sub-groups into a qystematic framework for
applied impact assessments in water resourçe systems. At present, the application of analytical tools in assessment of
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impacts lacks a clear and consistent framework for interpretatio4 as well as on-going issues as to the validity of the model
ouiput to predict or correlate changes in the response variable(s) of intcrest (e.g. Iish populations over time). The emphasis
of this grotrp will rely heavily upon field validation studies using existing data for systens where the oncrging tools from
other sub-groups can bc hind-cast to evaluatc ttreir ability to predict the observed changes in these systems. In addition,
this effort will focus on the development of a protocol or guidelines which clearly articulates the steps in the application
and inægræion ofthe component assessment tools and thcir consistent inærpretation in operational instream flow studies.

Technologv Transfer

ÏlreIAMGhas a sEongcommiEnent to facilitaæ thc transfer of data, study results, and available modeling tools. As part
ofthis commitneirt, thelnstituæ forNatural Systems Engineering (DISE) at Utah State University has agreed to establish
sweral support seryices for the IAMG. First a world wide wcb (WWV/) home page is being establishcd which will list the
on-going research elements underway within the IAMG, participating agencies and investigaton, and hclp for contacting
individual collaboratinginvestigators/agencies. The WWW page will be updated on a ficquent basis to keep exchange of
on-going research focus and results current. In addition, the INSE will host an anon)mous FTP site as a depository of
rsports, software, etc. !o facilitaûe scientific exchange of data, informatioq and modeling tools for use by interested parties.
Finally, the INSE will also host a Bulletin Board Service (BBS) forum on instream flow assessment methods where
questions, answers and debates on methods and study results can be carried out via the Intemet. The BBS will serve as a
convenient forum for more focused interchange of ideas and comments within the active research community on instream
fl ow assessment methods.

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEEAIYD CONTACT PERSONS FORTHE IAMG

Pior Parasiewic4 Stefan Schmutz
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ABSTRACT

In 1996, the Québec network of national wildlife areas comprises eight sites along the St. lawrence from lac Saint-
François to the Îles de la Madeleine and protects more than 6000 ha. This nerwork is of part of a much larger one
comprizing 49 sites across Canada.

The inclusion of three of these wildlife areas on the Ramsar Convention list acknowled_ees their international
imponance as wetlands essenrial to wildlife.

The present communication will make you travel along the St. lawrence to discover those sites, frcm the large
marshes of l-ac St. François to the sand dunes of Pointe de l'Est in the Gulf of St. I-awrence.

Kew-words : wildlifeÆrabitats/St. l,awrence/wetlands/networVmarshes/islands/birds/waterfowl.
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I}{TRODUCTIO\

Aware of the imponance of protecting essential wildlife habitats, the Canadian Wildlife Service set up a program in

1969 to acquire strategic habitats along the St. lawrence.

The acquired properties, made up in large pan of wetlands, form a network of national wildlife areas representin!

diversifi ed and highly productive environments.

LAC SAI\T.FRANçOIS

lac Saint-François National Wildlife Area is located on the south shore of the St lawrence River 50 km upstream

of Salaberryde-Valleyfield.

Extending over 1,347 ha, the wildlife area is located in the climatic zone of the predominantly deciduous sugar

mapte-bâsswood forest area. Other species present include beech, white ash, eastern hemlock, black ash, the rare

rock elm and poplars. In swampy sites grow larch, red maple, silver maple, alder and willow.

As far as the eye can see, marshland etched with ponds and channels blends into lake Saint-François. This is a

paradise for botanists, who will be thrilled by the diversity of vegetation and the fony or so rare plants found here,

such as the very tall milkweed that grows nowhere else in Québec but on Mount Saint-Hilaire. Ginseng, a

vulnerable species, is also found in the wildlife area's maple-beech woods.

On and along the great expanses of marsh and swamp, the natural and man-made ponds, the streams and the lake,

waterfowl are present in spectacular numbers during the migration, breeding and moulting periods. The woods,

transition zones and open spaces provide favourable conditions for an exceptional diversity of tenestrial fauna year-

round : the annotated species list for the wildlife area contains over 220 entries.

At the height of migration, thousands of dabbling ducks stop over for anywhere from a few days to a few weeks.

The greater snow goose, brant, red-breasted merganser, white-winged scoter, canvasback, oldsquaw and ruddy duck

are visitors of panicular interest, while the nonhern pintail, mallard, black duck and Canada goose are among the

more familiar transients. Nesting nearby, the great egret feeds in the marshes of the wildlife area.

At least ll0 species of birds nest in lac Saint-François National Wildlife Area. The least bittern, Canada goose,

redhead, gad-wall, ring-necked duck, lesser scaup, corrmon goldeneye, pileated woodpecker, red-headed

woodpecker and indigo bunting are among the most spectacular breeding species. At this location, the sedge wren

establishes one of its largest colonies in Québec. Its habitat, the sedge marsh, like the habitats of many other birds,

depends for its future on the protection afforded the site by its wildlife area status.

One of thirteen duck species that breed in the wildlife area, the wood duck with its colourful plumage is a delight to

bird-watehers. The marshes developed in the wildlife area by Ducks Unlimited are highly productive in the breeding

period and extensively used in the migration season by many species of ducks.
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ILES DE LA PAIX

Îles de la Paix National Wildlife Area (120 ha), a string of marsh-bordered islands, some 20 km Southwest of
Montreal serves as a quiet haven for local waterfowl, since the banks of L:ke Saint-Louis are mainly developed,
urbanized and industrialized. The clear need to protect these island habitats fully justifies their national wildlife area
starus.

Most of the islands dip in the centre, forming a basin and favouring a wetland plain to marsh plant succession where
the inexorable laws of a varied plant and animal world are interwoven. Around the islands stretches a zone of more
than a thousand hectares where the water depth does not exceed one metre except in a few navigable channels. This
is the realm of some twenty emergent plants such as sweetflag, discoid beggar-ticks (a rare species), horsetails and
canails.

On the water's surface, yellow pond-lilies and tuberous water{ilies create a perfectly executed pointillist effect.
Under the water, large vegetation beds made up of pondweed, myriophyllum and waterweed harbour abundant
populations if invenebrates that serve as a base for the diets of fish young and ducklings.

The woodlands here are generally highly diversified, although in some locations red maple is predominant.
Depending on soil conditions, the cortege of tree and shrub growth is made up of silver maple, gray birch, white
and red ash, basswood, white elm, common buttonbush, winterberry, staghorn sumac, plums and viburnum.

The alluvial woods harbour ajewel ofthe plant kingdom, the green dragon, recorded as a vulnerable species on the
list prepared by the Committee of the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada ( l98S). Visiting the islands' various
habitats, the knowledgeable observer will discover close to fifteen rare plant species.

The Îles de la Paix island chain represents on of the five ro-ranked areas in L:ke Saint-L,ouis for springtime
waterfowl density. More than 5,000 ducks stop here to replenish their energy reserves from early April to mid-May,
when they begin setting out for breeding grounds.

The concentration of dabbling ducks nests of the islands is high, and one can observe a very singular form of
nesting behaviours attributable to the springtime water level peaks. Visitors will be amazed to find nests of black
ducks, mallards, blue-and green-winged teals and northern pintails perched in tree forks, somerimes as high as two
metres in the air. Other species of note that breed in the islands include the northern shoveler. the American
widgeon and the colourful wood duck.

ILES DE CONTRECOEUR

The 28 alluvial islands of lles de Contrecoeur National Wildlife Area cover a land area of 200 ha and are located a
short distance off the banks of the municipality of Contrecoeur approximately 35 km Northeast of Montréal.
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An imponant component of a habitat favourable to waterfowl breeding, reed canary Srass sometimes covers entire

islands and form elegant groupings that undulate in the breeze. Vast beds emergent vegetation form in ways

determined by environmental conditions and competition among their components. Here it is catails that advance

inexorably and displace other less aggressive species such as broad-fruited bur-reed, river and American bulrushes

and even arrowhead.

The vast emergent and submerged beds serve as a larder for thousands of young and adult duck and other waterfowl

during the breeding and migration periods.

The Connecoeur island chain is a prime site for the birds of the Montréal region. In its grassy meadows, waterfowl

find a suitabte habitat for breeding. Of all the island chains from Montréal to Sorel, this is undoubtedly the most

important for waterfowl reproduction and thus is fully entitled to the protection confened upon it by its national

wildlife area status. The site's significance extends beyond the regional level; it is unhesitatingly recognized as

being of provincial imponance because of the uncommon abundance of species such as the gadwall.

The northern pintail and American widgeon also breed here in great numbers. Waærfowl aside, a variety of bird

species nest in the area. Other species present include the red-winged blackbird, the ever-so-long-billed cornmon

snipe, the sponed sandpiper that moves to the rhythm of music that it alone can hear, the American bittern, the

comrnon moorhen, the black term and the Virginia rail. All of these species rear their young in the islands.

Birds of prey like the northern harrier and shon-eared owl tirelessly over the site. The objects of their search,

whether birds or mammals, are fearfully aware of their silhouenes and their intentions.

Visitors will also notice the constant comings and goings of the ring-billed gulls over the four colonies in the

archipelago that support more than 5,000 nests.

Protected from human disturbance by their isolation, the islands serve as a migratory staging area for species that

breed farther north, such as the Canada goose. This majestic bird is found in large groups during the spring

migration along with many common goldeneyes.

CAPTOURME\_TE

Cap Tourmente National Wildlife Area is located on the north shore of the St l:wrence River about 50 km

downstream from Québec City. The 2,391-ba site extends immediately to the south and Noftheast of the villages of

Saint-Joachim and C-ap-Tourmente.

Nowadays, it serves as a staging area more than for 400,000 greater snow geese on their twice-yearly journeys

between the Atlantic Coast and the Far North. The population was only about 3,000 birds at the beginning of the

century, and Cap Tourmente National Wildlife Area was cteated to ensurc the survival of the species. During the

fall migration, the entire world population of greater now geese stops off in the vicinity, where it feeds on American

bulrush rhizomes in the marsh and srain in the fields.
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From the vast expanses of American bulrush on the tidal marsh to the abundant vegeration of the coastal marsh and
the groves, cultivated fields and man-made waterfowl ponds of the coastal plain, the visitor has to travel only a
shon distance to see habitats that are varied and teeming with life.

The characteristic forest cover of the immense glaciation-ravaged mass of granite called Cap Tourmente is made up
of maple, black spruce, birch and beech stands.

In the fall, Cap Tourmente is the most important sector in the entire St lawrence corridor for dabbling ducks. In
addition to waterfowl, many species such as warblers and other songbirds are concentrated in the spring and fall
along the n€urow corridor formed by the river and the Cap Tourmente escarpment. A birders' outing ar these times
of the years may be graced with sightings of rare or unexpected species such as the Ross', greater white-fronted,
pink-footed, bean or barnacle goose, ruff, boreal owl, western kingbird and Townsend's solitaire.

ofthe 250 species which have been sighted in the wildlife area, about one hundred are recognized as local breeders
and eight are on the list of endangered birds : the common barn-owl, Cooper's hawk eastern bluebird, great gray
owl, least bittern, loggerhead shrike, peregrine falcon and red shouldered hawk. Warblers, the gems of the birds
world, are represented by l8 breeding species. Among these, the most familiar are the black-throated green warbler,
ovenbird, yellow-rumped warbler, coûrmon yellowthroat and incomparable American redstart.

With the addition of sectors developed by Ducks Unlimited, the wildlife area has become a prime site for observing
waterfowl. Several dabbling ducks breed here, and visitors may be astonished to find American widgeons, norrhern
shovelers and wood ducks.

LA BAIE DE L'ISLE.VERTE

Located on the south shore 30 km Northeast of the municipality of Rivière-du-Loup in the estuary portion of the St
lawrence River, Baie de L'Isle-vene National wildlife Area takes in 646 ha.

Its mains feature is a vast marsh doned with ice extraction pans created by the action of the retreating ice in the
spring. This is the site of the largest remaining spartina marsh in southern euébec.

The tidal marsh that lies on either side of the cove or little bay of L'Isle-Vene is the last vestige of the great spartina
marshes of the St lawrence Estuary. The ice extraction pans that give the marsh its unusual appearance produce
vast quantities of living organisms and serve as rearing sites for the broods of black ducks that are omnipresent in
season because ofthe very favourable survival conditions they find there.

Moving up the natural slope from the tangled kelp beds of the extreme low tideline, the visitor will encounter
seaweed beds followed by the spartina-dominated tidal marsh. Then comes the coastal marsh, which has a highly
diversified flora but is still ruled in some spots by the alders that once characterized this stretch of shoreline.

The only forest vegetation communities, which are coniferous, occupy the rocky heights of the wildlife area. From
these vantage points, where the dominant species are black spruce, jack pine, balsam fir and white birch. unfold
landscapes if unrivalled serenity.
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Over 130 bird species have been sighted locally and several of them, including the peregrine falcon. king rail'

Cooper's hawk and loggerhead shrike, are on the 1988 list prepared by the Committee on the Status of Endangered

Wildlife in Canada.

The number of migratory birds at L'lsle-Vene in the spring is estimated at 35,000, compared with 10,000 in the

fall. Of this number, 27,OOO are greater snow geese and Canada geese in the main, accompanied by black ducks,

green-winged teals, northern pintails, cornmon eiders, scoters, gulls and double-crested cormorants. Anatidae make

up the largest group of migrants in the fall, when black ducks number over 4,000.

LAC SArNT-FRANçOrS

I-ac Saint-François National Wildlife Area is located on the south shore of the St lawrence River 50 km upstream

of Salaberryde-Valleyfield.

Extending ovet 1,347 ha, the wildlife area is located in the climatic zone of the predominantly deciduous sug€u

maple-basswood forest area. Other species present include beech, white ash, eastern hemlock, black ash, the rare

rock elm and poplars. In swampy sites grow larch, red maple, silver maple, alder and willow.

As far as the eye can see, marshland etched with ponds and channels blends into Lake Saint-François. This is a

paradise for botanists, who will be thrilled by the divenity of vegetation and the fony or so rare plants found here,

such as the very tall milkweed that grows nowhere else in Québec but on Mount Saint-Hilaire. Ginseng, a

vulnerable species, is also found in the wildlife area's maple-beech woods.

On and along the great expanses of marsh and swamp, the natural and man-made ponds, the streams and the lake,

waterfowl are present in spectacular numbers during the migration, breeding and moulting periods. The woods,

transition zones and open spaces provide favourable conditions fo an exceptional diversity ofterrestrial fauna year-

round : the annotated species list for the wildlife area contains over 220 entries.

At the height of migration, thousands of dabbling ducks stop over for anywhere from a few days to a few weeks.

The greater snow goose, brant, red-breasted merganser, white-winged scoter, canvasback, oldsquaw and ruddy duck

are visitors of panicular interest, while the northern pinuil, mallard, black duck and Canada goose are among the

more familiar transients. Nesting nearby, the great egret feeds in the marshes of the wildlife area.

At least ll0 species of birds nest in lac Saint-François National Wildlife Area. The least bittern, Canada goose,

redhead, gad-wall, ring-necked duck, lesser scaup, co[lmon goldeneye, pileaæd woodpecker, red-headed

woodpecker and indigo bunting are among the most spectacular breeding species. At this location, the sedge wren

esablishes one of its largest colonies in Québec. Its habitat, the sedge marsh, like the habitats of many other bLds,

depends for its future on the protection afforded the site by its wildlife area status.

One of thirteen duck species that breed in the wildlife area, the wood duck with its colourful plumage is a delight to

bird-watchers. The marshes developed in the wildlife area by Ducks Unlimited are highly productive in the breeding

period and extensively used in the migration season by many species ofducks.
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ILES DE LA PAIX

Îles de la Paix National Wildlife Area (120 ha), a sning of marsh-bordered islands, some 20 km Southwest of
Montreal serves as a quiet haven for local waterfowl, since the banks of Lake Saint-Louis are mainly developed,
urbanized and industrialized. The clear need to protect these island habitats fully justihes their national wildlife area
status.

Most of the islands dip in the centre, forming a basin and favouring a wetland plain to marsh plant succession where
the inexorable laws of a varied plant and animal world are interwoven. Around the islands stretches a zone of more
than a thousand hectares where the water depth does not exceed one metre except in a few navigable channels. This
is the realm of some twenty emergent plants such as sweetflag, discoid beggar-ticks (a rare species), horsetails and
canails.

On the water's surface, yellow pond-lilies and tuberous water-lilies creare a perfectly executed pointillist effect.
Under the water, large vegetation beds made up of pondweed, myriophyllum and waterweed harbour abundant
populations if invertebrates that serve as a base for the diets of fish young and ducklings.

The woodlands here are generally highly diversifred, although in some locations red maple is predominant.
Depending on soil conditions, the cortege of nee and shrub growth is made up of silver maple, gray birch, white
and red ash, basswood, white elm, common bunonbush, winterberry, staghorn sumac, plums and viburnum.

The alluvial woods harbour a jewel of the plant kingdom; the green dragon, recorded as a vulnerable species on the
list prepared by the Committee of the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (1988). Visiting the islands' various
habitats, the knowledgeable observer will discover close to fifteen rare plant species.

The Îles de la Paix istand chain represents on of the five to-ranked areas in lake Saint-L,ouis for springtime
waterfowl density. More than 5,000 ducks stop here to replenish their energy reserves from early April to mid-May,
when they begin setting out for breeding grounds.

The concentration of dabbling ducks nests of the islands is high, and one can observe a very singular form of
nesting behaviours attributable to the springtime water level peaks. Visitors will be amazed to find nests of black
ducks, mallards, blue-and green-winged teals and northem pintails perched in tree forks, sometimes as high as two
metres in the air. Other species of note that breed in the islands include the northern shoveler, the American
widgeon and the colourful wood duck.

ILES DE CONTRECOEUR

The 28 alluvial islands of Îles de Contrecoeur National Wildlife Area cover a land area of 200 ha and are located a
short distance off the banks of the municipality of Contrecoeur approximately 35 km Northeast of Montréal.
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An imponant component of a habitat favourable to waterfowl breeding, reed canary Srass sometimes covers entire

islands and form elegant groupings that undulate in the breeze. Vast beds emergent vegetation form in ways

determined by environmental conditions and competition among their components. Here it is cattails that advance

inexorably and displace other less aggressive species such as broad-fruited bur-reed, river and American bulrushes

and even arrowhead.

The vast emergent and submerged beds serve as a larder for thousands of young and adult duck and other waterfowl

during the breeding and migration periods.

The Contrecoeur island chain is a prime site for the birds of the Montréal region. In its grassy meadows, waterfowl

find a suitable habitat for breeding. Of all the island chains from Montréal to Sorel, this is undoubtedly the most

important for waterfowl reproduction and thus is fully entitled to the protection conferred upon it by its national

wildlife area sratus. The site's significance extends beyond the regional level; it is unhesitatingly recognized as

being of provincial importance because of the uncommon abundance of species such as the gadwall.

The northern pintail and American widgeon also breed here in great numbers. Waterfowl aside, a variety of bird

species nest in the area. Other species present include the red-winged blackbird, the ever-so{ong-billed corrlmon

snipe, the spotted sandpiper that moves to the rhythm of music that it alone can hear, the American bittem, the

corrrmon moorhen, the black term and the Virginia rail. All of these species rear their young in the islands.

Birds of prey like the nonhern harrier and shon+ared owl tirelessly over the site. The objects of their search,

whether birds or mammals. are fearfullv aware of their silhouettes and their intentions.

Visitors will also notice the constant comings and goings of the ring-billed gulls over the four colonies in the

archipelago that suppon more than 5,000 nests.

Protecæd from human disturbance by their isolation, the islands serve as a migratory staging area fc species that

breed fanher nonh, such as the Canada goose. This majestic bird is found in large groups during the spring

migration along with many cornmon goldeneyes.

CAPTOUR]VIENTE

Cap Tourmente National Wildlife Area is located on the north shore of the St l:wrence River about 50 km

downstream from Québec City. The 2,391-ha site extends immediately to the south and Northeast of .the villages of

Saint-Joachim and Cap-Tourmente.

Nowadays, it serves as a staging area more than for ,!00,000 greater snow geese on their twice-yearly journeys

between the Atlantic Coast and the Far Nonh. The population was only about 3,000 birds at the beginning of the

century, and Cap Tourmente National Wildlife Area was created to ensure the survival of the species. During the

fall migration, the entire world population of greater now geese stops off in the vicinity, where it feeds on Arnerican

bulrush rhizomes in the marsh and erain in the fields.
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From the vast exPanses of American bulrush on the tidal marsh to the abundant vegetâtion of the coastal marsh and
the groves, cultivated fields and man-made waterfowl ponds of the coastal plain, the visitor has to travel only a
short distance to see habitats thar are varied and teeming with life.

The characteristic forest cover of the immense glaciation-ravaged mass of granite called Cap Tourmente is made up
of maple, black spruce, birch and beech stands.

In the fall, Cap Tourmente is the most imponant secror in the entire St lawrence corridor for dabbling ducks. In
addition to waterfowl, many species such as warblers and other songbirds are concentrated in the spring and fall
along the nrurow corridor formed by the river and the Cap Tourmente escarpment. A birders' outing at these times
of the years may be graced with sightings of rare or unexpected species such as the Ross', greater white-fronted,
pink-footed, bean or barnacle goose, ruff, boreal owl, western kingbird and Townsend's solitaire.

ofthe 250 species which have been sighted in the wildlife area, about one hundred are recognized as local breeders
and eight are on the list of endangered birds : the corrunon barn-owl, Cooper's hawk eastern bluebird, great gray
owl, least bittern, loggerhead shrike, peregrine falcon and red shouldered hawk. Warblers, the gems of the birds
world, are represented by 18 breeding species. Among these, the most familiar are the black-ttroated green warbler,
ovenbird, yellow-rumped warbler, coûrmon yellowthroat and incomparable American redstart.

With the addition of sectors developed by Ducks Unlimited, the wildlife area has become a prime site for observing
waterfowl. Several dabbling ducks breed here, and visitors may be astonished to find American widgeons, northern
shovelers and wood ducks.

LA BAIE DE L'ISLE.VERTE

l,ocated on the south shore 30 km Northeast of the municipality of Rivière-du-Loup in the estuary ponion of the St
lawrence River, Baie de L'Isle-Verte National wildlife Area takes in 646 ha.

Its mains feature is a vast marsh dotted with ice extraction pans created by the action of the retreating iôe in the
spring. This is the site of the largest remaining spartina marsh in southem euébec.

The tidal marsh that lies on either side of the cove or little bay of L'Isle-Vene is the last vestige of the great spartina
marshes of the St l,awrence Estuary. The ice extraction pans that give the marsh its unusual appearance produce
vast quantities of living organisms and serve as rearing sites for the broods of black ducks that are omnipresent in
season because ofthe very favourable survival conditions they find there.

Moving up the natural slope from the tangled kelp beds of the exrreme low tideline, the visitor will encounter
seaweed beds followed by the spanina-dominated tidal marsh. Then comes the coastal marsh, which has a highly
diversified flora but is still ruled in some spots by the alders that once characterized this stretch of shoreline.

The only forest vegetation communities, which are coniferous, occupy the rocky heights of the wildlife area. From
these vantage points, where the dominant species are black spruce, jack pine, balsam fir and white birch, unfold
landscapes if unrivalled serenity.
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Over 130 bird species have been sighted locally and several of them, including the peregrine falcon, king rail,

Cooper's hawk and loggerhead shrike, are on the 1988 list prepared by the Committee on the Status of Endangered

Wildlife in Canada.

The number of migratory birds at L'Isle-Vene in the spring is estimated at 35,000, compared with 10,000 in the

fall. Of this number, 27,N0 are greater snow geese and Canada geese in the main, accompanied by black ducks,

green-winged teals, northern pintails, common eiders, scoters, gulls and double-crested cormorants. Anatidae make

up the largest group of migrants in the fall, when black ducks number over 4,000.

More than 60 bird species breed in the wildlife area. The commonest are the budding bobolink, red-winged

blackbird, cornmon grackle and opportunistic brown-headed cowbird. The site is of vital imponance for the sharp-

tailed spanow, which breeds very locally in Québec.

Within the St lawrence Estuary, the wildlife area is one of the main breeding grounds for the black duck, which

occupies ttre upper reaches of the marsh and the edges of brushlands and streams. But the rearing period is when the

site shows all of its true importance - the marsh provides shelter for large numbers of broods from the vicinity. The

fifteen kilometres or shoreline in the wildlife area enable more than 500 ducklings to reach fledging age. The

common eider, a diving duck typical of the St lawrence Estuary, also uses the marshes of L'lsle-Verte for rearing

its young.

POINTE.AU.PERE

Pointe-au-Père National Wildlife Area, located 5 km east of Rimouski, covers approximately 23 ha. It is the least

extensive national wildlife area in Québec but the most important in terms of the protection it affords thousands of

shorebirds.

The local spartina marshes broken up by ice extraction pans are similar to those at L'Isle-Verte. Scanning from

north to south, the observer first sees a rocky notch followed by a small spartina zone.

The Pointe-au-Père marsh is a highly attractive site for waterfowl in both the migration and breeding periods. Over
ll0 bird species are on the list of recorded sightings in the wildlife area and over fifteen breed here. Among
excePtional sightings we find the eared grebe (a first in the province), great egret, linle egret, snowy egret,
tricolored heron, greater white-fronted goose and Smith's longspur as well as many other species such as the
Forster's tern (recorded here for the first time east of Québec Ciry).

The wildlife area is part of an increasingly limited series of staging areas along the shorebird migration corridors.
Flocks of least sandpipers sometimes over 500 strong are present in the month of May. The site is also visited by
the spectacularly plumed ruff on occasion and by 500 to 1,000 short-billed dowitchers.
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The great blue heron feeds in the marshes along with the black-crowed night-heron and large groups of brants and
Canada geese. The northern harrier flies over the marshland in search of prey; other raprors - including the sharp-
shinned, Cooper's, broad-winged and red-tailed hawks and golden eagle - patrol the shores in spring.

Fall visitors include red-throated and common loons, large numbers of Canada geese, greater snow geese (in recent
years) and the merlin and peregrine falcon (currently the subject of national effons to au-smenr its endangered
population). Shorebirds are numerous in this season : at times up to 900 ruddy turnstones frequent the tidal marsh,
which accommodates large Sroups of sanderlings and semipalmated sandpipers as well as the white-rumped
sandpiper, dunlin and rare stilt sandpiper.

During the migration perid, the site also hosts the oldsquaw, the common merganser and, on occasion, the ring-
necked duck, redhead, king eider and Eurasian widgeon. Common species include the herring gull and ring-billed
gull.

For the common eider, the coastal marsh at Pointe-au-Père is one of six sites considered exceptional in the whole of
the middle and marine portions of the St l-awrence Estuary. While the species does not acrually breed in large
numbers at the site, the marsh is of fundamental importance for the survival of the local breeding population,
primarily as a feeding and rearing area.

Dabbling ducks and their broods in particular Olack duck, mallard, nonhern pintail and green-winged teal) busily
seek out insect larvae trapped in the ice extraction pans. The common snipe, the killdeer that constantly cries out its
name, the red-winged blackbird and the savannah sparrow also breed here.

ILES DE L'ESTUAIRE

lles de I'estuaire National Wildtife Area extends over a distance of more than 120 km between the municipalities of
Kamouraska and Bic. From west to east, it takes in Île de la Providence, île Brulée, Rocher de I'ouest. Rocher de
I'Est, most of Grande Île, a small part of Long Pèlerin, Île aux Fraises and its reefs, much of pot du phare (îles du
Pot à I'Eaude-Vie), Île Blanche and the largest part of lle Bicquette. Its rotal area is over 646 ha.

The islands are mainly covered with coniferous boreal forest dominated by white spruce and balsam fir. The kelp,
rockweed and spartina marshes of some islands develop according to the height of tides and the depth of the water.
Immense mud flats mainly on the south side of the islands are exposed at low tide.

About one hundred bird species, over half confirmed local breeders, are entered on the islands' particular list of
ornithological sightings. We should start by mentioning that major fall concentrations of seaducks - sometimes
numbering up to 50,000 and in large pan formed of scoters and oldsquaws - are the greatest in the entire St
lawrence system foT this species group. Also in the fall, over 5,000 dabbling ducks can be found in the vicinity of
Île aux Fraises, Île Blanche and the Îles du Pot à l'Eaude-vie. For the black duck, this is one of the best sides alons
the St lswrence between Montréal and Rivière-du-Loup.
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In the forests during the breeding period, the commonest species are the white+hroated sparrow, yellow-rumped and

magnolia warblers, Swainson's thrush, winter wren and black-capped and boreal chickadees. The fox sparrow, a

species with a boreal range, is particularly fond of sparse, low forest and brushland.

Birds that breed in colonies, such as the common eider, razorbill, black guillemot, great blue heron, black crowned

night-heron and gulls, are especially dependent upon the protection given to the site by its national wildlife area

suttus.

Together, the Îles Pèlerins, and Îles du Pot à I'Eaude-Vie harbour the largest colonies of razorbills and black

guillemots in the St [:wrence Estuary. The blackJegged kittiwake colony of Llng Pèlerin is the most westerly in

Québec, while the razorbill colony, which contains more than 1,000 nests, is the largest in the estuary. Over 15,000

pairs of common eiders - from which we get eiderdown, the unique and highly prized insulating material - breed on

the islands of the estuary. In terms of numbers, lle Bicquene ranks first in the St l:wrence Estuary and Gulf,

accounting for nearly 9,000 pairs.

The region is also frequented by the beluga, a small white whale whose St lawrence population is endangered and

most sightings occur in the vicinity of lle aux Lièvres and Île aux Fraises. The south-western tiP of lle aux Lièwes

and the reefs of Île aux Fraises are believed by some people to be a beluga birthing and rearing area.

POINTE DE L'EST

As a vestige of the sole ecosystem of its kind in Québec, Pointe de I'Est National Wildlife Area is a major natural

component of the lles de la Madeleine in the southern part of the Gulf of St lawrence.

The 996-ha site is composed primarily of sand, rhe area has been colonized to a large extent by marine vegetâtion.

The plant that receives top billing in the sandy habitat is non other than beachgrass which, through its well-

developed root system, is able to hold dunes in place, This truly unique landscape is characterized by the crowberry

m.)or, the stunted forests of spruce and fîr, the spartina, samphire and sedge of the saltwater ponds, the yellow

pond-lily of the freshwater ponds, and the sphagnum moss of the marshes with their procession of heath and

carnivorous plants.

For many shorebirds, the lles de la Madeleine are an essential stopping point in their twice-yearly migrations, The

Pointe de I'Est site, while it is important for waterfowl breeding, is first and foremost a major staging area. It is

visited by many birds that are rare or at the edge of their range, including the stilt sand-piper, ruff, eared grebe,

northern wheatear and Townsend's solitaire.

In late August, the Étang de I'Est plays host to daily gatherings of 300 to 500 black ducks, 100 to 200 blue-winged

teals, greater scaups, cornmon goldeneyes and red-breasted mergansers. The shallow waters of the outlying ponds

and salt marshes mainly attract black-bellied plovers, semipalmated and white-rumped sandpipen and greater

yellowlegs. The rough-legged hawk, American kestrel and snowy owl (Québec's bird emblem) fly over the dune

habitat while they are migrating.
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During the fall migration period, some shorebirds show a preference for specific habitats. For example, the lesser
yellowlegs, short-billed dowitcher, least sandpiper. lesser golden-plover and pectoral sandpiper are most at home on
the salt meadows. The whimbrel frequents the crowberry moor.

The presence of the piping plover on the sandy shores of Pointe de I'Est during the breeding period is one of the
mainjustifications for protecting the habitats, since this bird is on the list ofendangered species. The chance to see
the horned grebe, a rarity. on the Étang de l'Est in the nesting season will no doubt thrill many visitors.

A sharp-eyed observer can also spot white-throated sparrows and dark-eyed juncos hiding under the forest cover,
not to mention the cedar waxwings attracted by the ripe delights of the crowberry moors. Most abundant in the
wildlife area are the savannah sparrows that feed in the more open dune habirat.

The islands and islets ofthe Étang de I'Est provide a space for the least sandpiper and gulls to breed. Colonies of
herring and great black-backed gulls and corrrmon and arctic terns cans be found around the edges of the pond.
within the wildlife area breed mainly the black duck, northern pintail, red-breasted merganser and greater scaup.
For the last species, this breeding site is an isolated station in easrern canada.

DISCUSSIO\

The Canaciian wildlife Service continues to consolidate the network by acquiring new properries or by negotiating
agreements with other federal departments. In the next two years, the Canadian Wildlife Service plans to create two
new Wildlife Areas, one in the Varennes area and the other on in the lake St.Piene archipelago. Those territories
will add about I 000 hectares to the network.
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ABSTRACT

Over the past 40 years there has been unprecedented economic growth and prosperity in Nonh America. One cost of
this unchecked growth has been the loss of vast areas of natural habint to residential, industrial and agricultural
expansion. Wetlands are among the areas most critically affected by this economic development. As wildlife
habitat, they are essential to the survival of a wide variety of native plant and animal species. They also play a broad
ecological role in the environmental well-being of this continent. They buffer flooding and reduce soil erosion; they
are natural reservoirs capable ofpreserving, purifying and receiving precious water supplies; and they play a crucial
role in the early detection ofpotentially dangerous ecological imbalances.

Despite their many values functions, there is an urgent need to proteo wetlands because they are being lost at
alarming rates. Governments at all levels, and a growing number of private organizations and corporations, are
reacting with increasing sensitivity to the need to protect these invaluable natural systems. The existence in euebec
of programs such as St. lawrence Vision 2000, the North American Waterfowl Management plan and the Fish
Habitat Restoration Fund highlight a growing determination of many partners to preserve and enhance wetland
habitats of the St. Lawrence River.
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I\TRODUCTIO\

The present communication aims at emphasizing the goals of each of those progr€Ims and presenting the exemplary

results of those pannerships for the protection, restoration and enhancement of wetlands of the St. lawrence River.

ST. LAWRE\CE VISIO\ 2OOO

With the goal of pursuing depollution effons undertaken in 1988 as Paft the St. Iawrence Action Plan' governments

of Canada and Quebec have agreed to implement the St. l:wrence Vision 2000 action plan, the second 5-year phase

of the SLAp. With a budget of $ 19 I million, this new federal-provincial agreement aims at enhancing conservation.

protection, depollution activities and recovering the ways that the St. lawrence River and some of its tributaries are

utilized.

By signing the Sr. l:wrence Vision 2000 agreement, which will expire on March 31, 1998, the two levels of

gover1rments intend to intensify measures for preventing pollution and conserving river ecosystems by favouring a

more global approach towards managing the environment, and by ensuring the active panicipation of the

community and the full range of partners involved. This broader approach entails seven areas of intervention :

biodiversity, agriculture, community involvement, assistance for decision making, health, protection and

restoration. Although the focus of programs and activities is still the St. lawrence River itself, St. I:wrence Vision

2000 allows for interventions on seven tributaries, nanæly : the Assomption, Boyer, Chaudière, Richelieu'

Saguenay, Saint-Maurice and Yamaska rivers.

The biodiversity component of St. lawrence Vision 2000 is designed to implement the main provisions of the

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity. Focus is being placed on living species and ecosystems frqn

the dual points of view of conservation and sustainable use. In addition, panicular attention is being paid to

rhreatened or vulnerable species whose numbers are low or declining as well as the habitats of these species.

Finally, an effort is also being made to identify factors affecting biological divenity as well as remedial or

mitigative measures.

The long-term objective of this component of St. I-awrence Vision 2000 is to preserve and maintain the biological

diversity of the St Lawrence River ecosystem and this component seeks primarily to conserve 7,000 hectares of

habitat.

RESULTS SLV 2{100 - HABITAT PROTECTION 0VIARCH 31, 1990

Sites Protected area (ha)

Lac Saint-François
Îles Avelle-Wight-et-Hiam
Pointes Hében et Goyette
Ruisseau St-Jean
île de Grace
Île L-apiene
lles Millene et Stranham
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56,78
62,28
11,92
46,28

212,78
47,90
13,70



Sites

Baie L-avallière
île soyez
Île au Cochon
Île Saint-Jean
léon-Provancher
Pointe-Platon
Baie de Saint-Augustin
Grands-Ormes
St-André-de-Kamouraska
Battures de l'Île-aux-Lièvres
Isle-Vene
Grand-lac-Salé
Pointe-Heath
Pointe de l'Est

Cumulative Total
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Protected area (ha) (continue)

15,04
13.50
39,50
0,6E

40,00
60,00
23,00

705,00
15,01

287,17
19,55

2 350,00
995,00
306,97

5 322,06

THE \ORTH ANTERICA\ WATERFOWL IIIANAGEI\IE\T PLAN

Governments at all levels, and a growing number of private organizations and corporations. are reacting with
increasing sensitivity to the need to protect wetiands. Its was the need to preserve and enhance wetland habitat
around the world that led to the signing, in 1986, of the Nonh American Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP).

This historic agreement commits Canada, the United States and Mexico to a long-term program to help increase
waterfowl populations and preserve the habitats on which their survival depends. Under NAWMP a series of Joint
Ventures have been put in place to protect and manage imponant wetland habitat in a particular region for the
benefit of waterfowl and other wetland wildlife.

A total of 14 Joint Ventures have already been established. One of these is the Eastern Habitat Joint Venture
(EHJV). Its aim is to protect and enhance those wetlands in eastern Canada that contribute signihcantly to the
waterfowl and other migratory birds of the Atlantic Flyway and, to a lesser extent, to the Mississippi Flyway.

The southern area of eastern Canada contains 65 percent of the nation's human population, which results in some of
the most stressed wetland ecosystems in the country. Unfortunately, these wetlands are also generally the most
productive.

Most Nonh America waterfowl species occur in eastern Canada at some time of the year. Whether for breeding,
feeding, or staging, the availability of wetland habitat is critical to their survival.

Simply stated, the purpose of the Eastern Habitat Joint Venrure is to secure the waterfowl resources of eastern
Canada by maintaining and enhancing the abundance and quality of wetlands. This is being achieved through two
programs - an intensive program and an extensive program.

The goal of the intensive program is to secure, enhance, or restore over 240,000 hectares of imponant wetland in
priority areas.
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The extensive program focuses on a much larger area (about 1.55 million hectares) through a mix of public

education. conservation incentives to private landowners, and inter-governmental agreements to develop

constructive land-use policies and make wetland values an integral component in the sustainable development of the

landscape.

Over a lS-year period (1989-2004), the Eastern Habitat Joint Venture aims to conserve, approximately 1.8 million

hectares of wetlands in eastem Canada. Complemennry initiatives by federal and provincial agencies and non-

government organizations such as Wildlife Habitat Canada and Ducks Unlimited Canada are expected to add

significantly to the total wetland area that will benefit from improved stewardship during that time.

Within each EHJV program area the special biological features of the wetland is the deciding factor in designing

projects to maximize the benefits to all species. The overriding objective is the enhancement of productivity,

biodiversity and ecological integrity ofthe wetlands.

Quebec's EHJV program focuses on habitat securement and wetland restoration and enhancement along the St.

l:wrence and Ottawa Rivers and is supponed by an agricultural stewardship program. The Quebec Wildlife

Foundation, local non govemmental organizations and municipalities form an efficient pannership for the

implementation of the EHJV program in Quebec.

RESULTS. EHJV
HABITATSPROTECTIONA\-DENHA.\-CEIVIENT(1987-1995)

Project Area
Protection
(ha)

404

63
94

l l 9
342
57
,10

334
206
326

Area
Enhancement
(ha)

215

Cost
Enhancement
$

92s 000

168 000

137 000

500 000

790 000
l4 000

415 000
106 000
85 000

145 000
l8 000
70 000

Cost
Protection
$

Baiedu-Febvre
Nicolet-Sud
Saint-Fulgence
lle du tvlilieu
Marais Desrochers
[.ac Mcl:urin
lÆngue-Pointe
Rivière Marguerite
Saint-Barthélemy
Île Saint-Bernard
Commune de
Baiedu-Febwe
lle oupas
lles aux Alouettes
Marais de Beauharnois
lles du Pot à I'Eau de Vie
lle aux Fraises
Isle-Vene
lles Læs Pélerins
lles aux Pommes
St-Gédéon

492 000

291 000
217 000
83 000

I 022 000
126 000

3 000
856 000
s3 000
50 000

9;

93

700
l l

200
58
7

59
234
60

104 2sl 000

62

153
6

296
45
7

l l 4
234
26
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RESULTS - EHJV
HABITATS PROTECTIO)i AND E){HA\CEI\{ENT (1987-1995) (continue)

Projecl

Baie l,avallière
Île uarie
Île Bouchard
Thurso
Varennes
Oie Blanche

Cumulative total

Area
Protection
(ha)

l 4
45
43

Cost
Protection
$

67 000
86 000
ruT

3 623 000

Area
Enhancement
(ha)

45
43

106
233
20

| 793

Cost
Enhancement
$

47 000
15 000
29 000

106 000
6E 000

3 638 0003 520

FISH HABITAT RESTORATION FUND (FRHAP)

The fish habitat restoration fund was established further to the fine levied against Tioxide Canada Inc. in May 1993
for unlawfully discharging toxic effluent into the St. lawrence River. At the time, the courr of Quebec ordered the
company to pay a fine of $4 million, of which $3 million represented compensation for damage to fish and fish
habitat. This ruling was unprecedented in Canadian jurisprudence for destruction of wildlife habitats.

In keeping with the court's decision, a steering committee composed of representatives of Environment Canada,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the Quebec Department of the Environment and Wildlife, and the euebec Wildlife
Foundation, prepared a five-year management plan encompassing some 19 projects conforming to existing priorities
for preserving and rehabilitating fish in the St. Lawrence.

To ensure that the fund's investments have a multiplier effect, the projects are carried out in pannership with
conservation associations and other local organizations concerned. As proponents, they participate in managing and
monitoring the work and are called on to identify potential sources of complementary funding, since the rotâl
amount required for the entire list of selected projects exceeds the sum received.

The fish habitat restoration fund is being used primarily for conservation and enhancement projects. These include
protecting and restoring spawning grounds, re-establishing the free movemenr of fish, for example after spring
thaw, developing techniques for reintroducing species that are at risk, acquiring and developing habitats such as
marshes and islands crucial to the survival of the fishery resource, and restoring habitats to their natural state.
The area covered by the projects extends from the I:c Saint-Pierre, where Tioxide Canada's discharges had a
particularly severe impact, and on upstream to Beauharnois. FRHAP is mandated to implement the 19 projects in
the management plan approved by the coun of Quebec. Consequently, no other projects are eligible at the present
time. The list of projects in 1994- 1995 is the following :
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FISH HABITAT RESTORATIO\ FU\D

Programming - April 1,1994 to IVIarch 31, 1995

Project Type ofproject Location

I . Ile Dupas (Phase I ) Restoration of spawning grounds Tracy-Sorel region
2. St-Eugène Restoration of spawning grounds lac St-Pierre
3. Baie Lavallière Restoration of spawning grounds Tracy-Sorel region
4. Ile de Grâce, Ile aux Corbeaux Habitat restoration Tracy-Sorel region
5. Ruisseau St-Jean (Phase l) Restoration of spawning grounds Montréd
6. Restoration of copper redhorse

population and habitat Restoration of species at risk Rivière Richelieu
7. Islands in the Benhier-Sorel

archipelago Conservation Tracy-Sorel region
8. St-Banhélemy Conservation Tracy-Sorel region
9. Ruisseau St-Jean Conservation Montréal
10. Pointes Hében et Goyette Conservation Montréal
I l. Rivière-aux-Pins Conservation Montréal
12. Fishway at Beauharnois dam Feasibility study Beauharnois
13. Baie du FebvreÆ.Jicolet Sud

(Phase l) Habiat restoration I:c St-Pierre
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Abstract

A nerv approach, the Riverine Community Habitat Assessment and Restoration Concept (RCHARC), is used for impact
analysis and restoration plarning for the main stem Missouri River. The RCHARC contrasts depth and velocity
distributions at specific time intervals from a reference stream against distributions from different operational or channel
altematives in a target stream. The more nearly depth and velocity distributions for an alternative resemble distributions
from the reference stream. the more highly that altemative is ranlied. For this application, the reference system was tle
historical (preproject) Missouri River as defined by HECJI analysis using preproject cross sections and preproject mean
monthly {lows. Reference monthly dept}r and velocity distributions are contrasted to monthly distributions associated with
specific reservoir release alternatives routed through the existing channel. The results ofthe analysis allowed the Corps
ofEngineers to rank operational alternatives by their ability to provide hydraulic habitat most likely to support native
warmwater fishes. The community-level perspective and whole-river descriptions used in the approach facilitate
assessments of ecosystem integrity of target systems.

KEY-WORDS: Instream Flow Needs / RCHARC / Missouri River / Habitat Analysis / Physical Habitat Modeling /
Stream Impact Assessment / Flow Requirements / Maintenance Flows / Fish Community
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INTRODUCTION

Population gorvth and continued cconomic development are partially founded on continued development of water resources

forpower production, water supply, flood control, navigation, and other benefits. Streams and rivers of many regions of

thc United States are viewed as a preferred source of water supply to promote economic development and support

population growù (PeUs 1984). Unmanaged stream regulation and diversion have the potential to severely impact

environmental quality and fish and wildlife resources. Increased water resources development has intensilied the conflict

between economic benefits of stream diversion and regulation and the need to protect and maintain thc integrity of lotic

ecosystems (Petts I 984).

Impact assessrnent methodologies that are quantiliablg repeatable, accepte{ and defensible are required to mediate conllicts

between water resources development and natural resource preservation (Hobbs et al. 1989). The U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers, Missouri RiverDvision (À,fi.D), controls, maintains, and conserves water resources to provide for flcod control,

navigation, irrigation, power generation, recreation, water quality, water supply, and frsh and wildlife protection and

enhancement by regulating the releases from dams on the main stem Missouri River. Economic dcvelopment in the basin,
plus changing demographic, social and land use patterns, is placing increased demands on the natural resources in the

system Operation of the main stem Missouri River system of dams impacts several different natural resource categories

including inpool reservoir fisheries, wetlands, wildlife, and downstream fish resources. Efforts by MRD to continue

fosæring economic development in the basin while simultaneously protecting environmental resources rcquire predictive

tools thæ can be used to balance the developmental and environmental needs of the region. Wc present an application of

the RCHARC tro the tailwater of Gavin's Point Dam to assess the effects of different releases on preregulation habitat for

warmwater lishes. Howwer, the RCHARC can also be used to provide a framework for habitat restoration of the Missouri

River or to describc the long-term effects ofriver regulation on physical habitat.

The RCIIARC linls broad depth and velocity patten$ described by frequenry distributions (similar to Hogan and Church
1989) !o commrmity response by building on the observation that different species of fishes seem to prefer different parts

ofdepthorvelocitygradiens(Bainetal. l99l). Somefishesprefershallowwaterhavinglorvvelocity,othersmayselect

deep, faster velocity areas, whereas the remainder of the community may prefer deep, slorv water or shallow, fast areas.
Figure I illustrates the conceptual relationship between a depth gradient and habitat requirements of a hypothetical group

of species represented by an ordinated set of habitat suitability curves (represented as species A, B, C, etc.). The right
abscissa represents the habitat value from 0.0 to 1.0 for depth for each species. The left abscissa represents the percent

disribution of each depth increment. The relative value of the habitat for each species can be detcrmined by how much of
the Êequency distibution falls u'ithin its suitability curve, or restated, the composition of this hypothetical group of species
is determined by the depth distribution. Thus, the composition of the fish community will be determined by long-term
pattems of dçth and velocity frequenry distributions, all other factors being equal. Changes in the frequenry distribution
of depth and velocity will result in associated changes in the warmwater fish community. For example, a shift in the
frequency distribution of depth that reduces the amount of shallow water will favor species that inhabit deeper water.

METHODS AI\D RESULTS

Application of the RCHARC to the regulated Missouri River required four steps:

Sæo one. A comparison reference was selected against which the project altematives could be contrasted. The reference
was considered to provide ideal habitat conditions, both in terms ofchannel configuration and seasonally varying flow
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pafiern (in this case, defned by mean monthly llows), for the aquatic community in the project river system. The reference
was selected in coordination with state and Federal resoruoe agencies. For the Missoun lùver application, the reference
standard was the prcproject Mssouri River as recreated using hydraulic simulation (HEC-ID based on historical cross-
section data archivcd by the Ornatra Distict of the Corps of Engineers. However, for other applications of the concep! the
rcference could be a nearby river systeûL reachcs ofthe river upstream or downstream ofthe project and not impacted by
the project, or the project river reach but evaluated in a "wiùout project" condition.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEPTH FREOUENCY DISTRIBUTION
AND COMMUNITY / SPECIES REOUIREMENTS

ts
J
@

E
f
tt

0 0
0 - 0.25 0.25 - 0.5 0.75 . 1.0 0.75 - 1.0 1.25 - 1.5 1.5 - 2.0

D(m)
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Figure 1. Conceptual relationship between a depth gradient and habitat requirements ofa hypothetical group
of species represented by an ordinated set ofhabitat suitability curves (represented as species A, B, C, etc.).

Step two. Hydrologic and hydraulic features of the reference standard having fish habitat value were described and
summarized as an annual series of monthly depth or velocity frequency distributions (e.g., Figure 2). Standard methods
of sheam gaging and hydraulic simulation were used to describe cell-by-cell depths and velocities (Milhous et al. 199 I ) for
each monthly llow. Eight transects combined into four channel categories - wide, narrow, transitional, and divided - wcre
utilized to describe preproject habitat conditions in the Missouri River. The results from each channet category were
opanded by a weighting factor reflecting the relative proportion ofthe entire study reach that each category represented.

Step three. A similar approach was used to describe hydrologic and hydraulic features of the project alternatives. Figurc
2 presents a comparison ofdepth distributions for the narrow channel category for the preproject (solid line), existing
operation in the present channel (dotted line), and depth distribution most nearly like the preproject depth distribution that
can be achieved through operational control at the dam (dashed line). Project and preproject distributions are based on
August median flo*s.The eight tansects used to characterize the preproject Missouri River were resurveyed in 1992 under
high and low flows to characterize the project operational altematives. Velocity and depth distributions at intermediate
flows were determined using methods described in Step two.

Step four. The habitat value of each project altemative was deærmined by the similarity of its dcpth or velocity distributions
to the distibutions ofthe reference system on a monthly basis. Table I presents correlation coeflicients that relate depth
distibutions at incremental project discharges. (does not include overbank flows) to the preproject depth distributions for
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the narrow channel category of the Gavin's Point tailwater for a median water y€ar. Maximum correlation coeflicients in

each cotumn (bold) generally follow tlre preproject hydrograph. The elfect of a particular operations plan can be deærmined

by summing (or inægrating in some otlm way) the correlation coefficients. Optionally, the coefficients can be adjusted by

a weighting factor based on the similarity of the project channel topwidth to the preproject channel topwidth. This optional

weighting factor assures that habitat quantity (topwidth) is considered as well as habitat quality (deptt/velocity

distributions). The more similar an altemative was to the reference stream, the higher that altemative was ranked. We

employed Pearson product-moment correlation analysis (SAS Institutel9SS) of the velocity distributions to determine

1

0

{-:;;;--.-:l
- t -/- - - - - - - - - - --- --',,----1,..

Figure 2. Comparison ofdepth distributions for the narrow channel cttegory.

Table l. Correlation coefficients that relate depth distributions at incremental project discharges.
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similarity b*ween the refae,nce and target systems. We tested othcr measures of similarity but thc ranking of altematives

did not change. For the Missouri River applicatior\ total impact of each operational alternative was deærmined by

summing thc velocity correlation coelficients (depth coeflicients provided similar patterns) over the 93-year hydrologic
period of record available for the analysis. We presently employ bivariate descriptions of depth and velocity and compare

them using the Canberra Coefficient.

DISCT'ISSION

Use of correlation coefficients or other similarity coeflicients to describe the similarity between the reference and project

alternatives allows complex patterns of habitat to be described as single numbers. This simplification facilitates

incorporation of the analysis results into water resources management decisions. Conelation coelficients that range from
1.0 (perfect conelation) to -1.0 (invene conelation) can be easily rescaled. By rescaling the correlation coelficients behveen
0.0 to 1.0, the effects of reservoir operation on lish habitat can be expressed as either a "penalty firnction" or "value
ûmction". For per,alty frurctions, ùe conelation coeflicients are scaled so that the highest correlation coelficients have the
smallest penalty. For value functions, the highest correlation coefficients are scaled to have ùe highest value. Use of
penalty functions allows the results of the RCHARC analysis to be considered in reservoir optimization studies. Use of
value functions allows for easy assæsment ofeach operationaUchannel alternative against other beneficial uses ofreservoir

storage also couched as value functions. Value/penalty functions can be presented separately for different reaches or an
entire river system.

The RCIIARC analysis facilitates description of impact and identification of operational and structural mitigation (Figure

2). Impact is defined as differences between project and preproject depth/velocity distributions. Maximum operational
mitigation is delined as differences between existing operation distributions and the operation that provides depth
distibutiors most nearly like the preproject depth distributions. Potential restoration (channel modification) is defined as
differences between optimum operation and preproject conditions. Long-term changes in the hydraulic environment
betrveen the preproject Missouri fuver and project Missoun River can be described with monthly plots of depth and velocity
frequenry distributions at median flows or other flows having biological importance.
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